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In the 19205 and early 19305, the Communist

Party embraced a
policy

to promote national

consciousness among the Soviet Union's many

national minorities as a means of Sovietizing them.

In Ukraine t Ukrainian-language schooling, coupled

with pedagogical innovation, was expected to

serve as the Iynchpin of this social transformation

for the republic's child en.

The first detailed archival study of the local

implications of Soviet nationalities
policy, Breaking

the Tongue examines the implementation of

the Ukrainization of schools and children's

organizations. Matthew D. Pauly demonstrates that

Ukrainization faltered because of local resistance,

a lack of resources and Communist
Party

anxieties

about nationalism and a weakening of Soviet

power - a process that culminated in mass arrests,

repression] and a fundamental adiustment in
policy.)))

had Ukrainized

the first grade of the school without regard for [he
predominantly ethnic-Russian

composition of the schooL47 The letter further claimed that parents of five chil-

dren in the Ukrainized group had removed their children from the school and the

parents of the other
sixty-five

were only waiting to remove their children until

their case had been reconsidered\037 The parents who wrote the complaint justified
their petition on the basis of a governmental decree protecting the educational

rights of ethnic minorities.
In his defence, the Mykolaiv regional education inspector, Yosyp Podolsky,

detailed the reasons for the Ukrainization of the school. He argued that the Myko-
laiv

inspectorare
had concentrated its early campaign for the Ukrainizarion of

primary schools in workers' districts, where the Ukrainian population was high-
est. 48

However, by 1926-7, ir turned its attention to the Ukrainization of the

lower grades
of schools in the central district of the

city)
where the majority of the

population was 'white collar' or artisan. This move was justified
first on political

grounds, because workers had COll1e to believe that the inspectorate was targeting

only their districts for Ukrainizarion and nor the districts of government employ-

ees, \"who should in fac.t be the first to demonstrate a model for the implemen-
tation of the directives [on Ukrainization] of the central [republican] organs of

power and ,do not read [in Ukrainian] .')49 Second, the national composition of [he

district demanded some limited opening of Ukrainian schools. Ukrainization had

taken place in three schools of the central district, and parents moved quickly to

reserve space for their children in them.

According to the Myko,}aiv inspector, any school could have been Ukrainized.

The inspectorate chose Labour School No. 15) in
specific,

because it occupied
the

building of a former gymnasium, owned by the director of the school. The school

had used its reputation as a gynlnasium among the
population

and gathered)))
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A Note on Transliteration)

Historians who conduct research with Ukrainian and Russian sources, but present
their findings in English, must make accommodations that ensure precision as

well as readability. In this
study,

I use a modified Library of Congress system for

transliteration of Ukrainia11and Russian names and terms introduced in the text:

I have suppressed soft
signs

for proper names in the text and rendered -yi (Ukrai-
nian) and -ii (Russian) personal name endings as -y, and, the initial Ia-, Ie-, 10, or

Iu- in
personal names as Ya-, Ye-,. YO- J or Yu-. However, for the sake of

accuracy\037
I

have transliterated Ukrainian and Russian sources in the notes and
bibliography

in accordance with the unadjusted Library of Congress system. Ad,ditionally,
I

have favoured Ukrainian abbreviations for republican branches of government,
but transliterated the names of Communist Party and security police units (e.g.,

Agitprop, Orgbiuro, GPU) from Russian because these variants are more familiar

to English-language readers. I have also relied on transliteration from Russian for

names of ethnic Russians and leading
non-Ukrainian party leaders. Finally) I have

transliterated the names of cities and administrative divisions in the UkrSSR from

Ukrainian (e.g., Kyiv,
Odesa, Kharkiv) and have generally used Ukrainian variants

for the names of minor non-Russian figures.)))





A Note on Administrative Divisions

in Soviet Ukraine)

The
history of administrative divisions of the Ukrainian SSR (UkrSSR) can be

confusing.
The republic went through three, major, administrative changes during

the period under
study.

Soviet authorities initially preserved the tsarist-era guber-
nii (provinces; generally known

by
its Russian spelling, it is transliterated from

Ukrainian as hubernii), increasing their number to twelve in 1920. From 1923

to 1925, the republican government began to abolish the
gubernii and replace

them with smaller okruhy (regions) and to create
raiony (districts) through the

merger and repartition of tsarist-era volosti (counties). However, the institution of

this shift was not immediate and sometimes gubernii co-existed with the smaller

okruhy
until the former's final abolicion. Initially, there were

fifty-three okruhy
in

Soviet Ukraine, but this number declined to forty-one through division and the

transfer of territory to the Russian SFSR. Within the territory of the UkrSSR)

Soviet officials also created the Moldovan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
(ASSR) along its southwestern border and national raiony for ethnic minorities,

including Russians.
By

1931, there were twenty-five national raiony. Beginnillg
in 1930, the

okruhy
were abolished and, by 1932, had been replaced by seven

large
oblasts that were further subdivided into raiony. III 1934, t11ecapital of the

UkrSSR was transferred from Kharkiv [0 Kyiv; [he number of oblasts increased

through the 1930s to a rotal of fifteen oblasts (witll the addition of the Moldovan

ASSR) by
the beginning of the Second World War. 1

Throughout
1923 [0 1939, the territory and names of raiony shifted; some had

a short life, and it is difficult to find a discussion of tllem beyond their mention

in a source document. Names of cities also changed) as did the Ukrainian spell-

ing of these nan1es after the creation of a new, unified) Ukrainian orthography in

1928 (known sometimes as the Kharkiv orthography) and its forlual adoption by
the Soviet Ukrainian Academy

of Sciences in March 1929. To make matters even

more
complicated,

this orthography
was subsequently reformed in 1933 because)))



xx) Administrative Divisions)

of its alleged embrace of \"nationalist deviation.\" Of course, there were Russian

variants for names of cities and administrative divisions as well.

With the intent of
simplifYing reading

for the non-specialist and specialist alike,

I use English-language translations for the UkrSSR's administrative divisions with

the exception ,of Hoblast,n a term that is
widely

used in English-language literature

and reflects the current administrative division of Ukraine. I
provide

consistent

English-language translation at each mention of the equivalent Ukrainian ad-
ministrative division, so that guberniia (huberniia)=province, okrttha=region, and

raion=district. Where there is a possibility of confusion, the Ukrainian-language

variant is parenthetically offered. I also
employ

the pre-Kharkiv orthography spell-

ing of Ukrainian cities (e.g., Stalino, not 5taline) because contemporary Ukrai-

nian historical scllolarship favours this spelling and the Kharkiv
orthography

had

a relatively short existence. Lastly} as noted
already,

I
generally transliterate place

names from the Ukrainian variant, the one
exception being

the formal name of

cl1e republic because an
\302\243.nglish-Ianguage equivalent

is cornmo,nly accepted: the

Ukrainian SSR (abbreviated as UkrSSR).)))
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Introduction)

No'w we issuea call
Jor Ukrilinization) Jor a rebirth of natiqnal culture Jor social reasons, in the

name of a living historical current which takes tIS
through the vast lnouth of a river to the sea

of
a new social lift.)

P
Sapukhin\037

Narodnii
uchytel', 1925)

Teachers in Soviet Ukraine who read their professional newspaper regularly
con-

fronted reminders such as this that their responsibilities in the new Soviet republic
were

great. They were to assume a vanguard position in the \"third frane' of the

socialist revolution, education, by transforming their teaching and the
learning

objectives
for their YOUl1g charges, w}lile carrying socialism to their community

as
public

educators and political activists. The young Communist state focused
on the nation for conveyance of these campaigns. \"National culture\" would push
the

((living
historical current

n

along, providing it with substa.nce a.nd energy. This
effort would result in the consolidation of a \"new social life,\" but it would be a

form of socialism enabled, for the for,eseeable future, by acceptance a11d promo-

tion of national identity. The public's embrace of [his truth would be a critical

determinant of the success of socialism.
The effort (0 use the Ukrainian nation for this construction of socialism was

known as Ukrainization. Scholars have devoted considerable attelltion to high-
level political debates over

early
Soviet nationalities policy, labelled korenizatsiia

(literally, \"rooting\" or indigenizarion) for its application in the Soviet Union gen-

erally. Their studies have
provided

valuable information regarding [he general

character of korenizatsiia and its
significance,

but the picture is incomplete. The

full impact of this policy can be understood only by an investigation into how

Soviet nationalities policy was
experienced

and interpreted by the individuals

who were most immediately entrusted with the
policy's

execution and success,)))

perevirky of teachers in the winter of that academic
year.

Articles

in the pedagogical press explained the need for, and requirements of, the examina-

tion. Ivan Prysiazhniuk, a contributor to Narodnii
uchytel,

claimed that it was not

uncommon to encounter teachers who continued to use the Ukrainian lal1guage

with Russianisms and that this habit of mixing Ukrainian and Russian was being

passed on to the children.]7 \037The teachers' language was, in some instances, so

muddled that children could not understand the lessons. Prysiazhniuk claimed

there were instances of local authorities appointing teachers who even deliberately

confused children in this manner. He argued some
remedy

was needed quickly or

teachers would continue to
\"pollute\"

the Ukrainian language and, significantly,

harm th,e development of the children.
They

would not be literate in Ukrainian

or Russian. News of a coming perevirka again
seI1t teachers into a panic. They

scrambled for literature and demanded more detailed instructions. Prysiazhniuk

described their desperate) last-minute preparations as behaviour similar to \"feed-

ing
hounds when they are starving.})jg 'Ihey did not intend

mastery
of language,

or understand why it was necessary. They simply wanted {O survive the process.)))
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especially at the local level. ]
This work suggests that primary schools in Ukraine

provide the most
productive

arena in which to investigate this concern, since

political authorities
gave

education administrators, inspectors, and teachers criti-

cal responsibility in (he implementation of nationalities policy,
and Ukrainian

schools were the sites of the policy's most rapid achievements. On
paper,

the

percentage of Ukrainian-language schools rose from 50.7 per cent at the begin-

ning of 1923 to 88.1 per cent in the 1932-3 academic
year)

in excess of the

ethnic-Ukrainian proportion of the republic's population.
2

Ukrainian People's

Commissariat of Education (Narodnii komisariat osvity - Narkomos) records,

parry
communications, p,edagogical journals,

and the teachers' newspaper

chronicle not only the development of Ukrainization, bur also how educators

understood and employed directives. What emerges from these documents is not

simply
an account of the development of Ukrainian-language instruction, but

the
reimagining

of the entire school curriculum. The Communist Parry intended

schools to be the training ground for a new generation of skilled, politically con-
scious, and economically informed Soviet citizens\037 and Ukrainization was seen as

the primary means, to this end. It was through the national
language) promoted

by schoolteachers, that the Soviet ideal was to be realized. The campaign trans-

lated Soviet notions of governance to the Ukrainian-speaking population as well

as defined much of the character and authority of Soviet power in the
republic

as a whole.

But, as the archival and published material illustrates) Ukrainization in the
schools was

by
no means easily accomplished. The success of the linguistic

aspect of Ukrainization relied on educators who would not only teach chil-

dren in Ukrainian, but also instruct
government bureaucrats, party officials,

and rank-and-file workers in the language. In addition, they had an immense

amount of responsibility within the classroom itself. Teachers had to use, and

in many cases learn\037 not only a new language of instruction (\037'to break (heir

tongues\ but also a radical form of pedagogy. Furthermore,
despite procla-

mations regarding the importance of education, the reality was that the Com-
munist

Parry's support of the new education system and its trust in teachers to

perform correctly under this system was limited. Central and republican party
allthorities and the republican security service targeted a group of leading teach-
ers and intellectuals because of their suspicion of the educators' management
of

everyday
Ukrainization as well as qualms about their leadership of progres-

sive education and their
patronage

of youth. These anxieties did not stem from
an actual threat, but rather from the concern of the Soviet political leadership
about

programs
that had the potential to become unmanageable or go awry. The

arrest and denunciation of prominent non-parry Ukrainizers 3 foreshadowed not
the absolute abandonment of Ukrainization, but a critical alteration in the form)))
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of social transformation that these educators had supported. What ultimately
becomes

apparent through
an investigation of Ukrainization on the local level

is that
language policy and the fate al1d direction of the schoolhouse were inex-

tricably lin ked.
4)

Objectives
of Soviet Nationalities Policy in Ukraine)

The Communist !J
arty

meant Ukrainization as a means of integrating the bulk
of [he rural

population
into the Soviet order. It recognized the concerted resis-

tance of the Ukrainian
peasantry

to the imposition of Soviet power ,during
the civil wac Peasant anarchist arrnies made short-term alliances with the Red

Army, but primarily to protect their own
parochial

inreresrs.
5

Few Ukrainian

peasants saw themselves as nationalists or were nationally minded. But
they

recognized the Soviets as fllndamentally alien. Ukrainization was then meant
to win this large population over to the Soviet cause4 It recognized tl1e real-

ity of a majority-Ukrainian-speaking population in the countryside and feared

the potential for nationalism resulting from a growing feeling of alienation
from a

government
that aspired towards a wl10lesale transformation of rural

life. The Communist Party was highly suspicious of peasants, but it1 Ukraine,

there was little option but to engage them) and it viewed the national divide

between the city and village as particularly troubling.
6

Ukrainization offered

a means to ensure that the Soviet authority possessed the tools to administer

the village (and control any threats stemming from it), as well as [0 alter the

linguistic environment of the city so that a
peasant-centred

workforce could

more easily acculturate. This suggested not a
victory

of the village over the city,
but rather the alignment of the

village
to the interests of the city.? Ukrainian

culture would become identifiable with the UrbaJ1 and modern, and Ukraloian-

speaking peasants would seek to mimic its new form and use it for their OWl}

social mobility.
R

Schools were instrumental to this effort to bridge the rural and
the urban because of the cOllcerted attempts by Narkomos to orient the cur-

riculum of all schools towards a recognition of the city's leadership status, and

to link rural and urban schools.

Elements in the KP(b)U - the Ukrainian branch of the Communist Party
-

viewed Ukrainization as an erroneous
strategy

that privileged a backward, rural

culture. As the high-ranking secretary of the KP(b) U TsK (Central (\037onlnlittee),

Omitrii Lebed, had insisted in a
published

1923 theory labelled a \"Battle of

Two Cultures,\" it was the urban-based Rllssian culture that was rightly domi-

nant in the Ukrainian context: and would
inevitably triumph

in the IOllg term.

Expansive support for the Ukrainian language was a Ureactionary)'\037
wasteful cost

that did not benefit [he interests of the
worlcing

class and the socialist srate. 9)))
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Resistance to Ukrainization persisted in republican and all-Union
parry organi-

zarions and state institutions, but this opposition must be seen along a
gradu-

ated scale. A member might believe that funding for Ukrainian-language use

should be minimized relative to other expenditures, that publication should

be correlated with levels of Ukrainian literacy, or that all-Union organizations

(including educational institutions) should
operate exclusively

in Russian. Such

views were not necessarily provoked by a prejudice against
Ukrainian culture,

but rather a conviction that srate authorities even in Ukraine needed to most

efficiently communicate with the population that mattered most: the Russian-

speaking industrial working class. The establishment of a Ukrainian-language
education

system
was meant to break this reality. It was the linkage by Nar-

komos of the Ukrainian primary school to a ladder of educational institutions

extending
to the university, and support for authoritative Ukrainian primary

schools in the urban
setting,

that undermined the position of Lebed and his

supporters and confirmed the
party>s

aballdonment of a principle of ((neutrality\"
in nationalities policy.lO

While the initial articulation of a Ukrainization strategy in 1923 might be

seen as
arising

from the political requirements of an unstable post-war Ukraine,
the 1925 acceleration of the campaign appeared to b,e a genuine (if sometimes

constrained) effort at the transformation of the linguistic culture of the Ukrainian

republic. Joseph
Stalin remained through the later 1920s and into the early 19305a

consistent
SUp'pofter

of Ukrainization generally, even while sign\037ling a n,eed for
a correction. The fundamental questions were what the targets of Ukrainization
should be, who should lead the policy, and, from the perspective of some, what

dangers might
arise from its pursuit. These were issues for debate, but they did

not mean the parry formulation of Ukrainization or korenizatsiia in
general

was

insincere.
1]

This study seeks to remind readers of the
practical \037

well as political

limitations on the success of Ukrainization in education, in particular, primary

schooling,
while advancing the proposition that few engaged in the process of

Ukrainizarion
fully

understood what constraints would be imposed.
12

If the state

police in Ukraine long viewed the activities of bourgeois Ukrainizers with
trepi-

dation, the Ukrainizers did not anticipate the full scale of the repression [hat the

State Political Directorate (GPU) would
impose

or the restrictions on Ukrainiza-

tion that their actions would set.
The

parameters
of Ukrainization, in short, were not readily discernible or pre-

dictable,
especially

to educators. To argue that the party (or the security police)
would

illevitably
move to rid itself of the participation of these bourgeois intel-

lectuals minimizes
activity that resulted from the fusion of party and national

interests, the
legacy [his activity had on future nationalities policy) and further

exploration of t11e motivations for [he KP(b)U's initial alteration ofUkrainization)))
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in 1930 and definitive shift in 1934. Furthermore, not all in the KP(b) U or even

the VKP(b) \037 the All-Union Communist Parry
-

expected or believed in such a

full-scale
jettisoning of bourgeois specialists, and the republican and local state

administrations were
considerably invested in their participation in Ukrainiza-

tion. Despite criticism directed at individual Ukrainizers, or non-parry educators

and teachers as a whole, Narkomos and
provincial

or municipal soviets widely

acknowledged that Ukrainization could not succeed without this collaboration.
13

In other words, for multiple parties, Ukrainization was not a cynical or short-term

measure. Stalin, First Secretary of the KP(b)U Lazar
Kaganovich, Ukrainian com-

missars of education Oleksandr Shllffisky and Mykola Skrypnyk, and less notable

personages
all believed that Ukrainization should succeed, but their understand-

ing of the
objectives

of success differed.

This study contends that Ukrainization was a highly decentralized
process,

that its course was fundamentally determined by non-parry educators, and that,
in

spite
of penalties for non-involvement, its success hinged on willing coopera-

tion. Francine Hirsch's comments regarding the role of ethnographers in Soviet
nation building generally

are
helpful

in this context: \"'To be sure the party-stare
was the locus of

political power.
But the party-state did not have a ITIonopoly

on knowledge; on the
contrary,

it depended to a significant degree on the infor-

mation about the
population

that experts and local elites provided.)'14 Similarly,
Ukrainian educational theorists and

linguists supplied knowledge necessary for

Ukrainization and entrusted local education sections and teachers to carry out

their instructions. This reliance created opportunity for
significant progress in

Ukrainian-language instruction, while allowing for a modification of the initial

intent of central authorities. IS)

Assessing
Ukrainization in the Context of Progressive Education)

By choosing to focus on the daily implementation of Ukrainization, this study

parts with
previous

works
largely

concerned with high-level discussions of nation-

alities
poliCYa

16
This work's close reading of the daily implementation of Ukrain-

ization
points

to an important conclusion underemphasized by other scholars:

the formal, linguistic Ukrainization of institutions did not mean a qualitative

improvement in their use of Ukrainial1 and an llncontested expansion of the

Ukrainian-speaking environment. This phenomenon is
particularly problematic

regarding schooling) an area frequently ciced as evidence of the
policy's greatest

success. George Liber argues a Ukrainian environment had developed beyond its

rural core due to the campaign of the KP(b)U for the promotion of Ukrainian

culture, literatllre,. and press and advancement of Ukrainian cadres. lerry Martin,

in his authoritative work 1he Affirmative Action
Empire,

Inaintains that all urban)))
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linguistic predominance of Ukrainian never existed in any prevailing fasmon. l ?

However, he views language transformation in the schools as largely untroubled.

a
finding

that this study disputes.

While the goal of Narkomos and its people's education sections
(viddily

narodnoi osvity)
18

was for the transition to Ukrainian schooling [0 be ((natural,\"

it was nor in reality uroutine..\"19 Furthermore, these efforts did not result in an

immediate conversion of the wider language climate. Teachers did not make

the transition easily; they continued to use Russian or a mixture of the two

languages that few Ukrainian speakers could recognize.. Most
Young

Pioneer

youth groups continued to use Russian exclusively, and urban children fell

into Russian outside [he classroom. By J 926, Soviet republican leaders labelled

the formal Ukrainizarion of primary schools
\"complete.\"

However, this meant

only that educational authorities had succeeded in grouping ethnic-Ukrainian
schoolchildren

together
in single schools or groups and that the proportion of

Ukrainian-languageschools was equivalent to the proportion of ethnic Ukraini-

ans: 80 per cent in the UkrSSR.l0 Furthermore, the process was not automatic.

It met resistance from both educators and parents who opposed or passively

resisted a shift in the language of instruction. Narkomos considered Ukrainiza-

rion unfinished until there had been both a
significant improvement in lan-

guage instruction and universal enrolment of school-age Ukrainian children.21

At the beginning of the 1925 school year) only 34.8 per cent of all
eight-

to

fifteen-year-old children in the republic were enrolled. If the account is lim-

ited to children eight to eleven years old, 63.0
p,er

cent of this subgroup was

enrolled. Significantly, school enrolmenr of eight- to eleven-year-old children
was worse in the largely ethnic-Ukrainian countryside relative to the city:
59..0

per
cent

compared to 79.0 per cent. 22

Although
the proportion of chil-

dren attending school increased throughout the 19205, rural areas would con-

tinue to lag behind. In 1926, ethnic Ukrainians constituted 87.5
per

cent of

the rural population in the republic as a whole; the lower enrolment of rural

children disproportionately affected the ethnic-Ukrainian population and it
remained a concern for Narkomos's Ukrainizers.

23

While it is true that teachers often exhibited apathy and
hostility

towards

Ukrainization, the documentary record illustrates that this was not universally
the case. The fact that teachers were publishing critical articles in the teachers)

newspaper Narodnii ucIJ.rtel (People's Teacher),14 exhorting their colleagues (0
build socialism in the manner advocated by the parry (e.g., in a child's \"native\"

language),
meant that some had taken up the charge. This study highlights a

number of the problems associated with Ukrainizarion, but it should not be for-

gotten that there was a cohort of committed Ukrainizers, most of whom were)))
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teachers and educators. Without them, the policy would have died an
early

death. Furthermore, there is evidence that if teachers gave children time and
proper

instruction and enjoyed parental support, children adopted or expanded
Ukrainian-language use with

relatively little effort. A confident Ukrainian-

speaking generation might have
developed throughout the republic if the pre-

vailing climate had been different.
25

This project was integrally linked to a program of progressive educational reform

that promised the liberation of children's abilities and training for their future

participation
in the Soviet society and economy. What is often lost in the exist-

ing scholarship on nationalities policy is that the Soviet development of national
culture took

place
within the context of larger educational and cultural proj-

ects of reform. The Narkomos and its local sections pushed Ukrainian-language
schooling (and native-language schooling for non-Ukrainians) concurrently with

a program for progressive education. Its administrators believed that a program

of progressive education - that is, a child-centred education that
integrated

dis-

ciplinary learning around specific tl1emes - would be successful only if schools

embraced native-language instruction. Native-language schooling would ensure

that students would
engage \"naturally\"

with one another and their environment.

Initially; progressive educators expected that children would discover their own

innate capacity to work collectively and a curiosiry for labour culture.

As education administrators modified their expectations and introduced

greater
structure to progressive education (the introduction of some disciplinary

lessons, inclusion of direct
political content_, and a mandate for limited teacher-

directed instruction), Narkomos officials continued to insist that schooling in

the Ukrainian language afforded Ukrainian students the best opportunity to

gain the skills necessary for active participation in the building of a socialist

economy and stare. The progressive vision of student participation in an inte-

grated education remained. It was this education that would
give

students an

introduction to the labour values of the socialist state) a prerequisite
for entry

directly into the workforce as conscious workers or matriculation [0 a particular

Ukrainian institution, the vocational school (profihkola). It was 110t until this

secondary school was eliminated as the result of the unification of the Ukrainian

education
system

with the Russian, or arguably not until the turn to conservative

pedagogy after the tumult of the cultural revolution (a shift in activist attitudes

cowards the production
al1d form of cultural al1d intellectual expression in the

Soviet Union
generally

from 1927 to 1931, initially sanctioned and supported

by the Communist
Party leadership

under Stalin), that this orientation funda-

mentally changed. Edllcation inspectors regularly cOlnplained
about the absence

of Ukrainian-language textbooks, but since the complex system
favoured

by)))
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progressive educators relied on content
provided by

students and teachers, there

was less reason for concern.)

Levels of Perspective: Privileging the Local)

In the discussion that follows, the hand of the party leadership (in Moscow and

in Kharkiv) is often absent, with the exception of key, wider junctures: the First

All-Union
Parry Meeting

on Education in 1920, [he promulgation of Ukrainiza-

tion in 1923, the KP(b)U's repeated rejection of \"forced\" Ukrainization of ethnic

Russians in 1926, its censure and ousting of Commissar of Education Oleksandr

Shumsky
in 1926-7, its growing suspicion of nationalism among educators and

sanction of a trial of the Ukrainian intelligentsia in 1930, and [he Second AlI-

Union Parry Meeting
on Education's decision to eliminate a separate Ukrainian

education
system.

This is not because central and republican party authorities

did not care about the direction of educational policy, but rather because they
entrusted

daily management
of its course to a state organ, Narkomos) and inter-

vened most directly when they perceived a need for a correction. Narkomos had
considerable freedom to design educational policy in the interim. Apart from the

Shumsky
affair; less is said here about central party interference because Stalin)s

views regarding Ukrainization generally coincided with those of the principal
republican leaders tasked with overseeing [he campaign: Lazar Kaganovich and

Mykola Skrypnyk. Ultimately,
the

parry leadership in Moscow determined the

direction of nationalities policy; and its instructions to the Ukrainian branch ,of

[he Communist Party, the KP(b)U, were instrumental in designing the campaign

against non-parry educators in 1930. However, the KP(b)U also reported inter-

nally about a supposed growth in nationalism and was
independently

concerned

with maintaining party control over Ukrainizauon throughout the period under
study.

This study dwells on the republican level because of its concern for a local his-

tory of nationalities policy and education. The question of schoolingin Ukraine

rose to the union level only on occasion, when an issue
seeme4

most intractable

or most heated and was generally linked to wider disputes about the overall
scope

of Ukrainization. There was no all-Union commissariat of education and only
two all-Union conferences on education for the period under study. This is not to

say that Moscow did not matter; Stalin signalled his
support

for the continuation

but correction of Ukrainization, and these decisions impacted the field of educa....

tion. Of critical importance to schooling was StaliI1'S authorization of repression
against

Ukrainian educational theorists and teachers, alleged to be members in
a fictional nationalist organization, the SVU (Spilka vyzvolennia Ukrainy, Union
for Liberation of Ukraine). On one level, schools were subject to the general)))
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sweep
of the cultural revolution and the party's increasing disdain for

non-party

specialists and intellectuals during the First Five-Year Plan. An awareness of this

context provides greater insight into the reasons for a shift in nationalities policy,
but it cannot wholly explain the particular targets,

the fabricated character of

political terror, and the special focus on youth and schools. For these questions,

the republican alld local-level context must be considered. The all-Union
pres-

ence was at its greatest at the time when Soviet authorities in Russia and Ukraine

were considering the unification of the education
systems.

There was clear pres-

sure from Moscow to standardize the educational
experience

for children and

move away from local content. But even at this juncture, debates over the ques-

tion of unification indicate a local embrace of the Ukrainial1 educational model

that could be lost by focusing purely on the outcome, however
predictable

it may

have been.

It was republican and local Narkomos institutions that defined much of what

happened in regard to Ukrainization. Ukrainizarion commissions under the

KP (b) U TsK and Radnarkom (the Ukrainian Council of
People's

Commissars, the

leading institution of government) were responsible for political and administra-
tive

oversight,
but much of the responsibility for implementation rested with the

commissariat. Its adult literacy department, Ukrliknep (literally, the Vseukrainska

nadzvychaina komisiia z
borotby

iz nepismennostiu pry Narkomosi - AlI- Ukrainian

Special Commission for the
Struggle

with Illiteracy under Narkomos) created

Ukrainization courses for all
employees

of Soviet institutions, including teachers,

and teachers were employed as instructors in these courses as well. It was local

Ukrainization commissions (formed
at the regional and district level) that exer-

cised the
greatest

influence in everyday Ukrainizacion, and a Narkornos represen-
tative was almost

always
a member. In short, the state and parry set up multiple

layers
of oversight to ensure proper compliance with U'krainization decrees, bur

lower-level
organizations

met the first instances of resistance\037 passivity,
and

approval on the part of Soviet employees and members of the public.
26 In specific

regard (0 the Ukrainization of schools, local education sections decided which

schools would be Ukrainized, its inspectors investigated
failures of teachers to

comply, a.nd its Inethodology commissions (and reachers themselves) produced

Ukrainian-language
instructional literature to fill it1 for regular shortages and to

ensure localized content.
27

What is remarkable is that a process of nation building was so intimately

tied to local and non-party institutions. The republican '\037centre\" received com-

plaints about lack of progress in Ukrainization or perceived coercion, bllt ulti-

mately for schools, the most fll11damental unit in Soviet nationalities
policy,

this was a highly localized process. Local education sections hired and fired

teachers, and communities paid for teachers' salaries and maintenance of the)))
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the Ukrainian People's Republic (UNR)) as well as the historical centre of the

pre-revolutionary Ukrainian national movement and the
alleged headquarters

of the fabricated SVU. It was also home to the All-Ukrainian
Academy of Sci-

ences (Vseukrainska akademiia nauk - YUAN) and, for this reason, remained the

intellectual heart of the Ukrainian republic.
28

As a consequence, Ukrainization

in Kyiv should have been a comparatively easy
matter. The fact that Narkomos

reported problems regarding teachers' ability to teach in Ukrainian and parental

resistance to a shift in language of instruction is an indication of the challenges
Narkomos faced. But in

Kyiv, KP(b)U cell reports warned of nationalist senti-

ment among teachers in the school. In the city and region of Kyiv, the para-
dox of Ukrainization was

apparent:
not enough was being done and too much

was being done. As the SVU case would make plain, in Kyiv and other centra]
(and \"western\") Ukrainian cities, Narkomos poJicy makers and educators had (0
walk a fine line in the campaign. Teachers presumably benefited from an associa-
tion with teachers who were highly qualified instructors as well as authorities
on Ukrainian studies, to say nothing of an overwhelmingly Ukrainian-speaking

countryside. For children, proximity to historical
places

in Kyiv associated with

Ukrainian nationhood must have bolstered the campaign, but these were aspects

of an historical memory that Narkomos and the party needed to
regulate

and

sometimes contest. In Kyiv, Ukrainization was always messier and its conCertI for

the modern less apparent. Kyiv was a place of history, a nexus of peasant trade,

and a former fulcrum in the Ukrainian national movement. As a consequence, it

was less visibly Soviet.

This study also focuses in
specific

on the main city and region in Ukraine's

heterogeneous south, Odesa. Unlike eastern Ukraine, the region did not border

the Russian republic, and ongoing migration
from Russia was less than in east-

ern Ukraine. Thus, the dynamic of Ukrainization was not equated solely with

de-Russification,29 but it was a considerably more
complex process.

In this envi-

ronment, Ukrainization made progress because it offered
yet

another alternate

identity, but now one that was considerably more attractive. Parts of the pop-

ulation of this port region, long accustomed to ethnic
diversity, proved

them-

selves adaptable. The Ukrainian-speaking intelligentsia and their supporters in

Narkomos were determined to push the policy through, and they found the ride

might
have been shifting in their favour by the end of (he 1920s. The GPU's

creation of an SVU cell for the city is at least indicative of tl1e security service's

anxiety regarding non-parry leadership of Ukrainization in (he city, if not son1e

appreciation of the Ukrainizers' tentative success.

To some extent, Ukraine was an aggregate of these local experiences. ll1is

acknowledgment
does not, however) invalidate Ukraitle's reality as a nation. In

the final analysis,
this scory is in part about the developn1ent of national

sensibility)))
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and the Soviet contribution to this awareness. People can conceive national iden-

tity in multiple ways\037
and Ukraine offers a conceptually provocative case of an

experiment in nation
building

that was sincere, but contradictory. This study
seeks to explore this tension from the ground up, and explore ways in which the

local connected to the national an,d made this concept tangible and safe for a time
to

political authorities, even if teachers and parents occasionally contested the use
of the '(nationar'

language
in the classroom.)))



Chapter One)

Primary Lessons)

This study presumes
the intrinsic power of educational institutions. It maintains

that education set the barometer for the Soviet political agenda because it was
educarion ,officials, instructors) and teachers who determined campaign objectives
and [he bar for success in nationalities policy. This chapter oudines the place of the
schoolhouse not as the object of language planning) but as the agent of

language

change. Drawing
on existing scholars,hip on the relationship between education

and
political authority,

it argues that the shift in language of education pursued by

the Soviets represented a powerful dictum. Schooling in Ukrainian was meant to

upturn the
existing arrangement

of lallguage authority} and interrupt and refract

the consequences of schooled
literacy.

A new school of literacy would work as

a corrective to the
perceived exploitative

functions of Russian d,omjnance and

standards.

The intersection between
language

and education is, in short, critical and reveals

more (han studies focused solely 011 Soviet education can highlight. Nearly all

scholars who examine the subject of Soviet education stress the ambition of Soviet
authorities to alter youth habits through the tutelage of the young. The

linguistic

component
of this study suggests an even more revolutionary potentiaL However,

it was also one fitting with established pedagogical trends. What education officials

aspired
to in Ukraine, other reformers in the United States and Europe sought: a

curricular environment attuned to children's abilities that liberated their potential
and allowed an investment in democratic citizenship. The (iifference in Ukraine

was that
progressive

education was a component of a state-directed program and

its objectives were more stridently political. Soviet authorities had high ambitions

for the children-'s acculturation to a socialist labour culture through progressive
education. Their

general
concern for a state role in the upbringing of children was

motivated in
part by

a large population of at-risk children and specific Ukrainian

concern for the early
vocational training of YOllth. An embrace of

progressive)))
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education meant entrusting lower-level teachers and educators with provision of

curricular content.. A tension
inevitably

existed between the state's lofty expecta-

tions and the system it implemented in order to attain them, as well as the state's

discomfort with unpredictable outcomes. The additional requirement
for teachers

to transfer [he language of instruction presented a dual burden, but one that the

state remained adamantly co,mmitted to throughout the
period

under study.

Ukrainian nation building then took place in this unconventional, decentralized

educational format. This is a story about the dissemination of new political values

in concert with national culture. Language is at the centre of the discussion, but

not a debate over language standardization or purism. Soviet efforts to promote
the

Ukrainian language and correlate it with a Ukrainian ethnic identity furthered the

acceptance of a Ukrainian ethnic category) which in turn informed a republican

identity. However, just who was Ukrainian and should be
principally targeted by

Ukrainizarion was in dispute. This study confronts [he problematic category
of

Russifled Ukrainians and the related question of a prohibirion against the forced

Ukrainization of the working class. The Ukrainization of the children of Russian-

speaking
Ukrainians was a run around this prohibition, and it also required some

creativity
in the ethnic identificarion of Ukrainian. The policy o,fUkrainization had

no future without a shift in the language of the workers and the city more
generally.

The repression of urban-based Ukrainizers and the scaling back of the
objectives

of

educational institutions pur limits on the policy generally.
A

key component of urban Ukrainization was the delegation to the Leninist
Young

Communist League of Ukraine (LKSMU - Leninska komunistychna spilka

m%di Ukra i ny) or the Komsomol and its subsidiary organization, the
Young

Pioneers, of the task of converting the linguistic sensibilities of urban youth.
Progress

in the Komsomol and Young Pioneers was a barometer of the success

of Soviet nationalities policy generally. The campaign to implement the correct
Soviet nationalities

p,olicy raised questions about the loyalty and corruption of

youth and the impact of
place (rural and urban) on Soviet nationalities policy. Of

critical importance to Soviet nationalities
policy was the relationship of the policy

to the cultural revolution. The cultural revolution was intimately linked to the

promotion of youth, in which the Komsomol and YOUIlg Pioneers played a critical

part. The
flexibility

of Ukrainian education created suspicion on the part of the
Communist

Party
of the potential of schools to lead children and youth down an

unsanctioned
path. Fears of nationalism provided a script for an attack on educa-

tion, and
yet

the demallds of the cultural revolution required an acceleration of
education.

Schooling
had to be placed in the right hands and directed towards

\037ew,
shifting objectives, but the school was still the answer. Educators responsible

for the schoolhouse in the 1920s believed this all along and worked towards this

end, even if they did Il0C
anticipate the shift ahead.)))
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Redeeming the Importance of \"Soft-Line\" Ukrainization:
Education and

Language
Instruction)

This study stresses the importance of a discussion of \"soft-linen Ukrainization and

contests the assuffii1tion that activities in this area l1ad little
meaning. According

to Martin, hard-line Ukrainization had two components: first, the
parry, Cen-

tral Control Commission, and Council of People's Commissars would assume

responsibility
for Ukrainization and apply it to economic and political institu-

tions; second\" it would use force to ensure compliance..
J

By contrast, Martin places

education and so-called \"culture building\" in a category of soft-line Ukrainization,

characterized by Narkomos oversight and persuasiol1. Since Narkomos's activities
did not control

party administration, Martin minimizes their significance. This

division seems overdrawn. Success in Ukrainization did rely on the party's author-

ity, but it was Narkomos
agents and Hsoft-line)) Ukrainizers who decided what

officials in \"hard-line\" institutions needed to know. It was their yardstick that
determined whether

progress
had been achieved. Narkomos had considerably less

power to enforce agreement, but education officials acted against troublemakers

in organs directly under their control and could draw attention to problems else-

where. Lastly, perceived problems in soft-line areas, such as education, occasioned

direct party interest.

While the KP(b)U assigned
the field of education few funds, in time it came to

fear the potential
inBuence educators might have. The party's own lack of atten-

tion) in the end, became the liability it identified most. Martin
suggests

chat the

central and republican party leadership instituted a campaign of
repression against

prominent members of the intelligentsia and educators because it had
always

viewed them
\037 opportunistic

collaborators and saw the beginning of the First

Five-Year Plan as an auspicious
time to get rid of then1.. This conviction is certainly

part
of the reason for the intelligentsia's repression. Yet, parry authorities also

grew

fearful because non-parry educators defined and instituted Ukrainization on a

daily
basis.. Soft-line Ukrainizarion was not innocuous. The party believed that the

consequences of its
going

amiss were considerable and acted to correct its course.

For republican leaders like the Old Bolshevik and the Ukrainian commissar of

education from 1927 to 1933, Mykola Skrypnyk, who were actively involved in

'Ukrainization's promotion
and alteration, the repression of the campaigl1's non-

party activists was a damaging
act even though, as will be discussed, Skrypnyk's

own actio,ns contributed to this course.

Scholars have underscored the role of education as a component of koreniza-

tsiia, although) generally, native-language instructio,n at the primary school level

is assumed to have been an accon1plished fact.
Clearly\037

the potential
of education

to influence the wider language environment was critical. For example, ill \"[urkic)))
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regions of the Soviet Union, educational authorities promoted
\"selected patterns

of linguistic and ethnic separation already in place.\"!In doing so, they
codified

and raised linguistic categories, thereby fostering (he predominance of
specified

identities perpetuated
in cultural institutions such as the schools. Similarly, the

Soviets hoped
a move towards latinization of T urkic languages would break the

authority
of Arabisr clerics and the old intelligentsia, who had historically domi-

nated the educational
space,

as well as increase literacy in newly defined vernacu-

lars for T urkic speakers and Europeans alike. 3
The effect of these measures was not

immediate in the schools, due to low enrolment
by non-European

children. This

study seeks to move beyond a discussion of
language planning

to an investiga-

tion into its us,e as an instrument of
political

and social management through the

schools.

Decisions made in defining the course of
language policy

can have profound

social and political consequences. Speaking on the standardization of French

during
the first French Revolution, sociologist Pierre Bourdieu argues that \"the

conflict betvveen the French of the revolutionary intelligentsia and the dialects

of
patois

was a struggle for symbolic power in which what was at stake was the

formation and re-formation of mental structures.)'4 This intelligentsia sought
not

just
to facilirate communication, but assert a

'I.

new
language

of authority\"

that incorporated a political vocabulary that peasant dialects could not
express.

Similarly,
the Narkomos hoped to disseminate a standardized Ukrainian through

the schools, not only to
supplant

Russian as the dominant language and enable

efficient communication between
regions,

but also to alter peasant and urban

attitudes.. Although there was disagreement within the central party leadership

regarding the former task, most authorities aligned themselves with the latter. In
the years following the civil war, Narkomos b,elieved that an urban-rural union

(smychka - Russian;
zmychka

-
Ukrainian) was a necessary prerequisite to the

building of socialism. 5
Socialjsm would falter if cities could not effectively admin-

ister rural communities 'and procure the agricultural goods necessary to feed a
workforce for industrialization. The peasantry had to see familiarity in the city to
accept

its leadership. Furthermore, a common linguistic (and symbolic) culture
would enable

peasant migrants to the city to work effectively upon arrival. As

Michael Smith puts it, for Soviet authorities, language was i.'a fundamental tool

of political power, economic production, and social management.\"6 It intended
language

to assert control over Russians and non-Russians alike.
Schools played a critical part in this

campaign.
To return to Bourdieu, an edu-

cation system is essential \"in the process which leads to the construction, legiti-
mation, and

imposition
of an

officiallanguage,,\"7 Groups fight for control over
education because the rewards are

high. An education system has a monopoly on
the creation of

producers
and consumers of language because it assigns \"a social)))
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value to linguistic competence.\" If schools legitimized Ukrainian and made pro-

ficiency in standardized Ukrainian a
requirement

for educational advancement,

speakers would act [0 protect and perpetuate (his
\"linguistic capitaL\"

As will be

discussed below, YUAN worked through the 19205 to define
accepted rules for

grammar and syntax, but Narkomos relied on teachers to inculcate standardized

Ukrainian in children. This represented the kind of
purposeful

act described by

Bourdieu: \"Through its grammarians\037 who fix and
codify legitimate usage, and its

teachers who impose and inculcate it ... the education system tends, in this area

as elsewhere, to produce the need for its own services and its own products.\"s At

least, this was what Narkomos intended. An education system had the capacity
not just to transfer

knowledge,
but also to shape the habits of language speakers

and the
general language environment. As such, it had intrinsic power.

Ukrainizers were
fully

aware that literacy was not ((context free.\" They appreci-
ated that, as James Collins writes, \"schooling produces consequences that seem

like literacy bur are the function of the institutions,\" and that these functions
could be exploitative.

9
From the perspective of \"national communists)) and non-

party educators, tsarist-era Russian
schooling

had accomplished this. It had

deflated Ukrainian national self-esteem and
denigrated

the Ukrainian language.

Schools were already deeply flawed, even if lessons in Russian nationalism, mon-

archism, and religion were not as direct or effective as Soviet authorities charged.

Ukrainizers hoped that ((schooled literacy,\" defined and promoted by
Soviet

authorities, would replace pre-existing literacies, including \"backward\" systems
of knowledge developed

in the home or church, as well as schooled literacies

promoted or condoned
by

the old regin1e. The purpose of the new \"schooled

literacy\"
was to eliminate Russian-domil1ated literacy and dialectical variance in

Ukrainian, as well as what the Soviets viewed as rhe romanticism or provin-
cialism of

existing
Ukrainian literature. The Ukrainian language was generally

associated with peasant life, the village priest, and the \"bourgeois\" Ukrainian

general educational society known as ((Prosvita.''Jo The Soviets intended to alter

this dynamic. It as Collins claims, \"schooling reflects and reproduces a stratified

social system,\" the Soviets
sought

to undo or upset this consequence by using

schooling to define and privilege a new Ukrainian labour culture\" 1
To be Soviet

in Ukraine meant knowledge of Ukrainian. However, part of [he tension in the

campaign was that the initial fodder and hUll1an capital needed for Ukrainization

was derived from non-Soviet experts. Schooled literacy is certainly a \"hegemonic

project,\"
but it is never as single-minded or totalizing as language planners expect

or Collins
suggests.

The case of Soviet Ukraine offers an intriguing place in which

to take up
Collins's challenge, to study not just literacy, but study the

\"dynan1ic

social formulations that these literacies enable.\" 12 In socialist Ukraine, this ques-
tion is decidedly complex.

Part of the aim of this book is to sort out the difference)))
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between what different stakeholders in th,e Ukrainization of schooling desired

and what was produced.

Importantly, Ukrainian educators saw Soviet schools as different from the

Hinstitutions of discipline and order for the laboring poor

n
that Collins describes. 13

Soviet Ukrainian schools were supposed to provide the tools necessary for social

uplift
and, at least initiaJly, concepts of discipline were absent. Children were to

learn in an environment that privileged their interests and not those of an intru-
sive educational bureaucracy..

The state subjected teachers to disciplinary con-

straint through the measurement and assessment of their Ukrainian knowledge}

but this act was supposed to be undertaken in the interests of children, assumed

native speakers of Ukrainian. In
regard

to curriculum for children) disciplinary

methods (e.g., dissemination of a stringently codified
reading list) were initially

absent. Knowledge of Ukrainian did\037 however, matter.. Collins writes that group-

ing it1 schools is a
\"primary

form of literacy and power\" because it enforces
\"rigid

categories
of legitimate knowledge\" through the division of students according [0

their acceptance and use of this knowledge.
14 The Ukrainian education system's

acceptance of
progressive

educational values worked against testing in the class-
room and separation of children

by
achievement.. Education officials, however,

divided children by ethnicity) which was correlated to a
perceived

innate ability to

learn a unarive tongue..)) All children,
regardless

of
ethniciry, were obliged to learn

Ukrainian, bur this sort of
grouping

meant that Ukrainian children had privileged
access to a new form of

Ulegitimate knowledge.'\037 This was a knowledge ridiculed

by some, but promoted by
the Soviet Ukrainian republic as the basis for modern

(socialist) citizenship. In time, some ethnic-Ukrainian
parents

who had resisted

an embrace of the knowledge came to accept its value and legitimize this group-

ing. By choosing to honour
native-language

instruction in an absolute sense (for-
mal language equality), republican officials reworked me hierarchy of legitimate

knowledge and set up the conditions for
prioritization

of me Ukrainian \"group-
ing.\" This, in facr, never occurred; me Ukrainian-language environment

grew,

but it did not supersede Russian. Still, the perceived consequence of mis policy
was at the heat[ of tensions in Sovier nationality and educational policy. Where
would this

campaign end? Would equality of languages result in the dominance of
Ukrainian in the republic (a dynamic that might weaken me tie to the centre), a

cacophony of languages, or the basis for democratic citizenship?)

The Intersection of Education and
Language)

As me
proceeding section suggested, me revolution offered an opportunity for

substantial reform in what and how schools taught. Wirh the exception of Ste-

pan Siropolko's 1934 classic, no comprehensive work on the early years of Soviet)))
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Ukrainian schooling has been published outside of Ukraine.
15

This study attem pes
to address the gap in our

knowledge
of what occurred at the level of the primary-

school classroom
by examining

the understudied intersection between the two

overriding demands the school faced: Ukrainization and pedagogical refaen1. Nar-

komos conceived of the cwo
objectives

as fundamentally compatible strategies, and

any history of schooling in this period must cOllsider borh Narkomos's rationale

for this correlation and how the policies actually interplayed.

16
This study works

towards the closure of the gap Thomas E.
Ewing

has identified in the existing litera-

ture, which does not examine (Lthe
range

of experience contained within so-called

national education, the tensions between
policies decreed by [he centre and the

practices within classrooms, or the
agency

of those involved in schools.''!?

While research on non-Russian schooling has
generally

focused solely on the

language aspect of educational
policy\037

Sheila Fitzpatrick and Larry Holmes have

addressed the other side of the equation: structural reform, educational advantage,

and methodological innovation in the early Soviet schooL but almost wholly in

the Russian context. Both Fitzpatrick and Holmes
emphasize

that leaders of the

RSFSR (Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic) People's Commissariat of

Education (Narkompros) expected primary schools would function as a conver-
sional mechanism.

Firzparrick
writes that once [eachers had adopted a progres-

sive curriculum, \"it was hoped that they would automatically develop a Marxist

world-view and
pass

it on to their pupils.
n 18

Similarly, Larry Holmes argues, \"Nar-

kompros
wanted nothing less than a world of fundamentally-altered structures

and values.

n ]9
Catriona Kelly argues that Soviet schooling had at its beginning

\"a
repressive edge,\"

bur concedes that \"in the earliest days, the mood was one of

iconoclastic euphoria combined with democratic lltopianism.\"2.0 In the 19205,
the question, Kelly suggests,

was how much Hthe will of the (collective'\" (teach-

ers and peers) could harness this impulse to produce the
ideological

indoctri-

nation that the Soviet state desired. In the Ukrainian republic, this aspiration
took on an adde,d ttansformative

aspect along
the lines Bourdieu suggests. Not

only would Ukrainian schools use new pedagogy
for this {'reformation of mental

structures)\" they would empower a new
\"language

of authority\": Ukrainian. In its

discussion of methodology, this study has
perhaps

n10st benefited from William

Partlett's publications on the pedagogical experimentation of Stanislav Shatskii.
21

Partlert emphasizes that Sharskii's experimentation was fundamentally a
strategy

for rural schooling.
22 This study emphasizes the use of

progressive pedagogy
to

bridge the divide between the rural and urban, which in Ukraine had an added

ethnic dimension, given the generally Ukrainian character of the
countryside

and

Russian character of the city. \"B,ecoming Bolshevik)\" for much of the 1920s, was

abollt breaking
this separation Of, at the very least, about orienting the

village

towards the city, now recast as Ukrainian.)))
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This study investigates an understudied
aspect

of the history of education and

European cultural and social history. Ukrainian educators borrowed freely
from

the experience of western European and American ,educational theorists) and
Soviet educational journals frequently published the studies and commentaries of

foreign educators. The Ukrainian education system had advocates in the Komso-

mol and trade unions in Russia because of its intention to provide students early

on with an orientation towards labour and applied skills. To ,educators of the

time, the Soviet Union offered an opportunity to witness what resulted from state

support for
progressive pedagogy.23

In its initial ideal, schooling in the Ukrainian

republic promised a participatory, democratized education and the training of

students attuned to the world outside the classroom and committed (0 its better-

ment.. Teachers were to
design

lessons from an evaluation of students' innate tal-

ents and a Faith in the power of ((local studies.)) to stimulate interest. Although the
state did not adequately fund or intercede in daily instruction, political authorities
in Ukraine had a defined interest in the achievements of these teachers and the

types
of students they graduated. Furthermore,. in spite of Narkomos's protests

that its schools were not offering trade training, there was an expectation that its

education system would produce students capable of entering the workforce ar an

earlier age. There was, explicit or not, a functional goal. Lasrly,
while Narkomos

meant Ukrainization as a liberal, remedial measure to correct tsarist
repression

of

the Ukrainian culture, satisfy national frustration, and redirect national culture

to the building of a socialist state, its basic assumption that all ethnic-Ukrainian

children should attend Ukrainian schools required state intercession in parental
choice.

Thus, [he irony of the Ukrainian education system was that it suggested flexible

instruction, where teach,ers and students collaborated in learning, after receiv-
ing

initial
guidelines from Narkomos. It claimed and aspired to this principle;

but it was also a system that operated even at its inception with the
potential

for significant political intervention. This potential increased over time and was

IllOSt apparent during the purges of the teaching ranks in the
early

1930s. This

story has important implications, then) regarding the tension between a state's

liberal impulse and propensity to controL24 The Ukrainian case offers an illustra-

tive example of a dilemma of modern governance chat was not particular to t.he
socialist state: how was it possible to liberate human potential withom creating
conditions in which citizens might question the

legitimacy
of the state? Narkomos

hoped that graduates of Ukrainian schools would see their own futures tied to
the progress of socialism, but did not

wholly
trust children (or the teachers who

taught them) to reach this conviction without intercession.

In addition, this study offecs an important perspective
on the

relationship
between nation building and education, a linkage that scholars of nationalism)))
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have long posited. What is most
intriguing in the Ukrainian case was that the

education
system

that the Soviet republican state designed to bolster a Ukrainian
sense of national

identity was flexible at its heart\037 as outlined above. Scholars who

have worked on the subject of national schools in other contexts have assun1ed a

centralized system of education that would assure the hoped-for reproduction of

lessons in nationhoo,d. 25
In the Ukrainian case, Narkomos believed that a localized

curriculum\037 whose content would pardy be determined by teachers and students,
would allow schools to '\037telescope out\" to Ukrainian-inflected studies while pre-
serving a

groul1ding
in familiar labour cu]ture. 16 Part of the intent of this

expan-

sion was to link the city and village in the minds of schoolchildren) but it also

served to reify a notion of a Ukrainian territorial homeland, a routed benefit for

Ukrainians in Poland and Czechoslovakia as well as the other Soviet
republics.

Nar-

komos hoped that schools would functiol1 as a base for local studies (kraieznavst.vo)

for the communities in which they were situated and
encourage study

of the

republic. It placed heavy emphasis on a public analysis
of the economic potential

and labour culture of the UkrSSR, and
sought

to motivate citizens to contribute

to their further development. An attention to labour in the classroom presumably

limited the risk of lessons adopting (he
wrong

kind of nationalism. However, it

was the very flexibility of the lessons that invited the suspicion of the KP(b)U

regarding nationalism. It did not (and, practically,
could not) have daily control of

the content of Ukrainian studies in the classroom, and interceded when it believed

the risks of something going awry
were most high. Thus, the history of Ukrainiza-

tion in the schools offers a complex counter-example to conventional histories of

nation building through education: a decentralized system would teach a nuanced

sense of national identity chat
promised

to not be separatist but, because of the

absence of centralized
oversight,

was perceived as such.

The Ukrainian educational experience was exceptional in that it was born in

the highly stressed environment of a civil war that
significantly

affected Ukraine's

juvenile population. Thousands of children were orphaned, homeless) or
part

of

families that were fractured, poor, and hungry. Narkomos set up an education

system designed initially to care for these children's physical and developmen-
tal

well-being
as well as their intellect. It established children's homes and whole

('children's
villages\"

in order to concentrate staff, supplies, and services. Through
this effort) rIle state assumed the role of parent, building upon an established

Bolshevik suspicion of the harmful influence of the family.27 The parry hoped (0

liberate mothers from what it viewed as tIle drudgery of housework, ratio,nalize

child rearing) and free children from the selfish desires it believed the family cul-

tivated alongside religion, superstition, and inattention to Ilygiene.
A5 the social

fabric stabilized in Ukraine, children's homes remained for the youngest children

in diminished numbers, bllt local sections of Narkomos
increasingly

directed)))
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older children to schools. The state
simply

lacked the capacicy
or authority to fully

supplant the
family,

and the immediate social and health crises for children had

faded. However, the statejs impulse to assume a directed role in [he lives of chil-

dr,en remained and inevitably influenced its approach to schooling. The RSFSR

Narkompros
embraced this same inclination, but ic had not worked with as clean

a slate as the Ukrainian commissariat in terms of sheer numbers of children at

risk, and had arguably encountered greater resistance in its efforts to reorient the

character and objectives of primary schooling.

Reality, however, did not always match the ideal. This study corroborates

Holmes's
findings regarding

the difficulties Soviet authorities had in implementing
a bold educational plan.

2H
Teachers lacked the experience to understand what was

expected of them, let alone innovate in the manner that Narkomos advised. They

taught with little
pay) instruction, or support. As their attempts to implement

instruction
by

the complex method faltered, so did the academic achievement of

their students. Parents, and even some educational authorities, demanded a return

to instruction in tJ1e basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic. In Ukraine,

teachers confronted the added burden of
abiding by

and enforcing Ukrainization.

Some complained that the Ukrainization campaign, put in
place ostensibly

to

aid reaching, was complicating their best efforts to institute the new pedagogy.
Narkomos)s solution was better Ukrainization: an improvemenc in teachers' use of
Ukrainian and the

complete
transfer of all instruction to Ukrainian in designated

schools. Language and Ukrainian studies were fundamental components of the

drive for educational innovation.
The

key
structural difference between the Ukrainian and Russian systems was

the Ukrainian truncation of
primary schooling

to seven years and creation of

a two-year vocational secondary schooL Narkomos insisted that these schools

were not purely vocational l1ecause
rhey

continued to offer elements of a gen-
eral education. 29

Nevertheless, the curriculum of each vocational school included

practical training in some field of the economy (identified in the name of the

secondary schoo)), and Narkomos
designed

these schools to graduate students to
the workforce at an earlier

age.
While the secondary vocational school is not (he

central subject of this
study,

its embrace of work skills affected lessons in Ukrai-
nian primary schools, which emphasized a student appreciation for the value of
labour, even if there was not a clear link under the progressive methodology of
the 1920s to a specific economic goal. Because of the unification of the Russian

and Ukrainian education systems in 1930, Ukrainian schools functioned simi-
larly

to their Russian counterparts<o There were distinctions, however. The famine

o\037

1932-3, centred in the Ukrainian republic, inevitably affected the operation
of rural schools, and, as this study argues, the SVU arrests and mounting anxiety

about Ukrainian nationalism influenced the tenor of the purges of teachers, the)))
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Komsomol, and Young Pioneer organizations and the cultural revolution in the
schools

generally.)

Language
Standardization and Soviet Ukrainian Identity)

When Ukrainizarion was begun in 1923, linguists had not yet definitively agreed
on syntactical and orthographic norms for the

language.
A modern literary Ukrai-

nian existed\037 but
pre-revolutionary publications still displayed dialectal variation.

Pr?gress had been hampered in the Russian
Empire)s Ukrainian lands due to the

nineteenth-century restrictions on Ukrainian-language use. The
problem

of lin-

guistic standardization was complicated by the existence of two
principal literary

variants, one based on the Kyiv-Poltava vernacular and another on a Western

Ukrainian form, chiefly a Galician dialect. Furthermore, the Ukrainian-speaking
community remained divided by a

political boundary in the interwar era between

the UkrSSR and Ukrainians concentrated in Poland (Galicia, western Vo1l1ynia,

the Kholm region), Czechoslovakia (Subcarpathian Ruthenia), and Romania

(B'ukovina) .

Under Habsburg rule, Ukrainians had enjoyed considerable national cultural
and educational

rights.
Ukrainian journals and newspapers, Ukrainian schools,

and Ukrainian educational) scientific, and culrural societies were estabJished by

the turn of the twentieth
century,

most notably in Galicia. However.. alcl10Ugh
Galician scholars published several school textbooks and grammars, none achieved

universal authoriry.30 In the
early

Polish
republic}

Galician scholars debated

whether to promote the Lviv dialect in
spelling

and terminology or to if1corp,orate

elements of the Kyiv-Poltava dialect. Both sides to [his dispute criticized spelling

rules published by the Shevchenko Scientific Society, the main Ukrainian aca-

demic institution in Lwow (Lviv)) in I 922. No side won out because there was

no governmental body under Polish rule willing or sanctioned to
recognize

them

as standard. AB George Shevelov writes: ['the spelling rules were
rarely applied

consistently, and usages in publications continued (0 differ.\"}1

The
principal

work on language standardization took place in the UkrSSR

because Soviet Ukrainian aurho,rities intentioJ1ally sponsored this effort; PoJish

authoriries increasingly placed restrictions on Ukrainian academic\037 cultural, and

educational activity in Galicia (and even more so in Volhynia, Polissia, and Kholm))

and the Ukrainian national movement was relatively weaker in
Transcarpathia

and

Bukovina.
32 In the pre-Ukrainization period, progress was slow. The YUAN set tIp

an orthography division, headed partly by Volodymyr Durdukivsh.'Y' the
\037irector

of the first pre-Soviet Ukrainian secondary school in Dnipro Ukraine, the Taras

Shevchenko Gymnasium (later Kyiv Labour School No. 1).33 In 1921, with the

sanction of the then commissar of education for the UkrSSR, Hryhorii Hrynko,)))
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it published a
sixteen-page

booklet of orthographic norms modified slightly from

rules compiled under Herman Pavlo
Skoropadsky's

short-lived government.
34 1he

academy also established a commission under philologist Agatangel Krymsky

to compile a dictionary of the
\037'living\" (zhyva)

Ukrajnian language. In 1924, it

published the first volume of a Russian-Ukrainian dictionary (Rossiisko-ukrainskyi

slovnyk) for letters A-Zh. Ethnographic researchers recorded lexical material on

stacks of cards that served as the basis for the dictionary's entries. Linguist George

Shevelov writes that the
dictionary)s

\"vacillations between standard and dialectal,

urban, and rural (often folkloric), made it somewhat eclectic and the effort to

represent the standard language often collided with a desire to introduce the rich-

est material possible.)'35 By casting its net as
widely

as possible,
the commission

complicated the task of promoting a universalized
language.

As the Ukrainization campaign accelerated, so did work on language stan-
dardization. Literature specialist Serhii Yefremov took over the chairmanship
of the YUAN dictionary commission and

published
five more volumes of the

Rossiisko-ukrainskyi slovnyk. Under the directorshjp of Hryhoryi Kholodny,
the

Institute of the Ukrainian Scientific Language had all but ceased work in the

early
Soviet period due to lack of funds) but, after 1925, it gradually began

to

increase its activity, publishing over two dozen terminological dictionaries after

that year.
36

Furthermore, its researchers took a leading role in the publication
of textbooks and self-study guides. Language planners regularly debated the

question of how
closely

the literary (and, by extension, academic and technical)

language should reflecr dialectal forms. Paul Wexler divides what he calls \"regu-
lators)) into two

camps:
a purist, ethnographic group that prioritized unique

Ukrainian features over breadth and
frequency

of use; and a modified ethno-

graphic group that allowed for the incorporation of some non-native character-

istics in the interest of promoting a
language

that could be widely recognized
and used. 37

By
the mid-1920s, the latter approach assumed greater importance.

Yefremov minimized the
Rossiisko-ukrainskyi slovnyk'ls emphasis on local forms,

and it became \"a
representative, reliable, and fairly complete collection of Ukra i-

nian words and idioms.\"38

The work that had the greatest ilnpact on how Ukrainian was used on a daily
basis was undertaken by a special orthographic commission\037 appointed by

approach.

During
the 1922-3 school year) 55.2 per cent of schools were

Ukrainized. This figure increased to 69.3 per cent of schools and, in contrast to

(he Odesa province, Katerynoslav authorities introdllced the Ukrainian language
as a mandatory subject for all non-Ukrainian children as early as the third grade,

and did not offer Russian as an alternative
subject

of study for ethnic-minority

students.
33

They did) however, prioririze the promotion of
Ukrainian-language

schooling
in rural areas, where the ethnic-Ukrainian population was concen-

trated. This meant the postponement
of comprehensive Ukrainization in the pre-

dominanrly Russian-speaking cities.
Similarly,

the province
cired a lack of funds)))
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bet\\Veen words of Greek origin and those of modern European origin. In real-

ity, this decision simply reRected a variation in the central and eastern .Ukrai-
nian tradition of

borrowing
words

through Russian aJld the Western Ukrainian

practice of borrowing rhrough Polish.3\037)
Skrypnyk

confirmed (he orthographic
rules on 6 September 1929, aIld required their use in all schools and publica-
tions. This compromise was to ul{imacely break down in the mid-1930s after

Skrypnyk's fall in 1933, but the ,conference
represellted

an important attempt
at bridging the gap between competing literary traditions.

Skrypnyk
invited

three Galician scholars to attend the 1927 conferellce, and their input was criti-

cal in forcing the presidium to consider an agreement that would
satisfy

the

wider speaking community and ensure the UkrSSR's status as the t'P'iedmont\" of

Ukrainian national culture. 40 From this perspective, the 1929 uKharkiv
orthog-

raphy\" was a critical momenc in [he standardization of the
language\037

even if it

later became the subject of political attack. It was flexible
enough to incorporate

the two leading conventions in Ukrainian orthography and
yet

it
significantly

reduced dialectal variations as a whole.

By the end of the 1920s, chen, Ukrainian scholars, writers, and publicists

could still debate aspects of what was
\"proper\" Ukrainian) but the number

of questions open for dispute was much smaller. When education officials or

the press criticized ceachers for
failing

to use Ukrainian well, they already had

a clear jdea of what constituted a
significant departure from a \"standard

U

lit-

erary Ukrainian. To be sure, some teachers still re.lied on dialectal forms in

the classroom and had difficulty procuring guides on correct terminology and
the evolving orthographic rules. Nevertheless, the chief culprits of \"language

abuse
n

had little sense of literary Ukrainian at all, and used a Ukrainian based

wholly on Russian cognates or interspersed with Russian words. National com-
munities

throughout
the former Russian empire were dealing with many of

the same questions regarding linguistic standardization) although Ukrainian's

linguistic \"proximity\" (0 Russian heightened questiollS about
language purism.

The \"normalization\" of Ukrainian, like thar for other languages, was neither

inevitable nor immediate.
41 It required the active intervelltion of govert1ment

and scholarly authorities. Yet, even before Ukrainizarion had begun, there was

widespread agreement among the Ukrainian national
intelligentsia

and the

literate population regarding the corpus of literary Ukrainian) and
language

plaol1ers
had made significant progress during the 1920s towards a consensus

for standardization. They intended teachers to inculcate these language norms

among the next generation.
The connection between language and identity can be probletnatic to define.

This study highlights incidents of those who doubted the distinctiveness of a

Ukrainian langllage or identity, or sought to
denigrate

it and limic its spread,)))
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partly because local education
inspectors

had an obligation
to report on ten-

sion. Incidents of conflict enter the archival and published
record. However,

the mere creation of Ukrainian...specific schools and assignment of children by

national affiliation served to strengthen this perception of a Ukrainian national

category.
even if not all individuals who self-identified as Ukrainian (or were

recognized as such by the state) took up daily speech in Ukrainian. The work

of teachers and Narkomos officials., together with directives from the party,

helped consolidate national identification. This work builds upon Hirsch's dis-

cussion of the way in which tsarist-era
ethnographers

aided the Bolsheviks in

this uconceprual conquest,\" merging and dismantling previous loyalties,
ascrib-

ing nationally specific traits, and using the 1 926 census to marshal popular

participation in nationally delineated notions of citizenship and administra-

tive governance. It accepts the Soviet faith in \"state-sponsored evolutionism,\"
the idea that national awareness was a prerequisite to a weakening of kinship
ties, modernity, and the construction of an internationalist, socialist stare_ The

growing Ukrainian national movement, the resistance of successive 4;\037n.ational-

ist\" Ukrainian governments to Soviet ruJe, and the Bolsheviks' own accom-
modation with

nationally oriented, leftist forces in Ukraine (and pledges of

support for national self-determination) all contributed to the party's commit-

ment to a Ukrainian identity and aversion to automatic acceptance of a \"Little
Russian\" / Russified Ukrainian category.42

That said,. even if the population of the
republic

came to recognize a Ukrainian

id,entity, language, and culture, just who was Ukrainian remained a subject of dis-

pute. Commissar of Education Mykola Skrypnyk regularly
claimed that the true

language of Russified Ukrainians was a form of Ukrainian that had simply been

corrupted over time. Thus, in his mind, there was no question of their Ukrainian

identity. This dispute is, howeve'f, central to this stud\037 Narkomos used census data
as a guideline for Ukrainizarion and a measurement of Ukrait1ization's progress,
to set and evaluate

goals
for the number of Ukrainian schools in proportion to

regional population. However, urban residents may have identified themselves to
census takers as Ukrainian and specified their \"native\" language as Ukrainian, but
this did nor mean that they spoke Ukrainian well or, more importantly, that this
was the

language they preferred to use in their daily speech or in which to have

their children schooled. 43 . 44

What made \"Russified Ukrainians') Ukrainian? Why not simply call them
Russtan? The two questions of identity and language choice (and choice of lan-
guage

of instruction) should be considered separately. Soviet citizens may have
been

<'unconsciously\" identified as Ukrainian by census takers (without their own
specificatiol1),.

but a
great number must have self-identified as Ukrainian.. Thus,

whether they chose to
speak Ukrainian or not, they saw themselves as Ukrainian,)))
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a choice conceivably based on any number of factors; presumably, for some t

a remaining or remembered link to a Ukrainian-speaking village or
provincial

town. Narkomos saw such identification as a green light for the Ukrainization of
these communiries. None of the protests or doubts regarding a school's .Ukrain-
ization identified in this study questioned a student's identification as Ukraillian)

although some claimed that a student body as a whole was multi-ethnic. Educa-
tors, officials, and parents were less concerned with uforced\037' national

alignment

(although it undoubtedly occurred), but occasionally debated situations in which
Russian, Jewish, Polish, German, or even Ukrainian children found themselves

'ttrapped\"
in a Ukrainizing school. By law, ethnic minorities could study in their

own national schools, but in the case of urban schools, such study sometimes

required their transfer away from a school with an established authority in the

community. For non-Russian ethnic minorities in smaller population centres,
such schools may not have existed. Urban Jews, like Ukrainians, constituted

another Russified population that protested its forced
lingtIistic \"indigenization')

-

Yiddishization - although there is little doubt that they saw themselves as Jews.
45

There are
significant distinctiol1s to the Ukrainian case, to be sure; nevertheless,

the resistance of assimilated Jews to Soviet nationalities policy speaks to the cul-

tural prestige of Russian and the authority of the existing language hierarchy
for

all non-Russians.
46

It is not surprising) then, that some Ukrainians, like ethnic minorities in [he

republic, showed little interest in using the Ukrainian
language)

but continued to

identify themselves as Ukrainian. Narkomos's Ukrainizers hoped [0
chal1ge

the

linguistic
habits of the children of this population and reorient the

sympathies

of the parents. The early period of Soviet rule reinforced a Ukrainian identity

through the creation of a Ukrainian republic., promotion of the census t standard-

ization of Ukrainian, and the creation of a network of formal Ukrainian schools.

\\Vhether ethnic Ukrainian or not, Ukrainian-speaking or not, most residents of

the UkrSSR recognjzed a form of a republican Ukrainian
identity.47

Whatever

Ukraine was, it was not Russia\037 What was at play was just how inflected republi-
can culture was with the language and history of ethnic Ukrainians. 48

Part of the issue with Russification was connected to the question of standard-

ization of the Ukrainian language. Where did Russian end and Ukrainian
begin?

This question
assumes that Russian was standardized and Ukrainian was not, or

presupposes
that Ukrainian was less developed\" In fact, Russian was undergoing

language
reform as well; there was debate within the RSFSR Narkompros about

what form of Russian should be taught in [he classroom) and Ukrainian writers

had already conceded a core form of a literary Ukrainian before
comprehen-

sive standardization began. The parallel processes of standardization serve as a

reminder that all languages are, in fact, in flux, that some areas of contestation)))
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remain, and that the
early

twentieth century was a promising arena for a \"language

like Ukrainian in which to expand.. That said, langllage standardizers faced some

specific challenges
for Ukrainian. It lacked a deeply expansive literary tradition,

a
history

of institutional support, a long-standing press, and a vocabulary for

certain areas of science. Furthermore, divergent historical traditions and a politi-
cal border that divided a Ukrainian-speaking community complicated regional
dialectal variance. Russian and Ukrainian are proxjmate to one another, and

assimilation to Russian in urban environments happened as a matter of course

for Ukrainian
speakers,

but it is difficulr to judge how easy the co.nversion to

Russian was or what \"full\" assimilation constituted. What matters is that peas-
ant migrants to

Russian-speaking
cities, including some of the parents featured

in this study, perceived
a difference in the languages. To argue [hat the tw\"o were

interchangeable is incorrect and in a way anachronistic. The divide betvleen the

two speech communities was real and went beyond a debate regarding linguistic

differentiation.

Of course, sorting out what was a
Uforeign

n

borrowing
in Ukrainian presented

a challenge) and it was one that
preoccupied

Narkomos
a\037ministrators,

educa-

tion inspectors) and teachers in Ukrainizing schools,. and most
immediately

the

Narkomos commission tasked with developing a new orthography. Like this
commission,

Ukrainizing
schools employed teachers from Galicia in an effort to

ensure, not a commitment [0 dialectal variation, but rather genuiI1e and authori-
tative language instruction. One of the particular concerns of this study is an issue

expressed by
education

inspectors and commentators in the pedagogical press that
teachers did not know Ukrainian well enough to teach in it, but also that when
reqllired

[0 use the language, they \"corrupted\" their instruction by failing to use

standard
literary Ukrainian. To be fair, this was a language in the midst of a

deeper

standardization, but a specific objective of the Ukrainian training that the state

provided teachers, and that teachers were supposed to pursue on their own, was

the use throughout the republic of already accepted syntactical and orthographic
conventions.

The peculiar quality of Ukrainian was that it was a language whose speaking
base was in fllral communities) and yet it had to beeD.me an urban-centred, mod-
ern

language
under the auspices of a political amhority (the Communist Party)

whose members
overwhelmingly favouf,ed Russian. A gauge of the success of the

language
standardization was how much republican authorities turned this lan-

guage practice all end: made the city the centre of the Ukrainian-speaking com-
munity and positioned it to define

language
norms for the village and the republic

as a whole. The best teachers went to the city partly because of practical consider-
ations: state

publishing houses printed Ukrainian literature in the city, Narkomos
and urban communities

paid
teachers better. and teachers enjoyed access to better)))
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resources for their own professionalization. But the state concentrated the'se assets

in the city to ensure the command of rhe
city

over Ukrainian. Gone) at least for a

time, was an
emphasis

on folkloric
tfopes to define national culture. III distinction

from nation-building experiences elsewhere, Ukrainizarion was not the raising of

lower culture to high, but rather a fundamental reworking of the high with greatly
distilled elements of the low\037 The SVU affair weakeI1ed [he urban link in Ukrai-
nian culture

by
its attack on an urban-based intelligentsia. Although Ukrait1iza-

tion continued, it had lost
part

of its shoring. Ukrainizarjon's future, before and
after 1930, was in the city.

With the exception of Martin's sweeping study of \"affirmative action\" for non-

Russians, the emphasis of recent English-language work on Soviet education has

been on the Russian experience, particularly in the 19305 or later.
49

Peter Blirstein

deals most directly with the question of non-Russian education, and his argument

that obligatory Russian instruction introduced in 1938 did 110t
signal

a
public

campaign for \"Russification\" of schooling is
convincing\037

50
However, by this time,

the cultural values associated with language knowledge
in the Soviet Union had

shifted (or stabilized), as Laada Bilaniuk makes clear, and mastery of Russian was a

privileged asset for professional advancement. The'
parents

and officials from non-

Russian areas who campaigned for early Russian-language instruction) as identi-

fied by Blitstein, did so precisely because they understood this
reality,

even if there

was no official push for me \"Russificarion\" of education. What is perhaps more

important, then, is what Soviet authorities did not do. Beyond the preservation

of native-language schooling and the writing of Russian textbooks gauged
to the

abilities of specific language communities, an
energetic program

of nation build-

ing appears absent.

Recent scholarship has
emphasized

the persistence
of the Soviet commitment

(0 the national idea without
investigating

in detail how this pursuit was qualita-

tively different. Soviet authorities rernoved or intimidated the core of educators

dedicated to Ukrainization in 193,0. This invites the questions, then: who imple-

mented the campaign post-1930, when (he archival record clearly indicates that

Ulaainization, even in schooling (considered by
other scholars to be the ITIOSt

successful arena for Ukrainization), was far from complete? How did its conteI1(

change?
The number of Ukrainian schools continued to grow, but this

says
little

about the daily use of Ukrainian and the quaJity of instruction. Urban eI1viron-

menrs remained largely Russian-speaking, post-secondary schools privileged
instruction in Russian, and non-Ukrainians did not aspire towards Ukrainian flu-

ency. Ukrainian primary schools thus represented rungs in a broken-off ladder. 10

say this is not to deny the Soviet role in fostering a Ukrainian identity and p'romo-
rion of Ukrainian ethnic elites, but it was a substantively different forn1 of national

culture in the republic from thac in1agilled by Ukrainizers first in the 19205.)))
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While accepting Yuri Slezkine)s proposal that the Soviet Union maintained,

relied upon, and, in some cases, accelerated national constructs,5) chis study

contends that the repression against local elites that took public form in the

late 1920s (the culmination of an extended campaign of security police sur-

veillance)
marked a substantive shift in the actual implementation of Soviet

nationalities policy. Scholarship on Soviet nationalities policy
in Central Asia

l1as pointed to this fact, while still stressing the continuiries inherent in [he

Soviet commitment to the national idea. Thus, Adeeb Khalid
argu\037s

that the

\"centralizing impulses of the new period\" motivated Soviet leaders to abandon
their alliance with Jadids, a group of progressive Muslim reformers and surro-

gate
nation buiJders..'52 Edgar locates a similar disjuncture in Soviet nationalities

policy in Turkmenistan: '(If the linguistic debates of the 1920s had symbolically

represented Turkmen attempts to define their place in the world, the silencing
of those voices symbolized not

just
a loss of linguistic autonomy, but a curtail-

ing of the role of the indigenous intellectuals in debating and defining Turk-

men
identity.\"5]

This work maintains that a parallel shift occurred in Soviet Ukraine, and
sug-

gests
that it undermined [he effectiveness of Ukrainization during its perceived

\"high point))
and made the d.efinitive adjustment (although not wholesale aban\037

donment) of Ukrainization in 1933-4 possible. It does not seek to minimize the

gains
made in Ukrainization, but rather to emphasize that it was a

process respon-

sive to the external political environment and far from au[omatic..

A Ukrainian identity coalesced by the mid-1930s\037 but it was one that did not

require daily and expanded use of Ukrainian, and parents ceased to view knowl-

edge of Ukrainian as a prerequisite for the advancement of their children. The
Ukrainizers had not

generally soughr
to force non-Ukrainians to use the language

outside employment in
public institutions) but they did favour supplanting Russian

by the increased use of ethnic-minority languages. If schools taught a republican
identity to Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian schoolchildren alike, it was an identity
that asked all students to learn a basic level of \"Ukrainian studies,)) slanted towards
a history and culture of Ukrainians as the titular population of the republic. For-

mally, lessons promoted ties between the diverse populations of the
republic\037 partly

through common knowledge of Ukrainian-studies subjects, but also through
their common social and political acculturation. More than anything, Ukrainiz-
ers hoped that schoolchildren and their

parents
internalized a reversal of cultural

prejudices against Ukrainian and for Russian. If citizens were to choose an Hjnter-
ethnic\" language of communication, it should be Ukrainian. The repression of

the 1930s extinguished this aspiration, although promotion of the
republic

as

\"Ukraillian\"
persisted, demonstrating the continuance of the state's aversion to

national indifference.)))
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'The Working Class, Young Pioneers, and
Political

Authority
over Children)

A central question this study deals with is t11e Ukrainization of the \037'proletariat,')
(he wo,rking class4 This was a highly contested issue that had a significant impact
on the debate over schooling in Ukraine. The KP(b) U had

repeatedly prohibited

[he forced Ukrainizatiol1 of the working class. In a
way)

this ban was misleading.
Members of the KP(b)U, KomsorlloL or trade union

leadership, regardless of class

background, were expected to demonstrate
proficiency

in the Ukrainian language
and Ukrainian studies in examinatiolls. Failure meant it1

theory
(hat they might

face censure or dismissal. However, the forced Ukrainization of the rank-and-file

workers could not take place. Workers were
encouraged

to join Ukrainian read-

ing circles) amateur theatre groups) or choral societies as a way of inciting an

interest in [he Ukrainian language, culture) and
history,

bur they could not be

compelled to do 504 The
question of requiring working-class children to attend

Ulcrainian schools was, however\037 decidedly more complex. In response to concerns

provoked by local
reports\037

the KP(b)U TsK clearly proscribed the enrolment of

ethnic-Russian children in Ukrainian schools. Ho,wever, local authorities were still

allowed to assign children of \"Russified\" Ukrainians to Ukrainian schools and to

dissuade parel1ts from protesting meir children's enrolment. Narkomos capital-

ized on the ambiguity surrounding what made a uRussified\" Ukrainian and what

made a Russian in order (0 implement what amounted to a run arouI1d the parry's

prohibition on the Ukrainization of workers. The
working

class would become

Ukrainian-speaking gradually through maturation or influence of children edu-

cated in Ukrainian. In reality, the Ukrainizers had little choice. In the absence of

a clearly \"Ukrainian)) proletariat, children would become a
surrogate.

To permit

children of workers to choose Russian schools would undermine the
authority

of

me policy because it would appear that tl1at class most aligned
with the interests

of the parry had rejected ic
This

study
would not be co,mplete wirhout an investigation of the impact of

nationalities and educational policy on the primary political units responsible
for

oversight
over schools and children: the KOlnson101 and Young Pioneers. 111e

Communist Youth
League,

the Komsomol, had oversight over youth aged four-

teen to
twenty-eight

and administered the Young Pioneers for children aged ten

to fOtlfteen. Both the Komsomol and YOllng Pioneers had an established interest

ill the affairs of primary schools regardless of the age of children among their

membership,
because lessons in the schools had a wide-ranging influel1ce on all

children and youth, and dropouts from prinlary schools often ended up in edu-

catiollal institurions for older youth tied to the KomsomoL Although the
Young

Pioneer nlembership was small in (he period under study and
largely

drawn from)))
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urban children, the attitudes of even tl1ese members had an impact far beyond
their nunlbers. The

Young
Pioneers was the most familiar face of political author-

ity,
and even for children and population centres where no detachment existed,

11ews of Young Pioneer activities chat appeared in the popular press
reinforced

notions of generational cohesion and suggested normative behaviour. If the
Young

Pioneers acted in a particular nlanner (or were reported to have), other children

were
expected to model their actions accordingly. Thus, Narkomos, [he KP(b)U,

and the Komsomol saw Young Pioneer resistal1ce to Ukrainization and public
work linked to school instruction as suspect. As the social tensions increased dur-

ing the midst of tl1e Five-Year Plan, the KOll1somoI leadership saw local Komso-
ITIol

organizations
and Young Pioneer detacho1ents as ke'y agents of the party line,

especially
in largely Ukrajnophone rural areas, and direct competitors with \"class

enemies)' for influence over youth. Komsomol and parry organizations notified
the public about -the

treachery
of Sllpposed Ukrail1ian nationalists through [heir

own pubHcations, partly because these forces were allegedly infiltrating the schools

and ranks of Komsomol teachers and Young Pioneer students, especially in the

village.

Ultimately, Ukrainization of the
working

class and the wider urban environ-

ment was meant to ensure that the
city

remained in a position of leadership over

the countryside. Lack of knowledge of Ukrainian would limit the capacity of

urban-based state
employees

and workers to administer rural parts of the repub-
lic.. Furthermore, it would be more difficult to integrate UkraiIlian-speaking

labour from the countryside into the
Hforeign)) city.

Urban Ukrainizarjon was

also meaI1t to capitalize on the resources the city had: a UkrainiaI1 intelligentsia

that had its roots in the pre-revolutionary national movement, but also a young,
Soviet, national intelligentsia produced in the city's transformed educational

institutions; the best and most motivated Ukrainian teachers; a concentration

of hill primary schools (often in the space of former
gymnasia); theatres; exhibi-

tion spaces; and a relatively more literate population and
newspaper readership.

Ukrainization in the countryside was assumed to be a much more straightforward

matter. It was in the republic's villages and provincial towns that the Ukrainian-

speaking population was concentrared. The question of \"forced') Ukrainization

was less relevant, although, in the drive to create new Ukrainian schools, Jews,

Poles, Germans, Bulgarians, and other ethnic minorities occasionally got swepr

up in enrolment campaigns. In areas where the l1umber of anyone single
ethnic

minority was (00 small, local education officials faced a dilen1ma, but in most

cases they made an effort to create ethnic-minority schools whether the non-

Ukrainians liked it or not.

On paper j Narkomos converted rural schools quickly to Ukrainian instruction -

but, as the archival record makes clear) local officials confronted a whole series)))
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of problems regarding Ukrainization: dialectal variance; unqualified teachers;

lack of parental support for education; substandard buildings; shortages
in paper,

ink, and fuel; and limited supplies of Ukrainian-language textbooks, literature,
and

newspapers.
Urban schools all confronted these challenges, but to a lesser

degree. The irony ofUkrainization in scho1oling is that the sta[e\037s best resources for

the campaign went [0 population cenues where there were
comparatively

fewer

Ukrainians, and the central archival records, at least regarding conversion of lan-

guage
of instruction, are concentrated on ch,allenges in urban schools. This

stu,dy

utilizes provincial
archival material from Kyiv and Odesa and reports in the

peda-

gogical press
to reference the rural side of this dynamic and [0 fill in the gap of the

central archival records.

Political terror had a discernible impact on matters of education throughout
me republic, but

especially
in the countryside. The files ,of the teachers) union

(Robos), KP(b)U, and the Komsomol all reference purges of teachers, some of

whom were labelled nationalists in the aftermath of the SVU show trial. Peasants

allegedly
attacked activist teachers, schoolchildren, and Young Pioneers for their

work on
exposure

-of the \"class enemy\" in and beyond the schoolhouse. Edu-
cators and children thus were expected to participate in the exclusion of those
deemed

Uforeign

n

by the party. A direct discussion of the 1932-3 famine\037s
impact

on schooling is beyond the scope of this study. Narkomos's files on the early 1930s

are limited, concentrated largely on reports on the
challenges

and successes of

carrying out party decrees on universal enrolment. 54
It is inconceivable that such

a calamitous event would not have had an effect on the lives of children, teach-

ers, and the school. The famine and rural violence are present in this study. The

sru,dy discusses in some detail increased
parry

and Komsomol concern regarding
the need for teachers and

Young
Pioneers to participate in grain-requisition cam-

paigns (including those allegedly motivated
by

nationalist convictions) and gives
some sense of the struggle of individual teachers, but a full acco'unt is difficult to

compose from the
perspective

of Narkomos. What can be reasonably assumed is
that matters of Ukrainization and

pedagogical reform were much less important
than questions of survival in areas devastated by hunger.)

The Cultural Revolution and National Education)

Narkomos was
pursuing

an experiment that called for considerable tact. It advo-
cated a methodology that

required individual creativity on the part of teachers,
asking only that

they
conform to broadly outlined standards. Although they were

teaching the values of socialism in Ukrainian and through distinctly Ukrainian
subjects\037 party authorities in Ukraine began to worry about what information
teachers were actually passing to their students. Ernest Gellner has argued that)))
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states institute \"universaL standardized, and
generic\"

educarion systems in order

to equip society for economic development.
5s

These education systems enable

members of a community to speak with each other not only in the sanle lan,guage t

also but on the basis of the same experience in [he \"universalized\" national culture

introduced in the schools. In fact, the Ukrainian education
system

was not univer-

sal, standardized, or generic, but the Communist Party leadership
had developed

its own innate Gellnerian sense of the potential capacity of schools to teach an

orientation ir did not control. It was concerned that the ties
among schools) or at

least illfluential ones, were strong enough to enable a common transmission of a

mentality that diverged from Soviet aims. The education system's mixture of flex-

ibility in imple'mentation but coordinatioI1in
strategy

is what made Soviet leaders

fear its combustibility. The progressive education
system

that Narkomos had cre-

ated relied too greatly on teachers' individual initiative. It was possible they would

use the classroonl for subversive instruction.
In the end, the

parry
did not wholly trust educators. Part of this was a result of

a long-standing suspicion
that the cooperation of non-party elements with Soviet

authorities was temporary, as Martin argues.
56

However,. this distrust was als,o a

consequence of the lack of the KP(b) V's command over Ukrainization. The course

of Ukrainization could not be'
neatly

set. Michael Smith writes: (\"We should not

underestimare [he dynamism and treacherousness of language. Je was conduci,'e

and valent in ways which Soviet leaders were able to control, and in ways (hat they
never CQuld.\"s7 In pursuing Ukrajnization, the KP(b)U conceded a dependence
on national elites and simultaneously created \"political and cultural spaces') in

which the Ukrainizers moved without strict restraint. This did not mean that

teachers, as executors ,of Ukrainization, acted against Soviet power, just that they
were not

always passive
executors of [he parry's intent.

A key ambition of this
study

is to demonstrate the centra] role that the show

trial of the Union for Liberation of Ukraine (SpilL vyzvolennia Ukrainy

-
SVU)

-

a nationalist organization fabricated by the Soviet
security police (DPU

-

Ukrainian; GPU - Russian) -
played

in determining
the future of Ukrainization.

The KP(b)U's identification in November 1933 of \"local Ukrainian nationalism\"

as the pre-eminent danger to Soviet power in the republic is seen
by

son1e scholars

to be the definitive marker of an end to Ukrainization. Others argue that the aims

of korenizatsiia were altered in Ukraine and elsewhere, bue the poliL\037, broadly

considered, never ended. 58
This study questions whether any progress could have

been achieved in the field of education after 193'0, despite statistical evidence

of \"complete\" Ukrainization in schooling. Responding
to central and republican

party concerns abour growing nationalism in the Ukrainian cultural field, the

GPU sent a critical signal to would-be activist Ukrainizers with the SVU affair: it

arrested some of the most prolninent Ukrainizing
educators, claimed that teachers)))
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throughout the republic were involved in counter-revolutionary nationalist activi-

ties directed by the SVU, and
suggested

that one of the organization's chief activi-

ties was the indoctrination and recruitment of the young into a parallel youth

organization. In the climate of fear that followed the trial, teachers had every

reason to shirk the task ofUkrainization, and evidence from the early 19305 dem-

onstrates that many had
already

taken this course. Schools were formally Ukrain-

ized, but teachers did little to improve
their quality of instruction.

The SVU show trial coincided with moves towards the abandonment of the

complex system and the subordination of the Ukrainian school system. The

indictment of leading Ukrainizers, who were simultaneously
well-known edu-

cational innovators i permitted republican authorities to blame what they now

identified as the disorder of the complex method on nationalist saboteurs. As

this study will
argue,

the perception of a wayward education system offered a

rationale for the centralization of education under stricter all-Union control.

The same suspicion of independent teachers and scholars that had led to the

fabrication of the SVU motivated these moves towards a regimentation of the

methodology and structure of education. Narkomos had looked at progressive

pedagogy as a way of shaping the next generation, but the potential errant devel-

opment of this group became a lurking political fear. The commissariat had
intended Ukrainization to enable educational progressivism. The damage that

the SVU show trial did to Ukrajnization created an opportunity for the eventual

rejection of this task.
On one level, as will be discussed in greater detail below, the ,documentary

records
suggest

the cultural revolution accelerated Ukrainization. Narkomos,
under People's Comn1issar Mykola Skrypnyk

from 1927 to 1933, called for an

expansion of Ukrainian in areas deemed to be most vital to the First Five-Year
Plan: the industrial eastern

portion
of the republic and educational institutes

engaged in the training of new Soviet technical specialists. After sweeping aside

the bourgeois national intelligenxsia, republican authorities faced an even greater

imperative to produce a new Ukrainian-speaking and
loyal

elite. This effort began
at the primary-school level, especially in

parts
of the republic where the Ukrainiz-

ers had met resistance for much of the 19205, and took place alongside a campaign
to complete and

perfect
the Ukrainization of post-secondary education that had

never really taken off.
Skrypnyk turned to formerly disgraced and now reformed

Ukrainizers such as
Mykola Khvylovy to stimulate a new interest in the study

of Ukrainian. The problem was that the incentives for a renewed campaign for
Ukrainization remained few, and those who took up the charge risked being con-
demned as nationalists, like those who came before them.

The cultural revolution prioritized the youth's role in politics, in
upturning

cultural and educational institutions where pre-revolutionary intellectuals still)))
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exercised considerable sway. The
emphasis

of the campaigns promoted by young
activists was a turn towards programs driven

by ideological content and, as this

study makes clear) this mandate affected
primary schooling as well. Narkomos

required teachers to transform their teaching outside the classroom, to ensure that

each activity they planned for their students had an
ideological purpose and clear

contribution to the state's economic and
political goals.

In the case of Ukraine,
this focus on

activiry\037cen[red learning
drew from an established effort to co,nnec(

the classroom with the
\"b,uilding

of socialism)) in the 19205. In a way, the shift was

simply
a reapplication of an existing trend. Yet, [here were also signs of a

peda-

gogically more conservative tack [0 come. It was during clle
period

of the cultural

revolution that Skrypnyk oversaw the unification of the Ukrainian and Russian

education systems.

The basic reform was structural; it did
away

with the Ukrainian republic's dis-

tinctive seven-year primary school and
tv'Io-year

vocational secolldary school,

and established a nine-year expanded primary school and standardized curricular

expectations. However, the reform's significance was deeper. It meant an aban-
donment of the Ukrainian educational alternative, which still had advocates in

Ukraine and elsewhere in the Soviet Union, although Skrypnyk was publicly sup-

portive of the shift. This suggested some limitation on [he Ukrainian republic's

autonomy in the cultural field, but more importantly) it required an eventual

conceptual shift away from Narkomos's
early

orientation of children to the prac-

tice of labour. Although children were to remain engaged with economic activity)

the curriculum became much more
generalized

ill
spite

of Narkomos's emphasis

on \"polytechnization.\" The state's deployment of schoolchildren to
specific

tasks

of the First Five-Year Plan (e.g., collectivization) retained elements of the
appli,ed

aspects
of the complex method, but this activity was discrete and more crudely

political, divorced from a larger pedagogical vision of a practice-centred educa-

tion. By the end of the cultural revolurion, the commissariat mandated greater use

of standard textbooks and the achievement of formal knowledge alongside the full

enrolment of children. The cultural revoilltion's radicalism
paved

the way for the

emergence of an education system that was more conventional in instructional

app,roach than what preceded it. The fact that it was the Old Bolshevik Skrypnyk

who saw this transformation through speaks, perhaps,
to the continuities inherent

in the cultural revolution in Ukraine before a definitive shift towards educational)
.

conservatism.

In the end, the cultural revolution was
symbolically

about the promise of youth.,

Youth would transform culture, overturn conventions in education, lead the

charge of the statets \"great turn,U and build the socialist future.. The cultural revo-

lution's lasting legacy must be this preoccupation wirh youth. It is nor surprising,

(hen) that the vulnerability [he KP(b) U chose to expose regarding Ukrainizati.on)))
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at this time had to do with youth.
The cultural revolutjon\037s demonstration'that

the future of Soviet power lay
in the hands of the young provoked anxiety. To

repeat, the
party

had delegated responsibility for implementing Ukrainization

(and evaluaring its progress) largely
to non-party intellectuals, some ,of whom

had occupied prominent roles in the Ukrainian national movement. The purg-

ing impulse of the cultural revolution demanded their removaL but elements

within the KP(b)U had resented the independence of these non-party intellectu-

als, and the GPU harboured greater suspicions of counter-revolutionary activity,
well before [he cultural revolution. The cultural revolution offered an opportu-

nity to act upon these
suspicions,

and concerns about national management of

Ukrainian-language schools provided a
script.

In the effort to redefine Ukrain-

izarion, the party and the GPU structured the task as a battle for the hearts and

minds of children and youth. The GP.U created a \"school
group)\037

for the fabri-

cated SVU, implicating some of the most authoritative individuals
responsible

for the Ukrainization of schooling, and invented a youth organization (SUM)
for recent graduates of Uk raini zed schools, to parallel the SVU. Instead of

being

saviours of the revolution) youth were [he targets of the counter-revolution and
were vulnerable [0 corruption.

This was the paradox of the cultural revolution in the conrext ofUkrainization:
youth

and children were not burdened by a tie to the tsarist era and thus could be

strong leaders of the transformation called for by the cultural revolution, while,
at the same time, the KP(b) U and the GPU viewed them as

particularly
weak in

the face of a nationalist threat. Although the party leadership
continued to insist

on the essential value of Ukrainization, they also
argued

that Ukrainizarion had

given \"class enemies)) opportunity. The pacty had to eliminate this enemy not

only because of who they were (irreconcilable class enemies, from the perspec-

tive of the party), but because of what
they

could be doing in the classroom

beyond the eyes of the party; the
party

did not need to structure the attack on
the Ukrainian

intelligentsia
in the way that it did, if it did not hold this concern.

The existence of a separatist, nationalist grouping was an absurdity, but what
was true was that the parry was deeply dependent on non-parry members for

Ukrainization, and some intellectuals such Serhii Yefremov had very ambiguous
views towards Soviet power. The parry)s anxiety was not irrational, but if it acted

to remove prominent non-parry intellectuals, educators, and teachers, who, then,
would lead Ukrainization? As has been argued, the lesson the SVU affair

taught

educators as a whole was that it was best not to be strident in their embrace of

the; policy, whatever Narkomos's exhortations were, and this study contends [hat

the case critically weakened' further efforts towards Ukrainizarion. At the same

time, regardless of party and Komsomol discomfort with NEP-era (New Eco-

nomic Policy) concessions to accommodation with the
petite bourgeoisie,

there)))
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was no certainty at the start of Ukrainization that the party leadership would

sanction a move against the national
intelligentsia.

Ukrainizers in the 1920s were

not cognizant of a s11ift in the
offing

and acted earnestly to fllifill the agenda that

they believed was in agreement with party aims and their own convictions: the

training of children and youth for the fulfillment of socialism and flourishing of

Ukrainian national culture. Schools were the answer for aiL)))



Chapter
Two)

Adapting
to Place)

The Ukrainian education
system

drew inspiration
from Western pedagogical

experience. Revolution in the Russian Empire meant a reconsideration of the way

in which teaching was done. For long-time advocates of progressive ,education, the

altered political environment meant freedom to act upon a faith in the liberating

power of schooling. The short-lived Ukrainian national governments that formed

in the intervening time between the collapse of the tsarist
government

and lasting

Bolshevik military victory in Ukraine aspired towards the creation of a network

of schools under state administration. But it was the Bolshevik embrace of
pro-

gressive pedagogy
that motivated a fundamental shift in classroom activity. The

new
methodology

was not strictly Bolshevik or even socialist. It was modelled on
educational theories developed by John Dewey and others that emphasized an
interconnected

relationship
between learning and real-life experience, acquired

through independent discovery. The Ukrainian commissariat
actively sought to

collect and publish the writing of foreign progressive
educators and found ready

correspondents.

Ukrainian educators enjoyed what Western educators did not: broad state sup-

pOft for a progressive education system, even if ul1derfinanced. The Ukrainian

commissariat further aspired towards an interventionist role in education because

of the particular dilemma it faced: large numbers of children left
orphaned, semi-

orphaned, and homeless by the civil war in Ukraine and the after-effects of fam-

ine. It saw these children as the core population towards which the state could
direct its transformative agenda. Although Ukrainian education administrators

lacked the funding to carry out the campaign fully, their administrarion of \"chil-

dren)s homes\" in the immediate post-revolutionary period shaped the mentality
of these children.

The progressive method favoured by commissariat authorities (if not all

authority) suggested a certain trust that teachers and children would develop an)))
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innate socialist sensibility through their own elaboration and exercise, but the
initial requirenlents and

guidance
were set by the state. A participarory, collectiv-

ist education would
prepare primary-school students for secondary vocational

school, the peculiarly Ukrainian answer to a
desperate

need for labour to pro-

pel [he republic's devastated economy forward.
Progressive

education in Ukraine

thus emphasized an awareness of labour culture
througI1

the application of the

complex merhod, an instructional method derived from a Soviet und,erstand-

ing of Western pedagogical theory in which all
disciplinary

exercises would be

regrouped around thematic
\037\037complex'es.H

Teachers were unprepared and resisted

this shift, and it did not enjoy universal
political support (partly because of con-

cerns regarding teachers' ideological loyalties))
but Narkomos administrators

believed the complex system offered the best opportunity to
wipe

the slate clean.

Narkomos instructed teachers to orient their
complexes

aroul1d economic and

labour activity, and stressed the locally derived nature of material for the compi-

lation of the complexes.
In short, complexes needed to be

generated
from a concern for \"contemporary\"

local studies, or krilieznav5tvo. Unlike local studies
by

middle-class intelligentsia

in the past, which privileged folkloric tradition, Soviet local studies
emphasized

active engagement with the present and daily. It was through a concern for the

local that Narkomos administrators believed teachers would l1ave their greatest

success, because learning was derived from what was already familiar to students.

The expectation was that children would see greater meaning and
applicability

in their study. From the Soviet perspective, urban children enjoyed the advan-

tage
in the application of local studies because of their proximity to

industry,

and Narkomos administrators encouraged rural teachers to develop links to urban
schools as an extension of their local studies program, an exercise that fostered the

children's awareness of connections beyond an insular community to a Ukrainian

republic\037

Locally oriented material encouraged an aversion to textbooks. UI1der '[he con-

ditions of Ukrainization, Ukrainial1-language
literature was in short supply any-

how. Teachers adapted tsarist-era publications, Russian literature) and academic

works for classroom use, but Narkomos ordered the creation of
regional

and dis-

trict commissions to develop locally centred texts and, most
importantly,

encour-

aged teachers and stud,ents to compile their own classroom material.
Experimental

schools provided
the testing ground to work out local variants of

centrally
defined

themes. The concern for the local linked to the
region

and to the wider Ukrai-

nian republic, as well as an emphasis
on Ukrainian themes and the intersection

between ethnic-Ukrainian communities in the countryside
and city,. meant that

kraieznavsrvo generally and as realized in the schools was a critical elen1ent in

Ukrainian studies. This chapter highlights the experience of three model teacllers)))

youngest grades where children had not yet

had extended schooling it1 Russian. Kyiv Labour School No.6 may 110t have had)))
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and their students, as
published

in the pedagogical press. These teachers envi-

sioned local studies as a way to stimulate community civic participation; chil-

dren's active learning and
engagement

with the tasks of socialism; and the selective

teaching of the Ukrainian
revolutionary past)

the Ukrainian national category,

and republican identity. The tasks of a socialist and national education were fused

in pursuit of the complex method that was politically driven but freed of strict

doctrinaire instruction..

Scholars have often placed education at the heart of their discussions of nation-

building projects. However) Celia Applegate has emphasized that modernization

arguments regarding
national identity, such that of Gellner, are incomplete.

1
In

her investigation of how provincial Germans in the border region of Pfalz under-

stood and used the concept of homeland (Heimat), Applegate seeks to provide

an answer to how individuals experienced this feeling of national
belonging.

This

study accepts Applegate's claim that local studies projects facilitated nationaJ iden-

tity
construction.

2
However, local studies in Soviet Ukrainian schools explored

this association in a fundamentally different manner. Like Heimar campaigns in

Germany,. kraieznavstvo offered a way to think about national belonging. How-

ever,. the
type

of national identification this effort embraced was necessarily shaped
by

the particular challenges of defining a national culture for an historically rural

nation in the world's first Communist state. An examination of the case of Soviet

Ukraine provides a reminder of the unpredictable nature of
narion-b,uilding

cam-

paigns accomplished through local studies education and of the limits of state

support
for such effofts..

3)

Theoretical Foundations)

Russia's October Revolution set off a period of violence and disorder) but it

also created opportunity for significant intellectual, scientific, and artistic
experimentation. A

progressive
stratum of the former empire's educated elite

welcomed the chance to do away with hared practices of the old, and the peda-
gogical

world was no exception. Revolution inspired discussion throughout the
former empire regarding

the task of building a radical \"new schooL\302\273 Educators

debated numerous options, but their overvvhelming concern was a disassocia-
tion from the classical education of the tsarist gymnasia and promotion of peda-
gogical

innovation.

In Soviet Ukraine,. the campaign for a transformation of pedagogy led to

the development of a highly progressive and distinctive education
system

that

lasted until the late 1920s. The founders of this system argued that the
republic

required schools attuned to its economic and social particularities, particularities
that were, in their view, a result of the devastation of the civil war and cencuries)))
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of tsarist oppression and economic exploitation. Ukrainian educational planners
recognized the critical

importance
of

linguistic Ukrainizarion to the creation of
the \"new schoo!,\" and progressive pedagogy created opportunities for Ukrainian
national exploration and

expression. However, these were means to an end. For
the Ukrainian Soviet

government,
the intent of the \"new schoor' was the creation

of a new Soviet
generation and the transformation of sociery.

In the early years
of the Soviet state,. educational theorists and Narkomos did

not
rely exclusively upon Marxist theory for inspiration, but rather turned to

the wealth of
pedagogical theory developed in the West. Commissar of Educa-

tion Hrynk.a publicly argued
in an article entitled \"Our Path to the West)) that

\"spontaneous-revolutionary pedagogicaJ activity\" unleashed in Ukraine could be

grounded in ties with the West.
4 Narkomos representatives travelled to C;erlnany,

Austria) and Czechoslovakia to secure material and solicit ideas for creating new
schools in Ukraine. From 1922 to 1927) a permanent representative of Nar-

komos resided in Berlin in order to facilitate ties with German educators, collect

publications on the subject of educational reform, and see to the publication of

Ukrainian textbooks abroad. Foreign educa[ional theorists
regularly

contributed

publications to the Ukrainiall educational journal Shliakh
osvity (literally,

Path

of education), a periodical that became well known abroad for its promotion

of educational change. According to one count by education historian Olha
Sukhomlynska,

Shliakh
osvity published 458 articles regarding problems in for-

eign p,edagogy and education, and maintained ties with 113 organizations and

individuals abroad. 5

Drawing upon this contact with the West and research published in pre-
revolutionary Russia, Ukrainian educational theorists sought to develop an

education system tailored to a child's aptitude
for learning. Several promi-

nent, Ukrainian, pre-revolutionary pedagogues such as Yakiv Chepiha helped

formulate pedagogy for the new education
system\"

One theory that gained

particular favour among educational progressives was
reflexology,.

elaborated

by pre-revolutionary
Russian researchers such as Ivan Pavlov and Vladin1ir

Bekhterev. According to Bekhterev, ((the essence of reflexology is c11at all the

behavior of a
person begins

with elementary organized reactions and ends with

deep acts of creation) which come together in reflexes.\"6 Ukrainian educational

theorists believed that at1 instructive mechodology
that accounted for these

reflexes and directed them towards a
prescribed

educational goal would acllieve

the most effective results in the classroom.
Ukrainian progressives coupled reflexology with an interest in the ideas of

American educational theorist John Dewey, who emph.asized the necessity of con-

necting instruction with real life and allowing children to solve problems through

iJ1dependent application. Furthern10ret his arguments
for the n1erger of math and)))

RVK [district execu-

tive committee], SO.me Pole as an inspector, and so on.\"26 His nationalist leanings

purportedly fuelled his protection of kulaks. Cherkasky refused to work with the

head of the reading house b.ecause \"he is very Red\" al1d tried to monopolize space

in the building for his conspiratorial
kulak group. The report claimed that his aim

was
nothing

less than the destruction of peasant trust in Soviet
power.)))
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humanities and against the textbook as the central instructional device proved

attractive to Ukrainian educators searching for ways
to offer effective education

with scant resources. Yet another approach
that appealed to Ukrainian educational

planners reluctant to mimic their rsarisr predecessors
and impose an obligatory

and univers,al curriculum was the so-called Dalton Plan.
Designed by

American

Ellen Parkhurst for a Massachusetts high school, it allowed for individualized

instruction based on a child's kt10wledge. Parkhurses students entered into con-
tracts with teachers and then joined small laboratory groups. Teachers and stu-
dents decided the course of instruction collectively..?)

The Ukrainian Variant)

In a broad assessment of the Ukrainian education system, written on the occasion
of the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution, People's Deputy Commissar
of Education Jan Riappo

maintained that Ukraine had developed an educational

\"path\" distinct from the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR),

which better satisfied the republic's needs. 8
In designing its education system,

Riappo wrote, Ukraine benefited from the fact that civil war prevented establish-

ment of a nernr.ork of schools in the newly formed UkrSSR until 1920\037 under the

then commissar of education, Volodymyr Zatonsky. Russia already had two
years

of experience by this time, and planners made liberal use of Russian debates over

the intent and form of education. 9

InitiallYJ
Ukraine did not concern itself with implementation of progressive

pedagogy in the schoolhouse. Narkomos's pre-eminent worry was the civil war's

legacy of millions of homeless children. Their numbers grew even higher as the
result of a 1921-2 famine in the Volga basin, which stretched into southern
Ukraine and brought countless

refugees
to the republic..

1o Narkomos's first duty,
then, was to

organize, protect,
and provide for these children.. Unlike its Russian

counterpart) Riappo argued,
Narkomos was forced to fully realize the child-rear-

ing aspect of its directive. The principal institution for this task was the children's
buildil1g,

described by Riappo as a \"lighthouse\" (maiak) for Ukraine's neglected
children.]] In 1923, at their high point, 1,928 children's buildings in Ukraine
cared for 114,000 homeless and neglected children.

As the economy in Ukraine stabilized to some degree and starvation no longer
posed an in1mediate

danger,
the number of children's buildings steadily declined.

However, the ideology of \"sociaJ
upbringing\" that motivated the formation of

children's buildings did not diminish.
Zatonsky's

successor as the UkrSSR com-

missar of education, Hryhorii Hrynko, argued for children's
buildings to take

charge of all children, claiming that a school's
pedagogical

and
organizational

influence on a child left in the care of the \"individualistic\"
family

will be lost \"in a)))
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were studying in Ukrainian\037
12

He proposed that after the designation of nine
additional Ukrainian schools, 40

per
cent of children in the schools would study

in Ukrainian.
This Ukrainization would

inevitably
cause dislocation for the city)s Russian-

speaking children, who would have to transfer out of the newly Ukrainized
schools. Hordiienko conceded (hat it would be

necessary to establish norms for

the number of schools and groups needed for ethnic-RussiaI1 children. However,

the Ukrainization campaign would also allow children enrolled in Russian schools,

but specified by the education section as ethnic Ukrainian, to move to, or remain

in, the new Ukrainian schools. According to Hordiienko's numbers, 12.3 per cent of

the city's schoolchildren were ethnic Ukrainians artending non-Ukrainian
(most

likely Russian) schools. These pupils, along with Ukrainian children not attending
school and children of anticipated migrants to the city, would fill the Ukrainized

schools. When all the gro1ups in these schools had
fully

traIlsferred to Ukrainian-

language instruction, the proportion of children studying in Ukrainian would

ultimately
rise to 52 per cent, a target Hordiienko expected to correspond with

near-term
growth

of the city's Ukrainian population. He suggested that the edu-
cation section should

specifically rarget large schools in the centre of the city for

Ukrainizarion. Narkomos needed large schools to contain these increased num-
bers and central schools to ensure \"equal distribution of Ukrainian trudshkolyH: to
break the monopoly of Russian schools in this area) induce children of Russified

elites who lived here to attend school in Ukrainian) and create
space

for children

of new Ukrainian workers. 13

It should be stressed that many parents readily supported the transfer in

language of instruction and most accepted the shift as a matter of course. III

response to the above complail1t regarding
the Ukrainization of Kyiv Labour

School No.6, the school head reported that when
parents

were told in 1925

that the first groups of the school would transfer to Ukrainian, {'there was no

dissatisfaction on the part of the parents, with the
exception

of six persons

who transferred their children [0 other schools.\"14 There were apparently so

many pupils whose parents wanted (hem to
study

in Ukrainian that the fol-

lowing year, the school had to move twenty-seven first-grade pupils to another

U'krainian-Ianguage school. One resident of the
village

of Male Prytske in the

Kyiv region wrote to the inspectorate in 1927 to
applaud

Ukrainization of the

schools and ask for the establishmen t of a Ukrainian-language
school.

15 In rural

locations, parents who believed in education were
desperate

for any school; all

the better if it was Ukrainian.

As a
practical necessity, schools pursued Ukrainization in a piecemeal fash-

ion, beginning the transfer at the youngest grades where children had not yet

had extended schooling it1 Russian. Kyiv Labour School No.6 may 110t have had)))
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cultural liberation and f,estricted their advancement.
18 While it allowed for the

FZU school, it insisted on its inclusion of a general educational curriculum even

in this institution.
The Ukrainian preference

for early vocational training at the secondary level

inevitably influenced the character of its extended primary school, the chief con-

cern here. The continuing battle for the expansion of vocational training in Russia

detailed by Fitzpatrick and, to a lesser extent, Holn1es, was absent in Ukraine

because the republic had already committed itself to this path. Emboldened by
the

parry meeting's decisiol1, the Ukrainian Commissariat insisted on an educa-

tion system oriented towards vocational training.
19 The curriculum of Ukraine's

primary schools reflected their mandate to
prepare

and matriculate students into

vocational secondary schools. Although both the RlIssian and Ukrainian educa-

tion systems embraced the principle of a \037'united labour schooL'\" [he Ukrainians

insisted that their institutions truly embraced labour-oriented methodology and

successfully integrated
a

general
educational foundation with technical prepara-

tion. Graduates of the Ukrainian
se'ven-year primary school, Riappo maintained,

were far more ready to undergo this training than the many Russian youths who

sought admission to a FZU school or other alternative vocational-type school with

only four years of completed primary schooling.
2o

The reality, of course, was that

probably an equivalent proportion of Ukrainians left school before completion of

their seven-year degree, but, on paper, the Ukrainian
system

did offer the oppor-

tunity for uninterrupted study leading to vocational schooling. The Russian route

towards this end was indirect and one that enjoyed little institutional
support by

the Russian Narkompros.)

The Complex Method)

The principal medium for a labour approach at the primary-school level was
not a uniquely Ukrainian solution. Labelled the

\"complex method,\" it was a

system of instruction derived by Russian and UkIainian Soviet educators alike

from the progressive pedagogy embodied in
Dewey's writings

and the Dalton

Plan. Ukraine's annual teachiI1g guide, the
Poradnyk

sotsiialnoho vykhovannia

(Handbook for socia) up,bringing), had embraced child-centred instruction
early

on) arguing that education should be tailored to the natural development of
children and to children's surroundings. An explicit shift to complex instruction
was a natural consequence of this approach, and Ukrainian educational planners
looked first to the 1 922-3 program of the Russian State Acadelllic Council for

a model on how to proceed.
21 The program fi1andared instruction around a set

theme or complex placed under one of three broad headings: Nature,
Society,

and Labour. All traditional disciplines (such as mathematics, science,
history,)))
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and
language} would be subordinated to this cOlnplex. lhe children's talents and

interest played a significant part in the selection of a
complex,

which often called

for the study of children's immediate surroundings through
the performance of

\302\267 .

1 k
)J

various practlca tas' s...-

, Hrynko's course of education reform caused unease for some in the KP(b) U

Politburo, and Zatonsky returned to the post of comnlissar in October 1922.
However, it was under Zatonsky's administration that Narkomos officials first

began promoting
the complex methodology in earnest (with Hrynko's structural

reforms left intact). By the time ofOleksandr Shumsl{y's appointment to the posi-
tion in

September 1924, [he complex method was the undisputed preferred form
of instruction.. As

Mykola Vyhovsky notes) apart from changes in the position
of

people's
commissar, the central staff of Narkomos did not fluctuate greatly

through much of the 1920s.
13 More perma11ent mid-level administrators, such

as Deputy Commissar Riappo, who served in this position from 1921 to 1928t
oversaw curriculum matters; however, final responsibility for the complex method

rested with local education authorities.

Primary
schoolteachers in Ukraine were far from enamoured with the complex

method. When
implemented

in Russia t educational planners had attributed near

\"mystical\" powers [0 the method and offered few details on how it should be

employed.
14 The Ukrainian Narkomos was little better in supplying instructions.

Narkomos set the structure of
complexes

in the annual poradnyk (guide) and p,ub-
lished them in the

pedagogical press)
and purportedly distributed [he guide to all

schools. (In facr, local education sections were lucky to receive it.) The guide was

simply that\037 a guide: short on ,details) but filled with tables of
possible complexes

and the type of material that reachers should cover. It provided grand abstract

models, but
stop'ped

short of offering a comprehensive and universal program.
Narkomos administrators believed that the actual content of work in the\"schools

must have a local character and relied on local institutions to work oue
specifics.

25

Teachers remained confused. Having never encountered, let alone been trained

in, this method of instruction, teachers were understandably skeptical about [he

method's benefits and at a loss on how to innovate.

A 1923 report by the Kharkiv Provincial Education Section stated that schools

in the city of Kharkiv were transferring to instruction by the complex system, but

in the countryside, old methods of teaching persisted. It argued thac rural teachers

lacked instructions and basic educational material to carry out chis task.. 16 After

a 1924-5 push by
Narkomos, one schoo1 director at a regional (okruha) meeting

of the heads of district labour schools in Kyiv noted that although schools were

moving
to complex instruction, teachers often worked strictly according to the

guides
with entirely abstract material, and were unable to integrate them with

Inaterial that students could readily understand.. These were the better teachers.)))
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Others abandoned the method
altogether:

((Often instruction by the complexes

has turned into idle chatter and has entirely ignored
technical skills and mastery

of material on their
reproducrion.\"27

Even whe.n local education sections rook it

upon themselves to provide additionaJ material on the complex method, perhaps

in an attempt to outdo the central
planners,

the guides remained theoretical and

served only to baffle teachers more.
28

Those who did not accede to complex instruction were, in practice,
forced to

employ it: a 1925 internal order from the Narkomos Collegium stressed that its

primary school program, which
formally

endorsed the complex method, should

be mandatory and any other approach was
impermissible.

29
However, it also called

for ('attentive checks\" on the work carried out as part of this program. Narkomos

was anxious to demonstrate that instruction
by

the complex method could sup-

ply required skills. In particular, it ordered that local education sections monitor

not just the
gel1eral development

of children\037 but also their skill level in reading,

writing\"
and arithmetic (lichba). As will be discussed in more detail beJow\037 teachers

who remained unable or unwilling to implement complex instruction sometimes
abandoned a

methodology altogether, fearing being accused of defending the old
schoo1.30

The result was a lack of any sort of discipline in the classroom and a high

incidence of academic failure..

To be sure, the
challenge

for teachers was immense. Their own material situa-

tion was often
desperate. Dependent upon local authorities for their salaries, rural

teachers went unpaid for months and subsisted on a minimum ration. 31 Some fled
to urban

posts
or

quit the profession entirely. Schools closed down due to lack of
financing

or
linlped along as best they could without fuel, light, or

paper.
Teach-

ers, inspectors\037 and local education sections alike decried the lack of Ukrainian-
language

textbooks, noting [hat even when new ones finally became available,
they remained either too expensive or impossible to acquire.

Narkomos leaders also had lingering questions
about t-eachers' political

comn1itment to the new Soviet school. They continued to
rely largely

on

teachers who had received their education before the revolution, due to a

shortage
of Soviet-trained staff. Oleksandr Shumsky (Commissar of Educa-

tion from 1924 to 1927) conceded that rural teachers had fallen in with the
agrarian

Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries (SRs) during the civil
war because of their \"weak tie to the city\" and peasant originsY He argued
that after Soviet power came to the countryside, \"the public teacher honestly
and openly returned to the

working masses, the truant is catching up and with
his efforts Soviet

power will be victorious on this third front.\037)3J Teachers) he

insisted, were not the saIne as the intelligentsia because they had \"returned\" to

[he working population. Just in case, he recommended continued Komsomol
oversigh

t.)))
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Narkomos was determined (0 implemellt instruction
by

the
complex method

regardless. It conceded that textbooks were in short
supply,

and not until 1924

was literature available in tIle Ukrainiall
language

that corresponded to Ukrai-

nian condjtions and to the requirements of the new Soviet school.
34 Until then,

pre-revolutionary textbooks were sin1ply translated from Russian. From the per-

spective of Narkomos and progressive educators, however, textbooks remained an

auxiliary device, to be used to stimulate class
activity a.nd) in the particular circum-

stances of linguistic Ukrainization, to provide Ukrainian-language vocabulary for

class discussion. Salvation, however, was to be found in the new
methodology,

not

in the book alone. One presenter at the 1925
Kyiv regional conference of school

directors noted [hac teach,ers remained entirely too reliant on textbooks when

attempting to teach by the complex n1ethod, and were
failing

to incorporate '\037con-

crete material\" into their lesson plans or engage in true interactive
activity

with

their srudents.
35 Another delegate claimed that teachers had taken educational

authorities' concern with the quality of instruction to mean an abandonment of
the complex method. In fact, \"the system of complexes, which the programs pro-
vide) gives the only means to implement the whole structure of Soviet schools. It
is

impossible
to do away with them, it is rather necessary to

manage
the transfer

to them by the schools.\"3() Narkomos and progressive educators were concerned

with perfecting complex instruction\037 not rejecting it. They stuck stubbornly to

this course until the late 19205..)

An Introduction to Kraieznavstvo in the Schools)

If the profihkoly were to offer hands-on vocational training at the secondary
leveL i[ was the responsibility of the seven-year primary school to prepare stu-
dents wirh [he proper proletarian mentality. The complex method\037 however

imperfectly applied, was the means Narkomos chose to pllrge schools of the

didactic teaching of the past and instruct students in the value of labour and

the promise of the revolutionary future. In 1927, Riappo argued
thac because of

Ukraine's early adoption of the complex method, uthe life of the schoo] began to

adapt to the demands of the children)s Comnlunist society and the program to

the productive tasks of a Soviet country.n
37

Although the Russian Narkompros

also adopted tl1e complex method) it constantly battled for its continued llse

and scaled back its expec.tations.
As Hol\037es demonstrates\037 it ultimately was

forced to reintroduce traditional instruction
by subjects

in its 1926 and 1927

curricula\03738 Because the object of the Ukrainian education
system

as a whole

was the vocational rrainil1g of its youth) the Ukrainian Narkomos continued

to advance the preparatory value of the complex method for the cultivation of

future labourers.)))
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Narkomos's most successtul application of the complex method was in the

field of kraieznavsrvo. Strictly speaking, this term means \"local studies\037n but its

definition shifted. In the early 1920s, kraieznavstvo denoted a general, often

folkloric, study of a region surrounding a school and the larger Ukrainian

republic.

39
In the commissariat's 1920-1 instructional plan, courses on Ukrai-

nian studies had formed a significant part of the school's curriculum. Through
the third

grade, general courses labelled \"kraieznavstvo\" predominated, and in

the fourth through seventh
grades,

more specific courses on civics history (isto-

riia z hromadianoznavstvo) and geography
covered Ukrainian studies. According

to one calculation, out of an
aggregate

of 173 instruction hours per week, the

program devoted 79 hours to
subjects

that were considered to be Ukrainian

studies. 40
These included courses on kraieznavstvo, narive-Ianguage instruction,

civics, geography, and singing. However, the 1920-1 plan and subsequent plans

did not explicitly detail the content and form of kraieznavstvo. For this reason)

schools interpreted kraieznavstvo and related subjects differently
and developed

variant plans.

In the 1924-5 academic year, when Narkomos mandated a full-scale trans-

fer to education by the complex method, kraieznavstvo proved agreeable to this

shift because of its early emphasis on self-discovery of a
region\"s

features and

plae,es of in[erest. The year 1925 saw the publication ,of several articles in the

Soviet Ukrainian pedagogical journal Radianska osvita (Soviet Education) on
the

subject
of teaching kraieznavsrvo) using ill particular the complex method.

One author, La7..aris., pointed
to a lack of ideological and organizational lead-

ersllip in kraieznavsrvo prior to 1924 to explain confusion over its teaching.
41

According
to Lazaris, initial efforts to tie kraieznavstvo to practical work were

insufficient and its instruction had little [0, do with concerns of real life. Now,

\"proletarian students\" had taken over leadership of kraieznavstvo and directed its

application to present concerns. A 1924 All-Union Congress 'on Local Studies

set the defining agenda for all future kraieznavstvo work. Kraieznavstvo could
no

longer
devote time to the study of customs and tradition, but should rather

concentrate on an examination of the '(,productive forces and general growth
of

planned
economic construction.\"42

Although the congress placed primary
schools at the celltre ofkraieznavstvo work\037 it called upon \037'a wide circle of work-

ers\" to involve themselves in [he development of this work.

Ukrainian scholarship on kraieznavsrvo in the 1920s has generally been con-
cerned with the activities and eventual repression of individual scholars and
groupS.43

Teachers staffed several civic- and state-sponsored local studies groups,
including subject-specific commissions that

operated under YUAN, but a detailed

investigation of their role is still needed.
44

Until the 1925 creation of a Ukrainian
Committee for Local Studies under Holovnauka (the Main Administration for)))
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Science - a subsidiary ,organ of Narkomos}, commissions in
Kyiv, Kharkiv, and

Odesa managed regional co.ordination of activity.4S It fell to
regional m,erhod-

ological committees of Nark om os and individual educators to develop municipal
and regional curricular material for the schools. 46

Chapter 5 will explore in detail the challenges teachers faced in attempting
to implement a kraieznavsrvo curriculum. I. HaJiun, a contributor to Radianska

osvita, described the ideal in an article on experimental work with children. He
and other

progressives
believed that krajeznavstvo should form the basis ofinstfuc-

tion for all
disciplines,

rather than be set aside as a separate subject of
study. They

argued for the \"unification\" of all schoolwork to the study of reallife.
47

Ie was their

concern for this goal that motivated them to promote instrllction
by

the complex

method. Kraieznavstvo could nor be studied from textbooks, Haliun wrote, but

should be tied to \"living, passionate feelings towards life and
toiling people, who

with the sweat and blood of
struggle

have built their labour life and culture.\" The

complex method was favoured because it
o,rganized schoolwork towards this end,

but the primary concern with kraieznavstvo advocates was instruction integrated

with \"productive\" life.

Kraieznavstvo's new emphasis on active
engagement

with the community

promised greater localization of its application. Teachers were
encouraged to

favour the study of the immediate surroundings of the school first and foremost.

Urban children had the advantage in the study of kraieznavstvo because of the

great variety of'tproductive forces\" in their place of residence. Haliun argued that

constant change in a child's urban environment produces a
\"type

of existence char

is more developed, with a sharpened interest to
everything

that surrounds him.\"48

He further insisted that schools must develop courses suited to this particular

\"psychology\" of the urban child, with the ultimate
goal

of producing a \"future,

conscious worker\" for socialism. Kraieznavstvo in the cities should also encompass

the surrounding region's topography, natural world, and material culture. Haliull
recommended that urban reachers collect \"living folklore,\" including common

sayings and songs, as well as l'living memories,\" such as personal accounts of the

revolution and histories of
specific enterprises.

Narkomos adjusted the complex system to meet its educational objectives in

rural schools. Kraieznavsrvo determined the content of
complexes

in rural schools

just as it did in cities. However, rural students were to focus primarily on agricul-

rural activity, as well as some folklore) local customs, and events. Although Haliun

lauded the
presence

of expressions
of the \"victorious newt) in the villages, he con-

ceded that folklore derived fronl [he past should form a large basis for the study

of kraieznavstvo in the rural school. Material such as
fairy tales, fables (baiky),

legends, and customs had an effect on rural children at birth and could be used to

inspire an interest in the everyday
life -of the village and its .'<productive forces.\"49)))
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Haliun lamented the fate of children in rural schools, \"now completely r,orn from

city schools)) and from the city in generaL Rural schools must suengrhen their

ties to urban schools s,o that the student does not act like a \"'wild beas('\037 when he

encounters the city.
A common instructional emphasis on production would facilitate interaction

between the urban and rural school. Narkomos plans obligated rural students

to learn about cities. Thus\037 not only were a school's immediate surroundings

important, but also wider Ukraine. Urban students studied Ukraine's rural

resources as well, but the emphasis of broader Ukrainian studies was on (he

proletarian city and indusuial production. The 1927-8 Narkomos
program

rec-

ommended that rural students make excursions to the cities and that those \"rho

lived in isolated locations learn from illustrated journals. The program argued
that ((it is necessary to inculcate in children an awareness that a

person
can d,o

everything when he is armed with knowledge and organization and that the

culture of the village depen,ds on the culture of the
ciry.\"50

The most valued form

of knowledge, then, was to be found in the cities. The oft-ci[ed cultural union

(srnychka) between the village and the city was not
entirely

false, but ir was

unequal. Narkomos intended educated rural youth to either
join

the proletariat

or contribure to the agricultural production necessary for its strength. The ne\\v

Ukraine was unequivocally proletarian, and Ukrainian studies in the schools
reRected this

aspiration.

Furthermore, for both urban and rural children) lessons in kraieznavsrvo work

were not confined to the limits of the classroom. Children made
trips

in their

region (and sometimes beyond) to visit farms, factories\" architectural sites, and

other points of interest. However, children were not to just passively obsente the

places they visited. I. Kopyl, a teacher from the Zolotonosha region, described

the experience of his sixth-grade group in Rodianska osvita.
51

For this group's
kraieznavstvo work, Kopyl assigned students the task of exanlining village

soviets

in the districtr The students designed a form (anketa) in order [0
plan questions

for [heir observation of the village and interviews with residents and members of

the soviet. They included questions not only on the
village's economy

and produc-

tion, but also on its social structure, party membership\037
civic acrivism, and cul-

tural achievements (in particular) literacy levels). One
group

went even so far as to

judge the number of
dogs

and cats, information, Kopyl stressed, that was nor eas)'
to acquire. Kopyl

noted that the students planned to compile the group's more
important findings

into a
directory of the district (raion), together with maps,

and send it to the district executive committee and other local governmental and
cultural institutions. The students also hoped to host a workshop with schools of
the

neighbouring
district and collaborate on a comparative economic study of the

larger
area.

.)))
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Such interactive excursions served a number of purposes t
according

[0 KopyL

First, they satisfied a public need. Although Kopyl conceded that the students'

work may not have been entirely aCCllrate, the students still
helped

inforln [he

executive committee and uimprove their parents' and neighbors' econon1icman-
agement.\"52 Notwithstanding

the students' inexperi,ence, (he report may well have
been less biased than other official reports of the time because (he children posed
questions with few inhibitions. Second, Kopyl argued that the students' work in
the region had the potential to increase the school)s authority among the popula-
tion,

u

an authority, by the waYt that many schools do not have.

U

Through their

engagement of local officials and residents, students demonstrated the utility of

schooling to a rural society that\037 when confronte,d with the daily challenge of

survival, had not
historically

valued it. Lastly, because the students were required
to conduct their research

independently, they took greater pride in the realization
of the

proj:ec[.
This, in the end, was the chief merit of instruction

by
the complex

method coupled with kraieznavstvo. Since the students were
investigating

some-

thing already familiar to them, they accomplished their tasks with
greater alacrity

and effect.

Narkomos did attempt to provide some institutional
oversight

to the kraieznavstvo

movement. The All-Union Congress on Kraieznavst\\'o was the first
comprehensive

attempt to define an agenda for the entire
count\037

In 1925, the WAN Commission

ofKraieznavstvo assumed responsibility for the coordination of work throughout the

republic.
There were two further regional centres, the commission}s branch in Odesa

(Odessa) and the Commission for Kraieznavstvo of Slobidska Ukraine,s3 overseen

by
the Kharkiv Institute of People's Education (Imtytut narodnoi osvity - INO, the

Soviet post-secondary institution that replaced the university). More regional bureaus

were to be set up under regional planning commissions. Narkomos called upon all

members of society, but particularly representatives of science, education)
profes-

sional trade unions, and student organizations, to attend periodical plenums on

kraieznavsrvo and coordinate their work.

Some standardization of instructional content in the classroom, Narkomos

o.fficials concluded, was also beneficial. Due to the nearly COl11plete
absence

of appropriate school texts, teachers initially attempted to adapt more techni-

cal works to classroom needs. Matvii Yavorsky's Korotka istoriia Ukraini (Shaft

history of Ukraine)
and a Ukrainian translation of Miron Volfson's OcJJerki

obshchestvovedeniia (Essays on social studies) were the most widely used text-

books in Ukrainian schools in the latter half of the twenties. 54
As one of Ukraine)s

leading Marxist historians, Yavorsky played a significant part in the design
of

kraieznavsrvo material. His Korotka istoriia represented the first
attempt

to

provide a party-centred and class approach to Ukrainian history fOT tJle gen-

eral public. Following the return to Ukraine of pre-emient Ukrainian historian)))
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Mykhailo Hrushevsky in 1924, both he and
Yavorsky

worked on the promotion

of kraieznavstvo. Hrushevsky_ formed a YUAN commission to encourage the

development
of regional histories.

55
Yavorsky and Stepan Rudnytsky, the author

of several
geography textbooks) directed the work of the YUAN Main Commit-

tee for Kraieznavstvo4 Both bodies relied on the work and participation of teach-

ers at the local level for the success of (heir work.

Publishers included illustrations in Korotka istoriia and Marvii Yavorsky's 1925

publication) Revoliutsiia na Ukraini (Revolution in Ukraine), to make the books

more accessible to children. Yavorsky also incorporated material from Ukrai-

nian history, essays
on intervention in Ukraine,. the constitution of the UkrSSR,

and Soviet nationalities policy in the Ukrainian translation of Volfson's Ocherki

obshchestvovedeniia so that it might be more
readily

used in Ukrainian schools.

Teachers used O'leksandr Sukhov)s Ekonomichna heohrafiia Ukrainy (Economic

geography
of Ukraine) \037due to the absence of any suitable textbooks on geography.

However, it was difficult for children to understand, and teachers also employed
Konstantin

Vobly)s
1922 publication,

Ekonomichna heohrafiia Ukrainy (Economic

geography of Ukraine), which included illustrations, tables, questions)
and recom-

mended further reading for students. 56
In 1925, Sukhov published a revised ver-

sion of his
geograp11Y designed

for use in the schools.

Although local education sections were responsible for
defining specific

meth-

odological plans for their schools, the annual poradnyk held that no other
pro-

gram
was permissible for the design of curricular planning. In order to ensure

reproduction of the poradnyk's ideal principles, Narkomos ordered regional sec-
tions to issue supplementary guides and iJ1structed district labour schools to offer

models for their implementation. Speakers at one meeting of Kyiv regional school
directors labelled the district labour school a \"lab,oratory.\"s7 Located in the district
seat, the district labour school was often the only full seven-year school in the
area arId was the first institurioll to tryout the region's variant for the poradnyk

plan, collect and anticipate the concerns of other schools in the district, and dis-

seminate the plan further. The Narkomos division responsible for
administering

primary schooling in Ukraine, the Main Administration for Social Upbringil1g
(HoLovne upravlinnia

sotsiitllnoho vykfJovannia
-

Holovsotsvykh)) also set up a num-
ber of experimental institutions and assumed direct budgetary and administra-
tive control over these institutions, unlike local trudshkoly (labour schools)\" For
the 1925-6 academic

year,
there were at least five such schools in Kharkiv,

Kyiv,

Odesa; Luhansk (Lugansk)) and Katerynoslav (Ekaterinoslav)) enrolling nearly
1,500 students. 5H

Similarly,
these central schools were to give local schools ('mod-

els of normal work,') so that these schools lnight ('exactly carry out the directives

of the centre.\"59 They were to lead by example, testing the new
progressive

merh-

odology and disseminating a script for innovation.)))
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To spread progressive methodology throughout the republic, Narkomos also
advocated the publication and use of books that emphasized regional models of

centrally defined themes\037 'The Second All-Union Conference on Kraieznavstvo

(1924) emphasized the need for textbooks with guides to local areas alld sta-
tistical infornla[ion. In Ukraine) several such textbooks were published for

regions throughout the republic. Local (okruzhni) methodological conlmi[-
tees of Narkomos further argued for kraieznavstvo textbooks [hat provided
a detailed

plan
for localized progranls.

60 These methodo1ogical committees

supported the publication of several
municipal

and regional textbooks. Stu-

dent elaboration on rhen1es articulated in the textbooks further broadened the

type of material available for classroom use. Independent scho,olwork like [hat

described by Kopyl was published in supplementary form alongside textbooks

such as Korotka istoriin Ukrainy and disseminated to other schools. 61
Local

educators and students also sought to fill the gaps left
by

a
shortage

in official

printed guides. A teacher-supervised student committee in the Myronivka Dis-

trict Labour School, for example, put out its own
Journal

entitled Promin (Ray

of light) and a wall newspaper, Chervonyi shkoliar (Red pupiI).62
The question

of problems associated with general textbook distribution will be explored fur-

ther in chapter 5. Here, it is
enough

to say that local education officials relied

on teachers to supplement whatever
published

literature they received from

central authorities in Kharkiv.

Teachers also took a
leading

role in coordinating kraieznavstvo work beyond
the school. These \"directors and

providers
of culture,\" Haliu-n argued, had to take

a leading role and convince workers to consider rhe relationship between their

way of life and all thar surrounded them, even the remnan[s of the failed past.
63

Under the teachers' leadership, educators beHeved that schools could become
the centres for kraieznavstvo work. Teachers sought to unite their own senior

pupjls
and the \"conscious young'\037 of the surrounding population in such stlldy

circles. In rural locations) these school centres assumed even greater importance,
due to the lack of other institutional support. They provided the foundation

for the public's study
of its environment and maintained ties to urban research

establishments. Teachers were
encouraged

to establish kraieznavstvo museums

under the schools or coordinate their activities with stand-alone museums in

the district centres. Ultimately, [he aim of the teachers' efforts was to bridge the

peasa11t-worker divide) to create a \"new labour intelligentsia)) drawn from both

elements that would recognize that \"for them kraieznavsrvo will be life with

the great, true school and furthermore) through
the school) a tie between this

life aI1d the conscious life.\"64 Schools functiol1ed as the foci of cultural activity

at the local leveL and it was t]1rough schools that Narkomos hoped the Soviet

Ukrainian public would be linked.)))
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The Kob,zal)

Narkomos also allowed for the possibility
of expanding kraieznavstvo to its

broadest extent\037 the study of Ukraine. Narkomos formalized Ukrainian studies,

ukrainoznavstvo, as a separate
course in ethnic-minority schools, and encour-

aged a variety of Ukrainian-related subjects,
even as it moved to instruction by

the complex method. The shift to the complex method meant classes in sepa-
rate traditional areas such as history, literature, and language had to give way to

the
complex..

However, educational planners had begun to promote a generalized

discipline of social studies
(suspilnoznavstvo)

as a mechanism for the creation of

new complexes..The commissariat's promotion
of social studies enabled schools to

orient their curriculum around
revolutionary memes, without having to formally

emphasize anyone \"productive force\" in the immediate region. Some Ukrainian-

language schools sought to use Narkomos)s promotion ,of social studies [0 make a

link directly with ukrainoznavstvo. All
knowledge began with a local experience)

starting with a child)s village or district, but then connecting to an awareness of

the region and the republic. Accordingly,
kraieznavstvo was a vital prerequisite of

Ukrainization and Ukrainian studies, as Narkomos
encouraged

schools to privi-

lege \"Ukrainian\" material.

Narkomos and Ukrainian educators drew on numerous aspects of Ukraine)s

pase to develop social studies
complexes, including

the lives and works of pre-

revolutionary and revolutionary heroes. The paradigmatic figure
of Ukrainian

Soviet values was the Ukrainian national poet and hero Taras Shevchenko.. After

Shevchenko was raised to an exalted level by the Ukrainian national movement,
the

young
Soviet state co-opted and reworked the mythology surrounding him.

Ukrainian
literary specialist George Grabowicz places Shevechenko on the level of

Pushkin or Mickiewicz: uhe is Bard and Prophet, the inspired voice of the people,
and the

spiritual
fath,er of the reborn narion.:\"65 One school that'.responded to the

Soviet authorities' promotion of the Shevchenko myth was a for.mer Kyiv gym-
.

nasium, renamed the Taras Shevchenko Kyiv Labour School No.1. Volodymyr
Durdukivsky)

a well-known pedagogue, headed the school. Under his leadership,
the scho.ol

gained
a reputation as a centre of pedagogical innovation and Ukrai-

nian cultural advancement.

Durdukivsky emphasized his school's advancement of social studies to Soviet
authorities.

Ostensibly
due to his school's largely middle-class student body, Dur-

dukivsky maintained to Narkomos that an industrial or agricultural orientation
was impossible.

66
In a 1924 article published in the Soviet pedagogical journal

Radianska osvita, Durdukivsky further outlined his school's development and use
of a '(Shevchenko

complex.)'67 In designing the complex\037 the school did not seek)))
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to provide the conventional kraieznavstvo study
in production,

but rather sought

to \"light in children, with Shevchenko's
fiery

words, disgust
of all despotism, tyr-

anny, and exploitation and to educate in them a class proletarian consciousness,

a revolutionary fuse and capacity for
struggle.\"

Lessons on Shevchenko therefore

pertained [0 the country at large, Ukraine. Durdukivsky believed that
by

encour-

aging children to engage with the life of Shevchenko, to learn his poetry and write

works
insp,ired by him, these children would spread Shevchenko\037s legacy and his

message
of \"social truth.)) Although Durdukivsky noted Shevchenko's importance

as a figure for national liberation, Shevchenko was most importantly an \"inflexible

revolutionary'1 and ('prophet for a joyous socialist future.\"68 Durdukivsky claimed

that instructors placed primary significance
on this role in their development of

lessons for the complex.
Durdukivsky

also addressed another fundamenta] part of .instruction by the

complex method: exercises thar encouraged independent study. In his school,

children kept journals of [heir
thoughts

on Shevchenko's works and illustrated

their favourite images described
by

the poet. Durdukivsky suggested that because

such assignments were attuned to a child's
\"psychology,\" they were more engaging.

Independent, \037'non-mechanjsticJ' study, he argued) stimulated a desire for greater

learning and elaboration by the \"young researchers.)) Progressive educators like

Durdukivsky
believed instruction by the complex method to be a more effective

means to train the young. The complex method, when properly applied, would

encourage
schoolchildren to readily participate in the design and goals of their

education.

The Shevchenko complex also afforded an opportunity for civic training. One
second-grade

eeacher at the Kyiv Labour School No.1, who published under the
initials Yu. T. (probably the teacher Yurii Trezvynsky, who, like Durdukivsky,
was tried for

being
a member of the SVU in 1930), described how his students

planned
and agreed upon assignments for the complex.

69
The process mimics [he

formulaic proceedings of a village or city soviet. The teacher convened a
meeting

at the school; the children proposed several projects that were then debated. The

teacher reserved the right [0 support or
reject proposals

on the basis of their practi-
cality. The results of the debate were drawn up ill a plan, entitled protocol No. 10,
that was voted on and approved by the class as a whole. Furthermore, even at this

early age, the children were encouraged to perform a public function. The school

arranged for the children to perform a skie on Shevchenko at the district theatre

and participate in celebrations honollring Shevchenko's birth at a workers' theatre

and dub. 70 Even the children's journals and drawings were
put

on display at the

\037chool

museum for the whole school and the public to see. Information regard-
Ing

Shevchenko was collected and retransmitted by these little kobzari (bards) a)))
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moniker usually applied to Shevchenko),71as
Durdukivsky

called chern, to the

Soviet public at large.
It should be stressed that because of the less fOrJllalistic nature of the

complex

approach, the kind and character of inforn1ation acquired by children were not

strictly regulated. Teachers) in fact, encouraged children [0 use all sources open (0

them to collect information on Shevchenko. The children of
Kyiv

Labour School

No.1 invited the scho,ol caretaker, the son of a contemporary of Taras Shevchenko t to

tell them about his father's acquaintance with the famous poet. His story was subse-

quently published in the school
newspaper. Furthermore, Yu. T. asked the children

to compare their childhood and their
('regioll

of the wor[d)) to that Shevchenko)s.

They solicited material at home and retold their stories the next day. Yu. 1: did not

describe in detail what they related, but emphasized that all work was done inde-

pendently.
The children were thus permitted ro make their own judgment regarding

the
progress made in Ukraine since Shevchenko's rime. These children\037 born in the

midst of the civil war, adopted Shevchenko's words for their poster art: \"struggle,

[and you shall] overcome.)\037 In the poverty of 1925 Kyiv, it was the promise of the

revolution, repeatedly
cited by Yu. T., and not its immediate accomplishment) that

must have had the greatest resonance. As Durdukivsky conceded, t'Shevchenko's

convictjons are close, native to our contemporary life.\"72

The children would be taught about the
history

of the revolution in Ukraine in

other complexes. It is
perhaps significant, however, that this personage from the

past, and not a
contemporary figure,

was chosen as the pre-eminent revolution-

ary for Ukraine. Durdukivsky argued
that t'every year we must unite not only the

children of our school but of all schools in Ukraine)) in the study of Shevchenko.
It was Shevchenko)s life that further provided material for the study of Ukraine, in

turn. Children learned of Ukraine outside Kyiv through Shevchenko's worl(s and

by tracing
Shevchenko)s life and journeys on a map. A study of Shevchenko, then,

defined territorial Ukraine, told of the oppression of its people, and invoked its

revolutionary spirit. Neither Durdukivsky nor Yu. T. explicitly mentioned rhe role

of the Communist Parry in this struggle, and lessons in Marxism were conspicu-

ously absent from the complex. They placed Shevchenko at the fore of contem-

porary revolutionary struggle and called upon the children to connect tlleir own

experiences to this movement. Yu. T. concluded thac at the end of the complex, his

students sang with
greater

awareness the Ukrainian version of the \"Inte\037na[ionalen

(and, at the time, the Soviet state anthem): \"oppressed
and hungry workers of all

countries rise
Up!H

Shevchenko was in the lead.

Narkomos thus embraced and held up a
progressive methodology

for its prom-

ise of transformation.. Borrowing from liberal educational theorists such as John

Dewey, it advocated the complex method to rid the school of traditional teaching)))
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and supply students in its extended primary school with the proletarian mindset

needed for future vocational training. Even when confronted with resistance from

teachers who were not able or not
willing

to teach with complexes, Narkomos and

progressive educators insisted on
perfecting

their use. Lessons based on the pro-

ductive capacities of the students) immediate environment, Narkomos believed)

would lnake the instruction that much more effective and had the a,dded ben-

efit of public outreach. Children equipped with an understanding of the value
of

industry
and agriculture could readily embrace the physical task of \"building

socialism.\" An awareness of Ukraine's past suffering would provide some with the
. .

proper SpIrIt.

Some exceptional instructors, like Kopyl, were able to implement instruction

by
the complex system. Most likely, the majority of teachers did nor. Because of

the importance Narkomos attached to the complex method for its formative value

in future vocational training, it did not abandon the technique until the height
of the cultural revolution in 1930. Even then, schools pursued progressive meth-
ods, such as the student involvement in collaborative projects, but now largely to
demonstrate their

participation
in the First Five-Year Plan campaigns for collectiv-

ization and industrialization.
Progressive

advocates of Ukrainian studies, such as

Durdukivsky and Hryhorii Ivanytsia,
a co-editor of Radianska osvita al1d secretary

ofVUAN's historical-philological division, were
implicated early on in the 1930

SVU public show trial. The GPU arrested the- party historian Yavorsky in 1931.,

following the SVU trial.
Progressive pedagogy,

as a whole, fell widely out of favour.

Ultimately, education by the
c.omplex

method proved to be a dangerous proposi-
tion that provided too much freedom for non-party interpretations and too much

opportunity for critics to claim academic failure.)))
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The Conversion)

Education could n,ot be a tool for political and social transformation if children
could not

comprehend
and quickly internalize its message. Education administra-

tors saw conversion to
Ukrainian-language

instruction for the republic's majority

ethnic-Ukrainian population, as well as well as the provision of Ukrainian-language

training for ethnic minorities, as absolute priorities. The Ukrainian
republican gov-

ernment mandated the quick study of Ukrainian and conversion to, work in the

language by its civil servants, but Narkomos's timeline was even more truncated.
Effo,rts for the transfer of scho,ols and educational administration to Ukrainian
in fact

preceded government-wide decrees. Narkomos occupied the leading posi-
tion in Soviet nationalities

policy
in [he republic, and believed that schools were

the linchpins in the unification of the
working populations of the predominantly

Ukrainian-speaking countryside and the city.
Local sections of Nark om os, individual schools) and teachers faced the immedi-

ate task of fulfilling what appeared on paper. Narkomos administrators envisioned

some flexibility for more multi-ethnic and relatively more Russian-speaking areas

of Ukraine, but even there, local officials' overly ambitious central demands

failed to account for the lack of knowledge of existing teachers and the time and

resources needed for teachers to, shih. Narkomos set initial targets for the conver-

sion of schools by a counr of ethnic-Ukrainian children. Quantitative goals mat-

tered more than real assistance on how to effect qualitative change.
ll1e paradox of Ukrainization was [hat what was a critical aspect of Soviet pol-

icy by any
nleasure - the transformation of the language and symbolic hierarchy

of
power

- was entrusted by political authorities to a category of public servants

whom they did not trust: teachers. The teachers) union) Robos, insisted tllat teach-

ers were reliable executors of Soviet power) that the building of socialism through

national culture offered a new defining mission, and that the union served as a

guarantor of teachers\" commitment. Robos gave teachers a new collective identity)))
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that could
rally formerly

disaffected teachers and new personnel around this com-

mon cause. The task of using national culture [0 accelerate the advenr of socialism

required,
however, well-trained pedagogues. Narkomos recognized that the num-

ber of teachers skilled in Ukrainian instruction was small, and its administrators

left it largely
to local education sections to search for the talent needed to fulfill

this critical task, intervening only occasionally [0 relocate teachers [0 much more

\"Russified'\037 eastern Ukraine. Ukrainization, in spite of its proclaimed importance
to Soviet power in the republic, remained a decentralized campaign.

Still, education officials equated
resistance to Ukrainization to pedagogical

conservatism, and sought to
push Ukrainian-language

instruction as a measure

to upturn education and to promote the
regime's political

and socia] goals. Edu-

cation officials remained concerned about students' real and potentia] academic

failings, but saw the use of Ukrainian in concert with the
complex

method as

a definitive remedy. They blamed shortcomings in student
knowledge

on the

incomplete or incorrect use of the complex system and flawed instruction in

Ukrainian. For Ukrainizing educators who published in Robos's
newspaper,

the

fluent use of Ukrainian in teaching superseded any other concern. They placed

language study at the centre of planning complexes while also viewing language
as the

principal
facilitator of instruction in disciplinary knowledge tied to a com-

plex.
The Communist Parry shared a belief in the link between language and

educational radicalism as a determinant of the orientation of children and the
future of socialism.)

Setting the Timeline)

If Narkomos and the circle of
progressive

educators who supported it were to

be successful in their ambition to
radically

transform the educ\037tion system in

Ukraine and) as a consequence, the skills and mentality of its graduates, it would

have to teach students in a
language they understood. For nearly three-quarters of

the juvenile population ofUkraine J this meant instruction in Ukrainian. Although
this may have sounded like a

simple proposition, it was not. Throughout the

pre-revolutionary period, schools had educated Ukrainian children in Russian.

Teachers, regardless of their ethnicity, were trained and accustomed to
teaching

in Russian. Pre-revolutionary publications, still widely used in Soviet schools, and
even the

early Soviet primers were overwhelmingly written in Russian. Ukrainian
national leaders had made an attempt to set up a network of Ukrainian-language
scllools after the February Revolution, but their efforts were disrupted by the
chaos of civil war and the falls of successive governments.

On August 1) 1923) t11e VUTsYK (All-Ukrainian Central Executive Commit-

tee) passed a decree ordering the linguistic Ukrainization of all levels of government)))
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and requiring Ukrainian-language instruction in primary and
secondary

schools

according [0 the republic's proportion of ethnic Ukrainians. This decree was the

culmination of a long battle within central and
republican parry organs over

nationalities policy in Ukraine. Early parey orders
regarding

the need for illterl1al

Ukrainization had done little. A February 1920 VUTsYK resolution
establishing

[he equality of Ukrainian to Russian was similarly ineffectual. Thus, imme,diately

,

after the promulgario.n of the 1923 decree, KP(b) U First Secretary Emanuel Kvir-

ing
released an editorial confirming that [he party leadership meant to do more

than
recognize a \"formal equality of nations.\" Narkon1os set its own accelerated

c.alendar
plall

for the proactive Ukrainization of its own apparat on
August

28.
1

In provincial sections, staffed almost entirely by Ukrainians, the switcl1 to use of

the Ukrainian language could begin immediately. Sections with a
large proportion

of Ukrainians were given three months to transfer and sections that
employed

a

significant number of non-Ukrainians and serviced a high proportion of non-
Ukrainians were allowed six months. Narkomos also set six months as a

goal
for

the Ukrainizarion of its central apparat.
Educational institutions that

operated
under the jurisdiction of these provin-

cial sections were to follow a similar phased schedule of Ukrainization. Teachers

who did not know Ukrainian, but wished to continue working in primary-school
institutions designated for Ukrainization, were to learn Ukrainian also over [he

course of the next six monms.
2

Holovsotsvykh) the Narkomos organ responsible

for primary schooling, understood, however\037 that full institutional Ukrainization

would con1e about slowly. Not only would many teachers have (0 learn Ukrai-

nian, but Ukrainian- and non-Ukrainian-speaking teachers alike would have to

learn how to teach in Ukrainian, and local education sections needed to translate

their lessons plans, acquire Ukrainian literature, arId
group

Ukrainian children

in ethnic-homogeneous schools. In the eastern and southern
regions

of Ukraine)

where non-Ukrainians constituted a significant minority, Narkomos recognized
that

complete
Ukrainizarion would necessarily proceed more slowly. IJl ans for

Ukrainization of primary schools in [he Kharkiv, Odesa, Katerynoslav (later Oni-

properfovsk), and Donets
provinces (gubernii)

allotted a two-year time period for

a complete transfer. 3

However) pedagogical
courses in these regions were to be

immediately Ukrainized in 1923 so that their graduates would be ready to teach in

Ukrainian for the 1924-5 academic
year\037

As will be discussed below, few teachers

whom Narkomos rushed through Ukrainian-language courses were able to reli-

ably teach in the
language\037

While Holovsotsvykh initially recognized a measured

pace for Ukrainization, teachers and
prospective

teachers immediately felt the

effects of the new
POliCY4

It would take sonle time for a Ukrainian-language envi-

ronment to
develop

in the schools. In order for this to be accomplished, teachers

had to teach in Ukrainian or quickly learn how (0 do so.)))
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Rationale and Intent: Unifying a Rural Republic)

The party provided a definitive rationale for Ukrainization. The Soviet
republican

government
had to conduct its affairs in Ukrainian if it was to justly serve the

interests of the predominantly Ukrainian-speaking population. Furthermore, the

parry regularly
claimed it sought to correct an historical wrong. Tsarisr authori-

ties had forbidden the publication of Ukrainian literature and effectively stigma-
tized the language as a peasant dialect. While some in the

parry's
central and even

Ukrainian leadership held a similar disregard for the Ukrainian
language,

Lenin

had succeeded early on in affirmjng a party line that recognized the equality of all

languages, required republican and local governments to communicate in the lan-

guage
of the resident population, and strongly condemned Russian chauvinism.

The Ukrainian branch of the Communist Party, the KP(b)U) took its lead,

then\" from the all-Union party's position. However, in Ukraine, nationalities

policy was inexorably
linked to the general Soviet strategy of smychka. Derived

from the Russian word for \"linking,\" it called for an alliance between the urban

proletariat and the toiling peasantry. In most non-Russian areas, there was a deep

divide bernreen the largely Russian-speaking cicy and the countryside. In Ukraine's

case, this separation was considerable. With the exception of an industrialized)
mineral-rich East, the

republic
was overwhelmingly rural and its rural population

was overwhelmingly Ukrainian.
The Ukrainian peasantry remained deeply suspicious of urban-centred author-

ity. It took the Red
Army

three tries to establish lasting control over this popula-
tion. While a Ukrainian national movement was growing, it remained too weak
to enlist the

support needed to secure an independent state. The Greens, armies

made
up

of peasants frustrated by the persistent demands of invading armies and

their empty promises of land redistribution, proved to be a
greater. challenge to the

Bolsheviks. Led by charismatic commanders such as Nestor Makhno) the Greens

brokered a number of loose alliances with the Red Army, only to break them

when their interests diverged. While
peasants may

not have universally identified

themselves as \"Ukrajntao,\" most viewed the
largely Russian-speaking

Bolsheviks

as foreign.

The young Soviet Ukrainian government drew a number of lessons from the

civil war. First, it recognized that the Ukrainian national movement had garnered

significant, if not sufficient, support. Second, it concluded that the Ukrainian
disenchantment

might only grow strol1ger jf the population continued to view
Soviet power as

something entirely alien. In a largely rural republic, such as

Ukraine, peasant sentiment was critical. A campaign to \"win over\" the
peasantry

offered a solution to the dilemma. Ukrainization was a critical component of this

approach.)))
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The Soviet government saw Ukrainizatiol1 of
primary schooling

as an effec-

tive means to both cultivate \037 new generatioll of loyat citizens and gain the sup-
port of a

suspicious peasantry.
In a 1923 document, entitled in Russian \"Project:

The Smychka of the
City

with the Village, According to the Social Upbringing
Line,\" the deputy head of Holoysotsvykh, Vasyl Arnaurov, argued that all local

Narkomos sections had to re-evaluate which children's institutions should be

Ukraillized) according
to the proportion of eth11ic Ukrainians residing in a

given

location.
4

Arnaurov insisted that Narkomos had to develop a network of Ukrai-

nian schools\037 not only in the countryside bllt throughout the
republic.

He stressed

thar the Donets, Kharkiv) Katerynoslav, and Odesa
provinces

should
give special

attention to the question of setting up Ukrainian-language schools and that all

schools, regardless of the generallangllage of instruction, should include courses
in the Ukrainian

language
and Ukrainian studies.

This document represents one of the earliest formulations of a Ukrainization

policy for education following the 1923 VUTsVK decree. Here, Arnautov sees

Ukrainization as part and parcel with the smychka strategy. Ukrainian-language

schooling
would function as a critical link bet\\Veen the city and the

village.
Urban

schools and rural schools alike would offer instruction for ethnic Ukrainians in

the same language, a langllage the majority of Ukraine's
peasant population could

most readily understand.

While it is true that many Communists viewed
peasants

with distrust and cared

little about their self-articulated interests t the
parry

needed the peasantry. The

peasantry not only fed the
p,roletarian

cities, but also provided the workforce for

industrialization. Until the party made its final decision for collectiviz.ation of the

countryside, it alternated between coercion and
persuasion

in its relations with the

peasantry.
5

The Soviet Ukrainian government regarded Ukrainization as a means

not only to
legitimize

Soviet rule among the rural population and regulate peasant
demands, but also to facilitate a peasanes interaction with, and, perhaps, ultimate

entry into, the urban
pO,pulation.)

Nuts an,d 80115: Appraisal and Implementation)

Early Ukrainian Soviet officials, particularly
those in Narkomos, then often spoke

of Ukrainization in reference to socialist cOl1struction. The parry proclaimed that

Ukrainization held the pron1ise for cultural advancement, but this
goal

was not an

end in itself: IIlstruction in) and the promotion of\037 the Ukrainian language would

lead most effectively to the deveJopment of a literate and educated population in

the republic. Ultimately, the party planned t [his population
would be a skilled and

active participant in the Soviet
political

order and expansion of the republic's eco-

nomic base. Like the shift cowards progressive pedagogy) a concerted progralll of)))
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Ukrainization was begun under
Zatonsky)s

second tenure as UkrSSR commissar

of educatjon fran1 1922 to 1924. During his first term) Zatonsky spoke in favour

of the t'eqllality of
languages\"

and advocated the study of Ukrainian as a separate

subject in Russian schools) but he did little to alter the language of ins\302\243cuction in

existing educational establishments. The Ukrainization policy initiated in 1923

was more transformative, and Zaronsky supported its pursuit, even if he believed

its final purpose
was the closening of Ukrainian culture with \037'international, that

is Russian, culture.
n6

Alrhollgh Ukrainization of schooling enjoyed the greatest

encourageme'nt
under Commissar Shumsky beginning in 1924) it was still up [0

Narkomos)s more permanent
staff to carry out the policy,,? A debate regarding the

limits of Ukrainization, in which both Zatonsky and Shumsky would take part,
was

yet
to come, but in the early years of the

policy's implementation,
there was

little distinction in the daily work of successive commissariats of education that

embraced the program}s modernizing mission.

The Soviet Ukrainian government as a whole viewed the Ukrainization of edu-

cational institutions and of the Narkomos apparat
as absolute priorities. A Rad-

narkom decree of July 27, 1923, to Narkomos and its local organs was, in fact,

the first order to set definite requirements for Ukrainizarjon, correlating a targeted
number of

Ukrainian-language
schools with the proportion of local ethnic-Ukrai-

nian populations.
8

The August VUTsVK decree essentially affirmed this policy
and) most importantly, expanded

its scope to the Ukrainization of all government

departments.
Ukrainization of

schooling
had

already begun prior to these pronouncements,
but progress had been slow. As noted above, a succession of short-lived, indepen-
dent, Ukrainian governments had

begun
work on the establishment of a network

of Ukrainian-language schools during the civil-war
period.

These governments,

however, could accomplish little while their very existence was threatened. If

the nationalist governments were more motivated to ensure the protection and
preservation

of the Ukrainian language through schooling, their Soviet succes-
sors saw

Ukrainian-language schooling as a key to the republic's cultural and
future economic development. In early 1923, Holovsotsvykh drafted a plan for
the expanded use of the Ukrainian language that foreshadowed the later Radnar-
korn and VUTsVK Ukrainiza[ion decrees

by identifying the chief obstacles to

expanded instruction in Ukrainian..

According to th,e plan) at the end of the 1922-3 school year, perhaps 60.0
per

cent of the republic's primary schools had transferred to Ukrainian-language
instruction. 9

The ethnic-Ukrainian population, however, then stood at 72.6 per
cent. This meant that

significant numbers of Ukrainian children were studying
in Russian\037

Holovsotsvykh blamed the gap on tvvo chief causes: the absence of
trained

Ukrajnian-Ianguage teachers, and insufficient or non-existent Ukrainian)))
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instructional literature in some areas of
study..

It
argued that some provincial

education sectiol1S had exaggerated their
previous

counts of Ukrainian-language

schools. For example, the Donets province had reported that it had fifry such

schools in May 1923 when there were
only ten, and the Katerynoslav province

had made a similar overestimate.]O Holovsorsvykh maintained that teachers in

most villages knew Ukrainian, but that local inspectors needed to work with

these teachers and the local population to encourage the transfer of schoolwork to

Ukrainian. Its plan viewed the expanded use of Ukrainian as a republic-wide strat-
.

egy.. Village schools in the Doners) Katerynoslav, Kharkiv) and Odesa
provinces

were
desperate for Ukrainian-language teachers. The situaeion was even worse in

the cities. One education inspector cited in the report noted that children's build-

ings in the city of Katerynoslav often lacked a
single

reacher who understood

Ukrainian, urhe languag,e of the children.)' While this is an overstatement (even

exclusive Russian speakers could comprehend a little Ukrainian)) some teachers

in predon1inantly Russian-language environments t such as Katerynoslav, likely

viewed the Ukrainian of peasant migrants as a coarse dialect of Russia!1 and made

little attempt to und,erstand, and thereby sanction, the language of their Ukrai-

nian students.

Training had to begin, Holovsotsvykh argued, with teachers who already had

some practical knowledge
of Ukrainian in order to meet the immediate needs of

ethnic-Ukrainian children. Some
provincial

education sections recognized thac

some measure of pressure would need to be
brought

to bear on both teachers and

its own employees if instruction in Ukrainian was to be expanded. The Podillia

Provincial Education Section ordered its
employees

to transfer to use of Ukrainian

beginning July 6, some three weeks
p,rior

to (he VUTsVK decree. It
They were

given two mon[hs to
study

Ukrainian and had to demonstrate their knowledge in

a
September 1, 1923, exam. The section allowed teachers under its jurisdiction six

months to display their mastery of the language, bue their
challenge

was
greater.

They not only had to prove their ability to converse and write, but demonstrate

they could teach a variety of
subjects

in Ukrainian.. The provincial section's ratio-

nale for this early emphasis
on Ukrainization is inforlnative. Its employees needed

to learn Ukrainian in order to communicate with not only its peasant clients\037 but

also its district s,ections, staffed primarily with civil servants of peasant origin.
Children of Ukrainian peasants

also were the majority of schoolchildren in the

province.
12

Local officials therefore prioritized the task of Ukrainization and, on

paper) accomplished
it quickly.

Generally, however, the Holovsotsvykh plan set overly ambitious
targets

for

Ukrainization over the course of the 1923--4 academic year. It desigI1ated specific

numbers of Ukrainian teachers whom its provincial sections needed to train, focus-

iI1g specifically
on the eastern and southern regions ,of Ukraine: 500 for Donets,)))
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300 for Katerynoslav, 300 for Odesa, and 300 for Kharkiv. 13 In keeping with its

comprehensive strategy
for Ukrainization of the republic, it also called for the prep-

aration of Ukrainian-language
teachers for schools of non...Ukrainian instruction

(RussiaI1, Jewish, Polish, and German). All teachers were to demonstrate knowl-

edge of the Ukrainian
language,

literature., geography,
and history. Provincial sec-

tions had to meet the basic numerical targets
for Ukrainian-language teachers over

the summer. Similarly) Holovsotsvykh insisted that (he need for educationallirera-

ture in Ukrainian be satisfied by the beginning of the 1923-4
year

and called upon

Radnarkom to set aside specific funds for publication. It maintained that each

school be provided with 100 books out of this fund (an unrealistic but laudatory

goal) at a cost of 30 kopecks per
book, a total of 331)710 gold rubles. 14

Although
the Narkoolos Collegium issued both the initial marching orders

for Ukrainization and stern reprimands for the cases of failure that inevitably
followed, respo_nsibility

tor the policy's implementation was localized. Narkomos

orde.red local sections either to set up short-term Ukrainian-language courses or

require employees themselves to form
self-study groups.

15
Central organs, such as

Holovso'tsvykh) were permitted to organize classes with workers of other commis-

sariats and optimistically estimated mobilizing up to
fifty

teachers in [he province

of me republican capital, Kharkiv, to lead
study

circles.
16

Other provincial branches

did not have this option, and the costs for such training were considerable: 120

rubles for two and half months'
training

of a single group, according to a Holov-

sotsvykh
estimate.

17
Narkomos also entrusted the chief of the local section to form

a Ukrainization commission to ,ensure that Narkomos bollies and the educational
institutions under their jurisdiction transferred to use of Ukrainian. The formal

penalties
for non-compliance were severe. Employees who did not study and mas-

ter Ukrainian in the allotted time were [0 be dismissed or transferred. As will

be discussed below, sections did iIlitiate cases of dismissal, altho\\lgh bureaucratic
obstacles often stood in their way.

The governmental decrees mandated that local education sections
tally

the

number of Ukrainian schools already operating in their areas and the number

of Ukrainian-speaking teachers available to staff new groups. Once
again\037

Nar-

komos's attention turned to the eastern and southern regions of Ukraine. A May
1923account had revealed a striking gap between the n umber of ethnic-Ukrainian
children in these

regions
and the number enrolled in Ukrainian-language schools.

In the Kharkiv
province, there were some 1,916,000 ethnic-Ukrainian children

ages four to fifteen, according
to the 1920 census, bur only 32,000 pupils enrolled

in Ukrainian-language schools out of a total of 127,986 pupils overall in the prov-
ince for the 1922-3 school year.

18
Large numbers of Ukrainian children were

not
enrolling

in school at all, and the majority of those enrolled were
attending

Russian-language schools or schools of mixed-language instruction. Even these)))
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figures were inflated, as later counts corrected the number of
Ukrainian-language

schools reported for 1922 and placed the number
slightly

lower for Kharkiv (from

360 to 345) and substantially lower for Katerynoslav, O,desa, and Donets prov-

inces. 19 Data for the 1923-4 academic year varied so
greatly

that Holovsotsvykh

ordered its provincial sections to compile a new report by
15 January 1924.

20

Strictly speaking, the government had legislated that children had (he right

to study in their native language. This often mea.nt local education sections corre-

lated students' language ofinstrucrion with their
11ationalicy.

Of course, Ukrainial1

students continued to attend Russian-language schools. Ultimately, however, Nar-

komos expected students to be divided by nationality, with little
planned regard

to children\"s preference. The Ufo reed\" enroln1ent of Russified Ukrainian children
in

Ukrainian-language
schools became the subject of a bitter debate in 1926. In

1923, however, data regarding the nationality of stlldenrs informed Narkomos

educational policy and
targets.

Local education sections therefore set as their optimal goal the grouping of stu-

dents according to national designation. Success in meeting this objective again var-
ied by region. In the central

regions,
an overwhelming majority of ethnic-Ukrainian

schoolchildren attended
Ukrainian\037language

schools of instruction. In the Kyiv

province, 92.5 per cent of all schools were Ukrainized to correspond to the pro-

portion of ethnic-Ukrainian children.
21

The Podillia and Volyn provinces reported

similarly that almost all Ukrainian children in the first concentration of primary
school were being taught in Ukrainian and that the transfer of older concentrations

of children to
Ukrainian-language

instruction was proceeding apace. By contrast)

education sections in the South and East
pursued

a
piecemeal approach to Ukrain-

ization. Many Ukrainian children in the
Katerynoslav

and Kharkiv pro,vinces con-

tinued to study in schools of mixed Ukrainian- and
Russian-language

instruction.

In practice, teachers in 'these schools largely taught in Russian) although Narkomos's

ultimate ambition was the transfer of all lessons within a single school to Ukrainian.

Odesa pleaded with Narkomos for
patience, citing local \"conditions.

H22
Local offi-

cials claimed these areas w'ould need at least two more
years

before all Ukrainian

children would enjoy instruction in their native language.
In

reality,
even this prognosis was overly optimistic. As Narkomos officials

throughout Ukraine continued to stress) a successful transfer [0 Ukrainian-Ian...

guage instrllction depended on the reliable
staffing

of schools by teachers trained

to teach in Ukrainian. Narkomos's initial decrees provided a formula for the quan-

titative reporting of successes in Ukrainization, but the con1missariat did not yet

offer substantial help
to improve the quality of instruction. Ukrainian teachers in

the central
regions taught according [0 their own djalectal inventory, and teachers

in more Russified
regions

switched regularly bet\\Yeen Russial1 and a Ukrainian

heavily reliant on Russian
borrowings.)))
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\

A dernonstration to celebrare the opening of a
fOl1r\037year

school in the village of

Romanivka, i\\rten1ivsk region, 1928+Cour[esy TsDKFFAU.)

Assessing
Teachers)

Whereas sonlC lJkrainian teachers before alld during the
revolu\037ion

enlbraced a

message of social and econOl11ic liberatioI1 ill explicitly nationalistic terms\037 after

the Bolshevik viclory\037 educators as a \302\245'..hole
strllggled

to redefine their o1ission.

Teachers \\vho had si.ded
Hwrongl},n during

the civil \\var adapted fJarrly out of a

re(1Hz\0371t.ion of (he political realicy of Bolshevik
vic{ory\037

bu[ also because t}1e Soviet

sta(e\037s
in1perarives

coincided\\virh (heir collectivist vision of l1fOat-l social better-

Illen[ 111111 national liherarion achieved through public work. Teachers) prepara-
tions in a series of 1924 local cl)nferences for the First All-Union \"leachers

(\037ongress\037
t() be held. in 1\\..1osco\\v in January 1925'1 testify to [his effort (0 reorient

their professiollal objectives and StatllS. At a IJecenlber
Kyiv regional o1ecring..

the hcaL1 of Robos
(/Jrn..t\037/)il/\037a robitn)lkill oSl)i\037),

- }Jrof'essic)nal Union of Workers

of E(!ucari{)n:L l\\.tykhailo Baran, argued that
U

at the begillni11g of the revollltion,

since all classes of l)krai nial1S \\vere sufl-erin g un(-{cr the national yoke b,\" tsar-
J ..

iS111'1 everyone believed thar LJkrainian society- ,\"vas an unbroken n1aSS J in which)))
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there was no class struggle and we called ourselves socialists, confusing national

chauvinism with the revolution.\" Teachers were afraid to own up to their \"mis-
rake)) because they feared that \"the proletariat wanted to destroy the independence
[samostiinist1 of Ukraine.)) Only after Soviet

victory, Baran argued, did teachers

realize that the working class could secure \"economic-national rebirth in society\";
Ukrainian teachers \"changed ideologically, began

to
merge

with the proletariat
and the Communist parry and our task now is to strengthen the new commu-

nist ideology of the teachers and make room for all active forces of revolutionary
h

\" ., :2

teac ers.
\037:.J

In his explanation, Baran offered a interpretatioll of the flawed collective that

was the object of teachers' loyalties and \"'socialist}) zeal - a Ukrainian nation

undivided by class - and mandated a new, legitimate one, a merger of \"revo-

lutionary teachers\302\273 and labouring elements of society. Baran specifically cited
the switch to Ukrainian-language instructio,n of schools as a key element of the

collectivist effort to '\037draw national forces\" - that is, UkraiI1ian-speaking teach-

ers - to \"state construction.\" A report given in the same year by Yefremov, the

head of the Kyiv Regional Education Section, at the Makariv district conference

of teachers,. insisted that teachers were revolutionary by nature anyhow; during
tsarist times, the government sought to limit teachers' wages for fear that it

would only be backing the forces of its own overthrow. He made no mention

of teachers' past errors, arguing) \"During (he time of the revolution, the teach-

ers internally crossed over to all [Bolspevik] revolutionary ideas and accepted

them.\" For him, what was key was teachers' innate
revolutionary

elan. They

were inherently supporters of the Soviet regime because of their
opposition

to

the old regime and old social order. In place of the self-interested concerns

of bourgeois intellectuals, teachers were dedicated to the
\"grandiose

tasks\" of

building a socialist state and \"the internal impulse of this work comes from the

lower ranks.\"24

Just as peasants could be divided between pro-Soviet poor and middle peasants

and kulaks (anti-Soviet rich
peasants),25 speak,ers

at these early local teachers' con-

ferences divided up the Ukrainian intellectual commuI1ity in an effort to c.ounter

assumptions about teachers' loyalry to Soviet goals. Laboda, a
speaker

at a Chor-

nobyl district teachers' congress (Kyiv region), conceded that the old
intelligentsia

was educated in (Lobsolete literature,') while the new literature that formed [he

basis for Soviet teacher training had nothing in common with this
previous

ori-

entation towards the \"camps of [[he former head of the UNR
Directory, Symon]

Petliura and [monarchist White general, Anton] Denikin.
u

Mekhets, another

speaker, stressed that whereas teachers in the past, p,articularly during
the time of

the revolution, had been led astray due to their
political immaturity, (lnow teachers

are organized into a union under the
leadership

of the Communist party and will)))
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continue to implement the
great

idea of communism.\" The union, Robos, offered

teachers a new collective -
professional identity

- and also served as the mediator

by which they were instructed in th,eir new mission and liberated from nationalist

ideology. In its final statement, the congress declared that \"we teachers consciously
broke all ties with the intelligentsia and stood for the building of a new socialist

life in cooperation
with the proletariat and poor peasantry.')26 Teachers co,nstituted

a distinct, labouring intelligentsia whose purpose was to educate children and the

general public
in the task of the young socialisr state.

The proceedings of
nearly

all these local co,nferences credit Soviet nationali-

ties policy with reducing national frustration and giving (nationally conscious\"

teachers an opportunity to redirect their efforts and to use the \"nation)} as a tool to

accomplish Soviet
goals. Yakymenko,

a teacher at the Pervomaisk regional teach-

ers' congress (Odesa province) in December 1924) argued that Ct.banditry\" in the

area had been eliminated only in 1923t after Soviet power
had undermined its

base by \"resolving\" the national question. Teachers could now playa critical role

in refining and directing national culture for the service of the Soviet state: \"The

renewal of national culture is the result of our work in many areas and without
this we would not have raised the standing of Soviet power so soon.\"27 In other

words, instruction in national culture expedited transmission of Soviet
goals..

An
explicit aspect of this renewal was the conversion of four-year primary

schools to Ukrainian instruction and the establishment of full (seven-year) pri-
mary

schools that would serve the largely rural Ukrainian-speaking community,
either

by moving
some of these schools out of the city (0 the

village
or setting up

boarding schools for rural children in the towns to ensure that they [00 gained the

knowledge necessary for a secondary education. 28
Teachers were to use Ukrainian

schools to ensure that Soviet culture extended to the village; that children were

integrated into the task of
((building socialism\"; and that retard\037ng influences of

rural life were halted by following
the

example of the city's leadership. Nesterenko,
a teacher at the Odesa

regional
teachers' conference, noted that teachers regularly

turned to his city school for Ukrainian literature, presumably to support their

instruction. Even though rural communities,
especially

around the city of Odesa)

were much more Ukrainian-speaking, teachers in city schools had the greatest

access to guidance issued by Narkomos on Ukrainization.. And,
perhaps

because

the policy was often cOl1tested, urban teachers' understanding of what was needed

[0 correctly accompUsh a transfer in the language of instruction was more devel-

oped: \"Here Ukrainizarion is often talked about..\" He called for ,each city school

[0 tie itself to one or two
village

schools and to require its pupils to participate in
this association.29

His schooL for example, had set up an Office fo,r Ties with the

Village.. Continual oversight by the city would prevent a repeat of teachers' civil

war-era failings.)))
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What was primary was that schools taught children to actively participate in the

achievement of Soviet goals. According to a resolution of the Bila \037rserkva
regional

meeting (Kyiv province), Robosls foremost objective was to ensure that \"the
prepa-

ration and education of the YOtlng generation in the
village

and city follows the path
of clle creation of schooling, tied to

publicly
useful work, of pointed communist

ideals) and organically tied to the Ileeds of our ,economy.'130 The best way to ensure
that city and urban schools were united in this task was [0 foster a

relationship

between the two. Ukrainization offered a common enterprise, but it was more

importantly the means by which
\037'publicly

usehll work1\037 would be accomplished)

especially in the rural setting. Urban
oversight provided greater assurance that such

work did nor go awry. As the Bila Tserkva teachers specified, '\037helping the peasantry
.

to rise to a high cultural level is a part of general state
building.'''31

It was now part of

the wider agenda of state-sponsored and teacher-driven collectivism:
participation

by peasants and workers alike in the building of socialism. At the specific level of

the classrooo1, another speaker, Pokhylevycl1) argued that use of Ukrainian-centred

subject matter was necessary for tasks beyond the immediate
community

to be

understood and ideological imperatives promoted. An understanding of \"the most

familiar national culture\" was the first step on \"(he
path

to liberation.\"32

Local teachers> conferences repeatedly emphasized cl1at the development of

national culture in the Soviet context would not undermine internationalism, but

would reinforce it. At the Kyiv provincial conference) a delegate from
Berdychiv

pointed to national conflict in Poland, whose border lay a short eighty kilometres

away
from his home city, and argued that in the congress itself was proof of Soviet

success: teachers of different nationalities were working together
towards a com-

mon aim. He concluded, \"National forms of the cultural renaissance do not delay

class consciousness, but on the contrary [they] should be the path for [he devel-

opmel1t of a conscious solidarity between workers.\"33
Similarly,

a resolutiol1 of

the Cherkasy congress maintained that \"the national question has been faithfully

solved by Soviet power and this makes the free and thorough growth of national

culture possible, bringing the working masses closer to socia1ism.\"34 Teachers were

instrumental to this campaign because of their work in schools al1d alllong the

general public to improve literacy in Ukrainian and ethnic-minority languages,

and to provide a comprehensive edllcacion in Ukrainian-centred
subject

material

tied to the task of sociaJism.)

Ukr aini7.a tion &om the Botto,m
Up:

The Hiring of Teachers)

At this early stage, Narkomos central authorities saw their chief respollsibiliry in

the issuance of marching orders for Ukrail1ization, not the day-to-day admin-

istration of the policy. In fact, at the same time Holovsotsvykh was demanding)))
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rapid transfer to Ukrainian-language instruction, it
requested

information from

its provincial sections about measures they had taken on their own and about

which resources they
believed were needed for the policy to be a success. 3S

HoJov-

sotsvykh entrusted its provincial sections with the formulation of their own
plans,

rather than seeking to define and necessitate a universal arrangement.. This delega-
tion of

authority
is apparent

in its query to the provincial sections. Among the

questions Holovsotsvykh asked was: uHow many teachers are needed to carry

our Ukrainization and reach Ukrainian and ukrainoznavstvo as a subject in non-

Ukrainian schools?)'36
Holovsotsvykh

was taking stock of progress ac.hieved, but

ir refrained from setting an explicit teacher-pupil ratio for all Ukrainian schools.

Narkomos also recognized that Ukrainian-speaking teachers might have

to ID'Dve to more multi-ethnic provinces to staff Ukrainian schools. However,

again,
it

largely
left it to local authorities to recruit and hire these teachers. In

the same Holovsotsvykh query, educational authorities asked the provinces how

many Ukrainian-speaking
teachers could be transferred to other institutions in

the province or
beyond

its b'orders.
37

A Narkomos report in early 1924 confirmed

mar
Katerynoslav

authorities had transferred teachers who volunteered for new

posts J although
it did not provide exact numbers. The practice, however, was not

uncommon.

Occasionally,
Narkomos intervened and facilitated the relocation of teach-

ers, especially to the industrial East, where it viewed Ukrainization as an abso-

lute political priority. In September 1923, PavIa Stodolia t a teacher in the city
of Lokhvytsia (Poltava province), petitioned Narkomos for a transfer to Kharkiv

or the Donbas, where Ha worker is needed in connection with Ukrainization.\"38

In his letter, he
emphasized

his
political credentials. According to his account,

tsarist authorities had imprisoned him in 1903 for \"revolutionary activities\" and

Oenikin's army had persecuted him during the civil war.
Howe\037er,

Stodolia also

stressed his educational and cultural experience, including a lisl of his own pub-

licatjons on Ukrainian ethnography and literature and a description of his work

in
language studies and in the fight ag\037inst illiteracy.

He maintained that he had

received a fraction of his
monthly salary of20 rubles a month and could not afford

bed linen, undenvear, or even such a staple as milk. In the Donbas, if Narkomos

supported him financiallY1 he could pur his talents to good use as an instructor,

journal editor, book djstributor, or cultural organizer. Apparently,
Stodolia suc-

ceeded in convincing Narkomos that his skills were valuable
enough

to warrant its

involvement4 Oleksandr
Mizernytsky\037

the then assistant head of Holovsotsvykh,
replied that his agency had

arranged
for Stodolia's appointment as an instructor at

a Narkom.os experimental children's building near Kharkiv.
39

Mizernytsky stressed

that the institution was supported by expenses froln the centre and the educators
received their wages on time.)))
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More often, Narkomos told teachers to seek
employment by contacting local

authorities directly. Stodolia's ostensibly favourable political background and
experience may

hav.e
helped him obtain a position. Ivan Horozhynsky, a former

official under the pro-Soviet Galician Revolu[ionary Commic(ee installed in east-
ern Galicia (during the Soviet-Polish War of 1920), wIlD was now working as a
labourer in the Podillia province, made a similar request for a teaching job in July
1923. 40

He had less teaching experience, having worked only as, an instructor

for the provincial agricultural cooperative office. However, he also underscored

his GaJician origins) suggesting to Narkomos that they '\037ask
any

Galician about

me; everyone knows me and can vouch for me.\" Narkomos may not have held

any overt bias against employing Western Ukrainians as teachers at this time,

but Horozhynsky's Galician background meant that authorities could find out

less about him.. 41 Thus, he may have been viewed as less politically reliable. His

professional fall might have also raised suspicions. By contrast, the Holovsotsvykh

main education inspectorate sanctioned the request of Stepan Hohol, a teacher

of \"proletarian\" origin, originally from Bukovyna but then living in Kharkiv.
42

After an initial query to Narkomos, he wrote directly to the
regional

education

section in Stalino (now Donetsk), likely upon the advice of someone at Holovsots-

vykh. Hohol gave Holovsotsvykh as his return address and a recommendation for

him was attached to the bottom of his request, signed by
a secretary of the main

inspectorate section. 43

Proper professional and political qualifications may have

aided his plea..
The need, of course, for

Ukrainian-language
teachers was great in the East,

especially after (he issuance of the VUTsVK and Radnarkom decrees. Narkomos

recognized this, even if it was unwilling to make specific arrangements for teachers.

In September 1923, Holovsorsvykh
had to reprimand its own Donets Provincial

Education Section for its failure (0 hire reliable Galician reachers, whom it listed

by name, for vacancies for Ukrainian-language
instruction.

44
Arnautov, the dep-

uty head of Holovsotsvykh, advised Horozhynsky
in September

to turn directly to

the Donets or Katerynoslav provinces, noting that \"in
regard

to (he Ukrainizacion

of schools in the specified province, workers who know the Ukrainian language

are needed.)'45 However, he refrained from issuing an order
directly

to these sec-

tions. When the sections erred, Narkomos might correct men1, but they
had the

responsibility of making hires and filling the
gaps

in needed resources.

Ethnic Ukrainians living in the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist
Republic

(RSFSR) also soon learned of Ukraine's need for Ukrainian-language instructors.

A preschool instructor from the Chernihiv province, Mykola Osmolovsky
- who

had claimed to have been arrested f()r anti-governlnent propaganda in 1906,.

imprisoned for three
years,

and then Red to Siberia in fear of the Russian national-

ist Black Hundreds
46 - wrote to Narkomos in October 1923

requesting
a

teaching)))
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job in his \"homeland\" for him and his wife: \"in my time. I knew theoretically and

practically
the Ukrainian language and I hope (0 be useful in my native Ukraine::

in a field of my specialry.\"47 He emphasized his academic
qualifications, including

his publication of a children's alphabet book published by the Siberian education

section. The Siberian education section issued a letter of introduction for him to

Narkomos and announced that it did not oppose his transfer.. There is no record

of any action taken by Narkomos, but also in the fall of 1923 it informed another

ethnic Ukrainian residing in Siberia who sought to obtain teacher training in

Ukraine that it had no funds to facilitate his traveL48 This petitioner, a Galician

named Kapko, also invoked a sense of duty to Ukraine\037 claiming
it was his desire

to train to work \"amongst my
beloved Ukrainian people.\"

Clearly, Ukrainians abroad knew Ukrainian-language skills were in demand,
but the localized nature of educational policy meant that they were rarely success-

ful in landing a job. Narkomos may have wanred to employ them, but it lacked

the funding and perhaps the daring to recruit teachers with ill-defined
political

baggage
and uncertain professional abilities. The most Narkomos did for these

applicants abroad was to direct them to local authorities, as it did for Zanozovsky,
a Ukrainian teacher who had taught in the Podillia province but was now working

near Krasnodar. 49 He too emphasized his educational qualifications (completion
of a teacher's seminar and ten years' experience in a Ukrainian school [uchyly-
shcheJ) and fluency in Ukrainian, but to little avail. His own case

may
have been

hampered by his it1sistence on a posicion in [he city of
Kyiv,

where Ukrainian-

language teachers were more plentiful.
Narkomos appears to have found ir easier to intervene in the transfer of a

teacher
already

in its employment. Furthermore, as Ukrainization picked up pace,
it judged the need for teachers in the East to be more acute. In

earJy 1924, the

main Holovsotsvykh inspector sent a memorandum to the
centr\037

Ukrainian pro-

vincial education sections, asking for information regarding Ukrainian teachers

willing
to move to the Donets province.

50
A December 1924 report by the Donets

provincial inspector had pointed to a gap bervveen the number of teachers needed
for Ukrainization in the province (2,791 persons)

and those who spoke Ukrainian

(523). The inspector allowed for the possibility of transferring teachers from else-

where in Ukraine, but admitted he had little idea of how many would be avail-
able. 51

The main inspectorate undoubtedly viewed this disparity in the Donets
province with concern.

Although
Narkomos referred individual

Ukrainial1-speaking teachers to the
Donets province, the number of its referrals

appears to have been smalL and it left
its provincial sections the task of

investigating
further details

regarding the teach-

ers' qualifications and eligibility for transfer. In fact, when the Podillia Provincial
Education Section responded that some of its teachers were interested in a transfer)))
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and wished to know the terms ,of
en1ploymenr) Nark,omos simply forwarded its

query on to Donets provincial authorities and recommended that they correspond

directly with the Podillia province.
52

It is
sllrprising that, given the desperate

shortage of Ukrainian-language instructors, Narkomos did little to provide incen-

tives for those willing to take up the arduous task of teaching, particularly in the

changing industrial East.

Regardless, reachers from central Ukraine were clearly interested in being trans-
ferred. They hoped that

reassignn1ent
t'o Donets province would offer them the

financial security that eluded most
provincial

teachers. The Podillia section's ques-
tions to Donets officials sought specific

material guarantees: payment for the costs

of a transfer; the monthly wage
of a teacher by position; class loads; and prices for

foodstuffs, lodging, and fuel.
53

ll1e Donees Provincial Educarioll Section prom-
ised reimbursement of a train ticker and a

monthly wage of24 rubles fOf teachers

in rural schools and 33 for teachers in \"city schools organized by the proletar-
iat.\" However, educational authorities in each region (okruha) were responsible
for working out all other details. The Donees section noted that officials could

offer
lodging only [0 heads of schools, and then only to those who worked in

schools \"which served the organized proletariat.\" It asked interested teachers to

travel to regional seats to receive their appointments.
S4

Only
the most desperate

or the most enterprising would have accepted the risk associated with such a move

and, even then, they would have had to pay for the initial cost of a ticket. The
Doners section did not specify which regions may have been in the most need of

Ukrainian-language reachers. The choice for point of arrival was left
entirely

to

the reacher.)

Identifying Opposition: Chauvinism and Pedagogical Conservatism)

In addition to
training existing

teachers in Ukrainian and recruiting new ones,

some local educational authorities moved early on to rid schools of teachers

opposed to Ukrainization. In the case of T. Ivanov, a teacher in the Cherkasy

region, officials
sought

to explicitly liI1k resistance to teachillg in Ukrainian with

anti-Soviet, backward-looking, pedagogical methodology.

Ivanov worked as a teacher in the Matllsivka Sugar Refinery
Labour School.

Local educators began (0 Ukrainize this school in
early

1922, well in advance of

the VUTsVK decree on Ukrainization. According to a petition sent by Ivanov to

Narkomos, the Cherkasy education section removed him and tour other teachers

from their posts for uRussification and other misdeeds.\"5) IVaI10V immediately

protested this action and sent a letter of complaint to Narkomos, along
with the

minutes of a meeting of the school's students and the factory's
culturaJ committee

(composed of the students' parenrs) held in support of tIle ousted teachers. Ivanov)))
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insisted on his right to teach in Russian and demanded his reinstatement. This

complaint and a second petition
to Radnarkom apparently went unanswered.

Holovsorsvykh ordered an inquiry into the dismissal after having
received a

third letter from Ivanov. As a result, Ivan Vovchenko, the Cherkasy regional edu-

cation inspector, organized a commission to
investigate

the affair in August 1923.

Vovchenko reponed the commission found that Ivanov had refused to use Ukrai-

nian in a scho-ol with Ukrainian children. 56
Furthermore, the commission judged

that ((Ivanov's outlook is of a conservative 'type, unworthy of being a Soviet teacher

and [the committee] therefore concludes that it is impossible to allow Ivanov [0

work in
sotsvykh

institutio,ns [children's buildings and primary schools].\" Further-

more, Vovchenko added that, on the basis of information he learned from Ivanov's

estranged wife, \"Ivanov
appears

to be the type of teacher-bureaucrat of the olden

days
... self-confident and insolent, he 'tolerantly' regards Soviet power, but he

cannot bear the Ukrainian language.\"

Clearly) Vovchenko and the commission members were concerned that Ivanov

and his compatriots were hostile to the teaching of Ukrainian. He noted that

other Russian teachers, other than those who were dismissed, held similar views)

but continued to work in Ukrainian schools. However, Vovchenko did not use

the accepted language ,of chauvinism to describe the antagonism of these teach-

ers\" but rather termed their attitude\" anti-Soviet.\" For him, they were
u:foreigners

[chuzhi], regardless of nationality1 [0 Soviet power and education.\"57 The com-
mission allowed that Ivanov might be permined to teach in a Russian-language
secondary school. But Vovchenko believed Ivanov and others like him could not
be

employed
in primary schools t where Narkomos sought [0 begin the fashioning

of a new Soviet generation. He criticized the provincial education section for lack
of

gllidance
in

managing this affair. Implicit in his firm defence of the
regionJs

ac.tions was a belief that instruction in Ukrainian was the most. effective
way

for

the Soviet state to meet its educational goals among the Ukrainian
population.)

Ukrainization as Key to Academic Success)

Although Narkomos authorities did not intervene in Ivanov's case, they generally
shared the opinion that only instruction in the Ukrainian language could ensure

academic success for ethnic-Ukrainian children. 'Consequently, they sought to

link
progress in Ukrainization with educational accomplishment. In May 1924,

Holovsotsvykh demanded that the Donees province immediately implement
measures to fully Ukrainize and ((raise the cultural achievement\" of children's

institutions in the Luhansk region (okruha).58 Rudova, the senior Donets pri-
mary-school inspector. proposed \"to

separate
the remaining [children's buildings]

into individual groups, having created for them more satisfactory conditions for)))
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work, and during the summer to bring the cultural level of th,e children's buildings

up to the level of schoolchildren. n59
His iI1clusion of information on the slow pace

of Ukrainization
suggests

[hat this grouping of children was (0 be done accord-

ing to
ethnicity.

The
province was set to begin a campaign for full Ukrainization

according to a
plan

worked out by the head of the Donets education section.GO
It

would reorganize schools under the terms of this n1andate..
Doners authoriries then

placed hope for educational success on the rapid expan-
sion of the Ukrainian

language. Howev,er, realities on the ground level frustrated
this hope. The Luhansk

regional inspector argued to the Donets Provincial Educa-
tion Section that while schools were being Ukrainized, they lacked textbooks to

truly conduct instruction in Ukrainian. 61
He claimed that an early credit of 5,000

rubles for books had
already

been used up, and further Ukrainization would

depend on the extension of another credit. Even where authorities acco,mplished

Ukrainizarion on paper, the language of the classro,om
changed

little without sub-

stantive support from the centre. Most students, if
they

learned anything, had to

acquire knowledge from Russian-language texts..Those in rural schools, who had

little exposure to a Rllssian-speaking environment, would have found this pros-

pect particularly challenging..
Some indication of educational shortcomings in Ukrainized schools is provided

by the head of Luhansk Children's Building No.3 in a
May 1924 account to the

Donets Provincial Education Section of a recent visit of the VUTsVK represen-

tative Hryhorii Petr,ovsky. The children's
building

was one of eighteen schools

Ukrainized in the region. The second-grade children of this school were unable

to correcrly answer a question posed to' them
by Petrovsky: \"Who is Trotsky?n

62

Petrovsky stressed they had to know the details of the life of Lenin and (he revolu-

tionary leaders of Ukraine. The Luhansk regional inspector warned the provincial

section not to generalize on the basis of this one school, but it passed on this

information to Holovsotsvykh anyhow, together with its plan for Ukrainization.

Although the province had not blamed this children's building for shortcom-

ings in Ukrainian-language instruction, Holovsotsvykh responded by coupling

the two problems ofUkrainizarion and academic failings together, and tasked the

province
with finding a solution to both concurrently. Similarly,

the Kharkiv Pro-

vincial Inspectorate found that low levels of expenditure had led to a
qualitative

decline in primary school education and teacher training in the Okhryrka region,

and demanded the subordinate regional organ include a detailed proposal for the

completion of Ukrainization in its operative plan for academic improvement.
63

For education authorities at various levels, Ukrainian-language schooling was a

necessary part
of any proposal for pro'gress.

The push towards Ukrainization
placed pressure

on teachers to use Ukrainian

even when [hey were not
prepared

to do so. Narkomos viewed the improper use of)))
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Ukrainian as equal to the failure to use Ukrainian at all. A report by the Kharkiv

Provincial Education Section noted that although some teachers knew Ukrai-

nian, they lacked scholarly training and could be teaching flawed grammar.
64

1he

Russian\037language
environment inevitably had an effect on the quality of instruc-

tion in Ukrainian. It pointed [0 a shortage of Ukrainian-language schools in the

city
of Kharkiv and demanded the full Ukrainization of two schools that had

kept

the instruction of their older grades in Russian. Teachers had other
problems

with

which to contend. In the cities of the Kharkiv province, the constant transfer of

students had led to overcrowding. In rural areas, teachers lacked books, guidance,

and even minimum pay.65 Boch urban and rural teachers, then, saw little incentive

to shift their methods of instruction, let alone their language of instruction. When

they did use Ukrainian, those who did not know it well did so half-heartedl\037

For true believers in Ukrainization, no other task took higher priority than

the perfection of Ukrainian-language instruction. \037
Sapukhin,

one Ukrainization

advocate writing in the teachers' newspaper Narodnii
uchytel,

claimed that retrain-

ing teachers to use the Ukrainian language correctly was more important than

preparation of new instructional systems, such as the complex method, because

((language is (our primary tool' for school work. u66
In an article entitled \"Ukrain-

izarion: 'Ichthyosaurs' of the Modern SchooL/' Sapukhin cited the reminder

RSFSR Commissar of Education Lunacharsky gave to the All-Union
Congress

of Teachers in 1925: pedagogues must not ignore simple literacy when develop-
ing complexes.

In Sapukhin's estimation, such misplaced attention posed an even

greater danger
to Ukrainian than Russian.. He pointed to the deleterious \"cross

influence\302\273)
bilingual

culture had on Ukrainian and claimed that the overwhelming
majority of ethnic-Ukrainian teachers were functionally illiterate in the language.
Even so-called experts failed [0 understand the most elementary and popular rules
of Ukrainian. Teachers were

\"crippled
at both knees)J and nee\037ed real training.

Otherwise, Sapukhin insisted, <cthere will be no complex, no formal training, no

respect or faith in the school and teachers.\302\273)

An educator writing in the pedagogical journal Radianska osvita, O. Polubotko,
insisted that improvements in language training would facilitate the promotion
of a

progressive pedagogy.
Narkomos had to confront those teachers who sought

to
place language

in the \"second tier of subjects studied. n67
Polubotko argued that

language was both a means for deepening knowledge and (Ca tool, our weapon in

the class struggle.\" Therefore, its stlldy must be at the centre of any school's curric-
ulum. Because so many disciplines required students to write, Polubotko insisted
that language study was particularly well suited to the complex system's approach
of uniting subjects of

study,
and must form its foundation. Language teachers

should examine all
essays composed in the school, so that students would under-

stand the need to always write well, not just for \"language class.\" As discussed in)))
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chapter 2, the demands of [he \"new school\" meant that students would study
on the basis of real-life

experience. The Dalton Plan, touted widely by progres-
sive pedagogues of the time, recommended that reachers take their students on
excursions so they could make direct ol1servations and present d1eir conclusions

in written form. Teachers could link these observations to formal subjects of study
(such as mathematics, natural sciel1ces, etc.), but writing would be the basis for
all future work.

Under the
cOlnplex system] the teacher was to be a supplementary guide, with

students
performing mostly independent work. Parents and some teachers wor-

ried that the promotion of this method might lead to the neglect of instruction in
formal knowledge. Polubotko

argued,
to the contrary, that complexes could and

should be designed so that children would know all they needed to know when

they left school: they would understand ('working life.))68 However, with properly
designed complexes\037

students cauld obtain formal skills, such as reading and writ-

ing, largely
on their own. Self-motivated study might be a necessity for language

preparation, anyhow.
Due ta a shortage of books, Poluborko recommended that

children copy excerpts
of Ukrainian literature and compile a collection of works

they liked.
The orientation of complex work was varied, but the goal of all work, explic-

itly or implicitly expressed, was the development of responsible future Soviet

citizens. Supporters of Ukrainization like Polubotko believed native-language
instruction - and, in

particular, native-language literacy
- had to form the core of

the
complexes..

Written work oftered students very concrete knowledge, coupled
with lessons in civic obligation. For

example)
a common complex recommended

by Narkomos concerned preventative health care. Poluborko
proposed integrat-

ing language instruction even here, encouraging to srudents to write their own

works on the subject or repeat poetry with
passages

such as ((Dirty boy
- wash up

quickly. Shake out your clothes
girl.

Untidiness is the enemy. Be afraid. Do not

bring us an epidemic [poshest] .'169

Similarly, language was a fundamental pare of a school's transfer of political ide-

ology. Complexes dedicated to the October Revolution, Lenin Days, Shevchenko

Days,
and May 1 were not to be simply opportunities for celebration, but \"cul-

minating points of struggle and life\"
expressed

in written form. Polubotko gave a

number of examples of such work. The complex on the October Revolution might

include an essay comparing differences in [ocorn and ideology of works written

before and after the revolution. A
complex

for a rural school could include a read-

ing of Arkhyp Teslenko's story
\"Shko(iar.' (The pupil), in which the main char-

acter, a peasant boy,
dies from hunger

in pre-revolutionary Ukraine. Polubocko

proposed asking students why this happened
and why such \"capable children

of proletarians\" will not
needlessly

die in raday's Ukraine. In shart, complexes)))
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offered teachers a chance to have children shape their own civic education: \"They
obtain that which they still have to obtain, that which they need to know for life

and not for a diploma certificatjon.n 70

The KP(b)U official line saw the complex system and Ukrainian studies as

complementary parts
of its campaign [0 educate Ukrainian children and retool

Ukrainian national culture\037 In a February 1925 memorandum to Narkomos, Rad-

narkom, and the Komsomol, KP(b)U
First Secretary Emanuel Kviring repeated a

party directive for broadening the network of the republic's primary schools. For

this to happen, howevect Kviring emphasized char teachers needed to continue

their requalification: ((It is necessary to concentrate all efforts on the development
of methodological approaches

of school work, while remaining oriented [0 the

new complex programs and children's Communist movement.\"71 New methodol-

ogy meant both the promotion of a civic education through progressive pedagogy

in the classroom and its continuation in
Young

Pioneer groups once the school

day was over. Kviring emphasized that in order for teachers to have any chance

of successfully implementing this program, more
native-language

literature must

be published and supplied to the schools for Ukrainians and non-Russian eth-

nic minorities. He further ordered the Narkomos academic committee to define

specific textbooks for city and rural schools. This distinction will be examined

later. For now, it is enough to say that Ukrainian textbooks would not conform

to an all-Union norm. They would reflect the particularities of the
republic

and

individual localities. In considering innovation in education, the larger agenda
of Ukrainization informed the tactics pursued. Ukrainian-language literacy and

knowledge of Ukrainian-area studies were essential
parts of the new pedagogy.)))
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Treading Carefully)

The Ukrail1ization of
primary

schools was supposed to be automatic. Narkomos

administrators stressed it would be. They set short-ternl
goals for a process they

believed had begun with the assumption of Bolshevik
power

and needed only a

determined push.. Yet, Narkomos administrators, inspectors, and the
pedagogical

press reported early on (and throughout [he period of this
stlldy)

on obstacles that

hindered the fulfillment of a process that was expected to be routine. Much of

the initial concern was for the lack of Ukrainian-language literature al1d trained

teachers.. These shortages were a
persistent problem in the relatively more Russian-

speaking East and South J but even in the central regions around Kyiv, local edu-
cation officials worried that existing teachers were not up to the task of teaching

proficiently in Ukrainian.. Such practical impediments were ongoing, significant

concerns, but an equal and more fundamental problem was Narkomos
anxiety

about the lack of authority for the Ukrainian language geIlerally in the urban envi-

ronmen[ and as a tool for political training. Russian continued to be a privileged

language for political authority in
spite

of the decrees on Ukrainization.

For Ukrainizing educators, the shift [0
Ukrainian-language

instruction was

about the alteration of this language hierarchy; it was not a
program simply for

de-Russification. They imagined the saturation by Ukrainian of [he
public

envi-

rOllmeJl[, that knowledge of things deemed to be central to Ukrainian studies

should inform future citizens and public servants of the republic, and thus its

governance. I\"They saw expertise in teaching in Ukrainian and Ukrainian studies

as a high
civic duty. Without teachers' acquisirion of this knowledge, the policy

would fail as a whole because the state looked to teachers to train children as well

as the public. A key means for ensuring teacher competence in Ukrainian was an

examination, or perevirka, of tl1eir knowledge. Teachers viewed such examinations

with
trepidation,

but they were a necessary requirement to ensure that the cam-

paign
was not retarded.)))
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Yet, the initial
steps

towards Ukrainization of primary schools were tentative.

Local education officials
judged

Ukrainization 'to be easiest where the Ukrainian-

sp,eaking population was most concentrated and where a shift in language instruc-

tion would not meet resistance from groups
invested in the continued high

cultural value associated with
Russian-language schooling (most critically, parents

of children enrolled in urban, centrally located,
primary

schools). Local educa-

tion sections decided which schools to target for conversion (or, more rarely; new

establishment or construction) on the basis of centrally approved census figures,

and often it was easier to pursue a selective course of little dispute.. This sort of pol-

icy, however, was not in
keeping

with the wide-ranging plans envisioned by cen-

tral Ukrainizers and the expectations of a
perevirka

t and arguably
allowed some

educators to feel immune from Ukrainization until they encountered an increased

role for the language in the public space. Russian-speaking parry members, state

employees,
and parents of schoolchildren saw less reason to shift.

Ukrainizing educational aurhorities believed that the wider linguistic environ-

ment had to change for
parents

to make different choices.. This meant that the overall

predominance of Russian had to decline. In keeping with a correlation between

ethnicity and
language

t Narkomos beUeved that children of each ethnic group in

Ukraine should
gain

their education in their own ((national language.\" This strategy
would reduce the influence of Russian overall, as schools throughout the republic
would continue to

promote
a program of basic Ukrainian studies for children,

regardless of ethnicity. Narkomos officials often
equated preference by parents of

ethnic minorities Oews, Poles\" Germans, etc.) for continued education in Russian

with class interests; that is, a
bourgeois

faith in the cultural superiority of Rus-
sian. In this

way\"
the Ukrainian language was imagined as a language befitting the

new political order, at least within the Ukrainian republic. It would become the
new

language
of \"iJlter-ethnic communication,\" and Narkomos asserted its new

Soviet character because it was the language of the formerly oppressed. Education
in the national

languages
would

provide access into the revolutionized cultural
world and developing form of

republican identity. To be sure, many within the
Ukrainian branch of the Communist

Party, and certainly within the larger parry,
did not share this essential

suspicion of Russian, but a diminished space for Rus-
sian was the understood result of Narkomos's efforts. Narkomos also backed the
interests of ethnic-Ukrainian schoolchildren living outside the UkrSSR, symboli-
cally tying this

population
to the fate of Ukrainization within, and strengthening

Narkomos's advocacy of the
principle

of
native-language instruction generally.

Although the central republican government and the KP(b)U assumed
leading

roles in oversight over the process ofUkrainization, Narkomos remained the criti-
cal institution entrusted with the direct and daily implementation of the policy.
It was a Narkomos U11it, Ukrliknep, that designed Ukrainian-studies courses for)))
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state employees and administered the
testing

of their knowledge. Importantly,
Narkomos recruited teachers to staff these courses, and teachers solicited employ-

ment. The state asked reachers to fillfill
ffiliitiple

roles: educator of children,

political guide, and public Ukrainizer. Narkomos set the bar for what constitured

proficiency in Ukrainian al1d thus defined the
agenda

for the policy as a whole.

Educators) including primary-school teachers, were a critical part of this efFort.)

Taking Stock)

If Ukrainization was
necessary

to the success of Narkomos's educational agenda,

practical problems slowed down the
policy's implementation. A report published

in the newspaper Visti VUTs VK
regarding school affairs in th,e Katerynoslav prov-

ince alarmed Holovsorsvykh so much that in October 1923 it demanded an inves-

tigation by the provincial education section.
I

The
repoft claimed that the teachers)

standard of living in the Pavlohrad region was
nearly desperate. According to

one teacher, the majority of schools in the area were not working. Where they

remained open, students were using old textbooks, the
buildillgS

were in disrepair,

and teachers received minimum rations and their salaries a half a year late, if at

al1. 2

Regional
authorities had claimed they would fully support teachers beginning

.

in September 1923) but) in November, announced that they could fund
only

10 per

cent of the teachers' salaries and encouraged them to seek direct contracts with

the local population. Out of desperation, some teachers were leaving the region.

Officials had threatened to invoke an emergency court (troika) to try those leavil1g

their posts or refusing to work. Teachers faced the dilemma of \"whether to hope
))3

or scatter.

Although teachers did not confront such dire circumstances
everywhere,

most

eked out a bare existence. Lack of proper funding inevitably
affected the qual-

ity of education. 4
On the rare occasions when things worked, grateful residents

sometimes let central authorities know. 111 September 1923, twenty-one residents

of the
village

of Tarnoruda in the Podillia province (now in the Kllmelnytskyi
oblast) wrote VUTsVK, thanking

(\037the powers of the UkrSSR\" for appointing a

ne\\v education inspector, a man named Halii.
5

According to them, Halii had put
\"school affairs on a higher pedestal allover the world.\" Until his arrival, they had

not known \"the truth)) of education. Clearly, in the opinion of these villagers, this

inspector was an exception to the norm. As will be discussed below, most educa-

tion inspectors were poorly trained and unwilling or incapable of
musterillg

the

resources necessary to make a qualitative change ill (he level of schooling 4

Even chose schools that had teachers who knew Ukrainian well and were dedi-

cated to their profession could Ukrainize only cautiously, simply due to the Jack of

literature available. A Holovsotsvykh plan for Ukrainizarion cited [he insufficient)))
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amount, or complete absence, of academic language in Ukrainian as one of the

main reasons for the slow development of Ukrainian-language institutions. 6
It

called upon
VUTsVK and Radnarkom to allot funds to create school libraries

wirh a specific
number of children's books, and demanded the publication of new

children)s textbooks, ficrion, and popular scientific works, as well as methodologi-
calliterature for teachers. It insisted that Derzhvydav (the state publishing house)

fully satisfy
the need for children's textbo,oks in Ukrainian by the beginning ,of the

1923-4 school year. It estimated that giving every school irs first 100 books would

entail the publication of 1)lOS,700 books at a cost of 331,710 gold rubles. Plans

for the eastern and southern
provinces

also committed Narkomos t'o completely

furnishing schools with
Ukrainian-langu\037ge

textbooks and literature, but allowed

chat parents might have to contribute to the cost of supplying books. 7

As
early

as May, Holovsorsykh had drawn up a list of Ukrainian-language books
to be distributed for the 1923-4 school year.

8

Although
at first glance the list

seems ambitious} [he number of copies it
prescribed

for textbooks and teach-

ers' aids was clearly insufficient. The
greatest

number of copies Holovsotsvykh

planned for any new textbook was 30,000. Given that at the end of the 1922-3

year there were some 779,500 children enrolled in
Ukrainian-language

schools

alone, these target numbers for textbooks fell well short of a full supply.
9

Further-

ffiQreJI the state pubJishing house needed to reprint many of the books Holov-

sotsvykh
had designated as essential, and ethnic-minority schools would require

copies of
Ukrainian-language

books as well.

Teachers made ,do with what they had, reading and
translating

from Russian-

language texts and relying on in-class oral assignments. The children of the

Pohozha-Krynytsia Labour School in the Poltava province chose [0
appeal

to the

Soviet public in a November 1923 letter they wished to be
published:

{'We have

an unshakable hope that the editors of the children's
journal

Chervoni kvity [Red

flowers] will stand with the head of our school and aid us with val\037able advice and

give the children of this
village

the possibility of obtaining a magical and valu-

able book.\" 10
The children pleaded to all ((sympathetic institutions and benevolent

persons\"
to provide them with the literature they desperately needed. The school's

director
likely

aided in the drafting of this letter, given its reference to him. Never-

theless) the motivation of the children)s appeal seeOlS genuine. It was
impossible

to

truly transfer to Ukrainian-language instfuctiol1 without the massive publication
and distribution of fi,ew material.

In a 1924 assessment entitled \"The Year of Ukrainization in School Affairs,)'

Deputy Commissar of Education Riappo, an ethnic Estonian, underscored
the importance of a transfer to

Ukrainian-language instruction to the party
as a whole. He wrote that \"the

complete task [of Ukrainization] of the leading
organs of education is such that all this process is directed towards the

building)))
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of a worker-peasant state and the future Communist
society.uII However, he con-

firmed many of the problems raised in earHer
correspondence to Holovsotsvykh

and conceded that this immense task was only in the planning stages:
'(It is not

easy to overturn the inertia of centuries.'\"
12

He believed the greatest problem was

that the republic's schools were
\"extremely weakly equipped with Ukrainian cul-

tural forces,\" and demanded renewed attention to the training of current teach-
ers and the preparation of new ones. Pedagogical tech11ica] colleges (tekhnikumy)
conducted barely nlore than half of their instruction itl Ukrainian. IJ

Although the

budget for education had risen over the past two years, ir was still well below pre-
revolutionary levels, and schools struggled to m,eet the most basic costs.

Riappo saw the greatest problellls with progress in Ukrainization in provinces
with

significant Russian-speaking populations: Kharkiv, Odesa, Chernihiv, Kat-

erynoslav, and Donets. In all of Ukraine) 67 per cent of the schools taught in
Ukrainian or in mixed Ukrainian and Russian instruction. However, the pro-
portion of ethnic-Ukrainian children

attenc!ing
school was approximately 7S per

cent. Thus, some 8 per cent of the childrel1 \037ere not going to school in their

native language.
14

He claimed that there was no entirely Ukrainized school in

Donees
province..

The number of Ukrainian teachers in the rural communities,
he believed, was extremely small. Furthermore, in Ukraine as a whole) only half

of primary-level schoo.Is had been supplied with Ukrainian textbo,oks. Still, he
claimed that with the exception of the Donbas, Ukrainization could be largely

completed within a
year.

This conclusion was overly optimistic. A Chernihiv provincial report from early
1924,

suggested
that schools in the province still confronted significant challenges

in implementing the
program.

Rural sc.hools lagged behind their urban co,unter-

parts. In the ciry of Chernihiv, six out of seven schooJs were Ukrainized, but in

the Chernihiv
region, only

49 out of 197 schools had conlpleted this process.
IS

Schools of mixed Ukrainian-Russian instruction continued (0 operate in this

region and others. Ukrainization of these schools would proceed gradually, start-

ing with the
youngest groups.

The shortage of teachers undoubtedly contributed

to this gradual approach. Even in the cenrral provinces, where ,ethnic Ukraini-

ans formed an overwhelming majority
of the population) Ukrainization did not

always advance smoothly. The Narkomos
CollegiurTI pointed

to problen1s in the

Kyiv province in December 1923: Hthe question
of UkraiIlization in the city of

Kyiv, which has a
special significance

as the center of cultural-national life} has

not been sufficiently ilnp,ressed upon the Kyiv Hubsot.svykh [provincial sotsvykh

deparrment].))16
It blamed shortcomings on lack of initiative by the province and

lack of funds for children's literature. While the collegium Inay have seen these

problems as understandable elsewhere, it placed special significance on the pro-

gram's success in Ukraille's cultural and ethnic heartland.)))
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A 1925 article in Narodnii uchytel emphasized
a greater problem for Ukrainiza-

don: the policy's lack of authority in the schools. Kh. Nevira, the author of the

article) noted that because of the lack of Ukrainian-language books, sometimes

work in the school was reduced to nothing.
I? This standstill naturally created

\"ambivalence\" towards Ukrainization, among both those teachers who relied on

books to teach and students who were instructed to privilege published texts. Even

worse, according
to Nevira, children's activities in the classroom were conducted

largely in Russian. In schools
just beginning

[0 Ukrainize, like Kharkiv Labour

School No. 32, almost all work of the Young Pioneers, the Communist organiza-

tion for young children, was done in Rllssian. Nevira attributed this failure to use

Ukrainian to
poor .leadership by the Komsomol:

'\037Very
often registered

Komso-

mol do not blOW the Ukrainian language and Leninist children
[Young Pioneers]

following
after them are ousting the Ukrainian language from their rounds and

practical
work.\"18 Nevira noted that, sadly) children go from the home, where

often parents do not speak (,(pure Ukrainian/) to nominally Ukrainian schools)
where work is done in Russian.

The situation was little better in
fully

Ukrainized schools. Nevira reported

that the schools' extracllrriclllar use of Ukrainian was limited: \"teachers and chil-

dren (for example during the weeding of the
garden) digging

of a vegetable plot)

game of soccer etc.) employ Ukrainian, but once the Young Leninist exercises,

parade practice, meetings, and assemblies
begin everything

switches to Russian.\"19

Schools also published children)s newspapers almost
exclusively

in Rllssian, even

in more ethnic-Ukrainian rural areas. This privileged use of Russian set a danger-

ous precedent. Children would continue to internalize a hierarchy of languages,

accepting Ukrainian as a language for cultural
expression

but unsuitable for politi-

calleadership. Furthermore, the constant use of Russian outside the classroom

affected events in the classroonl: \"The
Young

Leninist collective is a model and

other students operate according to its example. Here it is speci'ally necessary to

prioritize this concern so not to
negate the time consuming and far from easy

work of the
pedagogical collective.})20 In other words, Komsomol's refusal (0 use

Ukrainian was having a
negative

effect on Ukrainization in the classroom. Here,
Nevira suggests that Narkomos)s demand for teachers to quickly switch to Ukrai-
nian was unrealistic unless the

parry and its ,own subsidiary organizations did so.
For true believers in Ukrainization, however, the policy was about much more

than changing one}s
language

use.. Kaliuzhny, another contributor to Narodnii

uchytel., argued that Ukrainizarion was
Fundamentally

about an adjustment of an
existence (buttia): \"It is not just about the formal use of the Ukrainian

language
or

an external fe-painting for a Ukrainian appearance..
JJ21

Ukrainizarion was a com-

prehensive study of all things that
\302\253.tprovide

an
understanding of 'Ukraine\"n the

history) regional cultural growth and traditions, and social- eCOI10mic life of a)))
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population. Kaliuzhny and others who embraced the promise of Ukrainization

believed that only this sort of study would
provide

state leaders with the skills

necessary for economic and cultural management and enable union betweel1 the

proletarian city and the village.
Kaliuzhny conceded that the formal Ukrainizarion of schools had occurred

relatively quickly) with some problems in Donets province and elsewhere. How-

ever) teac}lcrs would continue to take on
great responsibility in Ukrainizarion,

because the schools would supply \"workers for the lower state apparat.\" Thus,
while a transfer of the

language
of instruction had begun, teachers still needed to

reach students all
things

Ukrainian. Ukrainization was not simply de-Russifica-

tion.. Teachers had to
deepen

th,eir
knowledge of the Ukrainian language, aid in

orthographic and terminological standardization\037 and promote broad Ukrainian

studies. This was a bold agenda for most rank-and-file teachers.)

Teachers' Inadequate Ukrainian Skills Explained)

As the example of rh,e Kharkiv schools suggests) all was not right even in
fully

Ukrainized schools.. Teachers illiterate or semi-literate in Ukrainian were doing
more harm than

good.
The

pedagogical press is replete with examples. Olle Narod-

nii
uchytel

contributor froln Pavlohrad, in the Katerynoslav province, wrote that

there were still cases in 1925 of teachers who did not know Ukrainian teaching
in Ukrainian schools. Children, he said, were speaking with a hard g, a

phoneme

infrequently voiced ill Ukrainian but used ill Russian. 22

\"Why?})
he asked in a

poem he composed on the
sub,jecr

and then provided the answer: \"Those from

the instructional person,nel, they cannot 'break the
tongue.

\",
Such persons, he

insisted, had no place teaching in a Ukrainian school: \"Wh,en you do not know,

do 110tdirect
speech..

Do not attempt [0 cripple children too!'\"

Advocates of Ukrainization were) in effect, making
the argument that teach-

ers had a solemn responsibility to ensure the policy
was properly implemented.

Another writer in Nilrodnii uchytel, M.
Makerevych,

elaborated on [his theme.

Also invoking the image of lasting physical
harm, he insisted that the poor use or

disregard of Ukrainian could
impair

the development of ethnic-Ukrainian
youth\037

\"children must not be crippled [ne pokalicheniJ by a foreign language. This is

critical [0 the pedagogue.
H23

Competent Ukrainian-speakiIlg teachers were rare in

Ukrainian schools) he insisted. The majority were Russians, Russified Ukrainians)

or Hchangelings\" (perevertnia) who used three Russian words for every two Ukrai-

l1ian words in a sentence. For example, according to Makerevych's assessment, of

some 500 teac11ers working
for schools along the Donets railroad line, only 126

knew Ukrainian and only half of them could teac11 in it properly. Although teach-

ers could enrol in rhree-month courses for
government employees, this was not)))
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enough time to learn much. Since the state was toO poor to offer longer courses,

Makerevych
insisted that all teachers had to take responsibility for their own train-

ing.
Of greatest importance was their participation in re'qualification seminars in

the Ukrainian
language:

\"Each person
will understand this, when he accepts that

language knowledge
in the hands of the pedagogue is a powerful tool of influence

on the children's collective.\" The teachers' own sense of professional and civic
duty

would motivate them.

Republican Soviet organs saw the cost of Ukrainization as
high.

In an assess-

ment of the funds necessary fOlr the Ukrainization of its employees, Holovsots-

vykh placed the cost of
training

one group of fifteen to twenty people for t\\Y'O

and half months at 120 rubles. It recommended coordination with other com-
missariats in the capital of Kharkiv and mobilization of

fifty
teachers to econo-

mize. 14
Stilt teachers would earn no more than one ruble

per
hour of instruction.

On paper, local authorities gave precedence to the Ukrainization of governmen-

tal instirutions over schools. The Podillia province allowed teache.rs six months

to receive Ukrainian-language training and local education officials
only

two.
25

Officials needed to learn Ukrainian so they could
speak

with
\"peasants

in daily

conversation and written correspondence,,\" The level of knowledge the
govern-

ment expected of reachers was j however, considerably greater. They had to not

only use Ukrainian
properly,

but teach children how to as well. The best among
them would train bureaucrats of today in Ukrainian. Their common task was to

prepare
[hose of tomorrow.

Many teachers, in fact, worried about a formal appraisal of their abilities

in Ukrainian. Atl announcement of an upcoming perevirka in the Ukrainian

language appearing
in Narodnii uchytel reportedly created widespread panic.

26

According
to \037

Sapukhin, teachers burdened with the already arduous task of

switching their lesson
plans to 'Ukrainian resented having their knowledge ques-

tioned. The
faculty

from one school composed a song describing their frustra-
tion: \"A cloud is

approaching again, a perevirka awaits US.))27 Teachers could no

longer simply claim to
speak

Ukrainian and teach in the classroom according
to their own innate

understallding
of the la.nguage. State authorities would now

hold them more accountable. Sapukhin wrote that this led to a crisis of self-
confidence amol1g teachers. What he labelled \"Ukrainian arrogance\" had led

lllany teachers to assume that they would
improve naturally,

as if by \"iolpulse.\"
On the contrary, Sapukhin insisted, teachers had to work hard to perfect their

language ability.
\\Vhile the announcement of the 1926

perevirka signalled a call for a broader
use of Ukrainian, it also warned those proficient in the language against reliance
on historical, romantic notions.

Sapukhin singled
out teachers who lived accord-

ing to what he labelled Kobzar
\"purity [cIJystota].\" By this he meant those teachers)))
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who saw the language of the national poet Taras Shevchenko as the Inost cor-
rect form and were too enamoured with \"primitive\" Ukrainian studies. Sapuk11in
argued that a

reworking
of Ukrainian was needed in order [0 respond to cur-

rent needs. Ukrainian was a tool for class struggle and conlffiunism: uThrough
the national word of Ukrainian workers and peasants we must tell them of the
idea of the international unity and brotherhood of toilers, to raise them from the

form of a national primitiveness to the international
heights

of
contemporary cul-

ture. H28 The schools, and through chern the
party,

would teach lessons about the

tasks of socialism to the children of these workers and peasants in Ukrainian. Bur

returning to an essentialized
language

was impossible and politically dangerous\037 A

Ukrainian rooted in the
past

risked marginalization and obsolescence.

The perevirka would also test reachers'
kt10wledge

of Ukrainian studies, what

Sapukhin labelled \"the geographic) economic 1 and historical elements of our

country [nashoho kraiu], to promote (he Marxist-dialectical
appJ;oach

to helpful,

practical work, directed at the building of socialism in our country.\" Failure to

learn Ukrainian debilitated the teacher, but
language study alone was not enough.

Furthermore, Ukrainian speakers had to
reject

a fixation with Ukrainian lore and

study the history of the revolutionary struggle
in Ukraine and the republic's poten-

tial for economic growth. Sapukhin argued
that a perevirka of Ukrainian studies

was absolutely necessary: \"Without this accounting, we cannot march ahead.)\037

If teachers were not held accountable for this sort of
knowledge, they

could not

instruct their students and participate in the development of a Ukrainian socialist

culture.)

Careful Path Forward: Limiting Priorities, Building Support)

In spite of these concerns regarding
teachers' 10w level of Ukrainian knowledge

and the slow
pace

of Ukrainizarion in some areas, due to the lack of teachers

who knew Ukrainian at aiL insufficient local funding, or shortages in textbooks

and other educational aids, Narkomos remained committed to Ukrainization and

the
policy

did enjoy
some early) if qualified, success. The parry had implemented

Ukrainization in
part

because it believed that native-language instruction would

educate a new generation quickly and
effectively.

Furthermore, the Soviet govern-

ment was building in part on a network of Ukrainian-language schools established

by Ukraine's short-lived independent governments and
championed by

a portion

of the population. Ukrainian-language schooling was already a
reality.

The Soviet

government broadened and transformed its scope.
An

early request by
Ukrainian parents and teachers in the Kyiv province to

open a new Ukrainian school soon after the Soviet ousting of Ukrainian People
l

s

Republic (UNR) forces in 1919 gives some indication of how popular pressure)))
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prompted authorities to act where it was easiest to do so. In August, at an
assembly

of local officials, teachers, union leaders, and workers' club members, a representa-
tive of the KP(b)U committee in Kyiv)s Podil district introduced a measure to cre-

ate a Ukrainian gymnasium.
19 He was supported in his proposal by Shmyhovsky,

an official from the teachers' municipal union. Shmyhovsky claimed that there

were three Ukrainian schools for early grades in the Podil district, but none for

the older grades. Those wishing to continue their studies had to do so in Russian

schools. Most families did not have me m,eans to relocate from this lower portion

of the city or send their children to the central quarter of Old Kyiv, where Ukrai-
nian schools were concentrated. Furthermore, Ukrainian families with children

were regularly moving into the Padil from the countryside surrounding the city.

Thus, the demand for Ukrainian-language schooling would
only

increase. Lastly,

Shmyhovsky added, a religious school in the ,district was set for dissolution and

the students had nowhere to continue their education.. If a studen[ residence was

established under the new school) there \\\\fould be a ready supply of students.

Narkomos insisted upon changing the orientation of the school. Although par-

ents and teachers in the Podil had called for a gymnasium, the
representative

of

the provincial education section, Nahurny\" required the school to be organized
as a labour school for the upper grades. He submitted a

plan
for the op,ening of

thi\037 school, suggesting that, in time, there might be more than one: \"The Padil,

which was a greenhouse [rozsa,dnykom] of culture n,ot only in Ukraine, but in
Russia

[Moskovshchyna],
sholiid have its own secondary Ukrainian school and not

just
one,,\"jO Because of the socio-economic composition of the PadiI, he claimed,

students
attending

school in the district would largely come from the labouring
population, including unpropertied peasants living in villages across the Dnipro
River and near the city. His plan mandated that the school occupy the building
of the dissolved

religious school, enrol both boys and girls, and maintain a dormi-

tory for village children who had completed the first four years of schooling and

showed pron1ise.

Here, then, NarkolllOS acted not only to satisfy the demands of ethnic Ukraini-
ans, but also to extend its educational mission to as wide a

population as possible.

This Ukrainian-language school would cater to previously underserved children
and

replace religious instruction with the progressive pedagogy of the new Soviet
school, in a

language they could understand\" The school's formation was the direct
r\037sult of a

popular petition) and its task was made easier because it did not have

to assume the location and student body of an existing Russian-language
school.

As has been discussed above, when VUTsVK ordered Narkomos to undertake

a more concerted plan of Ukrainization ill 1923, local sections had [0 outline a

program
for rapid achievement. They were, however, selective regarding where

they actually promoted Ukraillization most aggressively. The Odesa Provincial)))
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Education Section compiled a two'-tiered program for Ukrajniza[ion\037 dividing

schools between those it expected to Ukrainize fully and those that would
begin

Ukrainization only with the first two grades.
31

III the end, it planned for 53 per
cent of primary schools to be ultimately Ukrainized, a proportion correspondent
to the size of the ethnic-Ukrainian

popuJation
in the province. By tIle end of the

1923-4 school
year,

(he section reported that it expected the plan to be acceler-
ated. This meant that school heads or regional officials had to pursue full Ukrain-

ization in SOllIe schools originally desigl1ated for a partial approach (gradually

iJ1creasing
the number of Ukrainian-language groups). There was clear enthu-

siasnl
among

some in the provincial section for the program. It did not
rely

on

Narkomos for a curricular plan, but audaciously worked out its own
program for

instruction in the Ukrainian langllage with explanatory notes. It also
published

10,000 copies of an alphabet book entitled CIJervona zirka (Red star) for use in

Ukrainian-language schools.

Nevertheless, the section chose to push Ukrainization the hardest where it

would reap initial rewards. It reported that in the Kherson region, there were sev-
eral districts where 80 to 85 per cent of the schools could transfer their instrucrion

\"painlessly'\" (bezbolezno) to Ukrainian. 32 It recognized it would have a
tougher

campaign in the other districts and granted that
weekly regional

courses in Ukrai-

nian for teachers and Soviet employees were a necessity. In the Odesa region)
officials pursued a plan of full Ukrainization in schools where ethnic-Ukrainian

children formed a majority and teachers had sufficient knowledge. Elsewhere) only

the first two grades would be Ukrainized, and instruction in the remaining groups

would be in the langtlage ((which is most
possible given current conditions.\" Like-

wise, although Ukrainian studies was a
mandatory subject

in all schools beginnit1g

in the fourth grade, ethnic-minority schools could choose to study either Russian

or Ukrainian as a second language. It was
among

botl1 Russians and the ethnic-

minority populations that local authorities had (0 tread
carefully) although

their

determined, but gradual, approach in multi-ethnic areas foretold a
campaign

for

the separation and Ukrainization of Russified Ukrainians.

In the
Katerynoslav province)

Ukrainization also proceeded according to a tar-

geted approach. During the 1922-3 school year) 55.2 per cent of schools were

Ukrainized. This
figure

increased to 69.3 per cent of schools and, in contrast to

(he Odesa province, Katerynoslav authorities introdllced the Ukrainian language
as a mandatory subject for all non-Ukrainian children as early as the third grade,
and did not offer Russian as an alternative subject of study for ethnic-minority

students. 33

They did) however, prioririze the promotion of Ukrainian-language

schooling in rural areas, where the ethnic-Ukrainian population was concen-

trated. This meant the postponement of
comprehensive

Ukrainization in the pre-

dominanrly Russian-speaking cities. Similarly, the province cired a lack of funds)))
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for its slow Ukrainian-language work among party employees.
The same rationale

undoubtedly applied to urban schools. Money for teacher training
and literature

acquisition would be spenr first in those areas where the need was most immedi-

are. In these locales, then, Ukrainization. was successful. However, this selective

approach lent the policy as a whole little authority. Ukrainization of the party was

delayed, and the Russian-speaking Ukrainian parents saw little prestige
or incen...

rive in switching the language of instruction for [heir children.

Sometimes, however, Soviet government employees demonstrated greater

acceptance of Ukrainization than teachers themselves. D'onets, a teacher in the

small city of Kremenchuh (Poltava province),
wrote a brief account in Narodnii

uchytel of how
city

residents viewed Ukrainization. At the post office, a worker did

not
yet recognize

the Ukrainian word for \"stamp\" when Donets asked for one)
but vented his frustration in capable Ukrainian when the stamp stuck to his fin-

ger.
34 One employee of the municipal budget office translated the Ukrainian word

summa (cost) into Russian as ((bag,\" by mistakenly picking the definition of the

word suma out his dictionary.35 Her error led everyone in the section to
laugh,

but

Donets downplayed [he slip-up, writing that errors are understandable .for anyone

intent on learning a language. By contrast, at a tneering of Robos, members com-

plained when one teacher made a proposal in Ukrainian and demanded he switch

to Russian so they could understand it. According to Donets) they whispered to
one another, \"Who are these barbarians who wear out all our nerves?\" Educators,

the very people who were largely responsible for using Ukrainian
every day

and

teaching it to others, displayed the greatest hostility to the
policy

in Kremenchuh.

It could not always be assumed, therefore, that a selective
emphasis

on Ukrainiza-

rion in provincial schools would yield favourable results.

If local authorities sought to limit [he scope of Ukrainizarion in their
specific

province,
Narkomos broadened its reach generally. An underlying justification

for Ukrainization was that it legitimized the UkrSSR as a protector and advocate
for

labouring
Ukrainians withi11 the Soviet Union and beyond. ThlIS, Narkomos

sought to include Ukrainians from abroad in its work\037 Scholars who came from

Polish-ruled Western Ukraine to work in YUAN laid much of the groundwork

integral to the policy ofUkrainization: the development ofUkrainian-stlldies dis-

ciplines,. research into new terlninology, and sponsorship of new literature. Fur-
thermore, they

were closely involved in the standardization of Ukrainian-language
orthography to come in 1928.

A remarkable
aspect of this policy of inclusion was the schooling of ethnic-

Ukrainian children from Czechoslovakia and Poland in the UkrSSR. In Decem-
ber 1924,

Kaliuzhny>
an officer at the Soviet embassy in Czechoslovakia, requested

that Narkomos
suPPOrt

the education of a child of Bondar, a prominent Com-
lllunist senator from

Carpathian Rus) in Czechoslovakia. 36
Kaliuzhl1Y claimed)))
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that this child could nor
gain

admittance to schools in Czechoslovakia, due to
his father's political background) and that\037 \037'as for

language,
it would be easier (0

teach the boy in Ukraine and, from a
political standpoint, [such an education]

would give him the best
impressions.\" Kaliuzhny argued that Narkomos should

give the boy one of [he
fifty stipends

it had reserved for children of workers and

poor peasants in Western Ukraine and even offered to take him with him when
he returned to the UkrSSR.

In matters of such political sensitivity, the parry itself asserted its
leadership

role. Firsc Secretary Kviring set the parameters of what could be done for this child

in a resolution forwarded to Commissar of Education
Shumsky.

He resolved that

the child be admitted to a vocational school or technical college, bue not a party
schoo1. 37

The UkrSSR would assume responsibility for the cultural enlightenment
of children such as Bondar\"'s, but not, at least at this stage, offer them prestigious

leadership training\" Bondar's case was not isolated. Kaliuzhny fl0tes that some

twenty students had already gathered in Czechoslovakia to await transfer and

boarding at educational instirutions in the UkrSSR. In
July 1925, Lozovy,

the head

ofHolovprofos} [he Narkomos Main Administration of Vocational Education (in

secondary schoo.Is), requested permission from the KP(b)U Agitprop Department
to enrol students from [he Western Ukrainian regions of Galicia, Bukovyna, and

Transcarparhia (in Poland, Romania, and Czechoslovakia, respectively) to schools

in the UkrSSR. Lozovy requested thirty spaces
in workers' schools {robfaky)38 and

eighty in higher educational institutions. 39
The demand for spaces indicates that

at least some Ukrainians abroad viewed the Soviet education system positively and

believed that it offered an opportunity for their advancenlent.

There is no evidence of Narkomos's
seeking

[0 enrol younger children in the

UkrSSR's primary schools, [he
pri,ncipal subject of this study. However, its con-

tinuing efforts to provide instruction to Western Ukrainian youth do demonstrate

a wish to claim a
principal

role as educator for the Ukrainian nation as a whole.ijU

Most
likely\037 only

the children of the most pro-Soviet and stalwart COfilffiunists

were admitted to these schools (or even sought admittance). Even so, t11e scate's

guardianship
of these children was politically important. The Soviet UkrainjaJl

state would take o,ver where families of Western Ukrainian laborers had left off

and provide these children proper proletarian training.)

Expanding Objectives: De-Russi6cation and Cultural Aid)

While Ukrainization was fundamentally abour [he promotion of the Ukrainial1

language,
a campaign

to eliminate Russian-language predominance in the repub-
lic was a central component of the policy. Narkomos strove to n1ake Ukrainian

the universal
republican language, bllt it also recogl1ized that the protection and)))
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A denlOnSlra(ion of labour-school pupils in
Kyiv\037

1924. Courl'esy TsDKFFAU.)

promotion of ethnic-IlliI10rit)l languages could act as a counterbalance to tl1e

influence of Russi all. It hoped to break the historlcal authority assigned
to RlLssian

iI1 urban centres and thereby otter lTkrainian as a secondary \037\037oft1cialn
language

for

ethnic minorities.

()f particular concern \\vas [he assinlilarion of nlany UkraiIlian Je\\vs [0 Russial1.

This tendency \\vas particularly conlIll()I1 in to\\vns and ci(ie.s, where middle-class

Jev-is believed Russian-language school i
ng

\\vould ensurl\037 alivancen1ent for their

children. A..
Kyi

v
provincial nlccting for teachers in 1\\.larcll 1925 110red that in the

Bila Tscrkva region (okru/7tl)., up to 90 to 95 per cent of children u\\vll()se native

langllagc is Jc\\vish [Yidliishr\037 go
to ltussian schools.

41 TIle provincial TIlceting
rccoo1nlCndc(! t11at educational aUlhc}rilies re-exao1iI1C the 11eed for all R.ussian-

langtlage scl100ls and consider lh.eir trcu1sfer t() \037'native language instruction\" for

[he 1925--6 school year. I n the abSCJ1Ce of clear evidence of a strictly ethnic-J \037

Russian
IJopuialion 1 provincial educators S3\\\\.' little reason for Russian schools.)))
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Although Narkomos authorities repeatedly stated they would
respect

t.he par-

ents' right to choose the language of instruction for their children, in fact, they

regularly worked to convince parents that children learned best in their \"native\"

language. Narkomos directly correlated children\037s
ethnicity

with their native

language and frowned up'on parents who
pressed

to have their children enrol in

non-native schools. In a 1925 report on UkrainizatioI1, dedicated in part to edu-
cational institutions for ethnic minorities, Narkomos condemned the Uignorance\"
(nesoznatelnost) of some sections of the

population (hat refused to attend htheir'\"

(native) schools. 42
The report specifically emphasized the refusal of Jews to attend

Yiddish-language schools, commenting that these schools serve only 14.6 per cent
of [he

Jewish pOplllation.

43
Assimilated non-Russians, especially urban Jews, were

overwhelmingly enrolling their children in
Russian-language schools, a fact that

Narkomos noted with displeasure: \"Often schools with instruction in Russian

are used in these instances by petit-bourgeois groups, who ignoraI1cly oppose the

implementation of nationalities
policies

in the schools.
n

Here, Narkon10s linked

parents) refusal to send their children to the appropriate school to anti-Soviet

behaviour, instigated by classes hostile to
proletarian

rule. Narkomos held that the

privileging of (he Russian language by
ethnic mino,rities

(together
with Russified

Ukraitlians) constituted a sort of confused chauvinism..
44

The success of Soviet

nationalities policy in Ukraine and
specifically

Ukrainization demanded correc-

tion of this behaviour.

Narkomos attempted to remove
any

rationale for children IS
refusing

to attend

their \"native\" school of instruction. It recognized that schools had failed to open

due to a lack of ethnic-minority teachers, and that the
generally

low level of edu-

cation among some of those who were teaching reinforced the perception
that

Russian-language schools were superior. It also blamed poor enrolment 011 book

shortages or, in the case of Bulgarian, Moldovan, or Tatar schools, 'me near-complete

absence in the republic of suitable native-language literature. Although the litera-

ture for German, Yiddish, and Polish schools was somewhat better, publication of

echnic-minority textbooks even as late as 1924 was still far below wllat was needed

(only twenty-six titles in ethnic-minority languages as a whole}.45 TIl0se that were

published began as translations of Russian or Ukrainian texts. While Narkomos

focused on an increase in production, officials in the teachers' union demanded a

campaigll
to retrain ethnic-minority teachers in courses designed to improve both

their
general knowledge and political training.

46 Like their Ukrainian COlll1ter-

parts
in the village\" these teachers were the basic representatives of Soviet

power

al1d extensions of the parry's ideal for the building of socialism in Ukraine. In the

minds of Narkomos officials, ir was esseI1tial that these teachers receive proper

training if [he Soviet government was to retain authoriry and the school to earn

the community's trust.)))
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B,y attempting to minimize the use of Russian, Narkomos sought to affirm Ukrai-

nian as the primary language
of communication between all nationalities in the

republic and grant it increased authority.
Narkomos would use the Ukrainian lan-

guage to recast a new republican identity: supra-ethnic, but universally Ukrainian-

speaking. However, it also assumed the role of protector of ethnic Ukrainians abroad,

including a
large

Ukrainian population in the RSFSR (the Russian republic). Lan-

guage
remained a critical identifier of ethnicity. The Ukrainian language connected

ethnic Ukrainians abroad to the UkrSSR. Within the republic, ethnic minorities

would be linked to their Ukrainian counterparts through their republican identity,

expressed by their children's secondary study of Ukrainian. Neither aspect of this

policy sat
easily

with all members of the paro/
Narkomos support of Ukrainian-language schools in the RSFSR would increase

throughout the late 19205 and
early

19305. As early as 1925, the Narkomos Col-

legium passed a resolution
detailing

its backing of these schools. This resolution

called for Ukrainian schools in the RSFSR, Uwhere a concentrated Ukrainian pop-

ulation lives.\"47 Narkomos stressed that this mandate
primarily regarded

Ukraini-

ans in villages, although it granted that it was
possible

to organize Ukrainian skills

in the \"majority of cultural centres,\" such as Moscow and Leningrad. Narkomos

would help in the establishment of these schools
by sending qualified teachers

from the UkrSSR, organizing courses in
Kyiv

and Kharkiv to train teachers from

Russia, and supplying Ukrainian-language literature. It
recognized that, ulti-

mately, educators would have to dIaft Ukrainian-language textbooks
according

to

the specific demands of the RSFSR education system (it did not
specify

how, not-

ing only that Ukrainian textbooks were heavily localized)\037 but, for the time being,

these Ukrainian schools abroad could use books
published

in the UkrSSR. While

the Russian Commissariat of Education administered these schools and dictated

their curriculum, the schools' tie to Ukraine remained. Narkomos insisted that

it was not er10ugh for teachers in the RSFSR Ukrainian schools to know Ukrai-

nian. They had to be experts in Ukrainian literature, history, and geography. This

knowledge of a specifically \"Ukrainian)'
republic would be transferred [0 the chil-

dren. Just as the UkrSSR offered refuge to radical Western Ukrainians) j[ assumed
guardianship

over Ukrainia.t1s throughout the broader proletarian homeland of
the USSR.

Narkomos}s defence of the right to Ukrainian schooling abroad paralleled its

promotion of these schools at home. It argued similarly that Ukrainian schools
outside the UkrSSR were

justified pedagogically,
to p,rovide for \"the rational

ordering of work with children who
speak

Ukrainian.\"48 However, Narkomos

aJso touted these schools for political purposes. In particular, it stressed [hat

Ukrainians might engage in \"anti-Soviet agiration on national
grounds\"

if their

children were denied the opportunity to study in Ukrainian. It
acknowledged)))
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that local educational authorities might need to
explain the importance of native-

language instruction to some parents in the RSFSR, citing teacher-led protests

against Ukrainian-Ial1guage schooling in the UkrSSR as cause for caution. How-

ever, it clearly believed that sentiment among ethnic UkraiIlians was in favour of

Ukrainian-language schooling and that, especially in rural areas) such instruction

would enable teachers [0 best provide for their students' success.. If local authori-

ties chose to force Russian-language instruction on ethnic Ukrainians,
they

would

only continue the oppression of their rsarist predecessors and encourage dissent

and instabili ty.)

Mechanisms for Oversight)

Beyond issuing orders for the transfer of
schooling (0 the Ukrainian language)

Narkomos required some measure of bureaucratic
oversight

to ensure that [his

policy was acconlplished.. Radnarkom had initially entrusted the Workers' and Peas-

ants)
Inspectorate with enforcemenr of its 1920 decree on the

equality
of

languages

and development of a network of Ukrainian-language educational instimtions.49

However, it also gave Narkomos the responsibility both to establish Ukrainian-lan-

guage
schools (and introduce Ukrainian as an obligatory subject in ethnic-minority

schools) and to set
up

courses in Ukrainian studies for all Soviet governmental

employees, a category that included teachers and ]ocal civil servants. In 1923, when

Radnarkom issued formal orders for a concerted campaign of Ukrainization} it had

already positioned Narkomos
\037

the primary Soviet organ in charge.

As has already been demonstrated) it was often local education inspectors who

monitored the progress of Ukrainization in the schools. They also took a lead-

ing role outside the classroom. For
example,

in late November 1924 the Kyiv

Regional Executive Committee ordered the local education inspector to coordi-

nate an assessment of the
region)s Ukrainian-language

courses for government

employees.
so

However, not all inspectors knew Ukrainian well. A 1924 report

from the Kyiv Provincial Education Section notes that a
portion

of its inspec-

tors had to enrol in Ukrainian-language courses of the
very

sort that the regional

executive committee had ordered its
inspectors

to inspect.
51

Although it fell to the

education inspectors to
report

on the progress of Ukrainian-language schools as

well, clearly)
all were nor equipped to do so.

Ultimately, Ukrainization's success depended on teachers.
Inspectors

held indi-

vidual educators responsible for failure, but they did not
design plans

for transfer

to Ukrainian-language instruction. In Poltava, for example, in October 1923 the

provincial
education sec'cion entrusted the realization ofUkrainization to its senior

inspectors, but it
gave

its methodological committee the task of working out a

program of Ukrainian studies for (he schools according to a realistic assessment)))
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of the number of teachers it had available.
52

Inspectors monitored Ukrainization)s

implementation, btlt local education sections had to
provide training

or r,ecruit

more teachers if they wanted to remedy the
gaps

even poorly qualified inspec-

tors inevitably found. Without Ukrainian-speaking teachers, this program would

collapse.

It was also teachers who headed the courses in Ukrainian studies for state

employees. So, although education inspectors reported on the level of
language

knowledge among
civil servants in the city of

Kyiv)
it was a representative of the

regional campaign to liquidate illiteracy, Liknep,
who conducted the testing.

53

Teachers were widely expected to
perform

this role in addition to [heir teaching

duties. In this case, it was work that went uncompensated. The municipal execu-

tive commission claimed it had no money to pay (he Liknep worker. Progress in

Ukrainization, both inside and outside the school, depended on the dedication of

individual cultural workers and educators. Unfortunately, as will be discussed, the

skill level of even those who volunteered or sought employment as '(Ukrainizers\"

varied.

Central authorities at Narkomos set the broad guidelines for the implementa-
tion ofUkrainization and remained interested in the steps taken by local education

inspectors) sections, and teachers. It published and disseminated questionnaires

(ankety) on Ukrainian-language usage. In
particular)

it asked education authori-

ties whether \"obstacles\" had occurred in the Ukrainizarion of their work. In its

account of measures taken specifically in the schools, the Odesa Provincial Edu-

cation Section noted that the situation in outlying regions had not been studied

enough.
54 It expressed concern that, although authorities had planned to Ukrain-

ize 158 schools in the Mykolaiv region, as of 1
January 1924, only 61 had been

Ukrainized and 79 were in the
process

of being Ukrainized. It ordered district cul-

tural sections and
regional inspectors

to ,determine what had be\037n accomplished

and what still needed to be done. 55
In its report on the Ukrainization of state

institutions, the Kyiv Regional Inspectorate responded
that \"hostile\"

employees

had avoided Ukrainian-language courses and threatened them with dismissal after

\"a certain time.\"56 Narkomos, therefore, clearly had information that its ambitious

plans
were not being fulfilled. It would, in time, look upon reports of quantitative

successes
by some sections with increasing suspicion.

Although Narkomos remained an important organ
with

oversight ofUkrainiza-

rion and the principal agency for its implementation in th,e schools, the party did

not relinquish control. In 1925, the KP(b)U Politburo formed a Central Com-

mission on Ukrainization that would take a more direct role in the Ukrainization
of its rank and file and the government. Before the formation of this commission,
Narkomos reported its

findings
on Ukrainization to Agitprop, the Central Com-

mittee's propaganda wing. Agitprop)s operational plan for December to March)))
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1924 included the following dictate:
('Along

with this basic task of mass party

enlightenment work\037 before
Agitprop the task rises of accounting for achievement

of resolutions of the Twelfth
COtlgress regarding the nationality question in party

education of the Soviet
apparat,

cultural work of the unions of Narkomos.\"57 Its
task was to

investigate
the

degree of Ukrainization at the various levels of educa-
tion, evaluate all coursework in Ukrainian studies, and determine the extent of

parry and union involvement in
Ukrainian-language study. The plan foresaw the

creation of a Central Scientific
Methodological

Committee under Narkomos to

oversee the creation of local committees and confirm a program in Ukrainian

studies. It mandated the drafting of Soviet
primary-school

textbooks adjusted to

Ukrainian conditions., and the spec.ific development of an
agricultural progralTI

for rural schools. Furthermore, it mandated support for the organization of
Young

Pioneer
groups, among Ukrainians and among ethnic minorities, where political

and methodological work was scant.

In January 1924, in response to instruction from Deputy Commissar of Edu-

cation
Riappo,

the commissariaes administrative section forwarded excerpts of

an account on Ukrainizarion
by

the Odesa Provincial Education Section to Agit-

prop.
58

The dispatch is evidence of the Narkomos leadership's continuing concern
about the

pace
ofUkrainization in the South) a concern it comillunicated to, and

shared in common with, Agitprop. In another memorandum, Riappo himself

replied to a direct query from Agitprop regarding Ukrainization. He conceded

that Narkomos was still investigating
the achievements of the

policy\037
and thus he

was forced to send incomplete information, much of which had been
compiled

a year earlier.
59 The text of the Agitprop inquiry, incongruously written in Rus-

sian, asked specifically for information on the Ukrainization of business affairs

by government institutions, but Narkomos replied with additional information

on the Ukrainization of all its \"subsidiaryn organization,s, including the schools.

Although there are gaps in the Narkomos information (the material Riappo pro-

vided did nor go beyond figure-s
collected at the provincial level), its' successes

were notable in comparison with those of other commissariats and must have

been known to Agitprop. Riappo's anticipated audience
n1ay

have been the wider

parry leadership\037 to WhOlTI he sought to convey a sense of the work accomplished
but also the problems

thar remained. True Ukrainizarion would require greater

support.)))

tion is simply a 'trick.) Simply, authorities want to know the attitude of the masses

in this connection. In actuality, there is nothing similar to what is written in the

l1ewspaper.\"125 That is, the GPU staged the SVU affair in order to gauge public

sympathy towards the regime or towards expressions
of Ukrainian nationalisol.

While thes,e statements were politically dangerous) nOlle
suggested

an affinity

with the proclaimed goals of the SVU. The accounts i'nply a fundamental lack of

faith in [he GPU and fear of its repressive powers. They stand in marked contrast

[0 the report's description of worker reaction. Protests were held in Odesa's March

Factory, the October Revolution Factory) and the All-Ukrainian Photo-Cinema)))
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Five)

Learning the New Language of Pedagogy)

No
longer

bound by disciplinary strictures, members of the next Soviet genera-
tion would see how the integrative knowledge they had gained through progres-
sive education in the schools might be applied by labourers and stakeholders in a

socialist economy.
If this was the vision, real teachers were overwhelmed by all the

tasks of its realization. Ultimately, and perhaps most critically) a
perceived

contra-

diction emerged between the goals of the complex system
and the application of

Ukrainian-language instruction. This chapter explores the \"mechanics of imple-

mentation)': the tension that emerged between the ideals of this new pedagogical

approach, their intro,duction, and the demands of Ukrainizarion. Normalization

of education in the 1920s meant an end to the chaos and experimentation of the

civil war era, but a continued emphasis on the concerted socialist upbringing of

the next Soviet generation, Ideological training was the preserve of the Young

Pioneers - the Communist children's
organization

whose linkage with schools

later chapters directly address - but schools w.ould develop th\037 politically
and

economically aware citizen.

The problem with the implementation of the
program beyond

the ideal models

described in chapter 2 was that Narkomos lacked a trained institutional infra-

structure to ensure oversighr, Most concentrated work on
systematizing

method-

ology
did not begin until 1923, when social conditions in the country stabilized

and Narkomos concurrently undertook the charge of Ukrainization. Narkomos

co,ntinually emphasized
kraieznavsrvo as the main approach to make th,e complex

method most relevant, and) therefore, it was local education sections thac assumed
the

greater
role in defining what progressive pedagogy meant for the indjvidual

teachers. Still, teachers were by and large left to their own devices to ensure imple-

mentation of the complex method. This delegation of
responsibility

concerned

education administrators and also made the majority of teachers, inexperienced in

progressive pedagogy, uncomfortable\)
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Teachers, sometimes under the jurisdiction of local education sections, met [0
discuss the

practical implementation of the new Inethodology. TIley otten com-

plained at these
meetings

about more mundane responsibilities of daily concern:

large class sizes, shortages of basic school supplies, and low pay. Education offi-

cials continued to emphasize the critical nature of curricular revision,
chiefly

the

need to integrate regional material into instruction, but the training of conference

attendees focused on methods of teacher self-study and planning. Such indepen-
dent

activity
invited opportunity for a variety of interpretations of methodology,

but leading educational theorists
placed greater value on the virtues of decentral-

ized education for
young

Soviet citizens, a quality equated with the democratic
core of Soviet

governance.

What was ffi,ost important in the discussions regarding local studies and
pro-

gressive pedagogy was the connection to Ukrainization. Educational planners
viewed knowledge of the Ukrainian

language as a critical tool for the creation
and comprehension of

complexes. Furthermore\037 because complexes were locally

focused but connected to later studies of the wider republic, educators consider,ed

them to be key components of Ukrainian studies. Language proficiency would

enable such study, even if: for the educators
primarily

concerned with progres-

sive pedagogy (and for the political authorities who
supported

this methodology),

language study remaine,d a tool for achieving a larger end. Ukrainization and the

complex system were mutually compatible aspects of the central concern of a citi-

zenship project that children would embrace as familiar, active, and
meaningful.

By the late 1920s, the emphasis of progressive educators would be even more

on the participatory nature of the complexes and
increasingly

on threats by class

enemies, but educators continued to emphasize attention to the local environment

and the link to Ukrainian studies. They expressed concern about the students'

grasp of formal knowledge, but insisted that the complex system
would define this

knowledge if properly applied and locally centred. Again, it was teachers whom

Narkomos officials held responsible for failure. Teachers often retained a reliance

on teaching by subject even if they knew this methodology was out of favour,

blaming their own inexperience or overwhelming class size. Outside th,e teachers'

conferences that frequently attracted [he most ambicious
pedagogues,

teachers did

not have the time or acc\"ess [0 li'cerature for the self-study professional meetings

advocated. When forced to
adapt\037

teachers did so without direction. Knowledge-

able and trustworthy educators were in short supply. When communities voiced

approval of instructors, they were
happy just

to have ones who were professionally

competent, aJld cared less about their linguistic talents. Rural schools found it

hard to attract any well-trained instructor. It was only in the best (urban) schools

that teachers were able to meet the dual demands of pedagogical innovation and

transfer to the Ukrainian language.)))
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Narkomos officials understood that success in Ukrainization would facilitate

the promotion of progressive pedagogy (and vice versa). Study in a student's

nati\037e
language

made training by the complex method accessible, and language

study could
provide

some unity to all a complex entailed. (ConceivablYJ nearly
all activities could be subject to a form of language study.) Problems in

provision

of Ukrainian literarure or weaknesses in the teachers' knowledge of Ukrainian

could
impede

the development of a complex and place the larger aim of citizen-

ship training in jeopardy. The experience of a leading Mykolaiv school highlights
the difficulties of pushing through Ukrainizauon concurrently with progressiv.e

pedagogy in a
mixed-language

environment. Although the ethnic makeup of the

student body is difficult to determine; there is little doubt that students were

accustomed to
speaking

in Russian in this core urban school in the republic's
South. Ukrainization here was said to initially hinder the development of educa-

tion
by

the complex method b,ecause of the students
1

failure to comprehend. Yet,

the teachers' reports also reveal that children
quickly adjusted

to the switch in

language instruction and their embrace of new instruction
improved.

Ukrainizers in Narkomos believed they had little option but to
pursue

both

policies,
of Ukrainization and education reform, concurrently. In Ukrainian-

speaking areas, such a tactic made pedagogical sense; in non- Ukrainian-speaking
historical urban centres, such an

approach
was a political necessity. Ukrainiza-

[ion had to transform the most
prestigious

schools if [he policy was to have any

authority: The issue of
sorting

out ethniciry (and, to a lesser degree for Narkomos,

language preference)
would happen later or in concert with this assault ,on the

city. Ukrainizers did not believe [he process of Ukrainization was complete until
Ukrainian schoolchildren attended Ukrainian-speaking schools in high percent-

ages and the number of full
(seven-year)

schools expanded. Ideally, this meant a

good proportion of the most
pedagogically

innovative schools would assume a

Ukrainian character, and the twin policies ofUkrainization of educational reform

would be authoritatively linked. To accomplish this, teachers willing to take on

this compound task would need much greater support.)

Restoring Order to the New School)

The problems inherent in the pracrjcal application of the
progressive pedagogy

were apparent at the First All-Ukrainian Teachers' Congress held in January 1925.1

The
congress underscored the importance of breaking with traditional pedagogy

to achieve this end in a resolutioI1 it passed on the basis of a report given by
Peo-

ple's Commissar Shumsky. It applauded the revolution's destruction of an old
sys-

tem of education based on privileges and the establishment of schools centred ('on

the
principles

of national self-determination and labour content.\"2 The
congress)))
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recognized
mar (he civil war led to massive devastation, desrroy.ing the economy

and any hope of
financing

its ambitious plans for a conlplete reworking of educa-
tion. While it

orphaned
thousands of children and fractured families 1 this social

dislocation had a positive consequence in [he eyes of Narkomos. It created a blank

slate for the promotion of sotsiia/ne vykhovannia (sotsvykh))
the principle of'\037social

upbringing.)\" Defined by the congress as urhe state protection and state embrace of
all chiJdren/) this conviction motivated Narkomos to create children)s buildings as

\"universal
social-p,edagogical centres,U in which the state would assume the role of

guardian. As
chapter

2 argued, the end of the civil war and the introduction of the

New Economic Policy (NEP) brought some normalization in educational affairs,

but it also meant a decline in the number of children's
buildings

and what the

congress lamented as a reduction in the influence of the state and strengthening of

a negative role of the
family.

The congress made clear, however, that Narkomos had not given up on its

impulse
for

guided
child rearing. It sought to orient schools to the task of social

upbringing. They would not be mere places of
learning\037

but
places of citizenship

training. Ultimately, the congress advised that this task would be accomplished by

youth Communist organizations. However, the number of Komsomol
organiza-

tions was still small, and the number of its subsidiary Young
Pioneer troops even

smaller. In the city of Myronivka (Kyiv region)) for
example,

the Young Pioneer

detachment suffered from weak support from its sponsor, a local
sugar refinery. Its

activities remained entirely detached from the schoo1.3
Recognizing shortcomings

such as this) the congress urged instructors to
place primary emphasis on school

curriculum. It directed them to continue the
struggle

\"for the compJete rebuild-

ing of a revolutionary pedagogy on a material basis.\"4 The essential vehicle for this

new pedagogy was instruction
by

the complex
method in the Ukrainian language.

The congress envisioned the
tying

of the complexes to Young Pioneer group activ-

ity, where it existed, but, more generally, to issues of production. In the absence

of a children\037s movement, the school would take on its mission: to foster ties with

surrounding activity, \"with [he proletarian and landless peasant society and its

productive
interests.)' The congress called upon teachers to innovate,. experiment,

and make use of hands-on methods associated with productive activities.

This issue of curricular transformation was at the heart of all
dis\037ussjon among

pedagogical
circles in the 19205. Ukrainization was a means towards this end.

However) a number of practical problems confronted the would-be reformers.

The
congress

detailed several: overburdened teachers, an almost complete absence

of funds for instructional training in the schools) shortages of literature, teach-

ers' inability
to adapt to the new prescribed methods, and low relative enrolment

in rural areas.
5

Funding
also remained a problem. Schools relied on ioeaJ gov-

ernments for
budgetary

allotments, and although the congress reported that the)))
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amount of money assigned
[0 schools had increased from 19 to 32 million rubles

in the 1924-5 school
year,

more funding was needed for teacher training and the

purchase of books and school supplies.

A Holovsotsvykh report on the main tasks for the 1925-6 school
year

also

added to the list of deficiencies that the teachers' congress had raised. For its peda-

gogical mission to succeed, Narkomos desired universal enrolment of children

from eight
to eleven years old. For the time being, it concentrated on the enrol-

ment of early school-aged children. At the beginning of the 1925-6 school
year,

Holovsotsvykh
estimated that 457,000 eigh{-year-old and 300,0,00 nine-year-old

children in the republic were nor attending schooL To enrol them, schools would

have to open 5,000 more
groups (classes}.6 This objective required local education

sections to build new schools, hire teachers, and procure textbooks. Furthermore,

while Holovsorsvykh was primarily concerned with an
expansion

of the first four

years of schooling, ultimately it needed to increase the number of full seven-year

schools. In 1925-6, there were approximately thirty groups
for every seven-year

schooL To keep this proportion C011stant, Narkomos would have to increase the

number of these schools too.

The existing sta[e of school affairs was less than ideal. Authorities often housed

schools in buildings not meant for instruction, in dilapidated structures or peas-

ant homes. Local education sections were
responsible

for submitting
their own

orders to the state publishing house for textbooks, but had little money to pay
for new literature. 7

General publication of children's literature was still negligible
and school libraries

poorly
stocked. Schools lacked even the most basic sup.plies:

tables, benches, and desks, to
say nothil1g of '(extras\" like maps, charts, and writing

implements. Holovsotsvykh demanded an account of regional spending to ensure

that its sections were providing funds for supply of these items as best as they
could. Within the classroom, Holovsotsvykh dictated that teachers instruct no

more than forty students. If it was necessary to burden teachers- with large num-
bers of srudents (as it often was), it was better that they take on one

large group

rather than two groups that together surpassed this forry-student limit.
Holovsorsvykh

also set up auxiliary schools for children who were falling behind.
It resolved that Narkomos must provide enough of these remedial schools to meet
the needs of approximately 3 per cent of the school-aged children. Without them)

it maintained) the work of \"normar' children would falter. Holovsotsvykh assumed
budgetary responsibility

for these schools, as well as schools for juvenile offenders
and the blind and the deaf 8

Holovsotsvykh's primary slogan was the u:normaliza-
tion of work\" and, therefore, its operating rationale was to limit distractions away
from the schools' chief task: the use of a new, revolutionary pedagogy.

Were schools able to set curricular and methodological affairs it1 order? Educa-
tion inspectors' lack of

preparation for evaluating Ukrainization has already been)))
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discussed.. Few were equipped to investIgate a school's general activities as well. At

a meeting of the Kyiv province's teachers in March 1925, one attendee, Slutsky,

argued that the inspectors rarely did their jobs, even if
they

had the skills t.o do so.9
He maintained that some

provincial inspectors did not tour village schools or even

give instructions to their
regional COu11terparts

to do so, but attended only meet-

ings of the inspectorate. Furthermore, many were new graduates of pedagogical
schools or occupied positions as heads of schools but had no teaching experience or

political training. He
suggested

that a provincial section employ only former teach-

ers as inspectors and provide them with a
readily

available form of transportation.

Although Holovsotsvykh mandated implementation of its
program\037

it relied upon

the initiative of local inspectors to ensure that schools were carrying out its orders.

Due to their inexperience, even those who did
regularly' carry out inspections may

have been unable to appreciate the particular challenge
of teaching by the new pro-

gressive methodology or, more importantly, unable to
suggest

remedies.

Local authorities also balked at formulating their own applications of the

methodology Holovsotsvykh prescribed. HoJovsotsvykh intended all teachers

to undergo uajlling by the complex method and work out curriculum for their

schools. Lypovytsky) another delegate to the
Kyiv provincial meeting, reported

that directors of the training programs remained dissatisfied with the program for

retraining and wanted more detailed and
specific plans

[0 pass on (0 the teach-

ers. IO

Therefore, they waited for instruction from the provincial education section
in

Kyiv,
and the complexes that educators did organize became muddled: \"We see

from [local teachers\"] conferences that while some complexes are organized for the

future, others will be stuck in the past. III some districts there
may

be a complex

on the 'February Revolution,' but they will work out something completely differ-

ent in addition to it.\"
I]

Lypovytsky suggested
that it was up to district and school

administrators to use the program to \"independently revolutionize
n

their activi-

ties. It was J however, this very sort of independence that., ironically, botll unnerved

teachers and scho.ol directors and yet allowed them to resist prescriptions for a

progressiv,e pedagogy.
Educators requested a neatly defined program, not descrip-

tive directives. They worked out
complexes

as they understood them, bllt ones

largely bereft of the transformative spirit Holovsotsvykh envisioned.

Notwithstanding me anxiety expressed at these conferences, sonle
exceptional

schools did seek to implement a progressive pedagogy. A 1925 report on the state of

education in the Bila Tserkva region found that in the Fastiv District Labour Schoot

reachers had instituted a progressive curriculum, but had taken all incremental

approach similar to their gradual inrroductiOJl of Ukrainian-language instruc-

tion.
They

set
up

at1 entirely new progran1 in the younger grades, but conceded

only partial
instruction in the \"laboratory method.\" 12

Similarly,
(he teachers began

full Ukrainia11-language instruction only in the first
grade.

The t\\VO aspects of the)))
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Narkomos program were supposed to work in concert with one another. Although

teachers at this school demonstrated their commitmenr to both, they advocated a

measured transition, given
the difficulty involved in achieving both immediately.

Educators also
pushed progressive pedagogy

most in the younger grades of the

Skvyra District Labour School. Provincial
inspectors repo'fted

that during a com-

plex on Shevchenko and the
February

Revolution for the fo'urth grade, \"the group of

64 children was so completely delighted with the w,ork and so thoroughly engaged
with the material that, in

general)
it was evident the leader had skillfully carried

out the correct
plan.\"

Here too the link between Ukrainization and the complex

system
is

apparent
in the successful application of a complex on Shevchenko. This

school, like the
larger experimental

schools in the republic's main cities, served as

a model for other schools in the district. At meetings of the district pedagogical

council, administrators reported on the school's work and sought to
guide

that of

more rural schools. If progressive pedagogy was going to succeed, schools in the

district centres would have to embrace it first and promote its spread. However, it

is again noteworthy that even these model schools saw the dual implementation of

this pedagogy and Ukrainian-centred instruction as a
significant challenge.)

Raising Teachers' Qualifications)

Building socialism required Narkomos and its
subsidiary organs [0 equip its schools

appropriately. A call for
pedagogical

innovation meant little if teachers were unpre-

pared to accomplish it. They needed to modify the way they taught, and did so only
reluctantly. It was not until the summer of 1923 thar systematic work on the

raising

of
pedagogical qualifications began in earnest, mostly in the form of conferences

and study circles. 13 In 1924, courses on methodology and
self-study

were held

throughout Soviet Ukraine. Partly in response to teachers' demands for
publication

of pedagogical literature and the establishment of pedagogical libraries, Narkomos

began
to publish the journal Radianska osvita and the teachers' union released the

newspaper Narodnii uchytei. However, only teachers working in the major cities

were able to read these publications with any regularity.
The year 1925 witnessed

heightened activity in the drive for teacher prepa-
ration. Deputy Commissar of Education

Riappo
issued orders in April for all

provincial sections to oversee more
comprehensive summer courses for primary

school teachers. 14

Regional
sections assumed direct responsibility for the adminis-

tration of the courses. In addition, Narkomos ordered that the courses take place
in the ('national

language))
of the teachers and that regional sections pay for the

travel of
ethI1ic-minority teachers to larger, consolidated classes in urban centres.

A local education section's ability to meet Narkomos)s mandate depended on
a

variety
of practical considerations. The Chernihiv Provincial Education Section)))
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Delegates frorn rhe J<:harkiv province at the First ..A..ll..lJkrainianTcachers' Congress,

January 1925. In the centre of (he [hird ro\\v, \\vlth (he goatee, is the l}krainian

People's C:.omnlissar of Educarion ()lcksandr
Shunlsky.

\037I() his left is Fcdir lJharov

(head of the i\\lI-lJkrainian Trade lJnion C-:ouncjl). /)l'rJhJ,j l\037\037eukr'lj\"nJS'k\037l'i 1Ii'J\037vte15'k)li

z'iZtl (Kharkiv: [)crzhavnc v1;-davllv[srvo lJkra'inv, 1925).. xxx.
oJ '\" .')

torn1C({ a bllrc.lu tor [eachcr rcrrail1iJ1g, but its regional secric)ns did. Jlt)[ have the
t..-\" .....

o1011ey
to support regular courses at rllc lo\\vcr level. 1':;

fUfrllernl0re, dis[ric( librar-

ies in tJle prOViJ1Ce had alnl0st no pedagogical books tor teachers
seeking 1l1aterial

()J1 d1eir 0\\\\'J1. Individual initiative counted.. of course. Nizhyn regional officials

fl)Und a
\\vay

[0
organize

several pedagogical courses\" hol(i conferences, and sup-

port the \\\\.fork of teacher srudy ,circles. j\\ccording to [he provincial alinlinistra(ioll,

SOIllC 286 study circles \\.vere active in the v\\/holc:
province,

\\\037lith 18 (0 20 partici-

pants in each circle. Parlicipanls \\vere
supposclI

to reaJ recolllnlcnded literaturc'l

eval uate eac]l other's nedag()gic,-1J \\\037/ork'\\ an{i t-\0371.n1iliarizc thenlsclves \\vit11 loc..11 cco-1 L L

nC)nl ic q ucsrions a11,--1agriculrural (L1l\":l. Hov.,!cver, [he (-\037hernihiv report COIlcluded

that fe\\-v had engaged
in \"pJannc(L Sysltilladc, an<--t

deep
\\vork\" and Jllust [ook the

o\037'portullity (0 c()nlplain about their o\\.vn over\\.vork and poorly supplictllihraries.

\037leachcrs found little rirne [0 sigl1ih.canrlv C'ng\037lge
in these ,Stlldv circ\"lc.s al1(.1 fe\\-v

4... ,,-..... L \037

resources (0 help thenl in lhei r efforts.)))
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Nevertheless, provincial sections continued to
design

courses that emphasized

self-study. The Volyn province organized a
congress bringing together district

organizers of study groups and teachers undergoing retraining.
16

An April 1925

plan for the congress's work stressed that it would not hold courses specifically

for retraining,
but would seek to instruct participants in skills necessary

for \"self-

training.

u
Most of the activity of the congress would rake

place
in work groups,

with only three summary reports given to the whole
congress6 Although

teachers

had some input on the congress's agenda t it would work generally according to a

provincial strategy devised
by

the Zhytomyr education section that gave a central

role to \"local studies of production

H

(vyrobnychne kraieznavstvo). In the case of the

Volyn province, this approach meant an orientation towards agriculture.
The con-

gress planners proposed that ceachers take part in excursions to observe agricul-

tural work. l ?

They
believed rhat schoolchildren should not just study production

abstractly,
but had to learn about it first-hand6 They intended the teachers)

trips
to

the countryside to function as lessons in how to conduct this sort of instruction\037

Narkomos officials emphasized kraieznavstvo as the foundation of new instruc-

tion. It waSt the Volyn provincial congress planners believed, \"the most important

task in education\" and one that they saw at the heart of teacher
training. However,

their instruction in this critical methodology was decidedly non-specific6 They

did not mean for the congress to spell out
exactly

how this instruction would take

place, but rather sought to provide teachers with [he fundamentals of such an

approach6 The congress proposed that teachers
employ

a (shock program,.\" accord-

ing to which they would adapt the
general program

to local needs and rapidly
transform their work in the schools.. For example t in order to teach agriculture,

they would draw from their experience in the congress's excursion (0 oversee their
students' cultivation of

garden plots
and to lead tours in the immediate country-

side. The
congress

also included information on integrating [he Communist chil-
dren's movement into school life and kraieznavstvo. Tying schoolwork to Young
Leninist activity would strengthen and broaden the new progressive pedagogy and

the push towards the study of
usocially productive labour.\"

Budnov, a speaker at the March 1925 Kyiv provincial teachers' conference, cited

comments
by Nadezhda Krupskaia (Lenin's widow and a key figure in the field of

education) at the First .All-Union Conference on Retraining that all teachers must

become experts in local studies (Russian -
kraevedy;

Ukrainian -
kraieznavtsi). The

Holovsotsvykh program emphasized the need to localize educational material, but

it was up to the teachers themselves to be
promoters

of kraieznavstvo: '(the new

program functions as only a,
skeleton which needs to be given living flesh of local

studies materiaL\"
18

Teachers needed to connect all complexes to local life.. Budnov
also cautioned

against the study of history and folk customs and lauded an inves-

tigation
of labour activity. The Holovsotsvykh program demanded this study of)))
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labour. The teachers' [ask was to apply this directive to their own locale. Budnov
recommended

broadening
their

study to the wll01e district, bu[ not beyond. By
limiting the study this

way, they and their students would focus their observations
on what was familiar\037 Educators had to privilege direct examination above aU else.

When the students advanced, they would ask them to draw connections to the

region and the republic beyo,nd.
There was a danger that educators'

emphasis
on teacher self-training and inde-

pendenr activity in the schools might have
negative consequences. Muzychenko,

also a speaker at the Kyiv provincial conference, warned that education sections

had to ensure that teachers did not turn kraieznavstvo [0 ethnography, geography,

and the study of olden times. 19
Another participant, Kaminsky, argued that Nar-

komos must supply teachers with concrete and specific kraieznavstvo material so

that teachers would not pick their own
disparate

materials. He recommended that

teachers undergo a full year of instruction in
corresp,ondence

courses if Narkomos

had any hope of setting up instruction in kraieznavsrvo complexes. Muzychenko

and others added that the 'number ofkraieznavsrvo
experts

outside the city of Kyiv

was still small and the success of the program would depend on the cooperation

among teachers, ties
among

central and provincial institutions, and, perhaps most

importantly, a revamping of
pedagogical training6 They insisted that the rationale

of all stu,dy, whether self-motivated or
organized by Narkomos, should be C(Sovie[

building\" through kraieznavstvo, not the
ethnographic

romanticism of the past.)

Social Upbringing through Kraieznavstvo)

Educators such as Budnov favoured kraieznavstvo so greatly because they claimed

it offered a means to ensure that Soviet Ukraine\037s young citizens participated in

the building of socialisffi6 In a remarkable statement that contrasts sharply with

the accepted understanding of the command-and-control Stalinism to come,

Budnov insisted that kraieznavstvo was '\037not accidental, not a temporary passion)

not a fashion, but rather a natural consequence
of the entire internal policy of

Soviet power, a policy based and built on decentralization.\037'20 Teachers, children,

and the general public would assume
responsibility

for surveying
the challenges

that faced their locality and using the information
they gained

to suggest solu-

tions to Soviet authorities. Teachers would instruct children ill how [0 conduct

kraieznavstvo studies by themselves and form their own circles to coordinate and

promote kraieznavstvo\037

As has been argued above, advocates of kraieznavstvo believed thar the construc-

tion of a socialist society and economy required
that citizens be fully aware of the

republic's revolutionary political history and
productive potential.

Ukrainian-area

studies provided the rationale for a transfer to the complex system.
Ukrainization)))

necessarily related. Nationalist deviation, as represented by, and credited to, the
SVU, could not

spread far if teachers remained actively engaged in the tasks of
Soviet

power.)))

investigating further details regarding the teach-
ers' qualifications and eligibility for transfer. In fact, when the Podillia Provincial
Education Section responded that some of its teachers were interested in a transfer)))
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exams for civil servants, trade union members, and party
officials not only tested

literacy in the Ukrainian
language,

but also proficiency
in Ukrainian studies

(knowledge of Ukrainiall literature, history of
revolutionary

movements, geogra-

phy, economy, etc.). In the schools, Narkomos planned for children to acquire this

knowledge at an early age. It
firmly

linked language study to the study of a school's

region and to tha[ of wider Ukraine..

Social studies, as an aspect of kraieznavstvo, constituted the principal discipline

involved in this task of training the next generation for the building of socialism.

Progressive
educators assigned language study a critical but supporting role. In a

December 1925 assessment of the state of Ukrainization in the
Vasylkiv

District

Labour School, the school head, Chavdarov, argued that \"language is not a
goal

in itself and therefore the tie with social studies is
primary.\"2!

Children were to

study, as much as possible, the
\"living lan,guage.\" By this, educators meant a lan-

guage close to that
spoken by contemporary Ukrainians, purged of archaisms and

artificial constructions..

Again, teachers had to learn how to teach kraieznavsrvo properly. A Kyiv

regional report on teacher
training argued that teachers, aware of Narkomos's

emphasis on the complex system)
were increasinglyjnrerested in retraining. How-

ever, the report insisted it was not enough for provincial sections to introduce

teachers to models of the new approach. Kraieznavstvo material was necessary
for the development of

complexes
that \"children must know about ,production in

our Republic and especially in their own district.\"22 It recommended that district

education sections, througl1 their methodological committees, oversee the creation

of small groups (kushchi) of reachers to collect kraiez-navstvo material. These groups

were to evaluate \"territorial specifics\" through direct observation, and to consider

how they might be integrated into complexes and what sort of \"verbal or illus-

trative)' work could be developed. While the district methodol?gical committee
would

compile
a

catalogue of the general characteristics of the district with the
help

of local
intelligentsia, each schoors faculty would decide what details and

subthemes
might

be used in a given complex.
13 The establishment of the complex

system,
the new Soviet school in general, depended on the success of Ukrainian

studies, localized in the first instance and (hen broadened to the republican level.

While the Young Pioneer organization offered straighcforward political training
outside the schools, Narkomos

argued, that the complex system, infused with local
material, wOltld fulfill its vision of \"social upbringing\" inside the school. Forced to
abandon its

plans
to assume a direct role in parenting through the establishment

of children's
buildings,

the Administration for Social Upbringing (Upravlinnia
sotsiialnoho vykhovannia -

Uprsotsvykh,
Narkomos's new abbreviation for its divi-

sion of primary schooling) held that a school curriculum based on experience, an
awareness of local labour and production, and Ukrainian studies would

provide)))
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children with the civic education
necessary

for
participation in r}1e ubuilding of

socialism.\" For
example\037 plallned complexes on Shevchenko and the February

Revolution for the 1927-8 academic
year offered teachers an opportunity to give

children political },essons. First,
Uprsotsvykh explicitly linked the two

subjects\037

III its
interpretation t the February Revolution fulfilled the vision of Shevchenko's

early nineteenth-century struggle against tsarism and the aristocracy. Regarding
the February Revolution,

Uprso(svykh
recommended that teachers discuss events

in Ukraine, including the Ukrainian Central Rada, the revolt against Hetman

Skoropadsky's regime, banditry under the UNR Directory, Petliurism\" and the

relationship bet\\Veen the USSR and UkrSSR.24 The Uprsotsvykh guide saw the

objective of this joint complex as the cultivation of
((disgust

for social and national

subjugation,. disgust for national enmities, and a consciousness of the class essence

of Shevchenko's works,,\" It suggested that children read Shevchenko's works and

biography\037 as well as works on serfdom, and memoirs and interviews of those who

participated in war and the February Revolution. Of course, according
to the

complex system methodology, work could not be confined
juSt

to the classroom.

Children were to take excursions to pre-revolutionary landlord estates to witness

the history of serfdom first-han,d and publish declamations and wall
newspapers

recounting
the events of the revolution in Ukraine and its

promise.
Above alt

Uprsotsvykh emphasized that the \"emotional moment\" should predominate in all

class exercises. Inspiration was primary.

Further instructions sought to ll1ake the connection between schoolwork and

activity even n10re explicit. Another program on Shevchenko and the February

Revolution directed children to collect stories from their
parents

about their par-

ticipation in the war, and determine for whom
they fought

and for what reason.

The purpose of this technique was \037\037to
emphasize

that the participation of peasants

and workers in the war was for the tsar their final subjugation and spoil.\"25 Of

course, the interviews
may

well have turned up disquieting material about par-
ents who

fought
in the tsarist army only to then join Ukrainian nationalist forces

or peasant
bands opposed to Bolshevik rule. The Uprsotsvykh program gave

no

advice to school administrators or teachers on how to handle such
dangers.

Nar-

komos viewed such poliricallessons as absolutely necessary, but the
very

latitude

of the complex system presented a dilemma. For the
present,

educators' trust in

the potential of progressive pedagogy displaced these concerns.
A

complex
on the October Revolution sought to tie instruction to [he

goals

of the revolution. Its prescribed exercises, however, also carried risks. The
sig-

nificance of the complex was obvious. The 1927-8 Uprsotsvykh program insisted

that teachers had to use the complex to explain the political meaning of
('power

in the hands of me workers and peasants\" and the role of
revolutionary orga-

nizarioJ1S. It also emphasized the importance of the \"emotional experience)' to)))
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insuuction, recommending that material for the complex be drawn from local

life,16 Elsewhere, it
suggested

that rural students needed to understand how the

October Revolution benefited landless and middle peasants. It proposed having

children ask their
parents

how much land they had prior to the October Revolu-

tion and how much
they

had after the revolution. It assumed that 'tafter having

thought about this information in groups, children will very easily understand

what the October Revolution
gave

the peasants and that V. II Lenin led it.
n27 Pre-

sumably, formerly prosperous parents would have realized the jeopardy involved

in answering their children's questions honestly, or teachers would have intervened

to limit their children's contribution to class. The boldness of the complex system

is, however, striking. Educational planners apparently trusted that the bene,firs of

the October Revolution would be apparent to most and that those who disagreed

would take heed.

Local education inspectorates had long been responsible for
monitoring

the

schools' success in making use of locally drafted variants of the central guide for

complex instruction.. The Kyiv Regional Inspectorate attempted
to

clarify
what

complex instruction meant in a 1926 circular it sent out to the heads of all trudsh-

koly (labour schools) under its jurisdiction.. Fundamentally, complex
instruction

meant Hstudy of living items with the assistance of [book] knowledge.

n28
The best

way to provide this sort of training, the inspectorate maintained) was to have chil-

dren research the environment around them, to do \037'less
talking,

more research..\"

Irs institution was absolutely necessary because \"in the conditions of class war,\"

children had to be equipped with a
\"class-organizational

reflex'\" to force a change
in social relations. The inspectorate) and its more active counterparts across the

republic, meant for
\037hildren

co be the activists of the future, to continue (he revo-
lution

by reordering society. Advocates of the complex system viewed its embrace
of

applied
know-how (urninnia) as more beneficial than strict

k\037owledge (znan-

nia). Equipped with this training} children would quickly move to their roles as

rational organizers of a socialist society. The young researchers of labour would

become conscious labourers al1d managers of labour themselves.

Ideally)
the incorporation of local material would orient the school towards

the
principal

fields of production in a given area: for example, wheat cultivation,
logging\037

and coal
mining. It was more difficult for schools located in residential

and comnlercial city centres to claim such an orientation than those in industrial

or rural areas\037 The direcror of Kyiv Labour School No.1, O'urdukivsky) main-
tained in 1925 that in the absence of appropriate ('conditions,)' his school
embraced a

generalized \"social studies\"\037 direction\037
19

Durdukivsky conceded that
the school had not

yet
set

up
a comprehensive system, but insisted that teachers

were being trained to do so and were leading students on excursions to nearby
factories. For the rime being, students would mostly study disciplines separately,)))
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but social studies, however diluted of its \"active\" nattlre, still dominated the school

curriculum and guided its direction\037
Durdukivsky insisted [hat the \"proletarian-

ization\" of the school was under
way

and (hat the poradnyk was \"only a guide, not
a

dogmatic
tooL\"

Apart from class exercises, Narkomos expected reachers to ensure children)s
par-

ticipation in Ukrainian Soviet society. Again, the emphasis of activities
supervised

by the school was local. The Kharkiv Regional Education Section reported that in

the 192(j-7 school year, the most successful area of public work was the schools'

maintenance of ties with community enrerprises.
30

Urban schools also retained

direct affiliation with rural schools\037 simultaneously preserving
the smychka and

th,eir own cultural leadership. However t beyond the celebration of political holi-

days, the schools did little\037 The Kharkiv report evaluated the association of regional
schools with a number of

public
activities, an10ng them participation in Soviet

elections, a sowing campaign, and the
struggle against saboteurs. Schools had met

their \"goals
n

in all by less than 25 per cent. 31

Overall, the report concluded, the

schools' work in public activity was
sporadic

and \"isolated from Soviet society and

leadership.\" Ie
pointed

to the weakness of the complex system and underscored
a need to further localize material. The implicit judgment was that an effective

complex system, grounded in local study, would encourage political work, and

political work, in turn, would support the complex system.)

Reform at the Expense of Formal
Knowledge?)

The procedure for establishing a complex system of instruction remained
vague,

and purposefully so. What may have appeared to be a fanciful product of Nar-

komos ruminations in fact had a firm
grounding

in Western, progressive, peda-

gogical theory6 However, it had never been applied
on the sort of mass scale that

Narkomos educators envisioned for Ukraine and) ambiguous or not, it was a task

left to local officials to work our the new methodology and cast it in a Soviet

mould\037 In the confusion that followed, parents and individual officials
began

to

point
to the systeln's failure to meet basic educational

goals.

Although
Narkomos was pushing through a major reform of education, the

expectations of
parents

remained essentially the same. Schools had to provide
fundamental knowledge. According to the report of one school director, Pasika,

parents were afraid that the overcrowded public schools were not teaching their

children the basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic.. As a result, they were

hiring private
teachers and formi11g independent study groups.\037\0372

Pasika warned

his audience at a 1925-6 meeting of Kyiv district labour school heads that this

practice threarened Narkomos control, and said he hoped that salvation would

ultimately be found in the complex system. However, in
spite

of some discussion)))
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of this methodology in teacher conferences, Narkomos had not yet published a

new curricular schedule. Pasika conceded that the complex system was mostly a

matter of uidle chatter.\" Even worse, the E(abiliry and knowledge of children in

the third and fourth
grades

in particular do not correspond with the state mini-

mum.\"
According

to this report, teachers were providing neither uminnia (skill)

nor znavstvo
(knowledge).

While Pasika maintained that only the full transfer to the
complex system

would increase the Soviet school's ,authority among the population, his account

reveals that teachers had very little idea h,ow to accomplish this.
They simply

knew

[hat the old merhodology was bad. When [hey tried to implement the
complex

system) some just worked from the generalized Uprsorsvykh guide or with
entirely

abstract material. For example, students studied literature on tropical rain forests

rather than observe the logging industry in their own disrricrs. 33
Other teach-

ers abandoned methodology altogether or worked only with those students who

showed promise. The result was a collapse of discipline and an increase in truancy.

Concerns about children's acquisition of basic skills persisted well into the late

1920s\037 A 1928 report by the Kharkiv
Regional

Education Section continued to

stress the weak tie betvleen \"formal
knowledge\"

and the complexes.
34

Although
it found reading in

native-language
classes (Ukrainian for the majority of schools

in the region) to be
satisfactory, it concluded that writing was much worse. Very

rarely did students, even in the oldest groups, write grammatically. Furthermore,

although stu,dents did study literature under the
complex system, teachers seldom

planned work or set defined themes. In any event, students'
knowledge of both

grammar and analysis of literature did not conform co the minimum set by the

Uprsotsvykh guide. On a
general level, the Kharkiv authorities estimated, village

schools were carrying our
o,nly

60
per cent of the official program of study.

In such an environment,
parents naturally grew angry. Vasylenko, anocher

district labour school director at the I 925-6 Kyiv re,gional meeting, cautioned

thac Hthe school is not a
place

for idle talk. When parents are emphasizing L.hat

children are not gaining knowledge) then it is necessary to lisren.')35The short-
comings presented by Pasika had to be addressed immediately or schools risked
losing the aurhoricy they had.

Vasylenko similarly
did not suggest abandoning the

conlplex method, but rather argued for its acceleration through a re-emphasis on
kraieznavsrvo study and public work. Again, the children's best education would

come through interaction with their surrounding environment and the wider

Ukrainian
republic.

Even in the area broadly considered kraieznavsrvo, there were
significant disap-

pointments. In rural schools in the Kharkiv region, children demonstrated some
knowledge

of general physical geography. bur knew very little about the
village,

district, and region.
36

Their knowledge of the political economy was devoid of)))
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historical perspective and context. A
report by the Kyiv regional edllcation inspec-

tor concluded that in th.e Ivankivka district
(Kyiv region),

the four-year school

had given little place to the study of the local environment and children were

generally not engaged in COl1temporary Iife.
37

In another school\" students could

not name any local bodies of wat,er. When
pressed,

one student named [he Black

Sea, but placed it in Japan. They knew about the October holiday, but had no idea
that it was (0 commemorate a revolutioln, and thought Soviet Commissar of War

Mikhail Frunze was a former tsar. The illspector concluded [hat SrUdeJlts needed

to spend much more time
studying

the schoors surroundings, and, at the very
least, they should be aware of prominent features of the republic, such as the Black
Sea and the Dnipro River,,3H

A 1927 inspector's report on the Baryshpil (now Boryspil) district in the Kyiv

region
-

criticized one school for expanding kraieznavsrvo (00 greatly: students
were studying geographic

features of the world\037 \"but they do not know about

(nearby
Ukraine.' Local materiaJ\037 the agricultural surroundil1gs, are not srudied.\"39

In another school, students were studying a geography primer on Ukraine, but

understood it
poorly.

Students' familiarity with their immediate environment

shaped their understanding of Ukraine. Each region was a part of a larger, wholly

integral Ukrainian land.
Another

report by
the Kyiv Regional Inspectorate of the Vasylkiv district con- .

eluded that the plans for transfer to [he complex system were too imprecise and

that it was only in the district crudshkoly that teachers
incorporated

concrete

material in their lesson plans for [he complexes.
4o

A
six-day

seminar in the district

had apparently refined the regional plan, but the
regional inspectorate required

that schools individualize their own plans, specifically including
local material for

kraieznavsrvo work. According to a 1925 Kyiv provincial report, the Myronivka

District Labour School implemented the complex method in the younger groups)

but) during
the course of the first trimester, teachers of this advanced school

switched to instruction by subject area because of the
large

size of classes and shifts

in faculty personneL41 Schoolle.aders pledged to return to the progressive Dalton

Plan in the coming trimester. Other schools observed
by

the education inspectors

in the district used some hybrid of
complex

and traditional rnethodology. The

Myronivka seven-year schoofs ambition was exceptionaL
It is difficult to see how teachers had time to collect material for a task that

already appeared to them ill-defined. One district labour school director com-

plained
that the regional inspectorate's expectations were too

high\" arguing that,

at the very least, school directors should be excused fronl their ceachillg
duties so

that they might concentrate on administration of methodology in their schools.
42

Some teachers openly suggested a return to the old school; others made do as best

they could. The inspectorate's report on the
Vasylkiv

district suggests as much.)))
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Schools continued to divide class time by subject area, giving minimal attention

[0 the creation of
complexes organized by

theme.
43 When they did use complexes,

they often retained old methods. Thus, one teacher in a rural school in the district

proposed
a complex

on local agriculture, but the lesson simply consisted of her

reading
out loud a passage on the cultivation ofhemp.44 The teacher made no

pro-

vision for the children to observe agricultural activities in the village and appar-

ently
did not include possible exercises in writing, arithmetic, and social studies.

It was a complex
in name alone, void of pedagogical innovation, and -

perhaps
of

greater
concern - one that did not allow students to work on basic skills.

Asjde from professional conferences, teachers had lirtle oppo,rtunity to
study

the new methodology. At an April 1925 meeting of th,e teachers' union, Robos,

speak,ers emphasized that teachers were unable to buy pedagogical publications
and that concerns for retraining had [0 be narrowed if teachers were

expected
to

cope.
45 Teachers in the Myronivka Disrric[ Labour School

participated
in group

training during breaks, but they had to pass around personal copies of new lit-

erature to review or borrow publications from the chief employer in the
city,

the

sugar refinery.46 The amount of new literature in the school
library

was so small

that \"really one must speak of 'creating' a
library,

a teacher and student library.\"

Therefore, even if schools had weU...trained teachers, they needed to equip [hem

properly to succeed. Schools had trouble
procuring

not only pedagogical publica-

tions) but also the textbooks necessary for instruction in class. During 1920-2,

there were almost no new publications released in Ukraine, and teachers worked

largely with old textbooks. In 1923-4\037 eighty-two
textbooks were released (sev-

enry-nine in [he Ukrainian language), bllt they were
primarily

,old textbooks that

were adapted and \"only slightly Sovietized.'\03747 It was only for the 1924-5 school

year that Narkomos reworked and
partly adjusted textbooks for the complex pro-

gram of instruction. The DVU, the stare
publishing house, released 105 textbook

ritles (62 in Ukrainian) and 37 titles for teacher training. However t the OVU

printed a relatively small number of runs for these titles, and, as the Myroni,'ka

case illustrates) schools outside large urban centres l1ad
difficulty acquiring [hem..

It fell to teachers and school administrators to
perfect

the
complex system. Nar-

komos principally blamed teachers for the methodology's failures. The director of

the Ivankivka District Labour School, Kryvenko, maintained at the
Kyiv regional

meeting of school heads that ({the teacher does not have a sense of responsibility
for his work) no one controls it and [the work] remains dependent upon the unsu-

pervised consciousness of this
very

worker.\"48 He further noted that teachers) work
was hampered by an alarming shortage of books, and lamented the fact that stu-
dents were forced to buy their own.

Ironically,
it was the very latitude of the com-

plex system that seemed to have troubled him most. Without any direct guidance,
and unable to use sanctioned literature, teachers were bound to err.

Kryvenko's)))
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school is included in a 1926 fe,port of [he Kyiv regional inspector. His assessment

was generally positive, but it also cited cases where teachers did not allow students

to participate in the presentation of material, \"thus
paralyzing in part the initia-

tive of the children and their
self-activity.u

49
It is unknown whether this strict style

of classroom management was due to Kryvenko)s intervention. Regardless, there

was little chance of schools'
realizing

the
complex system if teachers kept such an

arrangement.)

Good Teachers in Short
Supply)

Fil1ding
a teacher well trained in Ukrainian was important, but, for most schools,

not as
important

as
finding one with acceptable pedagogical qualifications.

Regional inspectors regularly repofted
on teachers' poor skills, improper behav-

iour, and public drunkenness) as well as more political concerns) such as their

religiosity or affiliation with
village

kulaks. The Kyiv regional inspector labelled

one kraieznavstvo teacher's scolding of students and general laziness in the class-

room as \"anti-pedagogical behaviour.\"soSuch
charges

carried a definite connota-

tion of something more sinister than just bad teaching. Narkomos considered a

poor pedagogue Fundamentally un-Soviet) a de facto adversary to its
campaign

to

transform culture.. As noted in chapter 2, Narkomos still worried about teachers'

political commitment [0 socialism anyhow, due to their
allegiance

to counter-

revolutionary parties during the civil war. Shumsky had contended tllat teachers

had reformed themselves, yet advised evaluations of their political training and
Komsomol

oversight
of their activities.

Of particular concern [0 educarion officials was the situation when a teacher

acquired authority in a comnlunity aI1d then abused it. An anonymous letter

reportedly published in a rural newspaper
came to the attention of Uprsorsvykh

in 1926. It claimed that
peasants

ill a village
in the Ivankivka district (Kyiv region)

had recognized the labour school director, Bondarenko, as a commulliry leader.

They expected him to uncover \"all kinds of lies and evil1) in the village; illstead,

he committed them himself)) He
allegedly propositioned a widow, dr311k heavily,

and beat and expelled students from the local Liknep program. l\"he letter con-

cluded \"it is necessary to
say

that there is no place for this conlrade in the
village

leadership
and teachers' ranks, people who always stand on the side of the victors

of October.\" The then-deputy head of Uprsotsvykh, Vasyl
Arnautov, ordered the

Kyiv Regional Inspectorate to investigate the matter. Teachers were important rep-

resentatives of Soviet power in rural Ukraine. Narkomos could not afford (0 have

them further alienate the populatioll.
It was problematic, then, outside of prominent

urban a11d experimental schools,

for any teacher to meet the dual
challenge

of instruction in the Ukrainian language)))
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and the institution of the complex system. Even if teachers were not grossly irre-

sponsible, those with a
strong

commitment to Ukrainization and pedagogical

training high enough to realize an ambigllously
defined progressive methodology

were rare. Indeed, there were few teachers willing
to serve in rural Ukraine at all.

The
Kyiv regional inspector reported in May 1926 that it took a month longer

than planned to appoint a new head for the Durdakiv Labour School because of

an absence of candidates. Furthermore, it could not find a substitute for a second

teacher it wished to fire.
Prospective

teachers in Kyiv simply had no interest in

working in a
village

for an indefinite period of time. 52 Arnautov also recognized,
in a letter he wrote to the editors of the newspaper Radianske selo, that \"the num-

ber of qualified teach,ers among us is insufficient and that they do not hurry very
much to the

village,
to work in conditions [that are] generally more difficult than

in the
city.\"53

Schools simply often had (0 make do with incomplete staff.

When communities that believed in me necessicy of schoolillg had good teach-

ers, they tried to hang on to them. In September 1927,
parents

at
Kyiv

Labour

School No. 47 petitioned Narkomos to keep the head of their school, Ostromen-

sky. The regional education inspector had designated Ostromensky for transfer to

the Kyiv Pedagogical Institute two weeks prior to the beginning of the academic

year.
In the parents' letter, they praised the school head for his considerable skill

in grappling with new demands of the Soviet scho.ol: UHe had displayed a talent

in the sotsvykh [primary school] system... while
carrying

out individual) difficult

responsibilities in the formulation of a
program, development and perfection of

methods of work, and drafting and
publication

of textbooks.)'S4 As evidence of his

success, they pointed to the fact that it1 the previous year\037
80

per
cent of the gradu-

ates of the labour school were
accepted

into secondary, vocational schools. Not

only l1ad Ostromensky reformed the school curriculum, but he had also ensured

that the children still acquired the basic slcills necessary for advancement. This,

of course, was ostensibly the
objective

of the complex system, 'but few teachers
understood it enough to mak,e it work properly. Apparently, Narkomos recognized
this deficiency, because the

parents' petition was denied. Ostromensky was needed

to train the next generation of teachers.

Conversely,
some COITIITIUnities did not appreciate attempts at a reorganiza-

tion of education. A local
parry committee in the Chernkhiakhiv district (Volyn

region) attempted to transfer the rest day for the schoolchildren from Sunday to
another day in the week.

According
to a May 1929 report by the regional party

committee,
general

attelldance at the school quickly dropped 40 to 50 per cent
after the shift.';5

Regional party officials intervened and issued orders to suspend
the change until the

beginning
of the next school year. They did not disagree with

the
premise

of the district decision, but rather claimed that district officials needed

to undertake proper \"agitation and explanatory work.\" Clearly, a
significant)))
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portion
of the district population, whether out of religiosity or tradition, valued

the Sabbath (or its violation) enougll \302\2430
boycott schools. The KP(b)U intended

to use the new So'vie[ school as a vehicle to change such long-held, popular senti-
ments by beginning [he

restructuring
of

society with this institu[ion.

Personal animosities and jealousies sometimes came into
play

in a commu-

nity's dealings with teachers. Lower-level officials acted to
suppress

teachers w,ho

became too bold. In the Ripky district (Chernihiv region)) the district education

inspector
and head of the district execlltive committee presidium issued orders in

September 1929 for (he dismissal and transfer of a total of seven teachers. Accord-

ing to the regional parry conlmittee that investigated the affair, the inspector and

presidium head held uunpleasant, bureaucratic, and callous views') towards these

teachers. 56 It apparently found the drive of these teachers unsettling, because its

orders were \"especially direcre'd against teachers who worked for the eCOIlomic

and legal defence of the interests of teachers.)) Other members of tl1e teachers'

union reportedly supported (he decision for dismissal of the teachers, hoping to

gain something for themselves. The committee
alleged

that the teachers had made

false charges, while at the same time demanding increased apartment space. As

a result, the regional party apparat
ordered the dismissal of the district inspector

and presidium head and
reappointment

of the teachers.
57 It ultimately judged

that activist teachers should be
supported

within limits and that, at least in this

instance, personal rancour should not playa part in the disnlissal of teachers who
were needed so desperately in rural Soviet Ukraine.)

Incomplete Ukrainization as an Impediment to
Pedagogical

Reform)

The switch to Ukrainian-language instrucrjol1 was supposed to make all this easier.

Narkomos administrators maintained that if schools instructed children in their

native
language, they

would produce a more skilled and conscious agricultural or

industria] worker
capable

of entering intermediate leadership positions after sec-

ondary vocational schooling or acquiring further
training

and education. It also

held that the new pedagogy would benefit
Ukrainian-language study, breaking

the boredom of study by rote and
allowiJ1g

children to understa.nd the importance

of lang'uage expression through a de.monstration of its relationship with other

disciplines.

In any given complex, language study
assumed an important and fundamen-

tally integrating role. In the complex on Shevchenko and the February Revolutioll

discussed above, the Uprsotsvykh program asked students to read original
works

of Shevchenko and to draft their own interpretations of his work for publication

in the school's wall newspaper. Furthermore, the teachers were to write sentences

and words drawn from the children's interviews with their parents on the school)))
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blackboard for discussion. 58

Uprsorsvykh
intended activity to function as the basis

for language analysis and grammar exercises, as well as lessons in social studies,

mathematics, and the natural sciences.

As has already been demonstrated, cOllventionaJ forms of pedagogy often per-
sisted. Teachers continued to look to textbooks for classroom drills, and blamed

the lack of Ukrainian-language literature for the failure of \"complexes.') The head

of the
Vasylkiv

District Labour School complained that among the school library's
collection of 2,000 books, there were only 200 Ukrainian lesson books at the

end of 1925.59
This shortage, h.e suggested, significantly complicated the school's

work, then confined to introducing
one complex per semester. Books were less

necessary for the complex method, but they still functioned as vital references for

active study. Without books, Shevchenko had little significance.
The push to train teachers in complex methodology also coincided with the

drive for Ukrainization. The majority of teachers in Ukraine were to teach in the

Ukrainian language. Language would be their (Dol to disseminate new knowledge

through complexes to Ukrainian-speaking children, persuade the local
population

of the school's worth, and involve society as a whole in the
lofty

task of building

socialism. According to the theory propounded by Narkomos officials, knowledge

of Ukrainian was one element that would allow teachers to most
effectively per-

form all that was asked of them. Therefore, it was a source of great frustration to

planners of (he April 1925
Volyn provincial congress

for teacher retraining that

there was almost no material on the study of language by the complex method. 60

They
recommended the congress seek ways to detail and add to the

program.

How could Ukrainian children be taught by the complex program if teachers had

no instructions on how to refine their language skills under this program? What

would new kraieznavsrvo knowledge mean, for
example,

if children could not

correctly repeat and articulate it in their native
language?

Instruction by the com-

plex system demanded the integration of all
subject areas into thematic wholes.

Language had to be a part of this equation.
Some of the many teachers who actively or passively resisted use of the new

pedagogy
also resisted teaching in Ukrainian. Instruction in both the complex

syste.m
and the Ukrainian language meant a fundamental shift in the

way (hey
had

taught. Prodded by education officials to study and train themselves and threat-

ened with dismissal for failure, these teachers reacted
negatively.

Their
authority

had been premised on their strict maintenance of classroom
discipline

and
assign-

menr of high prestige to the fluent use of Russian. The l1ew requirements funda-

mentally undermined these practices.
Pietro Lukashenko, the senior

Kyiv provincial inspector, reported at the March
1925 provincial teachers' meeting that it1 Bila Tserkva, near Kyiv, local authorities
had retained the head of a Russian school and a former gymnasium.. Lukashenko)))
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maintained that this failure to remove him was a serious mistake: indeed, [he

director was both a supporter of monarchism alld an opponent of
pedagogical

reform.\"1 Lukashenko recommended that complexes be introduced into the school
without

delay
and further suggested it might not be necessary to keep Russian as

the school's language of instruction. While Lukashenko insisted [he provincial sec-

tion would not follow a policy of forcible Ukrainizarion, he questioned whether
there was, in fact, a true Russian population in Bila Tserkva, arguing that he had
evidence only of Russified Ukrainian and Russified Jewish populations. Lukash-

enko implied that this school director therefore had no place on three grounds: his

political orientation, resistance to the complex system, and patronage of Russian-

language instruction in a
region

where there was no sizable Russian population.
In fact, it was unclear to Narkomos planJ1ers and local education officials

just

how much Ukrainization of teachers was needed. It was difficult to accurately

gauge their knowledge of Ukrajnian or willingness to learn it. Lukashenko criti-

cized the large number of teachers in Bila Tserkva who did not know Ukrainian

and maintained that it was difficult to
speak

of a true Ukrainization of the vil-

lage school in the region. Another
parricipant

at the March 1925 Kyiv provincial

conference, Lypovetsky, conceded that {trhere are truly workers who do not know

Ukrainian perfectly. This we know and we are giving them attencion.\"62 It was not
the case, he argued, that over half the teachers in the Bila Tserkva region spoke

only Russian. However, even if they all knew Ukrainian, that was not enough: \"We

say to our workers [hat you converse in Ukrainian, but you are still not Ukrain-

ized because the majority of you is unfamiliar with the history and economic-

geography along with
folkways [pobut]

and these are necessary to know.\" Teachers

had to not only employ
Ukrainian, but also master enough Ukrainian studies to

create new complexes, integrate new material} and transform their way of teach-

ing. Ukrainization was as much about redefining what was externally Ukrainian

and debunking engrained prejudices against
Ukrainian culture.

Some teachers viewed Ukrainizatio,n as an unnecessary distraction from the

difficult task of teaching according to the new methodology. In 1927, the
experi-

mental Mykolaiv Labollf School No. 28 was in the midsr of Ukrainization. At

the very same tinle teachers were attempting to
modify

the school's curriculum

according to the complex system, the regional inspectorate ordered the school to

Ukrainize all groups in the schooL AJthough the director
COmIJlied,

he maintained

that \"such Ukrainization ... reflected harlnfully in the work al1d
vividly

demon-

strated that it is possible to Ukrainize (he school only gradually, beginning
with

the first group when children do 110tuse the Ukrainian
language

in the family.\037'63

A series of May 1927 reports from individual teachers at the Mykolaiv school

support [he director's general conclusion. At issue, but never fully defined, was the

ethnic makeup of the schooL The teachers' material contained data only on the)))
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ethnic composition of the school by group. According to the estimates available,

the highest proportion of Ukrainians was in the fourth
group\037

31.7 per cent\" and

the lowest in the second group, 9.2
per

cent.
64

It is unclear how the teachers were

determining ethnicity. The
first-group

teacher identified speaking ability alone,

claiming that it was difficult to use Ukrainian in the classroom because \"only 20 per
cent of the

pupils speak
the language..\"65 It is uncertain whether the remainder

were Russified Ukrainians or ethnic Russians (or, indeed, whether 20 per cent

were, in fact, ethnic Ukrainian), and his comments cast some doubt on the data

by eth,niciry cited by his colleagues. They may well have taken the children's spo-

ken language as a marker of their ethniciry.
The overall concentration of ethnic Ukrainians in Mykolaiv Labour School No.

28,
regardless

of whether they used Ukrainian, in fact, ,could have been greater
than that of most other schools in the city. The inspectorate may have selected it
for Ukrainization for this reason or possibly because of its ('experimental\" status,

hoping that it would quickly transfer to Ukrainian instruction and then attract
and serve the Ukrainian population of the city. The uncertainty surrounding
this case is indicative of the confusion involved in taking the first

steps
towards

Ukrainization, especially in the largely Russian-speaking environment of the cit-

ies. This school, to a greater degree than others, had to meet the added challenge

of rapidJy switching to the complex system at the
very

same time.

Regardless of the true ethnic makeup of (he school, the teachers clearly state

that a maJority of students did not
speak

Ukrainian as their first language. Even

with the youngest students; this presented a dilemma for use of Ukrainian in the

classroom. The first-group teacher, Lyshenko, wrote that the children
regularly

had to learn new words, first translating those they did not know into Russian

before they could continue their readings; \"As a result, energy and time...rwere lost.

If instruction were done in the Russian
language, the pace would have been much

bener,\"66 The
fourth-group teacher maintained that work in. native-language

instruction should theoretically lend itself
easily to instruction by the complex

lllethod. However, Ukrainization frustrated application of
complexes

because

stlldents were tinable to express their thoughts in Ukrainian. He and the second-

group
teacher described a gradual shift to Ukrainian instruction, beginning with

reading
and conversation and progressing [0 writing and lastly to mathematics.

The consensus
among

all teachers was that Ukrainization contributed to poor
student performance. The oldest students

perhaps
had the greatest trouble -

according to their instructor, Fish
-

having already studied four years in Rus-
sian only to switch to Ukrainian in 1927: \"It must be said in general that this
Ukrainization bore us much [rouble. OUf

poor children had [0 make mistakes
a 10t.\"67 The second group lost eight of

thirty-five
students

by year's end, and

the fourth-group reacher kept back four of
eighteen students, blaming their poor)))
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performance partly 011 Ukrainization. Children had to wait for Lyshenko, the
school's

methodology specialist,
to translate Russian-language texts. Ukrainian

(exts were in short
supply,

and (he teachers generally considered them [0 be of

poor quality.

Although
the school pushed instruction by t11e complex system in each

grade,

it also retained classes organized by subject area, supplementing them with \"com-

plex material to strengthen work.\" Here too most of the teachers at Mykolaiv

Labour School No. 28 believed that Ukrainization complicated work and lim-

ited pedagogical innovation. The social studies teacher, Fish, clainled t11at because

there were few Ukrainiall textbooks in the field, \"it was necessary to introduce a

heuristic form of instruction, and to tell the truth, even the lecture form some-

times.\"68 He used
complexes,

but could not do so in the Hactive
U

way
Narkomos

prescribed. Fish needed to explain material often, lamenting that it was difficult

for the children, \"due to, the fact [hat they had to write exclusively in Ukrainian

and became a little mixed
up.n69

When he permitted the students to use Russian-

language material, they performed
better.. Similarly\037 in the natural sciel1ce class,

the instructor had to teach the children Ukrainian
terminology and, consequently,

had less time to ensure they met Narkomos
requirements.

Even when the school dedicated separate class time to Ukrainian-language
study,

it found it difficult to meet Narkomos guidelines and expectations pre-
scribed for the 1926-7 academic year. The Ukrainian-language teacher for (he

fifth
group, Buhatska, reported that she spent much of the year introducil1g tIle

students to basic grammar. She omitted more difficult work from the
language

program
recommended by Uprsotsvykh, divided the class into review groups, and

regularly
evaluated their progress. Although she formed complexes to incorporate

literature into her curriculum, she often excluded material recommended by Nar-

komos because it was either unavailable or, she believed, too difficult.. 70
Buhatska

concluded that only students who had studied in Ukrainian since the first grade

could follow the Uprsotsvykh progran1 in grammar. This judgment would hold

true not only for Russian-speaking students, but also Ukrainian-speaking students

who had never been schooled in the language. Some children may well have found

the introduction of Ukrainian in the classroom odd, especially in the fOfI11
pre-

sented, but the language itself was not entirely unfamiliar.

Indeed, stuclents
appeared

to have adjusted relatively quickly to the new

language of instruction. This was
especially

tfue fOf the younger groups. Mrer

con1menring on the difficulties of Ukrainization, the third-group teacher, Mar-

cynova, reported that her
group)s

work had entirely transferred to Ukrail1ian

in one [rimester and [hat even
during break, hardly any students continued to

speak Russial1. Furthermore, as children learned Ukrainian, teachers reported a

decline in the I1egative methodological problems associated with Ukraini7A1tion.)))
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The fourth-group teacher commented, \"From the beginning)
Ukrainization intro-

duced horrible disorder, incomprehension on the part of the children .... but as

the children mastered the language later, the pace and
discipline improved.\"7J

Teachers also learned to cope with the lack of literature,
supplies,

or motivated

students. Fish)s problematic social studies students had difficulty mastering the

terminology
of the October Revolution, but responded to his instruction in the

history
of technology. Improvements

in student wrirten and oral work reportedly
demonstrated the effectiveness of Buhatska's improved grammar course. The geog-

raphy teacher
similarly

cobbled together a course focused on regional and Ukrai-

nian studies without proper
school maps.. For the theme \"OUf District,\" he found

a small map included in t11e brochure UMykolaivshchyna)') and for \"UkrSSR and

the USSR,\" he used a map of Europe and Asia. He reported that the
geographic

material neatly tied illtO complexes recommended by Uprsotsvykh, and that a

majority
of the students exhibited favourable progress at the end of each semester.

In short, although teachers may have believed Ukrainization hindered education,.
it did not greatly harm it.

Some schools, iI1 fact, embraced Ukrainization too
greatly

for the taste of one

inspector. Sava Chavdarov, the labour school
inspector

of the Kyiv region, noted

in February 1927 that in one
village

school in the Baryshpi} district, obligatory

lessons in Russian were actually conducted in Ukrainian. An article was read in

Russian and then worked on in Ukrainian. He further criticized the district labour

school for giving insufficient attention to the increased number of children who

understood Russian. 72
Even here, teachers substituted a Ukrainian lecture for Rus-

sian material. The schools coutd have been
overeager to fulfill Narkomos orders

on Ukrainization. Alternatively, they may have been
deferring to the children's

language strengths, believing that a full
program

in the Ukrainian language would

bring the greatest beIlefit and least conhlsion. Schools primarily serving ethnic

Ukrainians felt pressure to Ukrainize
quickly.

Narkomos stressed protection for

the Russian ethnic minority, but, outside major urban and industrial centres, local

educational authorities issued little guidance on Russian instruction.
Even when teachers and students were ostensibly Ukrainian-speaking, it did

not follow that Ukrajnization proceeded without incident. Narkomos obligated
teachers to use a

literary
Ukrainian that many teachers did not fully understand

and their scu<.ients did oo.c
recognize. According to the Kyiv regional inspector,

poor writing was endemic
among children in 1926) especially girls, in the Vasilkiv

district, but teachers did little to correct their work. 73 The teachers simply did not
know how to do that. The writing of children in the Vyshenky Labour School.
(Baryshpil district) reflected the phonetics of local pronunciation, not standard
Ukrainian, and reachers in [he Baryshpil District Labour School (the leading school
in me district, located in [he ciry of Baryshpil) incorrectly marked the spelling of)))
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students, having little awareness of proper writing thenlselves. 74
Local Barysh-

pH education authorities recognized chat little couJd be accomplished under such

conditions) and resolutions for at least four schools in the district set the elimina-

tion of teachers' illiteracy in Ukrainian as an integral objective
of their Ukrainiza-

cion campaigns.
7s

The existence of large numbers of \"Russified

U

Ukrainian children in the eastern

and southern regions of the republic raised hlrther questions about the pace of

Ukrainization. Holovsotsvykh reported [hat at the end of the 1924-5 school year,

on the republican level, there had been substantial achievement in the Ukrainiza-

(ion of schools. Of the 15,209 schools then operating in the UkrSSR, 77.8
per

cent were fully Ukrainized) 4.4 per cent were half-Ukrainized (some classes within

these schools continued to use Russian), 10.4 per cent were Russian) and [he

remainder dedicated (0 serving ethnic minorities. 76

Holovsorsvykh granted that

the 10.4 per cent of schools that operated in Russian should keep that relatively

constant, in order to adequately serve '\037children of Russians.\" However, Holovsots-

vykh demanded that the half-Ukrainized schools transfer
immediately

to Ukrai-

nian, with Rlissian kept only as a subject of
study\037

The drive (0 enrol all school-age students in heavily Russian-speaking areas had

led to the creation of linguistically mixed schools and children's
buildings.

Holov-

sotsvykh noted that in Odesa, Katerynoslav, Chernihiv) and DOllets
provinces,

the percentage of half-Ukrainized schools was much larger than the republican
average.

Children's instirutions may have aspired to gradual Ukrainian-language
instruction, but the mixing oflaJlguage speakers

often led to the \"unacknowledged

conquering of one or the other
language.\"77

More often than not, this victori-

ous language was Russian in the so-called half-Ukrainized school. Holovsotsvykh

lamented that among younger children, in preschool institutions, Ukrainization
was

proceeding very slowly because these younger children \037(overwhelmingly speak

Russian, which
appears

to them to be native.\" Given that most schools began
Ukrainization with their

younger groups,
this observa[ion is telling. Although

the underlying assumption of Nark om os's policy was chat schools should teach all

ethnic-Ukrainian children in Ukrainian, the history of Russificarion in the East

frustrated [his goal. Holovsotsvykh
recommended a more realistic grouping of

children by native lallguage, but it held that a child's native language was defined

by ethniciry, not
comperency.

Even elsewhere in Ukraine, where the population was more honl0geneously

Ukrainian-speaking t the Russian language exercised a heavy influence. Another

report on schooling in Bila Tserkva concluded that Russian schools continued to

operate in the region in spite of what it viewed as the absence of a11Y need, and that

\037'it is necessary to transfer their language of instruction in future
years, depend-

ing
on the native language of the children,\" presumably Ukrainian or Yiddish.7

B)))
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The republic-wide account
by Holovsors\"}'kh

noted that although the percentag,e

of Ukrainian-language schools (77.8 per cent) was higher
than the ethnic-Ukrai-

nian percentage of the UkrSSR population (75.1 per cent), Ukrainian-language

schools enrolled a proportionately low percentage of the student population:
62.9

per
cent in 1924.

79
According to the report, the phenomenon was

explained

by the fact that local authorities had Ukrainized schools in the cities much less

tha\037 in (he villages and, similarly, seven-year schools much less than four-year

schools. The addition of half- Ukrainized schools would increase the proportion

of students significantly (to approximately 73.2 per cent, just slightly
lower than

the percentage of ethnic Ukrainians). Proponents ofUkrainization used evidence

such as this to argue that Ukrainizarion was incomplete. Narkomos's aim was to

provide Ukrainian-language instruction for all ethnic-Ukrainian schoolchildren

first and foremost. It gave only secondary) ad hoc consideration to a student's

actual spoken language.

In spite of the experience of Mykolaiv Labour School No. 28, Narkomos

hoped
that by expanding Ukrainian-language schooling in industrial centres

and
by improving

the quality of language instruction throughout the republic, it
would

fundamentally strengthen
the school's chances for pedagogical success. If

the number of students
attending Ukrainian-language schools were to increase,

it would need to employ more, and better, teachers. Narkomos blamed the slow

pace of Ukrainization in the Odesa, Katerynsolav) Chernihiv, and Donets prov-

inces on the Russian-language education of most teachers.
80

Donets province fur-

ther suffered from the almost complete absence of teachers with the most basic

skills in Ukrainian. B1
Narkomos recommended that all local organs use the 1925

summer to
campaign

for the retraining of teachers, not only in the Ukrainian

language,
but also in the history, geography, and literature of Ukraine. It viewed

the
supply

of Ukrainian pedagogical literature and the newspaper. Narodnii uchytel
as a necessary part of this retraining. The Chernihiv Provincial Education Section
reported

to Narkomos that it had included work on the Ukrainian
language

in its

operative plan for gel1eraJ pe.dagogical training. Teachers had organized circles for

the study of orthograpl1Y and literature and were exan1ining other detailed
ques-

tions individually.81 However, the Chernihiv section complained, teachers still
lacked needed literature for their study. Especially in these more Russian-speaking
areas of Ukraine, teachers

willing
to take on the challenge of Ukrainian-language

instruction would need much
greater

institutional
support.)))
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Limi ted Urgency)

Altho.ugh schools had
formally

converted to Ukrainian-language instruction in

numbers proximate to the ethnic-Ukrainian
proportion

of the children)s popula-

tion, the pedagogical press and local education officials
expressed

concern that

teachers were not achieving the sort of change in schooled literacy that Ukrain-

izers desired. Teachers did not know Ukrainian enough, were not
seeking fur-

ther training (or being told to do so), and
quickly

lost whatever knowledge they

gained in short-term courses. Some adminisrrators
suggested

that teachers) use of

a \"flawed
n

Ukrainian heavily dependent on Russian borrowings was
doing

more

harm than good for [he Soviet agenda of uniting the
republic's labouring class,es

under a common Ukrainian national culture. They claimed that it was a language

that could not be recognized by Ukrainian
speakers (including

the peasantry)

and implied its use did little to alter the
existing linguistic hierarchy, opening up

Ukrainian to further ridicule.

Ukrainizing purists contended that the
language

in its \"corrupted\" form seemed

very much like the unsophisticated dialect of Russian that some opponents to

Ukrainization contended it was. Teachers were relaying such prejudices to chil-

dren) [heir parents, and (0 the wider public. Ironically, it was in the republic's rural

Ukrainian-speaking
areas where skilled Ukrainian teachers were in short supply.

Becallse the
language

was not taught well, the teachers' critics charged that peasants
would take on urban suspicions of Ukrainian as a language that might be

spoken

but could not be taught. Teachers were undermining the authority of
language,

the Ukrainian schqol, and the objecrives of Soviet nationalities policy as a whole.

In order for literacy in Ukrainiall to have
any meaning,

Narkomos resorted to

testing as a measure of policing and
regulatillg

teacher knowledge. In 1927, in dis-

tinccion from previous efforts, education officials called for a simultaneous repub-

lic-wide perevirka of teacher
knowledge.

111e
perevirka

would test not just basic

knowledge of Ukrainian, but also the teachers\037 cornmand of a national culture,)))

attended- training courses
and lectures

promoted by Narkomos and found employment as instructors in
state institutions.

Narkomos did not always have the amount of control over the education envi-
ronment that it desired. Subsidiary culturaJ organizations in Odesa resisted com-

pliance, rejecting
the notion that the Ukrainian language might be considered

modern. Individual education
inspectors

refused to use Ukrainian or to study it.
For some, it was only because they viewed Ukrainization as politically necessary
that they complied. In [he mixed, Russian-dominated

language environment of

the city of Odesa, Ukrainization seemed unnecessary and
socially provocative.

The objections to it documented by the city's district-level committees on Ukrain-
ization

verged
on the criminal in the context of the official Soviet nationalities

policy and prohibitions against chauvinistic behaviour, but public employees)))
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defined according [0 a now-developed
Soviet script. Teachers who failed to perform

were threatened with remedial study and) ultimately, dismissal. However, Nar-

komos officials still left it to local authorities to work out the test content, reporting

requirements, and individual punitive
action. Local officials expressed exasperation

at the number of
possible

criteria for exception from the necessity to take the exam.

In fact, the number of teachers who actually sat for the exam on time was

small, and observers charged that the low testing rate and
delays

undermined the

objectives of Ukrainization in schooling. The failure to enact a
co.mprehensive,

well-timed
perevirka

was connected to larger issues involving the policy of Ukrain-
izatioll

generally.
Who would test the teachers? If Narkomos did not assure

high-

quality Ukrainian-studies knowledge among teachers, who) then, would train and
test state employees? The whole policy of Ukrainization depended on a

ready

supply
of experts and - at a local level -

the chief source was the schoolhouse.

Meanwhile 1 the goalposts of Soviet nationalities
policy

were llnder dispute. The

proposed 1927 perevirka can be regarded fundamentally as
pressure

on the part

of Ukrainizers for a determination of what would constitute schooled literacy

in Ukrainian. Who needed to be trained in this form of literacy? Who would

be excluded? What political meaning would be associated with this literacy? A

larger debate within the KP(b)U and between Commissar of Education Olek-

sandr Shumsky, Ukrainian First Secretary Lazar Kaganovich, and Stalin focused

on the question of ethniciry., That is, should ethnic Ukrainians be in control of

political authority in the republic; should the requirement to have a command of

Ukrainian studies be extended to all citizens of the republic) specifically workers;

and what should the relationship of Ukrainian culture be to the largest category of

ethnic Ukrainians by class, the
peasantry?

In the end-, the Communist Party could

not concede that Ukrainian
literacy

should be confined to the peasantry or that
rural speakers alone determine its content. Stalin, Shumsky, Kaganovich, and the

KP(b)U all conceded that this was a real danger.

The question was ho,w to promote, regulate, and lead the drive towards this

new literacy if \"Ukrainian elements\037' in the party and working class were weak.
The KP(b) U

leadership,
with Stalin's concurrence, forbade the use of force for the

Ukrainization of the
working

class. The solucion seemed (0 be a campaign of per-
suasion and promotion of ethnic elites within the party. Such persuasion would
not work\037 however, if real and symbolic auth.ority remained with the Russian lan-
guage

and career advancement to leadership occurred regardless of language abil-
ity.

In a way, by making this argument, the parry was making the same mistake it

had credited to Shumsky: an obsession with erhnicity and an automatic equation
among ethnicity,

national sensibility, and loyalty to the Ukrainization campaign.
To return to the

perevirka campaign. the KP(b)U leadership insisted that, in spite
of

Shumsky's criticisms, the party was making progress, particularly in
schooling)))
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(ironically under Shumsky's command). However, that failed 1927 perevirka cam-

paign would reveal that teachers were
suspicious

of
oversight, progress was likely

not as rapid as hoped, and it was difficult to assess just what was being taught in
the schools. Sch,oollireracywas not neatly reproduced fron1 one school to the next

throughout th,e
republic

and extended co the working class. The Ukrainian culture
that Stalin and the KP(b)U wanted to develop \037\"spontaneouslyn was, in fact, not

under proletarian control and remained the preserve of local
reglilation,

if any

regulation existed at all.

Thus, the parry faced a dilemma generally. Was the policy of Ukrainization

bankrupt without a real
growth

in Ukrainian culture among the working class?
How could the working class (and the parry) lead this policy if they did not know
the Ukrainian

language
and were not proficient enough in the basics of Ukrainian

studies to direct its content? Schools, for all their problems, were the answer that

Narkomos and Ukrainizers within the party looked to as a run against the party's

prohibition ofUkrainization of the working class. Schools would teach Ukrainian

national culture to the children of
Russian-speaking

workers. Members of the

KP(b)U Politburo Commission on Ukrainization raised
specific

concerns about

the enrolment of ethnic-Russian children (especially children of workers), but
education administrators would continue to target children of Russified Ukraini-

ans for Ukrainization.
\\XThat \"Russified Ukrainians\" meant was open to interpretation. Regardless,

local education officials stressed that Ukrainian schools must embrace this popula-
tion, that the need for Ukrainian schools in the \"Russified\" cities would cOlltinue

to grow as Ukrainian peasant migrants sought industrial enlployment. They raised

concern that school enrolment (and graduation)
of Ukrainial1 children remained

proportionally lower than that of other national
groups

and that the best schools

remained in the hands of Russian
speakers t often children of the former bourgeoi-

sie. Parental resistance to Ukrainization was equated
with anti-Soviet behaviour

and opposition to educational reform.
Politically,

it was critical that local officials

take the Ukrainization campaign to the
city

core. While acknowledging parental

interests, supporters of Ukrainization in the parry were
willing

to override menl

in order (0 strengthen the authority of the Ukrainian schoolhouse and tacitly

win over the Russified Ukrail1ian population [0 [heir cause (or simply break their

resistance if it stemmed from white-collar elements). They
conceded the argument

of education officials that the workillg class was beginning
to think Ukrainization

was just about them. Soviet aurhorities needed to direct the campaign against the

former privileged as well. Ultimately, the UkrainizatioI1 of schooling was about

shoring up the loyalties of t11e
working

class to the objectives of Soviet educarion

and ensuring a calibration of the republic's schooling network to the anticipated

growth ofUkrai,nian elements in this class.)))
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Raising the Bar: Evaluating Teachers' Failures)

Teachers in Ukraine faced a daunting task. They had to transfer their instruc-

tion to the Ukrainian language, implement a poorly articulated but
essentially

new merhod,ology, and strllggle to achieve authority for themselves and for the

school among parents and the wider community. Narkomos considered the first

of these tasks - use of the Ukrainian language -
to be the principal means for

achieving the latter two. However, three
years

after Ukrainization began in ear-

nest, Ukrainian teachers' knowledge of the
language

remained poor. Many schools

had been Ukrainized in name alone. Narkomos ordered its local sections [0 make

an accurate evaluation (perevirka) of Ukrainization in
early

1927 and plan for

improvement.

Prior to the beginning of this campaign, regular reports
in the teachers' press

warned of the poor state of Ukrainization. A January 1927 article in Narodnii

uchytel argued that claims that schools had been nearly completely Ukrainized

were simply false. In fact) \"Ukrainian schools are truly much too few and we are

very, very
far away from 100 percent. In the majority of cases, our schools are hot-

beds of Ukrainian semi-lir,eracy.\"1 The article insisted the problem was not limited
to

orthographic
mistakes or dialectal variation. Teachers lacked elementary knowl-

edge of the Ukrainian
language.

Another report maintained that often Ukrainiza-

tion was doing more harm than
good,

that schools and other Soviet institutions

were sponsoring a distorted form of Ukrainian: ({Little by little, but constantly,
a so-called 'Ukrainized language' is

being pushed into general usage and it is a

language that the
peasant (that peasant for whom most of the work on Ukrainiza-

tion is
being undertaken) does not want to hear and does not understand. n2

It

was difficult, then, to speak of Ukrainization when authorities and teachers alike

were using a language that bore little resemblance to the Ukraini\037 the population

recognized aI?d employed.

The pedagogical press spoke often of the
\"maiming\"

of the Ukrainian language

by teachers. Vasyl Nuzhny, a correspondent for Narodnii u chy tel, reproduced an

excerpt of an official letter
by

the head of a Dnipropetrovsk railroad school detail-

ing the results of
Ukrainian-language study in his school. The excerpt contained

numerous borrowings from Russian or slightly Ukrainized forms of Russian
words. Nuzhny concluded, \"When you read the letter, you ask what language this
is in. Language mixing exists

among
those heads responsible for Ukrainization at

the
railway.\"3

The letter was a lesson in precisely how not to Ukrainize.
Local education sections, then) were desperate not only for qualified teachers

who
enjoyed

the favour and the support of the communities in which they taught
and lived, but ones fully proficient in Ukrainian. Remarkably, just as it was easier

to find higWy trained teachers in urban areas, the pedagogical press and local)))
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education sections reported that educators
capable)

and
willing,

to teach in Ukrai-

nian were concentrated in the
republic\"s largely Russified cities. Narodnii uchytel

maintained rha[, in regard to the Ukrainization of [he
Dnipropetrovsk

railroad

s.chools, there was an overabundance of Ukrainian instructors in
large junction

centres but that [he lack of teachers at small stations
severely

limited
progress.

4

The Odesa Regional Education Section similarly reported in 1926 that a
greater

proportion of village teachers had no knowledge of Ukrainian compared [0
city

teachers (33 per cent compared to 14 per cent, according to an
early perevirka).

S

Urban areas had greater resources [0 hire good teachers, as well as to train

those they had. However, even this
training

was limited in scope. The Southwest

Railroad administration organized short-term courses in Ukrainian for its vari-

ous employees, including educators employed in schools along its line. However,

the courses were oriented towards the writing of
simple

letters and business cor-

respondence and offered no job-sp'ecific training for
teaching.

Narodnii uchytel

lamented this practice, claiming that for teachers, \"language is
everything,

a tool

of work. n6 It allowe,d that teachers of the earliest
gra,des might be able to g'et by,

but not others. They lacked
knowledge

of orthography, terminology, and the basic

literature required to do their
job.

The books they needed for further study were

generally not available in the library, certainly not in outlying areas, and teachers
could not afford to buy them themselves. Dnipropetrovsk railway teachers who

enrolled in Ukrainian-language courses held in 1924-5 were said to have forgot-
ten what

they
had learned b.y the end of 1926. 7

Instruction in the classroom might

have been formally in Ukrainian, but
daily

conversation was in Russian.

In November 1926, Narkomos announced local education sections would hold
a series of formal perevirky of Ukrainian knowledge, (0 begin in

January.
This

announcement caused near-instant anxiety anlong teachers. According to one

account
published

in Narodnii uchytel., a representative of the Bila Tserkva regional
education

inspecrorate
announced the upcoming examination at the end of a dis-

trict teachers' conference. At first, the teachers simply tried to refuse to undergo
the

perevirka,
but (he inspectorate representative insisted he would enforce it and

dismiss those who failed to demonstrate adequate knowledge.
8

111e newspaper

detailed how individual schools then formed smalL self-study groups (hurtky),

ostensibly
to raise the teachers' qualifications in Ukrainian. In fact) they

drew

up formal complaints about the lack of Ukrainian Iliterature and r}1e absence of a

standard Ul{rainian orthography. In response, the
regional inspectorate prepared

a circular\" recommending that teachers actually study, rather than issue
protests.

Such sort of passive resistance to the perevirka appears to have been con1-

mOll. The teachers' press acknowledged that although an outline for a
prepara-

tory review was widely available, the necessary books and literature were not.
9

Teachers delayed, pleaded for more time and support, or
sin1ply

clailned tl1at they)))
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did not have to
study

for the exam. Narodnii uchytel related a comical story of a

Ukrainian teacher who avoided
preparing

for the perevirka because he was \"fully\"

Ukrainian, with \"ancestors stretching back to the
Zaporizhzhian

Cossacks.\"'o He

soon learned that the perevirka tested much more than the ability simply to con-

verse or write in Ukrainian. He could not answer any
basic pedagogical questions

about orthograp,hy and pronunciation. The perevirka commission placed him in

the lowest category (third) and threatened him with dismissal if he did not raise

his qualifications.
The next night, Petro Semenovych was haunted by dreams of

a demonic representation
of the pre-1917 orthography, \"in pince-nez eyeglasses

with a black beard and black, greasy fleas covering its body.\" He awoke committed
to

learning
how to pronounce correctly and \"not write like a Russian.\" The news-

paper's message
was clear. New Ukrainian teachers had to cast away their mimicry

of Russian and its tsarist-era standards. The perevirka would test their understand-

ing and embrace of a Ukrainian language defined distinctly by Soviet linguists and

reflected in the new
revolutionary

literature.

Teachers also sought to avoid evaluation by perevirka commissions by dem-

onstrating proficiency through other documentation. A Narodnii uchytel reader

asked the
newspaper's

editors if re'achers migh[ be exempt from the perevirka if

they submitted
proof (dovidka) they had taken a test in Ukrainian literature pre-

viously
as part

of a short-term pedagogical course. The editors replied that local
commissions for Ukrainization could make this determination, but that Nar-

komos instructions
provided

for general exemptions.
11

Officially, the following

categories of teachers were not required to undergo a perevirka: 1) graduates of

Ukrainian-language institutes,
pedtekhnikumy (pedagogical

technical colleges), or

secondary schools; 2) those who placed in the first
(highest) category in earlier

government employee Ukrainization exams; and 3) those who had taught in the

Ukrainian
language in older groups for at least two years and in younger groups

for at least five years. In fact, according to the head of
Kyiv Regional Inspectorate,

Lukashenko) an overwhelming majority of t,eachers in the region belonged to one

of these three groups.
12

Thus\" the reality was that only a small
proportion

of teach-

ers actually underwenr an examination. The Narodnii
uchytel

reader's question was

an attempt to diminish this number even more.
Such

exemptions
weakened the authority of the perevirka before it even began.

Lukashenko
expressed frustration [0 Narkomos that his inspectorate could not

test many of its teachers, even when it had evidence that \"rural school workers are

extraordinarily distorting
the language, that in 1927 the graduates of post-second-

ary pedagogical
schools [pedryshy] still do not know the language well and those

that
graduated

from 1920-4 absolutely did not know the language.\"
13

It could do

little to force these \"new}) Soviet teachers to increase their
qualifications if they did

not have ro undergo the
perevirka.

Ivan Boikiv, an assistant inspector, argued in an)))
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October 1927 report to Lukashenko that no
exen1ption

should be given to ped-

vyshy graduates because their institutes of (raining had
generally given

[00 little

attention to writing in Ukrainian, and he further recommended that Narkomos

create a special state exam in the Ukrainian
language

for this.
category

of teachers.

He argued that nor establishing absolute
requirenlents

for
Ukrainian-language

qualifications was reckless, comparable to allowing a teacher to teach mathematics

without knowledge of percentages: '(The time has already come to take care of the

culture of the native word, to reach the young generation
to love it and develop it,

but only a person who knows and understands this word can teach it. n14
Inspec-

tors like Boikiv and Lukashenko believed
strongly in the task of Ukrainization.

They saw little point in holding a
perevirka

if it could not effect change.
Ie was a difficult matter [0 accomplish a perevirka) even in its limited form.

A Ukrainization commission in Budaivka (now Boiarka) district (Kyiv region)

had earlier chosen not to ,determine the
language

level of teachers along with

other stare employees ill 1926) \"due to the absence of directives and funds.\"lS

In Dnipropetfovsk, authorities did not
investigate

Ukrainization
amoI1g

half the

teachers of the railroad as part of a
general perevirka

of employees. The teachers'

union, Robos, had reportedly negotiated an exemption for [hose teachers attend-

ing Ukrainian-language courses. 16 Local officials were undoubtedly financially

strapped.,
but also wary about how to accurately gauge what should be

required

Ukrainian-language knowledge for a teacher. It was no wonder, then) that local

,officials approached
a republic-wide perevirka of the schools with some trepida-

tion. Teachers had resisted earlier attempts, and Narkomos instructions on how to

proceed had been ambiguous.

While some inspectors were worried about the true level of Ukrainian knowl-

edge among teachers, they did not know how to staff the perevirka commissions.

One article in Narodnii uchytel questioned whether any commission could examine

the knowledge of teachers accurately. Inspecrorates had to rely on teachers to fill

the commissions. These teachers might act to protect their
colleagues.

Or, worse,

\"it is no secret that even 110W there are persons concluding a perevirka of institu-

tions who themselves should be evaluated.\"
17

The observer recommended that

central Narkomos authorities appoint each
regiollal

commission with responsible

experts. The pool of qualified Ukrainian teachers was too small in the localities.

However\037 it was equally unlikely that Narkon10S could have
dispatched experts

throughout the republic. There were not a great nun1ber of so-called
experts

at its

disposal,
even in Kyiv. Noting the weak Ukrainization in the

city,
Boikiv asked

Lukashenko, \"Why make demands on a province that does not have the ability

to use the cultural fruits and achievements of the Ukrainian word,. [literature and

linguistic material] that is easy to use in
Kyiv?H18

The provinces would) neverthe-

less, have to find a
way.)))
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job in his \"homeland\" for him and his wife: \"in my time. I knew theoretically and

practically
the Ukrainian language and I hope (0 be useful in my native Ukraine::

in a field of my specialry.\"47 He emphasized his academic
qualifications, including

his publication of a children's alphabet book published by the Siberian education

section. The Siberian education section issued a letter of introduction for him to

Narkomos and announced that it did not oppose his transfer.. There is no record

of any action taken by Narkomos, but also in the fall of 1923 it informed another

ethnic Ukrainian residing in Siberia who sought to obtain teacher training in

Ukraine that it had no funds to facilitate his traveL48 This petitioner, a Galician

named Kapko, also invoked a sense of duty to Ukraine\037 claiming
it was his desire

to train to work \"amongst my
beloved Ukrainian people.\"

Clearly, Ukrainians abroad knew Ukrainian-language skills were in demand,
but the localized nature of educational policy meant that they were rarely success-

ful in landing a job. Narkomos may have wanred to employ them, but it lacked

the funding and perhaps the daring to recruit teachers with ill-defined
political

baggage
and uncertain professional abilities. The most Narkomos did for these

applicants abroad was to direct them to local authorities, as it did for Zanozovsky,
a Ukrainian teacher who had taught in the Podillia province but was now working

near Krasnodar. 49 He too emphasized his educational qualifications (completion
of a teacher's seminar and ten years' experience in a Ukrainian school [uchyly-
shcheJ) and fluency in Ukrainian, but to little avail. His own case

may
have been

hampered by his it1sistence on a posicion in [he city of
Kyiv,

where Ukrainian-

language teachers were more plentiful.
Narkomos appears to have found ir easier to intervene in the transfer of a

teacher
already

in its employment. Furthermore, as Ukrainization picked up pace,
it judged the need for teachers in the East to be more acute. In

earJy 1924, the

main Holovsotsvykh inspector sent a memorandum to the
centr\037

Ukrainian pro-

vincial education sections, asking for information regarding Ukrainian teachers

willing
to move to the Donets province.

50
A December 1924 report by the Donets

provincial inspector had pointed to a gap bervveen the number of teachers needed
for Ukrainization in the province (2,791 persons)

and those who spoke Ukrainian

(523). The inspector allowed for the possibility of transferring teachers from else-

where in Ukraine, but admitted he had little idea of how many would be avail-
able. 51

The main inspectorate undoubtedly viewed this disparity in the Donets
province with concern.

Although
Narkomos referred individual

Ukrainial1-speaking teachers to the
Donets province, the number of its referrals

appears to have been smalL and it left
its provincial sections the task of

investigating
further details

regarding the teach-

ers' qualifications and eligibility for transfer. In fact, when the Podillia Provincial
Education Section responded that some of its teachers were interested in a transfer)))
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policy.23 In March 1923t Dmitrii
Lebed) a

high-ranking member of the KP(b)U t

argued
in a well-known article in the journal Kommunist that a battle between Rus-

sian and Ukrainian cultures was inevitable in Soviet Ukraine. The line between the

two cultures was clear: \"In Ukraine, due to historical COllditions, the culture of [he

city is the Russial1 culture and the culture of the
village

is Ukrainian.\"24 Russian, as

the \"higher,\" urban culture., would win. In a KP(b)U Central Committee debate

that followed the publication of this article, Lebed conceded that Ukrainian might
be used for \"cultural enlightenment\" in the

villages
t maintainit1g

in a separate

report on the nationality question that Uit is son1etimes necessary for peasants to

educate their children in Ukrainian, sometimes
necessary

to go to the village and

answer questions in a language they understand.\"25 However, the party absolutely

could not promote Ukrainian in the
city.

The proletariat had no business learning
the language of the '(backward\"

peasantry.
Lebed strongly opposed the current

trend in Ukrainization) because it promised increased use of Ukrainian in the city

among the party and the proletariat, emboldened
reactionary

elements in favour

of further nation building (Unationalization\,") and,
ultimately,

was.a waste of time.

In the end, the peasantry would have to accede to use of Russian. As long as the

parry remained neutral, the victory of Russian cul[ure was assured.

Most leading members of the party distanced themselves from the theory of a

\"battle bernreen \302\243\\vo cultures,\" but Lebed himself escaped personal censure. Nev-

ertheless, his contention that Russian culture in Ukraine had become intrinsically
urban was a seductive

argument for the party's rank and file. It influenced the

party's
continued caution regarding the city and prohibition against the forced

Ukrainization of the
proletariat. Yet, a p,olicy of Ukrainization confined to the

parry and organs of
government serving

the peasantry had little value in a prole-
tarian state. Future Commissar of Education Shumsky

and other strong adv,ocates

of an expansion of Ukrainization
argued

in 1923 that the proletariat was not, by

definition, Russian. In
response

to Lebed, Shumsky claimed in an essay published

in the April 1 0 edition of Kommunist that there was no reason that a battle between

cultures should take place. Suggesting that the proletariat in the republic was) in

fact, of Ukrainian origin and therefore would not permit a
struggle against Ukrai-

nian culture, he asked: '(From where is the proletariat
recruited for industry? Is a

battle to take place within the proletariat itselpH26 The real battle, he suggested,

should be about development of the proper language
environment for a \"single

essential culture of worker-peasant industry.\" He clearly believed that Ukrainiall

should dominate this setting in the UkrSSR) because it could best secure a uniOll

among labourers in Ukraine. For Ukraillization advocates, this union, touted
by

party propagallda but ofrell ignored in practice, was essential.

Shumsky was
unwilling

to concede that the proletariat was wholly Rus-

sian or even Russif1.ed, although
he did not deny that Ukrail1ian sp,eakers were)))
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concentrated among the
peasantry.

He argued
that the proletariat was already

growing because of Ukrainian
membership.

The future of industry in the UkrSSR

would depend on the productive capacity
of these and other workers drawn from

the peasantry. Shumskyt ill
agreement

with party doctrine, maintained that the

proletariat must lead the
peasantry.

However, he and other Ukrainizers believed

that this charge could not mean
neglect

of the national question or peasant con-

cerns\" The proletariat would
guide,

not combat t the peasantry.

Ukrainizers maintained that Ukrainization was the
key

for the merger of a sin-

gle Ukrainian, but distincrly socialist, nation of labourers. Opponents of Soviet

power existed: the bourgeois intelligentsia
and kulaks. It was these forces that the

proletariat must oppose, by robbing
them of any opportunity to stir up national

dissent. Shumsky insisted that the bourgeois intelligentsia, both Russian and

Ukrainian, were in essence
battJing

for their \"daily bread\" (khleb nasushnii)\" vying

to attract segments of the
population

[0 their cause. Proletarian neutrality in the

national question would only increase their enemies' chances of success. In the vil-

lage, if the proletariat permitted
a struggle over language, it would \"give a reason

for the peasants
to unite under the kulaks, serve kulak interests of an open battle

with the proletariat (not just a cultural one).\"27 Shumsky thus acknowledged the

potential
of a cultural divide and the peasantry's susceptibility [0 nationalist influ-

ence. However, the solution he saw was in engagement. The proletariat needed to
assume

leadership
of the development of national culture precisely because of its

l'great meaning\"
to the peasantry.

What divided Lebed and Shumsky, therefore, was not a difference in belief

about the possibility of a struggle between national cultures, but
divergent

views about its inevitability and the proletariat's relationship with the
peasantry.

Although Lebed spoke about the need [0 unite the peasantry with the
pro)etar-

iat, the parry would accomplish this alliance through the former's submission.
The

party,
he wrote in response to Shumsky's criticism, had to' do away with its

previous policy of concessions to the
peasantry,

\"who lead the petliurovshchina

[anti-Soviet nationaJism] .\"28 The
coming fight over Ukrainization would remain

coloured by this judgment. Those who opposed it insisted that there was no need
for the

proletariat [0 yield to a language predominantly spoken by a backward

and politically suspect population, the peasantry. Those who argued forcefully

in favour of it maintained that proletarian mastery of Ukrainian would simul-
taneously

fuse the labouring populations) legitimize and strengthen proletarian
leadership, and alter the direction of Ukrainian culture. Ukrainian culture would

become fundamentally modern, proletarian, and socialist.
In 1925,. the new first secretary of the KP(b)U, Lazar Kaganovich, established

a Ukrainizarlon cOlnmission und.er the Politburo in an attempt to reassert the

party's authority over the campaign. Kaganovich
had

grown up in a Jewish family)))
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in a Ukrainian village. Upon assuming leadership
of the KP(b)U, he polished up

his Ukrainian-language skills and demanded that party Inembers learn Ukrail1ian,
use it in official functions, and thereby take on greater leadership of the U1\302\253ainian

population. His arrival marked a new campaign for the vigorous Ukrainization
of officialdom, yet

there was still a limit to the tneasures he proposed. In March

1926, he suggested that the parry reassert its disavowal of the forced Ukrainization

of the proletariat in its new theses on nationalities
policy.

This
proposal

did not

find support by all in the KP(b)U. Shumsky raised
strong objections to Kaganov-

ich)s management of Ukra.inization in a
private meeting with Stalin.

According to a letter Scalill wrote to the KP(b)U in April, Shumsky argued that

although [he intelligentsia was Ukrainizing fast and Ukrainian culture growing,

the party and proletariat risked losing influence over the process.
29 In Shumsky)s

view) one of the
greatest

\"sins\" of the party and trade unions was thar [hey had
not recruited Comn1unisrs who had uimmediate ties with Ukrainian culture\" to

leadership positions. Furthermore, th,e
parry

had permitted incomplete Ukrain-

izarion\" especially among the working class.. He criticized Kaganovich's leadership

and urged that the party appoint ethnic Ukrainians to prominent positions in the

government and parry, recommending, specifically,
former Narkmos Commissar

Hrynko as head ofRadnarkom.

Stalin turned Shumsky's criticisms on their head, agreeing
with some of Shum-

sky)s basic contentions but sharply condemning his
proposed

remedies. Stalin

conceded [hat the parry could not allow Ukrainization to fall into
foreign

hands

and that the parry needed cadres who both knew Ukrainian culture and under-

stood the importance of the policy. However, he argued that
Shumsky\037s

call for

greater Ukrainization among the proletariat suggested a policy of forced Ukrain-
ization of Russian-speaking

workers. While Stalin allowed that \"the population
will become nationalized (Ukrainized)\"

over the long term, he firmly rejected

any coercive interference in this
4.i.spontaneous\" process.

30
Second, he maintained

that Shumsky's insistence on ethnic-Ukrainian leadership of Ukrainization had

blinded him to the \"shady side of this process.\"Due to the still-weak Ukrainian

roots of the party, non-Communist intelligentsia ll1ight lead the policy
and take

on \"the character of a struggle against 'Moscow' in
general,. against

Russial1s in

general, against Russian culture and its high achievement -
Leninism.)) He argued

that rhe writings of Ukrainian essayist Mykola KhvyJovy demonstrated the real

potential
of this tendency. Khvylovy's case for the de-Russificatiol1 of the prole-

tariat and integration
of Ukrainiall culture with European tradition represented

a ('run away from Moscow.))}
1

The
parry

had to struggle against this danger. The

development of Ukrainian national culture had to be accomplis}1ed within the

framework of the Soviet Union, under the
leadership

of the All-Union Commll-

nisr Party, the VKP(b).)))
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Even if taken at face value, Stalin's letter [0 the KP(b)U reveals something about

the limits of
proposed

Ukrainization. The central party leadership intended for

the campaign to serve
primarily

the needs of ethnic Ukrainians. It would not

permit any Ukrainization of the Russian population. Furthermore, it would not

aggressively Ukrainize the Russified proletariat, and
rejected any

measure that

set the urgent transformation of this group as its target. Second, Stalin regarded

the Ukrainian ethnic elite, non-party or not, with
great suspicion.

He would

not sanction any promotion of Hrynko because of his lower Hrevolutionary and

party status.\" Although Stalin listed other ethnic Ukrainians
already prominent

in the p'arty leadership, their numbers were comparatively few. The dilemma the

party faced, then, was how to Ukrajnize if the Ukrainian element in the parry was

admittedly weak. The party had to
rely

on non-parry intelligentsia to lead Ukrain-

ization in education, but also, as has beeJ1 suggested, in the training and evalua-

tion of civil s,ervants and party members. In rime, it would grow anxious about
the

intelligentsias management
of this campaign, even as agents of Soviet power.

The KP(b)U Politburo's reply to Stalin conceded some
difficult\037es

in Ukrain-

ization, but emphasized that the party had made considerable
gains

and, under

Kaganovich's leadership, was headed in the right direction. For
example,

from

1924 to 1926, Ukrainian membership in the party had risen from 33 to 44 per

cent and in the Komsomol from 50 to 63 per cent. Furthermore, it insisted that

others in the party had
\"just

as much right to be called Ukrainians as Shumsky\"
and that \"we think it is not necessary that 100 percenr of the higher leadership be
Ukrainian by blood.\"32 This larter statement suggests the notion of a supra-ethnic-
Ukrainian identity. The Politburo did not further define this identity in its letter,
but, ethnic Ukrainian or not, the parry leadership could not claim to have to

large

numbers of
Ukrainian-speaking cadres to head the largely linguistic campaign of

Ukrain\"ization. Its count of Uk_rainian membership in the party was based purely
on

ethnicity and, although there was a rise, (he proportion of Ukrainians in the
party

was still much smaller than their proportion of the republic's population:
80

per
cent in 1926.

By the Politburo\037s OWll admission, the civil-war legacy of antagonism towards

Ukrainian national culture persisted among the parry's rank and file. Ethnic

Ukrainians such as Shumsky and Hrynko could not join the
KP(b)U Central

Committee because [hey \"had no inAuence on the party masses\" and still needed

to overcome their past \"mistakes.\"33 The Politburo letter did not
specify

what their

errors were, but suggested that their former membership in the Borotbisr
parry,

a

Ukrainian communist parry that merged with the KP(b)U in 1920, was
enough

to
compromise their authority, although it did 'not completely exclude the pos-

sibility
of their eventual advancement. The parry had, for a time, sanctioned their

management of Narkomos. Yet, even in these positions, the parry did not
entirely)))
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trust Hrynko and Shumsky and acted to remove each, although for very different
reasons. For Shumsky) his interveI1tion with Stalin was the beginning of the end;
he was

ultimately removed from his post as commissar of education in February
1927 for

permitting
unational deviation

n
and was replaced by Mykola Skrypnyk.

To
compensate

for its
acknowledgment of low Ukrainian membership in the

parry, the Politburo offered as evidence of the progress of Ukrainization a descrip-
tion of its

greatest
success: the expansion of the Ukrainian-language schools. It

maintaine,d that primary schools were nearly 80 per cent Ukrainized (consistent
with the proportion of ethnic Ukrainians in the republic), sec.ondary schools were

Ukrainizing fast, and higher educational institutions had made Ukrainian-lan-

guage knowledge a requirement for admission. Ironically, then, by
t.he Politburo's

own admission, the most dramatic advance of Ukrainization had occurred under

Shumsky's
watch.

Although the Politburo had sanctiol1ed an increase in Ukrainian education, at

[he same time, it worried about the development of Ukrainian national culture

under party members it did not fully trust. The party had prioritized political

consolidation and economic recovery and growth over the educational and cul-
tural fields, but it was in these areas that it found the

greatest danger
because it

did not and could not have complete authority over them. At the same time,

education and cultural advancement offered the
greatest potential for the parry to

Ukrainize the proletariat without obvious force. It
placed hope in the cultivation

of a new generation of
Ukrainian-speaking

workers. However, the large numbers

of Ukrainized schools the party touted also
represented

a
ticking

clock. It had to

intervene to rein in politically unreliable education administrators, oversee teach-

ers, and ensure the ultimate trustworthiness of school
graduates.

Otherwise,. the

party feared) the schools might produce a generation that would undermine its

rule in Ukraine.

For the time being, the party attempted to maintain a middle course. A 1926

report given by Secretary of the TsK KP(b)U Fedor Korniushin argued that it

was impossible to complete Ukrainization without the active
participation

of the

proletariat. The proletariat and the party needed to head [he
call1paign,

com-

pletely familiarize themselves with Ukrainian culture, and clean it of its national

bourgeois tendency (pereval).34 However, it also recognized that a
significant por-

tion of the Ukrainian proletariat was Russified and might react
Ilegatively

to any

ill-considered, hasty campaign. The Ukrainization of the proletariat would take

time (the report considered the more than eight years that had
passed

since the

revolution to be brief) and under no CirCUlTIstances would the parry allow the

\"imposition of Ukrainian culture on workers of other nationalities.\" Those who

argued for an increased pace, the report said, forget
\"there is not enough strength

for this'\" and make a \"fetish)' out of national culture\037 The parry had to proceed with)))
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careful deliberation, at a rate correspondent with the number of trusted Ukrainian

instructors it had at its disposal, and in a manner sensitive to the concerns of the

Russian-speaking population.
As a practical matter, this meant the parry would push Ukrainization hardest

among officials who served the rural population and administered the schools.

A proletarian party co,uld not concede that 'Ukrainian culture was the preserve

of the
peasantry.

Such an acknowledgment
would undermine the rationale and

intent of the campaign: the liberation of an oppressed national culture and its

orientation towards socialism. However, the Ukrainization of the proletariat had

to be accomplished gradually. In addition to those at urban academic institutes,

the greatest concentration of instructors for the stare-fun Ukrainizarion courses

was in the schools. It was here,. then, that officials
hoped

to best manage and form

a new Ukrainian, proletarian culture.
The

party's principal organization
for o'versight and advancement of Ukrain-

ized education was its youth wing, the Komsomol. The question of the Komso-

mol's Ukrainization will be discussed in detail in chapter 8. Here, it is
enough

to say that the party leadership took a direct interest in the Komsomol
response

to orders to Ukrainize. A March 1926 meeting of the KP(b)U TsK commission

emphasized
that the Ukrainian Komsomol had to take a

leading
role in Ukrainiza-

tion in children's instiultions, and that the TsK would hold Komsomolleadership

personally responsible for progress in the campaign. The
problem

was that the

commission also found Ukrainization within the Komsomol itself to be unsatis-

factory.35 Although ethnic-Ukrainian membership in the organization generally
had risen to 63 per cent, one commission report found [hat

o,nly
43.5 per

cent

of its sections in industrial areas reportedly carried out their work in Ukrainian

(compared to 86.6 per cent of rural sections).36 An additional repon on Ukrainian

membership within the Komsomol confirmed these
general figures, noting, how-

ever, that Ukrainizarion of the Komsomol apparat was
inadequate. Furthermore,

a postscript to this report, added in pen, conceded that \"a
significant portion of

those identified in the report as Ukrainian do not know Ukrainian.')3? A Komso-

mol with few Ukrainian-speaking members had little authority or
ability

to
press

schools to rapidly switch their language of instruction.
Not only had the Komsomol failed to Ukrainize, the TsK commission also

doubted the commitment of some members to the policy. It concluded that lower-

ranking activists in the organization generally
had not learned Ukrainian and, in a

few instances, had opposed \"the
political meaning of Ukrainization.\"38 The com-

mission found little leadership in the Komsomol for transfer of official functions to
Ukrainian) negligence by regional sections

regarding Ukrainization, and wide use
of Russian by members in all but the most rural areas. Whether by design or not,
the Ukrainian Komsomol was resisting the very nationalities policy set by the

party.)))
Russian-language

schools or schools of mixed-language instruction. Even these)))
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While the Ukrainization of the Komsomol itself was important) it was nec-

essary because of the supervisory role the organization was
supposed

[0 have

over Ukrainian youth. First, the TsK commission mandated chat all Komsomol

activists take part in [he organization of Ukrail1ian-language schools)
specifically

in industrial districts..
39

Together with the parry's propaganda Willg, Agitprop,

the Komsomol members had to work to ensure
\"\"political literacy\"

in the second

level of newly Ukrainized schools. f\"The
organization would find it impossible to

accomplish both these tasks and lead uUkrainian cultural life)' in the future if the
rank and file did nor deepen their knowledge of Ukrajnian studies and the lan-
guage. The Komsomol also assumed a direct role over the Communist children's

movement, the
Young

Pioneers. While the schools would provide political train-

ing for students, the Pioneers' chief
responsibility

was to arrange public activity
for children outside [he school. As will be detailed below, in almost all urban

areas and in many of the few
villages

where the Young Pioneers had sections,

work was in Russian. 40
The Politburo Ukrainizarion Commission considered it

an \"especially abnormal phenomenon)) that
Young

Pioneer sections operating in

fully Ukrainized schools still spoke in Russian
regularly

at their meetings. The

commission placed blame for the failures
squarely

on the KomsomoL It is little

wonder, then, that some in the
party

worried about the ability of Communists to

manage Ukrainization
prop'erly.)

Re- Ukrainizing Ukrainians)

While the Komsomol found it difficult to
keep pace

with Ukrainization of schools

in urban and industrial centres, Narkomos officials continued to worry about the

effect the broader Russian-language environment in these areas had on the capac-

ity of schools to fully transfer to Ukraillian. In
particular, they poiIlted to the

harmful influence of Russian chauvinism among civil servants, who adamantly

refused to send their children to Ukrainian-language schools, even if they were

ethnic Ukrainian\" Similarly) according to one newspaper account, some older

teachers remained hostile to Ukrainization, having, before the revolution, \037'with

the courtesy of inspectors and cultural trainers, painstakingly implanted a
foreign

languag,e
and foreign culture in our children, crippling their living spirit.

H41
A

1927 meeting of Kyiv parry and school employees identified at least three schools

in the city headed by Russian chauvinists like these.
42

Narkomos officials labelled

such attitudes \302\243I;anti-Soviet\" and cited their spread as reason for an even more con-

certed
campaign

of Ukrainizarion.

Narkomos had repeatedly set as its target Ukrainian-language schooling
for all

echnic- Ukrainian schoolchildren. In a detailed letter addressed to ArllautOY, now

head of Uprsotsvykh 1 the Kyiv regiollal
schoof iIlspector, Lukasllenko, detaile({)))
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the shortcomings ofUkrainization that
persisted

as late as 1926-7. He specifically

raised concern that the ovenvhelming majority of children not anending school

were of Ukrainian origin and came from what he labelled the most\" insecure\" por-

tion of the city's population: day labourers and the
unemployed.

43
The city's schools

had to embrace this population, and continued
migration

of ethnic Ukrainians

into Kyiv would also mandate an increase in the number of Ukrainian-language

schools operating at the time. A 1926 report of the
Kyiv Regional

Education Sec-

tion had indicated that the proportion of ethnic Ukrainians in the city was likely

to rise. 44
At the beginning of the 1925-6 school year, 32.5 per cent of the

city's

students were studying in Ukrainian-language groups, although the proportion of

ethnic-Ukrainian children in school stood at 40.5 per cent as a whole and 44.8
per

cent in the first grade alone. Sigrrificant numbers of Ukrainian children were not

enrolled in Ukrainian-language groups or schools..

Lukashenko placed [he blame for this
gap squarely on the shoulders of

Russified Ukrainian parents who wished to send their children to Russian-

language schools because they continued to believe that such schools offer

\"greater perspectives.\"45 In doing SO\037 Lukashenko argued, they ignored the

\"native language\" of the child and made their selection on the basis of which

school used to be the
privileged gymnasium during

tsarist times or had a better

administrator or facilities. Lukashenko counselled caution in dealing with these

parents. Insensitivity to their wishes
might only increase their own chauvin-

ism and hostility towards Ukrainization. District scho,ol-enrolmenr commissions

needed to take Han approach of propagandizing and convincing [shliakh propa-

huvannia i perekonannia]\" with individual parents. Every increase in the enrol-
ment of Russified Ukrainians in

Ukrainian-language schools would strengthen
the authority of these schools and the

push towards Ukrainization in general.

Only when parents could not be convinced otherwise should. enrolment com-

missions assent to their wishes.
However, for Lukashenko, a family's decision to send ethnic-Ukrainian chil--

dren to Russian-language schools was
largely

a matter of choice. So, notwith-

standing his words of restraint, he condemned the
Russophilism

he found to be

most prevalent among white-collar workers: \"In
spite

of the Ukrainizarion of

the Soviet apparat and his personal work, the Soviet office worker is, en masse,

demanding to educate his children in the Russian school.
u46

Narkomos officials

like Lukashenko must have seen hope in the increasing numbers of
working-class

children who were attending Ukrainian schools. The KP(b)U and, as a conse-

quence, Narkomos considered the proletariat's embrace ofUkrainization the b,est

determinant of the policy's success or failure. In his letter to the
KP(b)U Polit-

buro, Stalin had cautioned against the forced Ukrainization of the
proletariat,)))
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both ethnic RussiaIl and Russified. The KP(b)U prohibited the Ukrainization of

the former. Its approach to the Russified Ukrainian p.opulation was (TIQre nuanced.

Here, Narkornos encouraged) aJld the
parry ,did not contravene, the Ukrainization

of the former bourgeoisie. It
ultimately

decided on a more gradual approach towards
the proletariat, whose Ukrainization the

parry
needed, bur could not compel.

It was a school's obligatory transfer to
Ukrainian-language

instruction in the

southern city of Mykolaiv, far away from the cultural
capital

of Kyiv, that raised

the question of the Ukrainization of the
Russian-speakil1g population generally for

Narkomos and, eventually) the party. In November 1926, TsKNM (the Central

Committee for National Minorities t a subsidiary organ of VUTsVK) requested
that Narkomos investigate the \"abnormal\" Ukrainization of Mykolaiv Labour

School No. 1S. According to a letter subsequel1cly sent to Narkomos by parents
of students attending the school, the

regional
education inspector had Ukrainized

the first grade of the school without
regard

for [he predominantly ethnic-Russian

composition of the schooL47 The letter further claimed that parents of five chil-

dren in the Ukrainized group had removed their children from the school and the

parents of the other
sixty-five

were only waiting to remove their children until

their case had been reconsidered\037 The parents who wrote the complaint justified
their petition on the basis of a governmental decree protecting the educational

rights of ethnic minorities.
In his defence, the Mykolaiv regional education inspector, Yosyp Podolsky,

detailed the reasons for the Ukrainization of the school. He argued that the Myko-
laiv

inspectorare
had concentrated its early campaign for the Ukrainizarion of

primary schools in workers' districts, where the Ukrainian population was high-
est. 48

However, by 1926-7, ir turned its attention to the Ukrainization of the

lower grades
of schools in the central district of the

city)
where the majority of the

population was 'white collar' or artisan. This move was justified
first on political

grounds, because workers had COll1e to believe that the inspectorate was targeting

only their districts for Ukrainizarion and nor the districts of government employ-

ees, \"who should in fac.t be the first to demonstrate a model for the implemen-
tation of the directives [on Ukrainization] of the central [republican] organs of

power and ,do not read [in Ukrainian] .')49 Second, the national composition of [he

district demanded some limited opening of Ukrainian schools. Ukrainization had

taken place in three schools of the central district, and parents moved quickly to

reserve space for their children in them.

According to the Myko,}aiv inspector, any school could have been Ukrainized.

The inspectorate chose Labour School No. 15) in
specific,

because it occupied
the

building of a former gymnasium, owned by the director of the school. The school

had used its reputation as a gynlnasium among the
population

and gathered)))
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around it a
group

of supporters. Therefore, Podolsky argued, \"In taking the

path of Ukrainization, the people's
education inspectorate intended to simul-

taneously and definitively destroy the
reputarion

of this school as a gymnasium

and [0 further change the
pedagogical

staff of this school, to dismantle any

remnants of the olden
days

of schooling [shkilnoi starovyny] in it.\"50 Of all the

schools Ukrainized in the
city,

this was the only school parents petitioned to

remain Russian.

Podolsky argued
that it was primarily parents of older students\" whose instruc-

tion, in fact, remained in Russian, who protested the school's Ukrainizauon. An

overwhelming majority of
parents

of the students in the Ukrainized first grade

registered their children to
stay

in the school, and a second group was set up in

the school to accommodate the number of students. The inspectorate organized
another

group
in a neighbouring Russian school for those students who wished to

transfer. In [he final analysis, Podolsky claimed, the parents' protest of the Ukrain-
ization of Labour School No. 15 was reactionary: \"The paren ts were not

speaking

out to defend 'their children,' but the remnants of the olden
days

of schooling.\"51

Uprsotsvykh had tried (0 find the middle ground between the Mykolaiv inspec-

torate and the parents of Labour School No. 15. It affirmed the
general

thrust of the

inspectorate's Ukrainization policy, but recommended that the
inspectorate orga-

nize a parallel Russian group for the first
grade

in this school. 52 Both the parents
and the Mykolaiv inspectorate rejected

this
proposaL

In the el1d, Uprsotsvykh

sided with the inspectorate, arguing that the
first-grade

children in the school

had ample opportunity to transfer to Russian groups in other schools, and that

children of the parents who mounted the
pr,otest

were in older groups unaffected

by Ukrainization. 53
It recognized that the chief motive of the parents appeared

to be an
unwillingness [0 let a Ukrainian-language group use a room in a school

renovated out of
communiry funds.)

Limits Set)

What seemed to
b\037

at issue in the Mykolaiv case was the question of whether
Russians were an emllic lninority and what sort of protection they deserved.
Mykolaiv authorities

soug11t
to escape reprimand by arguing that Russian parents

still had the option of educating their children in Russian, and chat the Ukrain-
izatio11 of Labour School No.1 5 served a distinct

pedagogical and political aim.

However, as Podolsky noted) this school was not the only school Ukrainized in

Mykolaiv. Ukrainizatioll proceeded apace in other schools in
spite of predomi-

nantly Russian student bodies. A December 1926 meeting of the KP(b)U Polit-

buro comn1ission on Ukrainization offered a chance to take stock of the direction

of Ukrainization.)))
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The commission met under the veil of criticism mounted by Yurii Larin at
an April 1926 session of the All-Union Central Executive Committee (TsIK).
At this meeting, Larin addressed the previously taboo question of whether the
Ukrainian government should treat Russians as an ethnic minority, arguing

forcefully for the affirmative. 54
To

SUPP'Oft
his case, Larin pointed to a series of

discriminatory acts against Russian
speakers

in Ukraine) including the forced

instfllction of their children in the Ukrainian language.1)5 Unlike Lari11, how-

ever; several representatives at [he December
meeting

of the KP(b)U commission

made an effort to separate the question of
rights

for ethnic Russians versus those

of Russified Ukrainians. Th,e problem of what to do about the latter remained

open to interpretation.
A June 1926

KP(b)U reporr by
the Left Opposition

56 member and former
head of the TsKNM,

Mykhailo Lobanov\037 was an indication of the confusion over

what constituted a Ukrainian. He allowed that the party needed to pursue the

Ukrainization of its leadership and [hat of the
government

and trade unions,

but insisted it must reject the forceful Ukrainization of its rank and file. Even

Ukrainization of the
leadership

had to proceed at a rate correspondent with the

Ukrainian makeup of the Soviet
apparat

in general, a figure he insisted must be
determined by a

survey
of language, not Ulineage

U

(proiskhodzhenie).

57
The parry

would not abandon Ukrainization among the general population, but it had to

proceed cautiously, supporting Ukrainian cultural institutions in a bid to increase

their attractiveness.

Lobanov was rryiIlg to walk a fine line. He conceded that the party could sim-

ply wait for the gradual re-Ukrainization of the
city\037 yet said it must allow for

some amount of coercion: ((The Communist Parry, having COlne to power dur-

ing a revolution, cannot contemplatively, patiently regard
the historical process's

'games of power,' observing 'neutrality' (awards national relations which are being

spontaneously formed.\" However, the party's \"artful forcing of this
process\"

must

have limits. Lobanov's report concluded that the present, unbounded
policy

had

allowed for the rise of a competitive struggle among langtlage
workers. Its con-

tinuation wouJd lead to the growth of Ukrainian nationalism \037'in some Soviet-

procected form\") and concealed Russian chauvinism. The party had to act to Inake

the Ukrainian intelligentsia understand the policy had boundaries and to remove

any
excuse the Russian intelligentsia had (0 complain of oppression. Lobanov

stopped short of den1anding \"collstitutionaI\" recognition of ethnic-minority sta-

tus for Russians, but demanded that local authorities guarantee access to judicial

and cultural services in Ru'ssian, especially
it1 workers) districts. The schooling

of workers' children was a
key

element of this requirement. However, Lobanov's

stress on language as a marker of erI1nicity did not meet with the agreement of

current
policy.)))
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,)
\037)

.)

!\\1ykola Skrypnyk, Shun1sky's slIccessor as the LJkrainian People's (=onlnli.\037.sar of

Education, spcaks at a n1eeting of the C:oITHllunist (\037hildren1s !vloveInen t

(Young Pioneers) in Kharkiv.. 1930.
(\037oLlr(esy

TsDKFFi\\lJ.)

In the viev.,\" of IT1any present at [he I)eCeJl1bcr nlcctil1g of the Politburo corn-

111ission, a certain an10UIl[ of involuntary LJkraillization of tl1e [{ussian-speaki11g

population had occurred. \\lolodynlyr Zaronsky, \\vho 11ad previotlsly ser\\red as the

SO\\/ltt lJkrainian stale secretary (later c0l11nlissar) of education (luring the civil

\\var and Lhen as lJkrSSR C()1l1Illissar ()f education fr()nl January 1919 to
April

1920 anLi ()crober 1922 [0 !\\\"1arch 1 \037)24\037 argued
that \\vllile continued \"vork ()[1

L.Jkrainizarioll \\vas nee<.ied
anlong [he LJI)per grades of schools, Narkon1os had.

approached [he uexrrenle\" or c()ercive lJkrainizatioll in lo\\ver grac.ies.
l:\037

He con-
fo.....

clu(led that conrinued \\\\!()rk in this direction nlight provoke pr<Jtest
al1<.1 alluded

[0 the sittlarioll in f\\:'1ykolaiv as all cxan1plc. \037rhe nex[
speaker, Lazovert, \\:vas even

1l10rC specific. He cited rhe case of
j\\\"1ykolaiv

Labour Sch{)ol No. ] 5 and supporrccl
[he (lcIl1ands of the

parents
to reverse the schoors lJkrainizarion, clainlillg that the

....-)))
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large ethnic-Russian populatiol1 in
Mykolaiv

needed more Russial1 schools. Even

Mykola Skrypnyk, a defender ,of Ukrainization and future commissar of educa-

tion) acknowledged that the policy had son1erimes been inappropriately applied:
UI

personally
believe that the dissatisfaction of [he population, which does arise)

is due to the fact that the requirements of the population are nor
beiJ1g

met.')59 In

effect) he validated the sort of protests mOll,nred in Mykolaiv, if not their specific
motivation..

Skrypnyk led the push to
recognize

the Russian population as an ethnic minor-

ity, playing off the more
provocative

cries of national oppression by speakers such

as Lazovert. He conceded that abuses of Russian interests had occurred in indi-

vidual cases t and
recognized openly that the Russian population in Ukraine con-

stituted an ethnic minority and that the
parry

should secure for it corresponding

rights.
60

The very success of Ukrainization mandated such action. Other repre-
sentatives at the meeting echoed this course. Ethnic Russians \302\245f7ould be afforded

state protection, and the right to educate their children in their native
laI1guage,

previously guaranteed, would be strictly guarded.
61

The Ukrainization commis-

sion refrained from calling for an outright constitutional definition of Russian

ethnic-minority status. Protection of Russian rights would instead be a matter of

rigorous application..

The meeting was decidedly less clear on the question of the Ukrainization of

Russified Ukrainian children.
Zatonsky

made a convincing
case that ethnicity did

not determine an individuars native
language

and argued for cautious Ukrainiza-

tion among the children of railroad workers. For Skrypnyk, the solution to charting

a more appropriate course was stricter lnanagement
of local organs implementing

Ukrainizarion. Particular sensitivity would have to be paid to the demands of the

working class, but Skrypnyk, and those who supported
his view, maintained that

[he parry must still push fundamental Ukrainization at the primary-school level:

Russification continued to inAuence parental choice, and Ukrainian school attell-

dance was disproportionately low.
62

In short, Ukrainization among children of the

proletariat would proceed, but it would have to be carefully calibrated.)))
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The Question of the Working Class)

Soviet nationalities policy
made little sense ifit harmed the interests of the

political

base of Soviet power: industrial workers. However, it could not advance without

securing
the embrace and promotion of workers.. The Communist Party designed

the policy to.unite the
labouring community, bur it required leadership by urban-

based workers for the policy to be politically palatable in the long rerm. Thus, even

if direct Ukrainization was taboo, education officials and their supporters in the

party believed some amount of it was necessary. The route [0 accomplish this was

through
the Ukrainization of workers' children. A component of this strategy was

to shift the language of instructioll and thus the political attitudes of all children

of
,
'Russi fie d)) Ukrainian

parents\037

Commissar of Education Mykola Skrypnyk advanced the basic premise of this

approach) the idea that the \"true\" native language of Russified children was Ukrai-
nian. He

argued
that the \"mixed\037) language they spoke had a linguistic base as

Ukrainian. This tack raised essential questions about choice. The
_state

intervened

to determine which evolving language standard should predominate among this

population: Russian or Ukrainian. Ukrainizers like Skrypnyk and his support-
ers in Narkomos confronted what

they
believed to be an essential dilemma: the

11istorically compelling force of Russification for Ukrainians in the city and the

general perception anl0ng many in the
republic

that Russian was a more cultured

language and should be learned. Ethnicity is a
slippery category.

If SOlne urban

residents chose to identify themselves as Ukrainian, or census takers directed

rh,em towards this choice, this correlation did not mean they spoke, or aspired
to speak, a lallguage resembling Ukrainian and that they would continue to
prefer

the label \"Ukrainian.\" Ulldoubtedly, initial national ideo tification had
some durability, but the state's actions were required for it to persist. Education
administrators believed that pressure on Ukrainian children to speak Ukrainian
would accomplish this. Otherwise,

preference
for use of Russian for the majority)))
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of urban populations would remain. This intervention meaJlt a disregard of indi-

vidual choice, although, technically, regarding the issue of school enrolment, edu-

cators maintained this principle. But parents would, need to extend greater effort

to overcome [he state's presumption.
There could not be a

linguistic transformation of the city through schools if
Ukrainian children did not attend schools and did not have an opportunity [0
continue their education in their (\037native language'\" beyond the initial primary
grades. Education officials looked with disapproval on low attendance rates for
Ukrainian children and lamented a

shortage
in complete (seven-year) schools.

They advanced their argument for \"full\" U,krainization in th,e politically appropri-
ate language of class: the proportion of Ukrainian schoolchildren with working-

class backgrounds was greater than
aI1Y

other ethnic group in Kyiv, for example.
Thus, expansion of the Ukrainian schoo,ls would directly benefit the working class.

Furthermore, educators needed to plan Ukrainization with an
eye

towards the

future, an anticipated and desired growth in the Ukrainian urban working class

and an ambition to provide a path for the uninterrupted education in the Ukrai-

nian language. Educators argued that) for some, a deficiency in the number of
schools in [heir (,tnarive language\" would give rise to nationalist sentiment and, for

others, confirm the Ukrainian language's secondary status. State and party author-
ities, the documentary record suggests, risked underappreciating the potential to

confront and
shape

the question of schooled literacy at [heir own peril.
A recurring problem

was that the state lacked the ability to train teachers prop-
erly

for the preparation of workers' children for engaged roles in the socialist state.

Narkomos officials instructed teachers in classes (where classes existed) alongside

other civil servants and delayed issuing plans for a uniform, profession-specific

program, refusing
to delegate

this responsibility to lower-level authorities. It did

issue material for cheaper correspondenc.e courses, but these courses were less rig-
orous, relying

as they did on teachers' own initiative. Whar seenlS clear is that

teachers felt ill-prepared for further examinations of [heir knowledge. Education
officials clain1ed that they were willing to exact punishnlenr against those who
failed to embrace Ukrainian culture., but they were also unwilling to

provide

proper support for teachers to
m\037et

the targets they, the republican government,

and the p'Mty set.

Morivated teachers and other members of the intelligentsia stepped in to fill in

the gap they perceived in the development of a Ukrainian national culture. How-

ever,. party authorities expressed concern about the apparent \"spontaneity')
the

state's efforts at Ukrainization had incited. Skrypnyk's predecessor as commissar

of education, Shumsky) had argued that tIle party's failure to capture1 direct, al1d

compensate non-party efforts appropriately had, in fact, increased national frustra-

tion, a claim repeated in internal party documents.
Shumsky

used this indictlnenr)))
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to call for greater and
deeper

Ukrainization, but such a charge raised the spectre of

nationalism (and
was to ultimately contribure to Shumsky's downfall).

Internal KP(b)U Politburo documents discussed in this chapter reveal an early

and regular concern over the
possibility

that Ukrainization had unleashed ,or pro-

vided rein to nationalist forces among
the intelligentsia and prosperous peasantry,

who were linked in a constructed anti-Soviet conspiracy. This anxiety created vul-

nerability for teachers who had
pursued

Ukrainization roo energetically in the

schools or acted as public Ukrainizers.. Unaware of these fears expressed by party

authorities, ill the mid-1920s, ambitious teachers sought
to fulfill this latter role

for potential reward. The teachers'
press suggests

that those who did so without

good knowledge of Ukrainian
may

have actually hurt the campaign by creating
a distorted view of the Ukrainian language

and sowing the seeds of resentment

among public workers
required

to learn a language that bore little resemblance to

that
promoted by

the state and authoritative Ukrainizers in Narkomos. Further-

more, the teachers were ill-equipped
to fulfill the political duties Soviet officials

imagined for them.

Nevertheless, the demand for Ukrainian instructors was so high among some

governmental departments
with budgetary largess that some teachers abandoned

their duties in the classroom in order to pursue lucrative (if short-lived) careers
as

public
Ukrainizers. This occupation carried an inherent risk because teachers

invited the suspicion of th,e
party

if they were too ambitious in their pursuit of
Ukrainization. The

probleITI
for the Communist Parry was that its representation

among teachers and intellectuals was weak, however much it claimed to have

captured the
loyalty

of the majority. Parry guidance of education could not be

guaranteed\037 especially
at the local level. Soviet nationalities policy may have oper-

ated
largely

as soh-line policy) but its potential to change the dynamics of
power

was COI1siderable, and the party was taking stock of this possibility all
along.)

Guided Ukrainization of the Proletariat)

lne party's debate over the status of Russians in Ukraine, provoked by Larin's ini-
tial attack, made clear that the parry would disallow the Ukrainization of ethnic
Russians. Ukrainizers found a solution to the dileo1ma of the Ukrainization of the
proletariat in the

younger generation of Russified Ukrainians. They would achieve
the

gradual
Ukrainization of the proletariat through the state's guided, if not

coercive, instruction of the proletarian young. Assuming a more interventionist
tack than his

predecessors, newly appointed Commissar of Education Skrypnyk
drafted a report in the summer of 1927 to all

regional education inspectors, order-

ing
th\037m

to respect parental wishes for a child's language of instruction when con-
sidering

school enrolment. However, they were to halt Russification by speaking)))
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t(about reading and writing in the native
language, so tha( further instruction

can occur in a
language

that the child understands. u1
Skrypnyk made clear his

developing strategy
in a 1931 article in the journal BilslJOlryk Ukrainy (Ukraine\037s

Bolshevik): Russified Ukrainian children spoke \"a mixed and spoken language))
whose base was Ukrainian. 2

The true 11ative language of Russified Ukrainians was

Ukrainian, and Narkomos needed to
recognize tJlis fact in designing educational

policy.
More than anything else, for

Skrypnyk, ifUkrainizacion was to continue, school

enrolment and the
process

of
switching a schoors language of instruction had to

appear more
transparent.

As some of the above examples have made clear, there
was considerable

public skepricisn1 and hostility towards Ukrainization. Even in
Ukraine's cultural capital, Kyiv, parents questioned the motivation for the trans-

fer of their children's schools to Ukrainian-language instruction. Central authori-

ties appeared as confused about the
targets

of Ukrainization here as they were in

Mykolaiv. In response to a 1927 petition by a group of parents, Uprsotsvykh head
Arnautov demanded that the

Kyiv Regional Inspectorate explain its motivation

behind the Ukrainization of city Labour School No. 6.
3 He did not directly criti-

cize the inspectorate, but the uproar the Mykolaiv case created compelled him to
take parental complaints seriously

and require inquiry.

Narkomos needed [o.proceed carefully with the Ukrainization of children of

the Russified population, bur proceed nevertheless. The same 1927 report by Kyiv

Regional Illspector Lukashenko to Uprsotsvykh (that had condemned the conde-
scension with which some parellts continued to view' Ukrainian schools) advised

a cautious path, bur
simultaneously

sounded the alarm. Lukashenko maintained

that some 1 )975 Ukrainian children in the region (together with 9,035 Jewish
children) were

studying
in Russian schools.

4 l1\"lere were Russians and Jews study-

ing in Ukrainian schools, but their numbers were comparatively small. These dis-

crepancies, Lukashenko
suggested)

had to be changed. It was only in the rarest of

instances that
parents

could claim that a school did not exist in their district that

could provide native-lan,guage instruction. Of course, in spite of Skrypnyk's later

judgment,
the specific \"native language

H

of a child was a matter of dispute.

It is difficult to overestimate the influence urban prejudice against all things

Ukrainian had on
parental preference.

In the minds of some meml)ers of tl1e ambi-

tious new
proletarian

elite and the old intelligentsia, the Ukrai11ian language was

a peasant lan.guage)
uncultured and parochial. The government's promotiol1 of

Ukrainian only il1creased their antagonism
towards it. One Luhansk worker and

party member wrote to the KP(b)U TsK that anger (owards the Ukrainian lallguage

was growillg anl0ng the
proletariat's

rank and file due to Ukrainizatio,n's rapid

advancement
\"by

decree.
J'

Workers who had struggled to learn to read Russia11 now

confronted Ukrainian public signage and literacy training: \"Semi-literate
people)))
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prefer to converse or shut
up during reading or writing and in place of lessons;

one
begins

to
regard

the Ukrainian language with hostiliry.\"5 Even new Ukrai-

nian labourers, recently
arrived from the village,. may well have been perplexed by

the obligation [0 read and write in Ukrainian if they had acquired basic literacy
in Russian. Education in Ukrainian was unwarranted, according to the Luhansk

writer, because it only dragged
the proletariat

behind: \"A worker is always ready

for labour, if he knows it will bring a more enlig'hrened and better
way

of life. But

he has already failed to understand the Ukrainian
language,

because his life has

no place for it.\" He allowed that Ukrainization might be begun wir.h the youngest

generation, but srressed society's weak support for the policy throughout his letter,

even
recommending

a plebiscite
\302\2430determine its course. The workers he described

would never countenance Ukrainian-language schooling for their own children.

Some white-collar workers looked upon Ukrainization with equal distaste.
A December 1926 article that appeared in the wall newspaper of the Petrivka

(Podil) polyclinic
in Kyiv lampooned Ukrainizarion. It recounted a conversation

between tvlO men (representative state employees), one of whom was enrolled in

a Ukrainian-studies course. This man, designated V., complained that Ukrainiza-

tion had increased his
\"suffering,)' taking

valuable time away from his professional

training by forcing him to memorize tracts of Ukrainian literature and poetry.
After a twelve-hour

workday,
he had little time to study: UI have to read a lot in

our field, but instead of this, you
have Aneid, you caress the works of Shevchenko,

how he hounded
'zhydiv'

and
'kapatsiv' [Jews and Russians] .\"6 V clearly believed

Shevchenko was a nationalist' anti-Semite and yet he risked being labelled a chau-
vinist himself for holding this opinion. He renamed his institution)s Ukrainization
commission \"the commission for concentration of capital,\" suggesting thar ir was

opportunistic and akin to the
\"bourgeois\" practice of economic monopoly. This

article hUl1g for over a year in the polyclinic secretary's
office. Both its publication

and display suggest the sentiment the polyclinic's workers had towards Ukrainiza-

tion. Ukrainian studies were a burden imposed by the state. If Russified Ukraini-

ans could truly exercise free choice in the selection of a school for their children,

some undoubtedly would have decided upon Russian.
A

year
after the article was removed from the Petrivka polyclinic, in March

1929, the
regional parry committee in Kryvyi Rih reported that the Russified

portion of the local
intelligentsia

was oppos,ed to Ukrainization. Although they
maintained a \"technically passive relationship\" towards Ukrainization measures,

in fact,. they consciously resisted studying Ukrainian and sometimes even resorted
to \"demonstrative actions.\"? The report does not give further details about who
pursued what sort of tactics, but its emphasis on the Russified (as opposed to
ethnic-Russian) intelligentsia is

noteworthy. Ukrainizatioll benefited ethnic-
Ukrainian elites most, and yet these Russified UkrainiaJ1S were either unable or)))
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unwilling to take advantage of the
professional

advancement the policy afforded

them. Like the many teachers described in Narodnii
uchytel articles, they pur-

portedly lacked confidence in their own Ukrainian abilities and, with the excep-
tion of careerist types sensitive to which

way
the wind was blowing, saw little

long-term value in investing in further
study. Russian, for them, remained a

prestige language that they believed offered the
greatest advantage.

Whether

consciously for them or not, it had become their unarive
language.\"

In a draft to his 1927 order advising regional education
inspectors

[0 observe

parental choice, Skrypnyk sugg,ested a plan on how to properly determine a child's

native language. Notably, the procedure he advised did not
begin

with
parental

identification of a child's native language. Ideally, schools would create
acceptance

committees that would decide on the language of instruction for children after

an interview. In practice, this method n1ight be seen as coercion. Therefore, he

proposed that acceptance commissions converse with prospective students after

they
received information that the children spoke a language other than \"that

which the parent considers narive.\"8 If they found that the
language

differed, then

the commission had to attempt to convince the
parents

of the \037'impracticality of

teaching a child in a foreign language.\"
The final decision, however, rested with

the parents. Skrypnyk's official order directed
regional

education inspectors to

pay attention \"to all thoughts of relatives, pupils, and sections of the city soviet\"

when Ukrainizing the schools. 9

However, it also kept the requirement that they

try [0 convince parents about the
importance

of reading and writing in a native

language. Regardless of the
specific

method used for determining a language of

instruction, it would be the stare, through the schools, that would identify a child's
\"native

language.\"
Parents had to refute this affirmation of fact.

Although Skrypnyk was concerned about public cries of forced Ukrainizarion,

he believed that they were
mostly

the result of a \"misunderstanding.\" In particular,
he maintained parents often objected

to a change ill the language of instruction

of a school (and refused to allow the transfer of their children to another sch,ool)

because they had contributed to the school's betterlnent. ThllS, he advised early

notice of a language switch so that edllcation sections might solicit donations

for school renovations in good faith. Otherwise) parents might always
have the

argument: \"We repaired the location and you changed the
language

of study and

forced our children to go to anor}ler institution and not ours.\037'
10

While Skrypnyk found this argument credible, he did not believe force was at

play.
His chief worry was that Ukrainization not

\"infringe upon
[he interests of

national minorities,\" a category in which he included Russians since (he Decenl-

ber 1926 KP(b)U Ukrainizacion meeting. However, there were
enough schools,

according [0 his assessment, for ethnic minorities. The
key

was to have education

sections plan correctly for the formation of schools
by

national composition al1d)))
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remove any appearance of force or, more specifically,
lack of choice. Of course,

Russified Ukrainjan parents still had to demonstrate that their child's native lan-

guage was Russian if educators questioned
their choice. The paradox, Skrypnyk

noted, was that claims of forced Ukrainization were being made at a time when

Ukrainization was insufficient in some regions and cities) and '\037a
significant pro-

portion of children who speak Ukrainian study in the Russian
language.\"

A large

proportion of these were children of urban Russified Ukrainians.

Instructions for local education sections made no allowance for continued Rus-

sian instruction of Russified Ukrainians. Contrary to the expectation of Lebed

and other like-minded parry members, Narkomos officials continued to view

a
person)s

assimila[ion to a \"non-native\" language as a negative phenomenon.
\"Nativeness\" was determined by ethnicity. Thus, a February 1927 Uprsotsvykh
memorandum to

regional
education inspectors

aske.d: ({How is native-language

study instruction secured for children of workers? Did it not happen that chil-

dren of Russian workers were Ukrainized and children of Ukrainian workers were

Russif1ed?\"ll Uprsorsvykh's assumption was that, in some instances\037 schools were

altering children's ethnic identity through language. It ordered sections to
report

such cases and, in particular, incidents ,of parental complail1ts.
But, like

Skrypnyk's order, Uprsotsvykh was chiefly concerned with process,

questioning how local officials determined the language of study for a school.

Anticipating the answer) it suggested that the number of true cases of state-spon-
sored

linguistic
assimilation were rare, asking if p'arents faced an entirely different

dilemma: \"Not to reach children in a school they do not want or not to teach

them at all because there is nowhere to send the children.H

Chiefly,
it was solicit-

ing evidence to bolster its presumption that there was an appearance of forced

Ukrainization because of parental choice or circumstance:
parents

did not wish to

move their children from a newly Ukrainized school to a school of lesser prestige)
or there was a shonage of Russian schools in a given area. Narkomos wanted

to ensure ethnic Russians had adequate options for Russian-language school-

ing, but it generally ,discounted complaints regarding
the Ukrainization of al1Y

one school if there was another Russian school in the area. Russified Ukrainians

would have to continue to prove that the native
language of their children was not

Ukrainian, especially if the children were
already en,rolled in a school chosen for

Ukrainization.

At the same time the KP(b)U first began a serious discussion of the issue of
((forced Ukrainization,\" Narkomos continued to push for the expansion of Ukrai-
nian-language schooling.

In June 1926) Hordiienko, a representative from its Kyiv
section,

reported
on Ukrainization ,of trudshkoly to Kyivprofrada, the city's umbrella

union
organization

that included the municipal teachers) union. According to Hor-
diienko,

approximately
30 per cent of children then enrolled in the city's schools)))
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were studying in Ukrainian\037
12

He proposed that after the designation of nine
additional Ukrainian schools, 40

per
cent of children in the schools would study

in Ukrainian.
This Ukrainization would

inevitably
cause dislocation for the city)s Russian-

speaking children, who would have to transfer out of the newly Ukrainized
schools. Hordiienko conceded (hat it would be

necessary to establish norms for

the number of schools and groups needed for ethnic-RussiaI1 children. However,

the Ukrainization campaign would also allow children enrolled in Russian schools,

but specified by the education section as ethnic Ukrainian, to move to, or remain

in, the new Ukrainian schools. According to Hordiienko's numbers, 12.3 per cent of

the city's schoolchildren were ethnic Ukrainians artending non-Ukrainian
(most

likely Russian) schools. These pupils, along with Ukrainian children not attending
school and children of anticipated migrants to the city, would fill the Ukrainized

schools. When all the gro1ups in these schools had
fully

traIlsferred to Ukrainian-

language instruction, the proportion of children studying in Ukrainian would

ultimately
rise to 52 per cent, a target Hordiienko expected to correspond with

near-term
growth

of the city's Ukrainian population. He suggested that the edu-
cation section should

specifically rarget large schools in the centre of the city for

Ukrainizarion. Narkomos needed large schools to contain these increased num-
bers and central schools to ensure \"equal distribution of Ukrainian trudshkolyH: to
break the monopoly of Russian schools in this area) induce children of Russified

elites who lived here to attend school in Ukrainian) and create
space

for children

of new Ukrainian workers. 13

It should be stressed that many parents readily supported the transfer in

language of instruction and most accepted the shift as a matter of course. III

response to the above complail1t regarding
the Ukrainization of Kyiv Labour

School No.6, the school head reported that when
parents

were told in 1925

that the first groups of the school would transfer to Ukrainian, {'there was no

dissatisfaction on the part of the parents, with the
exception

of six persons

who transferred their children [0 other schools.\"14 There were apparently so

many pupils whose parents wanted (hem to
study

in Ukrainian that the fol-

lowing year, the school had to move twenty-seven first-grade pupils to another

U'krainian-Ianguage school. One resident of the
village

of Male Prytske in the

Kyiv region wrote to the inspectorate in 1927 to
applaud

Ukrainization of the

schools and ask for the establishmen t of a Ukrainian-language
school.

15 In rural

locations, parents who believed in education were
desperate

for any school; all

the better if it was Ukrainian.

As a
practical necessity, schools pursued Ukrainization in a piecemeal fash-

ion, beginning the transfer at the youngest grades where children had not yet

had extended schooling it1 Russian. Kyiv Labour School No.6 may 110t have had)))
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the staff to transfer even the first year entirely to Ukrainian because some Rus-

sian groups remained. Furthermore, Russians and Jews continued to attend the

school for the time being. They would either complete
their schooling in. Russian-

language groups or transfer to a Russian or Yiddish school when the school had

been fully Ukrainized. In fac[, the report suggested that some non-Ukrainians

at the second- and third-grade levels
may

have wished to study in Ukrainian, an

inclination [he school
may

have been willing to satisfy, if only to make its task

easier in the short term. Above the third grade, the preference of the
majority

of these pupils (and eleven of twenty-nine Ukrainian pupils) was for Russian-

language classes or mixed Ukrainian-Russian classes.

Narkomos
firmly rejected any claim that Russian was superior to Ukrainian.

The push to increase Ukrainian schools in the city was part of a larger campaign
[0

promote
Ukrainian as a modern, urban language, equal to Russian. Although

a stro,ng belief in the correlation between
language

and erhnicity motivated Nar-

komos policy to \"re-Ukrainize\" Russified children (and thereby
bend the general

prohibition against Ukrainization of [he proletariat), the commissariat did seek to

extol Ukrainian among the ethnic-Russian population as well. In Ukraine 1 all ele-

mentary pupils (regardless of ethnicity) wer,e to enrol in Ukrainian-studies c.lasses,

and
pupils

had (,0 demonstrate knowledge of Ukrainian tor entry into higher edu-
cation. 16

While respecting national linguistic rights, Narkomos's hope was that
culture in the UkrSSR would have a prevailingly Ukrainian-speaking character.

The RSFSR Commissar of Education Anatolii Lunacharsky lent his support to

the Ukrainizers' task during a 1928 visit to Kyiv. Criticizing their opponents, hie

proclaimed, \"We, Russian Communists, are outraged at those worthless
people

[liudtsiv] who see in the quickly developing Ukrainian language and Ukrainian
cultuf,e some kind of unwanted competition.\"l? He argued that

Russi\037s
needed

to increase their knowledge of Ukrainian as \"an indepenldent p\037rt
of the world

treasury,\" and proposed the opening of Ukrainian departments in the Russian

republic's post-secondary institutions.)

Meeting the Needs of the Ukrainian Proletariat)

The
years

1926 and 1927 saw a heightening of parry vigilance against the
\037\037excesses\" of Vkrainization, but also a renewed commitment to accelerate the
campaign. A draft

prepared
for aJune 1926 KP(b)U TsK resolution on the results

of Ukrainizarion noted sorne shortcomings (nedochety) in the \"nationalization\302\273

of schools and pointed out the absence of Russian schools in some localities

where the ethnic-Russian population was significant.
18 On a republican level, it

concluded that the number of Ukrainian primary schools was in line with the
ethnic- Ukrainian

proportion
of the population. However, these schools needed)))
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to do a better
job

of attracting Ukrainian children to education. Only 45.95 per
cent of Ukrainian children were

attending school. 19
Regional education inspec-

tors had maintained that Ukrainization of schools in the cities was helping to
increase enrolment, but this UkraiIlization had to be in1plemenred responsibly.

Ukrainian-language schooling could not be limited to truncated four-year schools

or to workers' districts alone.
Educational

planners regularly argued that incomplete Ukrainization limited

schooling opportunities for working-class UkraiJ1ian children. While respecting

the bounds it had set regarding the ethnic-Russian
population\037

the party saw the

linguistic Ukrainization of the city as an urgent task. A December 1926 resolution

of the Politburo's Ukrainization commission concluded that Narkornos needed

to design a plan for the Ukrainizarion of schools in the
growing

workers' areas.
20

Under the watchful eye of (he parry, local education officials would
pay attention

to the wishes of the population,. but their primary aim was to establish a complete

network of Ukrainian schools\037 with full seven-year schools as the base. They were

to tie the
seven-year

schools to a specific plan for the Ukrainization of secondary
and

post-secondary
institutions. Narkomos would not limit Ukrainian-language

education to primary schooling, as Lebed and opponents to Ukrainization in the

parry wished. The Ukrainian
population,

and particularly the emerging Ukrainian

proletariat, had to believe that primary schooling
in their native language was the

beginning of a parh of advancement for its children.

Newly Ukrainized, schools were to strengthen their authority by raising
the

quality of their instruction and doing away with confusing mixed-language

instruction. As the example of Kyiv Labour School No.6 demonstrates, the imme-
diate conversion to Ukrainian

might
have been mOTe of a wish than an achievable

objective. Recognizing that a \"native language,j
was not as innate as [he Ukrain-

izers wo,uld have hoped, education
inspectors reported that Ukrainian children

did not adjust instantly to the switch from Russian. In fully \037(Ukrainized\302\273 schools

such as in Komarivka (Kharkiv region), children continued to
speak

in both Rus-

sian and Ukrainian with each other. 11
It did not help, furthern10re, that teach-

ers continued to use Russian texts and speak a mixed -Ukrainian of their own.

Still, Narkomos's argument was that such idiosyncrasies would be rempo-rary. If

Ukrainizarion was accomplished quickly) according
to its logic, children and their

parents would find classroom activities less perplexing and schools would be more

effective in meeting their educational goals.

For Narkomos officials, it was important to retain a proletarian focus to the

Ukrainization campaign in schooling. As was suggested briefly
above, Kyiv

Regional II1spector Lukashenko wrote in his long complaint [0 th,e head of Upr-

sotsvykh that Ukrainian-language grollps in the city's schools had a higher propor-
tion of

working-class
children than any other language group. Workers' children)))
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accounted for 44 per cent of the enrolment in Ukrainian groups. The next largest

representation of working-class children was a 26 per cent enrolment in Russian

groups.21 Schools) Lukashenko conclud.ed,were increasing
their authority among

a developing non-Russian proletariat domil1ated by Ukrainians: \"the move to a

nationalities policy in the school has led to an interest in education and an eleva-

tion of the cuIrural level of these same culturally backward elements of our soci-

ety.))
He considered it critical for schools to increase in this respect.

The problem was that schools still were not adequately serving the Ukrainian

population. It has
already

been mentioned that Lukashenko found the compara-

tively low Ukrainian attendance rates of
Kyiv

schools alarming. At the December

1926 meeting of the Politburo's Ukrainization commission, Skrypnyk had placed

the proportion of school-age Ukrainian children who did not attend school at

54.4 per cel1t republic-wide, compared to 46.6
per

cent for Russian children.
23

Ironically, Skrypnyk had suggested} Russian dissatisfaction was
greater

because

before the revolution, all urban schools had been Russian, and now education

officials had to divide up largely [he same number of schools among different lan-

guag,e groups. Beyond isolated cases of school realignment to meet \"the require-
ments of the

population,\"
Narkomos would l1ave to establish new schools.

Lukashenko clearly argued that school
shortages

contributed to dissatisfaction

and \"nationalist sentiments.\"24 Classrooms in Kyiv were
already

stretched to their

limit: 40.8 pupils per Ukrainian group' and 40.1
per

Russian group. Narkomos

needed to ensure access to Russian-language schools} as well as expand the net-

work of Ukrainian schools, to attract children of ((the
unorganized

labour popu-

lation') to school. In Myronivka) regional authorities recommended building a

hostel for children from neighbouring villages.
25 Demand for schooling in this

city was so
great that allY further educational progress required an expansion of

infrastructure.

Ukrainizers insisted that a failure to pay proper attention to the Ukrainiza-

tion of the proletariat would nlean a weakening of [he party's influence in the

republic. Thus, although members of the Politburo's Ukrainization commission
condemned the forced Ukrainization of the proletariat and acted to protect eth-
nic Russians as an ethnic minority) the party needed to persuade new Ukrainian
labour and Russified Ukrainians to send their children to Ukrainian schools. At
the December

meeting,
the head of Radnarkom, VIas Chubar, suggested that a

detailed study of the ethnic
makellP

of workers' regions would justify the need for
Ukrainian schools. Narkomos had to determine the number of schools based on
these data, not an account of initial

preference:
\"To do otherwise would pur us

on the path urged by Larin, where each person can select the language he wishes,
the one he wants to study and emphasize.\"26 Chubar argued that if educational
authorities did not

encourage
and

plan for \"native laJlguage\" study in the cities,)))
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then, in five
years' time, Ukrainian students would have nowhere to go for

higher

.education in ethnic-Ukrainian rerritories except (0 those in Poland. M.ass
study

in

Ukrainian at the primary level would increase demand and strengthen the ratio-
nale for [his

higher education in the UkrSSR4 Chubar insisted tllat Ukrainization
was

necessary
not so much because the proletariat needed to learn Ukraihian) bur

because the stale needed to reach it usa thar the proletarian leadership
is strength-

ened and does no,[ slip away, so that the proletariat will build its own state.\" III a

republic of largely Ukraillian-speaking peasants, the proletariat had to show the

way..
The Ukrainian language offered the nleans for command.

In spite of the
heightened

concern that the party demonstrated regarding the
Ukrainization of the schools, Narkomos continued to have difficulty in ilnple-

menting its charge.. Just as the pacty wanted to exercise control over Narkomos,
Narkomos wanted to set strict targets fQr its regional sections. Its expectations were

high.. but it offered little support on how to achieve them. One persistent problem
was that Narkomos had failed to set up a Ukrainization program designed spe-

cifically
for [he demands of teachers, and yet continued to complain that teach-

ers
taught poorly. According [0 Kyiv RegionaJ Inspector Lukashenko, Narkomos

pronlised that a program for teachers' study of Ukrainian would be released in

October 1926\"
repeatedly delayed

its publication) and by September 1927 stiJI

had not circulated one.17
He reportedly informed Skrypnyk, who was at a loss to

explain the
delay. Arnautov) the head of Uprsorsvykh, maintained mar Radnar-

kom's Ukrainization commission was
responsible

for working
out the program

and, despite Uprsotsvykh's prodding, he did not
expect

it until February 1928.
18

He blamed the \"bureaucratic
process,\"

but, as Lukashenko pointed out, regional

sections were forbidden to release their own
programs

to fill the gap. Whatever

the specific reason for the holdup, the Ukrainization commission
c1early

did not

want local authorities taking matters il1tO their own hands. The
program

had to

set standardized norms for all teachers in the republic.
To a certain extent, then, Narkomos's nlismanagement contributed to its prob wo

lems. In the absence of an obligatory program for use in teachers' training
courses

and faculty groups, Narkomos issued material for a
correspolldence

course. An

article in Narodnii uchytel explained such an approach was needed because of the

high demand for courses ill Ukrainian studies
among

the public (i.e.., present and

prospective state emp1oyees) and teachers alike, but few qualified instructors to

teach the material. 29

Ukrliknep designed the courses, not Uprsotsvykh, but geared

them to the demands of each professional group. For teachers, Ukrliknep's conl-

mission for self-study composed assignments \"specific
to school duties for the next

school year.
n30

The commission instructed theln to read lectures, cOll1plere weekly

exercises, send them back to be corrected, and then receive new Inaterial. There

was a charae for this course, but Narod1'lii uchytel recommended students form
b

w)))
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groups of five to seven to save on costs and work more effectively. Students were

also invited to listen to free lectures on the radio or visit (he commission's head

office in Kharkiv for consultations.

It is unknown how many teachers enrolled in these courses. However, their

incentive to complete them increased with the May 1927 announcement that yet
another round of Ukrainian-language examinations would be held at the begin-

ning of the 1927-8 school year, likely targeted for those areas where it had been

postponed.
The only preparatory work Narkomos organized for the perevirka was

correspondence work, which Narkomos
published

in an addendum to Narodnii

uchytel. The first lecture
appeared

in the newspaper in July, and the publication of

new lectures continued until the end of the year. Neither the newspaper nor
Upr-

sotsvykh
archival record makes mention of where and when the perevirka actu-

ally
occurred. Preparation

must have been difficult. Lukashenko pointed to the

continuing \"famine\" (holod) of books and textbooks. 31 The state publishing house

was
printing pedagogicalliterarure now, but not in the volume needed. This made

it difficult not only to teach in the classroom, b,ur also to procure recommended
material needed for Ukrainian-language study.

Narkomos's publication of the lectures in Ukrainian studies was a recognition

that there was a problem) but it continued to
rely

on teachers' initiative to first

seek out Narodnii
uchyteL,

then form a study group' and dedicate time to reading
and writing out the

assignments.
The teachers> union, Robos, offered to answer

questions on the lectures
published

in the newspaper, but at a cost: 1.20 rubles
for each month's lecture. Few teachers would have been able to spend even this

amount of extra money.)

Distrust of the Intelligentsia: Early Cries of a Nationalist Threat)

The
parry leadership expected teachers to take up the banner of Ukrainization for

the
policy

to succeed. As Narkomos had arglled, an improvement in the quality
of Ukrainian instruction would raise the authority of Ukrainian schools, increase
attendance\" and ensure a more effective education. The party, however, did not

entirely trust teachers and
non-party intelligentsia to design and implement

Ukrainization. In a series of documents
b,eginning

in 1926, republican party lead-

ers had pointed to the danger of
poor ov,ersight

over Ukrainization.

An unsigned Politburo report from I 5 March 1926, likely given by Zatonsky at
a meeting convened

specifically
to consider his assessment of the state of Ukrain-

ization, pointed directly
to. the effect of the campaign on the intelligentsia. In

spite
of the centralized leadership of Ukrainization, the parry had tolerated some

\"spontaneity\"
and \"uncontrolled elements.\"32 Lower organs. particularly in the

Right Bank and Poltava
regions,

had pursued Ukrainization aggressively. Their)))
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success had caused a shift in the' attitu,des of intelligentsia, particularly some teach-
ers. The

report suggests
that nationalists were seeking to capitalize on the success

of Ukrainization and turn the intelligentsia against Soviet power. It cited several

reasons for this apparent nationalist infiltration: tIle increased frustration of low-

ranking intelligentsia
over their uunelldurable, difficult material situation)\037) weak-

ening union influence over the teacher, debts owed by the state
press

to Ukrainian

academics for work they had completed (e.g., Mykhailo Hrushevsky),
and the

party's neglect of intelligentsia loyal to Soviet power.
3.\037

Thus) the Politburo report argued, clle parry had failed all two accounts. First,

it failed to address what it considered to be a legitimate issue of the
intelligentsia:

adequate compensatio,n. Party leaders were fully aware that teachers) in
particular,

received miserable pay, but their priorities lay elsewhere. What is more
surprising

is that this report identified a causal link berw,een
earnings

and national frustra-

tion. Perhaps not all party members
agreed

with this logic, but all must have

paid heed to the
report's

discussion of a disregard of \"anti-Soviet elements.\" Here

was the rationale behind Narkomos's insistence, discussed above, that it develop
a standardized plan for

Ukrainian-language
instruction for the whole republic.

The party could not trust
Right

BaJlk education section administrators, such as

Lukashenko, to develop their own. Who knows what they might recommend?

The report singled out Kyiv party \"higher-ups\"
in

particular
for lack of proper

leadership, linking this shortcoming with a
perceived growth

in nationalism and

peasant political activity. The party had
difficulty combating

such tendencies, it

explained, because of the \"extreme weakness of Marxist forces\"
among

the intel-

lig,enrsia. In short) the report charged, that due to a lack of l1ualified Communists,

Soviet authorities had relied excessively on non-party intellectuals to implement

Ukrainization, and some of them were trying to bend the policy to their own

design.

Even Shumsky had conceded that anti-Soviet elenleI1tshad taken
advantage

of

{he climate permitted by Ukrainization. He put a definite face on these forces in

material he prepared for a Politburo meeting at the end of March 1926,. maintain-

ing thar one group had coalesced at meetings of the Rukh publishing house. Their

platform united \"part of [he Galician immigrants, some teachers, including teach-

ers of the Ukrainian language, and members of the
autocephalous citizenry.')34

He

too explained that they were capitalizing on lack of proper government support

for Ukrainian cultural affairs. Among several governn1ent missteps, he poipted to

the nonpayment of honorariums to Hryhorii Ivanytsia (later tried as a melnber

of SVU). Communists also \"covered their ears\" at what Shllffisky suggested was a

sillcere attempt at a Marxist interpretation
of the writings of the famous scholar

and revolutionary Mykhailo
Orahomanov by Yosyp Hermaize (also arrested as

a SVU organizer) and literary scholar Oleksandr Doroshkevych.
The party had)))
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A cartoon of a teacher resisdng Ukrainization. The
caprion

reads: \"Hippopotanli.

Inoculations for the thjck-skinned.'\037 On the shot is written the word ('Ukrainizarion.\037\"

l'v\0371r(}dnii
'll:hytel' (16 January 1929), 5.)))
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slighted (he intelligentsia for no apparent reason and ignored important allies.
Some of the Ukrainian

intelligentsia\037
as a result, were demanding a greater role in

the administration of culture, and anti-Soviet groups working among them were

t'winning over the
sympathies

of the mass of Ukrainian society.\"
The solution, Shumsky asserted,. was in more Ukrainization\037 not less. First,

the party needed to ensure that teachers were properly paid. Teachers' salaries

had risen comparatively little versus those of workers, civil servants\037 and even

other higher-ranking intelligentsia. Teachers were overburdened and received no
extra

compensation
for their efforts. \"Non-proletarian powers., Fortner CQunter-

revolu\302\243ionaries) and Petliurists
U

were
incitiI1g

discussion of a teachers) strike in

twenry-t\\Vo regions.
3S

The
party

needed to re.-examine the question of
p\037yment

immediately
or risk losing political influence. The party also had to increase its

authority in trade unions and &;'fulfill the promises given by Soviet authorities.\" It

was critically important that the
parry manage the cultural front, prepare workers

trained in the nationalities question, and
bring sympathetic

members of the intel-

ligentsia into the party. However, in making this argument, Shumsky unwisely

planted the seed of suspicion an,d foretold his own downfall. Whom could the

party trust?

The republican parry leadership could nor
permit Shumsky's April 1926 protest

to Stalin regarding Kaganovich's ffiaJ1agement of Ukrainization to
go unpunished.

In that summer, the KP(b)U TsK criticized Shun1sky far his defence of \"dislayal)'

Ukrainian intellectuals such as Khvylovy. After a series of such criticisms, in Feb-

ruary to March 1927, a plenum of the TsK forced Shumsky to step down from

his post as commissar and recommended
transferring

him outside Ukraine. Karla

Maksymovych, (he Western Ukrainian Communist Parry (KPZU) delegate
to

the plenum, spoke against Shumsky's demotion and argu,ed that these measures

only harmed the Communist Part)/s standing among Ukrainians un,def Polish

rule and benefited Ukrainian nationalists and Polish \"fascists.'1
36

Maksymovych's

defence of Shumsky led to a split within the KPZU when
Maksymovych

and his

majority faction unsuccessfully protested to the Comintern regarding the KP(b)U's
treatment of

Shumsky.
The Comintern forced a replacement of the entire KPZU

leadership in 1928. As
Terry

Martin writes, uThe Shumsky affair then escalated

dramatically over the course of the two
years

from a typical factional struggle in

the non-Russian republics (0 an internationaJ scandal and the condemnation of

a fascist deviation within the Ukrainjall Communist
Parry [i .e.) the KP(b) U] .\"

37

It confirmed in the minds of many party men1bers an essential
suspicion

of

Ukrainization.

The party's anxiety about Ukrainian nationalism was already high enough in

1926-7. It received regular reports that a Ukrainian nationalist movement was

growing. A 1926 KP(b)U
TsK assessment entitled UResu]ts of Ukrainization\)
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reminded members of the civil war history
of nationalist banditry and linked it to

a
resurgence

of Ukrainian nationalism in the village and in Ukrainian literature. 38

It was careful to note that there was also a
parallel

rise in Russian chauvinism

among government employees who were conducting a campaign against
Ukrain-

izarion through anonymous letters and other writings. How,ever, even at this
early

date, the parry leadership claimed that Ukrainian nationalism presented a par-
ticular threat, for several reasons. First, the KP(b)U's information maintained that

nationalism was growing in the countryside, about which the
parry

knew less and

which it still viewed as unreceptive if not hostile.. Second, whereas the party had

made some inroads in Sovietizing government employees,
the Ukrainian intel-

ligentsia was largely non-Communist. The likelihood of its
turning against

the

regime was, therefore, viewed as comparatively high.
Ano[her

report, prepared
for the drafting of the June 1926 KP(b)U TsK ple-

num theses, pointed
to the susceptibility of the rural population [0 influence

by

kulaks\" who were the supposed custodians of Ukrainian nationalism) according to

paIty
belief. The theses stated that the kulak authority was growing largely

because

\"it
goes

without saying} the continued insufficient satisfactory material position
of the basic

groups
of the rural intelligentsia (teachers, agronomists, and doctors)

only favors the growth of kulak influence on them.\"39 Nationalism in the city was

also reportedly rooted in the village, imported by petit bourgeois and intelli-

gentsia migrants..
The report held Ukrainization partly to blame, noting a rise

in nationalism among government employees
in the Ukrainized Soviet apparat.

It stopped well shoct of criticizing Ukrainization as a whole) but reasoned that

the tie between Ukrainian petit bourgeois elements and the newly Ukrainized

elite was strong, and [hat the former would soon
try

to
spread their influence

to the proletariat and party.
A

previous
draft of the report was even more explicit about tl)e peasant origin

of Ukrainian nationalism} yet aJso contended that in the city, the ideology had

taken on an even more dangerous bent. It identified nationalism)s rise in the vil-

lage with the increased strength of the kulak under the
post-civil

war NE\037 sug-

gesting it had spread to the city due to an attraction \"to the culture of peasant
elements,\" reinforced in part by the Ukrainization of

higher
education institutes.

40

However, the nationalists also sought to
play

on the bourgeois and intelligentsias
en1brace of modernism. These ('modernist nationalists\"

rejected
the romanticiza-

tion of the p'easant: \"This group is
decidedly

sick with the ethnographism of small

village kulak Ukrainophilia and
provincialism,

with the outmoded organic nature

of the latter, with the idealization of
varenyky [dumplings] and cherry-tinted con-

finement.\" The group stood for the induscrialization of Ukraine, its opening up to
world culture, and, most

critically,
for the rejection of Russian as an imposition on

Ukrainian development. It
applauded Ukrainization but wanted even more.)))
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Somehow, these seemingly irreconcilable groups -
kulak

provincial nationalists

and elite urban chauvinists - came to a \"deal.'1 The report suggests the possible
collusion of a foreign power. It found the latter faction more dangerous because

it allegedly included some Soviet specialists, as well as
post-secondary instructors

and literary critics. Its position was far too seductive: \"'It holds in its hands a rather
serious ideological position) making

it
possible to influence - with its European-

ism, scholarship, [echnicallevet and formal
loyalty

-
young students, sometimes

workers and, finally, even some 'well-shod' Marxist elements inside our party, who

have again warmed up the
th,eory

of the battle of two cultures and forgot[ten]
Lenin's testament.\"41

What mattered, of course) was that the party claimed this union to be the case.

A deep-seated distrust of the peasant, represented in his most
antagonistic

form as

the kulak, had developed illtO a suspicion of all those who promoted the peasant's

language too z,ealously at the
expense

of Russian. Mykola Khvylovy was the chief

representative of the latter view. But the party viewed any gesture away from Mos-
cow as

nothing
short of heresy. nKhvylovysm:' as it came to be called, confirmed

the
party)s

distrust of the intelligentsia and allowed it to instinctively question
displays

of intellectual independence as signs of potential nationalism.)

Independence Provokes Suspicion)

The
reality

was that few teachers could be characterized as nationalists. The peda-
gogical press regularly reported about their unsatisfactory Ukrainian skills. Not

only were teachers unable to improve their Ukrainian, some remained openly hos-

tile to the Ukrainizarion policy. A5 Narodnii uchytel characterized such attitudes,
there were school directors '\037who at every opportune and inopp.ortune occasion

attempted to
prove

their contempt for the Ukrainian language and of Ukrainiza-

tion in
general.])42 Perhaps worse, some teachers had olanaged to posture them-

selves as Ukrainiz.ers, but knew little Ukrainian: \"They offend the task, lend a

110stile attitude to the Ukrainization of employees, and provide material for dan1-

aging jokes.\"43 In so,me cases, teachers employed as Ukrainian-studies instructors

could teach
only

the Ukrainian alphabet. Poor instrucro,rs in pedagogical insti-

tutions were
cultivating \"semi-literacy\" among their graduates.

44
This was not a

problem limited to the old guard, then, accustomed to teaching
in Russian, but

also existed among the lauded next
generation

of teachers.

The teachers' press maintained that animosity towards Vkrainization was
preva-

lent precisely because teachers such as these did not know how to teach Ukrainian

properly. The \037'spoiling\" of the Ukrainian language by teacllers emboldened those

teachers and members of the intelligentsia who cared about Ukrainization. Narod-

nii uchytel speaks repeatedly of the \"profanization)' of Ukrainian. Teachers were)))
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not simply making mistakes; they
were polluting me language and doing lasting

harm to its future. Such talk disturbed those parry members who saw Ukrainian

more as a tool for administration and less as a cultural value.

Of course, the teachers' general poor knowledge of Ukrainian prevented
them

from accomplishing the very political tasks that '[he party expected
of them. First,

teachers could not take on the lead role in explaining Soviet nationalities policy

and the importance of studying and using Ukrainian. One Narodnii
uchytel

con-

tributor labelled \"hardheaded\" (tverda/obi) those teachers who refused (0'
improve

their Ukrainian and assume a primary role in administering Ukrainization. He
described teachers who spo,ke in Ukrainian only when inspectors visited their

schools, and one director who made a cursory attempt at using Ukrainian at a

conference and then switched to Russian, apologizing,
'\037You know, after you speak

a Ii ttle in that 'maya' [language], the
jowls

hurt.\"45 This sort of formal approach

to Ukrainization or outright rejection of it reduced the party)s own ability to

counteract societal prejudice against Ukrainian. For
example,

one government

employee in Dnipropetfovsk refused to undergo a
perevirka

in Ukrainian because

he claimed the language was
\"doglike.\"46 Party

assessments of Ukrainization con-

tain several reports of similar anecdotes. One Narodnii
uchytel

comic depicts a

hippopotamus receiving a shot marked ((Ukrainization.
u

The
caption

reads: \"Hip_

popotami. Inoculations for the rhick-skinned.\"47 Such extreme attitudes may not

have been wide-ranging, but they were not uncommon.
Teachers who did not know Ukrainian well were also of little use in the party's

campaigns to eradicate illiteracy in the countryside and
propagandize among

the

peasantry. Some might have felr comfortable using Ukrainian in the classroom,

but still did not know the language well enough to use it for this sort of political

work among the general public. They worried about
speaking

Ukrainian to their

students' parents, \"fearing compromising themselves in front
of.

the peasantry.n
48

Others, who had a better grasp of the
language, simply

did not believe that Ukrai-

nian should be used for activities outside the school. They procured Russian books
for the

village reading
rooms and thereby both slowed down Ukrainization and

reinforced an understanding of Ukrainian as a non-literary language.. Vorobiov,

a Narodnii uchytel contributor, conceded that
peasants may

have had trouble

understanding the sort of standardized Ukrainian
beillg

touted
by Narkomos, but

maintained that teachers still had to forsake their reliance on Russian.
49

Ukrain-

ization would have no meaning otherwise, 311d
peasants

would continue to view

the teacher, as an extension of Soviet
power,

as
fundamentally foreign.

Of course, the shortage of Ukrainian
speakers

meant that some who knew the langu-
age well had the

advantage
and could profit. An undated 1926 report to the KP(b)U

TsK authored
by Arkadii MykoUuk, assistant head of Ukrliknep, on the <'Marter of

Ukrainization of the Soviet Apparat\" noted that a new
type

of
Ukrainian-language)))
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teacher had appeared in the past two years. This teacher was more
\"developed\"

(rozvynutyi), largely as a result of experiel1ce or education in Soviet higher peda-

gogical iI1stitutions\"So These teachers performed dllties for
literacy centres, local

party cells) and municipal Ukrainization committees, but they also
displayed

H,ele-

ments of self-seeking behavior\"usl The reporr claimed sonle Kharkiv teachers had

abandoned their work in schools altogether for better-paid work as Ukrainian-

studies instructors under Ukrliknep. The demand for their skills was so great that

they coul({
\037j,slip

into
positions\" and receive even higller, unregulated wages.

This practice undoubtedly increased the
parry's suspicions of the Ukrainian

intelligentsia generally. The majority of the teachers were not parry members.

Some were former Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
priests

t whom
Ukrliknep

attempted to expose and remove from their positions. Ukrliknep made use of the

few Communist instructors it had) putting them in workers' clubs and factories

and ensuring they had ample opportunity to improve their
ql1alifications.

52
Nev-

ertheless, the report cited t\\Vel1ty-flve Communist instructors for tpe campaign
against illiteracy

in the whole capital city of Kharkiv. This was not a promising
trend. The conclusion the party must have drawn was that Ukrainian cultural
forces in the party remained weak and that non-party intelligentsia could not be

trusted. The logic party documents suggested was that if Ukrainizers were not

nationalists, they were opportunists, seeking to exploit Ukrainization for tlleir

own personal gain.

Of course, there were few options. In effect
conceding

the culpability of both the

party and Narkomos, the report noted that sometimes regional sections employed

intelligentsia without a proper understanding of their
political

orientation: {(Will-

fully or not, Agitprop and organs of Narkomos in localities sometimes used the

work of the intelligentsia 'on trust.\"'53 Adherents of Mykola Khvylovy's
discred-

ited ideas on Ukrainian autonomy were allegedly particlllarly strong among the

Odesa intelligentsia, although the report did not elaborate.

What appeared to be most vexing to the Ukrliknep report was that members of

the
intelligentsia

were operating outside Narkomos's controL It maintained thac

they were trying (0
publish

their ('own orga11s') in Kharkiv, Kyiv, and ()desa. 54
A

literary circle in Kyiv called Chas had succeeded in putting out an
anthology

of

classical Ukrainian works on its own. Furt11erlllore, some members of the intel-

ligentsia
viewed cultural work as apolitical. Professor Oleksa Syniavsky, a tnember

of Narkomos's
orthography

commission, cold an assembly of teachers in 1926

that
\"p,olitical\"

matters had no bearing on his work. 55
In anomer context, tl1is

perhaps could be considered an admirable sentin1ent. The
orthography

COll1nlis-

sion did strive to establish a standardized Ukrainian that could be
recogllized by

all, doing away with Russian borrowings to the language and
integratil1g

Galician

variant forms. However, its work was fllndamentally political in the sense that the)))
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orthography was intended for use in parry and government work. for propaganda

and administration of Soviet
power..

In the absence of competent governmental or party authority, the local intel-

ligentsia
had stepped in to administer Ukrainiz:uion. For example. the Odesa edu-

cation section had reported that in 1925, the provincial political education section

had
organized

a scientific commission of Ukrainian activists and intelligentsia.

This group attracted dozens of workers to compile a program in Ukrainian lan-

guage,. li{erature\037 and embroidery; monitor Ukrainizarion of Soviet institutions

and primary schools; and
organize

the Ukrainian intelligentsia. Although Odesa

officials granted that the efforts of this commission were sincere, the commission

operated independently of the
regional

,education section because of lack of super-

vision and assumed \"inappropriate functions.\"56 Therefore, the regional execu-

tive committee subordinated its activities to a
city inspector

of Ukrainizarion, a

position provided for by Narkomos instructions J who J in Odesa, also headed a

regional Ukrainization commission. Local authorities needed the help of mem-

bers of the intelligentsia such as teachers, but they could nor be permined to set

the
agenda

for [he campaign themselves.

In Kyiv, educators also displayed an excess of initiative that alarmed Soviet

authorities. In March 1927, the
Kyiv Regional Inspectorate

received a memoran-

dum from Kybalchych, the head of
Kyiv

Labour School No. 38. Kybalchych wrote

(0 honour the tenth
anniversary

of the establishment of the Taras Shevchenko

Kyiv Labour School No.1, now
specified

as an experimental school under the

patronage ofVUAN. He spoke glowingly
of its early founding three weeks after

the overthrow of the tsar, struggle
to survive during Kyiv's occupation by the \"White

general Denikin, and rescue by Soviet power. It had prospered and
guided

the

development of other Ukrail1ian schools largely due to the efforts of Volodymyr

Durdukivsky: \"This is ten years of tireless\037 constant work by its founder and orga-
nizer, the current head, 'the soldier of the

great army of workers
-

of the Ukrainian

school,' comrade V F. Durdukivsky.\"57 Kybalchych made a \"secret
request\"

that

his school be renamed after Durdukivsky, '\037the
pioneer

of the Ukrainian labour

school.
\"

111e response of Narkomos administrators demonstrated that this petition was
too presumptuous. Narkomos named schools after high-ranking parry members

and acc]aimed figures from Ukraine and Russia's
revolurionary past,

not non-party

intelligentsia. Kyiv regional education inspector Lukashenko wrote to the
regional

Agitprop section) expressing unease about the enthusiasm of teachers for the May
celebration of the tenth anniversary of Labour School No.1: \"Considering that
without

proper leadership
from Ollf side, this celebration can acquire an undesired

character. .. I believe an appeal is necessary to create under Okrnarosvita [regional
education

section] a com Iniss ion for the preparation of this anniversary.n
58

He)))
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asked for directives from the party for the creation of this commission, nam-

ing possible
members from the regional education sec.tion\037 parry committee, and

Robos. Among the proposed candidates, Lllkashenko included Durdukivsky. His
addition

possibly represented
an attenlpt to watch over and contain his activity

rather than a
sign

of esteem. A year later, the GPU arrested Durdulcivsky for his

alleged
association with [he Union for Liberation of Ukraine (SVU)\037 a fabricated

organization, which chapter 10 will discusss in detaiL At this earlier date, his

growing popularity among Kyiv\037s
national intelligentsia was clearly a matter of

concern.

Thus, regardless of whether the members of the intelligentsia were \"national-

ists\" or not, republican parry documents reveal that its leadership resented giving

control of Ukrainization to them. It viewed
independent activity as potentially

dangerous because it was incapable of
leading

the Ukrainization campaign itself.

Its language insecurity, coupled with the memory of its
struggle against Ukrainian

independence during the civil war, only increased its
suspicions.

It worried that

even if the intelligentsia were not involved in political activity
directed against

Soviet power, intellectuals were not fully committed to its survival. The intel-

ligentsia had to be active propagandists for socialism and not rest content in their

scholarship.

The party and Narkomos made a distinction between high intelligentsia:

academics, essayists, and pedagogical theorists; and low
iI1telligentsia:

teachers.

Teachers generally did not know Ukrainian as well as the former group. How-

ever, as has been already noted, the party worried that the nationalist intelligen-

tsia might exercise undue influence over teachers and take advantage of teachers'

resentment of their poor standard of
living. Especially

in the cities, teachers who

did know Ukrainian joined with more prominent intellectuals in academic circles.

Ironically, Narkomos's own recommendations to teachers for Ukrainian study

encouraged the very sort of unregulared work that it came to frown upon later. In

ruralloc.ations, teachers Occllpied an even more prominent position as representa-

tives of Soviet enlightenment. They led
literacy centres, ran reading houses) and,

of course, ex,ercised authority over children and their parents.
For the party,. their

potential intellectual autonomy threatened party leadership.)))
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Children as Salvation: The Young

Pioneers and Komsomol)

An institution of a new literacy necessitated the participation of the young for

it to succeed.. Yet, in the context of the Soviet Union, where this literacy had an

explicit political objective, Communist leadership, oversight, and
participation

were needed. For schools and children, the parry delegated this responsibility to

the Communist Youth League (Komsomol) and its subsidiary organization for

younger children, the
Young Pioneers, and it is on their activities that this chap-

ter focuses. It maintains that Komsomol administration over Ukrainization was

a critical marker of the
viability

of Ukrainization. Even if shortcomings in the

policy did not immediately affect Communist power
in Soviet Ukraine, political

authorities in the republic were anxious about the campaign)s success, failure, mis-

apprehension, and misapplication. Ukrainization of the Komsomol and
Young

Pioneers raised essential questions about the implications of popular resistance to
the

policy,
the limits of Communist political authority, and the challenges accom-

panying the ruralization of Komsomol
membership\037

The
Koms?ffiol

has been the

subject of recent research, but the
exp,erience

of the Young Pioneers has been writ-

ten about less, and very little has been said in regard to their relationship to Soviet

nationalities policy.
I

This story of these children is critical to a larger understand-

ing of
general youth attitudes, generational development, and political integration

with the Soviet state\037l It was upon their shoulders that a Soviet-defined Ukrainian
national culture

ultimately
rested.

Komsomol conversion to Ukrainian-language instruction was slow, according
to the

organization)s
own statistical record, and delays and resistance in the Kom-

somol to Ukrainization had an inevitable effect on the Young Pioneers. Primarily
urban-based, the

Young PiQneers were a weak link in the policy of Ukrainization

generally.
When the party began to push the policy hard, Young Pioneers over-

whelmingly operated in Russian. Where they used Ukrainian, they did so halt-
ingly,

without proper regard to the Ukrainian literacy standard and to the
political

meaning
of their task.)))
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Because Young Pioneer detachments
paid

little attention to Soviet nationalities

policy generally, KOlllsomolleadership began to
suggest

that they were unable to

articulate lessons ill socialism a11d the objectives of the Soviet state. In some loca-
tions,

Young
Pioneer organizations were losing the battle for the loyalty of non-

Russian-speaking children) including Ukrai.nians and ethnic. minorities, because
these children saw the

Young
Pioneer

organizations as foreign and their activities
lacked relevance to their lives. The

Komsomolleadership argued that Young Pio-

neer organizations overall were in jeopardy because of the corrupting ir1fluence of

individual Komsomol members. Young Pioneers
engaged

in '(immoral behaviour\"

because of their own contact with the Komsomol.
Importantly,

the way out of

this mess for both organizations was to dedicate renewed
energy

to Ukrainiza-

tion, particularly to expansion of Young Piolleer activity in Ukrainian schools.

Ukrainizauon.. in short, was the answer to a more popular, vigorous)
alld effective

children's Communist movement.

The problem was, of course, that the Komsomol did not seem to be taking
its own Ukrainization seriously. The

key constituency whose attitude Komsomol

worried about was working-class youth. On Ol1e hand, its motivation was clear.

Komsomol documents claimed that the organization faced
competition

from for-

mer youth organizations that played on the national frustration of SOlne young

Ukrainian workers, but the Komsomolleadership also raised the
persistent ques-

tion of the prohibition against the Ukrainization of the working class. Here was

an analogous situation to what was applied towards schoolchildren. For Kom-

somol working-class youth, the situation was different from that of the
average

worker. They had a responsibility to lead Soviet policy. The natural
constituency

for spearheading and promoting Ukrainian literacy as an authoritative expression
of Soviet

power
was Komsomol members who identified themselves as Ukrainian

but spoke, or
aspired

to
speak, Russian; they had to switch to the deliberate and

regular
use of Ukrainian. Given the contested nature of this effort, the Komsomol

opted for a campaign of persuasion or
\"gentle

Ukrainization.)'

Like Narkomos's policy towards schoolchildren, Komsomol Ukrainizers hoped
to avoid a direct assault on working-class interests and yet transform the working
class by example and the advancen1ent of the ('converted.'J The transformation of

(he Komsom,ol would reinforce the Ukrainization of primary-school-aged chil-

dren. The Komsomol would
ideally

work in concert with the Ukrainization of

the Young Pioneers, playing
off what was imagined as an energetic program of

Ukralnization among the
youngest.

However\037 the Komsomol also worried about

the Ukrainization of youth who had nlissed or curtailed formal education dur-

ing the unstable 19205. Their
illiteracy

was an essentialllindrance to the political

acculturation of the working class because of their role as inheritors of (he fac-

tory floor and sustainers of socialisnl. What was critical was that the Komsonl0l

approved a plan for literacy training
of these youths in Ukrainian, not RussiaI1.,)))
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in designated literacy schools. The Soviet state would \"recapture\" these youths for

orientation around the
newly privileged knowledge

of Ukrainian studies. This

generation would share a common purpose
with young children matriculating

through the conventional school
system

and joining the ranks of the Pioneers.

The Komsomol's grand plans
for revival of its, own rank and file and the Young

Pioneers through Ukrainization, however, faced a significant challenge similar to

that of the schools. Children failed to see value in their [raining in the Young

Pioneers, a
shortcoming

Komsomol documents blamed on a dearth of Ukrainian-

specific
material. The Komsom\037l leadership saw such inattention as responsible

for large-scale defections of Young Pioneer units. It suggested that Young Pioneer

failures in nationalities policy had allowed for the growth in nationalist an,d .reli-

gious groups generally. Of particular concern was the failure of
Young

Pioneer

groups
attached to a Ukrainian school to transform student attitudes, thus forfeit-

ing
a positioI1 of command. It was among these groups that Ukrainization should

have occurred most quickly.

The question of authority is key [0 ,the
policy

of Ukrainization because it was a

policy deemed to be vital to the party's legitimacy) but also one inherently hazard-

ous. An essential dilemma the Komsomol and parry leadership faced was grow-

ing rural membership. The Komsomol remained distrustful of the peasantry and

sought to codify a political education for its youth, but also working-class author-

ity over a new rural
majority.

This majority could not be permitted to define

what constituted Ukrainian
language

and culture) but if urban youth resisted

Ukrainian-language training, this definition by {he maJority might, in fact, occur

by default. The Komsomolleadership feared this phenomenon was already hap-
pening in some localities\037

Like Narkomos 1 the Komsomol was also worried about low school enrolment
and

sho1rtages
in teacher staffing as a mark of incomplete Ukrai\037ization

and, con-

sequently, a challenge for political education. The Young Pioneers and Komsomol
were to work to increase the authority of the schools and use the schools as a base

for political activity in the community, b,ut this could not be done without proper

language training. An underperforming school was a hindrance to the develop-
ment of the Young Pioneer movement, but a

Young
Pioneer detachment incapable

of engaging parents, children, and the wider public effectively
could also not sup-

port tIle school. The Konlsomolleadership saw Ukrajnization as
key, then, to the

intersection between the two.

As the Ukrainization
campaign accelerated, Ko,msomol reports continued to

reveal a lack of knowledge pf a Ukrainian literary standard among its rank and
file. Some repofts suggested

thac some of these workers knew a Ukrainian \037'ver-

nacular,\" but refused to speak even this. Some recently arrived rural immigrants
wondered

why knowledge in Ukrainian was needed at all if their chief
ducy

was)))
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the' workbench, reinforcing doubts
,expressed by

some in the Komsomolleader-

ship about literacy in Ukrainian for urban workers who functioned largely in

Russophone environments. In other words, the Ukrainian language
did not hold

the command that Ukrainizers expected, and some workers saw the language as

irrelevant at best and did not
respect knowledge

of the vernacular. For the Kom-

somol and, by extension, the
Young

Pioneers to succeed at all in this campaign,

they needed to effect a fundamental change. They had to turn this population of

existing
Ukrainian speakers. Otherwise, children would see little reason to hold

on to whatever
knowledge they had as speakers, or gained and refined, and the

Young
Pioneers' task would be that much more difficult.

Given the proclaimed critical nature of the
campaign,

it is perhaps surprising

that the KomsomoI did so little to offer formal training
to its members. Komso-

mol units habitually chose to
encourage

members to form their own study groups
and clubs rather than fund

expensive
Ukrainian-studies courses. According to offi-

cial reports) often few Komsomol members attended these circles. Despite official

exhortations) participation in Ukrainization remained a voluntary affair.. The lan-

guage divide be-tween village and city persisted
into the late 1920s, with rural units

fully Ukrainizing and urban units
failing

to do so.. It is unclear if these rural units
were

speaking
the standard literary Ukrainian \037odjfied and sanctioned by the

republican authorities. For some, the idea of
asking

the already stretched work-

force to dedicate precious leisure time to overcome this
split

seemed preposrerous.

Not everything needed to be left to whim, however. Some Komsomol members

had already enrolled in some formal education. Beyond the schools for literacy)

political schools were training Komsomol members
explicitly

for pa.rticipation

in the state's economic and political campaigns) and this training was
expected

to occur in Ukrainian. In these schools, the language served as an unadulterated

political tool. For (he younger generation of children of
primary .concern here) the

Komsomol supported such training at an
early age

in FZU schools. These seven-

year schools were granted by
Narkomos as a concession to the interests of trade

unions and Komsomol, who
fought

for an education attuned to [he labour culture.

Although secondary schooling in Ukraine was much more directed towards the

needs of industry than its Russian
counterpart, and the primary school embraced

elements of this orientation, neither was a vocational school. The FZU school was
the closest approximation of such an industrial school; these schools were sup-
posed to offer more vocational and political training than conventional primary
schools and were

presumably ideal bases of Young Pioneer activity. Progress in
Ukrainization among students of these schools was seen as possible (and more ben-
eficial than among traditional

primary-school students). The state, in theory, could
mould these children to a much

greater degree than their seniors in the Komso-
mol. In

reaJity,
the

regime made numerous allowances for delay in the FZU school.)))
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And
yet>

small
inklings

of progress were apparent. The subscription rate to

Ukrainian-language newspapers
rose

sharply r.hroughour the 1920s.. Rural units
and some in cities in central Ukraine gradually moved to regular Ukrainian use by
the late 1920s. In Kyiv in particular, the Kom.somol regional organization reached
out beyond its network, ostensibly learning from non-parry culturaJ organiza-
tions and thereby increasing

its
authority.. Still, success invited some suspicion

that Komsomol menlbers might b.e
learning

lessons in nationalism. Conceivably,
such a \"contagion\" might infect

Young
Pioneers and young children. This sort of

rhetoric, mixing praise and opprobrium, became
regular

and more explicit during
[he cultural revolution that accompanied the traumatic economic and

political

campaigns of the later 1920s and early 1930s. In
regard

to perceptions of suc-

cess and failure, triumph or danger, place
mattered as well, and Kyiv merited the

special attention of political authority, as did t11e multi-ethnic, polyglot port city
of Odesa..)

National Culture an Organizational Renewal for the Young Pioneers)

& has been discussed in brief above, if
republican authorities expressed concern

about the pace of Ukrainization within the
parry, they were dismayed at the lack

of progress in the Komsomol.
Delays

in Ukrajnization in the Komsomol were to

have an inevitable effect on schooling because of the membership of young teach-

ers and
pedagogical

students in the organization and the Komsomors responsibil-

iry for oversight over the Communist
organization

for schoolchildren) the Young

Pioneers. An early 1927 report issued by the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK
argued

that the Ukrainization of the Komsomol apparat had \"proceeded too
carefully\"

after a TsK plenum had first ordered the program's full-scale implementation in

1925.
3

Prior to a meering of the TsK plenum in 1926, the Komsomolleader-

ship pursued
Ukrainization where it was easiest\037 in the organization's administra-

tive committees and other places most
directly

under its control. However\037 in

urban Komsomol cells\037 \"it was very often possible to encounter opposition to all

attempts
to carry out Ukrainization, to speak in the Ukrainian

language..\"4
Urban

members ofrel1 failed to understand why Ukrainization was politically necessary

or what was the general content of the Communist Party's 11arionalities policy.

A consequence of this opposjtion and misapprehension was the weak Ukrain-

ization of Young Pioneer work, especially in the cities. A 1925 order from the

KP(b)U Central Committee\037s presidium regarding the children's Communist

movement posited that Hit is necessary to strengthen moments of Ukrainization,

transferring [Young Pioneer] detachments made up of Ukrainian children to the

Ukrainian
language.\"5

The decree mandated that Young Pioneer leaders divide

up children of ethnic minorities into
parallel groups

to ensure that [hey received)))
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political training in their native
language.

Ie conceded, however, that the final

assignmenc of children to a national detachment be made \"while considering
the

wishes of children.)) No further detail is offered by
the decree as to how authorities

might assess these wishes. However, in making
this allowance, the decree allowed

for the possibility that ambitious parents might
make another choice for their

children, for a Russian group as well as for a Ukrainian group.

Clearly, the established Young Pioneer detachments, which were already
few

in number and confined to the cities, operated in Russian, and Ukrainian and

ethnic-minority detachments
struggled

to make headway against this existing pre-

dominance. A 1925 Komsomol
report

on the status of the children)s Communist

movement in Ukraine claimed that although data were available only for thirry-

one regions in the republic, the \037'vast
majority\"

of Young Pioneer detachments

conducted their work in Russian. 6
Because of [he weak work in Ukrainization,

the report argued, the creation of ethnic-minority detachments was delayed. In

other words, whether because of inertia, parental choice and
predispositions,

or

the management of Young Pioneer leaders, few children enrolled in non-Russian
detachments of any kind: \037tRegarding children's relationship with Ukrainization

or transfer to work in the native language (Yiddish, etc..), in the cities a
passive.

..

and at times undesirable relationship exists (in Nizhyn, etc..)..\" Where ,detachments

were carrying out work in Ukrainian, the language Young
Pioneers used was

'\037slangn (zhargon), reproduced in detachment wall newspapers. As in the schools,

one of the principal obstacles was the lack of
Ukrainian-language

lirera[ure, par-

ticularly political texts. The Komsomol presidium decree recommended Ukrai-
nian

Young
Pioneer

groups
make greater us.e of Ukrainian revolutionary songs,

\"Red carols,\" and called for the establishment of a specialized young children's

political press
in Ukraine.?

At this early date, then, the question ofUkrainization of
childr\037n's political

edu-

cation through the Young Pioneers was intimately tied to the question of de-Rus-

sificarion generally and the moral and organizational development of the Young
Pioneers. A memorandum sent from the Komsomol TsK to all regionaJ com-
mittees summarized the results of the All-Ukrainian Meeting 011 the Children's

[Communist] Movement in October 1'925.Not
surprisingly,

the meeting found

that few Young Pioneer organizations had taken up the task of Ukrainization: ('It

turned out that the majority of w,orkers do not know Ukrainian, the
apparat is

not Ukrainized, Russian literature is used) and so on. u8
The TsK ordered Kom-

sarnol regional organizations to traIlsfer Young Pioneer detachments, seminars,

and study circles with an ethnic-Ukrainian n1embership to work in the Ukrainian

language)
and ordered all administrative sections with oversight for the Commu-

nist Children's Movement (KDR) to similarly Ukrainize. 9 It also ordered more
extensive work

among children of ethnic minorities, ehe transfer of
corresponding)))
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units to work in ethnic-minority langllages,
and the appointment of detachment

leaders from ethnic-minority men1bership in the Komsonlol.
A clear motivation for the intensification of work among ethnic minorities as

well as Ukrainizarion was a concern about the weakness of Young Pioneer work

among predominantly
Ukrainian

speakers and ethnic minorities. Particularly in

regard to ethnic minorities, but
argtlably among

some Ukrainian constituencies)

the Komsomol was worried it was losing the \"battle for
political influence: ((The

quesrion about anti-Communist children's organizations has become a
sharp

one..

Significant growth of such organizations has occurred recently (such as
Baptists,

Mennonites, Zionists and so on). There have been instances when some Pioneers
transfer to these organizations.)'

10 The Children's Movement meeting claimed that

Young
Pioneer national groups overwhelmingly conducted work in Russian, con-

sequently limiting its
appeal

and impact and allowing other, \"anti-Communist,\"
children's organizations to,

compete.
In one exception, a Jewish unit conducted its

work in Yiddish, but, due \302\2430the absence of a parallel German unit, German chil-
dren were

assigned
to it, where at least they could uunderstand something.\" Thus,

as the Komsomol TsK was demanding an increase in attention to ethnic-minority
concerns and Ukrainization, it simultaneously called upon regional Komsomol

sections to
\"study

methods and forms of work of non-Communist organs..\"
II

Not

only did the Komsomol have to increase the linguistic attraction of its
Young

Pio-

neer detachments,. it had to learn from (and possibly mimic) its rivals.
12

Furthermore, the Komsomol TsK believed it had to
improve

the moral standing

of its yo,ung Pioneer members to ensure that detachments continued (0
develop

political maturity\" It was in these units that Komsomolleaders would hone the sen-

sibilities of children and ensure their loyalty to the Soviet cause. The problem was

that, according to the Children's Movement meeting, the
Young

Pione,ers' associa-

tion with the Komsomol was having a deleterious effect on children. When Young

Pioneers reached eligibility for transfer to Komsomol
membership, they

failed to

understand the '(meaning of their transfer,u viewing their new status as an oppor-

tunity to engage in youthful rebellion. The HKomsomolizarion\" of the Young Pio-

neer Inembers was equated with what the TsK memorandum calls a loss in \"useful

habits,\" or their moral corruption. The former
Young

Pioneers and new Komsomol

members smoked, drank, shirked discipline, and courted
Young

Pioneer
girls.

Ann

Gorsuch has written at length about the
('immorality\"

of the Komsomol, arguing

that, clearly, for SOll1e Komsomol melnbers, political education had no effect. She

does not discuss the Komsomol-Young Pioneer relationsllip; an understanding of

the
linkage

offers a fuller account of the leadership's anxiety abollt this behaviour..
13

The corruption of children could spread, threatening the youngest of children.

The roles of the Komsomol and the Young Pioneers appear to be reversed\037

Insread of guiding the younger children towards a socialist future, tIle Komsomol)))
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was leading them
astray.

What
appeared

to be the Young Pioneers) \"useful hab-

its
n

were their childhood innocence and willingness to take instruction. The TsK

memorandum called
upon

\"rank-and-file Pioneers-Komsomolites') to oppose tak-

ing up morally suspect habits.. The chief concern of the new Komsomol members

should be on planning and implementing public
work. This was to be done partly

with the greater participation of teachers, whose limited role in the children's

Communist movement the TsK blamed partly for ,disorder among Young P'io-

neer ranks. 14
The organization

was to be the \"leader essentially of the life in the

schooL') and yet th,e Komsomol had failed to train leaders to realize this ambition.

The solution to the Young Pioneers' own internal dilemma and frustrated
purpose

was a deepening of Komsomol work in the schools by the creation of new Young

Pioneer posts (jOrposty). Older ch,ildren would focus their
energies

on the training

of younger children; younger children would have little
opportunity

to adopt the

bad habits of their fallen seniors.

O'rganizational
renewal would lead to moral improvement and achievement

of sought-after political goals.
For schools converting to Ukrainian-language or

national-minority instructio,n, the emergence of
politically

vibrant
Young

Pioneer

units dedicated to. fulfillment of Soviet nationalities policy was to reinforce the

political meaning and urgency of this task. The absolute number of Young Pio-

neer units in the republic remained small as a whole, and the number of d,etach-

ments genuinely transferring the
language

of their work was even smaller. In the

urban environments where
they generally operated j however J they

could have a

real effect on the success of nationalities policy and,
according

to the rationale of

TsK, give the Young Pioneer groups an
advantage

in the competition for children)s

loyalties. Certainly, the resistance of
Young

Pioneer units t'D a transfer of language
of instruction. sent a

damaging message for advocates of a de-Russification .of the

political and educational environmenr in the republic.)

Uncertain Komsomol Leadership and Targets)

Having recognized [he shortcomings in
achieving Ukrainizacion, the Komsomol

TsK sought to work out the mechanics for
perfecting

the policy}s implementa-
tion. It formed its own Ukrainization commission in

April
1926.

15
It was to meet

only once every two weeks, a schedule that seemed our of step with the urgency
expressed in the Komsornors official resolutions. The first meeting dealt with the
need to simplify the

language
of Ukrainian periodicals affiliated with the Komso\037

mol in
o\037der

to reflect new literary norms. Meetings held that spring considered

the use ot Ukrainian graduates of party schools for further internal Ukrainization,
coordination with the work of the KP(b)U Agitprop, the setting of a three-month
deadline for the Ukrainization of the technical apparat of the Komsomol, the)))
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assignment of responsibilities for members of the commission, a11d instructions to

regional bureaus.. 16
The commission ordered aJl Komsomol regional secretaries to

send reports on the status of Ukrainization within local organizations every three
months.

In 1926, Komsomors
progress

in Ukrainization ,vas still slow, particularly in
the industrial Ease of the republic. The Komsomol TsK issued a resolution in

response (0
repo'rts

of
delays in Ukrainization in Dnipropetrovsk region (Kar-

erynoslav up to 1926)* It found that the Dnipropetrovsk Regional KomsolTIol

Committee had given little attention to Ukrainization\037 that not all local Komso-

0101 members understood the
policy,

and that tcrhere is even a significant subgroup
of activists who only mechanically implement Ukrainization, not understanding

its political meaning.\"
I i

Again, one of the main motivating points for Ukrainiza-
tion was the loyalty of Ukrainian youth, but at stake here was the critical category
of

working-class youth who mayor may not have completed sch,ooling but were

already employed
in the region's faaories. The group would have conceivably con-

stituted the core political base of the Komsomol and the Communist
Party,

but

the Kornsomol TsK resolution expressed concern that the Ukrainian Commu-
nist Workers' Youth Association (Ukrius - Ukrainska komunistychna robitnycha
iunatska

spilka),
the

YOllth wing of the Bolsheviks' former rival Ukrainian Com-

munist Party (UKP), had exercised substantial influence among nationally con-

scious working-class youth in the region until the UKP was forced to merge with

the KP(b) U in 1925.]8

This apparent trend presented the KOll1soll101 with a dilemma. It fully recog-
nized that Uk_rainizarion had to proceed at a quicker pace in order to demonstrate
Bolshevik commitment to Ukrainian national interests t but it had to tread care-

fully so as not to
anger ethnic-mil1ority

and \"Russihed youth.\" The latter group
was difficult to define.

Important figures
in the KP(b)U did nor concede Rus-

silled Ukrainians' stacic nature, but instead viewed them as needed candidates

for Ukrainization. They enjoyed
valued class status and [he CommUllist Party)s

trust t and could serve as lea,ders in the creation of a Ukrainian-centred proletarian

culture.

The TsK's solution to the Dnipropetrovsk shoftcoolings was a call for greater

Ukrainization t but it was a policy that, in fact, required the participation of ethnic

Ukrainians of varying language abilities, but high political loyalty. The Komsomol

had to
press

forward) then, with the gentle Ukrainizarion of \"Russified Ukraini-

ans.\" Thus, the TsK called for Ukrainian activists in the Konlsonl01 to dedicate

themselves anew to
language

as well as to Ukrainian-area seudies. It called for

t11e development of political schools with instruction in the Ukrainian langllage

for Komsomol members who \"know Ukrainian t even if not very well.\" These

students would share in the Ukrainization of a whole series of youth activities,)))
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from Ukrainian study groups to, clubs, the promotion of a Ukrainian-language

press, and the Ukrainization of wall newspapers
in the workplace. The TsK was

particularly concerned with shortcomings in the Ukrainization of Young Pioneers

in Dnipropetrovsk. The TsK resolution condemned the
region's

work on Ukrain-

ization) Hwhich has been pursued too feebly [kvolo]
until now.\" In order for a

stronger program of Ukrainizarion to take
place,

the Komsomol nee.ded to assume

a role in training new
Young

Pioneer lead,ers who knew Ukrainian, and acquire

new Ukrainian-language literature for the Young Pioneer groups.. The resolution

called, in
specific)

for [he region's detachments to increase their subscriptions to

the
Young

Pioneer newspapers
Bud napohotovi.' (Be alert!) and Na zminu (For a

change), and
required

that the Komsomol organization do more to improve the

work and
publication

of the children's writers' group Moloda kuznytsia (Young

smithy). In Dnipropetrovsk, the divide between Young Pioneer groups and exist-

ing schools was apparent and
delayed progress

ofUkrainization: \"Special attention

needs to be paid in order to eliminate conflict among schools of the Ukrainian

language and [the] work of detachments that include children of these schools

(this work has up until now been carried out in the Russian language).\" This ten-

sion between me Ukrainized school and the
Russian-speaking Young

Pioneer unit

was a critical concern for the republic-wide Komsomol TsK Ukrainization Com-

mission as well. 19 In Dnipropetrovsk and elsewhere, local Komsomol units sought
to recruit Ukrainian youth studying in post-secondary institutions (VUZy) to
lead the campaign to reconcile this disagreement at the Young Pioneer level.

The KomsQ,mol risked ignoring children who had missed periods of formal

schooling during
the chaos of the civil war and the famine-stricken, economically

turbulent
early

1920s.. These now-older youths, generally aged twelve to sixteen

(in some cases) fifteen to twenty)} sought to complete their education in literacy
schools administered

by Ukrliknep. Although 99 per cent of rural political schools,

according to a
report given at a December 1926 meeting of the TsK Ukrainiza-

(ion Commission) conducted their work in Ukrainian or an ethnic-minority lan-
guage,

in the cities and industrial areas, the schools maintained overwhelmingly
Russian-Ia,nguage

il1struction. In tIle city of Kharkiv, the '(Ukrainization of the
youth in the city has been horrible [kepsko], the Ukrainization of working youth
is weak..\"20 The reporting member of the commission, Nikoliuk\037 cited some of

the usual reasons or indications for this failure (the shortage of literature, low

subscription rates to Ukrainian newspapers, and the
expense

for
working-class

youch of arrending Ukrainian-language plays), and his comments
suggested

that

Komsomol members had had no greater success in Ukrainization than the
general

youch population. Elsewhere, the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK called upon the daily
Komsomolets

Ukrainy
to assume a greater role in promoting Ukrainization among

the rank and file, particularly among youth and the Young Pioneers. 2 \\
In spite of)))
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,

low circulation) the newspaper still needed to inform the small number of activist

Ukrainizers to influence the great mass of KOlnsomol mernbers who continued
to assume a

passive position towards [he policy, in particular in the ranks of the

Young Pioneers.

But even for the Ukrainization commission, it was unclear for whom Ukrainiza-

tion was pursued. Komsomol members, as representatives of political leadership,

had an obligation to accept this charge) but illiterate workers in the cities, Ukrai-

nian or not\037 often
privileged literacy training in Russian. Another commission

member, identified as
Nevidomy, commented upon hearing Nikolillk's report,

\"We now have in a series of districts youth of Ukrainian erhnicity [pokhodzhennia]
who speak Ukrainian, and it is

necessary to carry out among them a liquidation of

illiteracy in the Ukrainian
language,

but [here is a desire among them for liquida-
tion of

illiteracy
in the Russia.n langllage.

n22 He argued for a continued use of the
Ukrainian

language
in the fight against illiteracy an10ng working-class youth, but

the
origillal

text of the protocol revealed concern that [11iscould not be done. A

third member of the commission\" Luhivska, had called for only partial
Ukrainiza-

cion of adult literacy schools for peasant employees of the
factory, recently arrived

from the village. In excised text (crossed out in pen), Nikoliuk lamented, \"The

Ukrainian nation is turning into [peretvoriuiet'sia] a peasant [nation],\" remarking

in the official record that only establishments in provincial towns (with peasant

graduates) were being Ukrainized. 23

This is a curious phrase and its
apparenr

removal is telling. The Ukrainial1-

speaking 4.\037nation\" was, of course\" already rooted in the peasantry. Nikoliuk was)

in fact, arguing against limiting use of Ukrainian to spaces already inhabited pre-
dominantly by peasants;

that is, a provincialization or ({turning back)) of Ukrainian

national culture. To claim somehow t}lat this was a possibility revived notions

of Lebed's ,discredited theory of rwo cultures and probably was unpalatable to

the Komsomolleadership.. In any case, Nikoliuk's preventative prescription was

approp,riate. In urban educational establishmenrs (adult literacy
schools) primary

schools, FZU schools, technical colleges, and post-secondary institutes), Nikoliuk

claimed, \"the
help

of (he [rank and file] Komsomol\" was required [0 compensate
for tIle shortage of manpower under [he Ukrainization commissiol1'S command.

The commission selected the adult literacy school as a priority institution because

it clearly served working-class youth needs (aJld was thus a politically opportune

target) and was an important symbolic link between youths in convenriollaI

schooling and those who had failed to complete an elementary education and

fallen our of its (and the state's) embrace.

The connection between the Komsomol/Young Pioneer organization and

younger youths
was still fractured in 1926. A ]l10e 1926 resolution of the Cen-

tral Bureau (TsB) for the Children's Movement in Ukraille reported on the state)))
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of children's organizations in me Stalino, Kharkiv, and Kyiv regions.
It found

that although the children)s Communist movement had been growing, espe-

cially in public organizations affiliated with city schools, \"Zionist\302\273 and religious

youth groups had been gaining ground in Kyiv and Odesa. Even as Young
Pio-

neer groups seemed to grow in numbers of units\037 members often continued to

leave, and sometimes these departures took an
\"organized

character as a protest

versus the unsatisfactory content of work\" (in Odesa, Cherkasy)
Poltava, etc.).24

Young Pioneer leaders found undisciplined older children difficult to manage;
these children frequently did not last long in their positions with urban

Young

Pioneer units; and Young Pioneer units had little influence over the content of

schoolwork. There were numerous reasons for these failures, including the stan-

da.rd ones: lack of funding and insufficient attention by local Komsomollea,ders.

More imponantly, the resolution blamed the lack of correlation between Young
Pioneer work and the \"needs of children\"; that is\037 poli

tical training
that should

be of interest to them. In
sp,ecif1c,

children lacked the most basic information

about \"our country)' (nasha kraina, a
phrase

that usually denoted Ukraine rather

than the USSR), important acts of Soviet power, and the situation abroad. Young
Pioneer groups had also not successfully linked group activities to the immediate

environment, such as the work of adult organizations and worker collectives.

The end result) the TsB memorandum suggested, was that children found par-

ticipation in the
Young

Pioneers to be dry and unappealing. It had little to do
with their own lives and real conditions in their town or Ukraine. The Komsomo]
risked

losing
recruits or members, potentially to the ambiguous non-Soviet youth

organizations first
specified

in the memorandum. Although Ukrainization is not

specifically mentioned in the documeI1t, the
Young

Pioneers were supposed to be

simultaneously engaging in this campaign, and its influence is clearly present in

the TsB's analysis. The TsB recommelldarion that all future political work inform

children about the most important events in \"our
country)) (repeating [he phrase),

including the uwork of factories, villages and organizations with which the
Young

Pioneers are connecred,u played upon an established meaning ofUkrainization in
the schools: that instrllction

telescope Q'ut\\Vards from the immediately familiar to
the republic as a whole. The resolution's censure of Young Pioneer groups that held
meetings

to discuss 'I;events in the distant past\" also reinforced the idea that
politi-

cal instruction) of which Ukrainian studies were necessarily part, should be about

present circunlstances and needs. If it was expected that some schools would fail

in this respect, the Young Pioneers could not. It ultimately fell to them to teach

children about contemporary challenges and the Komsomol an,d
party's victories

and ongoing tasks.

Another TsK resolution of the same
year elaborated more specifically on the

danger presented to Komsornol influence in the republic. Although the motivation)))
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for the resolution appeared to be the need to demonstrate a united stance against
influences of

\"lrotskyism\"
in the orgaI1ization, the emphasis of the document is

on the threat
represented by

forms of nationalism. A report presented to the TsK

by Vysochynenko, the head of the Ukrainization commission, insisted that some

nationalist organizations such as Ukrius had
formally

ceased to exist, however,

the TsK conceded that [here had been a \"resuscicatioll\"
(ozhyvlennia) of groups

hostile to Soviet power: religious organizations in the
villages (especially among

German and Polish youth) and \"national-chauvinist elements)) who sought influ-

ence
among village youth, especially those \"that are ill a difficult material state.

n25

Here, the threat was said to stem less from urban youth's disaffection than from

the weak influence of the
city

over the village. The resolution took for granted
that the majority of urban

youth
was loyal to Soviet power. Ukrainization was the

key to ensure the \"proletarian leadership\" of youth and children in Ukraine, espe-
cially as the Komsomol expanded to inc.lude more rural members: ((One

difficulty

in the implementation of proletarian leadership in the Ukrainian Komsomol is

that most working youth do not know the Ukrainian language and this
may

be

overcome only when the line of Ukrainization is carried out in proletarian centers

and chiefly by its activists.\" The TsK criticized some of its members for
assuming

an apathetic attitude towards Ukrainization, insisting that the study of Ukrainian

language, history, and culture needed to be a fundamental feature of \"the whole

educational work of the organization.\" In a separate resolution, the Komsomol
TsK criticized the editorial board of the Komsomol newspaper Molodyi Bilshovyk

(Young Bolshevik) for \"iIlsufficient treatment [vysvitlennia] of the national ques-
tion,\" and connected to this a failure to adequately discuss work in the

village
and

publish material that would be of interest to girls.
16

It recommended the promo-

tion of a journal particularly for rural Ukrainian-speaking children, Bilsho\"V..yche-

niata (Little Bolshevik), and inclusion of a new heading in the journal, entitled

\"How to Work as a Pioneer,\" in order to provide village
children with greater

guidance on Young Pioneer political campaigns, including Ukrainization.

Still, while it demanded greater recruitment of \"Ukraillian forces\" (who WOliid

most likely be peasants in [he first instance), the TsK emphasized the need for

vigilance against \"nationalist attitudes'\" as well as
uRussophilism.\037\03727

The Komso-

mol was becoming an institution with a rural majority, and due attention needed

to be paid to the needs of poor rural youth and \"the
specifics

of rural and border

districrs
1

'; ir could not be an institution rhat was defined by rural culture. Matthias

Neuman, Isabel Tirado, and Monica Wellman have argued that the Komsomol

in the Soviet Union
generally sought

with son1e success to integrate [lira! youth

during the NEP era, but that ir struggled to keep pace with the
rapid expansion

of

the organization in the periphery.28 Intertwined in this suspicion of the rural were

long-standing
Bolshevik beliefs about the anti-moderI1 and petit bourgeois nature)))
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of the peasantry, and its status as the primary carrier of nationalist sentiment. The

\"union
[spaisnist]

of proletarian
centers\" with the TsK had to be the Komsomol's

primary
task, and coordination of purpose with working-class youth would ensure

working-class leadership
of progressive forces in the village, defined primarily by

class status. Urban Komsomol members trained broadly in the Ukrainian lan-

guage
and Ukrainian studies would be the best equipped for this role.

A TsK summary
of the work of the Ukrainian Komsomol on nationalities policy

over the course of 1926 repeated the emphasis of Ukrainization as a tool against

the enemies of Soviet power. It cited the Sixth All-Ukrainian Congress
of the

,

Komsomol's linkage of the campaign to strengthen the pace of Ukrainization with

the
\"struggle

with distortions [izvrashcheniiami] in its practical implementation,
the struggle with remnants of the Russian and the roots of Ukrainian chauvin-

ism. u29
It focused in particular on failures in the Ukrainization of

Young
Pioneer

units by leaders \"who have not embraced the necessity of the Ukrainization of

Young Pioneer work.;) This was the very sort of \"distortion\" that might lead to

increased national frustration and) from the Soviet
perspective, give

rise to nation-

alist sentiment. What made matters particularly frustrating for the Komsomol

leadership
was that in spite of its own resolutions, progress had been slow when

it should have been an easy matter) at least formally. As the Fourth All-Ukrainian

Meeting
on the Communist Children's Movement and the TsK's own plenum's

analysis attest, the fact that Ukrainian schools enrolled the majority of Young
Pioneer members meant that this work should have been \"comparatively easy.\"

Part of the problem may have stemmed from the fact that the Komsomol appa-

rat as a whole was still far from Ukrainized. A September 1926 report of the

Komsomol TsK Ukrainization Commission found that a \"significant portion of

workers\" in the Komsomol administration belonged to the lowest, third
category

of Ukrainian-language and -studies knowledge and were eligible for dismissal if a

planned November examination found that their knowledge had not
improved\03730

The COfi1mission called for an increase in the number of ethnic Ukrainians work-

ing
in the Komsomol apparat and noted with concern that the proportion of

Ukrainians
working

in the offices of local Komsornol cells, particularly in indus-
trial

regions,
continued to decline. This reduction 'of Ukrainians was occurring as

the
percentage of Rllssians employed in the Komsomol app'arar continued to rise

by
4 to 5 per cent in comparison with other

employees.
The report explained the

rise by citing the migration of Russians from the RSFSR to industrial areas of
Soviet Ukraine, where they found

quick
work and assumed an active role in the

Komsomot but \"do not
e\037ergetically pursue Ukrainizarion enough and foster

an understanding of it in the cells.\" In rural cells, reported drops in the per-
centage of Ukrainians were

purportedly the result of the formatioll of ethnic-

minority specific cells. The Ukrainization commission considered this latter)))
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phenomenon \037\037normatn but the decline in the proportion of Ukrainians in indus-
trial cells and district leadership positions to be \"abnormal.\"

In other words, satisfaction of
ethnic-minority interests, particularly in the

countryside, where the Ukrainian element
safely domin\037ted) was p,ermissible

and, in effect, contributed to a general de-Russification of the KomsomoL The

Ukrainization commission., however, could not permit cells in politically impor-
tant industrial cities to become more Russian than they already were. Such a

trend would perpetuate the ethnic divide between city aJld countryside, destabi-
lize Soviet power, and undermine one of (he main cOJlditions Ukrainization was

meant to alter. The report raised an essel1tial challenge to the creation of a Ukrai-

nian proletarian youth culture. Could the Komsomol expand and still be
proletar-

ian? Could it be proletarian and still be Ukrainian? The report concluded that the

Komsomol needed to employ Russian activists, but their recruitment could not

damage and slow down the work of the promotion of local, workjng-class
Ukrai-

nian activists. This is the essential dilemma of Ukrainization that had ap impact

on all matters of education, including primary schools. If the
power within the

Komsomo,l continued to rest largely with forces
passive

or hostile to Ukrainiza-

tion, to what linguistic environment would schoolchildren
aspire

or enter? What

language would teachers and parents believe
gave

children the most secure future?

The Ukrainization commission ordered all local committees to study in detail the

approach of all members to official nationalities policy. In the next re-elections to

the district committees, the commission needed to decisively increase the number

of committee members who were ethnic-Ukrainian workers: farm labourers an,d

poor peasants.)

Young Pioneers and School
Campaigns)

The debate regarding Ukrainization of the Komsomol and Young Pioneer groups
took

place
in (he context of a more generalized discussion on the authority of

schools and the parry's il1fluence over them. If schools were
failing

in their essen-

tial task of training future citizen activiscs or had little connection to political

authority, then the political [ask ofUkrainization would be fatally undermined. A

1926 draft resolution by the Ukrainian Komson101TsK school section on general

schooling found that a significant number of eight-year-old children were not

attending schooL a phenomenon that the TsK considered to be \037labnormaL))31 The

commission blamed Narkomos for this gap, for failing to strictly enforce the
age

requirement for entry into school. It further cited a need to overcome building

shortages by soliciting the support of local populatjons for the
building

of new

schools, as regional authorities in Kryvyi. Rib had apparently successfully done.

The TsK underscored the need for local education sections to assume
leadership

of)))
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\"work on the popularization of schools\" to overcome the perceived lack of public

support in rural communities.
A problem that undoubtedly

contributed to the school's lack of authority among

[he population was the shortage
of qualified teachers. Because of the expansion

of the school network, local education officials were forced to hire teachers with

insufficient
pedagogical training,

and pedagogical tekhnikumy and institutes had

lowered their educational norms in order to ensure the quick entry of graduates

into the workforce. Furthermore) the school commission noted with concern that

some graduates of
pledagogical

institutions did not go into teaching careers, fur-

ther exacerbating the shortage. New and old teachers alike were confused about

how to apply a new methodology of [he complex system
in the classroom., Here,

in short, was the essential problem of Ukrainization and the state's statistics on

Ukrainized schools. The state had a clear problem
in recruiting qualified teachers

at all,. let alone any with
training

in teaching
in Ukrainian or the new instructional

methodology. How, then, could the
political training of children be assured, and

how could the state accomplish the
replacement

of the older generation with

\"Soviet\" teachers? Even if teachers were in Ukrainized schools, they did not nec-

essarily speak Ukrainian well
enough

to teach at a high level. Even if they knew

Ukrainian, it did not mean they had appropriate teaching skills for the demands
of the Soviet schooL

The Young Pioneers were to reinforce and supplement the political training of
schools. If primary schools were to provide children with basic knowledge and a
universalized education in the values of citizenship, Young Pioneer instruction was
more

ideological
and applied. However, school curriculum ideally was to maintain

a clear tie to
practical tasks, and, given the ages of the children involved, both

the primary schools and th,e
Young Pioneer organization necessarily emphasized

moral training over a strict
accounting of Marxist principles. In order for the

Young Pioneers to succeed, detachments needed to maintain a link with effec-

tively operating schools. Thus, a Komsomol TsK analysis of the success of the

Young Pioneer organization in
meeting goals

defined by the Fourth All-Ukrainian

Meeting on [he KDR also viewed [he incomplete enrolment of sch,ools as abnor-
n1al and stressed the importance of the participation of cooperative organizations
(e.g., parental/public) it1 the administration of schools and efforts to increase its

authority.32 The Komsomol and
Young

Pioneers were to play critical roles in facili-

tating such community involvement. The TsK tasked the Young Pioneers with

multiple responsibilities, including duties related to the schoolhouse: '\037Work on

hot breakfasts) collective purchases of school equipment, the
struggle

with those

absent or tardy for class, struggle for an attentive
relationship

with school content

[Russian: imushchestvo].\" They were also asked to
engage

in
activity to change

their own behaviour and the cu1ture of their communities; e.g., the prolTIotion)))
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of newspaper reading in the
village.

habits of good hygiene. and the fight against
('hooliganism.') Part and

parcel
with this effort was the demand \"to entrust the

TsB [of the KDR] to work out a specific instruction to localities on the carrying
out ofUkrainization of

Young
Pioneer work.

u
Instructions on the nee,d to increase

the
Young

!)ioneer efforts in the development of children's literature and the selec-
tion of

complex
thenles for the schools had a specific bearing on the

pro'gress
of

Ukrainization.. But, arguably, UkrainizatioJ1 was fuI1damentai to the eI1tire Young
Pioneer mandate, especially

as it applied to the activities of rural detac11ments:
the Ukrainized school with high-quality instruction would enjoy greater p,ublic

support and offer a more stable base for Young Pioneer
activity,

and the Ukrain-

ized detachment would be more effective in its
campaign

to alter tIle views and

behaviour of children and the wider community.)

The Apathy of Working-Class Youth)

The Komso.nlo1 TsK continued to
investigate

the
progress of Ukrainization as it

regarded youth and children, and its conclusions were unsettlillg for Ukrainizers

within the Komsomol. In an
early

1927 observation report, a TsK investigator

reported that in Kharkiv's Chervonozavodskyi district, there had been a growth of

Ukrainian membership in the Komsomol section, but) on average, members did

not know literary Ukrainian, if they knew any level of the language. Those few

who could speak in a
'\037simple

Ukrainian vernacular\" did not use it. 33 Two Ukrai-

nian youths recently arrived from the village were employed in a factory in the

district, but assimilated to Russian and resisted recruitn1enr for the Ukrainizarion

campaign. All
public meetings' committee work was done in Russian. Although

the report claimed there was no antagonism towards Ukrainization among Kom-

sarnol workers in the region, there was also no real active desire to participate
in the campaign. Koo1somol workers often said: \"Why Ukrainize us as we are

working at our benches? There is no use in this.') As an addendum to the report
further clarified, those who came to work in the factory were quickly Russified

and, as a rule) stopped using the Ukrainian lallguage. The only real
progress

in

Ukrainization appeared to be among Komsomol n1embers who were
employed by

the state, ({but a significant number of KOIT1somoimembers do not uI1derstand the

profoundness
of the question [of nationalities policy] and are

Ukrainizing
without

real desire as a
\037duty' [po'

obov' iazku'] of working in a Soviet insrirution.\"J4 This

attitude applied (0 Komsomol ({activists\" as well as the rank and file\"

Other reports from local sections to the Komson101 TsK in January 1927

generally
cOl1firm this picture of a passive attitude and uneven progress towards

Ukrainization among working youth,. even in the face of increased
pressure

from

KomsolTIolleadership. In Zaporizhzhia, the local section communicated
similarly)))
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that Ukrainization of the industrial centres was going slowly, whereas the Ukrain-

ization of Komsomol sectIons in the Soviet government
was proce,eding ('satisfac-

torily\" (at a rate comparable to the Ukrainization of the Soviet apparat generally).35

The Vinnytsia Regional Committee
reported

that the Ukrainization of mass pub-

lic work was at a low level, with youth sections of workers' clubs obstinately refus-

ing to
give up

use of Russian.
36 The picture presented by the Pryluky committee

(also
in central Ukraine) was more upbeat in regard 'to Ukrainization in the facto-

ries: (\037
portion

of [he Komsomol members are Ukrainized and the other portion
writes in Russian still and this is why part of the work in the sections is still taking

place in Russian and partly in Ukrainian, but
overwhelmingly

in Ukrainian.
n37

Komsomol sections in the Soviet government were almost
entirely

Ukrainized.

Progress
in conversion to Ukrainian-language use was obviously dependent on

local conditions, in particular the history of Russian-language dominance of the

principal urban and industrial centres and the extent of peasant in-migration.
The situation in Pryluky was not uncommon., as it may have appeared. Peasant

migrants may have
aspired

to use Russian, but, generaJ]Yt they would have come

into the
workplace

as primarily Ukrainian speakers. The key for Ukrainizers was

capturing this moment, making
use of a critical mass of Ukrainian speakers to

widen the
space occupied by the Ukrainian language and to attract RlLssian

speak-

ers to it\037 The initial effectiveness of recent migrants as surrogate Ukrainizers was

debatable, given
their lack of knowledge of literary Ukrainian and compararively

low
literacy,

but the state could conceivably train them quicker) and they could

pressure
Komsomol cells to satisfy their linguistic interests.

The evidence of the attraction of
11ewly

arrived workers to the Russian lan-

guage appears strong, although this
may

have been a select group identified in the

reports. Those attracted to Komsomol membership were likely more interested

in a disassociation from the parochial, rural culture that the Ukrainian language

represented. Russian stood for the modern and industrial, and offered a linkage

to Moscow, the centre of the party's power and the international socialist move-

ment. These reports say less about sentiments of non-Komsomol
membership,

although they purported to represent youth working-class sentiment. Of course,
it was Komsomol attitudes that the Komsomol ultimately cared about; for this
reason, notes of caution regarding what amounted to resistance (active or not) of
ethnic Ukrainians to Ukrainizarion were significant because these were the youths
most

aligned
with Soviet authority. StilL it is important to remember (hat the

proportion
of youths enrolled in the Komsomol, even in cities, was a minority of

youths
in the age group eligible for membership. The Komson101 was supposed to

lead youth attitudes, but it was not separate from them, and
gains

in Ukrainiza-

cion outside the factory floor could conceivably have had an impact on the rank

and file when coupled with the Komsomolleadership's admonitions. Absent from)))
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these reports is what [rends were like in other professions - of particular impor-
tance to this study, the attitudes of young urban teachers and the growing \"Soviet\"

in
telligen tsia.

Nevertheless, children graduating fron1 primary school in their
early

to mid-

teens faced a youth environlnenr in which disinterest towards Ukrainizatjon was

certainly a prominent trend in the cities. lhe Komsomol had
multiple

means at its

disposal to increase language use. Here
agail1,

there was a clear urban-rural divide.

According to the Komsomol's statistical bureau, for example, the rural network of

schools of p,olitical education was almost
entirely Ukrainized, whereas in the city,

\"Ukrainization of political schools has aln10st not taken place,') in spite of the fact
that Ukrainian membership in the Komsomol continued to increase. 38 Further

growth in urban cells was expected as rural in-migration continued. However, in

the cjty of Dnipropetrovsk, Komsomol members (and parry members) attended

Ukrainian-studies courses set up by district party committees in
early

1926 in

such unsatisfactory numbers that the courses ceased operation.
39

These courses

were expensive to maintain over any length of time; a less
expensive option that

was promoted were self-study groups, culturaJ events, and excursions. An order

from the Kharkiv Regional Komsomol Committee is the most detailed
regarding

the range of cultural activities planned. In addition to formal Ukrainian-studies

courses (directJy primarily at employees of the Komsomol apparat), the
regional

committee called for each Komsomol cell to organize Ukrainian-studies circles in

the factories and to recruit working youth to attend. Other measures were recom-
mended, among them

evening
taJks in youth sections of workers' clubs on the

themes of Ukrainian
youth,.

events in Polish-ruled Western Ukraine, Ukrainian

songs, and history; a general city evening meeting
to hear a report by Skrypnyk

on the Komson101 and national cultural building;
a conference on young readers

of Ukrainian books in the Metalist union; and excursions to a Ukrainian-lan-

guage theatre (the BerezilTheater), the Hryhorii Skorovoda Museum of Slobidska

Ukraine) and Museun1of the Revolution.
40

This was an ambitious listing of activities ffi,eant to transform the linguistic

environment for city youth, and in cities around the
republic.,

the Ukrainizing

committees met real challenges. To return to Kharkiv's Chervonozavodskyi
dis-

trict, in June 1926, in accordance with a directive from the district commi(tee\" one

Komsomol cell resolved (0 orgallize a Ukrainian-studies circle under the factory

committee at the Kharkiv Bicycle Factory (KhVZ)\037
lne Kh VZ factory comnlittee

agreed to sponsor the group because the Komsomol cell reportedly had no money

for any such effort.
Nothing, however, was done: {(Thus a Ukrainian hurtok [circle]

does not exist, although
other hurtky carry on work in Russian at the club I,Metal-

ist' outside of tl1e factory.\"41 An addendum clarified that a Ukrainian-studies circle

was set up in the area and the district committee
supplied

it with instructional)))
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supplies and textbooks) but after cwo unsuccessful lessons, the district committee

was forced to disband it b.ecause almost no one attended.
42 In educational circles

associated with youth sections in workers' clubs, the question of Ukrainization

never came up; only drama and singing groups
in the clubs used any level of

Ukrainian, but youth took an active
part

in these. In Zaporizhzhia, circles associ-

ated with club work did not exist in 1926, although theatre work was partially
in Ukrainian and

study
circles linked to Ukrainized Komsomol political schools

operared.
43

In Vinnytsia, the youth sections of workers' clubs worked in Russian,

although
there was one Ukrainian dramatic club in the workers' club Rabmolu.

Separate
Ukrainian-studies circles under the cells did not exist, but Komsomol

members took part
in the Ukrainian-studies activities organized by the unions. 44

By contrast, in Dnipropetrovsk, workers' clubs established five Ukrainian-stud-

ies circles in separate districts of the cities, in which 300 yourhs reportedly
took

paf't.
45

The situation in the Pryluky region was relatively brighter for Ukrainiz,ers

as welL k of January 1927 J of ninety-three political schools, eighty-eight were

operating in Ukrainian, three in Yiddish, and two in Russian.
46 In the villages) all

public-work activists had transferred all work to Ukrainian, and the Komsomol

had begun work in the cities and factory sections in Ukrainian. The Ukrainization

of club work was
reportedly

almost complete, although there were \"rare instances\"

of exhibitions and reports produced in Russian, and no Ukrainian-studies circles

associated with youth sections in the clubs.

Comparative
success was likely dependent partly on the ethnic-Ukrainian

membership of local sections of the Komsomol.
Regional branches provided lim-

ited data on the ethnic makeup of the rank and file, and rhus it is difficult to offer

a detailed analysis. The Dnipropetrovsk Regional Komsomol Committee reported

specifically on the Ukrainian
representation

in district (raion) committees and

coordinating bureaus. City district committees were 54 per
cent \".Ukrainized\" and

village district committees 84 per cent Ukrainized. Below them in the bureau of
city

cells, there were 223 Ukrainians, or 30.5 per cent, whereas in the bureau of

rural cells, there were 443 Ukrainians, or 91.9 per cent. 47
It reasonable to assume

the lower-level cell bureaus reflected the rank-and-fi)e membersl1ip more, although
whether the district committee percentages denoted ethnic-Ukrainian representa-
tion or language ability

is unclear. Clearly, there was a disrinction between pictures
of urban and rural membership in the

region,
as there was throughout Ukraine.

lne more likely determinant would have been the resolve of local leadership to

sponsor Ukrainian programs, and the Dniproperrovsk region's
formal commit-

ment to Ukrainization seemed strong: its regional Komsomol committee had
entirely

trallsferred its work to Ukrainian; almost half the members of the com-
mittee

reportedly
knew Ukrainian well; two of its city cells operated entirely in

Ukrainian; cells in the region's pedagogical co,urses were entirely Ukrainized; and)))
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correspondence between all cells was almost entirely in Ukrainian. Givell tIle high
Ukrainial1 representation in the

leadership'
of rural cells, the regional cOlnmittee

was likely responding to real
pressure

to eliminate the clear distinction in lin-

guistic cultures and make the urban environment more hospitable to inevitable
transfers in labour force.

What the regional committees found difficult to do was to force Komsomol

members to independently ,pursue Ukrainian studies or internalize the habitual

use of the Ukrainian language and an interest in culture. The Komsomollead,er-
ship,

like the party leadership, was compelled to demonstrate a minimum level

of Ukrainian-studies knowledge in state-a,dministered exams, but even its daily
use of the

language
was a matter of duty rather than regulation. Cltlb activity

or
membership

in hurtky were, in the end, voluntary matters, and low rates of

participation
cast doubt on Komsomol faith in Ukrainization or, at the

very least,

showed an unwillingness to spend precious leisure time in
activity

that did not

promise any readily apparen\302\243 gain\037
The Ukrainizers) task was to convince youth of

the advantage of such
study,

and the tentative progress indicated in the Dniprop-
etrovsk and Pryluky regions' reports

are the results of this effort\037

Ukrainian-language periodical readership was another indicator of the sincerity
of Komsomol commitment to Ukrainization. According to the Ukrainian Komso-

mol TsK statistical bureau) there were seven Komsomol newspapers with a general
circulation of27,400 in 1926. Of them, three were in Ukrainian with a circulation

of 18,700, and those
newspapers

in Russian constituted 4,500. The remainder was

ethnic-minority newspapers (German) Jewish)
and Polish).48 In Pryluky, authori-

ties reported that were some 309 subscriptions to Komsomolets
Ukrainy,

credited

mostly to cell sections. The regional committee dispensed only Ukrainian litera-

ture [0 its lnembers and lower-level units. 49
In the Chervonozavodskyi district of

Kharkiv, there were at most thirty subscribers to Komsomolets Ukrain_y, a fact that

the TsK investigator, Fedor Rubinsky, explained
was not only as a result of the fact

that the newspaper was
published

in Ukrainian, but because of a perception that it

\"does not
satisfy

the needs of the KomsomoI lnembers in its content\037\"50 It is prob-

lematic to compare these figures to those of an entire region, but Rubinsky judged

them to be insignificant. As a result of the Komsomol perception, a majority of

Komsomol members in the district subscribed to the
Russian-language

Pravda

or Komsomoiskaia pravda, and sometimes to the Ukrainian-language Kornunist.

Circulation for Komsomolets UkraillY in Zaporizhzllia in December 1926 was 283

issues and for Komsomolets ahitator, it was 200, a respectable combined total. 51

In Vinnytsia,
circulation for Komsomofets Ukrainy grew from 1SO subscribers in

October 1926 to 258 in December. Circulation in the
region

for Molodyi bilsJJovyk

stood at 234 subscribers. 52

Dnipropetrovsk
authorities reported that subscriptions

to the Ukrainian newspaper Maibutnia zmina (Fllture change)
had been low, but)))
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they had undertaken a campaign to increase the rate. In June 1926\037 there were

some 636 subscribers. 53

Clearly,
a public campaign to increase subscriptions could

increase the numbers of issues ordered. Rubinsky blamed the Chervonozavodskyi

District Committee for failing to do enough [0
popularize

Komsomolets Ukra i ny.

Kharldv regional authorities, responsible for the Chervonozavodskyi district,

put
matters more plainly, requiring all activists to read Komsomolets Ukrainy and

Molodniak
(Young generation).54

How this was done is unclear. It was one matter

to increase the subscription rate; it was another to ensure that anyone read the

newspapers. Given the frankness of the reports regarding Jack of attendance of

Komsomol members in Ukrainian-studies courses and circles) it is
surprising

that

no mention is made of how frequently the
newspapers

were opened in the Komso-

mol and public institutions where the majority of them were received. Because of

the low initial race of subscriptions and the rapid increase
reported,

there is reason

to be skeptical about readership, but the tide was
perhaps shifting

as the result of

pressure from the leadership in some instances.
Komsomol members enrolled in political schools established for the ideological

instruction of ,older
youth

were also required to read more Ukrainian literature

as
part

of their curriculum. The Komsomol published a journal for city schools
entitled Po/itnavchannia komsomoltsia\037 with a circulation of approximately 7,000

in 1927, and
separately

distributed a workbook and textbooks in the Ukrainian

language.
55

It is safer to presume in this instance that the Ukrainian-language liter-
ature was used, although there were Russian-langu\037ge alternatives already on hand.
The Komsomol

targeted political
schools themselves for Ukrainization; according

to an August 1927 order for Ukrainization, industrial sections of the Komsomol

sh,ould require at least 30 per cent of their
political

schools [0 teach exclusively in

Ukrainian\" with further adjustment by regional party organizations to come. How-

ever, as of the beginning of the 1927-8 academic year, ma,jor cities in the republic
had only one to three

fully Ukrainian political schools, or none at all: this included

Dnipropetrovsk, Mykolaiv) Odesa, Stalino, and Kharkiv. In Cherkasy, by contrast,

sixty-one out of
seventy-one political

schools were Ukrainized in the city. Nearly
all schools in

villages throughout
the republic were Ukrainized, with the exception

of those reserved for ethnic minorities.

It is in such formalized educational spaces that the Komsomol's
failings

in

Ukrainization seemed most apparent. These were sites of Ukrainian studies, but

their fundamental purpose was much broader, and they spoke to the basic
goal

of Soviet nationalities policy: Ukrainization was a prerequisite for the ideological
and

professional acculturation of youth.. Political schools were to offer a stop-gap
measure of political instruction for older youths. Ideally, the Soviet state would
intervene at at1 earlier

age. Narkomos also maintained the FZU schools described
above, a network of seven-year primary schools whose curriculun1 was to be tied)))
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to
existing industrial enterprises; it was in these schools that the Komsomol asso-

ciation was most direct. Like the political schooC the FZU s.chool under Komso-

mol oversight appeared institutionally [0 resist Ukrainization, according to a series

of January 1927 reports. In Zaporizhzhia, instruction in FZU schools converted
formally,

but the policy was \"weak.\" Pupils spoke to each other ill Russian, and

the extracurricular work was more in Russian than in Ukrainian.
56

Even in the

comparatively more rural Pryluky region, where only one FZU school
operated,

a
portion of the students still spoke regularly in Russian\037 although

the school was

designated as Ukrainian. S ?
In the Vinnyrsia region, there were two FZU schools;,

one had had
reportedly

(!OUkrainized
by 50 percenc\" and the other was in the midst

of
partial

Ukrainization
by grade level. 58 The cri tical sub jeer of social studies in the

first grade of the schoot for example, maintained instruction in Russian.

None of this is surprising, of course. It w,ould have been a considerable triumph
if Ukrainizarion in any of these

places happened
as automatically as statistics sug-

gested, and the
delays paralleled t in a way, shortcomillgs in the conventional

school system. What was different was that these schools were small in number,
and educational authorities and their Komsomol patrons might conceivably have

exercised greater authority over the schools' conversion. As in the Komsomol,

working-class interests impeded a move away fro,m Russian, especially
in areas

where the economic agenda seemed most critical. The FZU schools were train-

ing the proletariat's children for jobs in the industrial sector, and Ukrainization
seemed to have lime purpose.)

Komsomol Perseverance and the Promise of the Children)

The Komsom,ol regional authorities' extended description of youth apathy towards

Ukrainization,
especially

its repetition
of the rationale that Ukrainization was not

needed for workers who
spent

the majority
of their time on the factory floor, but-

tressed the merits of this argument. Delays were undesirable, but understandable.

Yet, the Komsomol was unwilling to concede failure in the factory and the FZU
school or, perhaps

most importantly, among younger youth. Regional committees

attempted [0 stimulate
greater activity, energy,

and control; for ,example, in 1926

the Kharkiv
region\037s

committee required that its district con1mittees report on

Ukrainization activities in each cell after a two-month interval and that its school

section monitor progress in the FZU SCJ1001.
59

If the challenge to Ukrainization was still significant among older youth,
advances

might
be made among (he young. The FZU school occupied a

particular

position
in the educational, political, and administrative landscape that worked to

prolong
the schedule of Ukrainization. Soviet authorities afforded conventional

schools no such latitude; Young
Pioneers were to push the agenda forward for)))
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themselves and for the schools linked to them. Kharkiv authorities ordered the

organizarion ofUkrainian-srudies seminars for Young Pioneer leaders and a review

of detachments to determine which further ones could transfer to the Ukrainian

language.

6o
The distinctions between the urban and rural remained. In city districts

of
Dnipropetrovsk\037 only 36.3 per cent of Young Pioneer detachments had con-

verted to the Ukrainian language by 1926, and, in the countryside,. 83.4
per

cent

had.
61 Problems in the Young Pioneers could be blamed on

delays among
older

youths (it was from their ranks that Young Pioneer leaders were to be recruited)

and weaknesses in Komsomol oversight,. but it was in these detachments that

there was perhaps the greatest potential for success, because children carried fewer

cultural prejudices regarding language. The
very

structure of the Young Pioneers

promised to bridge the divide between the rural and urban through direct link-

ages among detachments, common
participation

in
public events) and excursions.

Furthermore, a school-aged child.'s fundamental responsibility was to learn. They

did not have to divide their time between
employment

and learning; they used a

smaller set of literature and could be held accountable for its reading. The distanc-

ing of symbolic authority from Ukrainian culture was important in determining

(.he perspective of children (older youths and the Komsomol could not continue

to privilege RussiaJl-language literacy for Ukrainization to succeed), but here was

an opportunity for a shift.

It was in central Ukraine that Komsomol files point to the most striking evi-

dence of success. In February 1928, the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK issued a resolu-

tion on the basis of a report heard from the Kyiv Regional Commirtee)s Agitprop
section. It

praised
the

Kyiv organization for its work on Ukrainization, particu-

larly for
maintaining

ties to all Kyiv cultural and literary institutions and unions.
This sort of linkage helped inform Komsomol's own work on Ukrainization and
allowed the Komsomol to oversee the activity pursued by no,:-parry organiza-
tions. For

eXaJnple,
the Kyiv Komsomol organized literary evenings by the liter-

ary group
Molodniak

62
and sponsored excursions to cultural organizations in the

surrounding COul1tryside. Thus, Konlsomol members benefited from the work of
Molodniak, but the

group
was also brought into Komsomol's fold; trips to village

and provincial tOWI1S around
Kyiv allowed Komsomol members to observe rural

Ukrainian culture, but also
gave members information necessary for authority

over the peasantry. Activists were enrolled in Ukrainization courses throughout
the region in ever-greater numbers, participated in Ukrainian theatre, and read

Ukrainian-language literature and the periodical press. In the
city

of
Kyiv, the

number of subscriptions to Ukrainian newspapers among youth reached 6,000,
and whole

categories
of workers, such as metalworkers, who had never read in

Ukrainian
began

to do so. The TsK resolution argued that the achievements of
the Kiev

orgal1ization were \"the beginning of substantive and systematic work)))
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regarding the recruitmenr of youth to the grand process of mastering the creation
of Ukrainian proletarian culture. u63

This
glowing assessment is almost too good

to be believed. It is a purisr expression of the intent of Ukrainizarion, allegedly
realized in Ukraine's cultural

capital
of Kyiv. In the republic's political capital of

Kharkiv, the situation was the reverse. The Ukrainian KomsomollsK judged that

the Kharkiv organization \"had not until this time practically come to a resolution
and realization of the decision of the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK's plenum in the
area of Ukrainization and

participation
in national-cultural building.\037'64

The obvious reasons for the difference in results were
Kyiv's

historical place as

a centre of Ukrainian cultural activism and tl1e
contemporary

concentration of

Ukrainian intellectual resources in the city. The KomsomoI (and the state and

parry) placed significant emphasis on the transformation of the
linguistic

environ-

ment of Kharkiv, but the Ukrainization of Kyiv had
clearly progressed

farther.

There was a dark side to this progress: it increased the suspicion of
republican

party
and Komsomol authorities that nationalists might attempt to hijack Ukrain-

ization for their own purposes. With advancement of Soviet nationalities policy,
the TsK

suggested
t came a fight for control, centred on the fate of youth: \"When

the bourgeois intelligentsia attempts through culture to inculcate in
youth politi-

cal views hostile to the proletariat, it ideologically prepares the groundwork for a

restoration of the bourgeois-democratic order.)' The TsK ordered the
Kyiv

Konl-

somol Regional Committee to continue to reveal to youth \"the harmful corrup-

tive work on the part of the nationalist opposition in Ukraine) contrasting
their

work with a Leninist understanding of the development of
proletarian

culture..
n6s

The solution was to continue to promote cultural forces drawn from trustworthy,

\"Sovietized\" youth to lead the development of Ukrainian literature and culture,

and to send these youths into the countryside in theatre groups to project Soviet

ideals and win over the young and youngest. Republican Komsomol authorities,
resident in Kharkiv\037 looked to the Kyiv organization as a model for the develop-
ment of Ukrainization and a bulwark against the nationalist threat that the policy
invi ted.)))



Chapter
Nine)

Ukrainization in a Non-Ukrainian City)

For Ukrainizarion to be successful, Soviet authorities could not shrink from any

challenge. They
needed to convert the general language environment of

p,ublic

space
in the republic. Urban and rural populations alike had to

approach
all things

Ukrainian differently and acquire fundamental skills in the use of the language.

Ethnic Ukrainians, it was exp'ecred, would take up Ukrainian
identity

and use

this identification to build a modern, national culture. The Komsomol and Young

Pioneers were to regulate this effort. Place, however, mattered in the
early

Soviet

period. Local conditions determined how a policy might succeed, if at all. Place

refracted centra) ambitions, shaping them to realities of circumstance. The
city

and region of Odesa (Russian: Odessa) represented a dilemma to Ukrainizers. It

was a multi-ethnic, largely Russophone, and historically cosmopolitan 'port city,

poorly suited for any nation-building project.
1

Yet, it was situated within a largely
Ukrainian hinterland and remained a

critically ilnportaIlt city in spite of its

increased isolation in the
early

Soviet period.

This study has argued that early Soviet policy cannot be understood without

an understanding of the local, and has maintained that it was a local understand-

ing that suggested the national. A derailed investigation of Ukrainizatjon of any

municipality would offer reward. Ethnic Ukrainians did not constitute a
majority

in any of Soviet Ukraine's major cities in 1926, and all cities included substantial

national-minority populations. Odesa mattered because of its own myth of its

own identity: richly local as well as
proudly

international. Neighbourhood affili-

ation could hold considerable sway in the
city)

but these neighbourhoods were

under flux because of the migration of Ukrainian
peasants to them. Odesa was the

least ethnic large Ukrainian city in the
republic, yet, under the terms of Ukrain-

izarion, Soviet officials cOtllcl not condone a persistent, non-I1ational, UOdesan\"

character. Ar:, a micrOCOSfil and a self-professed particularity, the experience of the

city of Odesa is
telling

for the policy of Ukrainization (Sovietization) overalL)))
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Before a policy labelled \037'Ukrainization\" was pursued in any directed form, a

push towards Ukrainian-language schooling coincided with a general campaign to

promote an awareness of Ukrainian identity and
encourage literacy

in Ukrainian

among those inhabitants of the region who spoke some vernacular form. The

regional education section limited its initial ambition to an increase in
prestige

for the Ukrainian language, but stopped short of a
comprehensive change of tile

language environment. They assumed gains made in (he
expansion

of Ukrainian

schooling for children would have an effect on the attitudes of parents and the

general public. Part of this effort was to bring full Ukrainian primary schools

into the city. But the number of these schools was limited and they were isolated
from the

larger educational hierarchy. Secondary and post-secondary education

remained largely in Russian.
Mrer 1923, when the republican government named Ukralnization as part

of its official
policy

and applied pressure on regional administrators to conform,
the Odesa education s,ection confronted increased hostility towards the Ukrai-

Ilian language. Some teachers were more willing to change than parents, and loea]
education sections

procee.ded cautiously,
lest they disrupt learning and provoke

unnecessary public outcry -
confining

their attention largely to the abbrevi-

ated (four-year) primary schools, ignoring children's
buildings

under direct state

control, and shrinking from a campaign for the expansion of full
(seven-year)

Ukrainian primary schools that would have served to increase the
prestige

of the

language. Local educators saw such an expansion as inevitable in the long run, as

Ukrainian families continued.to migrate to the
city,

but did not want to attack the

privileged status of Russian now.
The

preferred
method to motivate teach,ers to learn more was the perevirka, or

examination, discussed at length by the contributors to the teachers) newspaper
Narodnii

uchytel
in chapter 6. The situation iI1 ,Odesa confirms the picture pre-

sented in this newspaper of teachers' passive resistance and some official allowance

of delay. Teachers refused to prepare and then froze when education
inspectors

sprung
an exam on them. They were afraid that the examination would reveal

their lack of knowledge, but also resented this state-imposed no,rion of
literacy)

ul1dermining
their authority in the classroom and in the public. However much

educarional reform and Ukrainization may have relied on teacher initiative, the

state (and the party) reserved the role to regulate and redirect. Ukrainization in the

schools would provide opportunity for a reminder of state power while at the same

time creating space for pllblic participation in an activity deemed vital to gover-

nallce. Such a perevirka, as vividly expressed by locally derived documents, was

the greatest
illustration of Collins's claim of the exploitativ,e function of schooled

literacy.
But here, the objects are not the pupils, bur the teachers invested with

responsibility of propounding this
literacy.)))
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Although teachers complained about the absence of a rigorous program for

their training in Ukrainian, what appeared to alarm them most was the lack of

clear guidance 011the test, and, less universally, a lack of any flexible and authori-

tative command of the
language.

Evidence of teacher avoidance of the study of

Ukrainian is
supplemented by repofts

of Narkomos employees and administrators

failing to attend whatever formal courses the state provided. Writing samples from

an actual
perevirka

reveal, however, some internalization of the political and peda-

gogical importance of the Ukrainizarion campaign. When teachers repeated the

principles of 11ative-Ianguage study and the
goal

of rural-urban labour solidarity,.

evaluators judged teacher performance in the examination of Ukrainian studies

to be
good.

Whether teachers would further take up this charge, some
clearly

understood what environment local authorities expected them to cultivate for the

Ukrainian child, whatever the reality of a heterogeneous language environment

was in Odesa.

A study of the local reveals further insight into the multiple tools of control

and surveillance
necessary

to push Ukrainization along J and just how much this

regulation was entrusted to authorities distant from the initial articulation of the

policy. What becomes clear is that education and the institution of Narkomos

were at the centre of it all. Teachers and the schoolhouse were key parts of a
'(net\\Vork\" of nationalities policy. Simply put, the whole Ukrainization campaign
would not have made any progress without their active participation..

The Narkomos regional section
played

a key role in formulating plans for

Ukrainization and setting the bar for what should be known in Odesa. Its inspec-
tors certified teacher

knowledge
of Ukrainian studies, lending an official stamp

[0 a body of
newly

declared
legitimate knowledge. It oversaw state Ukrainization

courses for government employees, provided
instruction for the region's party and

Komsomol cells, promoted public Ukrainization, and supplied training for pro-

spective Ukrainization instructors. Ambitious teachers attended-
training courses

and lectures promoted by Narkomos and found employment as instructors in

state institutions.

Narkomos did not always have the amount of control over the education envi-

ronment that it desired. Subsidiary culturaJ organizations in Odesa resisted com-

pliance, rejecting the notion that the Ukrainian language might be considered
modern. Individual education inspectors refused to use Ukrainian or to study it.
For some, it was only because they viewed Ukrainization as politically necessary
that

they complied.
In [he mixed, Russian-dominated language environment of

the city of Odesa, Ukrainization seemed unnecessary and socially provocative.
The objections to it documented by the

city's
district-level committees on Ukrain-

ization verged on the criminal in the context of the official Soviet nationalities

policy and prohibitions against chauvinistic behaviour, but public employees)))
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(and certainly Narkomos employees) must have known the regional Ukrainization
commission was

monitorillg
them for compliance. They still were relatively bra-

zen. The discourse on Ukrainizarion was largely open, if not totally transparent.
Within the Odesa

regional
branch of the Con1ffiunist Party, resistance als,o

could be found. Of
special

concern to parry reports was the notion that \"Russified

Ukrainians') resisted using (or learning) Ukrainian, whereas Jewish members were

comparatively more flexible. What separated Russified Ukrainians from Russians

is unclear, but the party reported
that many such individuals had little desire

to adjust to a
policy

that would profit them. In other words, they steadfastly
privileged Russophone culture, in

spite of their ethnic affiliation. TIlis commit-
ment

says something
about the emotive power of language and the persistence of

cultural norms
likely forged by

some initial ambition. However, party members

were supposed to lead the
public

in this campaign. This was a considerable objec-
tive and one that

ostensibly
carried with it great responsibility; the regional party

lead,ership grounded an
appeal

to Ukrainize on a notion of duty. The opposition
of some ethnic-Ukrainian

party
members was undoubtedly reflective of the larger

linguistic environn1ent of Odesa, a resistance that was echoed in the attitude of

some Narkomos officials, teachers, parents, and children who shared a Russo-

phone orientation. The transformation of the schoolhouse was to be delayed in

the absence of party leadership.

Still, it was Narkomos that local authorities charged with remedying matters

regarding Ukrainization in the
government

and party. Its provincial politi-
cal education department assumed a critical evaluative role. Narkomos was

the lead governmental organ responsible for managing tests of Ukrainian-

studies knowledge among state employees and designing content for the
pere-

virka. Along with a representative of the Workers' and Peasants'
Inspectorate

(Robitnycho-selianska inspeksiia, RSI) and trade union) a local Narkomos rep-
resentative formed a three-member exam commission for each institution. In

spite of Narkomos's inferior
political position t its representative likely drove

the proceedings, given its institutional role in
defil1i11g

content for Ukrai-

nian studies in the classroom and public lectures. The regional
Ukrainization

commission employed teacllers and educators as instructors, inspectors t and

authors of the local process of Ukrainization, regularly assessed the skill level

of educators needed to accomplish this endeavour, al1d sought to train and

refiIle their knowledge further. The Ukrainization commission also recruited

recent post-secondary students to take the campaign to the village, reinforcing

the political meaning of Ukrainization. (As products
of the Soviet Ukrainian

education system, they were relatively JTIore
politically

reliable and would dis-

seminate a correct version of Ukrainian studies in
place

of the village reacher in

the majoriry-Ukrainophone countryside.) Hope in the potential of youth (from)))
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post-secondary students to schoolchildren) paradoxically
existed side by side

with a fear of their vulnerability.
In Odesa, like elsewhere in Ukraine, anxiety about the \"nationalist past\" of

teachers persisted. Yet\" Soviet authorities still regularly concluded that Odesa

teachers were deficient in their
knowledge

of Ukrainian. Examinations of teacher

knowledge (along with those of state
employees)

tested not only language, then,

but also political literacy in Ukrainian. Teachers' need for ul eg itimate)1 Ukrainian

literacy was higher than that of the
average public servant) ir was argued, because

of the imponance and potential volatility
of their task.. It is in the context of fear

of what teachers were perceived to have done or would do that this discussion of

literacy makes the most sense.

Thus, by the late 19205, the emphasis of Narkomos regarding Ukrainizarion

was on the \"correctness)' of language,
rather than on just absolute knowledge and

a more controlled process of Ukrainization. In the context of Odesa, Narkomos
officials cited the twin challenges of the prevailing \"Russianness\" of teachers and a

tendency ofUkrainizing
district sections or individual schools to go too far without

concern for the politics of the policy.. Incorrect ,or
incomplete

Ukrainization under-

mined the viability of me whole education
system.

A persistent concern, however,

were the social tensions Ukrainization at the primary-school level caused and the

delayed overturn of secondary and post-secondary institutions in the city with low

Ukrainian enrolment and an overwhelmingly Russophone culrure. Ukrainization,

if it was to be pursued in Odesa, relied on a certain amount of force.

The future of the policy, in the end, however)
hinged

on a demographic shift

that app,eared underway: the migration of ethnic Ukrainians to the city in search

of employment. Ukrainizers saw a forward shift in the
language

environment as

necessary to prepare the ground, to ensure that this population too did not aspi\037e

to Russian, and, perhaps equally as important, that their
knowledge

of Ukrainian

was directed towards an approved canon. Parry interest in the
policy

failed to rally

by the late 1920s, and local authorities reduced
budgetary sup'port

for the policy.
Those activists who did attend courses ,demanded a basic education in the language

only. Party organs delayed payment for Ukrainization instructors, and yet continued

to monitor their teaching) especially in non-language subjects
of Ukrainian studies.

UkrainizatioI1 had some support, however. Many reachers, of course, continued

to defy the Ukrainization mandate. They equated the prospect of Ukrainization
of the city with its provincialization} occurring simultaneous to the city's with-
drawal as a pre-eminent world port. This resistance was a problem in Odesa, but
not as

big
a problem as teachers implementing Ukrainization incorrectly. But the

efforts of several energeric teachers pushed policy forward. Individual parents
reportedly becanle enamoured with Ukrainian national culture because of the

lessons their children brought home. Others saw opportunity for their children)))
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who knew Ukrainian. For Ukrainizers in the local section of Narkomos and in

the schools, what ma[tered most was that the city's tie with the countryside was

strengthened. This implied a dramatic reorientation of the city's historical devel-

opment.
The land at its back was more important than the trade offered

by
the

Black Sea it faced\" Odesa was to symbolically turn around towards its region\037 the

Ukrainian republic, and Moscow beyon,d. This circumlocution did not
suggest

an exclusion of non-Ukrainians (and, indeed, could not happell without their

par.ticipation, given
their

majority in the city and strong representation in [he

countryside); but it did suggest that a Ukrainian national category could be linked
[0 Sovietness. Children, all children, were to be leaders in this process.)

The Initial Push: Winning Authority)

In the study of Soviet nationalities policy in Ukraine, place is
significant.

It is only

at the level of the local that the mechanisms of administration, as well as the social

tensions and promise, produced by
the

p-olitics
of Ukrainization are revealed. In

the context of a detailed examination of memory in contemporary Odesa, Tanya
Richardson writes, ('In Ukraine, location (locality and not just region) matters

p,erhaps more than anything else when it comes to how Ukrainian citizens ask and

answer questions about
history

and
identiry.\"2

It follows that a study ofUkrainiza-

rion of any location would reveal much about the history of this policy, but Odesa
offers a particularly fruitful area of investigation because of the city's location on
the border of Soviet Ukraine, external reputation as a multinational port city,

and its citizens' own sense of cosmopolitanisffi4 Odesa had undergone significant
trauma during the civil war, losing half its population to its devastation and the

later
flight

of many of its residents, and had been cOllsiderably reduced in its status

as a commercial hub in the early Soviet era..3
And yet, it was in this era that the

\"Odessa
myth,\"

as Jarrod Tanny calls it, became \"firmly entrenched in the
city's

identity 3:od notoriety.\"4 Charles King provides perhaps the most concise descrip-
tion of this

myth:
uGood-natured criminality, a southern sense of laissez-aller, and

a secular, modernized version of Jewishness were part of the city's heritage. To it

were added the universal aspirations of Communism, the cult of the workers, and

a talent for bending one)s ambitions to the dictates of an
overweening

state.
us

In

the 19205, Soviet citizens insi,de the UkrSSR and beyond accepted
this

repurarioI1,

particularly
because of the activities of Odesan writers, such as Isaac Babel, and

the filmmaking of Sergei Eisensteinr 6

This chapter
does not claim to offer a comprehensive il1vestigarion of what [his

myth
meant for the period under study; Tanny and King have

provided key con1-

ponents of the answer. However, this study does
engage

{he idea of an Odesan

constructio,n of distinctiveness aJ1d adaptability. Richardson
argues,

uOdessans)))
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Lenin Street in centrall)desa, 1934. l\037ourtesv TsDKFFAU.\" J)

appropriated
the Soviet language of'natioI1aliry'

- a language meant to differenriate

and codifv discrete nationa]ities - in order [0 assert a \037orIll of local difference ([he
\"

()dessan nati()naliry)
olltsitle official categories.\"! \"I1Ie reacriOll of many Odesans

[0 lJkrainiz3rion
111ig11t

be categorized generaHy as one of '\037natioIlal ill difference.\"

lara Za11ra cautioI1S historians against the practice ()f ':'assllming that other nlodes

of collective action \\vere nl0re authentic, real, conlpelling, or genlliIlc than l1ation-

alit)r.n\037
When individuals \\vere not national, it does not necessarily follow that

(hey

\\vere 'ilocalis(s'\" or SOBle other collective group. Stilt Richardson'ls idea of \"()dessan

nari()naliry\"
is a

c0l11pelling
one. I t suggests that some (Jtiesans \\vere (and are) ,vill-

ing [0 play \\-vilh the dOIT1inanc. Soviet narrative of identiflcatioll in order [0 describe
their o\\\\/n

relationship
to it. I-Iere, I suggest that at least a

portion
of ()desans in the

I 92()s \\vere open tt) tentative acceptance of 113tiol1al identification because it tl1ade

their lives easier, anti did not vie\\v
Hside-s\\vitching

U
as a strcnllOUS endeavollf in an

environment \\-\\I'hcre nl0des ofidenrificat;on v.,,'ere historically dy-namic.

As sonle ()(lesans today srill insist t ()dcsa is neither Ukrainian nor Russian; it
is

sinlply
()de.sa.

i\\ccording a 1926 cellSUS\037 rhe Uk.rainian pOl)ulation constituted)))
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41.2 per cent of the
population

of [he Odesa province as a whole. 9

However, in

the city of Odesa itself, Ukrainians were in the
mi'nority

at 17.5 per cent of the

population in 1926, with Russians and Jews accounting for most of the rest of the
inhabitants at 38.7 per

cent and 36.4 per cent, respectively.
10

(In the Ukrainian

republic generally, Ukrainians stood at nearly three-quarters of the
population,

but

overwhelmingly resided in rural communities.) The Odesa
Regio1nal

Education

Section, in a 1925 plan for Ukrainizarion of primary schools, conceded that \"Odesa

conditions)' had hampered language transfer to date and would
require

a further

delay.
I I

Parents were skeptical of the value ofUkrainization of their children in this

most non-Ukrainian of Ukrainian cities. Teachers lacked Ukrainian-language skills

and already faced significant challenges in instituting the methodological reform
in the classroom

required by progressive policy-makers in the republican capical of
Kharkiv. Local authorities had to resort to regular exams of the Ukrainian knowl-

edge of government employees
and teachers to push the policy forward.

Ukrainization in Odesa would not have
happened

without this pressure, and

its results by 1929 were less than
inspiring. Nevertheless) definite achievements

were made and evidence suggests that, in
spite

of continued problems regarding

teachers' ability to teach in Ukrainian) some
parents

were being won over t,o the

idea of the benefits ofUkrainization touted by the government and came to accept
a modern, urban, Ukrainian national

identity
for themselves and their children.

Because of this chapter's attention to available archival souroes on primary school-

ing, its conclusions are necessarily partial. Although it
suggests

broader lessons

regarding the significance of early Soviet nationalities
policy)

it
principally

seeks to

highlight the response (0 Ukrainization at the most fundamental and influential

levet the primary schooL

Early information about Ukrainization in the Odesa
region

is limited. Regional

authorities attempted to fulfiJJ early Soviet decrees about the equality of
languages,

discussed in chapter 4, and ensure a minimum level of
Ukrainian--Ianguage

instruction for the province's largely rural, ethnic-Ukrainian population. Already
in March 1920, the Odesa Provincial Education Section ordered the local revolu-

tionary government (revkom) to arrange for the publication of 100,000 alphabet
books in Ukrainian for use in the schools and a travelling reading program.

12

Here, the education section recognized early on the nlurually reinforcing nature

ofUkrainization in the schools and
public literacy campaign. Ukrainian-language

literature al1d instructional aids were desperately needed for both programs to

succeed. Obviously, children who spoke Ukrainian in the home would benefit

from study with Ukrainian-language texts. However, if children also learned to

value the Ukrainian written word and see it as authoritative, if they brought home
literature and written assignments in Ukrainian, they might inspire their own

parenrs to read and write in the language. In 1920, local authorities'
sponsorship)))
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of Ukrainian was directed primarily at these ethnic-Ukrainian constituencies:

children aI1d adults who had nor yet acquired full literacy
in Russian. They did

not seek to overturn Russian dominance of public and administrative space)
but

rather to ensure that illiteracy was wiped out among the Ukrainian population,

a task most quickly accomplished through the \"native\"
language,

for children as

well as adults.

It must be remembered that at this early date) Ukrainization coincided with

Soviet attempts to expand schooling generally
and revolutionize education. Thus,

the provincial Narkomos branch also authorized the creation of the Ivan Franko

First Ukrainian Experimental School, [0 be enrolled with students already study-

ing in first- and second-year Ukrainian classes. The provincial education section

released a
building

in the central part of the ciry of Odesa for
housing

the new

school and gave it prestigious status as a seven-year ,gymnasium.
13 In addition,

the provincial education section resolved to create a Ukrainian boarding school/

children's colony in [he city alongside
Russian and Jewish counterparts\037 and con-

firmed a \"leading pedagogue-instructor\" as head of the schoo1.
14 In practice, chil-

dren's colonies such as these were multi-ethnic, but Soviet authorities revealed

here a tendency to lend a national designation to educational institutions and

anticipated further distribution of students
by ethnicity. Local authorities would

not confine Ukrainian-language instruction to the
village

alone] but rather sought

to ensure that Ukrainians and the Ukrainian
language

had a certain, if compara-

tively limited, place among the \"most Soviet')
progressive

schools in the province.

Ukrainization began in earnest in 1924} after
publication

of the Radnarkom

decree. Local authorities established an ad hoc
provincial-level

commission to

report on
.Ukrainization, composed of representatives from the provincial RSI,

political
education department, military commissions) unions, and the Komso-

mol, among others. In accordance with RSI instructions from November 1924,
this commission compiled a

report
on the state of Ukrainizatiori within the prov-

ince and found that stare officials were unsatisfactorily implementing the policy,
even in the field of education. It specified.a need to increase the number of Ukra i-

nian schools as weB as the
\037'qualification\" (kvalifikatsiia)

of Ukrainization. There

was no guarantee that teachers it1 schools designated as Ukrainian on paper could

actually teach in the language: \"The fact is that many of the schools which regional
education sections indicated were Ukrainian were only such because the teacher

spoke with the children
ordinarily

in Ukrainian. However, there were not en,ough
Ukrainian books, the teacher did not have

enough knowledge
of the Ukrainian

literary language, UkrainiaJ1 culture.\" 15

Without real progress in reachers' knowledge of Ukrainian, the whole policy
would

grind
to a halt. Teachers were being trained in Ukrainian and

('qualified\"

for instruction in the language. and the commission mandated that any new)))
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teacher must demonstrate competence in th,e
language, althougl1 conceded that

schools rarely applied this stricture. Its
repor\302\243

lamented that the number of com-

petent teachers available
fO.f staffing

the schools was alr,eady small and the nun1ber
of teachers who could teach in Ukrainian was even smaller. At the secondary and

post-secondary level, the pool shral1k further, a fact that necessarily COI1strained
[he expansion of instruction. Furthermore, according

to the commission's report,
the 31 per cent of vocational-school

(secondary)
students in the province who

were ethnic Ukrainians were 110t necessarily capable of
learning

in Ukrainian at

this level: \"As a general rule, it is
necessary

to consider iliac the designation (Ukrai-

nian' far from guarantees the
possibility

of
knowledge of the language and fur...

mermore) to such an extent for listening to lectures or for
specialized subjects.\"

16

Primary-school students, then, who wished to matriculate to the vocational school

would face an educational environment in which Russian was the default language
of instruction,

especially
in technical courses. Even if children used Ukrainian as

their primary language, they likely did not lend it the same sort of cultural author-

ity
as Russian.

Adult attitudes towards Ukrainian were critical [0 children's perceptions. In

the Kherson region, three-quarters of the studet1C body of the
seven-year

school

in the district centre of Hola Pristan was ethnic Ukrainian, but the
parents (and

presumably the children) did nor know the Ukrainian language well, viewing
it

with a \"hostile attitude)) and protesting against the designation of the school as

Ukrainian. The commission's report admitted that \"[t]his sort of attitude of
par-

ents of pupils cowards Ukrainlzation raises the question of teaching and learning
[vospitaniia

i obucheniia] in extraordinarily difficult conditions.\"1? The conversion

of the school to
Ukrainian-language

instruction proceeded regardless; with teach-

ers reportedly proving more
willing

to adapt than some parents..

Resistance to Ukrainizatioll, whether mounted by parents or teachers, was

indicative of more general societal anirudes; perceived \"coercive
71

Ukrainization

of schools exacerbated tensions and played into established prejudices. The com-
mission's

report
identified as the chief obstacles to the expansion of Ukrainization

hostile attitudes on the part of the population, the extraordinarily difficult termi-

nology in Ukrainian textbooks, the absence of good Ukrainian textbooks, and the

absence of Ukrainian literature in the library and among the populatio11. Only

75 per cent of the older
grades

in Kherson regional schools had an adequate supply
of Ukrainian texts. In the Zinovivske (now Kirovohrad) region, local Narkomos

administrators focused
exclusively

on the Ukrainization of the first four grades and

encouraged teachers to take up self-study of the language.
tH

For the tinle beil1g,

it seemed, regular use of the
language

would largely
be confined to the youngest

population and the teachers who instructed thenl. Even where Ukrainization was

relatively successful, the commission viewed it as
disruptive

to the educational)))
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process. Local authorities proceeded cautiously, refusing
co tinker grearly with

higher-level education or indiscriminately challenge public sentiment.

Surprisingly,
children's buildings

for preschool children and children's cities for

orphaned or abandoned children remained largely immune to Ukrainization, in

spite of the 1920
attempt

to set up an exclusively \"Ukrainian\" colony in the city
of Odesa. Inattention to Ukrainization in thes,e institutions was due partly to their

predominantly Russian-speaking
and multi-ethnic student populations, as well as

the language skills of the teachers. These were urban-based institutions, after all,

that reflected the
background

and attitudes of the Russophone urban environ-

ments in which
they operated. However, in conceding delays (0 the Ukrainiza-

rion of the children's
buildings,

the provincial education section stopped short

of altering the
language

habits of children most directly under the state's control.

It may have
planned

that a portion of these children would eventually transfer

to conventional Ukrainized schools.. Still, the weak Ukrainization ,of children's

buildings and colonies suggested a lack of firm conviction by Narkomos and the

forfeiture of a potentially valuable
symbol

in its nationalization campaign: the fate

of the vulnerable child.
The

provincial
section of Narkomos continued to report progress, on paper.

According to data the provincial education section submitted in a September 1924

report to the Odesa Provincial Commission on the Equality of Languages (the
main standing commission at the time that coordinated Ukrainization, overseen

by local parry authorities) in 1922-3, with a population that was 68.1
per

cent

Ukrainian and 14.7 per cent Russian, 39.5 per cent of the schools were Ukrainian

and 53.7 per cent were Russian. The remaining schools were
national-minority

schools. A5 of 1 April 1924, of all schools in the province, 36.0 per cent were

Ukrainian schools, 32.3 per cent were in the midst of being Ukrainized, 18.7 per
cent were Russian, 4.2

per
cent Jewish) 7.2 per cent German, and 7.5 per cent

Moldovan.
19

Education administrators thus insisted that all Ukrainian children
had an opportunity to

study
in a Ukrainian or Ukrainizing schooL

In keeping with standing policy,
Narkomos strove for ethnic consolidation of

students, although this aspirarjon rarely
matched

reality. Khait, the head of the

provincial education section who submitted the
report

to the commission, did not

provide precise data on school attendance
by ethnicity, but he conceded that Jews

and Moldovans studying in Russian schools created a need for a higher proportion
of Russian schools relative to the proportion of ethnic Russians in the province.

However, he stopped short of considering that Ukrainian children
might

well be

enrolled in Russian schools as well or that Russians and other ethnic minorities

might be enrolled in Ukrainian schools, insisting rather that all 68
per cent of the

population that was Ukrainian sent their children to Ukrainian or Ukrainizing
schools. 10 This seems unlikely. Parents refused to send their children to Ukrainian)))
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schools, or non-Ukrainian children were
caught

in the midst of a school undergo-
ing Ukrainization. Personal

preferences aside, parents had real concerns about the
state of instruction in schools where teachers were required to teach in Ukrainian
but had insufficient

kt10wledge
and were forced to rely 011 Russian textbooks they

haphazardly translated themselves.

Most
importantly, although the commission optimistically resolved that all pri-

mary schools slated for Ukrainization complete this process by the end of 1924,
it allowed for an exception. This requirem.ent applied only to lower-level four-year
schools. The commission

permitted seven-year schools to avoid Ukrainizarion for

the time being, until suitable
pedagogical personnel could be trained or recruited.

At [he same time, it noted that the proportion of Ukrainian schools located in
the city of Odesa was

inadequate;
the comn1ission ordered schools newlyopen-

ing in the city and
province

to be
designated as Ukrainian and recommended

the transfer of teachers and children to these schools, assumingly over the course

of the 1924-5 school
year.

These were contradictory mandates.
21 Most of the

seven-year schools (full primary schools) were located in the city of Odesa or
smaller towns. Ukrainization in the city of Odesa would be impossible if seven-

year schools were exempt. It is unclear which requirement took
greater

force. By

restricting Ukrainization to the lower-level primary sc.hool\037 presumably
out of

concern for maintenance of instructional quality, Narkomos undermined the
very

essence and rationale of Ukrainization. It meant that the most advanced
primary

schools would retain Russian-language instruction, that the Ukrainization of

secondary (and post-sec.ondary)
institutions would be less critical, and that the

Ukrainian
language

would
largely

be the preserve of the rural, abbreviated school

with diminished cultural
authority.

It also belied the assertion of l1early complete

Ukrainizatio\037
at this early date. No data are provided on the relative

proportion

of Ukrainian seven-year schools to Russian (or other ethnic-minority) schools in

1924, but the relatively low enrolment of Ukrainian children in
seven-year

schools

would remain a predominant concern of central and local authorities
through,our

the 1920s.)

Testing Teachers)

At the end of [he 1924-5 academic
year,

there were only four Ukrainian schools

in the city of Odesa itself The Odesa Regional Education Section argued that

initial attempts at Ukrainization were
significantly impeded by the absence of

teachers who knew Ukrainian and were available for work in [he youngest grades.

The Ukrainization process in the city was to be
gradual,

with only one new school

slated for full Ukrainization by the end of tIle
year. Altogether} the plan optimisti-

cally anticipated the process would take three years, one year beyond that ordered)))
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by republican authorities in Kharkiv. UltimatelYJ
local education planners believed

Ukrainian schools would constitute a near majority of schools in the city,. as Ukrai-

nian
peasants migrated

to the city in ever-greater numbers. In the surrounding

region, for local Ukrainizers, the situatjgn was more positive in immediate terms.

The education section)s
plan

claimed thac the majority of rural schools were Ukrai-

nian, and further
argued

that the existing Russian schools needed to be examined

for
possible

Ukrainization because of the significant number of Ukrainian stu-

,dents in them. The 1925-6 academic year was the critical period for initiating a

new drive for Ukrainization. At the centre of this campaign were examinations of

reachers' knowledge of the Ukrainian language and subjects, which constituted the

primary means to evaluate [he progress of Ukrainization as well as motivate the

teachers' study of Ukrainian, so that the conversion to
native-language study did

not just remain \"on paper..\" Technically, teachers were supposed to have advance

warning of the examinations, and a three-person commission (triika; Russian
-

troika) was to oversee preparations for, and administration of: the test. 22

The proceedings of the triika for the Ukrainization of Labour School No. 5

in the city of Odesa provide some insight into what were, in the best of circum-

stances, a commission's expectations. In the commission)s
report

of 21 December

1925, it found that a majority of reachers in the school had joined Ukrainian-

language study groups and were
generally

interested in knowing Ukrainian well.

However, there were holdouts in this process. Of the schoor's twenty employees,

five were not participating in the study groups (three teachers and two staff mem-

bers) because they did not
already

know Ukrainian, and three others promised to

participate at a later time. 13
It is striking that those most in need of instruction in

the study groups
were not taki11g part. Nevertheless, the commissioll believed that

most teachers in the school would pass an anticipated Ukrainian-studies exami-
nation,

likely
to be held on 1 January 1926, according to instructions passed to

other institutions.

.

The School No.5 commission appears remarkable for the confidence it had in
the

language ability of its teachers and their commitment to study. A report of
teacher resistance to the raking of an examination in the Petrovirivka district in

April
1926 underscores the apprehension teachers there had about submitting to

a test of their Ukrainian-studies knowledge. The district section of [he educational
workers' union) Robos, held a

meeting to investigate why the teachers refused
this examination. According to the records of this meeting, the examination was
scheduled on the initiative of

Zigurd Alvail, an inspector of primary schooling and
national minority affairs sent

by the Narkomos regional section to investigate the
state of Ukrainization in the district, He reportedly did not immediately inform
the teachers upon his arriva.l in the district that he had come to administer an
examinarion. The next day, he called the teachers to assemble at the main district)))
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schoolhouse, demanded they sit down, and only then revealed his plans for a

Ukrainian-studies examinarion. 14 The district education inspector, Kiunts, was

given the task of explaining the character of the examination.
The announcement of the examination caused immediate panic among the

teachers. According to one teacher, AlvaH assumed an antagonistic attitude when
he confronted initial protestations) saying,

\"I should carry out the task. You

should take the test. Those who refuse will be removed from their position.u
25

He threatened to go so far as to close the school atld
provide

no compensation

for the days the school remained closed. One teacher was
apparently told to leave

the school because he was so nervous he could not possibly rake the examination.

Another was forced to leave the room four times and drink a glass of water to calm

down. Others similarly claimed they were so disturbed by the
surprise

announce-

ment thar [hey could not write. Most of the teachers' accounts
repeat (hat Alvail

exacerbated the situation with his behaviour, cutting off the teachers' questions

and assuming a ru,de tone. 26

Ultimately,
Alvail was unable to administer the exam

because of the
degree

of teacher resistance.

AlvaH represented a general tendency among Ukrainizers at the
regional

level

to use mechanisms o,f pressure and oversight to accomplish Ukrainization. The

establishment of local examination commissions, staffed in part by leading teach-
ers, suggested

a transparent, negotiated process, but power still rested with the

regional inspector.
Teachers could not be trusted, according to this logic, to

Ukrainize themselves. Although
teachers in this district were willing to formally

embrace the task of their Ukrainization) the idea of demonstrating their knowl-

edge clearly
scare.d them. Fundamentally, AlvaH's behaviour and his proposed

examination called into question the teacher's
authority.

One preschool reacher,

for example) appeared most offended that Alvail had dressed her down in front of

her class as the children lined up at the beginning of the day and ordered her to the

schoolhouse for the examination.
27 It was one matter (0 attend study groups for

Ukrainian studies regularly; it was another matter to submit to
perceived

\"inter-

ference,\" co,nstituted as external oversight.

The challenge that teachers faced in pursuing Ukrainian studies was significant.

An examination commission in the Taras Shevchenko district (now Rozdilna dis-

trict), northwest of the city of Odesa) found in Augusc 1926 that local authorities
had not

given enough
attention to Ukrainization. They had not organized courses

in Ukrainian studies for teachers or ensured that libraries ill [he district acquired

enough books for Ukrainization. Schools had received books only recently and

in
very

small numbers. Teachers were consequently unable to study themselves

or ensure that their classrooms truly transferred to Ukrainian-language instruc-

rion. 28
The existence of formally constituted Ukrainian-studies courses or study

groups, however, did nor guarantee
[hat teachers would improve their

knowledge.)))
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An internal audit of
study groups organized by the regional section revealed

that attendance had declined
significantly

since the section first organjzed these

groups and that administrators participated in these groups only 30 per cent

of the time. Like the teachers of the _ Petrovirivka district, the administrators

claimed they were too overworked to
engage

in serious study, an eXCllse the sec-

tion's report rejected,,29

Yet, in response to pressure from central governmental and Communist Party
authorities, the Odesa Regional Administration and Narkomos sections continued

to underscore the
necessity

ofUkrainization, especially
of education. Without the

Ukrainization of the schools, local officials
argued, Ukrainian-sp,eaking children

in the region would fail to understand the political meaning of their education,

and further Ukrainization of the general population would be
impossible.

30 When

they\" submitted to an examination of their Ukrainian-studies
knowledge)

teach-

ers appeared
to have understood the perceived urgency of this mandate. Writing

samples, completed by teachers in the city of Odesa as part of an examination held

in May 1926, are particularly illustrative of this point.
31

Records such as these

writing samples, which reveal the actual content of a portion of the Ukrainiza-

tion examinations, are rare. They must be read carefully as
partly

a reflection of

teachers' internal thoughts, as well as evidence of the teachers' appreciation of the

epistemological
and

political requirements of the examination.

Several teachers wrote specifically on the topic of [he
((Meaning

of Ukrain-

ization in Political and Pedagogical Relations,\" although the examination format

seemed to have allowed them to select which topic they would pursue. Running
throughout

the essays are a clear description of the tsarist oppression of the Ukrai-

nian
language

and culture and an insistence on tlie liberating nature of the Octo-

ber Revolution, which) as one teacher, Baidura, wrote, ((placed before it the task of
giving

all nations the means [0 develop and build education in the most familiar,

native conditions.
n32 The teachers as a whole seemed to

accept\"
the idea that an

ethnic- Ukrainiatl child's \"natural\" language was Ukrainian and, as a
consequence,

a Ukrainian-language education would be more effectiv,e as well as more just. This
insistence likely ran counter to the teachers' own

personal experience and knowl-

edge of wider language mixing in Odesa.
Regardless,

as one teacher pue it, con-
tinued use of Russian (or presumably another

\"foreign\": language)
in schools for

ethnic Ukrainians would harm children: \"Only the native language has secured
everything

associated with the normative development of the child.)'33
Ukrainization had a definite

political purpose, according to these writing sam-

ples. The teacher Melnykova explained
Ukrainization

simply: \"Children today
have the means to hear in school that

language
which

they hear in their family in
order to prepare themselves for a conscious Communist life) to be useful members
of the worker-peasant con1ffiunity.n

34
Another teacher insisted Ukrainization was a)))
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fundamental part of the policy of
reaching

out to the peasantry and raising culture

among them: \"OUf Ukraine in the current moment and also to a significant extent
in the

future [emphasis in the original] is and remains a peasant,. farming state.))

The reacher went on to maintain that Ukrainization \"defeats a 11acionaJist move-

n1ent that is convinced th,at the Communist [parry] does not undertake nationali-

ties policy.\"35 Teachers were critical players in the enactment of this
policy,

wrote

another: [he Ukrainizatiol1 of administrative and cultural centres depended on the

Ukrainization of the schooL. \"as the responsible unit\" in the
village.

36
The most

revealing statement was by a teacher named Yefremova: \"How funny my youth-

ful desire to go to the Ukrainian
village

and work for the people in the Russian

language now seems to me I I. OUf direct duty,. as the intelligentsia and especially
as reachers, is to know the language of the people for whom we are working.))37

Teachers, according to Yefremova, would nlake little impact in instructing the

peasants
in the values of the Soviet regime if they continued to use Russian.

A member of the examination commission marked most of these
essays

in pen-

cil as \"good,\" \"satisfactory,\" or
\"unsatisfactory.\"

Without information about the

criteria the commission used, it is difficult to make a judgment about what the

teachers needed to demonstrate in order to achieve a mark of
\"gOOd4\"

However,

spelling and grammar mistakes\037 occasionally marked by the examiners, did not

seem to prevent a grade of \"satisfactory\" or
\"good\"

in
essays

that included some

detailed commentary. Political awareness, it would be fair [0 conclude, was needed

to meet the requirements of the Ukrainization as well. Teachers recognized this

fact themselves. Regardless of whether or not
they

were personally committed to

their own disciplined study of Ukrainian, they 11ad internalized the logic of the

po Ii
cy.)

The Infrastructure of Ukrainian Studies)

Ukrainization required that state and
parry employees provided employment

opportunities for those teachers who could serve as instructors in courses on the

Ukrainian language and Ukrainian studies. The state assumed an active role in cer-

tifying an instructor's ability to teach in UkrainiaI1) particularly through [he vehicle

of the Narkomos apparat. The scientific-methodological committee of the Odesa

Provincial Education Section resolved in May 1924 to create a bureau headed by

Professor Petro Buzuk to oversee seminars for
raising

the qualification of instruc-

tors in the UkrainiaI1 language.
38

Individual leaders of the seminars/study groups

(hurtky) were selected at a
general meeting

of Ukrail1iaI1-language instructors and

were required to join the bureau. Buzuk was a langtlage specia1ist\037 but he also acted

as an agent of the state. It was his responsibility to police what should be taught
in Ukrainian, what defined acceptable knowledge.

In doing so, he exrended the)))
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state's authority as mediator in the new national culture. Education inspectors

also issued certification to individuals, confirming
their qualifications as instruc-

tors in the Ukrainian language and further securing a role for state oversight.
39

Leading teachers and Ukrainian incellectuals in the province participated
in the

shaping of chis body of knowledge (partly through their
membership

in the above-

mentioned bureau), and, of course, Buzuk assumed the role that he did because of

his expertise first. But the state, through appointees
like Buzuk and his employer

Narkomos, ultimately regulated and sanctioned the new Ukrainian
literacy.

Narkomos as an agency was instrumental in setting the agenda for Ukrainiza-

rion courses. Under the general supervision of Ukrlikn,ep, Narkom,os's provin-
cial

po.litical
education department (Hubpolitosvita) oversaw management of the

courses} monitored their success, and set rules for the payment of instructors. For

example, in January 1925)
Hubpolitosvita assigned

one instructor, HerhiJevych,

for instruction of the Ukrainian language [0 (he suburban territorial commission.

He was to teach a three-month course three times a week for two hours each and

be paid a sum of 36 karbonavtsi per monrh. 40

Beyond
the state and party courses,

which were supposed to meet
regularly) Hubpolicosvita

also
arranged

for public

lectures in Ukrainian studies, as well as courses in trade-union clubs. Lectures

were on a variety of {opies: th,e
history

of the revolutionary movement; the history
of Ukraine; and history ofUlcrainian literature, art 1 ethnography,

and theatre.
41 As

a rule, these lectures employed professors
from the Odesa Institute of Public ,Edu-

cation (INO, the former
universiry)41

or research institutes, not primary-school
teachers. 43

But teachers and state employees who needed to demonstrate expertise
in Ukrainian studies as well as the language undoubtedly attended them. Hub-

politosvita asked the editors of Visti VUTsVK to publish the following announce-
ment in 1925: \"On

January 2S at 3 0' clock in the office of Politosvitnyk (K.
Libnekhta 48), a lecture of Professor [Mykhailo] Slabchenko on Ukrainian [heater
will take place. Tickets [are available] at the entrance at the time of the lecture.')44

The same desire to regulate courses
t

language
and content knowledge for

Ukrainizarion instructors and Ukrainization courses also
compelled the state

to oversee [he certification of teachers in the Ukrainian
language

for
primary

(labour) schools. The Odesa education section\037s
methodological committee issued

certificates (dovidky) to individuals, certifying their ability to teach in Ukrainian

and signed by the commission's main \"Instructor fOf Ukrainization,.\"45 These cer-

tificates allowed teachers to take up their duties in Ukrainian schools, a portion of

which were now situated in rhe prestigious city centre of Ode sa. They also permir-
ted teachers to present an official document

attesting to their skills for prospective
employment as instructors in state Ukrainization courses. If professors were to
lead the high-profile lecturers, it was

up
to, teachers and other lower-level intel-

lectuals to serve as the foot soldiers of the campai,gn.46)))
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Employment as an instructor of Ukrainian studies could offer important sup-
plementary 111cometo teachers and other Ukrainian-speakjng intellectuals. Some,
such as Ql1e

political worker t Hurmovenko t directly Inarketed their talents to

Hubpolitosvita. Hurmovenko listed the Ukrainian literature he knew and speci-
fied that he sought employment

in an establishment with \"normal conditions. n47

Some establishments asked Hubpolitosvita for any instructor capable of helping
their

employees
meer state-imposed standards for Ukrainian-language knowledge.

Others sought out specific individuals who had
gained

a reputation for their com-

petence (and efficiency). The district office of the All-Russian Textile Consortium

and its labour union asked Hubpolitosvira [0
assign

a teacher named Chaikovska

to lead courses and study circles in the Ukrajnian
language, only to then dis-

miss her in favour of
self-study

cours,es after her initial work was complete.
48

It

is possible that the consortium viewed Chaikovska as a unnecessary expense once
Ukrainization had at least formally begun.

Failure of an establishment \302\243.0set
up

courses in Ukrainian studies invited a repri-
mand

early
on. The provincial government had to issue such a warning it1

July 1924

to Proletkult\037 an organization nominally funded by Narkomos to advance work-

ers' art, literature, and culture, for not organizing any Ukrainian-language courses..

It maintained that the Odesa Proletkult organization had less than one month to

meet an already-set August 1 deadline for \"full Ukrainization,\" ordered it to turn

to Hubpolitosvita for assignment of teachers, and reminded it that all expenses for

Ukrainlzation were the
responsibility

of the organization.
49

Meeting this very short

deadline was entirely unrealistic for Proietkult) as it was anyhow for institutions

that had already established Ukrainization courses. The imposition of the deadline

applied pressure on state
organs,

but it also created resentment among adminis-

trators and employees. Proletkult's
foot-dragging obviously presented Narkomos

Ukrainizers with a particular dilemma\037 Prolerkult was ostensibly under Narkomos,

yet it was resisting the very policy that Narkomos was
supposed

to lead. Further-

more, its delay reduced the authority of Ukrainization
generally

and undern1ined

the political purpose of [he policy. IfUkrajnization\037s
objective

was the development

of a modern Ukrainian culture that would
bridge

the workers
1

and peasants' worlds,

Narkomos could have used Proletkult towards this end. Proletkult)s continued use

of Russian meant that in its vision,. a worker's culture was exclusively Russian. If the

parameters ,of culture were to shift, existing hierarchies of language would remain.)

Surveying Compliance)

Local authorities also monitored the sratus of individual attirudes towards Ukrain-

ization. A 1925 report of the Sverdlov district of the ci
ry

classified sen timen t by state

institutions and named numerous
employees

who rook a negative view towards)))
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the policy. Many of those cited considered the policy coercive. Delylenko, an

employee of the Silhospbank (Agricultural
Bank), considered Ukrainization

((forced according to political circumstances.\" Employees in the Odesa
Regional

Administrative Department (Okradminviddil) located in the district refused to

study Ukrainian, and the management of the Publishing Union refused to buy

textbooks for the study of Ukrainian or pay to maintain
stu,dy groups.

In the

district's labour bureau, a representative of the Komsomol, Banov, argued
that

Ukrainizarion would take valuable time away from the office's other responsibili-

ties. Others refused outright to particip,ate in tests, or
perevirka,

of their Ukrainian

knowledge, or claimed they would eventually be transferred to Russia and thus

had no need to undergo a perevirka.
so

Whole institutions resisted cooperation

with the regional cUkrainization commission. A similar report of attitudes in the

Lenin district towards Ukrainizarion makes this institutional view clear. Thus, for

example) the district's customs officers, Soviet commercial fleet, and the
regional

committee of the Red Cross regarded Ukrainization negatively, and the telephone
station

simply
did not care. The administration of the Chornomorka village (for-

merlya
German colony, Liusrdorf, located within the environs of the city) was not

interested in Ukrainizarion and its staff had no knowledge of Ukrainian.51

Even the Sverdlov district's education section experienced setbacks in 1925.
The report claimed that individual inspectors did not know the language and
refused to

study
it or submit (0 a test of their knowledge. One education sec-

tion employee, Seroglazov t knew little Ukrainian, did nor attend courses, and did

not read any Ukrainian literary or political publications. He did not even know

Russian\037language literature on the revolutionary movement in Ukrainian. His
failures were doubly bad because he taught political lessons (po/ithramota), osten-

sibly
in workers' clubs or reading houses. For him and other Soviet

employees
like

him, \"political literacy') could not be achieved through Ukrainian. They weakened

the
larger project ofUkrainization by refusing to concede that knowledge of even

Ukrainian stu,dies constituted a necessary prerequisite of good Soviet citizenship.
Another education section

employee, Vnukiv\037 offered a simple rationale for the
resistance: \"Among the staffUkrainization is not undertaken because the working
masses do not speak in Ukrainian, and

industry
is still not Ukrainized and there

was not enough time set aside for the Ukrainization of the [district's] technical

college.)\037Sl
V nukiv clainled that he participated in Ukrainization only because he

was a member of the Communist Party opposed in principle to the teaching of
Ukrainian in

higher education.

Vnllkiv\037s argument raises the question of whether Ukrainization had to be coer-

cive, especially in the Odesa region. For state
employees,

it clearly was. They were

required to study Ukrainian) use it in their work, and submit to examinations of

their knowledge. The conversion of the daily speech of the
general population,)))
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especially of workers, was anomer matter. Such a project was prohibitive on both

political and
practical grounds. However, at least for urban communities, their

intersection with '(Ukrainized

H

state institutions and political instruction meant,
in some sense, a forced engagement with the Ukrainian

language.
In the city

of Odesa, w'here the public environment was
overwhelmingly Russian-speaking)

Ukrainization seemed unnecessarily provocacive.
S3

Here) Ukrainization was an

especially tricky endeavour because it overran public sentiment, destabilizing
the

public space of a multi-ethnic border port. Yet, it is doubtful if Ukrainization

could have been accomplished any other
way.

If one of tl1e principal objectives
of the policy was to ensure that the city

- [he Soviet government, Communist

Party, and workers -
understood and projected authority in i.ts managemenc of the

countryside, even that surrounding Odesa, then
knowledge

of Ukrainian was a

needed tool. In the end, Ukrainizarion did not anticipate simple bilingualism, but

an overturn of the
existing language hierarchy, whereby Ukrainian would supplant

Russian as the \"first') and
primary language of public discourse..

To return to the question of
schooling,

Vnukiv believed that [he Ukrainiza-

tion of secondary) technical schooling was problematic and that of post-secondary

education unwarranted. By extension, the Ukrainization of primary school-

ing would seem to serve little purpose for parenrs who wanted their children to

advance in the education system. Furthermore, Vnukiv)s argument regarding the

Russian-speaking
nature of the working class suggests that he might have viewed

the Ukrainization of schools that served this population as improper. Vnukiv was

clearly contesting established Narkomos policy.. His objections were made more

subtly than those of others detailed in the Sverdlov report, but his position as a

Narkomos employee made these observations damaging.
There is no mention in the file of authorities punishing any of the employees

cited in the report for their failure to learn Ukrainian or for their critical remarks

on the
language

and overall policy. As will be discussed in chapter 10, five
years

later, the GPU would record similar comments protesting Ukrainizarion after the

announcement of the SVU arrests. Whereas, in the GPU reports) these sentiments

appear permissible,
in 1925, they are clearly taboo, almost criminal, in the

way
the

district commission lays them out. However, no criminal proceedil1gs followed.

The SVU arrests and (rial were to make clear the
({asymmetric\"

nature of terror in

Ukraine, where alleged Ukrainian nationalists were punished but Russian chau-

vinists were not. But the Sverdlov district report also revealed something abollt

the nature of discourse in the early Soviet period. As local Ukrainization com-

missions exhorted Soviet employees to learn Ukrainian and propagandize Soviet

national policy among the
public,

these employees also knew they were beil1g

monitored for compliance. Teachers and local education section employees might

tout or condemn Ukrainization, but limit their remarks in consideration of state)))
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monitoring and in anticipation of shi&s in the policy's scope. The full nature of

public sentiment is difficult to pinpoint, but, clearly, resistance to Ukrainization

was commonplace and it was often not directly rebuffed.

The existence of large numbers of ethnic minorities, as already alluded to) pre-

sented a particular chalIeng,e for Ukrainizers in Odesa. In the SverdJov district,

one Jewish public employee, Vaisbein, said \"he will study the Jewish language

[Yiddish] sooner, and Ukrainian [only] when it is demanded of him..\"5
4 It is pos-

sible that Vaisbein was
invoking

the letter of Soviet nationalities policy, whereby

each nationality was entitled [0 receive state s,ervices in its '\037native\"
language.

Clearly,
Yiddish was not wholly \037\037nativen to Vaisb,ein, but he was willing to learn

it (or improve it) in order to meet what he may have seen as the principal dictate
of Soviet nationalities policy.

The probJem was, Vaisbein was working in an insti-

tution that
ostensibly

did not serve an exclusively Jewish population, since the

report viewed his resistance to learning Ukrainian as problematic. Even in institu-

tions
designated

for ethnic minorities, such as a Bulgarian, German, or Yiddish

school, Ukrainization commissions expected a certain minimum knowledge of

Ukrainian, although teachers in these schools otten delayed compliance.
55)

The Party's Poor Example)

A June 1925 meeting of district party committees in the Odesa region, held to

discuss the results of rests of Ukrainian-studies knowledge among K,omsomol and

parry activists, suggest that Vaisbein's resistance was not the universal reaction of

ethnic minorities. It concJuded that '(the
relationship

towards Ukrainization on

the part of the Jewish party members can be characterized as a conscious relation-

ship, from an understanding of the necessity and desire to study the Ukrainian

language and Ukrainian studies.\" It further noted that \"Ukrainians (Russified)

appear
this way [0 a lesser extent and the Russians

give entirely
little evident atten-

tion to this question.\"56 Jews, at least in the district
parry organizations surveyed,

were more willing to learn Ukrainian than \"ethnic]) Ukrainians and, importantly,

they understood and had internalized the parry's motivation for this
policy. The

meeting)s conclusions also raise the serious question of what it meant to be a

Ukrainian. \"Russified)' Ukrainians in Odesa likely saw little divide between them-
selves and Russians. Obviously, more recent migrants to the Russophone city
might have

greater ties to the Ukrainian village) but this fact alone tells us little
about an individual's own view of the Ukrainian language. Those Ukrainians who
joined the Communist

Parry, especially at an early date, may well have wished to
distance themselves from the Ukrainian language) given its association with the
backward

peasantry.
Ukrainians a

generation or more removed from the village
may have

simply thought
of themselves as Russian. Identification as a Ukrainian)))
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offered opportunity for career advancem,ent, given preferential promotion and

recruitment of ethnic Ukrainians within the KP(b)U, but
parry

members at the

district level might not have understood this fact or were unable to overcome

their own preference fOf; and symbolic p,rivileged association with, [he Russian

language.

Party participation in Ukrainization as a whole was generally weak. A report
from 1925 surveying Ukrainization in the Soviet government found that UUkrain-

ization takes place without sufficient par[icipation in it
by members of the parry.\"

It called upon parry members to increase their work on Ukrainization through
involvement in professional commissions and their

supervision
of work circles

within governmental units, as well as the organization of Ukrainian choirs and

drama circles in workers' clubs and cells of \"Friends of Ukrainian Culture,,\7") In

other words, the report asked party members to
operate through existing institu-

tions, primarily their places of employment and recreation. It was not demanding

an internal Ukrainjzatio,n of the party, but rather ordering members to lead the

public face of the campaign, to transform the
language

of
governance

and engage

society in this campaign. Of course, none of this would be possible if party mem-

bers did not take an interest in the task and acquire some baseline knowledge of

Ukrainian\"

Because of the
unsatisfactory

command of Ukrainian among all levels of the

party in the Odesa
region\"

the report recommended that leadership explain to

party members that '\037the
study

of Ukrainian is a party duty and disregard for

Ukrainizarion should be viewed [as] a break in party discipline.\"58 It suggested
that the

plarty's
control commission hold party members responsible for failure to

undertake Ukrainization. Thus) it was a moral imperative for party members to

Ukrainize themselves and participate
in the wider campaign. The shortcomings

in the
parry)s

Ukrainization seemed considerable. Knowledge of Ukrainian was

limited and the
party's

commitment to the policy was weak; even parry members

on the
regional

Ukrainization commission, the principal driving force for Ukrain-

ization alongside Narkomos, attended
meetings irregularly. Questionnaires sent

to the regional parry committee by local parry and Komsomol sections revealed

increases in Ukrainian membership, but sporadic use of Ukrainian and little data

on the level of knowledge of Ukrainian studies. 59
An

August 1925 excerpt of a

meeting of the secretariat of the
party's

Odesa Provincial Committee (Gubkom in

Russian; Hubkom in Ukrainian) argued that after the ((formal fulfillment of the

directives of Gubkom and TsK,,\" such as organization
of study circles and courses

in Ukrainian studies, little had been done to account for their work. Few in the

leadership of district
party

committees knew Ukrainian\037 activists were not being

trained in Ukrainian, committees were not promoting ethnic Ukrainians, and

committees wrote only 5 to 10
per

cent of their correspondence in Ukrainian. GO)))
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While the real
application

of force seemed needed) the parry worked by threat

of force instead. So although
the report conceded that party employees of state

organs could be fired and that the corresponding party organization would insti-

tute disciplinary procedures against
them, its

greatest emphasis was on expressions

of duty and responsibility. If
party

members did actually have to face consequences

for their failure, these expressions
of a moral imperative left too much to an indi-

vidual)s latitude. Self-Ukrainization might have been just, but many other moral

requirements dictated a
party

member's behaviour. Ultimately. then. in the field of

schooling, the
party

did not lead teach,ers by example, and its own foot-dragging

imperilled
[rue progress.

The report's concern for the intersection between parry
members' behaviour and their role in wider Ukrainization is a telling indication
of what was needed to overcome resistance in the schools and what was absent.

Odesa
regional party

and governmental leadership set unrealistic, overly ambi-

tious goals and articulated threats for non-compliance
to demonstrate some level

of activity to Kharkiv.)

Educators at the Centre)

At a technica11evel, in regard to' the conversion of papervvork and correspondence
to Ukrainian, the situation was

already
better in governmental institutions by the

first part of 1925. The Odesa Provincial Commission on the Equality of Lan-

guages, the antecedent of the Odesa
Regional

Ukrainization Commission, noted

that \"in [state] establishments the living [zhyva]
Ukrainian

language
was lacking,

which testifies to the formal, superficial [poverkhove] relationship
to Ukrainiza-

tion.\"61
Again\037

a Narkomos department was entrusted with remedying matters.
The commission ordered

HubpolitosYita
to conduct tests of the Ukrainian lan-

guage among civil servants, and asked its scientific methodological committee

to elaborate a program for study groups. The commission lamented the fact that

Ukrainization in state institutions had proceeded without active coordination
with Hubpolitosvita's methodological committee, and ordered it to prepare a con-
crete plan specifically

for the Ukrainization of educational institutions.

While, in practice, the provincial sorsvykh department adapted the Holovsots-

vykh curriculum for Ukrainian primary schools and oversaw the Ukrainizarion

of their faculty, Hubpolitosvita's methodological committee, in consultation with
Ukrliknep,

was responsible for the design of courses and resting formats for all

state employees in the Odesa province) including teachers and post-secondary
instructors. In other words, Narkomos remained the lead institution for Ukrain-
ization, even as other state (e.g.. RSI) and party organs were entrusted with

gen-

eral
oversight, and it employed \"fluent\" Ukrainian-speaking teachers to carry out

its mission. Furtl1ermore) of primary concern to education, the commission's)))

kulak violence against
teachers unambiguously exposed the potential of enemies of Soviet

power.
Ihe

newspaper's message was that it was in the teachers' interest to side with public

campaigns such as collectivization. To do otherwise meant
risking identification

witr a vilified enemy and the label of
Hbourgeois nationalism.\)
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report
made clear [hat ignorance of Ukrainian Hharms the establishment of civic

thoughts [hromadskoi dumky] among civil servants.)J()2 Resistance to Ukrainization
in any state institution had an effect on the resolve of all public servants, teachers
as well as parents in state employment, to furtl1er study Ukrainian and, byexten..
sion, the commission)s comments suggest) to h,ave the rools for public service.

By
the middle of 1925, the Odesa Provincial CommissioJl on the Equality

of
Languages

had been replaced by the Regional Commission on Ukrainiza-
rion. Each state institution was required to form a commission on Ukrainizarion,
with a

perevirka commission above it formed with representatives of the regional
executive committee,. RSI, trade union organization, and, importantly, Narkomos
section. Educators were instrumental to broadening Ukrainization in several con-

crete ways ordered
by

the commission. The commission ordered instructors of

post-secondary institutions to participate in the organization of a regional semi-

nar in order [0 familiarize these instructors with terminology being deveJoped

by YUAN and ,ensure uniform instruction. Furthermore, the commission also

required a survey \037'of all local Ukrainian scientific, literary and artistic forces and

also an account of instructors for schools of Ukrainian studies') in order to prepare
for [heir possible employment as instructors in state Ukrainian-studies courses. 63

It ordered a perevirka of all educational institutions in order to ensure Ukrainian

instruction for students, but it was also a valuable tool for assessing the poo) of

fluent Ukrainian
speakers.

Often, the initial efforts of Ukrainizers recruited by the regional commission
went to

naught.
Even when employees acquired training in Ukrainian studies, the

rate of recidivisnl was
high.

A December 1925 report from the Odesa Regional
Con1mission on.. Ukrainization noted that, a perevirka revealed that many state

employees had
forgotten

their knowledge of Ukrainian and Ukrainian stud-

ies after the summer. The commission argued that summer had interrupted the

study ,of state employees atld no second-level course had been established. Thus, in

August, the commission had set up three-month courses [hat essentially repeated

material and placed second-level courses in only four or five institutions, assign-

ing them the best instructors. A total of 167
study groups

in Ukrainian studies

enrolled 4,000 employees. It also reviewed the skills of instructors and offered

seminars to the instructors in order to refine their skills. Seminars were offered in

literature and language, social and economic studies, art, and world studies, and

the commission sponsored flirt her lectures on a
range

of Ukrainian-studies topics

in workers' clubs, presumably led by some of the instructors being retrained.
o4

In order to consolidate tIle gains of 1925, the commission required
further

testing. It planned a winter perevirka to test the
knowledge

state employees
had

acquired over the past three months. Students of the Odesa INO were [0 observe

the districts' progress towards a January 1
target

date for Ukrainization aIld)))
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completion of the
perevirka.

65
While the initial Ukrainization relied on estab-

lished intelligentsia, me commission
anticipated

a shift in management
of the

policy. It was in the midst of recruitment of lecturers and translators, a ponion of

whom included young, skilled schoolteachers) for further staffing of state courses

and public activity. It had
already

ordered the recruitment of students for assign-

ment to the
villages

in order to prepare for Ukrainization at the local leveL
66

It

hoped that products oft and participan,ts in, the Soviet education
system

would

administer the controls necessary to secure [he new\037 modern Ukrainian culture.

Soviet authorities intended to turn Ukrainian culture on its head, to direct the

village towards the city and ensure that Ukrainian culture was oriented towards an

industrialized future, towards the needs and ambitions of youth and the youthful

workers' srate. It makes sense, then, that Soviet authorities ordered
progressive

educators, students\037 and schoolchildren to guard this culture against the rural
folk.lorism of the past. IronicaJJy, youths sent out from the Russophone city were

(0 carry a Ukrainian culture to the village, where it had been hisrorically situated,

in order to refashion it.)

Whom to Trust:)

The Communist Party's trust of pre-revolutionary intelligentsia, especially
Ukrai-

nians who had participated in the national movement and supported the UNR

government,
was always limited. When they could, then, Odesa political authori-

ties turned to
graduates

of Soviet education, but their training in Ukrainian stud-
ies was still not deep by the mid-1920s. A 1927 report com piled by the

Regional

Inspector
of People)s Education, presented at a meeting of the Commission on

Ukrainization and sent on to local party authorities, revealed past political dis-
trust of teachers and current caution in regard to further Ukrainization in the
field of education. It identified Ukrainians, alongside Jews, as \"one of the most
oppressed

nationalities\" of the pre-revolutionary era. The creation of national
schools was thus a critical element in their \"llberation.

u

Individual
parents and

reachers, largely in rural communities, initiated the establishment of Ukrainian
schools, with Odesa authorities becoming involved in plaIlning for these schools
only during

the 1923-4 school year.. The report conceded that Soviet authorities
did not and could not form these schools in the aftermath of a civil war, which
was

\"especially
bittern in Ukraine.

There was little tha[ the Soviet government could do to institute control over

the establishment of national schools prior to this date, and,
practically,

it was

impossible to stage a more systematic campaign) given very
real

shortages in

teachers, textbooks, infrastructure, and funding. The situation improved slightly

after the end of the civil war\" but the concern for textbook supplies and textbook)))
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forms persisted throughout the 1920s. The report conceded that \"it was necessary

to u.ndertake a lot of scientific work to create new textbooks, especially
in (he

new Soviet conditions.\"67 The Odesa Regional Education Section needed time

to correlate the number of textbooks to (he nun1ber of Ukrainian schools
already

established or imagined, but needed to expend even greater effort to ensure [hat

rhese textbooks taught the \"correct lessons.'\" In the case of Ukrainian books, of

course, the revision of textbooks was less necessary than the creation of entirely

new Sovier ones\" The greater risk was that teachers would
independently translate

pre-revolutionary Russian texts for use in the classroom. However) as has already

bee,n made clear above, the introduction of progressive pedagogical
methods made

teachers' use of textbooks less critical.

Much fell to the individual efforts of teachers to compile work plans that iI1cor-

po
rated local material and children's learning apcirude.. Thus, Soviet authorities

had to have faith in teachers, and this faith was weak in the case of Ukrainian

teachers. Generally, according to the report, \"It is known that teachers at the time

of the beginning of the revolution were infected [prosiakneno] with chauvinist,

Petliurist carriers [nosiiamy] \037in their political slogans the question of the national
Ukrainian school was stressed.\"68 In short, the rep'ort claimed that teachers were

historically carriers of an anti-Soviet nationalism and thus suspected of still har-

bouring such sentiments. Ukrainization was meant to undermine the basis of this

nationalism, to
satisfy

the desire to have Ukrainian schools and national culture,

but, at the same time, to orient this culture towards the needs of the workers' state.

Oddly, however, when \"Soviet conditions'} called for the creation of Ukrainian

schools, the report argues,
teachers were unprepared: \"a great majority of teachers)

even in the
villages,

at any rate did not know the basic moments of Ukrainian

studies: the economy, geography, history,
and simply did not know the language

to teach children in it.\" How was this possible? How could teachers be former or

p,otencial
nationalists) yet ignorant of unational\" themes?

On one level, as has been documented throughout this work, teachers' lack of

knowledge of both the Ukrainian language
and subjects was reaL A 1926 pere-

virka of rural teachers in the Odesa region found that some 33 per cent of teachers

did not know any Ukrainian or anything about Ukrainian studies, that
they

were

\"simply
illiterate people for the Ukrainian school in which they were

teaching,,\"

It is likely char many of these teachers were '\037li(erateU in some language, prob-

ably Russian; but they were unable to
operate

in a Ukrainian-speaking
environ-

ment. This is a kind of literacy that is functionally
defined and likely accounts for

a good portion of Narkomos)s anxieties. On another level, Narkomos regarded

some teachers who were able to
speak

in Ukrainial1 and knew somethillg abollt

UkrainiaIl studies, a portioll of whom
might

have been \"Petliurists\" or simply

nationally minded, as not fully politically Uliterate.\" ll1e
perevirka

demonstrated)))
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that only 23 per cent of those tested (148 of 643) had achieved a first-category

ranking for state
employees: \"good knowledge

of the language and Ukrainian

studies.\" The regional inspector's report argued
that whereas office workers might

be able to operate according to second-level skills (satisfactory knowledge of

Ukrainian), teachers had to test in the first
category

to be able to teach in a Ukrai-

nian school.69

Leaving
aside the issue of the objectivity of language standards for

now, the Narkomos (Politosvita) designers
of the test most certainly had a politi-

cally
constructed notion of what constituted Ukrainian studies: a history of the

revolutionary
movement in Ukraine, \"red\" Ukrainian literature, geography) and

economics that
emphasized

indusrrial output in the republic. To test into the

first
category, then, to be fully literate, suggested a different kind of

literacy.
It is

certainly possible by this measure that an \"ex-Petliuirst\"
-

indeed, any Ukrainian-

speaking teacher - could be categorized as usemi-literate\" or even \"illiterate.\"

Mter the establishment of Ukrainian schools and the firmal Ukrainization of

state establishments, the principal issues for Soviet and parry authorities in Odesa
becanle the

pace
ofUkrainization and what the 1927 education inspector's report

[0 the
regional

Ukrainization commission defined as \"the struggle for the appro-

priate use.of the
language.\"

Of course, the t'NO concerns were interrelated. If an

unqualified
teacher or instructor led Ukrainizarion in a school or Soviet institu-

tion) schoolchildren or state employees would struggle to learn Ukrainian and fail

to learn the standardized language being defined by YUAN linguists. It would
take that much longer until Ukrainization was complete. Furthermore, \"incor-
rect\" Ukrainization risked exacerbating social tensions and heightening resistance

by playing to established
prejudices against Ukrainian. Parents, teachers) children,

and state-course-takers could continue to view Ukrainian as a distorted form of

Russian, a peasant dialect without a cultural
underpinning. Ukrainization would

appear unnecessary and wholly coerced. Thus, of foremost
conce\037n

to Narkomos

was the \"problem for Jiteracy [hramotnist'], for the quality of the school, that

is, the problem for the selection and raising the qualification of the Ukrainian
teachers.'\"

Standing
in the way of a \"school of the highest level of

quality))
was

the '\037psychological Russianness\037' of parts of the Odesa population. Although th,e

report
does not draw a direct causal line, the implication is clear. Russification

complicated the practical task of setting up Ukrainian schools and
required

the

Ukrainizers to proceed cautiously but authoritatively ahead.
While Russification was still a problem and it worked to slow down Ukrainiza-

tion, the
report suggests

thac sometimes [he scope of Ukrainization in Odesa was
too great. Mter the revolurion, the report argues, once the \"difference bernreen the

ruling class and peasant language was eliminated,\" education officials found it eas-
ier to establish schools, and resistance to Ukrainization (as well as \"Jewishization\
waned but did not

disappear. The report regards some instances of opposition)))
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as legitimate. Authorities were
allegedly

too aggressive in their haste to establish
Ukrainian schools, primarily during the 1925-6 acaden1ic year\037 when the number

of Ukrainian schools increased partly through Hforc.ed
[prymusova] Ukrainization))

of Russian schools: \"It is necessary to say tl1at the
process of this Ukrainiza-

tion was unhealthy because of the existence in
places of an intensely expressed

unwillingness on the part of parents and a certain nun1ber of teachers.\" While

the report condemned [his forced or '''indiscriminate''
(pohoLova) Ukrainization,

it also expressed concerned that parents were independently pushing for the \"de-

Ukrainization)' of schools. The report presents a picture of spontaneous Ukrainiza-

tion and de-Ukrainization, beyond the control of the Odesa Regional Education
Section or other state or

parry oversight. This trend was impermissible, but so was
an abandonment of th,e

policy. The report argued that it was necessary to correlate
the number of Ukrainian schools with the Ukrainian proportion of the popula-
tion (a goal already larg.ely achieved on paper) and push for an improvement in

instruction. The pace of Ukrainizacion would not slacken so much as shift. Ever

mindful of public sentiment) the definitive achievement of Ukrainization would
be

high-quality Ukrainian-language instruction and maintenance of the \"true

Sovi,et character of the Ukrainized school.')70

What the \"true Soviet character\" of a school meant is difficult to precisely iden-

tify. The ideal school in Soviet Ukraine in 1927 was
engaged

in promotillg a

progressive pedagogical curriculum that was locally derived but attuned to the

larger political requirements of the Communist
Parry.

This is a broad description.

However, embedded in this statement is an expression
of fear of the \"non-Soviet\"

school: nationalistic, reactionary, or
simply non-compliant. AlL perhaps, were rea-

sons for anxiety, yet\037
it is this potential for a school to become something undesir-

able that mattered most. Primary schools were a critical component in the Soviet

campaign
to orient Ukraine cowards a modern, industrialized future. Secondary

and
post-secondary

education may have been where Soviet specialists were being

immediately trained, and thus were the focus of t11e party
1

s attention\037 but it was

in primary schools that an entirely new generation was
being

cultivated. \"Soviet
H

primary
schools were needed to ensure that children were adequately prepared

for

matriculation to the vocational schools, technical colleges} and institutes. '\037Non-

Soviet') schools suggested a break in this link.

The truly Ukrainized school was
conspicuously

more rare at the secondary

and post-secondary levels. In the city of Odesa, only
tvvo vocational schools were

entirely Ukrainized in 1927. The inspector's report makes mention of twelve oth-

ers that were considered Ukrainian) but \"are in essence Russian,,\" It allowed that

the slow and slipshod Ukrainizarion of the vocational schools had an effect on

the Ukrainization of higher ,education.
'Only

the Odesa Agricultural Institute

and the Odesa INO (the foenler
university) attempted

to follow any plall for)))
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Ukrainization. In regard to students, in the
city

of Odesa, 17 per cent of the

vocational-school students were Ukrainian, 19 per cent were Russian, and 54 per

cent were Jewish.
The proportion

was nearly the same for post-secondary schools.

Only the
city's

((workers' faculties
n

(robfak in Ukrainian; rabfak in Russian - an

educatjonal institution established to supplement the incomplete schooling of

workers and to provide career advancement) approached
a SO per cent Ukrainian

student
body\037 ostensibly

made up of Ukrainian migrants to the city who formed

the
growing

ranks of the working class. Blame for this significant shoftcoming,
however, was to be found at the primary-school level. According to the

inspec-

tor's report, the UkraiIlian portion of the population was \"entirely insufficiently

provided for [obsluhovuietsia]\" because \"in the village there is a very small number

of
seven-year

schools which graduate a small contingent of pupils to the profsh-
koly.\037)71

Here was a clear formulation of a deficieney in Soviet educational
policy

and acknowledgment
of the interconnected nature of the Ukrainization. A failure

to increase the number of seven-year schools for Ukrainians in the
countryside

meant that secondary schools could not expand into rural communities or recruit

boarding
students (or anticipate families migrating to the city to have children

prepared
for further schooling). Ukrainians would remain proportionally less

educated, and an essential
p.remise

of Ukrainization would be undermined. The

recognition of this discrepancy also casts doubt on the report\"s cited correspon-
dence between the Ukrainian

population
and

primary schools. If the majority of

Ukrainian schools were abbreviated
four-year primary schools and the majority of

Russian schools, for example, were full seven-year primary schools t then ('national

education\302\273) would necessarily remain unequal.
At its heart, this important summary of Ukrainization work to date and work

needed claims to be objective and even-handed.. It criticizes instances of a for-

mal approach to Ukrainization and calls for a
deepening and improvement in

Ukrainization, while, in an apparent criticism of
overly hastY Ukrainization,

argues that \"we must further get rid of
everything

that could be called unhealthy\037

politically uneven methods of implementation, everything that only harms and

discredits Ukrainization itself.}) It cites as an example of
\"provocative

incidents)) an

announcement by the head of one Ukrainized school that
every pupil

who spoke

in class in Russian would be fined five
kopecks.

72
This comment rings eerily simi-

lar to charges made
against alleged

Ukrainian nationalists during the SVU affair.

Conspicuously absent from the report is an equally \037'provocative\" example ofRus-

sification or \"Great Russian chauvinism,\" even as it concedes that Russif1cation

did persist. Clearly, foremost in the minds of the local Narkomos administrators\037

given the very real historical place of Russian in Odesa and its demographic mix,
was Ukrainization gone awry. And

yet,
it is difficult to foresee how Ukrainization of

the schools could have
progressed without force being applied in some limited and)))
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transparent way (if not according to the absurd fining policy chosen
by

the school

principal). The institutional inertia of schools aJld state illstitutions was often too

great, and their compliance with Ukrainization decrees could
always

be selective.

The 'tasymmetcic terror\" that the GPU and party would
eventually apply against

Ukrainizers had its roots in this anxiety about the tel1sions that Ukrainization

caused. Prioritization of this worry over resistance to Ukrainization meant a weak-

ening
of the policy's authority and suggested what th,e 1927 report labelled as the

\"greatest task of our party in Ukraine\" was anything but that.?3

One year later, the Ukrainization drive
already appeared to be on [he wane

and knowledge of UkrainiaJ1 was still cursory, although the Communist Party's

demands on its members and state employees, including teachers, remained itl

effect. A harbinger of [he future of the policy in Odesa was its effect on local

party activists-. A resolution of the Secretariat of the Odesa Regional Parry Com-

mittee sent to all local Agitprop bureaus fronl
February 1928 noted the \"very

weak attendance of courses)' on Ukrainization for
parry

activists. District party

committees had established courses for 300 persons. Although 226
party

mem-

bers had registered for the courses, only 75 attended regularly. Because these

parry
courses were supposed to be self-financing (i..e.., students were expected to

pay
for each course they att\037nded), the courses were in serious financial trou-

ble. The secretariat ordered all district committees to take an account of
party

members who attended Ukrainization courses and \"force\" negligent members to
attend punctually. District committees were also to monitor the attendance by
local propagandists of lecrures

given by higher-education
instructors. However)

perhaps in recognition that attendance would continue to be an issue, the reso-

lution called for a reduction in the number of courses available and for stricter

budget accounting by the local Politosvita, the Narkomos division responsible

for all Ukrainization courses. 74

In fact, attendance c.ontinued to be a problem. 111e assistant head of the
regional

Agitprop
noted in a November 1928 letter to district party commissions that, in

spite
of the efforts of Agitprop, new Ukrainization courses that had

begun
on

September
18 of [hat year were not fully enrolled. He blamed the district com-

mission for telling party members to individually report to courses and for failing

to organize equally distributed groups of students. He called on individual party

cells to monitor attendance and discipline members who shirked attendance..
75

A

report (0 the regional Agitprop bureau from the local head of the state Ukrain-

ization courses noted that in Odesa's Illich and Stalin districts) ninety-four parry

activists were registered among a smaller number of groups in
September 1928,

but less than two-thirds of the registered students attended. Half of those
regis-

tered were students who had (0 repeat [he course,
meal1ing

that they had learl1ed

little or nothing during the previous session. Five study groups were left witllOll()))
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a regular instructor, although it
appears

to have been overseen by a course admin-

istrator. Instead, they
used an instructional program for self-study. The students

in these groups appeared to have little regard
for elements of Ukrainian studies,

specifically \"economic
geography)'\"

which [hey asked Ukrainization administrators

to remove from the course of
S[u\037y.

Individual students also introduced a proposal

not to study a (historical) sketch of Ukraine. However, they demanded that the

number of hours devoted to language study be increased. 76 The report makes

no mention of a rationale for this demand. From a functional perspective, this

approach made sense. A command of the language was necessary for the practical
demands of work as a party activist, and it is possible that students were admit-

ting
that it was not so easily acquired. Although students could have been tested

in a
perevirka

on all elements of Ukrainian studies, their proposed revisions may
have

suggested
that allowances be made in the perevirka. Or, they simply believed

the minimum of Ukrainian-studies knowledge could be acquired in a different

way, maybe through their own reading of Russian-language texts. Regardless, this

request
to learn \"more\" language is a notable example of how a select group viewed

the demands and potential promise ofUkrainization.

As a result of the overall trend towards non-attendance, the fina.ncial crisis of

Ukrainizarion remained unresolved. Furthermore,
parry

members who attended

courses were not paying for them: \"In
spite

of the fact that course-takers from

the party activists in the first
meetings [zboriv] were warned that they needed to

bring money, that is, paymeI1t
for the first lesson, the majority did not bring it.

u

As a result, instructors who were assigned to courses were left
unp,aid)

and [he

debt Ukrajnization administrators owed to instructors from [he previous year
was

carried over. The head of the Ukrainization courses called on higher educational
institutions, VUZy,

to assume a role in maintaining Ukrainization courses, partly
because

they provided some of the instructors) and warned that instructors would
refuse to lead Ukrainization courses for the party in future if their work condi-
tions remained the same. Besides, the head of courses argued, fees for the courses

were already too low and payment was unlikely to increase because attendance

would not improve. The administrator suggested that a more direct budgetary

allotment be made for Ukrainization courses for parry activists. 77

However, a

November 1928 letter from the head of the Odesa
regional

financial section to

Agitprop complicated matters, arguing that the current
People's

Commissariat of

Finance budget (1928-9) did not allow for the
financiI1g

of [he Ukrainization of

VUZy, specifically of social studies instructors. It would therefore be difficult for

the VUZy to assume allY role in financing training of
party

activists. The head of

the financial section makes no detailed mention of maintenance of the Ukrainiza-

tion of state employees generally, but suggests that automatic reimbursement of
costs for Ukrainization was foreseen only in the 1925-6

budget\03778
After this time,)))
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payment for the requirements ofUkrainization was the
responsibility of each indi-

vidual institution.)

Continued Problems and Shifting Parental Sentiment)

What did these shortcomings mean for the Ukrainization of schooling? Most

importantly\037
the failure of parry members co attend Ukrainization courses and

the lack of
funding

of Ukrainization courses suggested to the Odesa Narkomos
administrators that the

policy
was far from me party)s \"greatest task.\" Narkomos

was critical to this campaign in tw'o
important respects. First, its political depart-

ment, Politosvita, designed the Ukrainization
program

that was supposed to be

used by party activists. and state
employees

alike.. Second, Narkomos provided

the instructors for the party courses and lecturers in Agitprop-sponsored clubs.

At some level, then, Narkomos understood that if the party was not energetically

taking up [he Ukrainization campaign and the Ukrainization ofVUZy remained

at a standstilL the policy as a whole lacked the
authority

to institute fundamental

change even at the basic level of the
primary

school. Furthermore, Narkomos

must have appreciated that funding for a deepening ofUkrainiza[ion (e.g., further

training
of teachers and publication of new texts) would be difficult to procure.

In addition) qualified teachers who sought employment as Ukrainization instruc-

tors in party courses were likely dissuaded by the
party)s

failure to pay instructors.

Employment in Ukrainization courses for state
employees

remained a possibil-

ity (and, for a time, a lucrative one), but teachers must have been concerned

about participation in a policy that seemed to lack the support of the determining

authority in the region, the
regional

section of the Communist Parry\"

Later Ukrainian-studies examinations reveal that
progress

in knowledge among

teachers from the initial push in 1925-6 was uneven. A March 1928 examination

in the Komintern district of both government employees
and teachers revealed

that of the fifteen teachers who appeared for the exam, no teacher scored into

the first category (\"good')). However, the commission
gave exemptions

to rnrelve

individuals, including teachers, on multiple grounds: for having earned a first-

category ranking in Ukrainian-studies examinations held in 1926; for having

taught 'Ukrainian a long time; or for being a graduate of an INO.79 This
prac-

[ice of giving exemptions failed to account for loss of
language knowledge

or

to assess the real language ability of practising Ukrainian-language teachers. A

report by the Odesa Regional Administration)s commission on Ukrainization in

late December 1928
argued

that the state of Ukrainian knowledge among rural

and urban teachers alike was so unsatisfactory that teachers who had earned

a second- and third-category ranking
needed to be retested at tlle end of the

1928-9 academic
year.

80)))
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What is most interesting about these examinations of Ukrainian knowledge is

that the score teachers earned could shift. The results of an examination of teachers

performed in June 1929 in the town of Zhovtneve revealed that several teachers

who had previously obtained a
second-category ranking were demoted to a third-

category ranking. However, they were not dismissed, but rachkr ordered to study

further. B1
In an earlier November 1928 examination of teachers and public work-

ers in [he Hrosulove district (northwest of the city of Odesa), the commission had

marked down two examinees from a second-category ranking to a third-category

ranking, due to their
alleged hostility to Ukrainization. Both these examinees were

public servants, not teachers (one was a statistician and another an accountant),

but the examination concluded that the prevailing
attitu-de in the district towards

Ukrainization was apathy. Many of the examinees came late to the examination

(there are no separate comments on teachers) and 5S
per

cent of the examinees

as a whole scored into the third
category.

At a general meeting of teachers and

government employees, Bartnykov, the head of the financial section of the Hro-

sulove District Administration, refused to
give

a report in Ukrainian, laughing at

this prospect.H
2

Similarly,
in the Leninskyi district of the city of Odesa, teachers

reportedly had demonstrated an intolerant attitude towards Ukrainization. 83

Two years later, little had changed regarding
Ukrainization of the parry in Odesa.

A 1929 protocol of the Odesa
Regional Party

Committee labelled low attendance

by party activists \"intolerable
u

and ordered the party's control commission \"to

call to party responsibility candidates who are not systematically visiting courses,,\"

However, it tasked a local Narkomos official, Pelevin, with the responsibility of

developing a budget for the courses and of ensuring payment from course-takers

for instruction. This provision is telling. Narkomos was clearly still the lead insti-

tution for promoting Ukrainization and yet it clearly lacked the clout of the
parry

to enforce payment for courses that had been chronically not
ma\037e. Furthermore,

the parry seemed to lack confidence that Narkomos-appointed instructors were all

teaching correctly, ordering its Agitprop -department to check
(pereviryty)

the teach-

illg of social studies in Ukrainian. 84
A January 1929 report to the regional Agitprop

from the head of the Ukrainization courses reported that enrolment in Ukrain-
ization courses

spiked
when a perevirka was threatened in state institutions or

parry committees, but subsequently fell away. Instructors used the plan prescribed
by

the Narkomos section, but adapted this plan to the needs of their hromada

(society). Methods of work included lectures and conversations with the students,
reading

the
newspaper, and written work, but the head of courses conceded that

the absellce of textbooks, eve.n at this late date, impeded work. He claimed that
instructors were

generally satisfactory) with the exception of one of the instructors,
who was djsmissed for inattentiveness. In spite of the recurring attendance and
blldgetary

issues, the head of courses insisted that these courses were the
reqllired)))
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form of Ukrainization. If attendance was more regular and students took the

courses
seriously, the insrructional plan could be instituted ill a systematic fashion

and Ukrainization would be secured. M5
The

problern was [hat he lacked any real
means to ensure a shift in attitudes. Although he appealed to the regionaJ parry

secretariat to discipline party n1embers, it is difficult to see how this would be

accomplished) given its reluctance [0 assess real pena]ties.
The archival record ,on Ukrainization in prinlary schools in the Odesa region

drops off after 1929. (The State Archive of the Odesa Region has no records from

the education inspectorares of the 1930s.) However, the poor performance of
some teachers in the 1928-9 examinations and the public's general foot-dragging
would s,eem to

suggest rha[ considerable improvements in teachers' Ukrainian

knowledge were not in the
offing.

Like the teachers in the Petrovirivka district

who resisted taking a
\"surprise

H
examination in 1926, at least a significant portion

of teachers continued (,0 exhibit hostility to the notion of having their Ukrainian

knowI,edge formally
evaluated. Certainly, enough time had passed for them to

study adequately,
in

spite
of the constraints of their schedule' and shortages of

preparatory literature. Wider public Ukrainiz3rion continued to be stalled because

of the small number of lecturers available from the ranks of teachers who could be

assigned to public wo,rk.. A real shift in the language environment in Odesa co,uld
not occur without

energetic
teacher

participation.

And yet, in spite of this evidence, the tide did seem to be shifting for some.

In [he city of Odesa, the transfer to Ukrainian-language
instruction was gener-

ally \"painless
u

in Labour School No. 67, according to the records of a
meeting

of

the school's teachers in January 1929. Not all
parents

were \"positively\" disposed

towards Ukrainization, and the fact that SOlne families of the pupils did not speak

Ukrainian at home meant that some children spoke Ukrainian only within the

confines of the school. However\037 the teachers' meeting still concluded that \037(a rise

in national consciousness has been observed [among the parents] that must be

attributed to [he influence of pupils on family life.\"86 In March 1928, parents at

Labour School No. 41 voted to
petition regional

authorities for the gradual but full

conversion of the school from Russian- [0 Ukrainian-language
instruction. They

were apparently convinced by the school directorJs
argument:

'''In two years it will

already be rare to hear Russian
speech

... You have children and you are obliged
to ensure {hat

they
know Ukrainian welt which in Ukraine is the state language

withour which it will be difficult to receive service and work.\" As the schoo.1direc-

tor put it, \"times were moving ahead\" and the school had an obligation to
keep

pace.

87
This was the sort of recognition persistently sought by the administrators

of
early

Soviet nationalities policy in Ukraine. However, the parents' vote paints a

picture
of a spontaneous sort of conversion to Ukrainian-language schooling from

Russian-language schooling
that rarely seemed to occur.)))
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It is unclear what was. the precise ethnic
makeup

of schools No. 67 and No. 41.

Strictly speaking, the Ukrainization of schools was supposed
to be limited to insti-

tutions with homogeneous Ukrainian student bodies, but this was an ambition

rather than a reality. Schools targeted or petitioning for Ukrainization were often

multi-ethnic. In spite of the nUnoriry status of Ukrainians in [he city of Odesa,

local educational authorities viewed the expansion of Ukrainian schools in the city

as essential to strengthen the city's (and, by extension, the Communist
Party's)

bond wirh, and authoriry over, the surrounding Ukrainian-majority countryside.
88

If non- Ukrainian children) specifically Russian or Jewish children, were \"tempo-

raiily)'
enrolled in Ukrainian schools, the larger political goals of Ukrainization

in
generaJ superseded

these concerns. Furthermore, Narkomos officials and some

Communist Parry leaders viewed the creation of Yiddish and other \"national-

minority\" schools alongside Ukrainian schools as an accepted strategy of \037eaken-

ing the assimilation of non-Russians, including Ukrainian
peasant migrants, to a

historically rooted, urban Russian culture.
The sentiments of the

parents
of the pupils of schools No. 67 and No. 41 reflect

and transform the official rationale for Ukrainization. The policy was a
necessary

measure to legitimize Communist Party power among the Ukrainian-speaking
population) prepare the next generation for th,eir future political and economic

roles in an imagined majority Ukrainian-speaking republic,
and offer

opportu-

nity for professional advancement for those who learned the
language,

even in

decidedly Russophone cities like Odesa. These
parents\037,

wheth,er
they were ethnic

Ukrainian or not) decided that knowledge of Ukrainian was a marker of urban

modernity and future prosperity. For those parents who were Ukrainian, the deci-

sion to convert these schools to '\037their\037)
language

of instruction may have given
them confidence in their

newly
embraced national identity. Ukrainian was not the

tongue of the
village

alone t but of the socialist city that their children would build.)))
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By the end of the 1920s\037 Soviet authorities moved on a long-standing suspicion
of non-party educators. Education officials

pursued
the twin policies of progres-

sive education and Ukrainization in the context of a cultural revolution in the

republic: a shakeup of non-party participation in the technical, scientific, and

cultural fields. Stalin and his supporters believed this revolution was necessary in

order to inspire a new Soviet generation, establish conditions for the replacement

of carry-overs from the pre-revolutionary period witll Soviet-trained cadres, and

create a base of support for Stalin\"s economic and political agenda..
In Ukraine, this

policy took on a particular twist because of a
persistent

concern about the danger

of Ukrainian nationa1isn1 and the republican Commissariat of Education's
lasting

commitment to some principles of progressive pedagogy. Both these convictions
forced new attention on the field of education, the pursuit of contradictory poli-

cies oflimiration/alteration, and public calls for expansion. This study has argued
that these attitudes were deep-seated, that such a shift had precedence in the

very

contradicriolls of these policies. Furthermore, it suggests that education, in spite
of the lack of financial investment, was not politically impotent, and the move by
the party and

security
service

agaiI1st
educators was evidence of this.

Education had power because of
schooling)s capacity

to shape the attirudes of

the young; in the
early period

of Soviet power, th,e party leadership' saw as crucial

education's potential to define the significance of the revolution and consolidate its

gains in the imagination of children. If
parry

authorities did not order high invest-

ment in education, they kept a watchful eye all the schools and reacted quickly
when they identified an undesirable event or trend. A concern about the political
orientation of children determined the characrer of repression and the contours of

the cultural revolution in the Ukrainian republic.. Schools, teachers, and children

were a central component of these
can1paigns,

and Ukrainization and educational

reform (in an arguably more nuanced manner)
were the subjects of dispute. The)))
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teachers' union (Robos) initiated [he
campaign againsr

its own membership, pro-

viding a new emphasis on long-held doubts. Union members decried teachers
J

failure to instill an awareness of socialism)s aims in children through progressive

education and their lack of vigilance against enemies within [heir ranks. Local

Soviet authorities pointed to specific instances of infiltration by nationalists who

had taken advantage of the conditions created by Ukrainization and distorted

pedagogy
in the schools. The most widespread failing of teachers was their

passiv-

ity,
their so-called neutrality. What this meant in the context ofUkrainization was

difficult to assess. Just how active could Ukrainizing teachers be if [he policy itself

was under stress? What constituted correct methodology in the schools?

The Soviet
press alleged

that the nationalists were active in rural schools farther

away
from the urban bases of Soviet power. Articles clipped by Robos)s investi-

gative
bureau alleged [hat rich peasants, or kulaks, were working to undermine

I

the ob.jectives
of the Soviet school, to influence the politically vulnerable,

passive

teachers. A frequent crime cited by newspaper accounts and confirmed by reports
issued

by purge commissions of Rob os was the existence of \"'national
antagonisms\"

among teachers; in particular, anti-Semitic attitudes. Anti-Semitism was seen as a

marker of an anti-Soviet stance and Robos commissions sometimes correlated it

to the development of Ukrainian nationalism. As an aggregate, newspaper articles,

purge commission
reports,

and the minutes of Robos meetings questioned the

ability of Robos members, teachers, and educators (employed in schools, insti-

tutes) and as lecturers and writers of Ukrainian studies) to lead the process of
Ukrainization. Robos

sought
to redeem itself by arguing that most teachers were

loyal
servants of the Soviet republic, and the Robos leadership investigated con-

troversial cases of teachers whom it judged local commissions had purged without
initial conclusive evidence. Robos thus attempted to preserve its status as a repre-

sentative of reacher interests, but its power and
willingness

to intervene, especially

in criminal cases, were limited. AllY taint of
past sympathy

with the Ukrainian

national movement was enough to earn the suspicion of local
purge

commissions

and republican Robos authorities. The answer to mounting charges
of

suspect

loyalty in the teaching profession was demonstration of a firm commitment to the

dictates of the cultural revolution and the economic and
political campaigns

of

the early 1930s) and exposure of uenemiesn within the teachers' midst.

As of November 1929, a set of these \"enemies\" had a discernible name: th,e

SVU (Spifka vyzvolennia Ukrainy - Union for Liberation of Ukraine). The SVU

was a counter-revolutionary Ukrainian nationalist organization fabricated
by

the

GPU. The GPU arrested a hi,gh proportion of leading Ukrainian non-party edu-

cators, including primary-school teachers, and declared that a school group and
a

pedagogical group operated as components of the SVU\037 in
conjunction with a

subsidiary youth branch. The prosecutor's charges and the \"confessions\" of the)))
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accused suggested that teachers assumed a
leading role in disseminating nationalist

ideology. The state argued that SVU memb,ers were motivated by a fear of the con-

sequences ofUkrainization, the creation of a
nationally

conscious generation loyal
to the Soviet cause) but also maintained that the SVU members had taken advan-

tage of Ukrainization to co-opt the
campaign

for themselves. In the aftermath of

the announcement of the existel1ce of the SVU, teachers had reason to look on
the Ukrainization

campaign
with some trepidation. The efforts of leading Ukrain-

izers had been condemned) distorted, and criminalized. The Soviet press did noc

attack Ukrainization directly, and [he KP(b)U issued calls to implement correct,

Bolshevik, nationalities policy at the very same time the SVU was announced, but

the association of Ukrainization with the SVU
spoiled

the campaign. Party and

governmental authorities could al1d did use the label SVU to paint teachers and

children who were not part of the
high-profile

trial as nationalists.

On the basis of available evidence) it is difficult to say precisely why the GPU

and (he party chose to move against these individual educators, but the testi-

mony of s,elect accused is
revealing.

If the defini{ive motivacion was a belief in the
untrust'\\.Vorthiness of non-parry intelligentsia and an anticipation of their resis-
tance to collectivization and industrialization, it was an uncertainty about what

teachers were doing in the classroom and fears regarding their influence on the

young that determined the structure of the repression against the intelligentsia.

Interrogation files must be carefully read) but they do suggest that there was high

intergenerational cohesion between teachers - that young teachers and students

who had received some training in Soviet institutions, or were in public work for

the Soviet state., did not break from [he guidance of their elders who had much

deeper roots in the pre-revolutionary pa.\037t.
The GPU was alarmed by this fact)

and reimagined this relationship as a united counter-revolutionary network. It

reworked dedication to teaching as evidence of plotting in the classroom, and an

informal organization of alumni of
Kyiv)s

most prestigious Ukrainian primary

school as a nationalist conspiracy hatched
by

teachers. In the GPU script that

emerges from the testimony, much of which must have been forced, teachers were

alarmed by the prospect of
'<losing\"

children to Soviet ideology and were using the

Ukrainization process [0
\"recapture

U

them. In fact, the G PU's fear, shared by the

parry leadership,
was the reverse: that children were being lost to the nationalist

cause. Children were paradoxica1ly vulnerable victims and villainous foot solliiers

in the
alleged

effort (0 extend nationalist influence.. The accused discussed Ukrain-

ization in a contradictory fashion, revealing their own confusion about what they
should

decry,
what should have been permissible, and what was not.

Reports of the SVU affair and eventual trial were no clearer about what con-

stituted Hcorrect\" Bolshevik Ukrainization\037 but the signal [he parry and the G PU

communicated was chat \"Hawed\" Ukrainization had produced the SVU.
Reports)))
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of GPU surveillance of the
intelligentsia

in Odesa, where the agency identified

an SVU cell, suggest that the GPU made (he arrests because it was opposed to

Ukrainization and wanted to
justify

its use of coercion against' the Ukrainian intel-

ligentsia. Reports of the Russian intellectual community suggest that they under-

stood the essential lesson of the SVU: that Ukrainization had gone too far and

affirmed a need for action. The
split

berw-een the language communities was likely

not so stark, but both
groups

were united by a belief that the policy of Ukrainiza-

tion was
being

tested through an exercise of police power. In Odesa, (h,e GPU

targeted post-secondary instructors and students for surveillance and reported
evidence of anti-Soviet activity, suggesting a concern that post-secondary INO

professors were
manufacturing

such sentiments among the young. This focus

had an inevitable effect on primary-school teachers, who maintained ties with

INO instrllcrors, participated with them in the public Ukrainization campaign,

and were responsible for
training pupils

for the lNG, and who found themselves

under suspicion.
In the aftermath of the SVU affair, teachers struggled to make sense of it all.

Especially
in rural parts of the Ukrainian republic, the tumult of the First Five-

Year Plan was to continue, and the Soviet press condemned tea'chers for non-

participation in the state's economic and political campaigns. To ,do
anything

else now invited a charge of kulak s,ympathy and possibly the
type

of Ukrainian

nationalism alleged to have been crafted by SVU members. The teachers'
press

suggested models of Soviet virtue: martyr teachers whom kulaks injured or killed

because of their leadership of collectivization. The Soviet state and Communist
Parry

needed the participation of teachers as representatives of Soviet power in the
countryside

if the collectivization campaign was to succeed, but these press reports
served as reminders of what should have been the teachers) principal concern and
of the risks of flawed action. The task of Ukrainization was a distant affair to a

profession in which only a portion had ard.ently taken up the banner.. Given [he

state's assault on a broad stratum of the
peasantry,

it must have seemed less than

necessary to ensure rural/urban union in the
republic.)

Shifting Contexts)

By 1928, the political environment in the Soviet Union had
changed signifi-

cantly. Having defeated the Left Opposition in 1927, Stalin initiated a \"revolu-

tion from above,\" designed to rapidly propel the Soviet economy forward. A war
crisis, begun

with Britain's decision to break relations with the Soviet Union in
May 1927.

undoubtedly
comributed to Stalin's conviction that the party needed

to ensure increased
production relative to the capitalist world. He encouraged)))
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a climate of hysteria that enabled him [0 demand unity against his critics and
advance his plans for

rapid industrialization. Confronted with a grain shortage.
Stalin moved in

early
1928 against the Right Opposition}s gradualist program in

agriculture and called for the
arbitrary confiscation of grain as well as the arrests of

peasants
who had earlier refused to sell their yield at the

artificially
low prices set

by the Soviet government.
1

The
export of grain was desperately needed in order

to finance the ambitious plan for industrialization outlined in the country)s new
economic scheme, set to begin in October 1928: the First Five-Year PlaIl.

Grain confiscations continued throughout 1929 and) in November, Stalin

announced that the mass collectivization of agriculture was required to guarantee
an adequate supply of foodstuffs.

Although
Stalil1 portrayed the initial collectiv-

ization canlpaign as
Hvoluntary,\"

the VKP(b) TsK made clear to local authorities
that they needed to ,demonstrate

widespread
\"success') in recruitment and meet

targets well above those designated in the Five-Year Plan. Concurrent with the col-

lectivization campaign, the party leadership also demanded an assault on kulaks.

Officially) the term designated rich
peasants, but, in reality, it applied to the broad

stratum of middle-income
peasants

who opposed collectivization. Together, col-

lectivization .and dekuI.akization - the arrest and seizure of peasant property
- led

to near-civil war conditions in the countryside. After first announcing the cam-

paign's general success, Stalin blamed local authorities for uexcesses.\" Collectiviza-

tion continued through [he early 19305, but at a slower
pace.

In the cultural field, Soviet authorities capitalized on a
general

resentment

among Komsomol members, young parry activists, and working-class recruits

towards the NEP-era policr of collaborating with bourgeois specialists and intel-
lectuals. The

spring
1928 show trial of fifty-three engineers from the Shakhty min-

ing area in the Donbas, on charges of sabotage and collusion with
foreign powers,

set th,e stage for the future prosecution of non-parry intelligentsia.
It also signalled

the mobilization of society for the defence and support of the First Five-Year Plan.

As part of this campaign, [he party leadership permitted and
partly encouraged

a ((cultural revolution t

n

described by Sheila Fitzpatrick as \"a
political

confronta-

tion of 'proletarian' Communists and the (bourgeois' intelligentsia, in which the

Communists sought to overthrow the cultural authorities inherited
by

the old

regime.\"3 The transformation of culture, guided by a
\"proletarian intelligentsia,'\"

would enable the behavioural shift required for public participation in me Five-

Year Plan. 111e course of the \"cultural revolurion
H

was sometimes spontaneous\037

but, generally, the social purging demanded by lower-level activists served the

short-term needs of central authorities from 1928 to 1932. The \037'culturaI revolution\"

gave popular sanction [0 Stalin's \"revolution from above'\" and created space for the

assertion of greater parry authority after local activists were brought under control.)))
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In the case of Ukrainian
primary

education, the First Five-Year Plan was to have

a number of effects. It
placed

new demands on reachers to participate in public

campaigns beyond the classroom, chiefly collectivization. While he was in Russia,

the long-standing RSFSR commissar of education, Anatolii Lunacharsky, was dis-

missed in 1929 following charges of\"bureaucra(ism\037' and bourgeois appeasement;,

Skrypnyk's assumption of the Ukrainian Narkomos delayed a similar shakeup.
However, Skrypnyk

conceded the need for a radical shift in classroom methodol-

ogy
and structural reorganization. The end result of this effort was a rejection of

progressive pedago'gy
and the subordination of the Ukrainian education system to

all-UI1ion norms.
Finally,

of pre-eminent
concern to this study, the party leader-

ship sanctioned a mo've against
what it perceived to be a growing danger in the

schools and education system: Ukrainian nati6nalism\037)

Teachers Compromised)

The identification and suppression of Ukrainian nationalism among educators

provided an added dimension to Stalin's revolution in the republic. Fitzpatrick

writes that prior to the cultural revolution, central altthorities generally treated
Soviet teachers lightly because they presented \"no potential political threat\037\"4

Local authorities, however, ignored this restraint. In the case of Ukraine, Stalin
and some republican leaders already shared a suspicion of what they believed to

be the very real political hazard of Ukrainian nationalism. The cultural revolu-

tion provided the vehicle to lextinguish it. Furthermore, what was imagined to be

at stake was not just ((class\037)
leadership,

but also the potential corruption of the

next generation. Ukrainizarion would
persist,

but it would be robbed of the force

needed for its realization\"

.

While the KP(b)U Central Committee's reports made generally vague claims
about the

spread
of nationalism, locaJ authorities cited specific \037ses. A February

1927 meeting of party and Komsomol school staff in the
Rakovsky

district of

Kyiv found that Russians and Ukrainian nationalists had begun to \"show their real

face.\"5 A report by one participant, Klekh, claimed that Russian chauvinist senti-

ment predominated in at least three of the
city's

schools. In one of these schools,
Labour School No. 67, a former member of the centre-right Kader parry6 served
as director and purportedly fostered an environment marked by nationalist anec-

dotes,. poetry, and drama. Of critjcal
importance

to Ukrainization, Klekh singled
out the danger represented by Durdukivsky's Labour School No.1. He maintained

that nearly all the teachers a\037 the school were former members of the Ukrainian
Social Democratic Workers' Party and the direction of the school remained ori-
ented towards the former national

platform
of this party\" Furthermore) the school

administration selected its own
employees:

\"The school is a closed circle. Strangers)))

investigation into whether ((there is not a

perseclltion of a teacher activist by kulaks.\" The local Robos commission reported
that there had been no such persecution in the case of Karpenko.

42

The Fourth Congress of the Robos Union was held in July 1930. Although
the repon of the the Robos VUK to the

congress was generally positive regarding)))
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are not permitted to become
acquainted

with the circle and its work.\"7 Klekh

suggested chat local Narkomos authorities were
partly

at fault for allowing this

situation to persist by approving (if not
initiating) appointments to the school. He

reported that another school, Labour School No. 64, staffed Ukrainian ttchauvinist
U

teachers: the faculty was only SO per cent \"Soviee> and often did not support t11e

activities of the school's reportedly competent head.

The
Kyiv meeting blamed the growth of nationalism on the absence of

proper

local party leadership. A second speak,er, Yanyshevska, insisted that Narkomos
knew little about actual events in the schools and had not done much to ori-
ent teachers towards a labour-based curriculum, and that non-party inspectors
and adrninisrrators had allowed \"deviations\" in the schools and were exercising
a negative influence over Komsomol members. She cautioned that the danger qf
this neglect was real, an anti-Soviet mood was spreading, and \"the idea is being
introduced about the

organization
of a faction of non-parry teachers in order to

achieve
victory

over the Communists.\" Another city-wide gathering of Commu-
nist

pedagogues
in 1927 confiroled tllar teachers had joined Russian monarchists

and Ukrainian
\"yellow-azures\" (i.e., supporters of the UNR). 81he parry had been

too weak to effect a change in their attitudes to date: \"The conditions of work

here) as in the periphery, are complicated enough because we cannot politically

influence the whole mass of workers with our forces, capabilities;
and apparat.\"

Parry leadership and growth were needed to combat this
perceived

nationalism.

If the party's work among educators to date had been insufficient, Robos had

also failed. According to Tkach, a contributor [0 Narodnii
uchytel,

the union had

not adequately explained the \"ideological essence and social roots of this national-

ist deviation.. u9 As a result, even if the
majoriry

of educators supported the party,

some had fallen victim to the
((spontaneous pressure ofbollrgeois nationalism and

remnants of the pasr.)) Tkach illsisted that Robos needed to
explain

to teachers

the (fUe direction of Soviet nationalities
policy,

but also the harm comn1itted by

Shumsky, Khvylovy, and the economist Mykhailo Volobuiev.
1o

He did not criti-

cize Ukrainization directly. On the contrary, he insisted that it enabled recruit-

ment of the peasantry to the socialist cause and permitted a strengthening of its

relationship with the proletariat. But Robos's achievements in Ukrainization had

largely been forn1a1 in character.

A secret GPU report from January 1927 suggested even more ominously tl1at

teachers remained hostile towards Soviet powec If they believed in the poten-
tial of Ukrainization.. they thought the Soviet goverJ1ment's support of the policy
was lack1ustre. Khrysryna Alchevska,11 a well-known poet and educator, WJ10 was

monitored by the GPU, allegedly lamented that \"the Ukrainian porcion of the

TsK KP(b)U is destroyed. Stalin is against the entry of Ukrainians into the Soviet

apparar of the UkrSSR. What kind of Ukrainization is this?\" Teachers as a whole)))
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reportedly resented the multiple responsibilities
the state required them to fulfill

for little pay, incJuding Ukrainization. City teachers were so incensed by their dif-

ficult financial situation that they were on the verge of striking. The GPU report

specifically claimed that rural teachers felt aggrieved
that the party continued to

view them as \"a narrow-minded an,d bourgeois element t

\"

compelled
to participate

in the state's public campaigns with little trust or support. They did not have the

means to Ukrainize: no literature or opportunity to devote [0 their own language

improvement. In particular, they complained about the obligation to
give sparsely

attended lectures in village reading rooms: \"brainwashing [Russian: promyvanie

mozgo.v] peasants
takes a lot of time and energy, when one is engaged in education

and
language [in the school].\"12

Taken as a whole, these sentiments, as
reported by

{he GPU, did not reveal

teachers' rejection ofUkrainization, but rather a belief that it could not be accom-

plished under the current Soviet
leadership

in Ukraine (as Shumsky had argued)

or, at the
very least, ul1der existing work conditions. Missing is an acknowledg-

ment chat the whole purpose of Ukrainization was to make public work, like

instruction in village reading rooms, more effective.. Of course, this was a
linkage

that the GPU was not going to make. But
paradoxically,

like Tkach, the docu-

ment also suggests that the meaning of Ukrainization had nor been adequately

conveyed..

Teachers needed to actively pursue Ukrainization, but also
guard against per-

versions of the campaign. According to speakers at a June 1928 Robos conference,

the teachers' chief failing was passivity. This
passivity

had led to lax Ukrainizarion,

bur it had also permitted enemies of Soviet power to co-opt the campaign for their
own use. An educator could not claim to be a Soviet educator, one Robos member
insisted, if he remained a ((mute witness)) to the struggle against nationalism and
risked

falling
under its influence. 13 Teachers needed to take an \"enormous role\"

in
explaining the proper meaning of Soviet nationalities policy to the proletariat

and
peasantry.

Failure to do so would mean forfeiture of the policy's very goal,

the maintenance of a union between the labouring classes:
\"Language

is the form

through which millions of Ukrainian peasants, millions of nationalities
oppressed

by tsarism, should be tied to the socialist construction of international
proletarian

culture.\"!4 Teachers had to commit themselves to the active study oflanguage and
convince oth,ers of the extreme in1portance of securing cultural leadership.

Conference speakers argued that the ll11ion had failed to safeguard against the
distortion of this mandate. Although th,e

majority
of teachers had tllrned away

from the Ukrainian counter-revolutionary parties that bid for their allegiance dur-

ing the civil war, negative influences
persisted. During

the course of Ukrainiza-

rion, even \"responsible parties fell into the labyrinth of great-state or Ukrainian
chauvinism.\"!5 Some pushed the

slogan
\"Ukraine for Ukrainians,\" claiming the)))
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republic served as a colony of Russia. Teachers renlained at risk of joining such
a movement because the union's

leadership
had not been clear. It had promoted

knowledge of the Ukrainian
language,

but had not properly explained its purpose.
In the struggle with

\"Khvylovysrn, Shumskysm,
and

Volobuievshchyna,U Robos

\"did not show clear direction al1d did not come together with the party and Soviet

power.\"16
How could teachers enlighten the peasantry and proletariac if they did

not understand nationalities
policy themselves? Conference reports suggest that

because teachers' had participated in Ukrainiz3tion without a proper understand-

ing, they were uniquely susceptible to narionalist influence. A little knowledge was

a dangerous thing.
As statements

by
the Robos leadership mad,e clear, the Ukrainization campaign

was intimately tied to broader
political campaigl1s that dema.nded teacher involve-

ment. Just as teachers could not remain neutral in the Ukrainization campaign,

they could not passively regard the growth of enemies of Soviet power. For ,one

thing, according to the party, kulaks and petit bourgeois
traders (NEPmen) were,

respectively, the carriers of Ukrainian and Russian nationalism. Yet, '([here are

th,ose teachers that may be nice to workers and to NEPmen, to landless
peas-

ants and to kulaks. They want to have authority among one an,d the other - to

serve the Communist guide and
please

the bourgeois deviL))1? Such appeasement

only increased the authority of
cOllnter...revolutionary

circles and contributed to

nationalist a tti tudes.

Delegates to the Robos conference
expressed dismay that earlier slogans by the

union regarding \"voluntary\" public
work had allowed some teachers to excuse

themselves from public campaigns altogether.
Most village teachers were conSllffi-

mate activists, one representative claimed,
performing multiple

tasks: '<The village

teacher is, as they say, 'a shoemaker,
reaper,

and plays
the pipe.)'t)18 However, there

were those who had done so little that other segments of the population took

charge of civic and adult education, freeing
teachers to walk a ubachelor's walk.

U

Ochers sunk to the lowest levels of peasant culture} condemning reJigion publicly

but then observing religious customs, in their own home. The union could not

permit teachers to ignore their respollsibUities beyond the school or
give

them

duplicitous attention; they needed (,0 rake the lead as \"informed
u

fighters
of the

revolution.

Teachers who did not assume a role in broader public caJnpaigl1s and educate

the population in their meaning risked
political

isolation a11d the taint of nation-

alism. Skarbek, a Polish teacher, argued that Ukrainian chauvinisnl was rising

among [he peasantry in her district in
response

to the parry)s grain-requisition

campaign: \"The Ukrainians
say)

in regard (0 the implementation of this campaign,

that the grain is
being

collected by katsapy [a derogatory term for Rllssians] .))
19

She claimed that other teachers had not done enough to cOJnbat this
tendency)))
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and protect the interests of non-Ukrainians in the region, including the Polish

population. Teacher involvement may not have made any difference in staving off

peasant anger over the confiscation of their grain. Yet) the party likely took any

teacher absence from the campaign and failure to combat Ukrainian nationalism

as signs of anti-Soviet behaviour and, in this context, chauvinist sympathies.

Some teachers tried to demonstrate their commitment to the Soviet cause by

their public activism, but they had litde
specific guidance

on appropriate conduct.

Starchevska, a representative at the Robos meeting, maintained that the union had

failed to offer concrete support for teachers trying to increase their involvement.
2o

If they sought to consult the main academic
journals

for direction, they risked fur-

ther exposure to nationalist deviation. An
August 1926 meeting o,f the Politburo)s

Ukrainization commission concluded that the leading Soviet Ukrainian
literary

journal, Chervonyi
shliakh (Red path\302\273)

had ('fallen under {he surrounding influence of

non-class elements\037\" Another important political and cultural journal, ,Zhyttia i revo-

liutsiia (Life and revolution), had been established in Kyiv to rally the
intelligentsia,

but was now reportedly being used by \"hostile forces.\" The
principal

kraieznavstvo

organ, Ukraina (Ukraine), had dabbled too much in the trivialities of the past and

needed to address more contemporary issues
propos,ed by Marxist academics.

11 The

commission urged greater Ukrainizarion,
particularly

in the Donbas. Yet, in spite of

this and Robos's invocations, too much activism on the part of the teachers and other

intellectUals was a
dangerous thing, particularly in matters concerning Ukrainization..

Teachers were doubly damned.
Passivity signified political indolence; energy marked

assertiveness bordering on counter-revolutionary plotting..
Two brief reports Fronl

regional parry organizations regarding Komsomol

activity in 1929 demonstrate the hazards of lax
public

activism. In the Luhansk

region, the parry committee claimed that Komsomol
participation

in
produc-

tion questions was weak, particularly among young workers in artels (communal

teams of labourers). In the villages] some Komsomol members resisted collectiv-

ization and the grain-requisition campaign; most did nothing. They also failed to

appreciate the danger of rightist deviations within the party that favoured some

compromise wirh rural interests and did not push for a renewed
campaign of

political education: ('Parts of the backward worker youth and Komsornol mem-

bers exhibited destructive attitudes, narrow--mindedness, and were delinquent in
their studies.')22 On top of all this, the regional party section's report stressed that

Komsomol sections almost entirely avoided work in the ((building of Ukrainian
national culture\" and

among ethnic minorities. In short, Luhansk Komsomol
organizations were too

passive on all fronts. There was little chance of progress
on divisive national

questions when the Komsomol shrank from engagement on
hard-line political issues. Its rural cells were setting a poor example for young
teachers and students alike.)))
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In Lubnyt the regional party committee
suggested

[hat the Komsomors inatten-

tion had led to the growth of kulak
membership

in the organization. It blamed the

organization)s passivity and confusion on \"defilement

U

by these foreign elements. 23

Komsomol members had lost \"class awareness\" and failed to counter the threat
embodied by capitalist enemies and deviarions in the party. They had neglected
recruitment of workers and agricultural labourers, and some had also resisted
the party's political and economic

campaign;
that iS t collectivization. The parry

committee found that the only type of activism
prevalent in the Komsomol was

\"unhealthy.'\" It recommended an immediate purge of the
regional organization.

Regional control commissions in 1929 reported that this lack of
party

and

Komsomol discipline endangered pedagogical oversight. In the
Kyiv region, party

cells at the Prypiat cons\"cruction site had permitted the
app,ointrnel1t

of the wife of

a priest (0, a Young Pioneer group (maidanchyk).
She taught the children to sing

\"God Save the Tsar.'U
24

They
also had turned a blind eye to bribes offered to the

site's administrators by kulaks and children ofWl1ite Guards
seeking employment.

In the Dniproperrovsk region, the secretary of the party section in the
village

of

Khrystoforivka supported the claims of a teacher that
agriculture

was in decline

because of party policy. Under the influence of the teacher and
party official, the

head of the village council, who was also a party member, failed to mention the size

of the community's granaries in his description of taxable
property,

in an attelnpt

to avoid \"a decline
ofagriculture.\"25

The party believed rural authorities were all too

susceptible to counter-revolutionary activity
it associated with \"kulak\" teachers.

Occasionally, Soviet officials lent an unambiguous label to the counter-

revolutionary, rural activism they described in their accounts: Ukrainian nation-

alism. A 1928 report from the Obukhiv district education inspector in the
Kyiv

region
found that Cherkasky, a teacher in the

village
of Khodosivka, was organiz-

ing peasants to oppose Soviet
pow,er.

As early as 1921, he had allegedly distributed

Perliurist posters at a secret meeting of prosperous peasants and former members

of the defunct Ukrainian cultural asso.ciation Prosvita. Although Cherkasky presented

himself as fO'a Soviet worker to the eye,U he stood with prosperous peasants
at meetings,

first suggesting that funds raised by taxation would never be spent
in the village

and then supporting peasant opposition to th,e head of the school, who was try-

. ing
to introduce an early school year. According to the account, he had further

expressed dissatisFaction with Soviet nationalities policy, claiming that \"we do not

have our
people\037 they gave

us a Lithuanian as head of the RVK [district execu-

tive committee], SO.me Pole as an inspector, and so on.\"26 His nationalist leanings

purportedly fuelled his protection of kulaks. Cherkasky refused to work with the

head of the reading house b.ecause \"he is very Red\" al1d tried to monopolize space

in the building for his conspiratorial
kulak group. The report claimed that his aim

was
nothing

less than the destruction of peasant trust in Soviet
power.)))
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The district inspector)s exposure
of Cherkaskyt s intentions was not unusuaL

Local party officials
repeatedly charged

educators and students with duplicity in

the \"cause of the people.\" In January 1928) the Mykolaiv Regional Parry Commit-

tee found a group of students had prepared counter-revolutionary propaganda to

contest local elecrio'11s. According to me committee's report, the students sent the

most
politically

active
peasants

leaflets asking them \"to help the people\" and resist

the
proposals

of Communists and poor peasants (bidnota). At night, they purport-

edly pasted posters calling on peasants to \"IGck out parry members from the village

soviets.
H27 What was alarming to the Mykolaiv parry leadership was not just

the

apparent boldness of this group, but the fact that it counted nine former Kom-

somal members among its membership. Authorities had deprived the students'

parents
of their right to vote, presumably due to their identification as kulaks.

Another report from April 1929 maintained that teachers and kulaks had
appar-

ently organized students for an anti-Soviet demonstration in the Shevchenkove

region\037
near Kharkiv. An unspecified number of teachers were arrested as a result

of the demonstration. 28

Thus} kulak influence had corrupted former Komsomol

members and teachers alike, who used their authority to manipulate youth and

challenge Soviet power with populist appeals.

The category of kulak was, in fact, a political one, although the
party

claimed

to construct it according to economic criteria\" The number of
truly \"prosperous\"

peasants was few, with a single head of livestock
differentiating

them and so-called

\"middle}' peasants. The parry's grain-requisition campaign and drive towards col-

lectivization led to widespread social dislocation and popular unrest. A GPU
report

claimed that some 12,000 peasants had led thirty-seven mass protests across the

republic
in January 1930 alone. 29 The KP(b)U often identified those who opposed

its
campaigns

as '\037kulaks/' regardless of their actual wealth. Dissatisfaction with
these

campaigns may
have provoked the very sort of demonstrations against Soviet

power described
by

the regional party committees. The UkrainiaIl peasantry had
reason to believe that the party was robbing them of their very means of survival.

It is difficult to confirm the accuracy of the specific charges made in the
reports,

but the likelihood thac the peasantry turned to teachers, as
representatives of local

authority, to protest the grain-requisition campaign seems real.

Regardless, teachers' close association with the peasantry was enough to make
the

parry wary
of their influence in besieged rural communities. As has been

argued above, teachers earl1ed the party's suspicion if they failed to push the
par-

ty's programs enough, but also if they appeared overeager, especially regarding
Ukrainization. Either

they
came from kulak, religious, or bourgeois backgrounds

themselves, or (he
parry believed

they were far too vulnerable to the sway of such
hostile forces. The stage was then set for a direct campaign against the Ukrai-
nian

ir1telligentsia, including prominent educators and teachers. They had been)))
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the targets of protracted slander.
Beginning

in
May 1929, the GPU rounded up

a total of
forty-five suspects

for
alleged membership in a nationalist, counter-

revolutionary organization, the SVU.)

The Educators' Union as Defendant and Prosecutor)

By 1929, the teachers) ttnion
began

to report a greater incidence of anti-Semitism
and Ukrainian nationaHsn1

among teachers, or tolerance of L'natiol1alist)JJ countec-

revolutiollary behaviours. The Robos
Investigative

Bureau sent several clip-

pings from the newspapers about such anti-Soviet behaviour to the llnio,ns

presidium. The newspaper Vinr'Ytsia reported that in the town of
Khmilnyk,

local authorities observed the Ukrainian and Yiddish seven-year schools in order
to assess how teachers were carrying out lessons in interllarionalism,. and found
some

,disturbing
results. Children from the Ukrainian school reportedly taunted

and beat
Jewish

children: \"Even when delegates from the Jewish [Yiddish] school

were invited to an
evening ceremony dedicated to the memory of [Mykhailo]

Korsiubynsky, it ended with them
being furtively

beaten and thrown down the

stairs.)' More distressing, according to the author of the report) teachers in the

Ukrainian school did not believe real anti-Semitism existed in the school, label-

ling such violence
\"hooligan pranks.\"30

The article blamed such anti-Semitism on

the spread of Ii'kulak attitudes\" among
the students, noting the schoofs location

on the \"border between the city and the village\" and mixed social composition.
It called for the dismissal of Ukrainian reachers who did not identify and

fight

against
anti-Semitism. It also faulted teachers in the Yiddish scho.ol for

evading

this issue) failing to criticize the teachers of the Ukrainian school, and
failing

to

recognize the incident's class origins. The Khmilnyk event, the article concluded)

was \"evidence of apolitical attitudes, cowardice, lack of self-criticism, avoidance of

mutual responsibility.\"

At the post-secondary level, an article in the republican newspaper
Visti VUTr VK

condemned the existence of anti-Semites among professors at the
Kyiv Agricul-

tural Institute, as well as those who refused to teach in Ukrainian. Here) then,

faculty was guil.ry of antagonisms towards both
Jewish

and Ukrainian national

culture. The article also criticized individual faculty members at rJ1e institute for

opposition
to collectivizariol1 and other '4:Right deviationisr

H

attitudes.. The article's

implicit suggestion was that such chauvinism (anti-Jewish and anti-UkraiI1ian)
was fundamentally

tied to a bourgeois antagonisn1 towards Soviet policy. It
placed

primary
blame on the institute's instructors

rathe\037

than on students who were

waging \"a determined class struggle for the Leninist line,\"\" Still, the worry was that

somehow the faculty was perverting young sttldents\" sonle of whom likely came

froln the village or were destined for careers in small towns like Khnlilnyk.)))
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Furthermore t local Soviet authorities recruited educators at all levels -
faculty

at higher-education
institutes such as Kyiv Agricultural Institute, recent gradu-

ates, and primary-
and secondary-school teachers - for employment as instructors

in Ukrainian-studies courses for state employees. A November ] 929 article in

Kornunist filed
by

the Robos presidi_um noted that a recent perevirka of instructors

of the Ukrainian language
revealed Uforeign elements)) among the ranks. 'One son

of a kulak formed superfluous stu,dy groups for profit. The students reported that

the insuuctor, Chakalin, was a \"self-seeker)) (shkurnyk) who acquired significant

profit from Ukrainization. Another instructor, Silchenko, was condemned as a

hypocrite because, as a tsarist-era school inspector, he had ord,ered all schools to

take down portraits of Ukrainian writers. As a result of such
examples,

a meeting

of city instructors resolved to remove seventeen persons as
\"foreign

and unfit\"

elements, and a contingent argued for their removal from Robos as a whole.. They

were to be replaced with '(young [instructors] who would
study

in a special cours,e

for improvernent.\037;31 The newspaper article explicitly criticized state authorities

for
allowing such persons to infiltrate the ranks of Ukrainian-language instructors

and
suggested

that Ukrainizarion itself could easily be corrupred t thus opening

up the policy to broader questioning. Action by Robos members t such as the

meeting of city instructors, provided a necessary correction, but the
findings

of

the perevirka raised concern about the conduct and authority of the union as a

whole. How was it that Robos ever accepted these educators as members? Should

Robos be trusted to lead Ukrainization Of, more
broadly, educat,e the public in

explicit political campaig\"ns (e.g. t collectivization, industrialization, continuance

of class struggle)? Youth would revive the union and t it was hoped, the prospects
for Ukrainization.

The previous generation of educators and cultural workers simply could not b,e

trusted. A December 1929 article in Narodnii
uchytei, clipped by.the Robos press

review section, described the trial of two librarians who worked for the Kateryno-
slav railway. For ten years, the article claimed, the two librarians had distributed

counter-revolutionary literature, including Ukrainian nationalist literature (Pet-

Iiurist
songs and a volume allegedly entitled Soiuz vyzvolennia Ukrainy, on the

recently \"exposed)) SVU), as well as books on the anti-Semitic Black Hundreds
and csarist-era hisrories. They explicitly hid Soviet literature: '(When workers saw
that there was no literature of Lenin or Marx, they gave a book such as the (Lives

of Russian Elnp,erors' and said it was bett ,er.))32 The article claimed that the \"influ-
ence of the

[class] enemy\"
was so great that the cu1mral section of the

railway

administration refused to listen to worker complaints, conceding later that only
minor

problems
existed in the library. It condemned one librarian, Staroverov,

as a former member of Oenikin's
army.

who
sought to foster love towards \"great

Russia
H

and the idea of a \"tsar-grandfather.\" The article thus located a centre of)))
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c.ounter-r,evolutionary activity in the
library\037 paradoxically equally disseminat-

ing Ukrainian nationalist literature and tsarist literature and undermining legiti-

mate Soviet civic education and cultural advancement among the workillg class.

Ukrainization is not mentioned explicitly (the article labelled the only Ukrainian-

language
literature disseminated by librarians as \"nationalist\,") but the railways

were the sites of particularly energetic Ukrainizarion campaigns led by Narkomos.
It was in this context that the article nlust be understood. Ukrainian literature

could be dangerous, as
dangerous

as the most reactionary tsarist-era publications,
and the leadership of institutions such as libraries in 'which Narkomos intended [0

oversee Ukrainization had to be
questioned. By tarring Ukrainian literature with

the slander of nationalism, conAating it with
counter-revolutionary

reaction, the

SVU [rial and its reporting also undermined the
public's

faith in Ukrainization

and pre-revolutionary cultural elites.

If youth were to direct national culture in the future and replace pre-

revolutionary elites, Narodnii uchytel claimed,
existing

children's and youth lit-

erature was not up to the task of
training

tl1e next generation. An October 1929

article in the newspaper claimed that the
republic's

Stare Publishing House was

not organizing public thought properly: \"One
gets

the
impression that plans for

production of literature have not been made in the context of the First Five-Year

Plan and reconstruction. H33

Particularly missing were aCCOllnts of large i.ndustrial

projects and collectivization
(\"new

life in the village))).. Furthermore, the article

argued, \"biographies of leaders, active participants of the revolutionary move-

ment, especially Ukrainians, that could cultivate in children a revolutionary spirit

nearly do not exist.\" It blamed the lack of authors for children's literature; those
who did exist were not .party members and did not work on

pressing
contem-

porary issues.. Ideological errors persisted in existing state-published literature,
and a

private press, Chas, published old adventure books for children that were

\"ideologically foreign,\"
such as the Sherlac]{ Holmes mysteries. Overall, the article

concluded, due to weak administration) the stare _press was not living up to its

responsibility to
provide

children with literature [hat would correctly orient them

to the mail1 tasks of the day.

These newspaper clippings all underscored elements of a cultural revolution

that had accelerated by the late 19205.. Primary-school teachers as well as post-

secondary faculty, librarians, and children's authors faced close scrutiny regarding

their activity. They were required to tie their work arId cultural production to the

economic and political objectives of Stalin's Great Turn: industrialization and col-

lectivization. Failure to do this) or manifestations of other non-normative behav-

iour, meant that educators and cultllral workers had fallen victim to the influence

of bourgeois or kulak ideology, or were, in fact, revealing their own class nature.

The reports of anti-Semitism among Khmill1yk
schoolchildren, according to this)))
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logic. meant a violation of Soviet nationalities policy certainly. but also a deep-

ening of class struggle in small-town Ukraine. The newspaper Vinnytsia blamed

anti-Semitism among children on kulak parents an,d teachers who had permit-

ted its spread. Anti-Semitism here was a marker of a
larger counter-revolutionary

antagonism towards the Soviet state. Thus, in the Robos-led purges thar occurred

simultaneously
with the publication of all these articles, teachers were accused of

anti-Semitism
alongside

a host of other counter-revolutionary labels.

The Robos leadership reported that the KP(b)U TsK had charged Robos

regional organs in 1929 with the task \"of self-purging by us of all hostile ,elements

who had
appeared

in the course of the strengthening of political differentiation,

who affected the educational environment) as a reflection of the sharpening of the

class
struggle

due to the campaign on the remnants of capitalist elements.)' How-

ever, the Robos All-Ukrainian Committee (VUK) plenum reported that the work

on the
self-purge

was inadequate, not enough preparation had been undertaken,

and more work needed to be done at the local level\" especially
in the city. Village

primary schools had been affected the most. Local cells did not understand the

political importance of the
purge

and had not received adequate insrruction. The

Robos leadership stressed the
purges

were especially necessary for elements \"who

sow national hostility in the
factory,

in the union, and in public work and who

support the
religious

movement.)'34 There were instances where those people
who had been purged had remained in their positions. This had to be corrected..

The plenum also conceded that there were instances of members being purged
incorrectly for

personal reasons) and insisted that the regional Robos sections
should be the lead sections [0 initiate any purge.

Thus, the Robos VUK occasionally intervened to make sure that local authori-

(ies had
\"correctly\" purged

teachers.. In January 1930, it asked for a report from
the Mohyliv-Podilskyi section

regarding
the case of a teacher, Mariia Zaikova.

Zail{ova wrote in a
petition to the committee that she and her husband, Anton,

had been
unjustly

accused of \"passivity towards instances of anti-Semitism among
the

pupils [of their school] and even ,of an orientation of national enmity in the
surroundings.\"

The VUK ordered the regio11al section to investigate the matter,
since it was not clear that the union had taken any role in the matter to date; to

defend the teachers if the charges had no grounds; and, ((if it is convinced that the

teachers are guilty of strengthening nationalist
hostility,

to
step forward as a public

[trade] union accuser. n35

A December 1929 local Robos report claimed that the district commission had
charged

Mariia and Anton (the head of the school) with violations of the criminal
code. The \302\243\\vo teachers had permitted a split among Ukrainian students, a portion
of whom had been infected with hatred (owards Jewish pupils. These students
reportedly threatened to beat Jewish students and demanded that Jewish students)))
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who exited the school building during break kiss their hands. Furthermore, these

Ukrajnian students allegedly demanded that the
Jewish students teach Ukrainian

students Yiddish \"dirty words\" and forced one
Jewish student to smell ammonium

chloride spirits until he blacked out. There were shouts
during break by th\037 Ukrai-

nian students that they were going to tear apart all Jews. It was reported that the

Zaikovs used the word
zlJyd (yid) and quieted children by saying, \"be quiet) do

not act like a Jewish fair.}) Mariia allegedly replied (0 complaints by Jewish chil-
dren

by saying,
l\037Hush! I will not be your nanny.\"'3G On the basis of this evidence,

it was decided to eject Anton out of the union for
failing

to \"liquidate\" known

anti-Semitism in the schools, and local prosecutors charged him and Mariia with

violations of [he criminal code for disregarding \037'national
hostility.,t

37
Interestingly,.

the regional Robos administration decided to send a
representative

for defence of

the Zaikovs' jnterests at a review of their case in March 1930 because it judged
that charges against rheIn had not been

satisfactorily proved whetl the case was

first opened. However, the
regional

court (Okrsud) ruled against the teachers and

required that a censure of the reachers be announced at a scho,ol meeting. The

regional Robos section now concurred with this judgment because, according to

multiple witnesses, Mariia had encouraged anti-Semitic behaviour among the

children.

Another teacher, M. Femych-Holovatsky from the
village ofVyla-Iaruzki

in the

Mohyliv-Podilskyi region, also complained to Robos [hat he had been unjustly

dismissed from his teaching position and deprived of his
voting rights

in May

1930. 38
Officially, th,e regional executive committee

secretary
informed him

that he was punished because it was believed he had served in the White Army.

Femych-Holovatsky claimed that he had never served in the White Army and

that, in 1918, he had returned to the village after having studied in an institute

(he does not
specify which) and serving in the tsarist army during the First World

War. He had worked for Soviet power during the revolution to confiscate property
from kulaks and redistribute it to the landless. He had also opened a second level

in the school and reportedly joined the village soviet, the election commission)
the revkom (revolutionary committee, a temporary local organ of administration

established by the Bolsheviks), and the village cooperative. He instructed villag-

ers on habits of
good hygiene

and propagandized against religion. In short, he

claimed, \"no
political campaign occurred in the village without my active partici-

pation in it,\" and he had been a model activist and teacher.

Femych-Holovatsky's real
problem,

he asserted, stemmed frolll the fact that he

had antagonized rich
peasants

in the village by his active calnpaigning for Soviet

power. He
charged

that although he had worked in agreement with village soviet

and
party

cell) rich peasants had ((distorted the content of my speeches to discredit

me in front of local organs and in this way tear me
away

from the ranks of village)))
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activists.\" For example, in 1928, he worked on the village electoral commission

and, on his initiative, it had deprived a former Petliurist volunteer of his rights.
This person claimed to the village soviet and Commi[[ee of Poor Peasants (Komitet

nezamozhnykh
selian - KNS) that Femych-Holo,vatsky, as an instructor of the

Ukrainian
language

in a school where this person was studying, had a chauvinis-

tic influence on him and had incited him towards participation in the Petliurist

bands. Later, this person submitted forms to the village soviet with
forged stamps

and was subsequently exiled outside Ukraine; his father, a seller at the
cooperative,

was dismissed from his position for causing discord.

Femych-Holovatsky claimed that in this way,
he had caused trouble for one

family rnrice over and it then sought its revenge against him. Local authorities

investigated
the complaint of \"the Perliurisr\" that Femych-Holovatsky was a chau-

vinist instructor and possib,le volunteer for the Whites (a seeming contradiction
in roles), but allegedly

made no effort to contact him. Femych-Holovatsky argued
that his enemies were rejoicing at his downfall, further tarring his character

by

arguing
to Soviet agents that he had convinced many to abandon the church.

Behind their backs, kulaks marshalled peasant anger about collectivization against
him as a Soviet activist, and threatened \"to shut his mouth.\"39 The teacher con-
cluded his petition by lamenting the fact that after over a decade of

public work,

he was deprived of his right to vote while others he viewed as opposed to Soviet

power still enjo'yed these rights.
Another teacher, Mykhailo Kalinichenko, appealed [0 the VUK in Decem-

ber 1930 from
jail

for a similar intervention. While in police custody, he was

charged with
participation

in Petliurisr teachers' conferences, the organization of

bands, support for bandits) and recent
counter-revolutionary agitation to turn

Kryvyi Rih against Soviet power. Mter further interrogation by
the GPU, he was

accused of being a member of the svu\037 Kalinichenko wrote in his appeal that he
considered his arrest to be a horrible misunderstanding. Is it' possible, he asked,
that he was

being punished for being on the side of the Ukrainian national
movement in 1917-18, and then working devotedly for Soviet power for ten
years?

He
graduated from the Kherson teachers' seminary in 1916. Beginning in

1917, he attended teachers' conferences, but did not consider them to be Petli-
urist. At the Kherson povit (county) teachers) congress in the spring of 1919, he
purportedly

defended the Bolshevik line and immediately afterwards took part
in a conference on education outside the school, where he was elected a delegate
to the All-Ukrainian and All-Russian conferences. Until January 1924, he lived
in his native

village near Kherson. He then worked brieRy in the
Kryvyi

Rih

Regional Branch of Robos and subsequently served as a teacher and assistant

head for a seven-year school tied to the Artem Iron Ore Mine in
Kryvyi

Rih

from 1924 to 1930. From August 1930, he was employed as a teacher of the)))
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Ukrainian language a't the district school in Zhovtneve, (0 the east of [he city
of

Kryvyi
Rih.

He claimed in his petition that he was never involved in
any armed band, bllt

conceded that Soviet authorities had suspected him of
participation\037

and he was

arrested in 1921 only to be released after no one came forward to offer evidence

against him. He believed he was arrested because in 1917-18) while Ukraine was
under German

occupation,
he felllinder the influence of Ukrainian nationalism.

Clearly, he felt that his orientation towards the Ukrainian national movement was

justified under the con,ditions of
foreign oppression, but undoubtedly this history

would have raised the suspicion of Soviet authorities
by the late 1920s. Kalin-

ichenko attempted to cover up his
previous

embrace of nationalism by empha-

sizing his active participation in
public work from the establishment of Soviet

power. From 1920 to 1924, he claimed) he served in varous capacities in local

units of Robos and Narkomos in Kherson province, worked on the all-Russian

census, and periodically read lectures in
selbudy (village cultural centres), before

moving to the city of
Kryvyi

Rih. He claimed to have always done public work
in a voluntary and

comradely
fashion. Until his arrest in October 1930, he was

an officer or member of numerous public organizations\037 including secretary of

the Kultzmychka workers' society and a member of the cultural commission, the
Miners} Committee,. which assisted

brigades
of the Unified Union of Miners in

the organization of collective farms. From 1920 to 1928, he reportedly partici-

pated in all Robos congresses at all local levels, and for more than two
years,

he

was a member of Robos's Kryvyi Rih Regiol1al Administrative Board. After all this,

Kalinichenko lamented) he was sitting with kulaks in
jail.

40

Kalinichenko should have been the type of teacher that [he Soviet government
sought,

a publicly active teacher who could demonstrate engagement in Soviet

public campaigns
outside the schoolhouse: anti-religion education, cultural train-

ing for workers, collectivization, and
professional engagenlent. Furthermore, he

was a Ukrainizer in a working-class Soviet district. There is no documentary record

further detailing the Soviet indictment against him, but there seems little reason

to doubt that his civil war-era participation in the Ukrainian national movement

later marked him as an unreliable pllblic servant in the heated environment of

class warfare of the cultural revolution.

For Kalinichenko, an appeal (0 his
professional organization\037 Robos) offered

at least the possibility of remediation. Robos occasionally responded to peti-
tions from teachers who believed they were wrongly charged) although there

is no evidence of such a response in Kalinichenko's case. An
April

1930 appeal

from the Robos VUK to the RSI reported that Konotop regional
officials had

purged a teacher named Petrusha from the first
category

of educational workers

because, they claimed} he was a
\"person

who had a foreigl1 psychology and could)))
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not supply an internationalist education. n41
The VUK argued that no substantive

material existed to support such an accusation, apparently
made on the basis of

an unspecified incident with a
single

student in the school's fourth grade. On

the contrary, there was ample
evidence of Petrusha's dedicated public work, and

that the
village

council and school factory had testified approvingly regarding

his positive character. Furthermore, the union argued that the regional education

section and inspectorate charged Petrusha with use of physical discipline against

the children without grounds. It asked [he RSI to re-examine the case, demanded

that the regional education section submit evidence of any wrongdoing by
Petru-

sha, and, in the absence of any evidence, hold the person who wrote the charges

accountable. In the interim, the union asked that Petrusha to b,e allowed to return

to teaching, but nor as head of the school.
What was different about Petrusha's case from that of Kalininchenko was that

local authorities had
simply

dismissed Petrusha from his job. The police had not

charged
him with any sort of political crime. In fact, (he

plea
contains no men-

tion of Petrusha)s class background) only the ambiguous mention of his
\"foreign

psychology.\"
It is noteworthy, however t th.at the union still took up Petrusha's

case, given the broader
political

climate that accompanied his purge. The mem-

bers of the VUK must have felt reasonably confident that there were grounds for

a dismissal of the
charges against

him. Petrusha's fate and that of the members
of the Konotop education section are unknown. Still, the fact that teachers like

Kalininchenko
(and

most
likely Petrusha) appealed to Robos for intervention in

their cases is evidence that teachers believed that the union could do something
to

improve
their lot.

Occasionally, further investigation demanded by the union did find mistal\"es

alld gain remedy for teachers. The Kyiv regional Robos section sent a June 1930

report to the VUK in which it concluded a local purge commission had made

an error in the fate of at least one teacher. The commission l1ad purged teachers
from the first

category
of educational workers because they held anti-Soviet atti-

tudes and maintained ties
w,ith kulaks. After receiving an inquiry from the VUK,

the Kyiv Robos section and the RSI administration sent their own investigatory
commissions to Voronkivka_, the town where the teachers had been employed.

Ultimately, as a result of these
inspections,

the RSI decided to deprive three of the
four teachers of the right to teach, but to restore this right to one,

Karpenko.
In

an apparent suggestion that the initial purge commission had been unduly influ-

enced
by slander) the VUK ordered an investigation into whether ((there is not a

perseclltion
of a teacher activist by kulaks.\" The local Robos commission

reported

that there had been no such persecution in the case of Karpenko.
42

The Fourth Congress of the Robos Union was held in July 1930. Although
the

repon
of the the Robos VUK to the congress was generally positive regarding)))
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the public participation of reachers in the collectivization and grain-requisition

campaigns, the report conceded thar the work of some teachers took on a i'formal

character.\" It arglled that reachers had not maintained a
relationsJ1ip

with [he vil-

lage community wh,ere they were assigned, and some local
organizations, in fact,

merged schools with collective farms, partly due to
ignorance regarding

how to

connect the work of the school to the collectivization of
agriculture

and partly,

the report alleged, due to the influence of leftist sentitnents. Although, the
report

concluded, \"the basic mass of educators actively and
faithfully

is
working

on pub-
lic work,)) other teachers had remained neutral and \"th,ere ar,e hostile elements in

the ranks of (he reachers as the SVU trial indicated.
1)43 Robos called for greater

class vigilance and the
deployment

of the teachers of appropriate class background
in

o\037der
to protect against the influ,ence of \"bourgeois nationalism\037\" attributed to

the fabricated SVU, to be discussed in detail below.
A

signal
and a consequence of {he shift towards teachers' active

engagement

in the political tasks of the Five-Year Plan was the January 1930
changing

of the

name of Robos's l1ewspaper from Narodnii uchytel (People's teacher) to Za kul-

turnu revoliutsiiu (For cultural revolution). The VUK report at the Robos
plenum

claimed that while Narodnii uchytel had been concerned with a narrow collection
of interests of the public teacher t Za kulturnu revoliutsilu was \"mobilizing rank

and file educators for the
struggle

for the general line of the party in all fields of

socialist construction and the cultural revolurion;u including \"the
struggle

for a

Leninist nationalities
policy\037 fighting

on rwo fronts against great-state chauvinism

and Ukrainian nationalism.\"44The
newspaper

was to aid in the ((reconstruction\"

of the Robos's work towards this end
by exhorting

teachers [0 fight against class

enemies \037d opportunists
within their ranks and for greater quality in their own

work.

\"'While the VUK claimed that the political orientation of teachers had
improved

markedly, significant problems f,emained among them. Over the past five
years)

the proportion of teachers trained in the post-revolutionary period had risen to

70 per cent, party membership to 4 per cent\037 and Komsomol membership t,o 9 per

cent. Although teachers were participating in the tasks of socialist constrllction in

ever-greater numbers) \"foreign [class] elements occupied a hostile position, com-

mitting hostile actions or hiding their [true] face behiJ1d
political neutrality.\"4)

The VUK claimed that in the last three
years,

class enemies had iI1creased their

efforts to discredit, recruit, and terrorize teachers, and cited specific examples of

murdered or assaulted teachers.

While teachers were said to have responded to (his terror by increasing their par-

ticipation in
public campaigns,

the VUK cited several examples of teachers whom

it identified as Henemies witllin the reachers' ranks.\" For example, at a school in the

Chernihiv district, the VUK reported the teacher Khmyrko as an anti-Semite who)))
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systematically tormented a Jewish teacher. Two other teachers, who had allegedly

helped Ukrainian nationalists or Pediurists, now used their position as members

of the edicorial commissjon of the school wall newspaper to promote anti-Soviet

poetry on the industrialization
campaign\037

In Odesa, teachers reportedly engaged

in \"reactionary)' talk against Soviet nationalities
policy

and spread
rumours about

the state's financial difficulties. In this discussion of ('enemies,\" the repon
included

special mentioll of the SVU affair: \"A vivid indication of the focused harmful

work was the Shevchenko school in the city of Kyiv headed by the most active

counter-revolutionary from the SVU, Durdukivsky. Approximately ten instruc-

tors from this school who now sit on the accused bench (almost all with priestly

[family] backgrounds) had for a long
time inculcated children in a nationalist

perspective and enmity towards Soviet
power.\"46

The Robos conference conflated

the SVU defendants with teachers who stood a.ccused of anti-Semitism and criti-

cism of the state's management of the economy
and nationalities policy. & the

trial would make clear\" prosecutors
would charge the SVU defendants with such

sentiments as welL Furthermore, any teacher indicted for these more \"minor
n

crimes risked an association with the accusation of high treason engineered for (he

members of the fabricated SVU\037

Specifically
in the countryside, nationalisr deviation was linked to class

background and thus a
propensity

to commit class-motivated crimes, such as

rural teachers' resistance [0 collectivization. The
July 1930 report cited several

instances of teachers either encouraging peasants
to withhold grain or stealing

grain themselves, while maintaining ties with kulaks and
hiding their own class

backgrounds. In some instances, local Robos organs had
reportedly

not ade-

quately assisted in the prosecution of such teachers or,
conversely,

had failed to

defend wrongly accused activist teachers against the corruption or ineptitude of
local authoriries.

47
Wl1at was critical was that local authorities could err, and the

VUK's intervention brought a correction or the exposure of a perceived wrong.
This meant that teachers might have some hope that an appeal could lead to

remediation. The VUK ordered a purge of all its organizations in order to ensure

that the union and teachers observed correct political behaviour, according to the
\"Marxist-Leninist

spirit,'\"
and recommended that the union respond to 'f.invader

counter-revolutionaries from the SVU\" and other anti-Soviet groups by further

developing forms of socialist competition among educators and
increasing their

participation in the building of socialism. It blamed teachers' failures to embrace-

public work and to protect their ranks from infiltration
by

\"class enemies)' on a

lack of Marxist-Leninist training. The report implies
that the two failings were

necessarily related. Nationalist deviation, as
represented by, and credited to, the

SVU, could not spread far if teachers remained actively engaged in the tasks of
Soviet

power.)))

investigating
further details regarding the teach-

ers' qualifications and eligibility for transfer. In fact, when the Podillia Provincial
Education Section responded that some of its teachers were interested in a transfer)))
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Of course, the Robos's principal goal
was to protect the iJlterests of teachers t but

as [he collectivization campaign accelerated, the union placed greater emphasis on
the

personal protection of teachers participating in the campaign rather
th\037

on

the professional interes[s of anyone teacher. On the one hand, the
plenum's report

cited, for example\037 the case of a teacher named
Vyshnevska,

whom a district exec-

lltive committee in the Zinovivske region, in agreement with the district Robos

organization, wrongly
dismissed for

I.'anti-pedagogical methods in work.)' After

an investigation by the
regional

section of Robos, lo.cal authorities were forced to
reinstate her after

failing
to demonstrate sllfncienr cause. A case like Vyshnevska's

showed \0374.the formalism; the unprincipled character that exists in some lower orga-
nizations of the union.\" Presumably, the VUK called the district Robos committee
to task for

failing
to defend Vyshnevska. Yet, in the same report where the VUK

cited this case and others that had required remediation by higher-level authori-
ties, it

argued that the union's guidance on Hdefensive work)' was deeply flawed. It

claimed that a brochure entitled '\037On the Defensive Work in the Robos Union\"

had inspired class enemies
among

the union)s ranks and influenced sympathizers
(0 take up opposition to Soviet

power. The VUK report charged that Sheremetiev,

[he author of the brochure, had a clear aim in \\vriting tIle brochure. He \"would

incite the essential mass of educators against the Communist Parry and Soviet

power by artificially picking clearly tendentious facts and imbuing this brochure

with content that would
disorganize

our ranks..\"
48

Since the exposure of the counter-

revolutionary nature of the brochure, Robos had taken measures to purge \"the

remnants of
Shermetievshchyna\"

in the work of the union.

While the VUK continued to
reprimand

lower-level Robos authorities for 110t

acting to defelld teachers wrongly accused of
professional (or political) miscon-

duct) it increased its criticism of teac.hers who had saboraged the collectivization

campaign, and suggested that the union)s
principal

\"defensive work\302\273) should have

been the protection of activist teachers who suffered class-motivated terror. For

example)
in a village in the Yemilchyne district (Korosten region), a teacher named

Chavaniuk was shot and wounded as he gave a speech about the May 1 (Interna-
tional Workers' Day) holiday. Chavaniuk reportedly actively participated in the

collectivization of
agriculture

and exposed corruption in the village's agricultural

cooperative) an event that led to the arrest of some nlembers of the cooperative.
The VUK

report
stressed that this and many ocher examples underscored the cen-

tral role of educators in the buHdillg of socialism aIld reminded Robos members

of one of their main tasks: \"Proletarian justice deals and will deal with all severity
those who threaten the life of the Soviet teacher.\" It blamed a sharpening of the

class
struggle

for the \"appearance') of the SVU, the Sherenletiev broch ure) aJld the

attacks on teachers. In this context, a correction of Soviet llationalities
policy

was

intimately tied to the precarious position of the teacher in (he countryside.)))
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The Union for Liberation of Ukraine (SVU))

The SVU was an invention of the party leadership, created to
justify

its repression

of the activities of the Ukrainian intelligentsia, activities [hat it had long
held

suspect and could not entirely control. Between 18 May and 18 June 1929, the

GPU arrested a group of post-secondary students in
Kyiv

on the charge of mem-

bership in an
illegal organization. Among those arrested were youths who had

worked with the GPU to establish contact with \"nationally minded'\037 persons, and

evidence from them was used against
the other accused, including Boris Matush-

evsky and Mykola Pavlushkov) graduates
of Taras Shevchenko Kyiv Labour SchoC!l

No. l\037 In June 1929, the head of the Ukrainian GPU, Vsevolod
BaJytsky, reported

to the TsK KP(b)U: \"An organization has united the anti-Soviet minded intel-

ligentsia,
the former prominent participants in the Petliurist movement, activists

in the autocephalous church and representatives
of the kulaks.') Ba1yrsky was evi-

dently in a rush to
provide

this information because he authored this document

before all those
initially

arrested had provided testimony.49

Although the KP(b)U Politburo formally authorized a show trial for a Ukrai-

nian nationalist organization on 3 November 1929, the VKP(b) Politburo issued

regular instructions to the Ukrainian central committee o'n the trial's
preparations,

including a personal telegram from Stalin ordering doctors to be included among
the accused.

50
The Ukrainian GPU subsequently composed a detailed program

and administrative structure for the SVU and placed the most prominent non-

party Ukrainian intellectuals at its head. The GPU designated Serhii Yefremov,

Pavlushkov's uncle, the vice-president of YUAN and an expert on Ukrainian lit-

erature, as the principal leader of the alleged organization. On 5 February 1930)
Stalin called a

special meeting
of cl1e VKP(b) Politburo to confirm members of the

court and the
prosecution

team for the main trial (held from 9 March to 19
April

1930).5] Of the forty-five people selected for sentencing, twenty-five were
profes-

sors, teachers, or students. According to a GPU report, some 700
people

were

arrested across the republic shortly after the trial in connection with the SVU
affair, and Voldymyr Prystaiko, Yurii Shapoval, and Vadym Zolotarov estimate
that,

altogether,
30,000 people

were arrested, executed, or exiled during the time
of,. or after, the official trial on accusations of involvement in the SVU. 52

The GPU

officers specifically targeted labour-school teachers and professors for these arrests,

but the campaign encompassed the Ukrainian national intelligentsia as a whole:
lingtLists, writers\" activists in the Ukrainian autocephalous church, and former
officials or

employees of the UNR government6
53

The
public show trial of the SVU, held in the Kharkiv opera house, sent a warn-

ing to Ukrainian intellectuals everywhere, especially teachers in Ukrainian-language
schools. Mere announcemel1t of arrests was enough to incite protestations of)))
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1\\n overhead vie\",,\" of [he COU(\"froorn in the: Kharkiv opera house during the trial

of (he SY-lJ, 1930. r-Ihe accused are seated behind the bar, to rhe righl of {he

C;Pl;. guard. C:ourlesv 'JsL)KFFAlL
\037 /)

loyalC},.54 ()n 24 Noverl1ber 1929, the Rob()s leadership ancl cc{irorial board ofNtnvdnii

uc/\037ytel f1 r51 pul)Jjcly ref)orted on the S\\/LJ aft\037lir} calling
on all elfucators to dCllland

tIle U;Inost severe
n

punishnlent: fl)r rh()se charged.
\037\037

r-nlree days later, d1C f{obos pre-

siliiunl insiste(l tilar the S\\llJ represented a
fT1inori{y,

but c{.1nceded that the llJ1ion

ncc<.tcu to rcnc\\v its efforts to
0pP'(Jse

Uun(,t 11lenlbers of the intelligentsia\"\" lurking
in i(s n1idsL It ordcrc{{teachers L\037to intcnsifv their \\\\,rork\037 to have a correcr tv1.arxist-

J

l\037eninist
underSraJldillg

311J to strengthen their prolerari\037H1-class education in the

union anti
rejecr

[hose \\vho \\vanr to infiltrate iL\037' r-nle bes\302\243 ans\\ver to the S\\.ll} threat

vvas for educators ro ral(e a nlorc active role in the L'building of socia1isrl1\037H includ-
L.

ing
the canlpaigns For indus[rializarion, coJlectivizarion, and L\"lJkrainian culture

\",,\\lith national f()rnl <l11d inrernaricHlal COn[enL'''\037(' If lJkrainizarion \\\\.:as (\"0
proceed,

teachers had [0 accol11pljsh it un(ler tJ1e guidance of the
party

and KOITlsolTIol and

ill COllccrt \\Vilh [he v./ider
\037101itic\03711

and econoJ11ic agcIl(la
of the J\037irst Fivc- Y{\\lr Plan.)))
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Local groups of educators
similarly pledged

their loyalty to Soviet power and

committed themselves to
fight

nationalism at every turn. A Kyiv regional confer-

ence of Robos issued
telegrams

to th,e VKP(b) TsK and tIle GPU, condemning [he

SVU in the name of \"an army of 18,000 educators.\" It also claimed to have ,orga-

nized a popular demonstration against the SVU, after having learned of similar

resolutions by district and municipal executive committees. The national question
could be resolved only under Soviet power, it insisted, and those enemy elements

who
sought

to rally
the population with unational slogans'\" were hiding their true

intention: a return of power to the propertied classes. 57

Many
Robos cells and educational institutions threatened a purge of their own

ranks. A Robos meeting in Kamianets (now Kamianets-Podilskyi) boasted it would

\"use all its
strength

to expose all class enemies who are hiding under the mask of

culture.\" Kharkiv Labour School No. 30 pledged to submit its workers to a review

of the city's executive committee. 58
Educators in the city of Sloviansk (Artemivsk

region) pledged to conduct similar internal purges,
and the Robos section in Sumy

promised to kick \"wreckers)) out of the ranks of the \"red teachers.\"59 None of these

groups specified the form of these campaigns, but all felt it necessary to announce
their commencement, perhaps

in order to pre-empt the GPU's own investigations..
Other educators sought [0 demonstrate their loyalry by fundraising for the Five-

Year Plan and Soviet institutions. Instructors at the ]zium Pedagogical Technical

College (Kharkiv region) pledged money towards a ((contract for industrialization\" as

a sign of protest against
the SVU. Some post-secondary students and local scholars

vowed to solicit funds for the cost of a new airplane, and schoolteachers promised to
raise cash for the Red Army's operations in the Far East. Teachers had [0 not only
display

a comn1itment to Soviet power, but also confirm a central role for education

in the construction of socialism. Thus, they needed to build Ukrainian culture and

distingwsh
this task from the acrivities of the SVU \"wreckers.)) Teachers in Uman

pledged to renew their efforts to tie
\"proletarian

education and practice.') In the

Stalino region, teachers at the
Selydove

Seven-Year School called on their compatri-
ots [0 simultaneously build Ukrainian culture,

liquidate illiteracy,
and collectivize

agriculture.
6o Education and Ukrainian culture had to be linked to the primary

task of training present and future workers for economic transformation.

Nevertheless, it was in the field of education that authorities located the cru-

cial danger. The UkrSSR chief prosecutor, Lev Akhmatov, warned Narodnii uclrytel
readers about the work of the Scientific

Pedagogical Society (Naukovo-pedahohichne

tovarystlJo
- NPT). The NPT, Akhmatov

argued,
allowed for the consolidation of

\"Petliurists.\"61 He charged that members of the
society,

led
by prominent pedagogues

Ivanytsia and Doha, regularly criticized the Soviet school in order to foment dissat-

isfaction among teachers and create distrust in the education
system. Akhmatov

claimed Ivanytsia advanced the slogan do svitla (to the light) in his textbooks) but)))
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had found inspiration onJy among counter-revolutionary circles abroad. He fur-

ther charged that Doha) then an instructor at a
Kyiv Pedagogical

'\"fechnical College

had barred Communist and Kornso'll101 members from his courses to
\"preserve

the

purity of the Ukrainian school.)) The two had
allegedly

attracted
enough anti-Soviet

teachers to form a shadow Ministry of Education-in-waiting.
Although the

government
stressed the threat represented by scholars such as

Ivanytsia and Doha) its
charges

of a counter-revolutionary conspiracy by previ-

ously lauded teachers
suggested

a more insidious source of concern. When Narod-
nii uchytel reported that students and instructors at Ukrainian-studies courses in

Kharkiv had criticized the plotting of
purported

SVU academicians as '(a disgrace-
ful and insolent attack on our

youth,n

G2
it was essentially repeating the official

account: the SVU was not just an organization content to band together the rem-

nants of the natiol1al bourgeois intelligentsia for the
possible

overthrow of Soviet

rule. Its power depended on the recruitment of the next
generation.

An effective

way to bridge the gap between the duplicitous activity
of academicians and the

assemblage of a counter-revolutionary movement was to implicate teachers in the

SVU conspiracy. The emotive language of a corruption of youth, instigated by

scholars but carried out by teachers, lent a sense of urgency to the state's charges.

The very future of the revolution was at stake.

Conveniently)
the GPU identified a \"school groupH of the SVU. It

charged
the

well-known pedagogue and advocate of Ukrainian schooling, Durdukivsky, as head

of this group. Akl1matov alleged that Durdukivsky, contrary to his published record,
was an advocate of the tsarist gymnasium and opposed to the new Soviet schooL

He and four other teachers at Kyiv Labour School No.1, who were also arrested,

reportedly sought to prevent the admission of children of the
proletariat, fearing

their influence on the children of \"conscious)' Ukrainian intelligentsia.
63

As proof

of their treachery, Akhmatov claimed, they had read
poetry

dedicated to Petliura

and collected money for a monument to immortalize him. Further01ore, they had

admitted only four Jews to the schooL Given the Soviet governmenes own drive

towards ethnic consolidation in the schools, this fact, even if true, was unsurpris-

ing. Kyiv Labour School No. 1 was designated by Narkomos as a Ukrainian school.

Akhmatov's information was d.rawn from a set program that SVU members

confessed to at trial. An internal GPU'
report

outlined the program) detailing

several other functions of the school
group, including preventing

children from

joining Young Pioneer groups.64 Labour School No. I
allegedly

functioned as an

organizational centre for nationalist teachers across the
republic.

The school group

expanded by recruiting provincial teachers whO' came to Kyiv on excursions, per-

haps with their students, as the Narkomos poradnyk recommended. Similarly, the

Scientific Pedagogical Society sought to use its
public meetings

to win over teach-

ers to an anti-Soviet orientation.)))
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Not only had teachers organized, but, even more menacingly, the government

claimed, so had the youth.. Akhmatov maintained that a fraternal student orga-

nization, the Society of Unity and Concord
(Tovarystvo

iednannia i wody
- TIeZ)

had secretly created a
parallel youth wing to the SVU, the Union of Ukrainian

Youth
(Spilka

ukrainskoi molodi - SUM)..6S He named Pavlushkov, Serhii Yefre-

mov's nephew, the Kyiv KOlffisomol secretary, a member ofTIeZ, and a Kyiv
INO

student, as the organization's head\" 66
Under the tutelage of teachers, schoolchil-

dren had also apparently formed counter-revolutionary groups.
A GPU document

detailing arrests of cultural leaders, professors, and teachers
throughout

the coun-

try for ties to the SVU pointed (0 one
alarming example.

In the Pryluky region\037

a teacher and 1925 graduate of the Kyiv INO had organized a nationalis'[ group,

composed primarily of kulak children. The GPU report claimed that the
group

had read nationalist lirerature in secret and used Taras Shevchenko's poetry as their

inspiration
to campaign in surrounding villages for a popular uprising against

Soviet
power..

Authorities arrested six labour-school students as a result of their

investigation.
67

Arrests of children appear to have been rare, but the GPU's inclu-
sion of information in its report was an indication of just how far it was willing to

go in its operation against [he Ukrainian
intelligentsia..

The list of the supposed crimes planned by the SVU that was revealed at the trial

was long, beginning with proposals for the murder of
everyone

from Skrypnyk to

Stalin and culminating in an elaborate plan for an insurrection against Soviet

power and a Polish-aided invasion of the UkrSSR
by emigre

Ukrainian national-

ist forces. The role of youth, Akhmatov made clear, was to incite the population

for this uprising and spread nationalist
myths,

'tin defence of Ukrainian culture.)'

The SVU ensured that the revolution was robbed of its heirs, but also made stu-
dents foot soldiers in a

campaign
for its overthrow. Reinforcing the image of cor-

rupted youth, Akhmatov lamented that the SVU had planned its treason from
the

\037'body
of the young socialist republic,\" deceiving the childlike Soviet society

with its blend of national bourgeois historicism and pseudo-Marxism. Elsewhere,

Skrypnyk made clear to young cultural activists that the SVU was fighting for

control of the preparation of new cadres, a key task of the Five-Year Plan. 68
At

stake were the future of the next Soviet generation and the fulfillment of socialism.

The prosecution of \"model\" teachers and students, themselves
products of the

Soviet education system, sent a signal to educators. In addition to Akhmarov's

warnings and the regular articles in Narodnii uchytel and the
generaJ press,

the

government traJ1smitted the court proceedings via radio. The incentive for Robos

to make a distinction between the educator/activist and self-indulgent (poten-
tially traitorous) intellectual was high. One Robos section protested that SVU
activity had

nothing
in common with \"the work of the broadest stratum of labour

intelligentsia
and especially teachers, who together with the proletariat and the)))
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Communist Party are carrying out the Five-Year Plan of socialist building.))69
Teachers' critical role in the classroom,

coupled
with their participation in public

w,ork (the fight against illiteracy and the promotion of
collectivization), made

them suspect, but, at the same time, gave evidellce of constructive Haction.

u

Schol-

ars had to demonstrate the same.

In November 1929, over seven hundred educators met in the eastern Ukrainian

city of Luhansk to consider the SVU conspiracy. The group consisted not only
of teachers and vocational education instructors, but also members of the local
section of scientific workers. After

listening to a report on the SVU by a
repre-

sentative of the regional GPU, the' head of the Robos section of scientific workers

claimed that local scholars had been too
passiv'e:

UIn the age of socialism it is not

possible to just stand on the 'Soviet platform.' We must sit near the engine and

help the train travel faster to socialisffi.\"7o The Robos sectioll head conceded that
Luhansk scholars had compromised too

long
with reactionary views of YUAN

scholars and therefore were partly to blame. As evidence, he pointed to a 1924

lecture given to graduate studel1ts at the Luhansk Marxist-Leninist Academy by

Hermaize t a YUAN historian, textbook author, and now-arrested member of the
SVU. He

suggested
that administrators of the academy and local scholars in gen-

eral had thereby crea[ed an environment of reconciliation (prymyrenstvo), refusing
to see

early signs of treason. The meeting denounced the SVU\037 taking
the added

step of tying it to a recent attack on a Soviet
diplomat

in Lw6w, Poland, by a

Ukrainian student, and resolved to
\"triple

the effort to build the fortress of the

socialist homeland of labollrers.\"71
Scholarly

work would have to be justified even

more in terms of service to the sta{e\037

The SVU arrests and [rial did nor mean the end of Ukrainization. Instead of

attacking Ukrainization) prosecutors argued that the SVU had formed because

of the policy's success. Akhmatov himself authored an article in Narodnii
uchytel

in which he maintained [hat the SVU members viewed Ukrainization as a Soviet

'\037provocation\" designed to wrest control of Ukrainian culture from '\037conscious

Ukrainians.\"72 While SVU members conceded a practical cooperation with the

Soviet
government

in order to keep the policy Hin Ukrainian hands,n Akhmatov

claimed they worked behind the scenes to bring about its downfall. They exploited
the romanticism of some circles of the Ukrainian intelligentsia aJ1d managed to

convince them that Ukrainization offered a means to simultaneously defend the

Ukrainian language and oppose Russian
speakers.

He again invoked the idea that

the SVU was both a counter-revolutionary and anti-Semitic orga11ization pre-

mised on the seemingly contradictory idea that the Jewish Hnation\" was \"the car-

rier of the idea of Russian statehood.') Members allegedly raugl1t aI1ti-Semitism

in pedagogical insritutes, advocated
pogroms,

and sought to bar Jewish candi-

dates from scientific
organizations\03773 Fundamentally)

Akhmatov stressed, the SVU)))
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sought control over Ukrainization in order to foment nationalist hatred among

youth. He repeated that YUAN was the centre of the organization's activity, but it

relied on the rural
intelligentsia (specifically primary-school teachers) to spread its

ideas, disseminate nationalist literature to the young,
and combat the work of the

Komsomol and Young Pioneers [0
,develop

a Soviet generation.

The only way to successfully defend Soviet
power,

authorities claimed, was [0

reassert a \"pure\" understanding of the meaning of the revolution and Leninist

nationalities policy. A 1930 KomsomoJ pamphlet claimed that \"Ukrainization

will deal a horrible blow to the nation of SUM [Union of Ukrainian Youth] adher-

ents.\"74 Nevertheless, while the Komsomol and the party lauded Ukrainization,

seeing
in its success the motive for the desperate acts of the SVU and SUM, at the

same time, the affair deprived the state of committed and
capable

administrators

of a campaign desperate for talent. More ominously) the arrests of
alleged

Ukrai-

nian nationalists and the SVU show trial sent an unequivocal message
to the rank-

and-file Ukrainizers: they might be next.. One local Robos sectio11

J

S proclamations

captured these contradictory sentiments: \"The exuberant [buinyi] blossoming of
Ukrainian

pro1etarian
culture testifies that valid national questions are only solved

by
the working-peasant masses under the leadership of a p'roletarian-peasant party

and its
proletarian

state..\" In the same breath, it called for severe punishment of
those accused and ordered educators to assist the GPU in exposing \"individual

scoundrels) who have penetrated the ranks of educators.\"7)

The limits of just how much a teacher might add to the \037'blossoming\" of Ukra i-

nian culture were unclear. Few could countenance the crimes with which the state

charged SYU members. It was best not to stray into areas that might be consid-

ered suspect, and much of Ukrainian culture now was. Martin
argues

that the

party viewed the bulk of [he Ukrainian intelligentsia as
smenovekhovtsy,

a term

derived from an emigre Russian nationalist organization, Smena vekh
(Change

of

Signposts), which advocated 'tactical cooperation with the Bolsheviks. 76
From the

party's perspective, Ukrainian \"bourgeois intellectuals\" had made a similar choice.
Martin maintains that the party viewed the SVU show trial as a

necessary preven-

tive measure because it accepted as a \"psychological truth\" that the intelligentsia

would oppose the Five-Year Plan's cultural revolution, a program for the creation

of a new proletarian ethos.?7 Ukrainian historians have tended to
argue

that the

SVU trial was intended to undermine the campaign ofUkrainization. 78

Shapoval,

Prystaiko\" and Zolotarov contend that \"this affair was formulated as a decisive

step towards the discrediting of the policy of 'Ukrainization,1which the function-

aries of the GPU UkrSSR never considers serious or
lasting.\" Vasyl Oanylenko

considers the SVU affair a \037'result of the political investigations of the GPU\" that
had targeted the

intelligentsia, many
of whom \"were ready to cooperate with the

Bolsheviks,
especially during

the years of 'Ukrainization' .)'79)))
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As chapter 7 discusses, KP(b)U and
VKP(b) leaders had very little trust in

the non-parry educators and the Ukrainian national
intelligenrsia

more generally)
and the GPU had none at alL The GPU's predecessor was, after aIL a product of
th,e civil war, whose responsibilities included the arrest of pro-UNR elements in

areas of Ukraine [hat came under Red Army control.
Vasyl Oanylenko describes

it as an institution that \"from irs very beginning developed
as a

foreign organism

for Ukraine in its
origin\037

structure\" and appointment.
uso FThe GPU had planned

to deport the accused SVU lead,er, Yefremov, outside the borders of the USSR as

early as 1922, and in 1926, had prepared a report on
\"rightist))

elements amol1g

the Ukrainian intelligentsia.
B ]

Furthermore, the GPU placed the most author-

itative new voice in favour of accommodation with the Boisheviks t Mykhailo

Hrushevsky, almost immediately \037nder surveillance UpOll his arrival in Soviet
Ukraine ill 1924 after an extended period of self-imposed exile. 82

What is cer-

tainly true is that the GPU was one of the fiercest critics of Ukrainization and

the least Ukrainized institution in the republic. & a
large

collection of internal

Ukrainian GPU documents edited by Vasyl Danylenko makes clear) the GPU

had been p'reparing through the 19205 for
something

like the SVU affair, moni-

toring the activities of the most
politically

active members of the Ukrainian intel-

ligentsia (including those who would be selected for indictment in the formal

trial in Kharkiv) and recruiting a network of informers to provide evidence for

their future incrimination. 83

However, [he GPU's antagonism against [he Ukrainian intelligentsia does not

explain why
the KP(b)U, the VKP(b)t and Stalin authorized a repression that

would
damage

the very policy of Ukrainization they 11ad defended. Ukrainian

historians see a
\"tight

alliance\" betw\"een GPU and party organs\037
in which the sus-

picions of one tended to reinforce the outlook of the other., so that, by D'ecember

1929, preparations for the SVU trial were directed by a ('parry...Chekisr tandem. n84

Nevertheless, even if the party leadership in Moscow coordinated details of the trial,

Shapoval and Zolotarov grant, '\037the GPU UkrSSR proposed its own 'drama\037 for

the trial.\" As Olga Bertelsen's work on the GPU's arrests of Zionists in Ukraine has

made clear\" the Ukrainian GPU officials could and did set the parameters for an

initial campaign of
repression

-out of ambition, insecurity, or fear - even as
they

remained subordinate to the directives of central GPU and party organs.
85

Balyr-

sky reported regularly on the dangers of Ukrainian nationalism to theTsK KP(b)U

prior
to 1929, and, after the KP(b)U Politburo approved the SVU campaign,

the GPU arrested not just the \"old intelligentsia\" as carriers of this nationalism,

but members of Ukrainian-studies groups whose creation had been advocated by

Soviet authorities (including a \"study group
of Ukrainizers\" organized by teachers

in the Luhansk region). Balytsky
himself authorized an initial selection of who

would appear in the SVU trial, determining
the fates of these individuals through)))
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a series of annotations to a list of last names\" As one GPU investigator repeated in

his
reports:

\"We need to put the Ukrainian imelligentsia on its knees.\"86

The Ukrainian GPU's role in setting the initial agenda for the SVU affair is thus

critical, although party authorities made final determinations. The GPU's
pre-

1929 orientation and surveillance operations, selection of arrests) and conduct of

interrogations
of those accused play,ed into, and consolidated, a KP(b)U anxiety

about the management ofUkrainizarion, even if it did not mean a definitive rejec-

[ion of this
policy.

The GPU acted against the Ukrainian intelligentsia nor simply
because it had always assumed them to be disloyal, but because it and

party
lead-

ers in Kharkiv and Moscow feared the power of intellectuals to direct education

and culture beyond the sphere of the
party\"

It was the uncertainty of the conse-

quences of the
intelligentsia's

work that troubled all these sides most. Nevertheless,

Ukrainian educators were not the calculating opportunists of the GPU)s image.

Yefremov, Hrushevsky, and others resisted party involvement in academic life and

harboured private ambitions to increase the
political

and economic autonomy of

the UkrSSR, and Yefremov\037s own opinion
of Soviet power was less than favour-

able, especially
after assumption

of state-directed grain requisitions in 1928,,87

However, the Soviet government put
the SVU defendants, Yefremov included, on

trial for allegedly doing precisely
what it had exhorted them to do: develop Ukrai-

nian culture. This result was the consequence of a Uscript\" that the Ukrainian
GPU first drafted and party authorities then produced.)

The SVU Interrogation Files)

The
police interrogation files of the defendants whom Soviet authorities included

in the official SVU trial are housed in the State Archive of the
Security

Service of

Ukraine in Kyiv. The files begin with testimony given by
the accused immediately

after their arrests from May [0 November 1929 and include interviews/confes-

sions made by the accused until the time of the official trial in the spring of 1930.

Although they vary in length and detail, the files provid'e insight into how Soviet

authorities transformed educators from parry-endorsed Ukrainizers (0 counter-

revolutionary nationalists, capable of abusing their roles as teachers and mentors.

\"This section focuses on material drawn from files of three individuals: Yurii Trez-

vynsky (a teacher at Kyiv Labour School No.1, arrested on
July 3), Oleksandr

Hrebenecsky (a senior teacher also at
Kyiv

Labolrr School No.1, arrested on July 4))
and Mykola Bily (a former primary-school teacher and, at the time of his arrest on

November 12, a student at thelOnipropetrovsk INO).88 Their statements in the
GP-U files must be read carefully, but their testin10ny reveals some truths about
their own lives and, perhaps even more, about the anxieties of the Soviet

leadership

about the process of Ukrainization. 89
Highlighting a select group of intellectuals)))
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less central to the SVU affair
emphasizes

the network of nationally minded Ukrai-
nian educated society over the role of anyone individual. Professional and per-

sonal ties that had proven durable over the course of the tun1ultuous decade of

the 1920s were transformed into anti-Soviet collusion under GPU
interrogation.

Fundamentally,
as this study has already maintailled, the SVU affair was about a

fear on the part of the Communist
Parry leadership

about the corruption of youth.
This fear concerned the fate of children, but it also concerned the newly emergent
intelligentsia, some of whom were trained (or being trained) in Soviet institutions

and others of whom were
young enough to be less tainted by the \"nationalist

bourgeois'; activity of the
pre-revolutionary

Ukrainian national movement. This

new Soviet Ukrai11ian intelligentsia was supposed to
instinctively question the

\"romantic\" assumptions of their elders, to oppose their
leadership,

and to forge a

modern, urban-oriented culture for a developing Ukrainian working class..

The initial statements of Trezvynsky, Hrebenetsky, and Bily reveal, however, a

clear
intergenerationa( cohesion among Ukrainian educators and students. Trez-

vynsky was born in 1886 in the village of Samoridnia near Kaniv, and had come

to Kyiv to study at the theological seminary. After teaching first in a
village school,

in 1910, he Joined the faculty of a
city

school in Kyiv, which Narkomos converted

into a Russian-language '''labour schooL\"
According

to the testimony Trezvynsky

gave in his interview with the GPU, he wanted to join a Ukrainian-language

school. The district education inspector promised him a
place

in the school of

the Arsenal factory, but the Ukrainization of the school was blocked.. Trezvynsky

succeeded in gaining employment only through the intervention of
Volodymyr

Durdukivsky, his former instructor at the theological seminary and then-director
of the first

Ukrainian-language
school in the city, Kyiv Labour School N04 I.

Younger teachers with roots in the countryside, like Trezvynsky, relied on the

patronage from more established urban intellectuals for career advaJlcement. Once

employed at the school, Trezvynsky joined
an apparendy close community of

teachers. According to Trezvynsky, \"I
got along well with all the reachers. ... v. s.

Slutsky was very friendly towards me, [he] often helped me as a poverty-stricken

group instructor with advice and defence of my material and professional affairs (a

house for rest, etc.).)J90 Hrebenetsky confirmed in his testin10ny this
description

of

a close, intergenerational teaching conlffiuniry at Labour School No.1. The teachers

regularly
visited each other socially, and it was these chats over a

((cup
of tea\" that

became the objects of the GPU's interestr
According

ro the later statements of both

Trezvynsky and Hrebenetsky, most
likely procured

under duress, it was at one of

mese
\"cup

of tea\" meetings
that Durdukivsky allegedly first proposed organizing a

SVU cell in the schooL Instead of the older generation's being isolated and out of

touch, the ties between them and junior teachers of the school were considerable.

The GPU used this reality
to paint a picture through ooerced testinlony of the SVU)))
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defendants of a united, counter-revolutionary intelligentsia. Ac.cording to Hre-

benetsky's later statement, at one teacher's meeting,
he \"also spoke about how the

task of the moment
required

that the Ukrainian intelligentsia unite on the basis of

a single national front, doing away willi its internal, party, and other objections.\"91

Bily [00 benefited from the support of elder intellectuals in Dnipropetrovsk

(Karerynoslav until 1926). He
reportedly

maintained a professionaJ
and social

relationship with Liubov Bidnova) a teacher at Dnipropetfovsk Labour School

No. 20, and Petro Yefremov, a professor at the Dnipropetrovsk INO and brother

of the academician Serhii Yefremov) whom the GPU identified and Soviet author-

ities
charged

as the de facto leader of the SVU. Even in his first statement to the

GPU interrogator, perhaps in an attempt to shield them from
greater scrutiny,

Bily claimed that Bidnova was a woman with an ((old manner)) and Yefremov was

an \"individual with an old-world outlook,\" but one who
\"always spoke approv-

ingly of the nationalities policy of Soviet power.\"92 It seems clear) however, that he

maintained a strong professional relationship with Bidnova and
spoke

to Yefremov

regularly, according to his testimony, at the INO or while
walking

to the IND.

Bily's later statements to the GPU interrogator cite Yefremov as the source of his

conversion to counter-revolutionary Ukrainian nationalism. Any such statements

should be read critically as the products of GPU manipulation, but the
following

testimony suggests that Bily's respect for Yefremov must contain an element of
truth: \"He [Yefremov] taught Ukrainian literature with all its wit, in conversations
with hio1 after lecture on the street, his pessimism and sad jokes had an effect on

my mood.J)93 Here, too, intergenerationaJ cohesion persisted. Senior Ukrainian
intellectuals continued to exercise great influence.

Yet, the future of Soviet power in Ukraine required th,e participation of youth
in the building of socialism. Soviet authorities structured the SVU affair in the

first instance as a battle to l'save youth.]) The Soviets sought to train youth for their
future role in Soviet society and the economy; the nationalists, as fabricated by
the GPU and made manifest

by GPU-directed testimony, sought to \"save youth
1 '

for their own cause. The GPU chose to target, at least for the official trial, more

prominent educators or well-connected educators, teachers, an,d students. Kyiv

Labour School No.1, where Hrebenetsky and Trezvynsky taught) was the most

prestigious Ukrainian-language school in Kyiv. fuj
Hrebenetsky maintained, Hall

this [prominent issues of pedagogy] was worked out
by

us and afterwards began
to be debated in the pages of the

pedagogical press and transferred to life in other
schools.\"94 The school itself: he

initially insisted\" was full in accord with Soviet
educational policy and was

actively involved in its development. He was person-
ally committed to Soviet

goals:
HI

sincerely sympathize with Soviet power and

sincerely work for the
raising

of the Soviet school, giving all my physical and men-
tal

strength
to school work:'95 Trezvynsky claimed that his devotion was

equally)))
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ardent. 96
It is remarkable that in Hrebenetsky's later testimonies, even as he was

confessing
to his participation in an ambiguously defined SVU, he continued to

insist he took little interest in its highly ambitious ainl of an
in(lependent

Ukrai-

nian state because he was so preoccupied with teaching.
97

Bily's
own personal history offers insight into how the GPU might question

an
apparently

fresh commitment to Soviet ideals. Bily taught in a rural primary
school near

Katerynoslav during the early years of Soviet power, until enrolling
in the

Katerynoslav (Dnipropetfovsk)
INO in 1924. He would appear to otTer a

good model for retraining as a Soviet intellectual. After several years of labouring

to raise the cultural level of the
village

child, Bily sought
an education in the INO

(in Bily)s words, \"the Soviet universityn) in order to further his career as an educa-

tor of Soviet youth: uI diligently worked the first two
years, concerning myself

with the communist outlook, studied Marxism, the revolutionary movement,

read the works of Lenin aI1d did not feel at odds with the times that followed. u98

Ho,wever, his past was suspect, from the perspective of Soviet authorities.
Bily

had

left Katerynoslav after pushing to Ukrainize the university, in order to enrol in the

Ukrainian-language university in Kamianets (Kamianets-PodiIskyi), served briefly
on the editorial board of a local Ukrainian-language pedagogical journal until

the arrival of the Red
Army)

and then returned to Katerynoslav in 1919, only to
be arrested by [h\037 new Soviet government as a spy for the forces of the anarchist
Nestor Makhno. He was released from a jail after a day and half) \"due to the

absence of guilt in active Petliurist [Ukrainian nationalist] forces.\"99 The GPU's

1929 arrest of Bily may have been motivated
by

the concern that educators like

him could use their new Soviet
qualifications

to reach influential teaching posi-

tions, and potentially compromise the next
gelleratioI1

with a \"hidden\" nationalism.

The linchpin in the GPU argument that the Soviet mission to \"save youth\"

was being led astray was TIeZ
(Tovarystvo

iednannia i zhody
- Society of Unity

and Concord).. Hrebenetsky acknowledged
the existence of the group early on

during his questioning by
the GPU, but insisted that group was only a loosely

formed alumni association of former graduates of Labour School No.1, about

whom the teachers cared: ('We always had very str,ong ties [iednannia] with chil-

dren, whom we
regarded

with kindness, and also strong ties between instructors

in Qur work.
nIOO

Hrebenetsky subsequently \"coI1fessed)' that the aim ofTleZ was

something far more sinister. He now claimed [hat TIeZ's goal was [0
prevel1t

the

Udenationalizarion)' of the school's graduates, who faced a Russian environment

upon graduation.
101

Trezvynsky,
after his initial interrogation by the GI)U, stated

that Durdukivsky and other teachers claimed that the seven-year labour school

could \"not
satisfy\"

the Ukrainian population, and that educational authorities

were discriminating against Ukrainian children in admissions to secondary voca-

tional schools and disproportionately purging Ukrainians from post-secondary)))
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institutions. t02

Hreben-etsky
added that teachers in the school were hostile to a

class approach
to education; his early admission that there was no Young Pioneer

organization
in the school now seemed to offer evidence of [he

faculty's \037ponsor-

ship of a exclusionary, bourgeois, nationalist education.103 Hrebenetsky disclosed

that one of TleZ's
goals

was to prevent graduates from joining the Komsomol,.

from
falling

victim to Soviet influence, '(of which they were terrified of due to

impressions
from War Communism.\"

104 In short, through these \"confessions,\" the

GPU reworked TIeZ to be an organization meant to \"save youth
n

for the national-

ist cause. As such, TIeZ became an outgrowth of the GPU's anxieties regarding

Ukrainian-language education\"

A careful reading of these GPU-guided testimonies reveals a shift in the imag-

ery of youth from beiIlg the object of competing programs
of salvation to being

the saviours (or demons) of nationalist revolution.
Bily

insisted at first that the

young secondary-school students and Komsomol members whom the GPU had

told him were arresred must be \"factually innocent\" of any charges.
I05

Among

those arrested was his younger brother) Yevhen Bily. According to
Mykola,

Yevhen

was Han individual of national attitudes, not chauvinistic, but [one] standing on
the

platform
established by parry congresses on the national question..\"

106

True,

Yefremov and the 1NO faculty had taught Mykola (and he taught his brother in

turn) to value the Ukrainian language and culture. Hrebenetsky claimed the same

for
pupils

of Labour School No.1. 107 But youth would apply this knowledge in
the service of the Soviet state: \"From [Yefremov's] lecture... [I understood] the
Ukrainian

youth
should know the language and literature in order to raise the low

cui rural level of the peasant masses, in order to
perceive

Soviet culrure.\"108 This, of

course, was one of the principal aims of Ukrainization.

In the eyes of the ,GPU, such goodwill was
suspect.

Youth could be corrupted
and turned against the state. Hrebenetsky testified that the main task of the SVU

was \"the education of youth in [he national spirit ... to prepare conscious actors

in Ukrainian territory [na ukrainskomu poli], assistants to us in the
struggle

for

the liberation of Ukraine.'] 109 The SVU ostensibly sought to recruit children from

the intelligentsia specifically for future roles in the new state. 110
In the case of

Dnipropetrovsk, Bily confessed [0 the role of the
corrupter

of his own brother

and his cohort. In his testimony, youth assumed an even more explicit role as

leaders of the '{liberation\" movement. Yefremov
allegedly explained to him: \"An

organizarion of 'bright,' nationally conscious youth was needed, who would be

ready take the place of organizers for this
[independent Ukrainian] state,,\"11I This

generation would foster nationalist attitudes among the
peasantry

and incite it

to revolt against Soviet power.
112

Bily purportedly left it to his brother Yevhen

to initiate what he identified was the first stage in this revolt, national education:

\"Considering my difficulties of work al1d that I did not have definite ties with the)))
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schools) I could nor have carried out this work, [so] I decided to undertake the
work through my brother) Yevhen and he created a [pro-independence or SVU]

\302\267
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Y an Hre enetsky contradicted themselves
on the size and ambitions of the SVU groups to which they boch professed mem-

bership, but both advanced the idea that it was
th\037 responsibility

of teachers and

educators primarily to ensure that children were
ready

for this role and,. when

appropriate, extend their circle of influence.

It is difficult for the historian to judge which statements by the SVU defen-

dants were Hfed\" by the G PU interrogator or represented thoughts chat the SVU

defendants believed the GPU wanted to hear. The files of Hrebenetsky and Trez-

vynsky contain minutes of interviews where a defendant testifies in tIle presence
of another in order to '\037renlind\" a more reluctaI1t or disoriented defend.ant of the
details of a certain

alleged
event or statement (ochnaia stavka in Russian,. or stavka

vich-na-vich in Ukrainian).114However) the voice of the GPU interrogator is most

certainly present. The GPU was concerned about what W\"as going on in Ukrain-

ized schools and educational institutiollS, about the role of non-parry intelligentsia
in these establishments, and about the distortion of Soviet educational objectives

for Ukrainian youth.
If the fate of youth was the overriding anxiety for the GPU, it was ultimately

the policy of Ukrainization that these \"confessions\" question. Trezvynsky) Hre-

benetsky, and Bily were all Ukrainizers. Trezvynsky actively sought employment in

a Ukrainian school, Hrebenecsky was a leading teacher in the first Ukrainian school

in
Kyiv,

and Bily had sought out an education at a Ukrainian-language university

in Kamianets after being frustrated in his struggle to Ukrainize the
university

in

Katerynoslav (Dniproperrovsk). Each of their testimonies suggests a distorted,
\"non-Boisheviku

policy
,of Ukrainization\037 Trezvynsky testified that the teachers'

group spoke confidently of a need for more forceful Ukrainizarion: \"We spoke of

Ukrainization - strictly [speaking]
about Ukrainizers who were applying pressure

on Russians, who were crushing the UkrainiaJl language.\"

II)
Here, Ukrainization

reads like a method of revenge. One of Hrebenetsky's
statements suggested that

Ukrainization had already gone too far..
Among

the criticisms of Soviet policy, the

teachers) group purportedly objected to \"the implementa[ion
of Ukrainization in

a form that intentionaJly provokes indignation and ennliry
towards Ukrainian

I d f Ukr
. \302\267

b
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d
.\" 116

Iell ture, instea 0 a purge, non- alJ1lanS were elng appo'lote. n a some-

what contradictory fashion, then j [he Soviet government was being insensitive (or

at least muddled) in its
application

of UkrainizacioIl, leading to the resentn1ent on

the part of non-Ukrainian
speakers,

but still not doil1g enough to appoint ethnic

UkrainiaJ1s to positions of influence.

Of course, some of these sentiments could indicate sincere attitudes whose
pre-

cise nature cannot be discerned. Bily's QWJ1 commencs regarding
Ukrail1ization are)))
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more personalized than that
ofTrezvynsky

and Hrebenetsky. Bily claimed a criti-

cal attitude towards one Ukrainizer, Boiakov, who had overreached: \"He created a

bad impression on me with his
relationship

to the matter of Ukrainization. with

a hostile approach to all weaker, backward elements, mercilessly spoiling their

possibility of further overcoming their lack of fluen\037\"117 Boiakov was reportedly a

member of the
pedagogical

committee of the Dnipropetrovsk Regional Ukrainization

Commission. Local authorities set up these commissions
,at

all levels of government to

test employees for aptitude in Ukrainian, and recommended, in most cases, further

enrolment in Ukrainian-studies classes for those who
performed unsatisfactorily.

Although commissions ordered dismissal only after employees demonstrated a
neg-

ative attitude towards Ukrainization or repeatedly failed exams, Boiakov appears to

have denied the possibility of retesting for individuals under hjs review. At what

stage
he made this judgment is unclear, but, as Bily pres,ents

it, Boiakov's attitude

may have led to the type of resentment
Hreb,enetsky

described in his testimony.

This incident is specific enough thar it would seem
unlikely

that Bily or the

GPU simply made it up. Bily might
have had a real problem with how Boiakov

approached Ukrainization or
simply

had a personal grudge with rum. Alterna-

tively, he
may

have thought thar ifhe expressed disagreement with how Ukrainiza-

tion was
being implemented, he might buy some leniency from the GPU. Either

way, Bily
felt required, or was asked specifically, 'to talk about Ukrainization,

and, as in the accounts ofTrezvynsky and Hrebenetsky, the policy comes off in a

decidedly negative light.
The dilemma that teachers and educators generally faced

was how to discern what the limits of Ukrainization were, how much the policy
should

persuade
or compel, how rapid change should occur. Clearly, the individu-

als studied here knew by the very fact that they had been arrested and chen accused

of participation in a coun[er-revolutionary organization t.hat they had
overstepped

these limits, and guessed or were prompted to identify [hem. Although coercive

Ukrainization was a taboo, it is difficult to escape the conclusio\037 in
reading these

files that using Ukrainian ('to raise the culture level\" of the population carried risk.)

The SVU Affair in the Provinces: The Case of Odesa)

In late 1929, the politica] environment surrounding Ukrainization in the Odesa
region changed fundamentally with the announcement of the initial arrests of
members of the Ukrainian intelligentsia for alleged participation in the SVU. 118

The GPU would soon make further arrests in Odesa, but, for the time being, it

lirnited itself to an assessment of the local
intelligentsia\037s

reaction to the arrests,

including those who would later be arrested. A November
report

noted that on the'

evening of November 25, a meeting of scientific workers, including members of the

Odesa Scientific Sociery, met to discuss the arrests and pass a resolution calling for)))
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severe punis.hment for the SVU defendants and
praising

the activities of the GPU.
Prior to the meeting) an INO

professor,
Andrii

Muzychka, repor(edly seeded

doubt among students about (he plausibility of the affairs, saying,
\"How do we

\037ow chat this is true? It is not
possible to, believe only the announcement; it can

turn out that
today

we will
protest and tomorrow ask \302\243o,r

forgiveness.

n
He did not

attend the meeting. Taras Slabchenko, the
secretary

of the Scientific Society} signed
the resolution condemning [he SVU, but did not

publicly speak at the meeting.

Privately, referencing an attack on the Soviet cOl1sulate in Lw6w (Lviv), he said,
\"Lviv caused harm for us ... Now, probably they [the GPU] will beat Ukrainians

more.\" His father, the academician Mykhailo Slabchenko, suggested
that the SVU

was a .GPU provocation: \"To
permit

that in Kyiv or in Odesa, or anywhere [there
is a SVU]

- that is not possible. The announcement about the
discovery

of some

possible counter-revolutionary organization
- this is

naming
more than a maneu-

ver by the GPU\037 which wants to prove its value in connection with the mass arrests

which have been undertaken recently throughout Ukralne..\"119 The academician

Volodymyr Lypsky allegedly argued to his colleagues that IJenin had been a \"friend

to workers, peasants, and the labouring intelligentsia,\" but that after Lenin's death,

elements within the parry had encouraged class conflict, thereby cultivating
\"anti-

Soviet attitudes among the intelligentsia.\" The
,(

Yefremovshchyna}) [the SVU] was

a consequence of this policy of class conflict, which Lypsky clearly refuted, argu-

ing that if those
favouring

the policy were not removed from positions of party

leadership, another anti-Soviet
group might form.

120 In other words, if he t in fact,

made these statements, Lypsky was arguing that the SVU existed, but that its

existence was justified. This was a worse position in
many ways.

According to the GPU report, a definite segment of the Ukrainian
intelligentsia

doubted whether the SVU existed, claiming that the available evidence was not

convincing. For example, a lecturer at an unspecified post-secondary institution,

Tykulenko,
an110unced, \"The 'SVU' is 90 per cent an exaggerated affair. Some

idiot now had the idea of liberating Ukraine from the Communists or
something

else. The GPU has not had a good case for a long time and just as Yefremov

returned with his speeches from abroad, well, they seized him. For the campaign

they took others\037 And regarding
the creation of a case - the GPU is the master.\"

One Ukrainian-language teacher, Honcharenko, took a different tack, in effect

conceding
the possible existence of counter-revolutionary nationalists in Ukraine)

but
suggesting

that Soviet authorities would be unlikely to move against \"big

[krupnykh] figures,
because of fear of reprisals against Soviet interests abroad\037\"121

Although
the GPU document claims that this statement represented a broader

constituency, it offered no further evidence. Regardless, with the exception of the

('protest\"
resolution apparently passed by the Odessa Scientific Society, the GPU

document cites no \"Ukrainian\" intellectual who condemned the SVU. They either)))
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doubted its existence or claimed its existence was the result of Soviet miscalcula-

tion Of) in the case of Honcharenko, powerlessness.

The GPU report identified a category of Odesan citizens labelled the \"Russian

intelligentsia\" as the most vocal in their vilification of the SVU.
122 A portion of this

intelligentsia blamed the SVU affair on the machinadon of Poles. In a comment

that perhaps revealed his own t(chauvinist\" sentiments (although not highJighted

as
\037uch by

the GPU), Professor Georgii Borovikov allegedly said, \"The sentencing
ofYefremov is an affair at the hands of the Poles. .. I believe that Russia should be

undivided. This autonomy that Ukraine now has is sufficient. The Communists

are fed up
with the separatists and are shooting Yefremov.

H

Others) such as a Profes-

sor Rzhepishevsky, blamed the SVU
wholly

on Ukrainians: (\037The Ukrainian coun-

ter-revolutionary Yefremov and this campaign [are] very dangerous things
because

[they have] roots in the prosperous part of the peasantry and Ukrainian intelli-

gentsia.\"123 Essentially,
these two positions bridged the rationale offered by Soviet

prosecutors and \"confessed\" to by the SVU defendants later at trial. If accurate\"

the statements suggest [\\Vo compatible conclusions: on one hand, these intellectu-
als understood the essential lesson of the SVU affair; and, on the other hand, the

GPU case against the SVU defendants was shaped by existing public suspicions.

Some of those uRussian\" intellectuals who appeared to doubt the existence of

the SVU conceded the existence of Ukrainian nationalism an,d supported what

they viewed as the Communist
Party's

stance
against separatism. Professor Egunov

questioned, \"Who knows what this affair is about? I do not think that it could
be serious. You would have to be an idiot to actively go against the Communists.

They
are very strong now.'\" However, he also argued that decisive measures must

be taken against any nationalist group: \"If there was truly a group that wanted the

secession of Ukraine) then serious measures, of course, must be taken; if there is

a 'Ukraine,' then it will be difficult for Russians.\" Professor Kipen was willing to

accept that a group of Ukrainian
separatists existed, even though he stopped short

of recognizing a wider SVU conspiracy: uThis
group

is powerless; it consists of the

flaccid [driabLaia], dreamy intelligentsia and
they

are unable to struggle agail1st
the courageolls and strong Bolsheviks.\" He

implied
that the Bolshevik tolerance

(Le.I) Soviet nationalities policy) had encouraged this
group\037s

boldness: '''-Ukraini-

ans' are very small, you know\037
They

are
raising their heads because the authorities

are flirting with us too much. A blow agail1st the conspiracy and a firm hand
will turn these 'Ukrainians' again into citizens of [he USSR or Russia.\"

124

Kipen

argued that the GPU move against Yefremov and his compatriots was
justified and

that the majority of non-party intellectuals sided with the
party.

Both
Egunov and

Kipen, in offering their support for what they thought the SVU arrests meant for

the party's approach towards Ukraine, ill effect criticized Ukrainization and what

they viewed as its inevitable
oucgrovvth:

Ukrainian nationalism.)))
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It is difficult to measure the
selectivity of (hese comments, but they do reflect

the
ongoing debate about the desirability of Ukrainization wi[hil1 [,he

party
itself

Most importantly, they suggest a possible division in the Odesa
intelligentsia,

where ethniciry determined an approach towards Ukrainization and \"Russian\"

intellectuals seeme,d to fear that Ukrainization targeted them. The intellectual
world in Odesa was a tight circle. Urban schoolteachers, especially prominent
ones, maintained an association with

higher education and research institutions

through professional organizations such as the Scientific
Society and. other cultural

activity. Honcharenko is the one teacher
explicitly

cited in this GI)U report, but

it is reasonable to aSSlllne chat many of the views articulated here reflected views
of teachers or were communicated t,o teachers. The tie between higher-education
students and teachers could have been, in SOlne cases) even more explicit) as for-
mer teachers sometimes sought career advancement

through enrolment in an

INO or pedagogical institute and teachers maintained contact with graduates of

seven-year primary scho,ols who matriculated to the INO.

At least in November 1929) the GPU report saw the r,eaction of INO students

to the SVU affair as indifFerent or skeptical. The \"Soviet
portion\"

of the student

body was vocal in its protest against the SVU: \"Certain students made speeches in

the following spirit: 'Give me a rifle, let)s
go

to fight against the internal counter-

revolution.))' However, the GPU
report

claims this was a minority view. Most said

nothing, or complained that
they

were \"being uselessly herded\" to demonstrate.

One student was reported as
saying,

\037(The ongoing protests are insincere. We [stu-

dents] and school workers will protest, fearing pressure. But if you examine us, the
soul of

every professor, lecturer) and student, you will see if something is differ-

ent.\" What they truly th,ought is left open to interpretation. By
this measure't even

the statements of the \"Soviet portion\" of students could be viewed as insincere.

However, the most suspect opinion this report identified was the belief tllat the

SVU affair was a sham, designed to bolster support for the GPU. One student

suggesred that the uncovering of the SVU affair
provided

a jusrjficatiol1 for GPU

terror; another argued that it allowed the GPU to clear
space

for \"'its people\" in

YUAN. One INO student, Moisa, proclaimed t ((The uncovering
of this organiza-

tion is simply a 'trick.) Simply, authorities want to know the attitude of the masses

in this connection. In actuality, there is
nothing

similar to what is written in the

l1ewspaper.\"125That is, the GPU staged the SVU affair in order to gauge public

sympathy
towards the regime or towards expressions of Ukrainian nationalisol.

While thes,e statements were politically dangerous) nOlle suggested an affinity

with the proclaimed goals
of the SVU. The accounts i'nply a fundamental lack of

faith in [he GPU and fear of its repressive powers. They stand in marked contrast

[0 the report's description of worker reaction. Protests were held in Odesa's March

Factory, the October Revolution Factory) and the All-Ukrainian Photo-Cinema)))
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Administration's Mechanical Factory..Among the characteristic statements made

by workers were the following: \"No counter-revolution force will distract us from

building the first socialist economy in me world,\" and \"We demand the highest
\037

f h I
. \" 1 \"6

Cmeasures of punishment for (he organizers 0 t e counter-revo utlon.\" er-

tainly,
similar statements were made at protest meetings of professors, 'teachers,

and students, but, clearly, the GPU did not choose to highlight them.. The workers'

greatest failing was not spreading the word of the SVU arrests, whereas the intel-

ligentsia was discussing the SVU affair in a flawed, almost counter-revolutionary

fashion. What is remarkable about the intellecruals' statements as a whole is

that they come close to the historical consensus of the SVU affair: it was a

conspiracy fabricated by the GPU to undermine the authority of an element
of Ukrainian society that the GPU and some in the party had long distrusted:
the Ukrainian national intelligentsia, who often served as the practitioners of

Ukrainization.

By April 1930, the polemics surrounding the SVU affair heated up. The GPU
had arrested Taras and Mykhailo Slabchenko, both of whom the 1929 GPU

report had cited for purp'orredly making remarks criticizing the authoritarian

aspects of Soviet
power.. Mykhailo, the father\" suggested that the whole SVU

affair was a ruse by the GPU to engage in further repression. Again, the 1929
report

did nor cite explicit nationalistic statements or suggest involvement by
the Slabchenkos

(or
other intelligentsia) in a nationalist, counter-revolutionary

conspiracy. Nevertheless, it is clear from this report that the GPU took a select
interest in the Slabchenkos, and their comments, if true, indicated a fundamen-

tal aversion to elements of Soviet policy. Yet, the Slabchenkos had also worked
for Soviet authorities in Odesa as

leading Ukrainizers. In particular, the parry
documents make numerous references to Mykhajlo's role as a public lecturer

on Ukrainian history and instructor in state courses on Ukrai\037ian studies. He

embodied the fundamental paradox of [he SVU affair: Soviet authorities needed

highly qualified specialists to lead Ukrainization, particularly in linguistically
diverse

regions
like Odesa, but harboured a distrust of such specialists and their

activities in the lecture hall. In regard to educators such as the Slabchenkos, this

concern was even more acute because they were
responsible

for the teaching of

youth in their positions as INO instructors, and interacted with a wider peda-

gogical community.

After the \"uncovering\" of an SVU section in Odesa, which the Slabchenkos

allegedly led, the GPU pointedJy exposed
the appearance of Ukrainian national-

ism among Odesan youth. A GPU
telegram

sent to the regional party committee
noted that a faculty and student meeting was held at the Odesa INO on March 31
to discuss the sentencing of SVU defendants. At this meeting, it was announced
that fliers

proclaiming
nationalist

.

slogans
had been pasted in the cloakrooms of)))
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the INO. These slogans reportedly declared: '4We
protest agajnst

the (rial against
the 'SVU\") and 't[Serhii] Yefremov is

dying,
but his cause lives on.\"127 The stu-

dents and
professors

did not stage an immediate protest upon the discovery of
these fliers, but the GPU noted individual students calling for the arrest of those

distributing
the fliers and one student demanding the execution of the SVU

defendants
precisely because these fliers had appeared, meaning that he concluded

the incident was the result of the SVU's influence in Odesa. Prusakov t another

INO student, reportedly singled out a Slabchenko, likely Mykhailo) for
specific

condemnation\037 '\037Firm punishment is needed for that viper [had] Slabchenko, who
hid under the mask of the Soviet professor.

tll2s Other students claimed that no
INO students could have pasted up the slogans or that the incident was

simply
a

joke: (\037Someone pulled a stunt [rykynulJ shtuku] and now is
laughing,

as the com-

motion is picking up.\" Obviously, the GPU did not
regard

it as such.

Again} it is difficult to ascertain the truth of these statements, but it is striking
that the GPU did not record any statements of real support of th,e SVU defen-

dants from the students\037
Surely,

the reporting of nationalist statements to local

party leaders would have bolstered a case for a purging of INO students and

faculty.. Assuming
these \"nationalistic\" fliers were posted, they suggest some sym-

pathy, perhaps
of the lNG, for either the plight of the SVU defendants or the

fabricated organization\037s alleged aims. Regardless, the GPU clearly was worried
that nationalist sentiment existed among a slegment of Odesa's youth, and its

arrest of the Slabchenkos
provided justification for surveillance within the INO.

Because of the
discovery

of the fliers, the GPU pledged to the party to carry out
an

investigation
of \"the polirical attitudes of professors and students, especially

regarding the matter of the 'SVU.)\"129 Of course, this is what it had been doing
since the al100uncement of the SVU arrests; the sentencing of the Slabchenkos

and the other SVU defendants meant that Ukrainian nationalism was officially

a principal bete noire of local Soviet authorities in 1930. The fact that the GPU

located Ukrainian nationalism in an institution
responsible

for training the next

Soviet elite placed suspicion on the education
system

as whole and its Ukrainiza-

tion. Even those within the
regional party leadership who faithfully pushed [he

Ukrainization campaign must have been
asking:

what was being taught in Ukrain-

ized establishments, from the elite INO to the primary school? Was a fundamental

change in the policy needed?)

Simple
Priorities)

Given the challenges already described in promoting high Ukrainian-language

proficiency among teachers, it was unsurprising that many teachers readily aban-

doned an overt
promotion

of Ukrainizarion. Their general activism was another)))
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matter altogether. Press reports suggest
that some teachers did oppose collectiv..

ization. The extent and openness of their resistance are unclear. Narodnii uchytel

maintained that the number of so-called \"kulak
sympathizers\" among

teach-

ers was not great. Ho,wever, an article in the newspaper listed numerous crimes

that teachers had committed. It divided counter-revolutionary teachers into two

groups:
those who, by landholdings) were kulaks, and others who sided with them

by
their actions, One teacher's husband allegedly made the dramatic statement

at a
village meeting:

\"Do not surrender your grain because the authorities do not

give you anything and give only to the workers. When there is war, kill the work-

ers first.\"130 It is astonishiIlg that anyone would make such a bold statement in a

public forum) although it reveals some insight into the rationale of the requisition

campaign. The teacher herself was suspect because of her marriage to this alleged
troublemaker.

The article attests that regional Robos meetings further revealed the true atti-
tudes of some teachers towards collectivization. At one such meeting, a teacher

suggested
[he campaign was entirely unrealistic. Others apparently reported that

their
colleagues

confided to the peasantry mar they were opposed [0 the opera-
tion, but, nevertheless, had to publicly support it. Some refrained from taking a

leadership role, insisting that the peasantry would not listen to them. They logged
hours for \"civic political work\" withour any real commitment to the collectiviza-
tion

campaign.
The newspaper labelled this approach \"kulak') and demanded the

dismissal of these \"traitors.\" The teachers) behaviour was, however, reflective of
a sentiment shared by the peasantry and teachers who lived among them and

depended upon their support: the grain.-requisition campaign rhreate!led
to cause

severe food shortages in the already impoverished countryside. It is reasonable to

assume that some teachers took a skeptical, passive, even, as described in the news-

paper, duplicitous approach towards a policy that in Ukraine would contribute to

the deaths of millions. In the climate of
danger

introduced
by the SVU trial, such

a stance was impermissible.
As if to make the line even more clear, at the same time Narodnii

uchytel
was

warning of the nefarious activities of SVU educators and cautioning against
coun-

ter-revolutionary behaviour by rural teachers, it was lauding the
bravery

of the

activist teacher. It thereby provided a model of normative behaviour for teachers

ro follow and honoured them for their revolutionary heroism. The Soviet
press

had taken care in the lead-up to the SVU trial to demonstrate the kulak-peasant

origins of Ukrainian nationalism. A series of articles on kulak violence against
teachers unambiguously exposed the potential of enemies of Soviet power. Ihe

newspaper's message was that it was in the teachers' interest to side with public

campaigns such as collectivization. To do otherwise meant
risking identification

witr a vilified enemy and the label of
Hbourgeois nationalism.\)
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Chief Prosecutor Akhmatov again set the stage. In response [0 the latest in a
series of reported murders of teachers\037 Akhmatov issued a statement to the press
in November 1929. He announced that two teachers, Zadorozhny and Beta) had

recently been murdered by kulaks in rural eastern Ukraine. They had purportedly
been targeted for their active

participation
in the collectivization an,d literacy cam-

paigns (involvement in the latter was also
strongly identified with Soviet power).

Akhmatov took these murders, as well as other acts of kulak \"terrorism
H

(arson)

physical assault, and earlier murders), as evidence that the class
struggle

in [he

village was sharpening. The majority of teachers, he
enlphasized\"

were ((on one

side of the barricade, together with (he poor and hired farmers.
ul3 ]

Kulaks saw

teachers as mortal enemies because they were Sovietworkers, critical leaders in the

task of building socialism. He promised to make the prosecution of these murders

his direct responsibility and to afford teachers alllegaJ protection to defend them

against future attacks.

Reports of other acts of violence committed against teachers soon followed.

One teacher informed Narodnii
uchytel

readers that kulaks in the Artemivsk region
had murdered rwo poor peasants

in connection with their political work and had

forced a teacher in one
village

to flee h,er post. In another village, kulaks had

staged
a smear campaign against a teacher, complaining to educational authorities

that she was
\"conducting anti-pedagogical

work versus the students.\"132 A district

commission found the
charges

baseless. The Robos district section later concluded

that the local village did nothing to
protect

the teacher and oppose the kulaks. Irs

findings implied that
village

authorities were firmly in kulak hands and the teach-

ers stood alone
against

their influence.
]33

The pedagogical press presented teachers in the most
positive light possible,

in

order to repair their public image as well as s,erve the broader interests of the stare.

The press toured reachers as defiant heroes; valiantly carrying out collectivization

and the demands of the Five-Year Plan in the face of a threat mounted by what it

presented as a small but desperate minority. Consequently, when Narodnii uchytel

reported that the head of a labour school in the Bila Tserkva region had died from

eight
bullet wounds and four of his colleagues narrowly escaped a sinlilar fate, it

also extolled his positive reputation in the community and
amoI1g

his peers.
134

Another, apparently botched, shooting of a reacher and Komsomol member in the

Chernihiv
region

was explained
as \"kulak reve11ge for the teacher's active work. 1 )

1.3\037

In spite of the increase in attacks, teachers refused to back down fronl their
politi-

cal work. One teacher in the village of Khorostok (Slavuta district) Sheperivka

region) who sustained an attack vowed to continue his work for collectivization

and Soviet power. Another group of village teachers had contributed to the full

realization of the grain-requisition campaigl1 in spite of pressure from ku\037aks. In

this instance, [he head of the village soviet had purportedly succumbed to kulak)))
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influence and, instead of
explaining

the importance of the campaign to the vil-

lage, had blamed it
entirely

on rhe teachers.
136 If true, this tactic suggests just how

unpopular
the

grain seizures were. Given the apparent weakness of local authori-
tjes, the state relied very much on teacher leadership in this operation. Thus, it

followed a complicared strategy ofwarning educators about traitors in their midst,
but

exalting
those who stood with Soviet power. In [he desperate environment

introduced
by

(he collectivization campaign, Ukrainization was a negligible con-

cern for rural reachers. They were simply trying to stay alive.)))



Chapter Eleven)

Children Corrupted and Exalted)

The GPU, W1der the direction of the party, undertook the most visib]e action
against

prominent educators, including teachers, and sent a signal to the education
profession

and the wider public about the dangers arising from Ukrainization to the schoolhouse

and children. The teachers' union responded to this
signal

with a condemnation of

hidden class enemies in its ranks, calls for energetic panicipation in Soviet economic

and political campaigns, and evaluations and
purges

of union members. However,

the Communist Parry entrusted primary responsibility
for

daily surveillance of edu-

cational activity and children to the Komsomol and the Young Pioneers.

For all their problems, these organizations were considered
by

the KP(b)U more

immediately reliable than Robos or the Narkomos administration. Because of their

close interaction with schools and younger children, the
Young

Pioneers are the

focus of this chapter. The themes of vigilance, jeopardy,
and heroic sacrifice also

emerge from a reading of archival material and
press reports

on the Young Pioneers.

However, as a result of the
Young

Pioneers'
political

status and reputation as a non-

Ukrainized organization, the history of the Communist children's movement in

this era suggests a heightened tension. Should Ulaainization continue in the
YOllng

Pioneers at all? Were the Young Pioneers the correct organizatjon to oversee the

contradictory policies of expansion and restraint? Furthermore, an understanding
of the

Young
Pioneer role at this rime provides perspective into Ukrainian p'rimary

schools in the 1930s,an era for which the Narkomos archival record is limited, and

it returns children to the centre of discussion as objects of political concern. It is

the fate of children and youth, as the preceding chapters have
argued,

that played

a critical role in debates over education. 111this. context, teachers were important

insofar as their actions had primary bearing all children's
develoPlnenr.

Although Young Pioneers were to safeguard and push Stalin's revolution among
children) Komson1olleaders continued to insist that the school remain the primary
institution

responsible
for cultivating

the attitudes of children. Schools embraced a)))
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far
greater population

than Young Pioneer units, starting at an earlier
age

and for

a longer period of time. The Young Pioneers could not exist without the school,

detachments were tied to particular schools, and
Young

Pioneer activity ideally

worked in concert with the initial agenda schools set. Units would supplement,

accentuate, and redirect. As a political organization in union with the Communist

Party\037
the Young Pioneers had (0 observe stricter ideological accountability in the

context of Stalin}s revolution from above. They led the campaign for the politi-
cal and economic marginalization of kulaks and forced kulak children from their

ranks. Schools engaged
rural realities; Young Pioneers sought a radical break. Both

approaches
were necessary if revolutionary sensibilities were to

spread\037 yet
remain

ideologically true.

A principal issue of the early 19305 was the question of enforcing the mandatory

el1folment of children. The issue of mandatory enrolment) including kulak chil-

,dren, was intimately tied to Ukrainization because it
promised

increased opportu-

nity for Ukrainian-language schooling at the same time it
suggested potential for

\"counter-revolutionary,)) nationalist sabotage. The Young Pioneers were on the &ont

line [0 protect children from the latter. The Komsomolleadership, however, still

found Pioneer vigilance lacking. Reports listed the emergence of anti-Soviet and
nationalist

groups
in specific schools as the overall number of schools expanded.

The reports suggest
that the Komsomol saw its influence over children as fragile.

Whether or not any formal
groups existed, children believed that anti-Soviet senti-

ment and action existed. The Komsomol called on Youp.g Pioneer units [0 expose
such sentiment and break

apart any attempt to cover up what Soviet authorities

conceptualized as near-criminal behaviour. The Komsomol construed the observa-

tions and songs uttered
by children, who mayor may not have been aware of the

context or understood the content of what they said or repeated, as
expressions

of

an organized plot versus Soviet power. The Komsomol
understoo\037

childhood as a

form of junior adulthood, with children capable of making moral choices. Para-

doxically, enemies could influence children because of their
naYvete, but children

were still accountable for their own actions. The
Young

Pioneers had to do more to

ensure that children:Js activities remained
squarely

focused on htlfillment of the First

Five-Year Plan, that children's
loyalties

were consolidated by deeds.

A properly directed Soviet schoolhouse was still the solution. For, as much

as teachers and the Narkomos apparat were politically inferior to the Komso-

mol and the Young Pioneers, teachers working under the direction of Narkomos

were sri!] the primary educators of children\" Their instruction retained inherent

power as a result. The Komsomol tasked Narkomos with training leaders for

the Young Pioneers and producing material for Young Pioneer activities.
Young

Pioneer units should not err like schools, but the same governmental organ was

responsible
for

administering tIle content of sep'arate but linked educational)))
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agendas.
Their fates were tied. As we shall see in chapter 12, schools reoriented

their educational agendas during the cultural revolution ro place an even
greater

emphasis on applied knowledge (\"polytechnization
rr

), directed towards children's

participation in the fulfillment of the First Five-Year Plan. In a sel1se) schools were

supposed to act like
YOUl1g

Pioneer units, and the clear responsibility of the Young
Pioneers was to assist schools in this effort. But schools still defined the educa-
tional mission in the classroom and potentially could dispatch greater numbers of
\"activists\" than the Young Pioneers. Teachers continued to play an ad hoc role in

a campaign mar was imagined as organized, but could not be. Educational
goals

increasingly privileged urban, (and thus established Russophone) schools\037 but the

end result of Young Pioneer coordination wich the schools was
supposed

to be a

new rendering of correct, Bolshevik, \"internationalist\" Ukrainization.
Command of the Young Pioneers continued to be a problem. Ideally, a Komso-

mol teacher would take on the role of leader of a local
Young

Pioneer detachment

attached to a school. However, Komsomol members trained for this work were

scarce, and inexperienced Komsomol members and unaffiliated teachers were

required to take charge. Komsomol reports allege that sometimes \"class enemies\"

took advantage of these shortcomings in staff and infiltrated the ranks or exercised

a harmful influence. The Komsomol TsK called for a purging of a school's teach-

ing faculty and the proper education of those competent to serve. The Komsomol

tie to teachers was viewed as central to the success of the Soviet educational and
nationalities

policy..
Teachers were the subjects of Komsomol criticism) but could

also be Komsom,ol members. These purges (and the stigma attached to a por-
tion of the rural

intelligentsia during collectivization) raised the essential question
of just who was the good

Soviet teacher, Young Pioneer leader, and shepherd of

Ukrainization\037 Who would replace those purged if so few were willing to go to the

countryside?' (And, as has been suggested, graduates of pedagogical tekhnikumy
and

post-secondary
institutes did not know Ukrainian well, were not politically

well-versed, or held attitudes inimical to the Soviet regime.) Surveys of teachers

and recent Komsomol members were enough [0 ralse concern.

Hope might be found in [he youngest. Children became
political

and economic

activists, especially in the countryside, and also became surrogare Ukrainizers as

the number of Ukrainian schools continued to
grow.

As the cultural revolution in

education subsided and Narkomos placed greater emphasis
,on instruction in for-

mal knowledge, this shift promised the state, parry,
and Komsomol greater control

over what was taught in the classroom. The
problem

was that the Young Pioneer

units needed to reiI1force this
oversight

over schools, but continued to operate in

Russian when the school
they

were linked to used Ukrainian. In the aftermath of

the SVU affair) the Young Pioneers seemed ill-equipped to undertake the charge

of securing Bolshevik Ukrainization.)))
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The '''GrearTurn'' in rural Ukraine unleashed forces of resistance that reportedly

turned against Young Pioneer activists who dutifully served in campaigns
for col-

lectivization, dekulakization, and public literacy, even as
they might

have remained

apathetic about Ukrainization. The Komsomol and Soviet
press

heroicized these

children in a manner similar to their heroicizarion of activist teachers, but their

ap,plause had even greater significance because of the
very vulnerability

of chil-

dren. Child activists represented an unadulterated revolutionary spirit;.
their injury

or death were more tragic. Komsomol reports labelled the children's assailants as

kulaks, class enemies) and sometimes unambiguously as nationalists; in the context

of early 19305 Ukraine, when kulaks and intellectual class enemies were linked to

Ukrainian nationalism, the charge was often implicit. Either way, in the Ukraino-

phone countryside, Young
Pioneer activity was an expression of the direction of

Soviet education
begun

in the cultural revolution, and an element of Bolshevik

Ukrainization; Young
Pioneers sought

to demonstrate their relevance, to ,defini-

tively prove that
they

won the battle for children's loyalty against other alleged

competitors, including a
supposed

nationalist can1p. The Komsomol TsK harshly
condemned teachers who undermined the efforts of the Young Pioneers and local

Narkomos, Robos,. and Komsomol units who failed to protect
them. A rash of

suicides of Young Pioneers in rura110calities suggest,ed a weakness in one of the

basic premises of Ukrainization: it wouJd lead to firmer establishment of Soviet

power in the countryside. The Komsomol TsK equated reports of suicide with

near murder. The
Young

Pioneers, as the most basic expressions of Soviet power
in the

village,
were exposed. Children's loyalties would mean little if their efforts

were threatened, constrained, and
extinguished.)

A Threat Identi6ed)

By 1930, as Viktor Prylutsky has demonstrated, Komsomol c\037ncerns
regarding

hostile threats to the organizationjs authority grew more defined j and Komsomol

leadership blamed the lack of vigilance by individual cells for the reported rise

in the influence of nationalist and other
counter-revolutionary

forces
among the

Young Pioneers. I

According
to a November 1930 meeting of children's workers

in the Donbas, \"In
places among the Pioneers there are noticeable instances of a

class-enemy influence (kulaks, sects) to which Young Pioneer organizations are
not giving a

necessary retort.\"2 It reported that '\037opportunistic elements within
the Komsomol\" undermined the

organization
of a

campaign to increase produc-
tion of coal, and this failure had a negative effect on children's view of Komsomol

authority. Most Komsomol and
parry organizations (at every level) had neglected

work among children, and, consequently, Young Pioneer detachments became

detached from Komsomol work, real life, and the state's economic goals. Part of)))
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the
problem, the delegates to the meeting believed, was that much of the current

leadership of Young Pioneer detachments in the Donbas was drawn from civil

servants, not workers, and Komsomol and party oversight of this
leadership

was

weak. One of the Komsomol's principal tasks was \"to
appeal

to the key P'ioneer

detachments, and through them to the children's masses for their participation in

the fulfillment of economic-political tasks, especially and most
principally

in the

carrying out of plans in the production of coal in the urgen( quarter of the third

year of [the] five-year plan.\"
For this to happen, the Komsomol needed to compile

new Pioneer literature, issue a children)s newspaper directed specifically cowards

the need of the Donbas, and, most
importantly, change the leadership of Komso-

mol detachments to ensure children)s dedication to Soviet aims.

In spite of the concern for
,development

of the Young Pioneers and the Kom-

somol, then, the school was to remain the
mos\037 important feacure in the lives of

children during the uGreat Turn.
n

The Donbas meeting insisted that schools \"can

and must be used as an important force in the
struggle

of the Donbas Komsomol

on the coal front\" and criticized the Young Pioneer leaders for neglecting their ties to
the school.3 In 1930 a long Komsomol TsK report on the matter of Communist edu-

cation argued that \"Among all the elements of the system of Communist education

in the reconstruction period, the central element must be the school.\"4 Schools not only

would teach the basic principles of Communism, but would raise children to be the

generation that finally establishes Communism. Other forms of educational work,

including the Young Pioneer organization, should
\"deepen, develop\037

and add to

the basic material that the school
gives)\"

and the school should unite their activity.
Schools embraced the

greatest
number of children and provided them with the

most planned, sustained influence.
Ideally, Young Pioneer organizations acted as

a supplement and stimulus to the educational activity conducted in the schooL

They could lead activity thar schools found less feasible to lead) due (0 constraints

of time and curricular organization, but
they

could not exist without schools.)

Young Pioneers and the Scho,ols)

The ongoing political and economic campaigns of (he \"Great Turn\" had inevitable

effects on the school and the Young Pioneer organization.. In the countryside, [his

meant their participation in the struggle for collectivization and dekulakization. A

1930 Komson1ol TsK report argued that these campaigns inspired ucl ass ,enemies
u

to step up their \"struggle for the young generation,\"
to corrupt

children with their

shameful work. 5
The Komsomol needed to redouble its efforts to strengthen the

\037(Communist upbringing
of the children)s masses\" and require their participation

in \"socialist construction,\" including
the \"liquidation of kulaks as a class4)) The

Komsomol's responsibility
was to prepare the Young Pioneers, schoolchildren))))
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and \"the
unorganized

children\" for this campaign by raising their class conscious-

ness and
vigilance.

The
project

recommended mat children assume an active role

in conversion of
buildings

seized from kulaks for use by schools, Young Pioneer

clubs, and creches.
City

children needed to help detachments and schools in vil-

lages by joining Young Pioneer brigades for excursions to areas in the midst of col-

lectivization and sending literature to be discussed by meetings of schoolchildren.

Of central
importance

was the issue of what to do with the children of kulaks.

In
regard

to, membership in the Young Pioneers, the TsK proposed an end to

admission of kulak children to Young Pioneer organizations and a purge of those

children who were already members but had nOl participaled in \"areas of work

directed at the liquidation of kulaks as a class and towards a
strengthening

of

the socialist sector in the village.)) How it was possible for \"kulak children\" to

take a role in \"liquidation\" of their families is unclear and likely meant little in

practice. Children of families
designated

as \"kulak\" would find it progressively

harder to escape this label,. and Young
Pioneers leaders saw little reason to retain

their membership. What [0 do about the enrolment of kulak children in schools

was more complicated. The TsK project
stated that Komsomol and Young Pioneer

organizations that argued for the exclusion of these children were wrong. On the

contrary) \"ic was
possible

[0 exclude only those children [who] would display an
inimical influence on the rest of the children\" who cannot be re-educated\037,\"6 The

incomplete four-year primary schools needed to accept all children\037 and, for vil-

lages in the midst of collectivization, this type of school was the overwhelming

majority. However, the TsK made a qualification in regard to the less numerous,

full seven-year schools. In the older concentrations of these schools, children of
workers, farm labourers, and poorer and middle-income peasants were (0 be

given

priority enrolment, and only if there was space left would schools allow \"non-
hostile)\037 kulak children into these classes. Lastly, the Komsom_ol

n\037eded
to ensure

that children from the correct social background were
serving

in elective leader-

ship positions in schools and the Young Pioneer organization.
The schoolhouse remained, then, the primary institution responsible for shaping

children's attitudes and orienting them towards the requirements of the Soviet state.

This is not to discount the
Young

Pioneer role. Even if the membership of Young
Pioneer

organizatiollS
was comparatively smalL especially in the countryside, the

class war awarded detachments with new
meeting houses, heightened their politi-

cal purpose, and strengthened the
leadership

of urban units over the village\" The

Young Pioneers were projections of the COffiITIUnist
Party's authority and needed to

maintain a \"purer\" constituency than the schools,which
represented

the
complex-

ity of the rural population as it was rather than how it
might

be
expected to b,e.

If the party and the Komsomol had any hope of
shifting

rural attitudes, especially
in the COl1text of the violence that accompanied collectivization, then the school)))
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had to teach its agenda to as wide a body as
possible.

The party viewed children)s

attitudes as more malleable and less
prejudicial, and the Soviet state\037s

progressive

self-in1age required it to provide basic services [0 the entire population, excluding

DIlly
those whom it believed were dedicated co ics downfalJ.

Schools embraced this n1ission of
educating a wide student

body\037
and the Young

Pioneers and Komsomol assunled a supporting role in this drive. In order to operate

most effectively, the Komsomol and Young Pioneer organizations tleeded to be shorn

of corruptive influences. A Ukrainian Komsomol TsK
proposal

written in November

1'930 noted that the Kon1s'omol (and Young Pioneers) still was vulnerable to infiltra-

tion by '''right opportunists\" and '\037class enemies\" who sought to undermine the Kom-

somal's political and educational
campaigns.

It claimed that Komsomol committees

in Kakhovka) Bozhedarivka, and Srarobilsk districts and elsewhere \"demonstrated a

Right-opportunist practice)} in their approach to the issue of universal enroJment,

and other local comnTittees simply disregarded
the

political significance of this cam-

paign.? The TsK was respol1ding to a November 26, 1930, decision by the KP(b)U
TsK regarding the

unsatisfactory leadership
of the Komsomol of this campaign. Not

all children attended school, and attendance by older children was especially unsat-

isfactory. According to the Komsomol, its subsidiary organizations had not mobi-

lized sufficient numbers to help guarantee
enrolment; acquire equipment, buildings,

an,d material help for children of poor peasants;
or ensure implementation of party

decrees regarding the assignment of teachers and improvements in their qualifica-

tions. The Party Conrrol Commission had taken
up disciplinary procedures against

individual district Komsomol secretaries, and the Komsomol TsK was to review and

issue reprimands ill the case of those who
simply

failed to act.)

Children as Nationalists)

The TsK proposed a number of measures [0 respond
to perceived distortions in its

educational mission.. It ordered its cultural workers to recruit working youths in

order to Sllpport the Komsomol's
campaign

for universal enrolment and provide

aid to poor children and teachers.. In addition to the assignment of additional

Komsomol activists and the patronage of individual schools by
Komsomol cells,

the TsK was to send a brigade of eighty people who would not return until com-

pletion of the campaign. It warned that \"KomsorTIol deserters from the pedagogi-

cal front\" could be expelled4 Young Pioneer units were to assume a critical role in

the can1paign, alol1gside their other edllcational work
(general literacy; nlainte-

nance of school buildings, property, and books; support of efficient instruction

in the classroom and timely student advancement; and
supply

of hot breakfasts).

lne KomsomoI was to work together with Narkomos to train local Komsomol

committee members (and Young Pion,eer leaders) to Ineet this
goal

of universal)))
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primary instruction. As discussed above, instruction in (and outside) the class-

room was fundamenrally shifting, and the
viability

of any efforts towards Ukrain-

ization must be called into question. But achievement of Ukrainization was still

connected to the issue of school enrolment. Ukrainizers in Narkomos had called

attention to the comparatively lower enrolment of Ukrainian children in schools,

especially in the growing workers' districts on the outskirts of the
republic's major-

ity cities such as Kyiv, and the low number of full seven-year
schools in provin-

cial areas dominated by Ukrainians. A campaign to increase enrolment for the

entire child-aged population should hav,e benefited Ukrainization. However, this

says
little about events in the classroom or the quality of Ukrainian instruction.

On one hand, the Komsomol document implied that \"class enemies)\" including
Ukrainian

\"bourgeois
nationalists-,'\" feared the enrolment campaign because any

success of Soviet education would counteract the {'nationalist influence,\" but, on

the other hand, expansion invited infiltration. The Komsomol and Young Pio-

neers assumed the position of watchdogs against this
possibility.

fu the economic and political campaiglls accelerated in Ukraine, Komsomol
documents

begin
to characterize il1cursions by 'ithe class enemy\" in much more

specific
terms. The KomsomoI listed vulnerabilities in Young Pioneer detachments

alongside those of
specific schools) further reinforcing the linkage between the two.

Young Pioneer detachments were responsible for safeguarding schools from such

corruption and
yet) clearly,

were failing to protect their own. A 1931 TsK memo-
randum Sltmmarized the findings and instructions of the eighth and ninth Kom-
somal

congresses
to Komsomol district committees and cells regarding leadership

of the children\037s movement. The Komsomol memorandum ordered Young Pioneer

organizations to step up their participation in the fulfillment of the Five-Year Plan)s

production goals by tying unit activity to
specific

factories and collective farms.
8

This sort of engagement had faltered in the face of reported failings by local Kom-
somol cells. In the Svatove district (Kupiansk region), to give a sense of relative

men1bership\037
there were 2,600 Young Pioneers and 30 Komsomol members. Sev-

eral of the latter were semi-literate and politically uninformed, according to the
fin,dings

of the congresses. The shortage of skilled Komsomol talent was such that
the head of the Dzerzhinsky Boarding School in Zaporizhzhia found it impossible
to find Komsomol members to lead Young Pioneer detachments for the school.

The memorandum
reported that children in some schools revealed \"hostile class

sentiment,\" and cited numerous
examples. In the Romny district, in the village

of
Perekopivka,

children
reportedly declared that \"grain procurements have to be

fulfilled in order to send [them] to the (katsapy' [a derogatory term for Russians] in

MoSCOW.\"9 In the city of Kremenchuh, children in Labour SchoolNo. 1 had
organized

a \"free Cossack community [kazachestvo]\" and \"declared war\" on other groups in
the school. In chis school and the railroad school, children proclaimed the

slogan)))

were discriminating against Ukrainian children in admissions to secondary voca-

tional schools and disproportionately purging Ukrainians from post-secondary)))
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\"Long
live the Soviets, Long live the Vipers [fJady].u

Students in Labour School No.6

repeated the following anecdote: \037Y[er the
five-year plan a portrait of Lenin) 5ralin)s

directives, and a worker\037s skeleton will be left.\" At the instigarion of one teacher,
students

staged
a strike to protest the school's shortages of firewood.. The Kremenchuh

City Komsomol Committee raised concern about these reported incidents\037 but did
not decisively discipline

those
responsible or strellgthen its leadership over Young

Pioneer units that
might

have acted to stem the schoolchildren
1

s conduct. In short)

the Kremenchuh Komsomol was guilty of
\"insufficiently educating

the masses of

children in the individual interests of the class
enemy.\"

If these reports are to believed, children undergoing the trauma of
grain requi-

sitions expressed their opposition to the campaign in nationalist terms, blaming

their families' suffering on Russians. The memorandum's mention of the forma-

tion of a \"Free Cossack Community\" is curious. The c.hildren allegedly invoked
Ukrainian historical and

political tradition to structure their resistance to Soviet

policy.. There is no further mention in the report of how children understood
this 'Cossack

community)
and it SeeITIS at least likely [hat teachers were involved

in its creation. Regardless, for delegates to the Komsomol congresses, the report
must have reminded them about the past threats of the Ukrainian civil war, when

Ukrainian nationalists and peasant bands formed ({Cossack hosts\" to oppose

Soviet power or defend local interests. Whether or not schoolchildren understood

and embraced a nationalist-inflected agenda (and) clearly, one was not
always

expressed here), for Soviet authorities, it perhaps mattered less. The children in

KremenchuJl and elsewhere viewed Soviet power as alien and harmful.

Komsomol reports were not limited to relaying alleged counter-revolutionary

statements and loosely articulated sentiment, but also
exposed

more discernible

hostile groups and actions) including among Young Pioneer detachments. 1he
central Komsomolleadership

accused Young Pioneer llnits in some cases of
failing

to rebuff these groups. A 1931 report on the children)s movement in Ukraine, by

the head of the propaganda department of the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK, held

that the \"class enemy\" was not just engaging in rumour and slander, bllt also \"by

various means incites stratums of children not only to anti-Soviet agitation against

collective farms, grain collections) and so on, but also for the creation of a counter-

revolutionary subsidiary children's group and anti-Soviet action
by

children.\"
10

In

the village ofNovoiehoTivka (Bashtanka district., Mykolaiv region)) children uIlder

the reported illfluence of kulaks allegedly diluted material in the collective faro1

shed on multiple occasions.. .1he report claimed that kulaks, priests,
and other reli-

gious activists sought to disorganize Young Pioneer detachments. Rumours
spread

in another village in the same district, Marianivka, that a war wOllld start soon and

all YOU11g Pi011eers would be hung by
their red kerchiefs..

1] As a reslllt, 90 per cellt

of the
Young

Pioneers anIlounced they were quitting, and. only after local leaders)))
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explained to me contrary at
length

did the majority of them return to the Young

Pioneers. Some teachers and children \"are introducing a class-hostile influence and

attitude in the scho,olsn it1 Kharkiv t Poltava, Kyiv, Zaporizhzhia, and Ramen. Often,

the report claimed, these anti-Soviet attitudes took on explicitly nationalist forms:

\"anti-Semitism, Ukrainian national chauvinism, Jewish nationalism.\" It cited the

apparent appearance of two groups as examples: Za nenku Ukrainu (For
Mother

Ukraine), allegedly operating in the Kyiv area under the patronage of teachers tied to

the SVU,12 and Hashomer Hatzair (Youth Guard), supported by Jewish
activists in

Kremenchuh.
13 It seems unlikely that these groups existed in

,any
formal sense, but

the Komsomol was clearly worried that its hold over youth sentiment was tenuous,

and, if the report on Marianivka is to be believed, children thought organized anti-

Soviet action was a
possibility

in the countryside, even if not committed by them.)

Recasting the
Young

Pioneers)

In general, the Komsomol argued that Young Pioneers reacted
heroically

when con-

fronted with challenges to their, or general Soviet, authority, but this was not the

universal reaction. The propaganda department's report claimed that \"there are
quite

a

few vivid examples of children
selflessly, heroically fighting against kulak excursions,

in defence of collective farmers and in the defence of schools, Soviet teachers, and

children who
exemplify high ideological-class-proletarian

firmness.\"14 The Young

Pioneers spoke out against the
spread

of anti-Soviet songs among children and kulak

\"sabotage\" in the schools. Yet\037 the report was still critical of the failure of individual
units to react, especially to instances of \"chauvinism\" (nationalism) among children:
\"There are facts regarding a cover-up of instances of national-hostile unit leaders

[vatazhky]
and pedagogues, fearing sCaIldal [pohovir] in school or punishment.\"

Young Pio,neers themselves
displayed anti-Soviet, nationalist anitudes, criticizing

food shortages, retelling anti\037Soviet anecdotes, and singing jeering songs. The con-

nection betw'een anger over the
grain requisition and nationalist outrage was not

always plain)
but, clearly.

within the context of the recent SVU show trial, the Kom-

somol could blame \"chauvinist attitudes\" for expressions of discontent.
Conspiracy

provided
a convenient pretext for disciplining authentic disquiet.

\"Whether it was
taking up the charge of Ukrainization in response to the supposed

natio11alist threat or leading collectivization and dekulakization, Young Pioneers needed
to redouble their efforts. A June 1931 resolution by the republican party's leadership,
the Orgbiuro TsK KP(b)U\037 found that although the Young Pioneer organization
had increased its efforts to coordinate irs activirywith state organs and workers after
the beginning of the Five-Year Plan, shortcomings remained. Some Young Pioneer
units '(did not give a decisive retort to

appearances
of [he class enemy.\"15 In schools

in Poltava, Kharkiv, Kamianets, and elsewhere,
Young

Pioneer units delayed in)))
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toung
Pioneer girls conducting a public reading of l.Jkrainian-language ne\\vspapers

in [he field can1p of tile \"rara\037 Shevchenko Collective Farrn, Ihen in the

Kharkiv oblast, 193J. Courtesy TsDKFF.A.lJ.)

dealil1g
\\\\rit11 Hsetbacks in the schools.\037' Altllough \\foung Pit1neer

menlb<:.\037rship
haLl

gro\\v't1 cOl1siderably in lJkraine, froll1 405,OO{) in 1928 (O nlore Ih\037tn 900,O{JO in

193] , ne\\v 111eIllbers \\.vere
\\-i.

n1ec
hanicaIJy

drav\",'n)'\\ to the ranks, \\virhou[ underg{}ing

political educarion. 'Iller 11ad not fought against LLrenl1l31lts of rhe old
\\\037iay

()f lif-e
H

or agajnst. l.'hooliganisnl'1\037' and'l inlportandy for an organization [hat \\\\laS
supposed

to

be still engaged in a deepening of Ukrainization, [here had been (\\-an insufficient

consideration of j n ternatll)nal \\\\/o-rk\" aJ110ng 't;roung Pioneers in dlE scho()ls. Fr01l1

the
part)r's perspective,

th is I11ean[ these children \\\037.,rere
susceptible

to 113tionalis(

inHuence and hatf privileged vvork an10ng co-na[ionals. '\"lhe
report pointed to the

t:lilure of Narkon10S antl Young Pioneers (0 coordinale their activities. f\\l[hollgh

the real influence of the Young Pioneers on any given scho()1 1l1ight have been SJllalJ

(dLLC to a snlall or inactive 1l1enlbcrship), the schoolhouse, in rhe end\" renl;.=t.ined the

chief concern of the nloven1ent and the Konlso1110L)))
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The irony was that the
parry

now assigned
the commissariat most responsible

for failings in the schoolhouse with the task of training new staff for the Young

Pioneers. Narkomos was to
prep'are

and expand courses for this staff, sponsor

scholarly study of
Young

Pioneer work, and ensure that children's literature, con-

sumed by Young
Pioneer members, was oriented towards technological know-

how and class
struggle. Clearly, the party believed that progress in the children's

movement would
positively

influence the classroom, and Narkomos could still

make the best use of children activists\037 What the Young Pioneers offered, more

than any local Narkomos
organ\037

was grassroots pressure for the fulfillment of the

party's priorities, and, at least in the early 19305, the party still trusted central

Narkomos officials to appropriately deputize
these young activists.

A persistent issue of concern for the
party, KomsomoI, and Narkomos remained

a strengthening of general education through the above-cited issue of universal

enrolment and the polytechnizarion of schools. An
April

1931 decree from the

First Control Plenum of the TsB KDR (Central Bureau of the Communist Chil-

dren's Movement) under the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK cited a report given at the

meeting on the tasks of the new school
year.

16
In the decree, the tie between the

government's political needs and primary schooling was made explicit.
Narkomos

would not just prioritize space in the older concentrations of seven-year schools

for workers, but it also specified a
proportional

allotment for the child-aged popu-
lation. The TsB KDR ordered

lLpper grades
\"in the city, industrial districts, and

districts of compact collectivization\" to take in 100 per cent of graduates of four-

year schools. For the remainder of the republic, the proportion was set at 70 per
cent. Narkomos officials needed to complete expansion of the republic's special-
ized schools, the F,ZU and ShK1v1 (school for the Collective Farm Youth), to full

seven-year schools and ensure that these schools offered ('productive instruction\"

for an overwhelming majority of their students. Ordinary schools were (0 offer

Uinstruction in work for no less than 50 per cent of pupils of the I concentration
[first through

fourth grades] in the cities and 30 per cent in the
villages.))

These

percentages) of course, represent an ideal chat was impossible for schools to repro-

duce precisely. But a number of conclusions can be drawn.

The Komsomol was concerned first and foremost with enrolment in areas of

greatest importance to the economy of the Five-Year Plan. It saw the FZU school

and ShKM as models for the integration of
applied

labour instruction (polytech-

nization), and believed that all ]evels of primary school needed to orient their

teaching in this manner and, importantly) that the
Young

Pioneers had to ensure

this approach. Young Pioneer-led excursions to major industrial centres, like

Kharkiv, Stalino, and Dniprobud (the huge dam project on the Dnipro River),

would allow urban and rural students alike to prize work in such
enterprises.

17

Through the support of Young Pioneer organizations, children were
reported

to)))
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have
played a significant part in the p,olytechnization of schools and the enlist-

ment of absentee children for class. IS
District conferences of schoolchildren were

held in February 1931 (0 discuss
ways to push polytechnization of schools, with

Young Pioneer patronage.
I9

In the context of Ukrainization\037 such efforts privi-
Leged

the insrruction (and enrolment) of Russian-speaking urban children, but it

also required children fronl all parts of the republic to reconsider their association
with on,e another and participate in the modernization of Ukrainian culture.

The full enrolment of cl1ildren was an ambitious vision of embracing all chil-

dren and ensuring their proper Soviet upbringing. In a
way,

the new metllodology

embraced by Narkomos in the early 19305 was a continuation of the objective of

progressive pedagogy, the training of a self-conscious '(builder of socialism,)' but

its lessons were no longer derjved from an assessment of a child's individual talent.

The state's aspiration was
greater

control over school-aged c11ildren and account-

ability for their development and
political

orientation. Full enrolment offered a

means of ensuring command, but the requirement that teachers lead classrooms

to participate in political campaigns) especially in the countryside) required spon-

taneity on the parts of the children and teacher. The
objective

of ordered and

directed primary schooling fractured against the reality of a
society

under stress.

It is in this context that it is
necessary

to understand Ukrainization)s continuation

in the school and its intersection with the
pedagogical

aims of the Soviet state in

Ukraine.

The Young Pioneers were
supposed

to counteract any corrosion of education)

but its own historical weakness in rural areas worked against it. A document on

purges in district Komsomol
organizations

in the Odesa and Dnipropetrovsk

oblasts (territories) held in November 1932 maintained that entire Young Pioneer

units had disappeared in the
Velyka Leperykha

district (then in the Dniprop-

etrovsk oblast).
20

In the whole district, there were only five Young Pioneers. In

other districts, Young
Pioneer units existed only on paper or non-parry teachers

led them. Komsomol organizations reporte(tly paid little heed to the children's

affairs and the need to employ Young Pioneer units in the grain-requisition cam-

paign.
If Komsomol members led Young Pioneer organizations, they gained their

positions '(by
chance') and were \"generally untalented,\302\273 understanding

little about

their responsibilities or their importance. '''Hostile'' class elements reportedly had

stepped
in to fill the gap of this Komsomol inactivity, and had exercised their

influence on children)s views. A separate report fronl the Salone district
(Dnipro-

petrovsk oblast) to the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK concluded it could find evi-

dence of operating Young Pioneer groups in three of the district's nineteen schools

and that it 11ad no cOlnprehensive infornlation on the n1akeup of
Young

Pioneer

leadership.2I
A purge of the existing Young Pioneer organizations revealed \"for-

eign\" elements, \"Mazhura, Slasrin and others who caused this chaotic situation of)))
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the Young Pioneer organization.\" The
report

blamed the district Komsomol fO,r

entrusting Young Pioneer work to
\"non-party,

untested teachers\" and for failing to

do anything to monitor the status of Young
Pioneer units.)

The Pioneers as Surrogate Instructors)

The Komsomol and the
party

blamed teachers for a whole series of political errors

in their work with chUdren.
Although

the Orgbiuro TsK KP(b)U had found in

June 1931 rhat there had been a \"turn of the overwhelming majority of teachers\"

towards childrer1's participation in the economic plans of the Five-Year Plan, \"[as]

a consequence of the sharpening of the class struggle,
a definite group of teach-

ers has and is actively exerting a hostile influence on the children. n22
It called for

Robos and the Komsomol to strengthen the political educatio,n of teachers, to

enlist teachers for aid to Young Pioneer organizations, and to
purge

their ranks.

The concern was not just the reported hostility of individual teachers, but their

non-participation in (he class struggle,. The Komsomol was tied to the fate of

teachers because of their mutual charge over children, the
possible appointment

of teachers to positions of leadership over the Young Pioneers, and the common
interest in the fate of primary-school graduates. But young schoolteachers were
also formal Komsomol members. Ideally) it would be Komsomol (and party)
teachers who would assume responsibiliry for the classroom and the activities out-
side of it) such as the Young Pioneers. Thus) although the party ordered

purges
of

teachers) purges of the Komsomol organizariqn affected teachers as well. Teachers
were the external targets of Komsomol outrage, but were also were internal

objects

of the Komsomol's own political accounting.
The purging of Komsomol teachers raises the important question of who was

a good Soviet teacher. The November 1932 purge
of Komsomol. organizations in

the Odesa and D'nipropetrovsk territories offers some important instruction in

how Komsomol members were purged. District purge committees focused on

teachers who had not been active in the state's economic
campaigns

or maintained

an association with those of an \"alien)' class
background. In the village of Novohry-

horivske (then in the
Velyka l\037epetykha district), the local cell purged a teacher

who had reportedly refused to take part in the grain-procurement campaign t had

disassociated herself from the Komsomol, and had married the son ,of a kulak.
23

The purge report identified other teachers in the two territories whom local cells

had purged and it now identified as class enemies: Petliurisrs (Ukrainian nation-

alists), kulaks; children of
clergy,

former White Army officers, etc. It concluded
that the political level of teachers who were part of the Velyka Lepetykha district
organization was ('low\037n and thac teachers in general worked independently of
their obligations to the Komsomol. In the Snihurivka district (Odesa oblast), the)))
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report
labelled the teacher Meshkova a ((corrupted person\" who hosted evening

parties) shirking
her duties towards children and in the grain-requisition canl-

paign. Not
surprisingly)

there were even m'ore Henemies\" among non-Komsomol

young teachers and the rural
intelligentsia generallY4 Although the report insisted

that the \"overwhelming majority of people [in the
villages] are socially close to

us,\" political inactivity plagued even those members of the rural intelligentsia who

should have been predisposed to aid Soviet authorities.

The Komsomors task was to convert rural intellectuals to the
leadership

of the

Komsomol cell. But, as the final summary for this report noted, Komson101 cells

had been thoroughly gutted by the
purge\037

The
percentage of men1bers purged

in local cells reached as
high

as 38 per cent in the case of the
Vasylkivka

district

(Dnipropetrovsk oblast); this proportion could be considered even higher because

more than 200 members on the books were no longer considered active mem-

bers of the Komsomol (they had left the district and avoided the
purge).24

From

the perspective of the report, of course) the Komsomol
emerged

from the purges

stronger) but, clearly) cells viewed it as necessary to sever critical connections to

members of the rural
intelligentsia,

whom the report cast as a whole with an aura
of suspicion. It is ,difficult to see how the Komsomol's authority over teachers and
the schoolhouse) which in the Ukrainian village was never great, increased in the
immediate term.

Where was (he new Soviet reacher who would replace the pre-revolutionary
Ukrainian

intelligentsia
whom the SVU affair had eliminated or cowed? Even

teachers not identified as \"socially alien
n

were reportedly not up to the demands
of the Komsomol and [he Soviet state. A numerically smaller Komsomol, even

if more disciplined and directed, must have found it hard to influence an intel-

ligentsia now further
separated

from it\037 What change t after all, had the Komsomol

accomplished in the Ukrainian school in the nearly fifteen years since the rev-

olution? The separate 1932
purge report

from Solone district argued that teach-

ers, even if they were not likely
to commit counrer-revolutionary activity) were still

politically unreliable as Komsomol members. There were forry-three Komsomol

teachers in total in the district, at least one in every Komsomol cell: uThese

peopJe do nothing but work in the school and do not take part in politi-

cal work in the
village,

in the grain requisition campaign.\"25 Some job-hopped

from one school to another, keeping
undesirable company and neglecting to pay

their yearly Komsomol dues. In some
villages,

no one knew they were Komsomol

members\037 When qlleried about their political passivity, \"they said that it was

not possible to tie the tasks in the vilJage to the schooL that as teachers they

could 110t be useful to political campaigns in the
village.

u

111e report
blamed

this error on the influence of
\"foreign

elements.\" Most were not satisfactorily

versed in the political knowledge esselltial to every Komsomol meolber, especially)))
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to those responsible for
teaching

children. They knew nothing about the history of

the Komsomol or party,
and revealed a fundamental ignorance of party leadership

in Ukraine and outside.)

To the questions we posed: \037\037What is the party?n \"What is Soviet power?\" '\037Who is

Stalin?\" \"Who is Skrypnyk?)) uWho is Kosior?U and also to a
question

about who is in

charge of the district and a series of other questions prompted from the masses of the

kolkhoz members) the Komsomol teachers did not know [the response].16)

Perhaps equally important regarding
their status as educators t the teachers could

not explain the difference bernreen the Soviet and [sarist schools. The majority of

these Komsomol members joined the organization from 1928 to 1930. In other

words, if they were not old Bolsheviks) they were certainly Soviet teachers who

joined the Komsomol when the GPU was
targeting

their professional predeces-

sors) the pre-revolutionary Ukrainian intelligentsia. Yet, they
saw their role as fun-

damentally the same as that of those recently disgraced or worse.

The responsibilities of the Soviet teacher were various. In the village, the pri-

mary site of these
purges, participation in the grain-requisition campaign was key,

as this repeated charge against
fallen teachers attests. But [eachers also had a privi-

leged charge over children t and the Solone report makes plain that the Komsomol

expected
teacher-Komsomolites to use this role to extract intelligence from the

hearsay
of kulak students\037 to uncover hiding places for stolen grain, and to

expose

\"wreckers\" in the village: ((While re...educating the family through children,

children-pupils came to us during the purge and spoke a lot about kulaks
in the

village
and the tie between them and separate Komsomol members.')2?

Teachers could
encourage

such testimony, but children assumed the responsibil-

ity themselves of acting as the
vanguard of the Soviet state in cOl\\diiions of \"class

hostili
ry.\"

In the end, this was the principal preoccupation of the school and the Komso-

mol/Young Pioneers in Ukraine in the early 19305. As the preceding discussion

makes clear, schools emphasized a connection between lessons and the classroom
and activism outside the school. This approach built upon an orientation of the
progressive pedagogy

of the 1920s, but Narkomos no longer emphasized a con-
cern about the children's

place in compiling the content of curriculum and struc-

turing lesson
plans according [0 children's own interests and talents. It had been

an essential truth for Narkomos that children would innately be more intrigued by

the stlldy of the environment surrounding them. Now, Narkomos would require
children to go beyond the

study
of the familiar and serve the state through applied

learning
in a more directed way. In the countryside, this meant children partici-

patil1g
in grain requisitions aI1d dekulakizarion, and the Komsomol and

Young)))
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Pioneers would ensure this involvement. The main preoccupation of Soviet educa-
tion officials in this period was [he full enrolment of cl1ildren in schools, in order

for the state to assume charge over a wide population. This campaign was the

prelude to a final shift in pedagogy towards a more conservative turn discussed in

chapter 12,: an increase in t11e use of textbooks, an emphasis on formal knowledge,
and a strengthening of the

authority
of the teacher in the classroom (with state

oversight). As has been argued, full enrolment offered schools the opportunity
to increase the number of children

exposed
to Ukrainian studies. Although the

preference given to children of workers proportionally favoured non-Ukrainian

children, it also worked to satisfy a long-standing concern of Narkomos Ukrain-

izers: the enrolment of children of Ukrainian migrants to the city in fuJI seven-

year schools an,d of more '\037Russified\" Ukrainians in schools formally Ukrainized.

The requirement for children to participate in the state's economic and political

campaigns ideally allowed for the consolidation of what was termed \"Bolshevik

Ukrainization\"; that is, Ukrainization under firm parry and Komsomol control
and directed towards party priorities\037 The shift towards a standardization in the

reaching of formal
knowledge

in theory allowed for more accountable instruction

in the Ukrainian
language

and studies.

This discussion has repeatedly emphasized the reported failures of Komsomol

and Young Pioneer organizations to react against threats from the \"class enemy,))

enem.ies
whom the party believed formed the mainstays of

support
for Ukrainian

nationalism. Ukrainian nationalism was somerimes specifically blamed for these

threats recounted by KomsomoJ reports of the early 1930s. Yet, at the same time

the Komsomol was pointing the finger at corrosive nationalism in 1931) it nored

Hrhere was insufficient recruitment of Young Pioneers and schoolchildren for
par-

ticipation in national cultural building.\"28 Ukrainiza[ion
need\037d

to continue, and

children had to take a more prominent role, as
long

as they understood the essence

of \"Leninist nationalities policy,\" and the
Young

Pioneers and schools promoted

an international upbringing as a coun[e-rbalance to nationalism's
alleged pull.

As

has been argued above, this proposal required a
reworking

of the character and

leadership of the policy. In the context of a discussion of full enrolment of children

in schools, the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK and \037IsB KDR comrnented in a Septem-

ber 1931 resolution) \037'in
many

instances in the Pioneer units work is undertaken

in Russian when [instruction] in the school is in Ukrainian.\"29 This disjuncture,

long an issue in Komsomol reports, could not be allowed to persist. Now, con-

ceptually,
it was seen as a restraint on the campaign to

strengthen general
educa-

tion, [0 increase the authority of schools.
Similarly, although Young

Pioneers had

reportedly been instrllmental in {he fight against illiteracy,
\037'Pioneer organizations

were not conscious of the fact that national cultural building is an inalienable part

of the whole front of social construction\037\"30 It is hard to see how any campaign)))
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against illiteracy among the Ukrainian-speaking population could be led by an

organization thar had proven itself averse to the use of the Ukrainian language. The

Komsomol reformulated Ukrainization for the Young Pioneers to more explicitly

embrace \"the struggle for Ukrainian proletarian national culture.\"31The school's

curriculum followed the same course) and its ambition could only be strengthened

by a definitive Young
Pioneer transformation. Young Pioneer acceptance of work

in Ukrainian would allow it to translate \"proletarian values)' to its struggle against

illiteracy in) and other
public

work among, the Ukrainian-speaking population,

promoting the party's presence in socially stressed rural areas.

During the midst of the state's campaign to refashion the Ukrainian country-
side, reports

of physical violence and emotional harassment ,directed against Young
Pioneers and schoolchildren became more numerous. Increased responsibility for

implementation of the ('Great Turn\"
brought

with it new vulnerabilities. The state

and Komsomol used children and youth as
agents

of revolution, and, as surr'Q-

gates for the
party,

the
press

and the party heroicized their sacrifice. Odesa oblast

parry officials
reported

in Jul,y 1934 that multiple youths and children had been

murdered, attacked, or threatened as part of '(insolent terrorist plots against the
Komsomol and

Young
Pioneer guards of the harvest.))32 One Young Pioneer scout

was
mugged

for his work in locating trap doors hiding \"stolen))
grain;

another was

threatened with a knife. In the Chernihiv oblast, the Ichnia district Young Pio-

neer bureau reported to the organization's newspaper,
Na zminu (F'or a change) in

January 1934 that kulaks had attempted to murder a Young Pioneer girl, Uliana

Skakodub, when she was returning home from a
meeting

of a political studies

group.. Two kulaks reportedly beat the girl unconscious and threw her down a

well. Although the
newspaper

received Prosecutor Akhmatov's personal assurance

that prosecutors would deal with Skakodub's case
quickly, Valentyn Bychko, the

editor of the newspaper, travelled to the district and
confirme\037

\"the complete

lack of accouI1tabiliry regarding the political significance of the kulaks)
attempted

activity against children.
n 33

According to the Na zminu editor's
report

to the Ukrainian Komsomol TsK,

[he district and oblast prosecutors had failed to
appreciate the political impor-

tance of the case and delayed its
prosecution, playing into \"the hands of the class

enemy.)' Bychko cited the
analogous,

undated case of the murder of Nadia Rynda)
another

Young
Pioneer

girl
and the daughter of a member of the presidium of a

village
soviet in Pokrovske in the Artemivsk district (Donets oblast). The investi-

gating commission called the murder an act of hooliganism. The kulak whom the
editor claimed had

arranged for the girl's murder was released, while the boy who
shot

Rynda was handed over to the commission for juvenile affairs. It was only
after Na zrninu had conducted its own

invesrigation
thar the district prosecutor

rook up the case again and revealed the \"class character of the murder.)) Bychko)))
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believed that any attempt to minimize such cases of assaul[
against YOUllg

Pioneers

only emboldened kulaks: \"We already have in Ukraine the
repeated

assault and

murders of Young Pioneers by kulaks. There is no
feeling

of a quick and strict

class hatchet, which perceives as its
goal

to take revenge for active children-Young
P

.
.. \037...34
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hloneers. t mattere ess w at t ese C 1 activists were actua y accomp IS
-

ing
than that their generation accepted the basic premises of the urevolution from

above\" and participated ill it. Individuals ill the countryside who were
angered by

grain requisitions and collectivization and suffered the effects of fanline may have

attacked Young Pioneers'because they were particularly vulnerable
representations

of Soviet power. Regardless) this is how the central republican press
described the

assaults and viewed the existing dangers [0 childrell.

Clearly, republican authorities did not trust local officials, either to understand
the Htrue nature\" of the threat to children or to do anything about it. If class

enemies terrorized the lives of children active outside the classroon1, in the school,
enemy teachers undermined the development of politica] awareness necessary for

the embrace of this activism. They represented a force opposed to ch,e whole of
the

shifting
Soviet

pedagogy,
and their reappearance in 1934 party and Komso-

mol communications
signified

the
pressure

that teachers faced whet1 republican

parry officials publicly condemned
high-ranking

leaders of linguistic Ukrainiza-

tion, underscored the pre-eminent danger of \"local nationalism,\" and issued the

definitive reorientation (if not dissolution) of the Ukrainization
campaign.

If the press

and parry documents did not label the Young Pioneers) assailants outside the

classroom and corrupters in it as nationalists, the
suggestion

was implicit in the

repeated identification of kulak and intellectual class enemies. 111 this context, a

report from the Kyiv Oblast Party Commitcee discussed the suicide of a student

named Hanna Shumeiko in January 1934.
According

to an April resolution of the

oblast parry section, the suicide of the
girl

in the village of Domanrove (Zolonro-

sha district, then in the
Kyiv oblast) was the result of \"the systematic desrruction

and persecution of her
by

the former head of the schooL Zhyrnovy (an anti-Soviet

person who
systematically corrupted

the Soviet school and pressured it with criti-

cism and self-criticism)
with the indulgence and support of a segment of teach-

ers.\"35 The resolurion does not detail how such pressure was administerc{{, but

makes clear that this was not a singular event, that oblast authorities had received

material about similar suicides of children in other districts in the oblast, and that

the party section would act severely against anyone responsible
for the \"longtime

cruel treatment of studel1ts\" that might have precipitated these al1d other suicides.

It clearly believed (enemy teachers\" were chiefly responsible, but so were those

who allowed such distortions to happen under (heir watch.

In
regard

to the Shumeiko case, the Kyiv Oblast Parry Committee resolved that

the school director)s actions represented a wider method of resistance to Soviet)))
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rule. The case signified \"a new tactic in the struggle with remnants of class-enemy

elements))' and the failure of Zolontosha District Committee to expose the class ele-

ment to this crime was \"a consequence of the dulling of Bolshevik vigilance and

the
ignoring

of the political value of work among children and the struggle for

securing
their ideological upbringing..

u36 The oblast party committee censured the

district
organization

as a whole and called for the dismissal and criminal prosecu-
tion of the head of the district education section t Vlasenko) for his support of class

enemies in [he schools and cover-up of the affair. The district parry committee was

to undertake a campaign to
purge enemy

elements from the ranks of the teachers,

and to strengthen party control of the Young
Pioneer organization in the school,

as well as to hold a meeting of teachers from the district \"to deliberate the politi-

cal findings from the matter of Shumeiko and rebuild their leadership with the

schools, in accordance with the demands of the
party.)'

It held the district Kom-

somol and Robos representatives responsible as well for Shumeiko's suicide, for

failure to regularly ensure that the political education of children remained in the

hands of teachers loyal to the party. In short, the Shumeiko affair was a collective

failure of all players responsible for the
girl's development: teachers) Narkomos,

Robos, the KomsomoL and the party. The
implied argument

was that the class

enemy sought not just to corrupt children, but also, if it failed to turn them, to

destroy them. If accountabJe authorities failed to
prevent this, they were, in turn,

seeding the downfall of Soviet
power

in the Ukrainian village, thereby undermin-

ing part of the purpose of '''Bolshevik'' (correct) Ukrainizarion: the unification of

the Ukrainian-speaking) labouring population to [he common task of
building

socialisn1 in the republic.
Given the previous linkage of Ukrainian nationalist activity with class enemy

concerns) the suicides provoked by an ideologically alien teacher suggested that

the K.omsomol and party believed that nationalists might have
b\037en

at work. Else-

where, the Komsomolleadership made this connection plain. A 1934 Ukrainian
Komsomol TsK study, undertaken to assess the ideological status of Young Pioneer
organizations

and schools in the aftermath of the party's decision to label ((local

nationalism\" the chief danger to Soviet power, revealed \"a network of factions of

counter-revolutionary work of nationalists among the mass of children\" and cited

the comments of alleged nationalist teachers and students. 37
Children blamed the

\"katsapyn for Ukraine's trollble; Young Pioneers remov,ed their red kerchiefs and

offered no protest.)))
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The Path Ahead)

In the aftermath of the SVU affairt the KP(b)U and the Ukrainian republican gov-
ernment remained committed to the growth of Ukrainian national culture} includ-

ing the development of Ukrainian
schooling.

The party, however, could no longer

permit \"bourgeois specialists\"
to carry out the daily administration of the cam-

paign. One
way

to make Ukrainization more Bolshevik was to link it to the
Young

Pioneers; another was [0 tie ir to the lives of the working class. The latter strategy

meant taking the campaign to urban centres, growing as a result of the First Five-

Year Plan's industrialization push. A central tension in this new emphasis was the

long-standing prohibition against
the \"forced}' Ukrainization of the working class,

a limitation that the
parry leadership

observed with greater vigilance in the early
19305 because of its

warnings
of nationalist conspiracies seeking to undermine

proletarian control. Nevertheless, party authorities believed trusted activists might

inspire worker interest in Ukraillian culture and language aIllong
workers.

Broad demonstrations of support, however, seemed to matter more than inten-
sive work. In spite of a mandate to increase the

profile
of Ukrainian culture in

the Donbas, a chief centre of economic
activity during

the First Five-Year Plant

not much progress was made. Robos union lllembers
appeared

to care little for

advancing the agenda of Ukrainization, and children
overwhelmingly

attended

Russian schools in areas where the Ukrainian population was on the rise due to

labour migration. Political pressure was needed for even slight change to occur.

It was in these areas, where workers were quite literally building socialism, where

Ukrainizatlon needed to
appear

as a dynalnic force, as an expressjon of the new

present. However, even more than before, the picture of Ukrajnization that

emerges from this time is of a plodding, forced effort in predominantly Russian

areas. Ukrainization seemed stalled in established cities too, especiaHy as it was

linked to the extension and
improvement

of elementary schooling. The nun1ber of

wholly converted, full seven-year Ukrainian schools remained small.)))
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In short) Ukrainization was constrained, and Narkomos had reason [0 question

the quality of instruction in the large number of abbreviated primary schools that,

on paper, were
designated

as Ukrainized. Its primary-school inspectors ordered

a new round of examinations of teacher knowledge just
as the SVU arrests were

announced. The pedagogical press argued strongly
that rank-and-file teachers'

knowledge of Ukrainjan was producing a
generation

that was functionally illiter-

ate in Russian or Ukrainian\" implying
thar these children would be unfit for the

demands of socialist
citizenship.

Teachers reportedly only studied for the exam,

without comprehension or conviction in the value of Ukrainization. The exam

revealed unsatisfactory knowledge of Ukrainian studies and pedagogy) linking

these cwo concerns in a formal evaluative structure. Inadequate awareness of one

sugges.ted failing in the other, as this study has
argued\037

To be a superior pedagogue

in a Ukrainian school meant expert knowledge of Ukrainian; to be an -effective

Ukrainizer required a grasp of \"modern') pedagogical method (which, in 19-29-30,
was still progressive pedagogy). Whether teachers) failings could be explained away
seemed less imponant than (he consequence of their unsatisfactory performance:
a teaching cadre illiterate in Ukrainian and incapable of training the majority of
the

republic)s
children.

The warnings in the pedagogical press regarding the need of teachers to improve

their knowledge were dire. They claimed that a
high degree of teacher knowledge

was all the more critical in the context -of the \"cultural revolution\037\037) especially in

the village\" where, it 'was
suggested,

enemies lurked to distort and redirect Ukrai-

nial1 culture to their own purposes. Ukrainization at all levels of the education sys-
tem was a weapon against those who sought to undo Soviet power. The

problem

wa\037
that no one seemed to be suggesting a solution other than those

already
tried.

In fact) hlnding for Ukrainization was on the decline. Narkomos did .not carry

through with threatened dismissals for those who did not
imp.rove

their knowl-

edge, and the party (and even the RSI) placed no
pressure

on Narkomos to be

more forcefuL The GPU had arrested prominent Ukrainizers, and the party, state

officials) and the pedagogical and popular press
warned of the threat of Ukrainian

nationalists, but no such campaign was initiated against those who condemned

official nationalities policy and Ukrainization. The
spectre

of terror was fully
directed towards excess or perverted Ukrainization, and teachers were reluctant to

take up Ukrainization's banner.

Priorities for the state and
party organs lay elsewhere by the turn of the decade.

Even as Nark,omos inspectors and the pedagogical press were vexed about the lack
of

progress
in the Ukrainizarion of the schools, Narkomos administrators were

engaged in the
reworking

of the entire education system. Prompted by the eco-
nomic considerations of the First Five-Year Plan. which set production targets for
the entire Soviet Union,

Skrypnyk
conceded that the Ukrainian republic needed)))
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to unify its independent education syste.ffi with that of the Russian
republic

and

the entire Soviet Union.. Such a merger was necessary in order to ensure uniform

education for all Soviet citizens) including those of the Ukrainian republic, and
transportable training

for the labour needs of the socialist economy anticipated by
the First Five-Year Plal1. Some UkraiI1ian educators argued that no single system
could answer all local labour needs, while others suggested chat meeting those
needs might happen on the basis of the Ukrainian model; that is, the retention

(and reproduction) of Ukraine's
linkage

berween the labour school and a two-year
vocational schooL

Much of the debate centred on which education system offered a \"polytechni-
cal\" education favoured by all-Union political authorities; that is, a system that
struck the correct balance between technical training and a generalized education

(with Ukrainian educators
insisting they had it right or simply needed to tweak

their
existing system).

Atl all-Union conference on education confirmed a com-
mitment to unification, however) that set the stage for a later abandonment of
Ukrainian

particularities
and

adoption of a modified system closer to the Russian
model. This

merger signalled a new attention by the parry to educational affairs

and provided tools for greater intrusion by central political authorities. The all-

Union
parry leadership always had retained this option, but its decisions could

now have a more immediate and direct impact.
The reform and standardization of the education system paved the way for a

conservative pedagogy and final abandonment of the sort of progressive pedagogy
that Ukrainizati,on was supposed to have enabled and benefited from] and (hat

was arguably a more persistent feature of primary schooling in the republic than

elsewhere. Ukraine's distancing from
progressive schooling underwent several

shifts (Narkomos administrators initially required teachers only to make progres-

sive pedagogy more applied), but, ultimately, polemics in the
pedagogical press

blamed SVU defendants for using progressive pedagogy to confuse
pupils)

obfus-

cate a true understanding of Marxism, and disrupt the achievement o( academic

goals. Skrypnyk
viljfied advocates of progressive pedagogy (including prominent

Ukrainizers). Because of progressive pedagogy's initial incorporation of local and

Ukrainian studies and its lack of dependence on scarce Ukrainian textbooks and

literature, this rejection was an attack on t.he form ofUkrainization as it had been

practised. UkraiI1ization had celebrated the local) and the local mattered increas-

ingly less for education.

As the preceding chapter emphasized, party and Komsomol authorities attached

high importance
to the schoolhouse in the early 1930s, but not

fundan1entally ,to

its Ukrainization. In the context of the \"class war\" ul11eashed by
cultural revolu-

tion, schools took on an even greater meaning as a
space

in which to sort the mean-

ing of this conflict (or Hcounter-revolutionaryactiviryH)
for a Soviet generation

in)))
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instruction and to pur the education of children in responsible hands, sidestep-

ping the question of the now-tainted [raining of these
u

new pedagogues.)) Most

importantly, it also decried the \037\037forced Ukrainization\037) of ethnic Russians under

Skrypnyk, emphasized Narkolnos\037s corrections to this offence, and made clear
that the objectives and character of Ukrainizarion after 1933 were critically dif-

ferent. A snapshot of Ukrainization in 1934 drawn from local archival records

for the city of Odesa\037 where Ukrainization had been significantly tested in the

n1id-1920s) provides some clues to its new character. Local authorities were still

ordering public servants to
comply

wirh standards for linguistic Ukrainization.

However, funding for this effort was non-existent, and the
city

council questioned

the qualifications of Ukrainian-studies instructors, the political reliability
of the

'literature chey used) and the orthography of the
language

itself: This was \"Bolshe-

vik Ukrainization
u

: localized, regulated, and undoubtedly less attractive [0 teach-

ers, children, and
parents.)

Ukrainization and the Five-Year Plan)

Inevitably, the heightened political language of the Five-Year Plan had an effect on

the classroom itsel\302\243 The Sumy Regional Party Committee informed the KP(b) U Cen-
tral Committee that a local newspaper, Serp i molot, had reported on class

struggle

among children in the schools. According to
-

the
parry section, the newspaper had

incorrectly emphasized the battle against children of class enemies and had not

adequately discussed the principal tasks of the school within the wider environ-

ment of class struggle: the strengthening of instruction, parry leadership
over edu-

cation, and the organization of self-reliant Young Pioneer
organizations

to oppose

bourgeois infiltration of the scllools. 1
The parry did not intend the harassment

of children, but rather a full-scale redirection of education.
2

The regional section

ordered a purge of the newspaper)s editorial board and instructed its
Agitprop

activists to prepare another article explaining party educational
policy.

It is not

surprising, however, that the newspaper made this \"error..\" Broader
pedagogical

questions took a decidedly inferior place to daily reports of rural class struggle,

kulak violence, and orders for proletarian vigilance.
As discussed above, the

party rejected
the forced Ukrainization of the Russian-

speaking population, but Narkomos continued to favour the gradual Ukrainiza-

tion of the Russified, but ethnic-Ukrainian, proletariat through
their children.

Without the Ukrainizauon of the proletariat, Soviet nationalities policy had little

meaning in the republic.
In the post-SVU environment\037 in spite of Narkomos's

efforts, the canlpaign
hesitated. Of course, the need for the Ukrainization of tIle

proletariat
was officially even greater. Clearly, in the party's eyes, the old natiollal

elites could nor be trusted to administer the republic's scientific and educational)))
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take a leading role in the building of Ukrainian national culture, but recognized
that the government was still battling with

\"Russophilic
talk (ba/achka)\" and that

the proletariat were indifferent. 4
While the party had some success in the general

development of Ukrainian clliture, it conceded tllar lower-party organizarion in

\"the industrial regions of the Donbas had not resp.onded to the
parryJ

s calls for an

intensification of the campaign, and work remained sporadic. The decrees of the

party had proven insufficient, proper checks on iOlplemeoration did not exist, and

many cadres did not even understand the need for the campaign. It blamed
part

of the failure on the inRuence of industrial specialists educated during the
pre-

revolutionary period: ('From here arises not only a 11egativeattitude on the
part

of a significant part of specialists to Ukrainization, but
signs

of open Russophilic

great-state attitude.\"') The party had not done enough to rebuff these attitudes)

which were spreading to the working masses.

Importantly, the KP(b)U held the educational bureaucracy responsible.

The tempo ofUkrainization, it reported, was particularly weak
among

local edu-

cation sections. While recognizing a shortage of Ukrainian-speaking instructors in
the Do,nbas, it recommended a full-scale review of their numbers in order to

prop-

erly develop an,d staff a network of Ukrainian schools. Teachers who did not know

Ukrainian would have to be quickly trained. The party also assumed a renewed

responsibility to Ukrainize and promote Ukrainian speakers within its own ranks.

It ordered regional party organizational sections to each prod,uce thirty workers

for Ukrainization in the Donbas, Kryvyi Rih,. and Dniproperfovsk in wo months'
time. 6

It would have to change attitudes towards Ukrainization fast.

In spite of this bold gesture by the party, it remained ill-equipped to prod these

industrial areas into action. In the view of one metalworker, who was
part

of a

delegation from the Donbas that met with Skrypnyk, sentiment for Ukrainiza-

tion in the region was not high among the young. According
to him, a group of

students fronl the Kharkiv Agricultural Institute, who had come to the Donbas

[0 evaluate its cultural needs in 1928, infornled the local Narkomos section: uTIle

Donbas does not need qualified Ukrainian workers because the Donbas is Rus-

sian [ruskyi].\"7 The metalworker complained to Skrypnyk that the students had

no
right

to make this determination. Nevertheless, the anecdote)s assumption is

instructive. These
representatives

of the new Soviet intelligentsia, who might have

been recruited to staff
Ukrainian-language

schools and propagandize among the

unions) collective farmers, or even the
party,

were doubtful of the programJs utility.

Further01ore, attempts to expand a proletarian Ukrainian culture in the Don-

bas were problematic. A KP(b)U directive had ordered trade unions to orgal1ize

a month of Ukrainian culture in the Artemivsk, LuhaI1Sk, Dnipropetrovsk,
and

Kryvyi Rib regions for June 1930. 8
It further instructed them to organize brigades

of writers to popularize Ukrainian lirerature and scholarship, award workplaces)))
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that organized the best \"red corners\" on Ukrainian culture, and generally popular-

ize Ukrainian culture. However, one week after the month was supposed to have

commenced, little had been accomplished. According to Narodnii uchytel, Robos

members had been
particularly negligent

in their responsibility as \"the vanguard
of the cultural front.

n9
When the secretary of [he Robos AlI- Ukrainian Committee

was asked what his organization had done for the month, he answered: the entire

union was on vacation.

The place of Ukrainian in the eastern Stalino region further illustrates the weak-

ness ofUkrainization in industrial and mining areas, even in spite of a clear influx

of ethnic-Ukrainian labourers. The
regional

executive committee in this region

reported that the use of \"broken Ukrainian,\" or language that pretended to be

Ukrainian, was commonly used in Soviet institutions. Apparently, local authori-

ties saw little use in
studying

Ukrainian or promotjng its use. In spite of the fact

that the worker population was over 30 per cent ethnic Ukrainian, children over-

whelmingly attended Russian-language schools in 1930. 10
Of 2)340 Ukrainian

children enrolled in schooL only 193 studied in the one
seven-year

Ukrainian

school that existed in Stalino. Russian and ethnic-minority schools had even

sought
to bypass the Narkomos requirement for a separate class in Ukrainian

by

creating
courses in Esperanro..

In mining sites located outside the
city,

where the ethnic-Ukrainian popula-

cion constituted a clear majority of the working force,. there were no Ukrainian

cultural groups and only a smattering of Ukrainian literature available in workers'

libraries. In the past year, over 7,000 Komsomol members and 1,200 contractors

had come to work in the mines. All of them reportedly spoke Ukrainian, but trade

union authorities led cultural work in Russian
only.

Until fall 1929, there were

no Ukrainian-studies courses available to workers throughour the region. Union

leaders were either apathetic or
openly

hostile towards Ukrainization. Only as a

result of pressure from Stalino leaders did the local union administration consent

to the assignment of Ukrainizers to the region.
11 The challenge for the future,

however it was
painted, was immense.)

The FafClde of \"Full Ukrainization\

The shortage of Ukrail1ian schools in Stalino was characteristic of new manufac-

turing and mining centres in the Donbas. The ethnic-Ukrainian population in
this area fluctuated according to the labour demands of expanding industry. It
was admittedly more difficult for local authorities to determine the specific edu-
cational needs of groups within diverse, growing populations\037 In more established
urban centres, Ukrainization in the schools

appeared
fine on paper. According

to a 1930 report by the Kharkiv regional Narkomos inspector, there were)))
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28 Ukrainian-language schools out of the 63 schools in the city (43.7 per cent)
and 488 out of 686

four-year
schools in the surrounding districts (85.5 per cent).

These figures indicate a
slight

excess of 'Ukrainian schools relative to the propor-
tion of the ethnic-Ukrainian population in the city (38.4 per cent) and in the

countryside (81..7 per cent).
12

Regional inspectors reported similar successes in

formal Ukrainization in Dnipropetrovsk and Chernihiva
13

What is surprising is that as late as 1930, inspectors were still
reporting

on the

existence of schools of mixed Ukrainian-Russian instruction. 14
There were ten

such schools in the city of Kharkiv, three in the city of Dnipropetrovsk (eleven

in the region's countryside)) and three in Chernihiv. 15

Although
local authorities

foresaw the \"full Ukrainization\" of these schools, the fact that they continued

to exist suggests that schools did not have
enough qualified Ukrainian speak-

ers to staff all its schools and raises
questions

about the quality of instruction

in the formally Ukrainized schools. If there were competent Ukrainian speakers
in surplus Ukrainian sch,ools) why were

they
not transferred to schools desig-

nated for Ukrainizarion? Why were half-Ukrainized schools needed anyhow if the

Narkomos leadership's objective continued to be the formation of monolingual

schools comprised entirely of a single ethnicity? In fact, some of the formally

Ukrainized schools were schools of mixed instruction. This was especially true

for the higher grades. Full seven-year Ukrainian schools were still few in numb'er.

While Skrpynyk boasted that 97.4 per cent of Ukrainian children attended

Ukrainian-language
school (a figure that must have included Russian-speaking

Ukrainians) in 1929-30,16 Narkomos
inspectors recognized

that figures regard-

ing full Ukrainization told o,nly part of the truth. The commissariat therefore

illstituted new perevirky of teachers in the winter of that academic
year.

Articles

in the pedagogical press explained the need for, and requirements of, the examina-

tion. Ivan Prysiazhniuk, a contributor to Narodnii
uchytel,

claimed that it was not

uncommon to encounter teachers who continued to use the Ukrainian lal1guage

with Russianisms and that this habit of mixing Ukrainian and Russian was being

passed on to the children.]7 \037The teachers' language was, in some instances, so

muddled that children could not understand the lessons. Prysiazhniuk claimed

there were instances of local authorities appointing teachers who even deliberately

confused children in this manner. He argued some
remedy

was needed quickly or

teachers would continue to
\"pollute\"

the Ukrainian language and, significantly,

harm th,e development of the children.
They

would not be literate in Ukrainian

or Russian. News of a coming perevirka again
seI1t teachers into a panic. They

scrambled for literature and demanded more detailed instructions. Prysiazhniuk

described their desperate) last-minute preparations as behaviour similar to \"feed-

ing
hounds when they are starving.})jg 'Ihey did not intend

mastery
of language,

or understand why it was necessary. They simply wanted {O survive the process.)))
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Given what has
already

been discussed about the lack of Ukrainian-language

schooling and studies in the Stalino
region,

it is not surprising that a December

1929 perevirka in this area revealed an utter lack of knowledge of Ukrainian.

It disclosed the extent of [he ignorance and apathy in detaiL Only a
minority

of the teachers knew anything about Ukrainian culture and history. Even teach-

ers in the higher grades who had some ability in Ukrainian had not read
any

new writers or engaged in any substantive language study. Even if they had read

Ukrainian classics, [hey did not understand their value and, importantly, failed to

provide any Marxist social analysis of these works. The only teachers who purport-

edly attempted to keep up to date on pedagogy
were in the Russian schools. 19

In

short, teachers not only had weak Ukrainian skills, but were also ill-equipped to

apply any such knowledge to Narkomos's principal goal: the transformation of

the school for the building of socialism.. Skrypnyk's report that aln10st all Ukrai-

nian children enrolled in school were attending Ukrainian-language institutions
in 1929-30 did not mean that the instruction in the Ukrainized schools had

changed greatly. Quantitatively speaking, the Ukrainization of schools was \"one of

the
greatest

successes\" of the campaign.
20

However, authoriries needed to do much

more to ensure that these numbers meant anything.

The situation was reportedly no better in Soviet Ukraine's heartland of the Kyiv

region. One Narodnii uchytel writer, K. Kost, claimed that teachers' understanding

of language had declined. Kost reviewed the archive of a tsarist-era higher school

(funded by a zemstvo, local representative council) and
argued

that the written

work of teachers in this school was
superior

to that of contemporary teachers: HWe

are not idealizing the old school, but
only underlining

that a certain knowledge of

grammar (etymology an,d
syntax)

was demanded from the teacher. Without this

knowledge, a person is not a teacher.\"11 He claimed that it was not only Narkomos
that

required
teachers to improve their language skills, but populations served by

these teachers. These communities sought punishment for those t\037achers who con-

tinued to t'cripple\" the Ukrainian language.. Kost insisted that teachers needed to

recognize their obligations themselves, they had to be '(smiths and
jewelers')

of the

word. If they failed in their duty, they would
compromise

their students' future.

Local autlloriries sometimes made allowances for shortcomings in the reachers'

knowledge.
Another Narodnii uchytel contributor, Eskiz (pseudonym), claimed

that only one teacher
formally passed

the
Ukrainian-language perevirka in the

Makariv district (Kyiv region). Most teachers
petitioned the examination commit-

tee for a postponement of their examination until the
spring

or summer break; the

remainder fell into the lower second or third
categories of knowledge.

22
The com-

mittee evidently chose either to grant these petitions or
\"'temporarily') place

teach-

ers in the above categories and give them the option of
repeating

the evaluation.

Eskiz suggested that the perevirka may have been too demanding. It consisted)))
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of written work in Ukrainian literature, an oral quiz in syntax, and dic(ations\037

During
the oral quizzes, participants were required to talk about the content of

some author's work and use proper style and pronunciation. The problem, he
maintained, was that teachers rarely received new Soviet literature or a description
of the Narkomos

program\037
Narkomos

gave
them no time to prepare or any indica-

tion of the themes that would be covered\" It was no wonder, then, that the teach-
ers failed to perform adequately. A postponement in the perevirka for most meant

that local authorities recognized the challenges in preparing for the
perevirka

an,d

had to adjust accordingly.
Another Narodnii

uchyteJ
article blan1ed the difficulties teachers encountered in

the perevirka on Robos. The autho'r claimed that the problem of Ukrainization was

worse in rural schools, but the union had not pressed stare publishers to distribute

literature across [he republic. A U

wave of perevirka of Ukrainian studies has swept
to distant corners 'blocked

by heaps
of snow,)\" and book deliveries had not broken

through to these
far-flung

locales.
23 Even if teachers managed to get their hands on

some literature, it was almost always technical in nature. Literary journals, which
reviewed and published the new authors covered in the perevirka, were report-
edly impossible

to obtain. Although regional education inspectors had promised to

organize preparatory courses, they
had broken this pledge. Robos officials assumed

no accountability themselves. In short, the article concluded, teachers faced \"insur-

mOllntable difficulties.\" Ukrainian literacy\037 acco-rding to this understanding, was

Fundamentally about command of the content and
style

of new \"red\" literature,

not simply a demonstration of conversational
fluency.

\037reachers had to prove they

could participate in the cultural campaigns associated with the Five-Year Plan. The

random publications to which rural teachers had access were
clearly

insufficient.

However, not all in the press were willing to
give

teachers such latitude. Another

correspondent for Narod'1ii uchytel, Samarchenko, reacted to
reports

of teacher

anxiety and complaints with indignation. He questioned why, more than ten
years

after the revolution, Narkomos still had (0 raise the question of
\"Ukrainizing

Ukrainian teachers.') Ideally, teachers had nothing to fear FrOlTI a
perevirka.)

Teachers should come to the commission in a conlradely way
and demonstrate that

the \037modern teacher\"' is an unquestionably Ii terate
[pysmen naJ person in regard to

Ukrainian studies and that he will not
simply cripple [kalic/\037yty] the children's lan-

guage) but rather will raise the language
of Ukrainian children to the higher level of

a literary language.
24)

Reality, however, was shattering such '(rose-c.oloured dreams.\" Teachers still did

not know Ukrainian well enough and resisted having their knowledge evaluated.

Previous perevirky
had obviously made little

lmpact.)))
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Samarchenko rejected the notion advanced by
Eskiz and others that perevirka

commissions were too harsh. Teachers did not have the excuse of not having access

to books, he clairned4 Those who really wanted to could procure them. At the very

least, they
should not confuse the literature they had read 4 Furthermore, their

k.Jlowledge of basic Ukrainian grammar and syntax was so poor that even the

teacher petitions were filled with mistakeS4 The perevirka was meant to send teach-

ers a
signal. However, ultimately, the teachers had to overcome their own

apathy.

State-run courses in Ukrainian knowledge, Samarchenko implied, could not sim-

ply \"plant knowledge
of Ukrainian studies in the head.\037\03725 Teachers who did not

pursue this knowledge themselves had no right to teach in Ukrainian schools. He

contended that the \"depressed mood') predominant among teachers
taking

the

perevirka would befall Soviet society generally. How could teachers illiterare in

Ukrainian advance the cause of socialism in a predominantly Ukrainian-speaking
republic?

Soviet Ukraine would be the eventual victim of their failings.
In

spite
of the rhreat of additional perevirky and even dismissal) Narkomos

reports confirm that teachers' Ukrajnian knowledge remained poor. The Kryvyi
Rih Regional Inspectorate informed Narkomos in 1930 that \"schools still do not

clearly and
intensely

undertake lesson[s] in the Ukrainian language,,\"26 The results

of an earlier
perevirka

found that teachers still made extensive use of slang; 69
passed

the examination, 598 failed, 168 did not appear, and 148 were
given exemptions.

The regional education section did attempt a remedy. District methodologicalcomm-
ittees

organized
a total of sixty courses in Ukrainian studies and the state of Ukra in-

ization became a regular subject of discussion in teachers'
meetings

and in the

regional newspaper, Chervonyi hirnyk (Red miner). However, a second perevirka in

1929 was delayed. A5 of the writing of the
report

in May, authorities had carried

out a perevirka only in the city of
Kryvyi

Rih and in two districts4 In the city, 50 per
cent of the teachers

passed;
in the surrounding countryside, only 30 per cent

passed. The inspectorate pledged
to carry out a pe'revirka in the districts by the end

of the
year. However, the continued high failure rate of teachers was

alarming..
Fur-

thermore, although the inspectorate had promised to expand Ukrainian-language
use for children's extracurricular actjvities\037 all youth work in the region's principal
ciries remaiI1ed in Russian. The chance of dismissal was slight, and few teachers

or youth leaders saw real incentive to improve their Ukrainian-language skills.
2 ?

Demonstration of a bare minimum of knowledge provided grounds for a
regular

delay in an examination and postponement of disciplinary action.
Authorities in Mykolaiv corroborated this picture of the state of Ukrainization

in the schools. In
April 1930, the Mykolaiv Regional Inspectorate and Robos

head sent a letter to teachers in the region. It reported the results of a
perevirka

held at .district teachers' conferences. Only five to ten teachers in each district had
met Narkomos's minimum requirement for Ukrainian-language knowledge. Most)))
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did not know grammar or
orthography well; some were entirely illiterate. If they

spoke Ukrainian, they often had mastered on1y the local peasanr dialect. 28
Fur-

thermore, they used archaic expressions in their writing and
expressed

astonish-

ment that there was anything new in (he Ukrainian
language, regularly referring

(0 the authority of\" [Taras] Shevchenko's langt.lage.
u

Regarding
Ukrainian studies,

they were familiar with only a few names of Ukrainian authors and could
repeat

excerpts of literature only by rote, witl,our reference to context. Their
knowledge

of Ukrainial1 history was similar. They had memorized phrases wricten
by

the

Soviet Ukrainian Marxist historian Matvii Yavorsky, but had little understanding
of what

they
meant. They had igll0red kraieznavstvo altogether.

The le(ter stressed the central role of the Ukrainian language in the Five-Year

Plan and called teachers to actioI1. If teachers neglected Ukrainian knowledge,

they diminish,ed the influence of Soviet
power.)

lhe matter of Ukrainization has acquired special significance now when the
ques-

tion of a cultural revolution has been broadly posed, [a question] that, in specific

conditions of Ukrainian culture, especially in the village, should concern the work

of conscious Ukrainian citizens, primarily, of course, the cultural authority in the

village
- reachers who uphold Ukrainian culture in its essence and in competent

work. 29)

Teachers needed to be ({armed\037\037 with Ukrainian culture for both their pedagogical
and public work. Thus\" the inspectorate pronlised to pay special attention to the

state of Ukrainization
during

the course of its regular inspections and threatened

Narkomos would \"take measures against
those who do not achieve the program's

minimum.\" It recommended that teachers form their own study groups for Ukrai-

nian knowledge. In a
separate

COffiIDunication to Narkomos, the inspectorate

announced it had already enrolled 155 reachers in
special

courses on Ukrainian

studies and promised to hold another
perevirka

at the end of the academic year.
30

Clearlyt
it felt the need to demonstrate some sort of progress.

The problem was that the shortcomings educational authorities cited and [he

solutions they prop,osed
in 1929-30 were little different from those suggested

when the Ukrainization
campaign began.

At the rime of the SVU arrests and

show trial, few in Narkomos were willing to suggest bold solutions to the vex-

ing problem
of Ukrainization, and educators responded to, renewed campaigns

with as little effort as n,eeded. An April 1929 article ill Narodnii uchytel on the

state of Ukrainization in
higher

education reveals some of the inherent tensions

in the
parryJ

s nationalities policy at the time of the cultural revolutioll. It found

that many post-secondary administrators took a formal approach to Ukrainiza-

tion. 31
Professors either did not push Ukrainizatio11 or were openly opposed \037o it.)))
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Students did not understand the
policy

and some so-ught to deliberately sabotage

it. Education administrators purportedly did little to oppose such '\037rabble rousers.))

It was not enough for educators to rest, content with an improvement in their

own language knowledge. They needed to be ever-watchful against \"stewing\"
of

groups opposed to Soviet nationalities policy. The article claimed that this
danger

came from two fronts: Russophilic bureaucrats and the bourgeoisie) who were

opposed
to Ukrainian culture generally; and Petlillrists and kulaks, who sought

to
co-opt

it and incite Ukrainian chauvinism and anti-Semitism\" It instructed the

post-secondary instructors to see Ukrainization as a call to battle: \"He should be

an active builder in the construction of a Ukrainian culture in form, but proletar-

ian and internationalist in content. u32

Martin argues
that the SVU show trial established a pattern of

((asymmetric

terror,\" where the party framed fighting bourgeois nationalism as a core task and
korenizatsiia as a secondary one.

33 Those who resisted Ukrainization did not suffer

the same fate as \"deviationist\" Ukrainizers, in spite of Lazar Kaganovich's attempt
to exert

greater pressure on them. Although \037rerry
Martin claims that threats of

dismissal motivated some higher-education instructors to
accept

Ukrainization,

the above Narodnii uchytel report casts doubt on the sincerity or value of their

efforts. Certainly) at the primary-school level, teacher avoidance and failure of

examinations revealed that resistance was still widespread.
The safest course in 1930 was the principal approach the article in Narodnii

uchytel
had criticized: passivity. Clearly, many post-secondary instructors had

already chosen chis
path. Primary\037school teachers were unlikely to turn from their

example. Open resistance to Ukrainization invited charges of Russian nationalism;

an overzealous embrace raised the
flag

of Ukrainian nationalism. The warnings
associated with Ukrainization stand out in much

greater
relief than the article's

invocation. Few tempted fate by trying to sort out the difference between cultural

form and content. It was best to
prove

one's commitment to Soviet nationalities

policy only as much as
necessary.)

The Subordination of Ukrainian Educational Norms)

A fundamental redirection in educational
policy

would take place in the organiza-
tion of the Ukrainian system of education. Debate over standardization of educa-

tional norms coincided with the commencement of the First Five-Year Plan and

presaged a prioritization of all-Union demands over republican interests.
Mykola

Skrypnyk sanctioned the dismantling of the Ukrainian system largely out of con-
sideration of the VKP(b)'s broad economic goals. This process occurred gradually,
overlapping in part with the SVU show trial. Although not directly connected. to
the educational standardization talks, the SVU affair offered Narkomos an excuse)))
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for a redirection once discussion had begun. A
consequence

of this effort was a

framework for increased parry control, particularly from [he centre, over educa-

tion. UltimatelYI the door was open for a rejectioll of the progressive pedagogy
that Ukrainization was supposed to have enabled.

In October 1928, the subj,ect of centralization of republican education
systems

assumed centre stage at an All-Ukrainian Teachers; Conference. The head of tlie

conference's commission on unification declared at the outset that he did not

believe that standardization was necessary: the Russian and Ukrainian systems
of education, the chief COlllpeting options, answered the specific needs of each

republic, and centralizatioI1 would \037'cripple education.\"34 Another participant

agreed, arguing that the thought of all identical educarion system throughout the

Soviet Union was ridiculous: \"It is impossible to put all institutions under one

stamp.\" Much of the debate centred on the meaning of a polytechnical education.
The conference attendees criticized the Russian

poly
technical school as being too

abstract.]) They defended rhe link bervveen the Ukrainian labour school and the

secondary vocational school. Better coordination between the schools might be

needed, but the system enabled children to receive focused vocational training

only after they had acquired an education in basic labour ideology at the labour-

school level. This system best met the needs of Ukraine's labour-shortage economy
and represented a true polyrechnical approach.

Discussion at the local level varied. Kyiv regional educational authorities

passed
a resolution in April 1929 confirming the centralization of the Soviet

education
system

on the basis of the Ukrainian model. It emphasized that the
labour school must offer a terminal poly technical education, but offered lit-

tle in the way of modifying the current
system

other than suggesting that an

e-ighth year of primary schooling might be added when economic conditions

improved. It even confirmed the conrilluance of the
pre-vocational

industrial

FZU school and the agrarian ShKM at a level parallel to the labour school's

higher grades.

A report by the Odesa Regional Inspectorate indicated considerable debate

over the ,question of centralization in the region. The report claimed that there

was a general consensus among the educators for centralization of the educatioI1

system on the basis of an eight-year school. However, there were a handful of

teachers opposed to centralization entirely) as wen as those who argued for rigid

adherence to the Ukrainian seven-year school and those who wished wholesale

replication of the Russian nine-year schooL.36In December 1928, educators con-

firmed a series of theses on centralizarion. They insisted on maintenance of the

Ukrainian system's nomel1clature) a division between social upbringing and voca-

tional education. The labour school, as (he basis of this systen1, was not just a

general
educational school, but also a \"public-political\" one} designed to

.'bring)))
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up\" (vykhovaty) children in the values of socialism. The educators' resolution sug-

gested the labour school had
neglected

this task, due to an overload of expecta-

tions. It thus proposed an additional year
of labour-school instruction without an

accompanying increase in the schoors
program.

Skrypnyk argued similarly for centralization based on a reform of the
existing

Ukrainian system. He had long believed that the republic)s vocational secondary
schools were too specialized, in spite of his predecessors' insistence on their

poly-

technical character: UI think that this theory is o,nly a belated attempt at correcting

an inopportune theory of monotechnism.\"37 He maintained that a
compromise

between the Ukrainian and Russian systems might be reached if the Ukrainians

generalized
the curriculum of their vocational secondary school: \"Our schools

must be
vocational-polyrechnicaL They must dispense knowledge and prepare

a worker for a
specific qualification,

but simultaneously must provide theoreti-

cal and practical familiarity
with every important field of production.\"38 Other

republics might then adopt this secondary
school.

Skrypnyk linked the task of the centralization of the
system

of educarion to the

economic priorities of the Five-Year Plan. He stressed that an all-Union scheme

for economic coordination required educational unity between the
republics.

All

educational institutions had to be devoted to the common task of training the next

generation of labourers.. His commissariat had
already

come under criticism for its

failure to produce a large educated workforce\03739
Skrypnyk repeated his commit-

ment to the goal of universal primary schooling and its
qualitative improvement,

arguing for the replacement of rural four-year schools with
seven-year

instruc-

tion wherever possible. He maintained that the seven-year school offered the best

chance of giving the young a comprehensive, labour-oriented education, yet
still

assuring that they begin \"vocational-polytechnical
n

training by age
fifteen in order

to participate in the building of socialism in the shortest tin1e frame possible.
The demands of industrialization meant that a student)s

general education in the

labour school should not be lengthened. It also could not be shortened. Skryp.nyk
was sharply critical of the FZU school's recruitment of students who had com-

pleted only four grades, and stressed the
importance of a complete program of

\"social upbringing\" before any skill
training began.

40

A preliminary step towards unification was the comprehensive reorganization
of

Narkomos and purge of its apparatus in 1930-1. The Narkomos unit
responsible

for primary schooling, the Administration for Social Upbringing (Uprsotsvykh),
was renamed a \"secrot\" (Sektor sotsvykhu), a change (hat suggested its integra-
tion into a more

clearly hierarchical bureaucracy) and the number of inspectors
for labour schools under its direct

employment was increased to allow for greater
oversight. The Narkomos secretariat and

collegium were almost entirely replaced
and three new deputy commissars of education were appointed by mid-1930:)))
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Vasyl Kuzmenko, Oleksandr
Polotsky,

and Yevhen Hirchak. Vasyl Marochko and

Hillig Gotz view this purge as a
consequence of the post-SVU climate of politi-

cal repression (even if was not directly linked to the SVU affair) because Hirchak

and others in the new leadership had already been involved with the exposure of

\037'national deviationists\" in the late 1920s and could be trusted to clean house. 41

A June 19'30 Radnarkom resolution on the Narkomos
reorganizadon made clear

that the commissariat needed [0 ensure that all
aspects

of education conformed to

a ((single plan of the cultural revolution.\" This concern included the \"leadership of

the implementation of the Ukrainization.\"42 The new Narkomos leadership aimed

to closely monitor its institutions and
prepare

for any structural chaI1ges required

by educational standardization.

The complete centralization of the education systems was not immediate, but)

in spite of the public discussion over its possibiliry and form) the party leadership
had already determined it would occur. An all-Union party meeting on educa....

tion was planned for
April

1930 in Moscow, some ten long years after Hryhorii
Hrynko defended (and won support for) the Ukrainian system of education at the
first

meeting
in 1920. Although Mykola Skrypnyk and the new RSFSR

people)s

commissar of education, Andrei Bubnov, were scheduled to speak at the meet-

ing)
their speeches were cancelled because they had already signed documents

setting the
stage

for a ((unified\" system of education. 43
When the conference met,

it unanimously resolved: \"The further existence of different education systems in

the union republics cannot now be justified. Th,e
specifics

of national culture and

local conditions must be addressed in a
single system of people's education and in

a single plan of cultural work for the whole USSR.
n44

The final form of a unified system would not be decided until later. The aU-

Union parry meeting concluded that all schools needed to emphasize a polytechnical

approach and ordered Ukrainian vocational schools and the two highest grades

of the Russian nine-year school to convert to technical colleges (tekhnikumy). In

August 1932, the All-Union Central Committee abolished this arrangement and

ordered all seven-year schools to convert to ten-year polytechnical schools
by

the

1932-3 academic
year\03745

Union authorities assumed direct control over higher

education in the same
year. However, scholars widely consider 1930 the ,end of a

separate
Ukrainian education system.

46

The beginning of the 1930s was, then, a time of remarkable confusion for

teachers trying to sort out what the new Narkomos expected
of them method-

ologically., The 1929-30 curriculum fundamentally altered the focus of schools. In

Russia, an activist pedagogue named Viktor Shulgin had been criticizing schools

for their lack of revolutionary zeaL During the midst of the cultural revolution)

he became a leading administrator of the RSFSR Commissariat of Education and

used his position
to exhort teachers to pursue socially useful

llprojects\"
with their)))
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students, linking activities to factories or collective farms.
47 A5 Gail Lapidus has

written, the
party's attempts

to mobilize students for work during the Five-Year

Plan had
already disrupted

the work of educational institutions. When Shulgin

began to
speak

of the imminent '\037withering awayn of the school, he was) in fact,

offering
an \037\037optimistic rationalization of educational chaos.'\03748

There has been remarkably little written on Shulgin's influence outside Russia.

The Ukrainian Commissariat of Education responded to this pressure &om its

Russian counterpart by reworking its previous demands for kraieznavstvo produc-
tion-oriented exercises. On one level, this approach built upon the 19205 experi-
ence.. Lev Mylovydov, a contributor to the pedagogical journal Radianska osvita,

noted that thle 1929-30 curriculum was similar to the old program in its direc-

tives to draw general lessons from local study.49 Education authorities continued
to use progressive language. Skrypnyk stressed that a student needed to acquire
\"knowledge

on his own, initiative wit.h his labour and wisdom,\" but insisted that
the Ukrainian Narkomos would not permit the use of child labour by collective
farms or factories for labour\037s sake. 50 He maintained thar Ukrainian teachers must

always prioritize
the pedagogical value of any activity.

However, there was heightened militancy to this brand of methodology thar

overrode all other concerns. Mylovydov argued that the 1929-30
program placed

a new emphasis on direct observation. According to the program,. \"the school

organizes around itself all of society, participates, and gives direction to the life of

the district.\"51The program included a whole section of explanatory notes on how

to accomplish this task. Skrypnyk argued this sort of
activity

would train students

for leadership.)

Social upbringing, in my opinion, is
ideological production, particular to the phase

of socialist reconstruction of Ollr
country) which has as its task the re-education and

upbringing of millions of adults and young generations of labouring humanity to
remake and make them capable of the execution of great historical tasks, to have

them become a proletarian class before US.
52)

The
project method was indoctrination through application. Now t students' ac-

tivities were linked to concrete [asks: industrialization, collectivization and class. ,

struggle. Although complexes were nominally retained, these themes alone guided
instruction.

More research needs to be done on the actual impact of the
Uproject'\037

method

at the level of the classroo\037 in Ukraine. Nevertheless, the 1929-.30 academic

year marked a critical juncture in educational policy. It was at this time that
prac-

tices that Shulgin had long advocated came to fruition. By 1931,
Shulgin's

favour

among the party leadership was already waning. The commissariats of education)))
and)))

RVK [district execu-

tive committee], SO.me Pole as an inspector, and so on.\"26 His nationalist leanings

purportedly fuelled his protection of kulaks. Cherkasky refused to work with the

head of the reading house b.ecause \"he is very Red\" al1d tried to monopolize space

in the building for his conspiratorial
kulak group. The report claimed that his aim

was
nothing

less than the destruction of peasant trust in Soviet
power.)))
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did not, h,owever, advocate a return to 1920s progressivism, but rather opted for

traditional, subject-oriented nlethodology, designed
[0

provide studen'(s wi[h a set

body of knowledge. Although the cultural revolution did not anticipate this turn)

Lapidus argues that, in the Russian case:)

By facilitating the short-tern1 economic needs, and by inject,ing direct, if crude,

political
criteria into the evaluation of the educational theory and practice, the cul-

tural revolution
destroyed

the limited autonomy that [the RSFSR] Narkompros
had achieved, and its vision of an education that joined social needs (0 individual

development. 5.\037)

Similarly,
in Ukraine, Narkomos would exercise stricter control over the field of

education. Gone was the complex system\037s
focus on civic instruction through the

development of the child)s interests and talents.

A survey of pedagogical literature in Ukraine demonstrates this important shift in

educational policy during the early 19305. As
already

noted the teachers' newspaper

Narodnii uchyul ceased publication in 1930, having lasted
only

five years as an

advocate of both the complex system and Ukrainizarion. The
largely

theoretical

journal Shliakh osvity was replaced in 1931 by Komunistychna
osvita J which placed

a class understanding of the school's mission at the fore. The journal Radianska

osvita merged one year later with a new competing journal, Za politekhnychnu

osvitu) as Politekhnichna shkola. These were
years

of immense flux, and editorial

boards were struggling to adapt to a
changed

environment. But, already by 1930,

it was clear that progressive pedagogy,
as advocated by non-parry theorists and

administrators, had been significantly amended.
The SVU show trial helped lend a sense of urgency to the task of educational

reform) and the gradual subordination of the UkrainiaJl system gave authorities

powerful
tools to control curriculum in the classroom. Skrypnyk explained that

Narkomo,s's chief
responsibility

now lay in [he coordination of methodology, not

administrative operations. The existence of \"counter-revolutionary ideological

sabo[eurs'\037 in education required new attention. S4
At first, authori ties claimed

imprisoned SVU members like Durdukivsky had rried to force a return to ufor-

mar' instrucrion in the schools. 55

They
had not only tried to implant a nationalist

orientation in their students, they
had also undermined Soviet pedagogy through

an alleged restoration of pre-revolutionary methods of instruction.

By 1932) the pedagogical press targeted the real innovation of 19205
pedagogy:

the complex
method. One critic, Vasy] POlnahaiba, accused SVU Urnember\" Hry-

horii Ivanytsia of intentionally equating [he complex method with Marxism in

order to confuse teachers.
56 He found numerous counter-revolutionary passages

that appeared in the textbooks and pedagogical writings of Ivanytsia and
Vasyl)))
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Doha (both arrested as members of SVU). He did not describe specific ((national-

ist\" tracts, but rather the failure of SVU members [0 acknowledge class struggle

and the role of the party. One article edited by Doha, Durdukivsky\037
and Ivanytsia

allegedly excluded the \"primary role of the teacher.
u

Of course, progressive peda-

gogy dictated that the teacher's role was as a facilitator, and Ivanytsia was a leading

proponent of exercises
favouring

child self-activity.
In a 1932 report to Robos,

Skrypnyk labelled as enemies (\"all philosophical, idealistic, and theoretical found-

ers of the complex system.\"57
The SVU then became a convenient excus,e to end

such excessive
theorizing

in pedagogyt as well as teacher and srudent independence
in (he schools.

Ukrainian proposals for the standardization of the Soviet education
system

dur-

ing the debates of the late 1920,s imagined an extension of the heart of Soviet

Ukrainian pedagogy: the creation of a new socialist citizen, familiar with all

aspects of labour, equipped to learn more, but not locked
permanently

into any

one profession. Centralization, as imposed from above, ulrimately meant an end
to this progressive

zeal. In response to the demands of the
party\037

Narkomos came

to stress the importance of discipline in the schools, textbooks, and a traditional

hierarchy of institutions. S8

Acquisition
of basic knowledge and an emphasis on

educational progression superseded pedagogical experimentation. Ukrainization

at the primary-school level continued, but remained troubled. The
homo'geniza-

cion of education offered reasonable grounds for an adjustment. It demonstrated
that

power lay
in the centre and privileged the transportability of education.

Professional advancement would require mastery of the language of the centre:
Russian. This reality did not mean the end of Ukrainian schooling, but the beginning
of its limitation.

From the perspective of educational policy, then, 1930 was a critical
year.

The

SVU show trial in the spring of 1930 also
changed

nationalities policy irrevo-

cably. Most importantly, it removed or scared Ukrainization's'most committed

administrators and suppliers of the \"raw material') needed for success. The period

following 1930 was a time of an apparently significant expansion
of Ukrainian-

language schooling. Bohdan Krawchenko labels it the '(high point,\" noting that,
by 1932) 87 per cent of general education schools had Ukrainian as their

language

of instruction and 85 per cent of children enrolled in schools were of Ukrainian

nationaIi ty.
59

However, as reports of the 1930 perevirky have made clear, addi-
tional research needs to be done on the quality of Ukrainian-language instruction
and the level of

preparation of teachers during this time. Given the chaos pro-
voked

by Shulgill'S \"project memod
n

and the parry's abrupr turn against it, teach-

ers were much more concerned with sorting out what teaching method was now

permissible than
improving their Ukrainian. They would have had few sources

to consult. As Krawchenko concedes, a 1931 review of books published betvveen)))
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1928 and 1930 revealed
\"major ideological errors,\" an,d their editorial staffs were

purged.
60

In one of its last editions in Noven1ber 1930, the Narodnii
uchytel

edito-

rial board called for the severe punishment of [he
manag,er

of its own publishing

house for allowing the publication of a
Hrightisr\"

brochure.
61)

Qualitative ,Stasis)

The archival record for Narkomos in the years that followed 1930 contains no

comprehensive files about Ukrainization at the primary-school level. Of
pre-

eminent concern for the parry during this period were VKP(b) TsK decrees of

July and August 1930 ordering universal enrolment of school-aged children.62

The U'lcrainian Commissariat)s claim thar 98.2 per cent of children aged eight to
ten were enrolled during the 1930-1 academic year, compared to 75.2 per cent

during 1929-30, seems
highly

inflated. While the presidium of the VUTsVK

declared great success in a September 1931 report, it also acknowledged that not
all local authorities had met their targets.

63
Regardless, even if the official

figures

are somewhat accurate, not enough schools had been built and teachers trained

in the intervening time to serve the new students, and students
placed

in newly

uUkrainized\" schools were subject to a poor-quality education. Government sta-
tistics

may
have reRected high Ukrainization, but this meant little more than that

schools had been designated as such on paper) and increased numbers of ethnic-

Ukrainian students were enrolled in already overcrowded schools.

While it is djfficult to accurately gauge the position of Ukrainian-language
instruction in primary schools with the extant archival record, it is clear that Nar-
komos viewed the campaign as incomplete in the early 19305 in spire of statisti-
cal success. In March 1930, the Narkomos Collegium addressed the topic '\037On

the Status of Ukrainization in Sotsvykh [Primary] Schools.\" lne minutes of the

meeting
do noe provid.e insight into what was discussed was but the collegium

resolved that, in the absence of available dara, Uprsotsvykh (SOOI1 to be Sek-

tor sotsvykhu) and Narkomos's main Ukrainizarion inspector needed to
gather

material and present a collaborative report in the near future. 64

However, a work

plan of the city of Kyiv's education section for the 1931 year made no men-

tion of Ukrainization, instead focusing on
targets

for universal enrolment of

school-age children; requirements for conversion of schools to
poly

technical

instruction; the integration of Young Pioneers into the school; and promotion
of social studies, anti-religious instruction, and an internationalist education.

Teachers were not given the same
flexibility

to create their own instructional

plan; the work plan ordered district authorities to maintain
oversight

with

teachers) consult regularly with the Uprsotsvykh, and ensure a \"class line\" in

the schools.
65 A May 1932 instruction from Deputy Commissar of Education)))
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Oleksandr Karpeko to lo,cal education sections regarding their educational

tasks for the year included brief mention of [heir duty to
'(organize

and administer

the development of Ukrainian proletarian culture. national in form and socialist

in content,\" in a long document dedicated largely to overarching political
and

methodological
concerns.

66
Although the Narkomos Collegium may have worried

about
progress

in Ukrainization, local education officials clearly had more pressing
issues to

worry
about and likely did little in the way of compelling an improve-

ment in Ukrainian instruction at the primary school level, especially when formal

targets had been
surpassed..

When the existing Narkomos records of the early 1930s mention Ukrainization

directly, they
reference the campaign in areas outside primary schooling. A series

of
early 1931 reports from technical colleges, specialized institutes, and the central

Narkomos methodological
committee show that Narkomos was pressuring secondary

and post-secondary instructors to learn Ukrainian quickly and fully Ukrainire

instruction. 67
The proceedings

of a February 1931 meeting of the Dnipropetro-
vsk

Mining
Institute's Testing Commission for the Ukrainian-Language Knowl-

edge suggest that the institute granted
some instructors an extension on when

they would have to undergo
an examination to demonstrate their proficiency in

Ukrainian, but not
generally

to ethnic Ukrainians (as recognized by the com-

mission) and Komsomol and
party

members.
68

Skrypnyk's Narkomos was clearly

interested in the transformation of these
higher-level

education centres, especially

those that offered knowledge and training associated with the achievement of the

First Five-Year Plan's industrial goalS.
69

These jnstitu[ions had generally resisted

the early demands of Ukrainization, partly due to the absence of Ukrainian tech-

nical instructional material and shortages of
Ukrainian-speaking

instructors) but

the expansion of the Ukrainian-language primary schools had little meaning if

graduates
of these schools subsequently had to pursue an advanced education in a

Russophone
environment. Symbolically] the Ukrainization of the \"commanding

heights\" of the education
system signified

a
larger shift, and local examination

commissions could not give those who might most
readily

contribute to this move

(ethnic Ukrainians) or had to lead it (Komsomol and parry members) reason to

contribute to a delay.

Although Narkomos
reports

noted achievemenrs in Ukrainization in the early
19305, they continued to llnderscore that

significant work remained in educa-

tional institutions, even if they did not detail events in primary schools4 A July
1932 order from Narkomos Deputy Commissar Oleksan,dr

Karpeko
and Ukrain-

izarion Inspector Mykhail\037 Pavlyshyn to aU local education sections established

the position of an oblast Ukrainization inspector, who would be on the staff of

every oblast education section and be
paid

our of the budget for the state-man-
dated municipal courses in Ukrainian studies in each oblast centre. The

position's)))
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payment was to correspond to the
payment of all inspector of public (mass) edu-

cation. 70
In effect, the order was simply confirming the transfer of the position

of
regional inspector to [he oblast level after the dissolution of the okruha as an

administrative unit in 1932 and its replacement by tile larger oblast. However) the

instruction also reasserted Narkomos}s status as the leading branch of the
repub-

lic's government responsible for correcting the shortcomings in Ukrainization '[hat

clearly remained.
An

August 1932 Narkomos report on the status of Ukrajnization\037 compiled

in part with the help of local Ukrainizarion inspectors, cOllceded thar \"in
spite

of the great success jn the field of national-cultural construction,\" many state

establishments continued to conduct their public work in Russian. In institu-

tions at every leveL there were employees who did nor know ,or study Ukrail1ian

and, perhaps worse, emp,loyees who had received certificates in Ukrainian-studies

knowledge from a perevirka commission did not speak Ukrainian at work. Many
local Ukrainization commissions hardly met, and education sections did not carry
out Narkoo10s instructions

regarding
the campaign.

71 A September 1932 Nar-

komos order from
Karpeko

and Pav[yshyn called on local education sections to

organize permanent state courses in Ukrainian studies in each district and oblast

centre (with affiliated
correspondence courses) and initiate a new press campaign

to explain the importance of
\"building

Ukrainian proletarian culrure as a compo-
nent of the construction of socialism\" to members of the public who still had not

understood the lesson.
72

Primary schools faced a host of challenges in the early
1930s beyond Ukrainization, but) as [hey struggled to meet them and simulta-

neously improve the
qualiry

of UkrainiaIl-language instruction, local education

sections still must have had trouble in
offering

them assistance.

In short, the Ukrainization of primary schools in the
early

1930s was largely a

static process. To the extent that Narkomos officials worked actively for UkraiIl-

ization, they directed their attention to other levels and areas of (he education

system. N\"arkomos believed that the proportion of Ukrainian
prinlary

schools in

the republic was equivalent to the ethnic-Ukrainian proportion of the children's

population. To repeat, the extant Narkomos records for the 19305 as a whole are

sparse and files dedicated wholly to events in primary schools are even fewer.
73

One of the small number of
surviving

files in the cenrral government archive

that directly concerns issues in the classroom
regards

a survey of schools in the

Dnipropetrovsk oblasr in March 1933.
BTigades)

made
up

of officials from [he

district party organizations, education sections, and the RSI, who visited primary

and secondary schools in the oblast, authored the
reports.

Their findings suggest

there had been little qualitative improvement in
knowledge

of literary lJkrainial1

among schoolchildren and teachers were still not
qualified

or equipped
to promote

the commissariat)s standards. In the Pervozvanivka
seven-year

school (Zinovievsk)))
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district), pupils demonstrated mixed performance in tests in Ukrainian-language

knowledge, with only a minority getting a
\"good\"

mark at any level. In the fifth

grade, 55
per

cent of the pupils earned an unsatisfactory grade. The school retained

elements of the complex method in their instruction, if they employed any meth-

odology
at all, and did little to combat absences in s.pite of Narkomos's

proclama-

tions regarding
universal enrolment and polytechnical education.7 4

Teachers in

the Velykovesele seven-year scll001 (Bradiivka district) had received the program
late and did not have enough Ukrainian-language textbooks for all grades. The

instructor in the Ukrainian language
for the fifth and sixth grades did not use any

literature in class because he had little in the
way

of material. Another teacher,

who was teaching the Ukrainian language for the sixth and seventh grades, had

no qualifications for this instruction. The
inspection brigade

blamed uneven

pupil performance across the grades on these
problems

as well as shifts in class

attendance. 75

Schools had trouble teaching any subject, including the Russian language, to
the satisfaction of [hese brigades, but the shortcomings in Ukrainian-language
instruction that had

persisted
from the late 1920s were still clearly present. The

economic and
political

stresses of the early 1930s only exacerbated the materiaJ

condition of rural teachers and limited the likelihood of any qualitative improv,e-
ment in Ukrainian instruction. What had changed in the early 19305 was an
infusion of younger teachers) trained in Soviet institutions. However, an April
1933 report from a school inspection brigade about the status of young teachers
of schools in the Hryshyno district (Donets oblast) details the extreme poverty
of teachers in the district. Teachers had received their pay late, if at all, had had

reduced flour and milk rations, and worked without textbooks or hea[\03776 One

teacher from the Vovchansk districr (Kharkiv oblast) wrote a letter in March 1933

to Volodymyr Zatonsky;, Skrypnyk's successor to the post of commissar of edu-

cation, complaining of similar hardships and warning that if teachers' poverty

persisted, they might leave work entirely \"in order to find salvation from hun-

ger.\"?? A December 1932 report from the head of the Donbas education section,

Vasyl Piven) conceded that education had not been a priority in the Donbas,
that industrialization and the

struggle
for grain had taken precedence, and there

had been
delays

in
payment of teachers' salaries. Although the majority of teach-

ers \"were heroically overcoming difficulties,'\" some had cried \"run (0 where you
can.n78

What is not mentioned in any of these documents is the 1932-3 famine,

but its effects on the teaching profession seem plain. Furthermore, even if the

teachers had been better off) as a whole they still lacked app'ropriate training to

promote Ukrainian schooling. According to one Narkomos official) in some dis-
tricts in the

Kyiv oblast, 70 per cent to 80 per cent of teachers had completed
only a

seven-year primary school by 1933, and this low level of training was also)))
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tfue for the young teachers in the Hryshyno district surveyed by the inspection
brigade,.79 A January 1933 order from Narkomos to raise the bar on qualifications
for the appointment of teachers

- for the lower grades of primary schools) only
graduates of

pedagogical
technical colleges or comparable institutions would be

eligible
- seemed

aspi
rational rather (han realistic.

8o
New, \\\"more Soviet') teachers

had provided no guarantee of advanced
qualification

or improvement in instruc-

tion. The characterizatiol1 of 1930-3 as the
golden age of Ukrainian schooling

does not appear apt.)

Making
a Positive a Negative)

The proceedings of the Second All-Ukrainian Meeting of the Heads of Oblas\037

Education Sections, held in Kharkiv, -15 to 18
February 1933, provides criej-

cal and rare insight into the state of Ukrainization
throughout

the republic less

than two weeks before Mykola Skrypnyk's dismissal as commissar of education

and the KP(b) V's condemnation of his
leadership

of Ukrainian national culture.

What is clear is that members of the Narkomos Collegium (its governing body,

directly under Skrypnyk) and oblast leaders were
already preparing for a defini-

tive adjustment to Ukrainization in the schools, even if they would not be the

ones instituting this shift after a wholescale purge ofrhe commissariat in 1933. 81

Ukrainization of the schools was not a direct topic of concern to the
meeting

of

oblast education sections, but speakers repeatedly reference or
suggest

matters that

concern the campaign. The then-head of Sektor sotsvykhu, Rakhil Barun, s,et the

stage for a discussion of the campaign on Feburary 15, the first
day

of proceed-

ings, by placing nationalities policy within the context of
budgetary

concerns. She

cited the improper closure of several national-minority schools and groups in the

Vinnytsia oblast.
82

In specific) she criticized the closure of the upper grades of a

Yiddish school in the Babanka district. She claimed that this decision, justified by

local authorities on budgetary grounds (the school needed three more students

to rationalize an expenditure of funds for these grades), violated the principle
of

native-langllage
instruction and argued that oblast sections needed to exercise

greater control to ensure that authorities drew up budgets with critical political

questions in mind.
The next

dayt
her colleague in the collegium, Deputy Commissar of Education

Karpeko, extended (his rationale, maintaining
that \"we can never forget in the

formation of our
budget

... that we are concerned with the matter of national

cultural construction, that we are the people to whom the parry has entrusted

the entire
responsibility

to carry
our Leninist national policy.),g3 Fulfillment of

the cultural needs of all national groups, he suggested, should b,e
primary

in the

consideration of a budget to fund the republic's nernrork of primary schools. In)))
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fact, however, \"among us there is a gap in supplying the cultural needs of indi-

vidual national minorities, there is a gap in the implementa[ion ofUkrainization\037\"

Karpeko
focused in specific on the ethnic-Russian population, conceding that,

over the past
five years, Narkomos had increased (he number of Russian children

attending
scho,ols, but expressing concern that 9 per cent of Russian children in

the UkrSSR still were not able (0 enrol in Russian-language schools. He stressed

that this percentage was higher in parts of the republic) specifically
the Kharkiv,

Odesa, and Kyiv oblasts (but he noted that the situation was \"better\" for Russian

children in the Donbas, where much of the recent Ukrainization effort had been

focused).

Barun and Karpeko made their argument on the
grounds

of national impartial-

ity. They did not question the existence of any particular Ukrainian school, but

rather argued on the basis of well-established Soviet nationalities policy: every

national minoriry group) a category in which
they importantly

included RussiaJ1S)

had the right [0 obtain native-language instruction for their children. However)

their speeches suggested that Ukrainization that had overreached, and their rheto-

ric cast a dark shadow on the policy. Karpeko was explicit in his criticism: \"we

have in the conduct of our school affairs an element of forced Ukrainization,

that contradicts party directives, that in no
way

can be recognized as Bolshevik

Ukrainization4)'84 Over the next few days, several speakers rose to provide evi-

dence of such \"forced Ukrainization.\" Volodymyr LobanoYt the head of the Vin-

nytsia Oblasr Education Section) using the same
phrase,

conceded that errors had

occurred in the ((forced Ukrainization\" of some Poles as well as Russians. 85
He

provided the most specific anecdotes of such mistakes. For the Polish
population,

Lobanov argued thar shortcomings occurred in areas where the Polish popula-
tion was not compact enough and resources were scarce; district-level educational
authorities placed Polish children in local Ukrainian schools rather than grouping
Polish children in boarding schools under the

largest seven-year school. However,

he suggested the !\"forced Ukrainization\" of Russians was a greater political con-

cern) since the majority of [he Russian children were going to Ukrainian schools

and, in this fortified border oblast, they were often the sons and daughters of Red

Army soldiers.

Other
speakers suggested that) somehow, local authorities had failed to cor-

rectly
account for the present population's needs\037

Tykhon Vnykov\037 the Odesa

head, conceded that there were not enough Russian schools in the oblast. In the

city of Odesa) only 15
per

cent
(eighteen schools) of the total number of pri-

mary schools were Russian when the Russian population was over 40 per cent. 86

Synelov, the Kharkiv head, agreed that education officials had not
given enough

attention to national-minority concerns because of the absence of an inspector. 87

Russian children in the Kharkiv oblast were reportedly attending schools in lower)))
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numbers than Ukrainians, due to this negligence. He acknowledged that) in the

city of Zaporizhzhia, the number of Russian groups in schools was
dropping

and

the number of Ukrainian groups was rising, even though the size of the Russian

population had evidenrly not changed. Mixed Russian-Ukrainian schools con-

tinued to persist and twenty-one schools were in rhe midst of Ukrainization. He

concluded: ((What is this process for? Is the
grad,ual

reduction of Russian groups
a healthy process or nor?\"

Synelov refrained from offering a definitive judgment,

calling for further study) but his
question

seems rhetorical.

Missing from any of these accounts is a clear description of the size of the

Ukrainian population or
any attempt

to wade into the murky question of Russi-
fied Ukrainians or Po.tes. The phrase '(forced Ukrainization\" means) of course, that
authorities were

pressing children into Ukrainian schools against their wilL when,
in fact, national identities and languages practices were in flux since the 1926
census, and even parents who may have unambiguously considered themselves
Russian may have

sought
out schooling for their children in Ukrainian. Argu-

ing on the
grounds

of equal national rights, the repeated invocation of the term
\"forced Ukrainization\" tainted the policy by association. Furthermore, the speak-
ers at the meeting appeared

much more concerned with the victims of \"forced

Ukrainization\" than those UkrainiaIlS whom the Ukrainization was supposed to

assist, but had not. For
example,

Yurko Kisilov, the assistant head of the Dnipro-

petrovsk Oblast Education Section, remarked that Ukrainian children were occa-

sionallyenrolled in national-minority schools (German and
Jewish)488 According

to one district-level official, Ukrainian c.hildren learned just as well as Jewish chil-

dren in Yiddish. Ukrainian children who lived near a German settlement in the

Dniproperrovsk district were enrolled in a German school because the nearest

Ukrainian school was twelve to fifteen kilometres away: 'IOthey
know the German

language no worse than the Ukrainian language and were
successfully learning in

this school.\" Piven, from the Donets oblast) argued that in the oblast's industrial

districts, \"Russian children are in Ukrainian schools aI1d Ukrainian children are

in Russian [schools] .\"89 However, he went on to focus exclusively on (he wrong
comn1irted on Russian children in Ukrainian schools: 'IOWe have facts that Rus-

sian children are
studying

in Ukrainian schools in Stalino, Makiivka, and other

districts. In my view, now it is necessary (0 undertake a deep study of this question
and not approach

the solu[ion formally.\"

Assumingly, the oblast officials thought the question of the sn1all number of

Ukrainian children enrolled in Russian or other national-minority schools would

sort itself out in time. This distinction in rhetoric and the
reporting

of evidence

suggests that already a shift in policy was Occtlrring away
from an en1phasis

on the

expansion or value of Ukrainization to a concern that the
policy

had gOl1e too far.

The Ukrainizarion of schools implied a sense of dynalnism
and movement that)))
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was now stalled. Education officials still atte.mpted
to keep the number of Ukrai-

nian schools approximate to the size of the Ukrainian population, but they did

not see shortcomings in this efforr as grounds
for automatic reaction. The cases

presented in this meeting were
perceived

as unremarkable, whereas instances of

\"forced Ukrainization
H

called for an immediate response.

A failure to satisfy the needs of national minorities was .compromising the full

conversion of schools [0 a polytechnical orientation and, as a consequence,
the

political and economic campaigns of the Soviet government. Kisilov linked prob-

lems in [he \"construction of poly technical schools\" to ucorruption [perekruchen-

nia] of nationalities policy.)'90 Ilko Profarylov, the Robos VUK
representative

at

[he meeting, argued that because not all Russian children were
attending

Russian

polyrechnica1 schools, \"we are conceding a whole string of other important politi-

cal questions
in this work.\"9J He cited a speech by Skrypnyk to the Narkomos

Collegium
on February 14) one day before the commencement of the meeting, in

which Skrypnyk lauded a graph by [he Kyiv Oblast Education Section, highlighting
t\\VO

principal
concerns for the section (represented as \"curves))): fulfillment of a

plan for
grain procurement, and success in the poly technical school. According to

Profarylov, Skrypnyk
noted that \"these two curves nearly merge, chat is

- where

(he plan for grain procurement is
fuHy

carried out, we have great success in [he

school.\" Mykhailo Zhydkoblinov, another
speaker

from Dnipropetrovsk, criti-

cized the level of \"polytechnization,'\" arguing that there continued to be a discon-

nect in schooling between theoretical instruction and applied work; specifically,

instruction in the service of
ii'

public-political
work.\"92 Education, a comprehensive

conversion to
u

rrue
\"

polytechnical schools, would contribute to political success in
the countryside and this was impossible without the 'tfull\" enrolment of national-

minority children, specifically
Russian children. What also seems present here is

an anxiety over the
displeasure, at least on the part of the

RU,ssian population,

about shortages in Russian-language schools.

A speech by PavIa Tytarenko, another
representative

of the Donets oblast, in

the meeting)s last session on February 18, is
especially revealing regarding the

Narkomos understanding of native-language schooling. Tytarenko also criticized

the failure of local officials to provide Russians with native-language instruction,
insisting

[hat such schooling was a critical policy concern. The complete enrol-
ment of all children, but particularly Russian children, was really a \"question for
the preparation of socialist cadres, of the development of our national cultural
construction.\"93 Of course, this had

always been true, but T ytarellko's formulation
and omission of any mention of the

progressive force ofUkrainiz.ation suggests an

upending of this policy. Ukrainizarion had been
designed to break a Russian and

Russophone monopoly of
leadership

in the republic; now, the training of Russian-

language cadres was said to be in ,jeopardy.)))
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If the school was a site for furthering the aims of the Soviet political and eco-
nomic

goals
in 1933, it was also a place where these education officials claimed

these objectives could be corrupted. Numerous speakers stood up to
argue

that

weak schools and poorly trained reachers had provided an opportunity for influ-

ence of the class enemies to grow. Their charges replicate
n1uch of the material

already discussed regarding party and Komsomo] reports of tIle
early 1930s

regarding teachers' lack of class consciousness, misapprehension of the aims of

Communist education, and ignorance of the importance of the
grain

collection.

In the Kharkiv and Donets oblasrs, children were overheard
singing

counter-rev-

olutionary songs and repeating anti-Soviet jokes, reportedly spread by kulaks in
[he

village
or by anti-Soviet elements aJnong the teachers' ranks. 94

In the Kharkiv

oblast, Synelov reported, teachers did nothing to prevent such
exchanges;

had

not engaged in anti-religious, internationalist, or class-oriented instruction; and
continued to

rely
on now-discredited methods favoured by the complex system

of allowing student input to drive lesson work. Synelov stressed the importance
of social studies to a Communist education and decried (he lack of proper atten-

tion to this approach. In the oblast's Dykanka district, six instructors of social

studies in the schools were
party members, but had no qualifications to teach

this discipline. One teacher, known as the '(best Marxist,\" in another unspecified
district, engaged in \"babble\"

(lepet)
and demonstrated no knowledge of history Of

social studies.
95 Earlier in the meeting) Syn.elov had argued that when social stud-

ies were improperly taught) ('there was the greatest number of anti-Soviet, kulak

incidents.)'96

These charges suggest that as schools were supposedly shifting
to

disciplinary,

formal studies and away from the remnants of the complex system, they,
in fact)

confronted far greater challenges raised by the political and economic tumult set

in motion by the campaigns of the First Five-Year Plan. In 1933)
peasant

children

and parents as well as rural teachers alike faced starvation in the countryside as

famine spread. Some teachers were arrested for
helping

to hide grain from Soviet

authorities. 97
In this environment) it is understandable thac teachers were

failing

to meet the pedagogical challenge of [he newly mandated shifts in methodology.
One of the essential requirements of Ukrainization, the acquisition of knowledge
of \"Ukrainian studies,') furthered by social studies instruction, certainly could not

have improved, even in a supposedly altered, ('more Marxist\" form.

According to the understanding of the oblast Narkomos officials, stro,ng schools

were supposed to provide a bulwark against
the class enen1Y and, by implication,

the advancement of so-called Bolshevik Ukrainizarion. However, they often linked

the sorts of anti-Soviet activity they described to the
activity

of alleged Ukrainian

nationalists. Profarylov argued that nationalist, kulak inRuence in the village was

sabotaging the aims of the Narkomos and the
grain-collection campaigns.

Local)))
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Narkomos officials needed to
help party organizations

to \"organize their attention

and class vigilance for the
struggle

with Petliurism, [Nestor] Makhnovism, and

other kulak armies who are defeated\037 but still not finished off) who are raising

their heads and beginning to hiss and creep
into every cranny, where we have no

eyes) where a direct, Bolshevik response
is not organized.\"98 A lack of Narkomos

attention was not only allowing
teachers and pupils to speak out and act against

the interests of Soviet power) but also allowing this activity to assume a nationalist
.

gUIse.

In the February 16 session of the meeting, Baleva, an official from the Nar-

komos Organizational-Instruction\037.l Committee, the body xhat defined and

approved methodology
for use in the schools, had reported on the results of an

inspecrion
she conducted of seventy districts in the republic. She too observed

anti-Soviet teachers t children's ignorance about the aims of [he grain collection,
and conciliatory attitudes on [he parr of local Narkomos officials.. She reported
that the

singing
of counter-revolutionary songs by pupils in one school in the

Borzna district (Chernihiv oblast) was a sign of the spread of \"Petliurist, hostile\"

attitudes among children, and that one pupil openly claimed that Soviet offi-

cials were
seizing

Ukraine's grain
for the benefit of \"Moscow.\"99 Baleva suggested

teachers of kulak
background

had inspired or tolerated such alleged nationalist

proclamations. Yosyp Pelekh, the Chernihiv oblast representative at the meeting,
in a later session, confirmed anti-Soviet activity by teachers in his oblast, includ-

ing
teachers stealing grain. In the Chernihiv district, Pelekh claimed children in

a Ukrainian class had beaten children in a Jewish (Yiddish) class, assumingly in
a school of

mixed-language
instruction. The leader of this '\037instance of national

chauvinism\" was the son of a teacher.1\302\260
o

An investigation found thar the assault

was not the act of a
single pupil,

but the result of a \"general attitude\" in the school
and lax administration. The head of the school was a parry member, but Pelekh

claimed he had done little to respond and had been dismissed from his position..

Nationalist attitudes, however ill-defined, were thus said (0 be behind a whole

host of counter-revolutionary acts, and the rural schoolhouse was often presented

as the nexus of this activity..

Perhaps not
surprisingly,

Narkomos administrators blamed Ukrainization, dis-

torted and rnisdirected, for the
spread

of Ukrainian nationalism. In essence, they
were repeating a formulation that consolidated during the time of the SVU trial,

if not earlier. But, in the context of the repeared accusations of \"forced Ukrainiza-

rion,\" absence of any detailed articulation of the benefit ofUkrainization, and the

heightened internal political tension of 1933, the identification of the
suppos-

edly negative consequences of the policy had an even more damning overtone.

Karpeko)
after his initial comments on the second day of the meeting condemn-

ing
the \"forced Ukrainization\" of Russian children) criticized Narkomos for not)))
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understanding the political weight of this
question.

He linked the failure of Nar-
komos to provide Russian-language

schools to class war with kulaks; sllortcom-

ings in nationalities policy impeded \"the fra[ernal
cooperacion of the peoples of

the Soviet Union,\" ostensibly to
fight

this battle. In Ukraine, a struggle persisted
with \"remnants of nationalist chauvinists, Ukrainian elelnents, Petliurists, Makh-

noviscs, and others.)) For Karpeko, incorrect implementation of Ukralnizatiol1
had

provided opportunity
to these enemies of Soviet power: \"Now this line of

Ukrainization olay not lead to Bolsllevik Ukrainization, and as defined by uS J but

to Petliurization.\" Not only had \"PerJiurization\" incited resistance to the grain-
collection

campaign
and occasioned the slogan \"Do not give grain to the Mus-

covites,}) but j[ had also led to the failure to provide for the \"cultural needs of

national minorities\037 especially the Russian nationality.\"
tal

In
Karpeko)s framing of

the question, Ukrainian nationalism was simultaneously a
consequence

of incor-

rect Ukrainization and a contributor to the corruption of the
policy.

OI1e of the

ways to combat it was a proper resolution to the \"question of support for the Rus-

sian nationality.n
102

However l KarpekoJs comments also clearly demonstrate that

the policy of Ukrainization as a whole was under stress.

The onus was on Narkomos
employees

to stem the supposed growth of Ukrai-

nian nationalism. The head of the Narkomos
Organizational-Instructional 'Com-

mittee, Andrii Lykhansky, spoke at length in the last session of the meeting on

February 18 of the dangers of implementing Ukrainization
incorrectly,

and his

spee(:h, which came before discussion of the group's future business J offers a

conclusion of sorts for the meeting and early 1933 educational and nationalities

policy. Lykhansky also underscored the tie between the class war and Ukrainiza-

tion, calling
on education sections to \"break apart attempts of the class enemy to

penetrate into separate sections of national cultural construcrion
l )

and assess the

ability of Narkomos cadres to fight back. Citing the tensions of the grain-collec-

tion campaign, he warned against the
'\037strengthening

of class hostile influences

on individual groups of children J the activation of Petliurist forms of teachers'

and students' class hostile circles and so on.\" Lykhansky thell repeated Karpeko's

formulation: because of the inattention of Narkomos officials, class enemies had

attempted and succeeded in \"using the forms of Ukrainization in many instances,

distorting
our Bolshevik Ukrainization into Petliurization, [a corruption] which

had appeared in the
disregard

of the cultural needs of national minorities, espe-

cially the Russian national min_oriry.\"10j
In this final, definitive statement of the

meeting, Lykhansky held up Ukrainizarion as a policy
with the potential of danger

and not promise.
What was the path forward? Lykhansky suggested that the best defence against

the class
enemy

was a Narkomos system engaged in self-criticisnl J suggesting
a

purge
of Narkomos officials and teachers. He had asked 200 heads of education)))
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sections to inform him about \"coun[er-revolutionary activity\"
in the schools and

had received replies from only ten to fifteen heads. To him, this was evidence that

few in Narkomos understood the real threat. He criticized Narkomos officials for

having an unsatisfactory understanding of Soviet nationalities policy
and attacked

education inspectors who were trained in the now-discredited
complex system

and knew nothing about shifts in methodology.l04 In making these
charges,

he

was repeating earlier comments of speakers who criticized the inadequate training
of Narkomos officials and low qualifications of teachers. 105 Even if they had not

succumbed (0 nationalism, they were susceptible and had undermined the aims

of Soviet education because of their ignorance. A purge of the Narkomos
system

seemed in the offing.)

Ukr aini7a tion Altered)

Skrypnyk faced
significant pressure by early 1933. The editors of his collected

works had
already

beel1 condemned for nationalism) and the KP(b)U Politburo

ha,d
questioned aspects

of his writings on nationalities policy. In a speech to the
Narkomos

Collegium
on February 14, referenced by multiple speakers at the

meeting of the Narkomos oblast heads, Skrypnyk sought to stave off any further

direct criricism
by underscoring

the danger of the \"forced Ukrainization
U

of Rus-

sian children.
l06

However, on 28 February 1933) Mykola Skrypnyk
was dismissed

from his position as commissar of education and replaced by Volodymyr
Zaton-

sky, who had been a key figure in the establishment of Soviet power in Ukraine

and had served previously as commissar of education in 1917-18 and from 1922

to 1924. Under
Zatonsky,

the new Narkomos Collegium issued a decree on
March 22 ordering that an inventory of language of instruction be undertaken
for lower-level grades of

primary
schools in Ukraine. The inventory was a specific

response to the
findings presented

at the February meeting of oblast heads. It was
initiated as

part
of a plan to correct \"mechanistic Ukrainization\"\" an.d ensure strict

observance of what a later April Narkomos Collegium decree called \"national self-

identification [natsionalne sam o vyznach en iia
J.H

107

Pavel
Posryshev, the newly appointed KP(b) U second secretary, initiated a

shakeup
of the entire UkrSSR government, a reorientation of the Ukrainiza-,

tion
campaign,

and an acceleration of grain requisitions in the countryside. The
UkrainiaJ1 Politburo authorized an open attack on Skrypnyk to be published in
the

jOllrnal BiLshovyk Ukrainy just before a KP(b)U TsK plenum was scheduled
to meet from June 8 to 11. At the plenum, Skrypnyk acknowledged multiple
errors, but

Postyshev pressed
on with his denunciation, directly accusing Skrypyk

of allowing nationalists and counter-revolutionaries to infiltrate Narkomos and to

gain control of Ukrainization. The TsK
secretary,

Panas Liubchenko, who feared)))
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that former Borotbists like himself would be targeted next) published a scathing
criticism of Skrypnyk in the main

government newspaper\037 Visti VUTsV\037 con-

demning him for emphasizing the national
struggle

over class concerns and blam-

ing him for the spread of Ukrainian nationalism. lOR
The

public campaign against

Skrypnyk's leadership of Nark om os and management ofUkrainization
sharpen1ed,

and Skrypnyk committed suicide on July 6, likely recognizing his
coming

fate.

Skrypnyk's fall signalled a fundamental alteration in nationalities policy in

Ukraine and in the Ukrainization of the sc11001s. The Novenlber 1933 TsK
ple-

num identified Skrypnyk not as a vicrim of the influence of others, but a leader

of ('nationalist deviation.\" In a reversal of
existing policy,

which stressed the equal

dangers of Russian
\"great power

chauvinism\" and Ukrainian nationalism to Soviet

power in the UkrSSR, the
plenum's

resolution posited, \"the greatest danger is

now local Ukrainian nationalism, as it has allied itself with international interven-

tion.\" 109
This new formulation sanctioned the purge of the Ukrainian educational,

academic, and cultural institutions already underway. Zatonsky announced at the

plenum that 2)000 Narkomos
ernployees

had
already been rem,oved; 16,000 new

teachers had been rapidly trained to
replace

those who had died, been fired, or

,arrested by the GPU; and eleven of twenty-one directors of pedagogical institu-

tions had been dismissed..] 10
In a later speech, he estimated that 30 per cent

to 40
per

cent of the pedagogical ranks in U\037aine contained ((hostile class ele-

ments.\"111 Not surprisingly, Andrii Khvylia, the long-time head ofKP(b)U's Agit-
prop and

deputy
commissar of education under Zatsonsky\037 confirmed to teachers

in a fall 1933 issue of the pedagogical journal Komunistychna osvita what was

already plain, that (he Ukrainian TsK and Radnarkom had authorized a full-scale

reorganization of Narkomos: \"The
reorganization

of the Narkomos apparat, the

rebuilt leadership of people's education, -
this is an important political matter, a

powerful weapon in the
struggle against

class ,enemies, against all opportunists on

the cultural, school front.''lll
A 1935 book

published by
the newly constituted Narkomos, entitled Na

fronti kultury, offered a
description

of Ukrainization after the Novelnber 1933

KP(b)U plenum. The publication repeatedly
invoked the spectre of nationalists

who had infiltrated Skrypnyk's Narkomos and had
operated

in all uareas of cul-

tural construction,\" including the school: \"Due to a lack of Bolshevik vigilance

by the old leadership of Narkomos nationalist, enemy elements had
occupied

many
of the areas of pedagogical and theoretical work.\" 113

It blamed Skrypnyk

for ignoring party dictates on schooling, allegedly resisting the unification of the

Ukrainian schools system with all-Union norms, and advancing \"nationalist fas-

cist\" pedagogy, including the project method and complex system.
111

In doing

so, the publication made clear the associariol1 between nationalisn1 and the

now-discredired methodologies
advocated by Narkomos during the height of)))
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Ukrainization. The book\037s account of Skrypnyk's objectives in primary schools

was unambiguous.)

Skrypnyk gave
nationalist directiv,es on al1 fronts of people's education to reach

'national emotions/ to cultivare 'national energy,
t

and develop 'national conscious-

ness. In advancing the theory of 'de-Russif1cacion) and 'mixed speech/ he provided

the basis for the practice of forced Ukra.inization of children of national minorities. ll S)

In this rendering, Skrypnyk was accused of a particular nationalist plot, the in-

tentional enrolment of non-Ukrainians in Ukrainian schools through a ruse (the

claiming of Ukrainian as the base language
of the mixed Ukrainian-Russian dia-

lecr of so-called Russified Ukrainians, described in chapter 10) and the denial of

native-Iangllage schooling to national minorities, including Russians.

Na fronti kultury argued that Ukrainization still had value. It lauded Soviet

Ukraine's success in 1933-4 in approaching the
objective

of universal enrolment

of all school-age children, by considerably expanding the number of
ten-year

schools in the republic and ensuring thar 95 per cent of children who
completed

the first four years of school returned, in spite of the reponed sabotage
of national-

ists and malfeasance of Skrypnyk's Narkomos officials in earlier
years.

In 1933--4,

the publication explained, 84.3 per cent of schoolchildren in the
republic

were

enrolled in Ukrainian schools; this proportion was down from 1932-3, when

88.1 per cent attended Ukrainian schools reportedly as a consequence of uforced

Ukrainization\" of the Russian population, but it still was slightly more chan the

ethnic-Ukrainian proportion of the population (80.0 per cent).116 The book

presented this information in contrast to a dran1atic decline in [he number of

Ukrainian schools in Polish Western Ukraine. 117
Na fronti kultury thus offered

Ukrainization as a success. Ukrainian schools would remain; the- institution of a

reformed, prescribed, and accountable instructional methodology would guaran-
tee better educational results; and Soviet power would continue to offer the best

protection fO'f the national rights of both Ukrainians as well as national minori-

ties in the republic. It forcefully argued against
the idea mar the struggle against

Ukrainian nationalism was a struggle against Ukrainization, and cited KP(b)U

Second Secretary Pavel Postyshev)s defence of Ukrainian schools as a key element

in the \"construction of Soviet Ukrainian culture.\"1] 8

However, the framework of Na fronti kultury suggested the opposite. It elabo-
rated on the steps Zatonsky's Narkomos had taken to purge the commissariat, its

research institutions, and schools.
1 19

Since 1933, some 200 persons were purged
from the central Narkomos

apparat
and 90 per cent of the leadership of district-

level sections and the entire oblast administration were replaced. In the Kharkiv
oblast, 701 teachers were dismissed.

110
The book's invocation of Posryshev as the)))

teachers readily
aban-

doned an overt promotion of Ukrainizarion. Their general activism was another)))
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saviour of Ukrainization rang hollow
against

evidence of Postyshev's role in the

repression of the Ukrainian national
intelligentsia.

[21
Ie

suggested tllat Narkomos

was putting into place new cadres for tJ1e
leadership of I.tBolshevik Ukrainiza-

tion,\" but Uinadequare wor\037
was undertaken in the selectioll of and education

of entirely, tested Bolshevik Ukrainian cadres.\"112 Of course, since many of the

instructors or teachers who had trained these \"'new\" Ukrainizers had been dis-

missed or arrested, their repression raised serious questions about {he willingness
or ability of \"Bolshevik Ukrainizers\" [0 fulfill their

responsibility.

Furthermore, a positive defillition of Bolshevik Ukrainization was not offered;

the
publication's focus was entirely on the negative: what it was not. Corrections

to \"forced Ukrainization'\"
emphasized the need to return Russian-language school-

ing [0 city centres,
insisting

that Russian schools had disappeared in the cities of
Kherson and Makiivka after the 1928-9 academic year. In Mykolaiv and Kami-
anets, only

20 per cent of Russian children enjoyed native-language instruction,
and in Kharkiv, Kyiv,

and Odesa, between 35 and 38 per cent did. 123
In

making

this claim, the post-1933 Narkom.os suggested a reversal of one of the key com-

ponents ofUkrainization: the claiming of the urban environment and
historically

privileged urban schools as Ukrainian space. Bound up in the assertion of short-

comings in Russian-language instruction was a dispute about the category of Rus-

sified Ukrainian and their language. If children whom
Skrypnyk\037s

Narkomos saw

as Russified Ukrainians were recategorized as Russian-speaking Russians, these

claims about injustice made even more sense. Either way, the boundaries of what
constituted Ukrainian-ness had shifted and tIle protection of Russian culture was

to be given special attention.
114

Athough Na fronti kultury insisted on the
impor-

tance of a completely Ukrainian educatio.n system, it issued no call for pressure

to be placed on secondary and post-secondary institutions to Ukrainize. The best

and most prestjgious routes for advancement through the education
system

would

increasingly revert {O Russian.

This official report was the culmination of
political

co,ncerns regarding \"forced

Ukrainization)) expressed in the February 1933 meeting of oblast heads and taken

up by ZatonskY4 Immediately after assuming [he post of commissar of educatioll

from Skrypnyk, Zatonsky had condemned Skrypnyk's theory regarding
the true

Ukrainian base of the speech of Russified Ukrail1ian children as ((forced Ukrain-

ization\" and \"de-Russificarion.\" Prior to the publicatioll of Na fronti kultury,

Zatonsky
had ordered a series of investigations into the question of ethnic-Rus-

sian enrolment in Ukrainian-language schools in 1933 along with a spring 1933

inventory of the
language

of instruction of younger grades.
125 The data from these

studies were
integrated

into the book and presented to tIle public as a justifica-

tion for corrections to (he school system that had
already

been implemented
for

the 1933-4 school year4 lne proportion of srudellts enrolled il1 Russian-language)))
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schools increased from 6.9 per cent in 1932-3 to 8.7 per cent, just less than

the percentage of ethnic Russians in the
republic

(9.2 per cent). A more dra-

matic change was made in the cities, where the proportion of children in Russian-

language schools rose
steeply.

On the basis of these figures, Terry Martin argues:
uGiven this officially sponsored

rhetoric of [Russian] resentment, the actual
r\037i-

sions made to Ukraine's network of schools in 1933 were strikingly limited.\"
126

This is true, [0 a point. The proportion of Ukrainian schools in the
republic

remained high, bur the impact of linguistic Ukrainization had
clearly changed.

Giving parents greater choice in the sele'ction of language of instruction for the

children, as this new policy suggested, was undoubtedly more fair, but it meant

that motivated parents would increasingly select Russian) the historically domi-
nant and prestigious language in urban spaces, now said to be threatened

by
an

expansion of Ukrainian, a language whose very orthography was under assault.

Na fronti kuitury
focused on the dilemma of ethnic Russians, avoiding [he com-

plex
and

politically charged question of Russified Ukrainians that Zatonsky had

engaged in his criticism of Skryp,nyk, but questions regarding their selection of a

school likely motivated Narkomos)s commitment to a shift in the number of Rus-

sian schools, especially in the cities.

Hennadii Yefimenko, the author of several valuable studies on Soviet nationali-

ties policy in Ukraine in the 1930s,
argues

that primary (and secondary) schooling

in Soviet Ukraine from 1933 to 19'37can be characterized as \"a period of Bol-

shevization and unification of the
system

of school education, in which the role

of catalyst for these processes was allotted to the Russian language and literature.))
In

spite
of this development, Yefimenko stresses that there was no \"fundamental

rejection of the
policy

of cUkrainization.
U)

117
He notes that even after the spring

1933 inventory of schools was taken, Narkomos administrators prohibited the

simultaneous transfer of all grades in a school to a single new language of instruc-

tion, and
assigned inspectors

to monitor the progress of transfer. Sometimes)

inspectors reporred on unauthorized
changes

in the language of instruction of the

upper grades (initially not
supposed

to be studied by the spring 1933 inventory
or slated for reassignment) to, Russian. In other words, Zatonsky's Narkomos did
not intend to undo Ukrainization, but rather was proceeding carefully to cor-

rect what it labelled rhe flawed, l'mechanistic\" form of the policy. Although most
national minori:ry sch,ools in Ukraine would disappear by 1938 after a prolonged
campaign to \"denationalize)) their content, Ukrainian schools would survive what
Yefimenko labels a \"course towards Russification\" begun in 1937 ..12\037

In Yefimenko's final analysis, the adjustment of 1933-4 was a return to the
orig-

inal limited aims of Soviet nationalities policy designed by central parry leaders

in 1923,. which did not imagine increased attention on the national
question)

the

Ukrainization of Upartly Russified\" Ukrainians, or a separation of the Ukrainian)))
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argument

as considerable merit, but the

Narkomos-Ied nationalities policy of the
early

1930s was not that of] 923; clearly,
the party leadership had

signalled
substantive alteration. Furthermore) Ukrainiza-

cion was not a sta(ic campaign and what may have been
imagined by some in 1923

was not n,early determinative. The dismantling of
\"SkrYPllyk

Ukrainization
1'

(and

[he campaign against the Ukrainian national
intelligentsia

chat accompanied the

SVU affair in 1929-30) required purges of Narkon10S and teachers that
critically

compromis,ed [he parry's ability to pursue even limited Ukrainization,
regardless

of the c.ontinu,ed rhetoric of public supporr. Evidence of continued shortcomings
prior

to 1933-4 suggests the need for caution regarding any claims of
progress

achieved [hereafter.

Yefimenko acknowledges that Ukrainizarion ceased to be a priority after

Skrypnyk's dismissal, and Martin grants that ucomprehensive Ukrainization
n

was

abandoned in 1933. Even if Soviet leaders did not
replace

it with direct Rus-

sificatioo, they laid the groundwork for the
gradual

constraint or redirection of

Ukrainian-language use. MartiIl suggests that the \"modest reforms\" of Ukrainian

education reflected a gr,owing consensus for U

a
bilil1gual public sphere with a

strong Russian-language presence in Ukraine's major cities.u130

However, bilin-

gualism
in this context was not necessarily equal; choice could be the function of

ambition, fear, or genuine will. In any case, Ukrainization's objective
to overturn

the .established authority of Russian was no longer in force.

A
suggestion

of what this new form of Ukrainization meant in real terms is

provided by a September 1934 decree from the presidium of the Odesa city coun-

cil. Odesan authorities had ordered another round of Ukrainian studies for state

workers after a \"strengthening of leadership\" of Ukrainizarion courses.
Clearly,

a

decade ofUkrainization had not been enough to considerably improve the knowl-

edge.
The decree noted that record numbers of state employees had enrolled in

Ukrail1ian-studies courses in March of that year. However, the
presidium expressed

concern that the \"low-qualified composition of a portion of instructors had com-

plicated
the state employees' study.\037nlJI This fact suggests that the initial arrest of

leading Ukrainizers and the subsequent republic-wide purging of Narkomos in

1933 had a real effect. Up until 1930, the parry alld governmental overseers of

Ukrainian studies had complained about student attendance or the motives of

lecturers, but
generally

not about the quality of instruction. Clearly., the value of

instruction had diminished by 1934, whether due to the withdrawal (or repres-

sion) of Ukrainian-studies lecturers or lack of commitment from those employed.

For whatever reason, the most skilled were not being recruited from the ranks of

Ukrainian teachers and the intelligentsia.

Therefore, it is difficult to conclude that, in
spite

of the inflated numbers of

Ukrainian-studies course takers, the
knowledge

of these students was improving)))
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in any way. Although the Odesa
city

council attempted
to standardize payment of

instructors according to class size, that payment remained the budgetary responsi-

bility of the institlltions that
employed

staff taking
courses. Progress in Ukrainiza-

tion would rely on the compliance of individual institutions. The city council's

order specified no penalty for fallure to
pay

instructors. As if to confirm a move

towards the further decentralization of the
policy,

the city council ordered that the

state courses in Ukrainization be renamed from State Courses in Ukrainian Stud-

ies to \"courses of Ukrainian language under the City Commission for Ukrainization.
u

In other words, the policy's realization became primarily a local matter and - from

the perspective of the ciry council tasked with overseeing
it - a sublocal or insti-

tutional mattec. This shift in emphasis suggests the state's weaker commitment

to achievement in Ukrainization. Although the city council entrusted t\\VO of its

mem,bers to review all the instructors and \"permit only highly qualified specialists
to work with groups and courses,\" it is unclear what happened to those judged
unfit and where their

replacements
would b,e found..

132

Furthermore, the decree provided greater details on measures to police politi-

cally '(correct\" Ukrainization than on provisions to support instructors in their

teaching or aid students in their studieS4 For example, the city council ordered

a detailed review of the libraries attached to the courses, and resolved \"to confis-

cate as harmful literature not needed for courses in literature and
give

it to the

oblasr library.\"
133The council's resolution did not define what Hharmfulliterature\"

constituted, but, as Na fronti kultury would make clear, the Soviet popular and

pedagogical press vilified literature published under Mykola Skrypnyk's leadership

of Narkomos as unational-deviationisr.\" It is reasonable to assume some of [his
literature remained in these libraries, given its association with Ukrainization, and
it is even

possible
that son1e literature that had been published before the SVU

trial also had not yet been removed.

In addition) the city COUllCil noted that local authorities continued to post

signs and banners with orthographic mistakes. It called for a
C4.

mass ive raid\" to

exanline this '\037externa1 Ukrai11izarion\" and correct errors. A central feature of the
1933-4 crackdown on

Skrypnyk
and his tenure at Narkomos was a denuncia-

tion of the 1928
orthography

standardized under his leadershipa Soviet linguists
now labelled it a \"rreacherous

H

orthography, intended to drive a wedge bet\\Veen
Russian and Ukrainian and

bring
it closer to [he \"fascist\" Polish language4 Its

discrediting meant that local authorities had to remove public sigI1age written

according to its standards, and it seems likely that this was the Odesa city councirs
concern. The

ciry council's guidelilles for future public signage suggest a sort of
linguistic

surveillance
against a return to the 1929 orthography: \"To

require [that]

all administrators in the establishments and organizations of the city absolutely

submit
hangings, announcements, advertisements, and posters to be ordered for a)))
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perevirka of the text
by

the Bureau of Examination of the Ukrainian Text of Local

Literature and the police.)) This bllreau and the police) then,. acted as
guardialls

of

[he new language environment and) by extel1sion) the new
guideposts

for 11ational

culture. State institutions that wished to pursue the purportedly urgent task of

Ukrainization had to procure a seal from these authorities before
they

could even

begin to prepare Ukrainian-language literature for publication or posting. This

stricture signalled that a new literacy prevailed, one that required hyper\037correct

knowledge
of a specific form of Ukrainian and its use in a regulated context

(including the primary-school classroom). Outside this context -
that is, in the

informal spaces where decisions were negotiated and evaluated
- it was much

easier to use the Russian language, which was not subject to the same linguistic
limitations and already customary. An addendum to the councirs order, noted

in pen, warned all administrators of state institutions that \"they personally carry

responsibility for the Bolshevik Ukrainization of the
apparat.\"Li4

Ukrainiza(ion

technically remained an important task, but state employees who
engaged

in its

pursuit risked censure for straying from its correct \"Bolshevik\" form. This was the

environment that Ukrainian schools now faced.)))
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Conclusion)

In early Soviet Ukraine, the
republican

and Communist Party leadership asked

educators and intellectuals to use
language

as a tool for the radical transforma-

tion of society.
1

This study has sought to unpack what [his process meant and
demonstrate the union between educational and nationalities policy at the level

of the classroom, and to go beyond a discussion 0'[ language transfer by decree.
The KP(b)U

entrusted Narkomos to apply an innovative, progressive pedagogy
towards the creation of a new

generation
of Soviet citizens. Russian educators

shared this approach, but their Ukrainian
counterparts gave

it greater attention

because of the distinct vocational orientation of the Ukrainian education
sys-

tem. Narkomos aimed to do away with traditional subject divisions and teacher

pedantry by integrating lessons into thematic gro\\lpings, or complexes, firmly
oriented cowards

instructing
students in the value ,of labour and the role of

production. Students would gain a \"labour menrality\" by acculturation) and

more rapidly take their
place

in the rebuilding of an economy recovering from

the civil war.
Narkomos maintained that instruction in the Ukrainian language was abso-

lutely necessary for teachers to achieve this goal. It judged Ukrainian to be the

native language for all ethnic-Ukrainian children, and educators stressed the pri-
mary role of

language
in the new methodo]ogy\037 The commissariat also sought

to rationalize education
by recommending

that teachers develop an awareness of

production through the study of the familiar, or '(local studies\" (kraieznavstvo).

The curriculum provided for the
gradual broadening

of this study [0 an investi-

gation of a
region)s

tie to all of Ukraine. The Ukrainian language and Ukrainian
studies were both at the core o'f a curriculum that allowed teachers and students

consid.erable freedom to innovate. Narkomos's hope was that children would gain
the ,outlook, self-confidence, and

decision-making skills necessary to undertake

their public duties as
young

adults.)))
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However, most teachers were ill-prepared for the dual demands of a progressive

pedagogy and Ukrainizacion. They were
inadequately paid, generally had a low

level of education, and had little training in how to teach in Ukrainian or design
a curriculum on the basis of the complex system routed by Narkomos guides.
Schools, on the whole, remained in a state of disrepair, and teachers lacked paper,
basic school

supplies, and, most imp,ortantly, Ukrainian--language textbooks or

pedagogical guides. Narkon1os had pursued a decentralized
process for both

Ukrainization and curricular planning, leaving the tasks of school reform to local

education sections. The general lack of state and community financial support

for education meant that these sections could offer teachers few
opportunities

for retraining. Some returned to a formalistic approach in the classroom or aban-

doned
methodology altogether.

Importantly, evaluations of teachers' language knowledge revealed that teachers

had also not made much qualitative progress in transferring to Ukrainian-language
instruction. Narkomos correlated resistance to linguistic and pedagogical reform

and viewed instances of both as anti-Soviet behaviour. As the experience of Odes a

argued, although local educatioln sections occasionally acted (0 discipline or

dismiss problematic teachers, they also made allowances for delay. There were

few incentives for real change. Ultimately>
this study has argued, the success of

Ukrainization must be judged at this level. An increase in Ukrainian-language

schooling did not translate into a
rapid

transformation of the classroom's language

enVlronmen(\"

In spite of the
problems

associated with Ukrainization) this study maintains

that the shift to Ukrainian-language schooling was a fundamental aspect of the

party's program for galvanizing republic-wide support for its economic programs and

assuring urban authority over the village. If industrial workers and the pany were

to administer the countryside, they would have to master irs language: Ukrainian.

The Ukrainization campaign would be ineffectual without the Ukrainization

of the proletariat. Nevertheless, protests regarding the \"forced\302\273 Ukrainization

of some labourers (and their children) occasioned the il1tervention of the
party.

Narkomos did nor (and could not) abandon the Ukrainization of the
republic's

industrial labourers) but settled on a more indirect formula. Ukrainization of the

proletariat would occur
gradually through

children. Although the KP(b)U abso-

lutely forbade the involuntary schooling of ethnic-Russian children in Ukrainian,

it gave Narkomos the freedonl to continue to Ukrainize children of \"Russified\"

Ukrainians. In effect, Russified Ukrainian parents had to resist a
strong

Narkomos

campaig,n of persuasion and disprove the identification of Ukrainian as the

native language of their children. Narkomos's final objective was the creation

of a
Ukrainian-speaking,

labour-oriented cadre that would alter the linguistic

environment of the cities.)))
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The paradox
of both the program for Ukrainization and the new Soviet school

was that the Communist Parry leadership sought a controlled outcome to educa-

tion, and
yet

had little day-to-day management over the classroom and the political
costs of its activity. Although the shortcomings of Ukrainization among teachers

were widespread, there was a group of educators committed to the policy and its

improvement. The
person

of Ukrainizer and pedagogical innovator was often one

and the same. The KP(b)U relied on these individuals greatly for Ukrainization's

general success., Consequently,
the importance of me field of education, often

characterized as a \"soft-line\" concern) should not be minimized. In some areas,

educators were
creating

centres of authority alternative [0 Narkomos. The KP(b) U

monito,red the activity of these figures and grew increasingly worried about their

potential power. Non-party educators subscribed to a broad understanding of

Ukrainian culture's
place

in the building of socialism and, worked to strengthen
this role. They hoped that Ukrainization's ultimate agenda would be shaped by
[heir efforts, and put great faith in [he ability of education to define behaviour, a

faith that the party leadership ultimately shared.

While focusing on the
period

of so-called High Stalinism, Serhy Yekelchyk
has argued that \"Ukrainian cuJture did not result from Moscow's diktat and the

suppression of the local
intelligentsia's

'natural' national sentiment. <I. It was their

interaction with Moscow, rather than simply the centre's
totalizing designs\037

that

produced the official line on non-Russian identities and national
patrimonies.)'2

As this study has made clear, the centralizing aspirations emphasized in conven-
tional histories of the Stalinist period were considerably absent in the 1920s, but
the

party/state
still mandated that the Ukrainian Soviet education system produce

a definite result: a loyal citizen prepared to participate in the new socialist econ-

omy.
The Ukrainian intelligentsia (educational theorists and teachers) assumed a

critical role in determining the
process

to reach this end. To a significant degree,
(hen, this

study provides
a helpful prelude to Yekelchyk's argument\037.

As Yekelchyk

notes, in the 19205 (and for those whose formative
experiences were drawn from

this
period\302\273)

socialism and Ukrainian nation building were Upotentially compat-
ible

projects\037J)3 Indeed, the high numbers of primary schools Ukrainized stand as

evidence of this fact. However, teachers still had significant work to do to meet the

standards the Soviet state had set for itself

While participatory space continued to exist in the Stalinist state and the

Soviet Union remained committed to national categories of understanding,
this study emphasizes

that the repressioIl of a leading segment of the Ukrainian
intellectual elite that began in 1,930 had an essential effect in

setting the limits of

negotiation. Thus, although Ukrainian educators like Francine Hirsch's ethnographers

adjusted to the realities of Soviet power after the cultural revolution and \"learned

how to show that their nationalism was the correct 'Soviet' kind, devoid of the)))
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\037bourgeois' tendencies and anlbitiollS,\"4 this adjustment was fundamental and

not foreseen by the Ukrainizers. Furthermore, this was a
decidedly uneven

u
par

_

ticipatory\" process, one already undermined by the Communist Party's suspi-
cions of th,e Ukrainian

intelligentsia. This study has argued that the SVU show
trial

irrevocably damaged future efforts for Ukrainization and suggested that the
oft-cited achievements of 1930 to 1933 must be questioned. The SVU show
trial was aimed directly at Ukrainizing and progressive educators. The KP(b)U,
guided by Moscow,

pur forty-five menlbers of the intelligentsia on triaL not just
because it had little confidence in non-parry il1telligentsia, but also because it

had misgivings about the real
consequences

of their work (despite the actual

deficiencies of a Ukrainian-language educatio'11 in 1929-30). This anxiety pro-
vided the script for the

repression against
the intelligentsia, if it was not the sole

motivation for this action. The signal that the parry inrended for teachers was

that they must place Ukrainizarion under the party's .leadership and wed it to the

public campaigns of the Five-Year Plan.. The
message

teachers understood was

that it was best not to burden themselves
unnecessarily

with the goals of the cam-

paign. Although Narkomos achieved full Ukrainization formally, examinations

of teacher knowledge continued to reveal a weak grasp of the Ukrainian
language

and Ukrainian-studies topics. Few were leading the charge for a
policy

that the

republican leaders continued to tout.

Furthermore) the
parry's

move to rein in Ukrail1ization corresponded with a

protracted move to assume
management

over classrooo1 methodology. By 1930,

it was clear that the
complex

method had not realized Narkomos)s academic goals
and had created too much

opportunity
for variant interpretations of curriculum.

Soviet authorities politicjzed progressive educatjon and linked student activism

to the explicit goals of the First Five-Year Plan: collectivization and industrializa-

tjon. The move to conform the Ukrainian education
system

to all-Union norms

foreshadowed the regimentation of the education system generalJy.
The SVU trial

ultimately offered an excuse for a full-scale rejection of the
complex systen1.

Sev-

eral SVU defendants had been prominent sponsors of
progressive pedagogy. No\\y,

me complex system as a whole was tainted by association, and the
pedagogical

press
b1amed Ukrainian nationalists for confusion in the schools.

Narkomos and the KP(b)U continued to pursue Ukrainization, especiaJIy in

secondary and post-secondary educational institlltions.
T11ey

had declared signifi-

cant success at the primary-school level in a generalized sense, but left ambiguous

the mercies of what this StlCCess meant. The archival marerial on the classroon1

in the early 1930s is
sparse; still, existing reports suggest chat considerable work

needed to take place \"behind the scenes,)) at the local level. The ((complete\" Ukrain-

ization of primary schools had not ceased to be a concern, but the priorities of

the KP(b)U and Narkomos were elsewhere, and qualitative improvements in)))
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Ukrainian-language instruction stalled. Meanwhile, reports of Ukrainian national-

ist and counter-revolutionary activity in the schools and Young Pioneers detach-

ments, and stories of violence directed against activist children and teachers,

continued to mount.. By early 1933, when Narkomos administrators discussed the

Ukrainization of schools, they increasingly talked about it in a negative sense, as a

policy
that had violated the rights of ethnic Russians and had led to a rise in Ukrai-

nian nationalism. In 1933-4, when the party finally
declared HlocaJ nationalism)'

the chief danger, Soviet authorities purged the Narkomos apparat almost entirely

ofies exisring sraff and dism.issed thousands of Ukrainian teachers. In the
years

that

followed, the number of Ukrainian schools dropped in major urban centres and

Soviet authorities no longer consistently compelled the systematic Ukrainization

of higher education, opting
instead [0 permit Russian-language predominance.

5

Both these processes would accelerate after the war. In fact, the die had been \"cast

earlier. The SVU show trial had already fundamentally undermined the potential of

Ukrainian-language
instruction. Repressions against Ukrainian national elites, in

particular educators, ultimately robbed the
linguistic component

of Ukrainization

of its vigour and sent a
signaJ

to those who might have too enthusiastically taken

up the charge: \"Now the Ukrainian language stopped being the basic means for

modernization. Those who wanted to win respected social status and gain entry
to new information, to

contemporary
scientific

thought
and knowledge, had to

resort to the Russian
langu_age.\"6

The examples of Odesa Labour School No. 41

and Labour School No. 67, referenced in chapter 9, evoke an intriguing picture of

an acceptance of a Ukrainian national category and the strengthening of national

identity in this most non-Ukrainian of cities and regions, and suggest a possible
alternative course of how Ukrainization might have proceeded.? Perhaps few of the
children (or their

parents)
in these or other Ukrainizing schools privileged concerns

about national
identity,

but they acknowledged that a Ukrainian identity existed,

maybe on par with a Russian one.

Much of the story that is told here is about
challenge and failure. A central point

of this study is that the Ukrainizarion of primary schooling, which other scholars
have assumed to be automatic, was a demanding) incomplete, and contested cam-

paign. However, Ukrainization's achievements should not be lost on the reader. The
problematic route of

contemporary Ukrainization is a reminder that perhaps too
much was

expected
in [00 short a time in the interwar period. Still,

giv,en
the

large)

exclusively Ukrainian-speaking population in the republic at that time, the Soviet

government might have accomplished more if its trust in me Ukrail1izers had been

greater. To repeat, the objective, of Ukrainization was a levelling of
language

hier-

archy> a reversal of Russification, and the increased use of Ukrainian in the
pub-

lic space. Primarily, the campaign was directed at ethnic Ukrainians, although it

required anyone in a position {O service Ukrainians as the largest ethnic
group

in)))
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the republic to learn Ukrainian\037 and assumed a
\037\037sorting

out\" of Ukrainians that

was never so 11eat. The UkrSSR, in tact, took the lead
among Soviet republics in

promoting ethnic-minority cultures) setting up so-called national districts where

its leaders claimed a concentration of a
particular ,ethnic

group. Political leaders

in the KP(b)U and administrators in Narkomos
recognized

the ethnic diversity

of the republic and strongly supported a network of primary schools to educate

ethnic-minority children\037 so much so that some parents who wished to have their
children attend a Russian or Ukrainiatl school felt their choice was constrained.
This particular challenge

makes the case of education in Ukraine compelling as
an examination of the intersection among edllcation, \037'nationa1\" (Ukrainian, Rus-

sian, Polish, Jewish, etc.) interest, citizenship,
and parental choice. Although the

study privileges the story of
Ukrainian-language schooling

and its tie to education

reform, it is critical to remember that [he state
pursued

these campaigns in the

context of a general effort to
satisfY all national communities. If any label is to be

applied to the
linguistic component

of educational policy in Ukraine as whole, it
should be de-Russification rather than Ukrainizarion.

Education was not a daily concern of the
leadership

of the VKP(b) or even the

KP(b)U\037 but
challenges regarding schooling could have an impact on political

decisions. A study of nationalities and educational policy reveals much about the

individual's relationship with the state. Citizens of the UkrSSR were subjects of

policies that were still under development. Thus, they were
trying

to discover what

role the state expected of [hem, what motive
they

had to participate, and what

the limits of their engagement in the polIcy should be, if
any.

Both Ukrainization

and progressive education required their involvement, and citizen
input inevitably

influenced (he contours of state policy. At the local leveL th,e Soviet Union created

space for civic participation, and activities stemming from) and
surrounding\037

the

schoolhouse were critical reflections and stimulants of government. As Odesa's

story vividly illustrates, [he success or failure of Ukrainizarion of schools
hinged

on local initiative and\037 in the end, the compliance of administrators, teachers, par-
ents, and students. Furthermore, the progressive schooling of the 1920s required
children to gamer information about their local community) information neces-

sary for the fulfilln1ent of the curriculum and of interest to the state. In the end,
the party proved

itself much more willing to trust children than teachers or even

Narkomos administrators, even as it worried about children)s vulnerability. Chil-

dren and
YOllth

were a force for change because their views and positions were not

static and were capable of implementing change. Some of the very children who

were (he subjects of Ukrainization and progressive pedagogy in 1923 conceivably
took

part
in the alteration of both by the early 19305.

This study is a scory about nation building, but also an account of urbanization

and the
development

of a modern sensibility.
M

The Soviet stare required children)))
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and their parents to
appreciate

the world beyond the village or their city, and

offered them an opportuniry to identify with a larger construct. Given available

sources, it is difficult to specify how children understo.od what they were
being

told, bur Ukrainization undoubtedly brought the nation into the classroom. The

language
in which children were taught was '[he same language spoken in

Kyiv,

Kharkiv, and Odesa, and excursions and lessons in Ukrainian studies further

reinforced this association. The assignment of children to schools by nationality
also

promoted
a sense of national identity, but not exclusively for Ukrainians,

since schools were supposed to be established for each concentration of an ethnic

Ininority, including
Russians. To select Ukrainian students for one school meant

to exclude and redirect students of different ethnic groups. Thus, children of all

nationalities were compelled to recognize a Ukrainian national identity as well

as a national taxonomy in general. What mattered in the end was the education

system's development of these circles of overlapping association and omission.
Moreover) the increased migration of Ukrainians to the cities changed the

character of urban life
by altering the eth.nic picture of cities as well as. increas-

ing
their (\037peasantization.\" The actual or potential future migration of Ukrai-

nian
peasants provoked

fears of a crisis of authority, and Ukrainizers spoke out

strongly of the need to ensure the establishment of
\"complete\037) (full seven-year)

prilnary Ukrainian schools for the children of these migrants, even in the most

non-Ukrainian city, Odesa. Migration meant that Ukrainization was a neces-

sity because of a real shift in population as well as anticipated future migration.

What appeared to be da11gerous was not that this shift was occurring (it was

desired), but that it might provoke social and political instability. Schooling in

Ukrainian was needed to prevent any rise in national frustration and to train

children of recently arrived peasants to be
politically responsible citizens. They

could educate their parents in turn. Narkomos officials also
advoc\037[ed the estab-

lishment of Ukrainian schools in city centres,
away

from where migrants tended

to settle. Their aim was to
sYlnbolica]ly

alter clilrural identity; to de-Russify
the most valued establishments in a

city, including the best schools and for-

mer gymnasiums. This effort
negatively impacted children who were not Ukrai-

nian or not Ukrainian-speaking and were
already

,enrolled in schools ordered to

Ukrainize, but local education officials insisted
any temporary dislocation was

necessary. Otherwise) urban populations would believe Ukrainization applied

only to districts outside the city)s heart, and Ukrainian would remain a
language

solely associated with peasants and the marginalized. Narkomos would
pressure

Russified Ukrainians to COlltinue their enrolment and, in time, transfer non-
Ukrainians to other schools.. Narkomos's post-1933 reduction in the number
of urban Ukrainian schools because of the \"forced Ukrainizarion

u
of RussiaI1s

(and, implicitly, Russian-speakers) meant an abandonment of one of the key)))
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aims of the policy: a capture of urban
space through (he conversion of presti-

gious city schools to Ukrainian-language instruction.
The transformation ,of UkrainiaJ1 culcllre into the urban and esteemed was

meallt [0 alter children's self-identification regardless of whether they lived in [he

city, but it was the content of a sc11ool's instruction that affirmed children's views
of modern

citizenship..
The education offered in Ukrainian schools was revolu-

tionary in its ambition to train informed, active participants in the building of

socialism throllgh instruction driven in the first instance by children themselves.

The contradiction in Soviet education generally at this time is that Soviet authorities
wanted to create citizens

capable
of independent, self-motivated action and yet,

in the end\" they feared children's vulnerability to \"foreign\" persuasion\037 as mate-

rial on the Komsomol and
Young

Pioneers denlonstrates. This study is telling,
then, about [he Soviet state's

aspirations
as revealed in its education pr'ogram and

the limitations of its
expectations..

In progressive pedagogy, Narkomos saw the

promise of revolution fulfilled and yet ultimarely shifted course towards. a new

conservatism, partly in recognjtion of the concerns of some parents and teach-

ers that children were not
learning

fundamental skills and classrooms were in

disorder because of the teacher's diminished
authority. Furthermore, the flexible

instruction that progressive pedagogy elnbraced introduced unpredictabiliry and
a

potential
for challenges (0 Soviet political authority.

The turn to a conservative pedagogy oriented around textbook use and a

teacher's leadership diminished the
pressure

of Ukrainization\037 in part because of

this p,edagogy's reliance on literature already in print, much of which still

remained in Russian. The accompanying unification of the Ukrainian and Russian

education systems also required a uniformity and interchangeability of instruc-
[ion that Ukrainization, through its instruction in Ukrainian studies as well as

the language, complicated. None of this is to say that education in the UkrSSR

in the 19305 was \"reactionary,') but it bears repeating that Ukrainization alld the

progressive pedagogy of the 1920s were mutually compatible campaigns
that

were consistent with the revolution)s liberating and modernizing goals (and not

a retreat).
The Communist Party believed Ukrainization was necessary in order

correct the tsarist oppression
of the past, transmit Soviet values\037 and transform

the workforce of the republic. Tension resulted from the effort to define what the

limits of this commitment to the Ukrainian
language

and culture were and what

place non-party intellectuals would have in the campaign.
Short of some readily

apparent extremes, Ukrainization was initially a
negotiated process.

The UkrSSR

was exceptional among the Soviet republics for
being

a place
where intellectuals

and individuals in the republica!1 leadership were
willing

to push the ellvelope of

nationalities policy beyond that imagined elsewhere.)))
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Chapter Fourteen)

Biographical and Informational Sketches)

The content for these sketches is mainly drawn from: Volodymyr Kubijovyc) ed.) Ency-

clopedia of Ukraine, 6 vats. Cfoconto: University of Toronto Press, 1984-). Other key

references include the authoritative and
recently completed: V. A. Sn1olii\037 ed., Entsyk-

lopediia istorii' Ukrafny, 9 vals.
(KYlv:

Naukova dumka, 2003-2013); or the specialized;
V H.

Kre\037en', ed., Entsyklopediia osvity (Kylv: Iurinkom Inter) 2008).)

Petro Buzuk (1891-1943) was a
leading

Ukrainian linguist and professor at the

Odesa INO until 1'925 and men at the Belarusian State University in Minsk.

A prominent advocate of linguistic geography for the study of the Ukrainian,

Belarusian 1 and Moldovan languages, in 1927, he wrote a
major history of the

Ukrainian language t Narys
istorii\" ukrains' kof movy. He was arrested in 1934, and

taught at the
Vologda Pedagogical Institute in the Russian SFSR after his release.)

Liubov Bidnova (1882-?) was a Ukrainian educator and cultural activist of the

Katerynoslav region who was arrested in 1929 as an
alleged

member of (he fic-

tional SVU. She was the wife
ofVasyl

Bidnov (1874-1935), a prominent church

historian, civic leader, and
expert

in the history of the Katerynoslav region. From

1918 [0 1920, Bidnov was a professor at the Ukrainian State University in Kami-

anets and served as a member of the UNR Ministry of Religion. He fled abroad

after the Bolshevik seizure of the UNR's provisional capital of Kamianets in 1920

and continued his scholarship at posts in Prague and Warsaw.)

Borotbists (Borotbisty), or the Ukrainian Party of Socialist-Revolutionaries-

Borotbists (Communists), was the left faction of the Ukrainian Parry of Socialist)))

among Young Pioneers, 284, 289;

and assaults against Young Pioneersl

schoolchildren, 298-9; categoriesl

identification of, 294-5; and

children, 296-7, 300, 305; and
grain

requisition, 331; Komsomol and,

35, 283, 287, 288, 297; Narkomos

and, 331-2; and nationalism, 256,

260, 297, 300; and progressive
education, 105; rural

intelligentsia

and, 295; and schools, 288-90,

303-4,329; and SVU, 257; teachers

and, 249-50, 255, 279, 294,299;

and Ukrainian language/culture, 93,

302; and universal school enrolment,

288; Young
Pioneers and, 287,288,

290.-1,297

collectivization: children's/youth literature

and, 249;,KomsQ,mol and, 245; kulaks

and, 238) 239, 252; Kyiv Agricultural
Institute and, 247; rural teachers and,

238,255,256,257, 278, 280; and

social dislocation/unrest, 246; Stalin

and, 239; Young Pioneers and, 285t 299

Collins, James, 19-20) 201
Commission for Kraieznavstvo of

Slobidska Ukraine, 55

Committee of Poor Peasants (KNS), 252
Communist

Party: and education, 10,

345; and intelligentsia, 4, 154) 224,)))
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Revolutionaries (UPSR). It advocated a
Soviet-style government

and coopera-

tion with (he Bolsh,eviks in its newspaper Borat' ba. Several of its members par-

ticipated in the B,olsheviks' Soviet Ukrainian government during
the Red Army's

occupation of Ukraine at the beginning of 1919. The faction renamed itself

the Ukrainian Communist Party (of Borotbists) and merged with other
pro-

Bolshevik Ukrainian forces. The parry dissolved itself and its members .joined
the KP(b)U in March 1920 after the Comintern denied their application for

admission as an independent \"national comolunist\" party and they received

Bolshevik assurance that a separate UkrSSR would be formed alongside
the

RSFSR.)

Communist Party of Western Ukraine (Komunistychna partiia Zakhidnoi

Ukrainy, KPZU) was founded by a group of Borotbists in Stanyslaviv (formerly

part
of the Habsburg Empire) as the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia in

February
1919. It was dissolved after the Red Army failed to hold onto Galicia.

The
party

reformed in late 1920 as a coalition for pro-Communist groups in
the territory, now under Polish

I

control. The KPZU argued for the incorpora-
tion of Western Ukraine into the UkrSSR, rejecting

the more limited goal of

self-determination within Poland. The Central Committee of the KPZU sup-

ported Commissar of Education Oleksandr Shumsky's advocacy of a
widening

of Ukrainization in [he UkrSSR. A pro-Shumsky majority was expelled from the
Comintern in

February 1928 and its leaders eventually recanted their position.
The Comintern dissolved a reformed KPZU in 1938.)

Vasyl Doha (1885-?) was a leading pedagogue
and researcher at the Scientific-

Pedagogical Academy of Sciences. He authored several school textbooks and

contributed 'TIultiple articles on teaching methodology to the Soviet Ukrainian

pedagogical press. He was arrested as an alleged member of the ficti\037nal SVU and

sentenced to a three-year imprisonment outside the borders of Ukraine. His final

fate is unknown.)

Volodymyr Durdukivsky (1874-1937) was th,e director of the Shevchenko
First Ukrainian Gymnasium in Kyiv under the UNR, renamed the Taras
Shevchenko Labour School No.1 'by Soviet educational authorities. He led the

Scientific-Pedagogical Commission of the All-Ukrainian
AcadenlY

of Sciences

until its dissolution in 1930 and was the author of numerous articles that

appeared in the pre-revolutionary and Soviet Ukrainian cultural and pedagogi-
cal

press.
He was arrested in 1929 as an alleged member of the Fictional SVU

and sentenced to an eight-year imprisonment, was released early, but then was

subsequently rearrested and executed in 1937.)))
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Yosyp Hermaize (1892-1958) was an historian and
political

activist. An ethnic

Jew, he graduated from Kyiv University, joined the Ukrainian Social Democratic

Workers' Parry, and sierved on the Mala Rada\037 the central executive committee of

the UNR Central Rada. He was a
professor of the Kyiv INO\037 secretary

ofVUAN's

historical division, and director of its Archeographic Commission. He authored

multiple
works on Ukraine's social and political history, including Narysy

z istorif

revolutsiinoho ruklJU lId Ukrai\"ni (1926).. He was arrested in 1929 as an
alleged

member of the fIctional SVU and sentellced to a
five-year imprisonment. After his

release in 1934, he was arrested
again

ill 1937 and died in the labour camps after
his sentence was extended

by
another ten years.)

Mikhailo Hrushevsky (1866-1934) was Ukraine's most influential historian and

a leader of Ukrainian cultural and scholarly activity. He was born ill Kholm and

completed his undergraduate and graduate studies at Kyiv University. In 1894,
he was appointed professor of the new chair of Ukrainian history at Lviv Uni-

versityt
then in the Habsburg Empire. He advanced [he idea that the Ukrainian

nation had, since the founding of Kievan Rust, followed an. hisrorical path distinct

from that of Russia. After the 1905 revolution) Hrushevsky
became increasingly

active in politics in Russian-ruled Ukraine. During the Ukrainian Revolution,
he was elected the UNR's first president in April 1918, bllt then

emigrated
after

Pavel Skoropadksy's coup against the UNR. He moved to the UkrSSR in 1924t

attracted by the KP(b)U)s promotion ofUkrainization. He held the YUAN Chair

of Modern Ukrainian History, but was also the object of
regular

GPU surveil-

lance. In 1931, he was exiled to Moscow and later died in Kislovodsk, Northern

Caucasus, where he was und,ergoing medical treatment.)

Hryhorii Hrynko (1890-1938) was a Comnlunist Party figure and the Ukrai-

nian commissar of education.
During

the Ukrainian Revolution, he sided with (he

Borotbists and, in 1919, after the Borotbist merger with clle Bolsheviks, served as

a member of YUTsVK and Radnarkom. He became comn1issar of education in

1920 and established the foundations of the Soviet Ukrainian education system.
He oversaw the introduction of Ukrainian as a separate subject in Soviet Ukrai-

nian schools in September 1920, but his commissariat was much more concerned

with setting up a network of schools for training a labour force for the repub-
lic's economic recovery.

From 1926 to 1929, he served as deputy chairman of the

USSR Stare Planning Commission and then USSR commissar for finance\037 He was

arrested in 1937 and executed the following year, accused of
plotting

to kjll Stalin.)

Hryhorii Ivanytsia (1892-1938) was a professor at the
Kyiv

lNG, secretary

of the YUAN Pedagogical Commission, and co-editor 'of Radians' ka osvita. He)))
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published multiple articles on
methodology

of teaching
Ukrainian language, lit-

erature, and orthography as well as textbooks, includin,g
a study guide on the

Ukrainian language for Russian
speakers.

He was tried as an alleged member of

the fictional SVU in 1930 and died in a labour camp. in the Magadan oblast in

northeastern Siberia.)

Lazar Kaganovich (1893-1991) was a leading Communist and Soviet leader. An

ethnic Jew from Kabany, Kyiv province, he joined the Bolshevik Party
in 1911

and held key posts in Belarus, Russia, and Turkestan during the revolution and

civil waf. As first
party secretary of the KP(b) U from 1925 to 1928, he

promoted

Ukrainian national culture, but clashed with Commissar of Education Oleksandr

Shumsky over the question
of ethnic-Ukrajnian leadership of the KP(b)U and the

pace
and manner of the Ukrainization campaign. \037 head of [he VKP(b) Central

Committee's agricultural department in 1933, he
helped

oversee collectivization

in Ukraine through a policy of forced
grain requisitions.

He was ejected from the

Communist Party in 1957 for his role in a failed coup to oust Nikita Khrushchev

from Soviet leadership.)

Mykola Khvylovy (1893-1933) was a leading Soviet Ukrainian writer and
publi-

cist. He joined the KP(b)U in 1919 and was one of the
founding

members of the

proletarian writers' group Hart in 1923. He subsequently left this group, criticized

it for prioritizing mass participation in writing over artistic values, and founded

a rival group, VAPLITE. Most famously, he wrote a series of 1925-6 polemical

pamphlets in the newspaper supplement Kul'tura i pohut in which he
argued

that

Ukrainian culture needed to break free of its historical cultural subservience to

Russia through an embrace of European pro.gressive values. Although supponed by

Shumsky)
[he KP(b)U leadership sharply criticized Khvylovy for his ideas, encap-

sulated in his slogan t \"Away &om Moscow.)) In 1933, he committed suicide during
the midst of a new campaign of political and cultural repression in Ukraine4)

Dmiuil Lebed (1893-1937) was a prominent Communist Parry leader and Soviet

officiaL The son of a Russian unskilled worker from a
village

in Katerynoslav prov-

ince, Lebed aligned with the Bolshevik faction of the Russian Social Democratic

Labour Parry in 19,09 and led the Bolshevik organization of the
Katerynoslav railway

after the February Revolution. He rose to become second
secretary

of the Central

Committee of the KP(b)U, a position he occupied from 1920 to 1924. He was an

outspoken opponent ofUkrainization, outlining his
theory

of the \"struggle of two

cultllres'\" at a Kyiv party conference in
August 1923.., He subsequently occupied a

series of high-level all-Union and Russian
governmental posts. He was arrested in

19'37) ironically accused of Ukrainian
nationalism, and executed.)))
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Karlo Maskymovycb (1892-1937). Born as Karlo Savrych in Kukilnyky, Gali-

cia (Habsburg Empire), Maksymovych was a Western Ukrainian Communist
activist. One of the founders of the Communist Party of Eastern Galicia, later [he

KPZU, he was elected party secretary, but fled to Galicia (0
escape

arrest by 1>01-

ish authorities and to advocate from abroad for the union of Ukrainians under

Soviet rwe. In 1922, he returned to Poland to work as
secretary

of the UkrSSR

diplomatic mission in Warsaw, bu,t he was subsequently expelled
one year later.

He moved to Kharkiv and served as the KPZU representative to the Central

Committee of the KP(b)U. In
spjte

of
support from a majority of the KPZU t

Maksyn10vych
was sent to administrative exile in Astrakhan and was arrested and

execute.d in 1937.)

Hryhorii Petrovsky (1894-1951) was a key Soviet and Communist
Party

offi-

cial. Born ill Kharkiv t he served as the RSFSR commissar of internal affairs and

(hen chair of the All-Ukrainian Central Executive Committee (1919-38). As a

long-time member of the KP(b)U Politburo (1920 to 1938), he supported the

parry's
official position on Ukrainization, but resisted its expansion as advocated

by national-communists. In 1926, Soviet authorities renamed the city of Kat-

erynoslav to Dniproperrovsk in his honour. He is viewed as one of the chief archi-
tects of the 1932-3 famine in Ukraine because of his role in pushing continued

grain requisitions
in the face of evidence of widespread starvation. After the final

purge
of the KP(b)U Politburo, he was demoted and reassigned to Moscow as a

deputy director of the USSR Museum of the Revolution.)

Oleksandr Shumsky (1890-1946)was a Communist Party figure and the Ukrai-

nian commissar of education. Shumsky was a leading
member of the Ukrainian

Party of Socialist Revolutionaries. In 1918, he
aligned

himself with the Borotbisrs

and pushed for their merger with the Bolsheviks\" He occupied numerous parry

and government posts in the UkrSSR from 1920 to 1925, including commissar of

inrernal affairs (1920) and head of the KP(b)U's propaganda department, Agitprop

(1923 to 1925). He became commissar of education in September 1924, and

it was under his tenure that [he Ukrainization
campaign rruly accelerated and

progressive pedagogy reached its widest use. Shumsky's defence of \"deviationist):)

Ukrainian intellectuals and his protest to Stalin regarding Kaganovich
1

s leader-

ship raised the ire of {he central parry's leadership in Moscow. He was forced to

resign his post after a
parry

censure in February 1927. He was reassigned outside

Ukraine to the
directo.rship

of the Institute of the National Ec.onomy in Lenin-

grad. He was arrested in 1933 and sentenced to an initial ten-year imprisonment.
He committed suicide in 1946 while incarcerated in a concentration camp in the

Solovets Islands.)))
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Mykola Skrypnyk (1872-1933) was a Communist Party figure and the Ukrai-

nian commissar of education.
Skrypnyk

became a member of the Social Demo-

cratic Labour Party in 1899, later
aligning

with its Bolshevik faction. After 1917, he

was instrumental in the formation of the first and second Ukrainian Soviet gov-

ernments. From 1919 to 1927, he served as commissar of state control, commissar

of internal affairs) and commissar of justice. In March 1927, he was ap'pointed
commissar of education after Shumsky's dismissal. He is widely credited for being
a

strong
defender ofUkrainization and of Ukrainian \"state?) interest, fighting with

central authorities to extend the Ukrainian republic's border and ensure cultural

autonomy for ethnic Ukrainians in the RSFSR. However, he was also a vocal critic

of Shumsky. Skrypnyk came under fire in 1933 for his work on the linguistic stan-
dardization of Ukrainian. He was removed from his post as commissar, accused of

separating
the Ukrainian language from Russian and protecting nationalists. He

committed suicide on July 6, 1933.)

Mykhailo Slabchenko (1882-1952) was a leading historian and civic activist.

Under Soviet rule, he served as chair of Ukrainian history at the Odesa INO

and directed the social-historical section of the Odessa Scienrific Sociery.
He

also served as a lecturer for State Courses in Ukrainian Studies and was a lead-

ing Ukrainizer of the Odesa region in the 1920s. He was arrested along with his

son Taras in 1929 as an alleged member of the fictional SYU, served a six-year

imprisonment in the Solovets Islands, returned to the UkrSSR) and was then rear-

rested in 1937. In 1947, he worked as a schoolteacher and municipal education

inspector
in Pervomaisk in the Mykolaiv oblast. He was exposed at a

city
teachers'

conference in 1949, dismissed, and died penniless.)

Oleksa Syniavsky (1887-1937) was a prominent linguist. He graduated from

Kharkiv UI1iversiry and, during the 19205,
taught

as a professor of the Ukrainian

language at the Kharkiv lNG, and served as head of the YUAN Dialectological
Commission (1928 to 1934). From 1932 to 1937, he served as a lecturer in the
Ukrainian language at

Kyiv University
and Kyiv Pedagogical Institute. Syniavsky

played a critical role in the standardization of
literary

Ukrainian and was editor

of the final text of the unified Ukrainian
orthography formulated for official use

by Soviet and Western Ukrainian
linguists

ill 1927. He was arrested in 1937 and
died in prison in

Kyiv.)

Ukrainian Autocepha1ous Orthodox Church (Ukrainska Avtokefalna Pravo-
s/avna Tserkva\037 UAPTs or VADC) is a national Ukrainian Orthodox Church that
claimed independence from. the Russian Orthodox Church and formed its own
structure and hierarchy. A meeting of nationally minded Orthodox

clergy
from)))
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Ukrainian territory proclaimed the aurocephaly or
independence

of the church in

May 1920. In October 1921,
Vasyl Lypkivsky

was consecrated as the first metro-

politan of the church. The church advocated conciliarism, the decentralization of

church governance, and regular participation of [he
laity

in church life, and the

Ukrainizarion of the church rite. Soviet authorities
sought

to weaken the church

through intimidation, eventually placing Lypkjvsky under house arrest in 1926

and fo.rcing his replacement. In I 929\037 the UAOC was accused of collaborating
with the fictional SVU and many of its leaders were arrested. In January 1930)
the church was dissolved. Adherents of Ukrainian

Orthodoxy survived in Western

Ukraine in the interwar period and in the diaspora; the VAoe has since reconsti-

tured itself in post-Soviet Ukraine. (EU, voL 5, 351-3))

Ukrainian Communist Party (Ukrainska komunistychna partiia or
Ukapisty)

was

a Communist party that advocated for Soviet rule of Ukraine but
opposed

what

its members felt was the pro-Russian orientation of the KP(b)U. It was formed

in January 1920 out of members from the Independist faction of the Ukrainian

Social Democratic Workers' Party, a national cOlnmunist grouping that
initially

rejected cooperation that advocated the UNR)s transformation into a Soviet-style

government. It attracted former Borotbists who resisted incorporation into the

KP(b)U as well as other KP(b)U members, and, at its height_, had arollnd 3,000
members. The

KP(b)U allowed the Ukapisty to operate as an ineffectual legal

opposition, seeking
first to undermine the group from within by sponsoring fac-

tional division. In December 1924, the Comintern ordered aU factions of the

parry to dissolve; its members joined the KP(b)U and became
leading

advocates

of Ukrainlzation.)

Ukrainian People's Republic (Ukrainska Narodnia
Respublika, UNR) was a

Ukrainian state that claimed sovereignty over [he central Ukrainian
territory

of

the Russian Empire and, after January 1919, the western Ukrainian
rerrirory

of the former Habsburg Empire. Its autonoolY was first proclaimed on

20 November 1917, by
the Central Rada, a Ukrainian national council and

then revolutionary parliame'nt
established to administer centra] Ukraine after

the February Revolution. Fornlally, it remained in federation with Russia until

it declared complete independence on 25 January 1918, after the Bolsheviks

established a rival government in Kharkiv and opened hostilities with the

UNR. On 29 April 1918, the Germany army then occupying Ukrainian terri-

tory helped engiI1eer a coup against the UNR\" Pavel Skoropadsky, a forIller lieu-

tenant general in the tsarist army, proclaimed himself hetman of the Ukrailliall

State and dissolved [he Central Rada by edict. His government was overthrowI1

in November 1918 by Ukrainian forces led by Symon Petliura, a
journalist

and)))
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political activist turned soldier who had been imprisoned by Skoropadsky. Pet-

liura emerged as leader of the Directorate of the UNR, a
temporary,

revolution-

ary government, in February 1919. A failed Polish-UNR campaign to wrest

Ukraine from Soviet controlled to the final ejection of UNR forces from Ukrai-

nian
territory.)

Mykbailo
Volobuiev (1903-1972) was a lecturer at the Kharkiv Technical College of

the National Economy, assistant head of the propaganda department of Holovpoli-
tosvica, and later professor of political economy in the Kharkiv Mechanical Machine

Construction Institute. In 1928, he wrote an influential article in Bil'shovyk Ukratny,

the
leading

theoretical journal of the KP(b)U Central Committee. The article
argued

that Ukraine was an economically distinct space in the Russian Empire and, under

Soviet rule, Ukraine had [he right to define its own budget and determine' its own eco-

nomic development. He
published multiple

withdrawals of his argument, but he was

arrested in 1933 and exiled to Kazakhstan for five years. He resumed his teaching after

the Second World War in Rosrov-on-Don and was officially rehabilitated in 1957.)

Matvii Yavorksy (1885-1937) was a leading historian. Born in Korchmyn,
Galicia, Yavorksy graduated from Lviv University and served in the Ukrainian
Galician

army,
but he remained in Kyiv in 1919 after the army's withdrawal from

central Ukraine, joining the KP(b)U in 1920. He led the historical section of

the Ukrainian Institute of Marxism-Leninism and Ukrholovnauka, the Narkomos

organ respo,nsible
for administration of scholarship in the UkrSSR. He authored

several
comprehensive

histories of Ukraine and the revolution in Ukraine, some
of which were used in the primary schools in the 1920s. Yavorksy embraced a

Marxist interpretation in these texts but, by 1929, was increasingly subject to offi-

cial censure for ((national deviation.\" He was expelled from the KP(b)U in 1930,
arrested in March 1931 for alleged membership in a fabricated national military
organization)

and executed in a labour camp in the Solovets Islands in 1937.)

Serhii Yefremov (1876-1939) was a prominent literary critic, historian of litera-
ture, and

political
activist. Yefremov graduated from Kyiv University and played

a key role in
pre-revolutionary

Ukrainian national politics. He was deputy head
of the UNR Central Rada and was a member of its delegation to the Provisional
Government in

Petrograd.
Under Soviet rule, he was elected vice-president of the

YUAN governing council and
secretary

of its
historical-philological division. He

emerged as a leading figure in literary studies in the
pre-revolutionary and Soviet

periods, advocating a populist literature that remained connected to the life of the

Ukrainian people. He was arrested in 1929 as the
alleged leader of the fictional

SYU. Yefremov was sentenced to ten
years

of imprisonment in isolation. He was
killed in 1939 in a labour camp.)))
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Volodymyr Zatonsky (1888-1938) was a Communist
Parry figure

and UkrSSR

commissar of education. Zatonsky was the sole c.ommissar of education in the

1920s to complete a post-secondary degree, graduating from
Kyiv University in

1912. He joined the Bolsheviks in 1917) served tvvice as state secretary (then

commissar) of education in the first Soviet Ukrainian governments of the civil

war era, and was instrumental in the formation of the KP(b')U. Zatonsky was

again appointed the Ukrainian commissar of education in October 1922 after

Hrynko's tenure. Although the reorganization of Ukrainian schools continued

under Zatonsky's tenure, Ukrainization of the schools did not accelerate until

Shumsky assun1ed leadership of Narkomos. Zatonsky took over editorial duties
of the

literary journal Chervonyi shliakh in 1926 and worked in this capacity until

1930. He also served as deputy chairman of Radnarkom from 1927 to 1933 and

was elected a member ofVUAN. He reasswned the position of commissar of edu-
cation after Mykola Skrypnyk's dismissal in 1933. He was arrested in 1937 and
later executed.)))
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A Note on Admini strative Divisions)

1 I have relied partly on Robert Magocsi's valuable atlas for this description: Paul Robert

Magocsi, Ukraine: A Historical Atlas (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1985),

21-2. For further discussion of the importance of these administrative
changes, see:

A. A. Nedukh, \"Osnovni zminy v administratyvno-terytorlal'noho ustro.i URSR u

1919-1978 rr.,\" ArkhilJ)' Ukrafny, no. 5 (1979).)

Introduction)

1 An
important exception to this high-level concern is Kate Brown's

Biography of
No

Place that discusses the Soviet atten1pt to promote national identities in multi-ethnic

Volhynia, where rural populations had demonstrated little
regard

for such affiliations.

Her s[udy, however, focuses largely on the Soviet decision to delinlit Polish (and

German and Jewish) populations and says less about the details of korenizatsiia

implementation, especially regarding [he
n1ajoriry

Ukrajnian population. Francine

Hirsch also emphasizes [he role local elites
played

in crafting Soviet nationalities

policy. This study benefits from her identification of a participatory process that

\"helped to assimilate the Union's disparate parts
and strengthen Soviet rule,\" but it

seeks to extend the local lens further, beyond infornlation that all-Union authorities

received and solicited, to the carriers of korenizatsiia in the schoolhouse. See:

Kate Brown, A Biography of No Place: From Ethnic Borderland to S\"oviet Heartland

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Francine Hirsch, Empire ofNations:

Ethnographic Knowledge
and the Making of the Soviet lfnion (Ithaca: Cornell

University Press, 2005)) 1 S. Other examples of recent English-language works that

reference the question of local implementation of Soviet nationalities
policy

outside)))
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Ukraine include: Per Anders Rudling, The Rise and Fall of Belarusian Nationalism,

190\037 193] (Pittsburgh:
U niversi ty of Pi (rsburgh Press, 2014); Adrienne Lynn Edgar,

Tribal Nation: The Making of Soviet Turkmenistan (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 2006).

2 Tsentral'nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady i upravlinnia Ukraz\"ny

(TsDAVOL1), \302\243:166, op\" 4, spr. 129, ark. 110; Narodnyi komisariat osviry USRR,

Na
fronti ku'ltury (KYlv: Radians'ka shkola, 1935), 28. According to the 1926 census,

80.0
per

cent of the UkrSSR's population was ethnic Ukrainian.

3 I use the term CtUkrainizer\" throughout this study as a broad category to reference

individuals employed
as instruc[ors in Ukrainian-studies courses) public advocates of

the
,expansion

and deepening of Ukrainian-language use (who sometimes published

in the pedagogical press), inspectors,
Narkomos section heads and leaders who were

tasked with the promotion of
Ukrainian-language

use, party
and Komsomol activists,

and their patrons in the KP(b)U leadership.

4 The manuscript draws &om research I have published elsewhere. For an abbreviated

description
of the process of linguistic Ukrainization in the schools, see: Matthew

D.
Pauly, \"Tending

to the 'Native Word': Teachers and the Soviet: Campaign for

Ukrainian-Language Schooling, 1923-1930,\" Nationalities Papers 37, no. 3 (2009):

154-6. For a description of Ukrainian use of progressive pedagogy as it related to

instruction in local studies, see: ur\"[eaching Place, Assembling the Nation: Local

Studies in Soviet Ukrainian Schools during the 1920s,\" History of Education 39, no.
1 (2010).I have also published a shorter version of the history of Ukrainization in

dIe city of Odesa in German and Ukrainian: \037\"Od.esa-Lektionen': Die
Ukrainisierung

der Schule, der Behorden und der nationalen Identitat in einer nicht-ukrainischen
Stadt in den 1920er Jahren,\" in Die Ukraine: Prozesse tier Nationsbildung, ed. Andreas

Kappeler (Koln, Wien: Bohlau Veriag, 2011); \"'Odes'ki lektsi\"i': ukra-inizatsiia
shkoly,

ustanov, ta natsionafnoI identichnosti v ne-ukraYns'komu misti v 1920-kh rr.,\" in

Ukrai'na: Protsesy natsiotvorennia, ed. Andreas Kappeler and
Volodymyr Masliychuk

(Ky\"iv: K.I.S., 2011)\"

5 See: John Reshetar, the Ukrainian Revolution; 1917-1920 (New York: Arno Press,

1972); Felix Schnell) (\"Tear lnem
Apart.\". And Be Done With It!' The Ataman

Leadership of Nestor Makhno as a Culture of Violence/,' Ab Imperio) no. 3
(2008).

6
George

Liber, Soviet Nationality Policy, Urban Growth; and Identity Change in the

Ukrainian SSR, 1923-1934 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992),21-2,
107-10.

7 Kate Brown cautions that repeated Soviet invocations of a fight against backwardness
in the countryside \037l1nctioned as a sort of \"colonialist narrative\" in which
rural inhabitants were reduced to Hpassive sub.jecrs of alien forces beyond their

comprehension.>' Brown,
Biography of

No Place, 84-7.)))
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45 TsDAHOU, f. 7) op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.
46 TsDAHOU\037 \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 1.

47 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1,
spr. 284, ark. 33\037

48 TsDAHOU) f: 7, op. I, spr. 284 J ark. 23.

49 TsDAHO,U, ( 7,
Ope 1) spr. 284, ark. 1.

SO TsDAHOU, [ 7, op. 1)
spr.

195v, ark. 62.

51 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1; spr. 284, ark. 8.

52 TsDAHOU) \302\2437, op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 14.

53 TsDAHOU, (, 7) op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.

54 TsDAHOU\037 ( 7, op. 1 J spr. 284, ark. 31.

55 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 55.

56 TsDAHOU, \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 8.

S7 TsDAHOU), f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284) ark. 1.

58 TsDAHOU\037 \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 14.

59 TsDAHOU), f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 31.

60 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 31.

61 TsDAHOU, f. 7) Ope 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.

62 Molodniak was a group of
prolerariaJl

Ukrainian writers who criticized conventional

literary forms as hostile to the
working

class and pubHsh.ed [heir writing in the

new Komsomol journal Molodniak (founded in January 1927). They opposed

the emphasis on aesthetics advocated by Mykola Khvy1ovy's VAPLITE ([he Free

Academy of Proletarian Literature) and labelled it \037'nationalist.\" Mykola Khvyrovyi

and Myroslav Shkandrij, the Cultural Renaissance in Ukraine: Polemical Pamphlets,

1925-/926 (Ednlonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1986), 19-20.

63 TsDAHOU t f. 7t op. 1, spr. 195a t ark. 37.

64 TSDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 39.

65 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1, spr. 195aJ ark. 37.)

9'. Ukrainization in a Non-Ukrainian City)

1 There have been several recent publications on the history of the city of Odesa, but

a comprehensive survey of the Soviet period is still needed. One of the best accounts

of Odesa's post-revolutionary Soviet past is not a history, but an
ethnographic

account by Tanya Richardson of how Odesans' memories of this
past

influence their

understanding of the ciry's place in independent Ukraine. With the exception of

King's narrative history, the bulk of
publications

concern either the imperial and

revolutionary periods or the
city's important Jewish culture. See: Tanya Richardson,

Kaleidoscopic Odessa.\"
History

and Place in Contemporary Ukraine (Toronto: University

of Toronto Press, 2008); Charles King J Odessa: C;enius and Death in a City of Dreams

(New York: WW Norton & Co., 201 ]); Jarrod Tanny, City of.Rogues
alld Schnorrers.\)

Press\037 2007), 94\" For

research by Ukrainian scholars on Ukrainization of education, see: V. A. Smolii, ed.,

r'Ukrai\"nizatsiiaJ,J 1920-30-kh rokiv: peredumovy, zdohut/ry, uroky (Ky'iv: Instytut is[ori\"i)))
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Ukra.iny NAN
Ukra'iny, 2003); V. S. L OZytS 1kyi, ('Polityka ukraInizatsii v 20-30-kh

rokakh: istoriia , problemy, uroky,\" Ukrai\"ns'kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 3 (1989);

V. L. Borysov,
\"Ukra\"inizatsiia ta rozvytok zahar noosvitno.i shkoly v 1921-31 rr. ,n

Ukrai\"nskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 2 (1999); Konstiantyn Malyi, uUkriinizacsiia osvity:

20-ti
roky,'\"

Ridna shkola\037 no. 11-12 (1996). The Ukrainian Institute of History has

also published
a guide to sources on koreruzatsiia in Ukraine: \037 M. Bondarchuk,

V. M. Oanylenko, and H. Iefimenko, eds.\037 Polityka
korenizatsii\" v radians\037ii Ukraini,

1920-1930-i rr.: naukolJo-dopomizhnyi bi.bliohrafichTlyi pokazhchyk (KyIv: Insryrut

istoril Ukriiny NAN Ukra\"iny, 2003).

13 This book shares Stephen Velychenko's conviction that the authority of the government
in Ukraine depended on \"socialization'\" and the actions of lower-level administrative

personneL Ultimately, for the twin
policies

of Ukrainian-language schooling and

progressive pedagogical instruction to have thrived 1n the Soviet era, education

officiaJs,. reachers, parents, youth, and children needed to
accept

the merits of

these campaigns. Stephen Velychenko, State Building in
Revolutionary

Ukraine: A

Comparative Study of Governments and Bureaucrats, 1917-1922 (Toronto: University

of Toronto Press, 20 II), 5, 14.

14 Francine Hirsch,
Empire ofNations J 10-11. James Andrews's illuminating work on

science in 19205 Soviet Russia similarly explains how pre-revolutionary provincial

sciendfic societies adapted their
objectives

to the demands of new Soviet state. James
T. Andrews) Science for the Masses: The Bolshevik State\037 Public Science, and the Popular

Imagination in Soviet Russial 1917-1934 (College
Station: Texas A&M University

Press, 2003).

15 Like
Tracy McDonaldts findings, my work contends that local state servitors in

Narkomos and teachers applied their own understanding of state policy and were

the subjects of anxiety for the centre(s), both Kharkiv and Moscow. In the Ukrainian

countryside, reachers, children) and youth in the Komsomol and Young Pioneers

occupied
a comparable position to McDonald's politically active peasants who

simultaneously represented
the

village and the interests of the scate. Tracy McDonald,
Face to the Village\037. The Riazan Countryside under Soviet Rul\037t 1921-1930 (Toron to:

University of Toronto Press, 2011).
16 James E. Mace 1 Communism and the Dilemmas of National Liberation: National

Communism in Soviet Ukraine, 19J8\0371933 (Cambridge: Harvard Ukrainian Research

Insriture 1 1983); Liber, Soviet Nationality Policy) 120.

1.7 Martin, Affirmative Action
Empire,

122-3.

18 Strictly speaking, these viddi/y were under the administration of local
governments

(executive committees), but they reported directly to) and received orders from, the

central Commissariat of Education, Narkomos. I generally refer to these viddily as

education sections, but occasionally make their operational status as subunits of

Narkomos explicit.)))
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19 Martin uses both
descriptors to describe the process. Elsewhere he writes that the

Ukrainizadon of primary education \"had heen largely accomplished
H

by June] 925.

Similarly, Liber writes that \037'Ukrainian became the dominant language in the

education system... This was
very impressive, since Ukrainian-language schools

did not exist before the revoiurion.t )

Ibid., 86-7, 98; Libert ,Soviet Nationality

Policy, 109.
20 The Soviet drive to create ethnic hon10geneous schools (and thereby reity national

categories)
had a parallel in the Bohenlian experience under Habsburg rule, when

Czech and German nationalist movem.ents sought \"to ensure that children were
not 'lost' to [he national

community because of parents' persistent indifference to

nationalist priorities in the home a) Tara Zahra, Kidnapped Sou.ls: National Indifference
and the Battle for Children in the Boherrzian Lands, 1900-1948 (Ithaca: Cornell

Unjversity Press, 2008), 52. Kate Brown emphasizes the often contrived nature that

this process of national
sorting

had in the Markhlevsk Polish Autonomous District

(raion) in interwar western Soviet Ukraine, where Soviet officials \"'chided local mayors
and teachers when they continued to speak Ukrainian although they were counted as

Polish.
u

Kate Brown, Biography of No Place) 44.

21 As this study will detail, many teachers viewed orders to Ukrainize as a bother and

some clearly did not accept the Soviet association of
language

with fixed national

identity. Parental and teacher '\037indifference\" to Ukrainization was often political

in the sense that they resented an adjustment to the character of schools in which

they had invested considerable social and economic capital. For an in-depth

discussion of Zahra's concept of \"national indifference,\" see: Tara Zahra, \"Imagined

Noncommunities: National Indifference as a Cacegory of
Analysis,\"

Slavic Review 69,

no. 1 (2010).

22 TsDAVOU 1 f. 166, op. 5, spr. 166, ark. 77.

23 Libert Soviet Nationality Poli\037 188.

24 This spelling is the correct transliteration of the
newspapees

title as it was originally

published.

25 Bohdan Krawchenko cites Yosyp Hermaize, a well-known pedagogue and hisrorian,

to argue that such a new generation) Horganically tied to the Ukrainian
language,'\037

had

already developed. Bohdan Krawchenko, Social Change and National Consciousness

in Tiventieth-Century Ukraine (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies,

1985), 92.
26 This study pays particular

attention to the activities of nlid-level and lower-level

officials tasked with implementing and overseeing Ukrainization and pedagogical

reform, as well as teachers and school directors who received the orders to change. For

detailed accounts of the Narkomos bureaucracy, see: M. lu.
Yyhovs'kyi,

Nomenkldtura

systemy osvity v USRR 1920-1930-x rokiv: sotsial'ne pokhodzhennia persona!'1'lyi
Sk/t1d

ta funk/sii. (Ky'iv: Heneza, 2006); I. L. Likarchuk, Ministry osvity Ukrain:y:
u dvokh)))
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to ma kh, vol. 1
(Kyi\"v: Vydavets'

Eshke O.M, 2002). Vasyl Marochko and Hillig

Gotz also
provide

sketches of the lives of select Narkomos officials: Vasyl' Marochko

and Khillih H'ots, Represovani pedahohy Ukrai'ny: zhertvy politychnoho teroru
(KYlv:

Naukovyi svit, 2003). The history of many of others has
yet

to be written\037 Wherever

possible) I have attempted to determine the full names of the individuals I discuss.

Sometimes this is not possible. Archival files often do not include full names and

educators occasionally published
under pseudonyms

in the pedagogical press.

TsDAVOU\037 f: 166, op. 12 contains the personal files of Narkomos officiaJs and is an

invaluable resource for biographical data.

2? Unlike service in the Ukrainian revolutionary governments of Stephen Velychenko's

study, it was not enough for Soviet officials, particularly those employed by

Narkomos, to work as capable bureaucrats and remain indifferent to the national

question during
the height of linguisric Ukrainizarion. Narkomos employed high

numbers of ethnic Ukrainians to pursue what was an explicitly national concern.

Velychenko,
State Building in Revolutionary Ukraine, 247-57.

28 Although this study necessarily highlights
the activities the Soviet Ukrainian state

undertook for the
expansion

of Ukrainian schooling for,erhnjc Ukrainians in Kyiv,
the ethnic heterogeneous character of the city highlighted by recent scholarship

functions as a backdrop to the story of the Ukrainizarion of the cicy)s education

system. Furthermore, the question of student enrolment raised
important questions

regarding a dissonance between national identity and
language

choice in Kyiv.

For a wide-ranging discussion of the multi-ethnic contributions to
Kyivts

cultural

life) see: Irena R. Makaryk and Virlana Tkacz, eds.] Modernism in Kyiv: Jubilant

Experimentation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press) 2010).
29 The term \"Russificarion') is a problematic, one. Here) I use it to refer to the legacy of

a Russian linguistic monopoly of primary schooling and urban culture in Ukraine.

Referencing a larger historiographical debate, Andreas Kappeler writes that historians

have used the word to denore a wide
\"tendency

towards swift administrative, social,

and culrural integration\" in the Russian Em
pice)

but it is a descriptor that should be
sensitive to

\"regional
and

chronological terms<o}} Andreas Kappeler) the Russian Empire,:
A Multiethnic

History.,
trans. Alfred Cleyton (Harlow: Longman, 2001), 248. See

also: Jeremy Smith, Red Nations: The Nationalities Experience in and after the USSR

(Cambridge: Carnbridge University Press) 2013), 16.)

1. Primary Lessons)

1 Martin) Affirmative Action
Empire, 119.

2 Michael G. Smith J Language
and Power in the Creation o/the USSR, 1917-1953, ed.

Joshua A. Fishman, vol. 80) Contributions to the Sociology of Language (New York:

Mouton de Gruyter, 1998), 50.)))
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3 William Fierman J
\037(Language Development in Soviet Uz.bekjs[an,\037\037 in

SocioLinguistic

Perspectives on Soviet National
Languagts\037

ed. Isabelle T. Kreindler t Contributions to the

Sociology of Language (New York: Mouton de Gruy[er\037 1985), 40.

4 Pierre Bourdieu,
Language

and
Syrnbolic Po'wer, trans. Gino Raymond and Ma[thew

Adamson
(Cambridge\037

MA: Harvard University Press, 1991) \0374.8.

5 For an illustrative early example, see Aaron Retish's discussion of worker participation

in the Week of the Peasant in Viatka, Russia. Aaron Redsh\037 Russias Peasants in

Revolution and CIvil \037r: Citizenship) Identity, and th\037 Creation of the Soviet State,

1914-1922 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008),216-18. For other

recent works on the Soviet governmenes engagement of the
peasantry,

see: Hugh

D. Hudson) Peasants} Political Police, and the
Early

Soviet State: Surveillance and

Accommodation under the NfflJ Economic
Po/icy (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,

2012); McDonald, Face to the
Village; James W Heinzen, Inventing a Soviet

Countryside.' State Power and the Transformation of Rural Russia, 1917-1929

(Pittsburgh\037 University of Pittsburgh Press) 2004).

6 Smith, Language and Power, 7, 80.

7 Bourdieu, Language and Symholic Power\037 48.

8 Ibid.\037 60-61.

9 James Collins, \"Literacy and Literacies/' Annual Review of Anthropology 24 (1995)\037 79.

10 Prosvica operated first in Habsburg-ruled Galicia before appearing in the Russian

Empire after the revolution of 1905. The Soviets viewed Prosvita societies as centres of

Ukrainian nationalist activity and sought to convert them to Soviet reading houses or

disband them by 1923. For more on the history of Pros vita) see: Volodyrnyr Herman

et al., 'Trosvita\"
- istoriia ta suchasnist\037. (1868-1998) (KYlv: Vydavnychyi (Sentf

\"Prosvita\": \"Veselka,\" 1998).

11 Collins, \"Literacy and Literacies,\" 84.

12 Ibid., 86.

13 James
Collins and Richard K. Blot, Literacy and Li.teracies: Texts, Powet; and Identity

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).

14 Ibid., 96.
15

Stepan Siropolko,
Narodnia osvita na soviets'kii Ukrafni (Warsaw: Pratsi UkraJns\037koho

naukovoho instyturu, 1934)\" For a brief sketch on the Ukrainian education system)

see: I. Krylov) Systema osvity v Ukrai\"ni: 1917-1930 (Munich: Institute for the

Study of the USSR, 1956). Zenon
Wasyliw)s

work on the Soviet countryside in

the 1920s is instructive
regarding

the multiple responsibilities of village teachers,

although necessarily limited in focus. Zenon Wasyliw, HEducation Policy and Rural

Schoolteachers in Soviet Ukraine,H East/West Education 191 no. 1/2 (1998). Soviet-era

surveys reveal less about (he true course of educational policy or the acts of individual

educators and planners due to their focus on statistical successes. H. I. lasnyts'kyi,

Rozvytok narodnoi\" osvity na Ukrai'ni (1921-1932 rr.) (K y\"iv: Vydavnytsrvo Ky\"ivs'koho)))
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universytetu, 1965); A. H. B,ondar et at., eds.\037 Narodna osvita i pedahohichna nauka

v Ukrafns'leii RSR
(KyYv:

Radians'ka shkola, 1967). A 1996 edited volume by Gksana

Sukhomlynska presents
a broader and more accurate picture, bur is concerned

foremost with
methodology

and uses limited archival evidence. O. V. Sukhomlyns'ka}

ed.,
Narys

istorifukrai\"nskoho shkilnytstvll (1905-1933) (Ky\"iv: Zapovit, 1996). For

similar studies t see also: V. 1. Borysenko and I. O. Telehuz) NatsionalJna osvita i

formuvannia
ukrai\"nlkoi\" modernof natsif u 1921-1934 rokakh: ievropeis'ki tendentsif

ta radians'ki realil (Kyiv: Vydavnytsrvo NPU im. M. \037 Drahomanova\037 2012); E I.

Drob'iazko, UkrafnsRa natsional'na shkola:
vytoky

i suchasnist' (Ky\"iv: Akademiia,

1997). Hennadii Yefimenko has also published several informative articles and essays

on the daily life of teachers in Soviet Ukraine and their public roles beyond the

classroom. H. Iefimenko, \"Hromads'ka robota iak chynnyk povsiakdennoho zhyttia

vchytelia,') Problemy istorif Ukrl1i'ni) no. 17 (2006); \"Sotsial'ne oblychchia vchyterstva

USRR v konteksti transformatsi\"i suspil'stva (1920-ti roky),'\" Problemy istoril Ukrai\"ni,

no. 17 (2007); \"Povsiakdenne zhyttia vchytelia shkoly sotsial)noho vykhovannia,'}
in

Narysy povsiakdennoho zhyttia radians'lcoi' Ukrai'ny v dobu NEPu (J921\0371928rr.)) ed..

S. V. Kurchyts'kyi (Ky\"iv: Insryrur istoril Ukrainy NAN Ukriiny, 2010).
16 Other Ukrainian studies have offered valuable discussion of Ukrainization within the

general
context of the development of the republican education system, an account

of Nark om as administrations, or political repression, but they do not examine the

intersection between progressive pedagogy and nationalities policy (neither do they
detail the multiple challenges teachers as a whole faced or the role of the Komsomol

and
Young

Pioneers in the schools). For additional surveys of
early

Soviet Ukrainian

education and Narkomos beyond those already mentioned) see: V. V. Lypyns'kyi,

\037\037Kontseptsiia ta model' osvity v USRR u 20-ti rr.,\" UkrarnsYryi istorychnyi zhurnal,

no. 5 (1999); V. V. Lypyns'kyi, Stanovlennil1 i
rozvytok systemy osvity USRR u 20-i roky

(Donets'k: DonDTU, 2000); V. M. Oanylenko and M. M. Kuz'menko, Sotsial'nyi typ

fa inteletkuafno-osvitnii riven' nomenklatury skrypnykivs'koho
narkomoiu:

biohrajichni

narysy (Sevastopo1': Verer, 2003); M. M. Kuz)menko, \037iSystema osvity
v USRR u

1920-x rr.: istoryko-teoretychnyi aspekt 1

\"

Ukrarns\037kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 5

(2004); T. Antoniuk, ((Rozvytok osvitn'oY
systemy

v USRR (20-ti-pochatok 30-x

rokiv) ,'\" Istorychnyi zhurnal, no. 6-7 (2004)\"

17 Thomas E. Ewing, \037(Ethnicity
at School: <Non-Russian) Education in the Soviet Union

during the 19305/) HiJtory of Education 35, no. 4-5 (2006): 5036

18 Sheila Fitzpatrick, Education and Social
Mobility

in the Soviet Union: 1921-1934

(New York: Cambridge University Press., 1979),18-19.

19 Larry E. Holmes, The Kremlin and the Schoolhouse:
Reforming Education in Soviet

Russia.J 1917-1931 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991),4.

20 Catriona Kelly, Children's World: Growing Up in Russia, 1890-1991 (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 2007), 527., 529. While offering considerable
perspective

on)))
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the child's view of schooling) Kelly's focus is on schooling for ethnic Russians and
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Spilka molody Ukrainy) and inspiration from the Uarrests of our brother Ukrainians

in
Kyiv.\" There is no way to discern the authenticity of these documents, but the)))
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81 TiDAVOU, ( 166, op. 5, spr. 666, ark. 118.

82 TsDAVOU, \302\243166, op. 5, spr. 680, ark. 36.)

6. Limited
Urgency)

1 V. Sihov, etHet' profanatsiiu,\" Narodnii
uchytel\037

12 January 1927 \0373..

2 V. S., \"Spravy ukraInizatsit Za pidvyshchennia ukriins'kol hramotnosry,\" Narodnii

u,chytel',
12 January 1927, 3.

3 z. Nuzhnyi, \"Iak ne sH.d ukraloizuvatysia! (Na Dnipropetrovskii zaliznytsi),\" Narodnii

uchytel: 12 January 1927,3.

4 Z. Nuzhnyi, \037'De-shcho
pro

ukraYnizatsiiu Dnipropetrovskoi zaliznyt\037i,\037
Narodnii

uchytel'\037
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5 TsDAHOU, f. I, op. 20, spr. 2253, ark. 4-9.

6 M. Mashkivs'kyi, HDo
spravy

ukriinizarsii vchyterstva na Pivd.-zakh. zaliznyrsiakh,))
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7 Z. Nuzhnyi, \"De-shcho pro ukrainizatsiiu Dnipropetrovsko\"i zaliznytsi/' Narodnii

uchytel\037,
3 November 1926) 3.

8 N. 1. K. \"UkraInizatsiia. Syln'a drama z zhyttia
Bilotserkivs'kol okruhy na bahaco dil z
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uchytel\037
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9 S. Khomenko, ('Pro perevirku,\" Narodnii
uchytel',
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10 Mymra, UPidmet,\" Narodnii uchytel') 15 Decemb,er 1926, 3.
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4 May 1928, 4.

12 DAKO, \302\243:R-I043, op. 3, spr. 28, ark. 109.

13 Ibid.

14 DAKO, \302\243R-I043, op. 3, spr. 28) ark. 110.

15 DAKQ, \302\243R-1212, op. 1) spr. 25, ark. 59.

16 Z. Nuzhnyi., \"De-sheho
pro ukralnizatsiiu DnipropetrovskoI zaliznytsi/) Narodnii

uchytel') 3 November 1926) 3.
17 \"Oe-sheha

pro vykladachiv ta komisii po perevirtsti,n Narodnii uchytel', 1 June
1927, 3.

18 DAKO\037 f: R-I043, op. 3, spr. 28, ark. 110.

19 S. Khomenko, \"Pro
perevirku/' Narodnii uchytel

J

, 12 January 1927, 3.

20 DAKO\037 f. R-I043, op. 3, spr. 28, ark. 110.

2 I V. S.,
\"Spravy

ukra.inizatsiL Za pidvyshchennia ukralns\037koY hramornosry,\" Narodnii

uchytei
J

, 12 January 1927, 3.

22 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2253, ark. 1-6.

23 For more
background

on the KP(b)U debate between 1923 and 1926, Stalin's
intervention, and

Shumsky)s
later censure and dismissal as commissar of education

(the \"Shumsky affair\"'), see: Martin, Affinnative Action Empire) 78-79, 212-28;)))
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Nationality Policy, 39--42\037 131-40; Jeremy Smith, Red Nations, 88-90; SmolH,

uUkrai'nizatsiia\" 1920-30-kh rokiv: peredumovy, zdobut9 uroky, 40-60.
24 D. Lebed, '\037Podgotovka partiinogo snezda. Nekotorye voprosy partiinogo snezda,\"

Kommunist, no. 59 (1923): 1.
Quoted

in Martin, Affirmative Action Empire) 79.

25 TsDAHOU, t: 1, op. 20,
spr. 2255, ark. 11-12.

26 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2255J ark. 13-18.

27 Ibid.

28 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2255, ark. 19.

29 TsDAHOU, f. I, op. 20, spr. 2248, 1.

30 Ibid.

31 Ibid. To read Khvylovy)s original work and some commentary on the
p,oHtical

and

literary context surrounding their publication, see: Mykola Khvylovy; The Cultural

&naissance in Ukraine.. Polemical Pamphlets) 1925-1926, trans., ed.) and iotro.
by

Myroslav Shkandrij (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies) 1986);
Iurii Shapoval, ed., Poliuvannia na

(Val'dshnepl1:' rozserekrechenyi Myko/a Khvyl'ovyi

(Ky'iv: Tempora, 2009).

32 TsDAHOU, ( 1,
Opt 20, spr. 2248\037 ark. 8-12.

33 I bid.

34 TsDAHO,U, \302\243I, op. 20) spr. 2255, ark. 1.

35 TsDAHOU, [ 1, op. 20, spr.
2247, aIk. 4.

36 TsDAHOU) ( I, Ope 20, spr. 2247, ark. 13.

37 TsDAHOU, f: 1) op. 20, spr. 2248, ark. 57.

38 TsDAHOU) [ 1 J op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 13.

39 TsDAHO,U, \302\243:1, op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 18.

40 TSDAHOU\" \302\2431,
op\037

20\037 spr. 2248, ark. 57.

41 \"Pereshkody v ukra'inizatsiL)' Narodnii
uchytel',

6 October 1927, 2.

42 DAKO\037 ( R-I043) op. 3, spr. 31; ark. 52

43 TiDAVOU, \302\243166, op. 6, spr. 1978) ark. 30.

44 DAKO, f. R-76 I , op. 1) spr. 363; ark. 80.

45 TiDAVOU, [ 166, op. 6, spr. 1978 J ark. 33.

46 1iDAVQU} \302\243166, op, 6, spr. 1978, ark. 39.

47 TSDAVOU, f. 166) op. 6 J spr. 2255, ark. 36.

48 TsDAVOU, ( 166, op. 6, spr. 2255, ark. 4'5.

49 Ibid.

50 TsDAVOU, f. 166, op. 6) spr. 2255, ark. 46.

51 TiDAVOU, f. 166, Ope 6) spr. 2255, ark. 48.

52 TsDAVOU, ( 166, op. 6, spr.
2255, ark. 21.

53 TsDAVOU, f. 166, op. 6, spr. 2255, ark. 44.

54 Martin, Affirmative Action Empire, 38-39.)))
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55
Alrhough

Larin supported
the creation ofjewish soviets) he also objected strongly

to the forced enrolment of Jewish children in Yiddish schools
regardless

of what

language they spoke. This issue was discussed along with the question of forced

Ukrainization of Russian children by the Politburo Ukrainization Commission.

Ibid., 49. TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 95-112.

56 The Left Opposition
of the VKP(b) argued that the industrialization policy of the

party leadership in the mid-l 920s was too slow and that the
peasantry

needed to be

taxed at a higher rate to ensure resources were available for an increase in pace. They

feared the
growth

of capitalism and thought that rapid industrialization was needed to

protect
the

gains
of socialism. After consolidating an alliance with forces on the right,

StaHn orchestrated the 'expulsion of its leaders, Grigory Zinoviev and Lev K.amenev; in

1927-28, subsequently adopting many
of their principles during the First Five-Year

Plan. Most of the former members of the opposition were arrested and placed on trial

in 1936-7.

57 TsDAHOU, \302\243:1, Opt 20. spr. 2253, ark. 19-25.

58 TsDAHOU t \302\2431, Opt 20, spr. 2247, ark. 97.

59 TsDAHOU, \302\2431, Opt 20, spr. 2247j ark. 102-3.

60 TsDAHOU, f. 1, Opt 20, spr. 2247, ark. 104.

61 TsDAHOU, f. 1, Opt 20, spr. 2247, ark. 96, 107-12.

62 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 104; TsDAVOU, f. 166, op. 6, spr. 10841,

ark. 136.)

7 I The Question of the Working Class)

1 TsDAVOU J f. 166, op. 6, spr. 10841, ark. 136. In fact, Skrypnyk
was

finessing prior

policy. In response to additional criticism
by

Larin that Narkomos administrators

were ignoring parental wishes in admitting children to primary schools, Shumksy

responded in a January 1927 meeting of the Politburo Com,mission on Ukrainization

that officials rook family input as well as the language spoken by a child into account\037

\"To make a different decision, means to rape [gvaltuvaty], to maim the child. It is

necessary to teach reading and writing in
language

that he [or she] understands.\037J

TsDAHOU) ( 1) op. 20,
spr. 2456, ark. 22. Cited in Borysov, HUkriinizarsiia ta

rozvyrok zahaf noosvitno\"i
shkoly,\" 78.

2 Skrypnyk specifically pointed to the need to offer Ukrainian instruction to the

majority of the children of the 1.3 million citizens of the republic who claimed

Ukrainian nationality, but Russian as a native language in the 1926 census. Schools
were to teach the children of

t\037e 200,000 citizens who claimed Russian nationality,
but Ukrainian as a fi.ative language)

in Russian. Mykola Skrypnyk, \"Perebudovnymy

shliakhamy,\" Bilshovyk Ukrainy, no. 13-14 (1931):27-34.
Quoted

in Martin,

Affirm,ative Action \"Empire, 107; H. Iefin1enko, Natsional'na
po/ityka kerivnytstva)))
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3 1SDAVOU) ( 166, op. 6, spr. 1978, ark. 13.

4 TSDAVOU, \302\243:166, op. 6, spr. 1978, ark. 26.

5 TsDAHOU\037 f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2253, ark. 90-2.

6 DAKO, \302\243R-I043, Ope 3. spr. 28\037 ark. 63.

7 TsDAHOU, \302\243:1, Ope 20, spr. 3099, ark. 59.

8 TIDA VOU, f. 166, op. 6, spr. 10841, ark. 140.

9 TsDAVOU, f. 166, op. 6, spr. 10841, ark. 136.

10 Ibid.

11 DAKO, f. R-I043, op. 3, spr. 13, ark. 111.

12 DAKO\037 \302\243:R-761, op. 1, spr. 363, ark. 80.

13 Ibid.

14 DAKO, \302\243R-I043, op. 3, spr. 13, ark. 117.

15 DAKO, f. R-I043, op. 3, spr. 13, ark. 308.

16 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2248) ark. 8.

17 \"A. V. Lunachars'kyi pro rozvytok ukra\"jns'koI kul'tury/' Narodnii uchytel', 1 August
1928, 2.

18 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2248) ark. 137, 180.

19 The document's
preceding

comments regarding the Ukrainization of the first

concentration of school
suggest

this
percentage

of Ukrainian children refers [0

children old enough to attend the first through fourth grades, ages eight to eleven.

20 TsDAHO'U, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2251) ark. 1.

21 TSDAVOU, \302\243166} op. 6) spr. 281, ark. 92.

22 TsDAVOU, ( 166, op. 6) spr. 1978, ark. 38.

23 TsDAHO\037 f. I, op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 103.

24 TsDAVOU, f: 166, op. 6, sprr 1978, ark. 33.

25 TSDAVOU, \302\243166, op. 5, spr. 671, ark. 468.

26 TsDAHOU, \302\243:1, op. 20, spr. 2247, ark. 108.

27 TSDAVOU, f. 166, Ope 6, spr. 1978, ark. 26.

28 TsDAVOU, \302\243166, Ope 6, spr. 1978, ark. 24.

29 \"Zaochni kursi ukra\"inoznavstva,U Narodnii uchytel'
- dodatok, 13 April 1927) 3.

30 Ibid.

31 TsDAVOU) \302\243166, op. 6, spr. 1978; ark. 26.

32 TsDAHOU, [ 1,
Ope

20, spr. 2248, ark. 39.

33 Ibid.

34 TsDAHOU] f. 1, op. 20) spr. 2248, ark. 43.

3S TsDAHOU, f. I, op. 20, spr. 2248, ark. 46.

36 Mace, Communismand the Dilemrnas of National Libe'ration) 113.

37 Martin\037 Affirmative
Action Empire, 219,)))
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38 TsDAHOU, f. I, op. 20, spr. 2248) ark. 86.

39 TsDAHOU, f. 1, 0p. 20, spr. 2248, ark. 97.

40 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20, spr. 2248, ark. 139.

41 Ibid. Lenin's testament
assumingly

refers here to his public advocacy of a worker-

peasant alliance and concessions to non-Russian national interests, not Lenin's \"last

testament,') detailing the shortcomings of the members of the VKP(b) Politburo.

42 0., \"Dumky pro ukriinizatsiu nesvidomi,\" Narodnii uchytel:
1 June 1927,3.

43 \"Pereshkody v ukriinizatsii,\" Narodnii
uchytel',

6 October 1927! 2.

44 V. Sihov, \"Hee profanatsiiu/' Narodnii uchytel',
12 January 1927, 3.

4S I.\037 \"Pro ukrains'ku movu ta bil' u shchepliakh,\" Narodnii uchytel: 1 June 1927, 3.
46 TsDAHOU, [ 1, op. 20, spr. 2253, ark. 11.

47 Narodnii uchytel:
16 January 1929.

48 Vorobiov, S. HUkra\"inizatsiia v hromads)kii roboti/' Narodnii uchytel
J

, 5 May 1927, 3.

49 Ibid.

50 TsDAHOU, [ 1, op. 20) spr. 2253, ark. 12.

51 The challenges for Soviet
political

educators were sriU significant even where' nationalities

policy
was not an issue in centtal Russia. See:Alexandre

Sump\302\243
Bolcheviks en campagne:

paysans et education politique dans fa Russie des annees 1920 (Paris: CNRS j 2010);

\"Confronting the Countryside: The Training of Politica1 Educators in 19205 Russia,\"

History of
Education 35, no. 4-5 (2006); Charles E. Clark, Uprooting

Otherness: The Literacy

Campaign in NEP-Era Russia (Selinsgrove, PA: Susquehanna University Press) 2000).

52 For a study of how Soviet authorities used \"red clubs\" to promote Soviet norms of

modern culture in Central Asia) see: Ali F: Igrnen, Speaking Soviet with an Accent:

Culture and Power in Kyrgyzstan (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012).
53 TsDAHOU J ( 1 J op. 20, spr. 2253, ark. 13.

S4 One such journa] compiled by instructors for state Ukrainian-studies courses in Kyiv,
Holos ukrafnizatora\037 had a shon-lived period of publication in 1927.

5S TsDAHOU) \302\2431) op. 20) spr. 2253, ark. 13zv.

56 Ibid.

57 DAKO, ( R-1043, op. 3, spr. 13) ark. 13.

58 DAKO, f. R-I043, op. 3, spr. 31\" ark. 69.)

8.. Children as Salvation)

1 For key published works that concern the Komsomol and the Young Pioneers, see:

Isabel Tirado, }bung Guard! the Communist Youth
League, Petrograd 1917-1920

(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1988); Anne Gorsuch, Youth in
Rev'olutionary Russia:

Enthusiasts, Bohemians, Delinquents (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000);

Kirschenbaum, Small Comrades; Monica Wellmann, Zwischen Militanz, Verzweiflung
und

Disziplinierung. Jugendliche Lebenswelten in Moskau 1920-1930 (Zurich: Pano)))
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Verlag t 2005); Kelly, Children's World; Juliane Furst, Stalins Last Generation: Soviet

Post- war YOuth and the Emrrgence of Mature Socialism (New York: Oxford University,

2010); Matthias Neumann, the Communist YOuth
League

and the Transformation of
the Soviet llnion, 19/7-1932 (New York:

Routledge, 2011); Sean Guilloryt \"The

Shattered Self of Komsomol Civil War Memoirs/
1

.Slavic Review 71) no. 3 (2012).
For works on the Komsomol in Ukraine, see: V. L Prylutstkyi, Molod J

USRR v

period utverdzhennia totalitarnof systemy, 1928-1933 (Ky'iv: InstyTut istori'i
Ukra\"iny

NAN Ukra.inYJ 1999); Molod' Ukrai'ny v umovakh form uvann ia' totalitarnoho ladu,

1920--1939 (Ky\"iv: Instytur isrori\"i Ukriiny NAN
U-kraInYt 2001); ((Dehase srudentsva

USRR v suspirno-polirychnomu ta kurturnomu zhytti v 1 920-ti roky,)) Problemy

istorii\" Ukrafni, no. 16 (2007).
2 The Ukrainian Institute of History's edited volume references Ukrainization of the

Komsomol in a general discussion of the campaign in state institutions and
party

organizations,
and Viktor Pryluts'kyi discusses support for Ukrainization among some

post-secondary
students. Smolii, {\037Ukr:ainizatsiiau J 920-30-kh rokiv.. peredumovy,

zdobut\037 uroky, 64-83; Pryluts)kyi, \"Uchase studentsva USRR v suspil'no-

polirychnomu ta kurturnomu zhytti v 1920-ti roky.\"

3 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 195v, ark. 52.

4 TsDAHOU, \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 19Sv, ark. 52.

5 TsDAHOU\037 \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 74, ark. 33.

6 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1, spr.
74, ark. 20.

7 TsDAHOU\037 \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 74, ark. 24, 33.

8 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 74, ark. 48-9.

9 A Central Bureau (TsB) of the KDR was established under the TsK of the Ukrainian

Komsomol in January 1923 to administer Young Pioneer units.

10 TSDAHOU, f: 7, op. 1) spr. 74, ark. 46.

11 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1) spr. 74, ark. 49.

12 For a discussion of
Bapeist competiuon

to the Komsomol for youth loyalty)

see: Heather Coleman, Russian
Baptists

and Spiritual Revolution, 1905-1929

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005), 237-62\037 See also: Prylu[s'kyi, MoLod'

Ukrai\"ny
v umovakh formu van nia totalitarnoho ladu J 1920-1939.

13 See Gorsuch, Youth in Revolutionary Russia.

14 On teachers' public
work t see: Ieflmenko, \"Hromadstka robora iak ehynnyk

povsjakdennoho zhyrtia vchytelia.

u

15 TsDAHOU, ( 7, Opt
1, spr. 195v, ark. 1-2.

16 TsDAHOU) \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 195v, ark. 10-11.

I? TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 1.

18 For more on the UKP and Borotbisrs J see: Iwan Majstrenko, Borot'bis11'l: A Chapter

in the History of Ukrainian Communism (New York: Research Program on the USSR,

1954); Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas of National Liberation, 53-62.)))
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19 TsDAH,OU\037 f. 7, op. 1, spr. 19Sv, ark. 4.

20 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195v, ark. 30.

21 TSDAHOU\037 f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 20.

22 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 19Sv, ark. 31.

23 More
specifically,

Nikoliuk says
that rural institutions were graduating peasan ts,

while
city

schools were putting out Russians and could not easily be Ukrainized. The

opposition
he

highlighted was, therefore, between peasants and Russians. According

to this logic, peasants could not be Russians and must be Ukrainian, rhus
affirming

his idea of a peasant Ukrainian national identity\"

24 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 2.

25 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 19Sa, ark. 6.

26 TsDAHOU, f: 7, op. 1, spr. 19Sa, ark. 8.

27 TsDAHOU, \302\2437\" op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 6.

28 Neumann,. the Communist Youth
League, 143-46, 192-200. See also: Isabel A.

Tirado, \"The Komsomol and the Young Peasants: The Dilemm,a of Rural Expansion,
1921-192S,nSlavic Review 52, no. 3 (1996); Wellmann, Zwischen Militanz,

Verzweiflung und Disziplinierung. Jugendliche
Leben.swelten in Moskau 1920-1930.

29 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 168\037 ark\" 1.

30 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op\037 1, spr. 192, ark. 57.

31 TsDAHOU, \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 192, ark. 102.

32 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 192, ark. 108.

33 TsDAHOU, \302\243:7, op. I, spr. 195.2, ark\" 60.

34 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195.2, ark. 62.

3S TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 8.

36 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 14.

37 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. I.

38 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 23.

39 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1 J spr. 284, ark. 33.

40 TsDAHOU, f 7, op. 1,
spr.

284, ark. 31. Renowned Ukrainian playwright Les Kurbas
founded the Berezil theatre in Kyiv in 1922. He moved it to Kharkiv in 1926, and it

became a major centre for theatrical
experimentation and attracted Soviet Ukraine's

leading dramatists. In the early 1930s, it came under scrutiny by parry authorities
and was

purged
in 1933. Natalia Ier\037akova, Berezil'lka kultura\037. istoriia, dosvid (KyIv:

Feniks, 2012); Virlana Tkacz, \"Les Kurbas's Early Work at the Berezil: From Bodies in
Motion to

Performing
the Invisible/' in Modernism in Kyiv: Jubilant Experimentation,

ed. Virlana Tkacz and Irena R. Makaryk (Toronn;>: University of Toronto Press, 2010).
41 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 195v, ark. 60.

42 TsDAHOU, f 7) op. 1)
spr. 195v, ark. 62.

43 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1) spr. 284) ark. 8.

44 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1,
spr. 284, ark. 14.)))
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45 TsDAHOU, f. 7) op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.
46 TsDAHOU\037 \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 1.

47 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1,
spr. 284, ark. 33\037

48 TsDAHOU) f: 7, op. I, spr. 284 J ark. 23.

49 TsDAHO,U, ( 7,
Ope 1) spr. 284, ark. 1.

SO TsDAHOU, [ 7, op. 1)
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51 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1; spr. 284, ark. 8.

52 TsDAHOU) \302\2437, op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 14.

53 TsDAHOU, (, 7) op. 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.

54 TsDAHOU\037 ( 7, op. 1 J spr. 284, ark. 31.

55 TsDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 55.

56 TsDAHOU, \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 8.

S7 TsDAHOU), f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284) ark. 1.

58 TsDAHOU\037 \302\243:7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 14.

59 TsDAHOU), f. 7, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 31.

60 TsDAHOU, \302\2437, op. 1, spr. 284, ark. 31.

61 TsDAHOU, f. 7) Ope 1) spr. 284, ark. 33.

62 Molodniak was a group of
prolerariaJl

Ukrainian writers who criticized conventional

literary forms as hostile to the
working

class and pubHsh.ed [heir writing in the

new Komsomol journal Molodniak (founded in January 1927). They opposed

the emphasis on aesthetics advocated by Mykola Khvy1ovy's VAPLITE ([he Free

Academy of Proletarian Literature) and labelled it \037'nationalist.\" Mykola Khvyrovyi

and Myroslav Shkandrij, the Cultural Renaissance in Ukraine: Polemical Pamphlets,

1925-/926 (Ednlonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1986), 19-20.

63 TsDAHOU t f. 7t op. 1, spr. 195a t ark. 37.

64 TSDAHOU, f. 7, op. 1, spr. 195a, ark. 39.

65 TsDAHOU, ( 7, op. 1, spr. 195aJ ark. 37.)

9'. Ukrainization in a Non-Ukrainian City)

1 There have been several recent publications on the history of the city of Odesa, but

a comprehensive survey of the Soviet period is still needed. One of the best accounts

of Odesa's post-revolutionary Soviet past is not a history, but an
ethnographic

account by Tanya Richardson of how Odesans' memories of this
past

influence their

understanding of the ciry's place in independent Ukraine. With the exception of

King's narrative history, the bulk of
publications

concern either the imperial and

revolutionary periods or the
city's important Jewish culture. See: Tanya Richardson,

Kaleidoscopic Odessa.\"
History

and Place in Contemporary Ukraine (Toronto: University

of Toronto Press, 2008); Charles King J Odessa: C;enius and Death in a City of Dreams

(New York: WW Norton & Co., 201 ]); Jarrod Tanny, City of.Rogues
alld Schnorrers.\)

Press\037 2007), 94\" For

research by Ukrainian scholars on Ukrainization of education, see: V. A. Smolii, ed.,

r'Ukrai\"nizatsiiaJ,J 1920-30-kh rokiv: peredumovy, zdohut/ry, uroky (Ky'iv: Instytut is[ori\"i)))
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Russia's Jews and the Myth ofOid Ockssa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,

2011); Roshanna \037 Sylvester,
Tales afOld Odessa: Crime and Civility in a

City of

7hieves (DeKalb, 1L: Northern Illinois University Press, 2005); Robert A. Rothstein)

'''How It Was Sung in Odessa\037 At the Intersection of Russian and Yiddish Folk

Culture,\" Slavic Review 60 J no. 4 (2001); Tanja Penter, Odessa 1917: Revolution an der

Peripherie (Koln: B6hlau Verlag, 2000).

2 Richardson, Kaleidoscopic Odessa, 21.

3 Steven L. Guthier, \"Ukrainian Cities during the Revolution and the Inter-War

Era,\" in Rethinking Ukrainian History, ed. Ivan L. Rudnytsky and John-Paul
Himka (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1981), 175L Cited in

Richardson, Kaleidoscopic
Odessa: History and Place in Contemporary Ukraine, 16.

4
Tanny) City of Rogues and Schnorrers, 80.

S King) Odessa, 188.

6 For recent studies of Babel, see: Rebecca Jane Stanton, Isaac Babel and the
Self

Invention of Odessan Modernism (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2012),
14]-69; Amelia Glaser, Jews and Ukrainians In R'ussias Literary Borderlands: From

the Shtetl Fair to the Petersburg Bo.okshop (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,

2012).
7 Richardson, KaleidoscopiC' Odessa, 22.

8 Zahra,
\302\253(Imagined Noncommunities,\" 111.

9 Vsesoiuznaia perepis' naseleniia 1926 goria, vol. 12
(Moskva: Izd. TsSU Soiuza SSR,

1928-35),29.. In 1920, Ukrainians constituted 53L6 per cent of the Odesaguberniia

(province), which encompassed a larger territory than the Odesa okruha
(region).

TsDAVOU, ( 166, Ope 3, spr. 862, ark. 107.

10 Vsesoiuznaia perepis' naseleniia 1926
goda\037

vol. 13 (Moskva: Izd. TsSU Soiuza SSR,

1928-35),27-8; Liber, Soviet
Nationality Policy! 189.

11 Derzhavnyi arkhiv Odes'kof oblasti (DAOO), \302\243R-134, Ope 1, spr. 1849, ark. 135.

12 DA\"OO, \302\243:P-3, op. 1, spr. 78, ark. 6.

13 DADO, \302\243:P-3, op. 1, spr. 78) ark.. 8.

14 DADO, ( P-3,
Opt 1, spr. 78, ark. 9.

15 DADO, f: P-3, Opt 1, spr. 1547, ark. 13.

16 DADO, ( P-3,
op.

1, spr. 1547, ark. l8zv.

17 DAD,Q, ( P-3,
Opt

1, spr. 1547; ark. 24zv.

18 DAOO, \302\243:P-3, op. 1, spr. 1547, ark. 24zv, 28zv.

19 DADO, f P-3,
op.

1, spr. 1184, ark. 25.

20 DADO, f P-3, op. 1,
spr. 1184, ark. 25.

21 DADO, (P-3\037 op. 1, spr. 1184, ark. 25

22 DADO, f R-134, op. 1,
spr. 1849, ark. 149-50.

23 DADO, f R-134, op. 1, spr. 1849, ark. 175.

24 DA00 1 f. R-134, op. 1) spr. 1876, ark. 8-9.)))
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25 DADO, f. R-134, op. 1 \037spr. 1876, ark. 9.

26 DADO, f: R-134, op. 1, spr. 1876, ark. 9-11.

27 DADO, f. R-134, op. I, spr. 1876, ark. 10.

28 DAOO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1876 1 ark. 1-5.

29 DADO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1849\037 ark\037 178.

30 DADO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1849, ark., 210, 213-14.

31 DADO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1876, ark. 19-67. The city of Odes a constituted the
Odesa district

(Ode/kyi raion), specified by the regional Narkomos section for review.

32 DAOO, f. R-134, op. I, spr. 1876, ark. 26.

33 DAO,O, f. R-134, op. I, spr. 1876, ark. 53.

34 DAOO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1876, ark. 21.

35 DAOO, f. R-134, op. I, spr. 1876, ark. 32.

36 DADO, f. R-134, op. I, spr. 1876, ark. 22.

37 DAOO, f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1876, ark. 67.

38 DAD,Q, f. R-lSO, op. 1, spr. 814, ark. 70.

39 DADO, f. R-ISO, op. I, spr. 816, ark. 1.

40 DADO, f. R-150, op. 1, spr. 816, ark. 281.

41 DADO, f. R-150, op. 1, spr. 816) ark. 223.

42 The INO was the primary Soviet post-secondary education institute. They trajned

specialists, as well as future teachers for the upper levels of the
seven-year

labour

school and the secondary vocational schools.

43 A Gubpolirosvita list of specialists
available for lecturing in Ukrainian to clubs

specifies
Buzuk as a lecturer for the History of the Ukrainian

Language.
Lecturers

were also available to teach in Ukrainian outside of Ukrainian studies': cooperatives,

sanitation and hygiene, Soviet law, world studies and
polirical

studies. DADO, \302\243R-150,

op.
1 t spr. 816, ark. 285.

44 DAOO\037 \302\243:R-l SO, op. 1 J spr. 816, ark. 204.
Se\037

the discussion of political repression

directed against Mykhailo Slabchenk and his son Taras in chapter 10.

45 DAOO, ( R-lSQ\" op. 1, spr. 816, ark. 280, 309, 314.

46
Ironically,

Odesan professors
had a reputation among central authorities for resistance to

Ukrainization. One Odesa professor earned Skrypnyk's ire when he called Ukrainization

\"an act of violence\" and condemned those who switched [0 Ukrainian instruction as

\037\037renegades\" during a December 1928 visit by Skrypnyk. M. Skrypnyk, Nepryrnyrennym

shliakhom.. dopovid

1

na okrpartkonftrentsif
v Odesi 12-ho hrudnia 1928 roku (Kharkiv:

Derzhavne
vydavnytstvo Ukriiny, 1929), 82. Cited in Martin, Affirmative Action

Empire, 112. For orner instances of Odesan hostility to Ukrainization that came [0

the attention of the KP(b)U Politburo Ukrainization Committee and Narkomos

administrators, see: ibid., 95-6, 109.
47 DAOO, \302\243R-150, op. 1, spr. 818, ark. 11.

48 DADO, ( R-150, op. 1, spr.
818, ark. 7, 8, 42.)))
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49 DADO, \302\243R-150, op. 1, spr. 818, ark. 86. ..

50 DAOO\037 f. P-7 i op. 1, spr. 354, ark. 53.

51 DAOO\037 \302\243:P-7, op\037 1, spr. 354, ark. 47.

52 DADO, ( P-7\037 op. 1, spr. 354, ark. 53.

53 As will be detailed below t Ukrainian educators and intellectuals interrogated by the

GPU for
participation

irl a fabricated nationalist organization, the SVU, made this

charge
in their testimony, likely at the behest of the GPU.

54 DAOO, \302\243P-7, op. 1, spr. 354, ark. 53.

55 The Regional Commission on Ukrainization blamed shortcomings
in Ukrainization\037

for example, in the Ovidiopol and
Demydivka

districts on the areas' multi-ethnic

populations. DAOO, \302\243P-?, op. 1) spr. 354) ark. 81.

56 DADO, f. P-3, op. 1, spr. 1547, ark. 34.

57 DADO, f. P-7, 0p. 1, spr. 354, ark. 58.

58 DADO! \302\243P-7, op. I, SpI. 354, ark. 58.

S9 DAOO, [ P-7, op. 1,
spr.

354, ark. 40.

60 DAGO, \302\243P-7, op. 1, spr. 354, ark. 11.

61 DA'OQ, f. P-3, op. 1, spr. 1547, ark. 33.

62 DADO, ( P-3, Opt 1, spr. 1547, ark. 33.

63 DADO, \302\243P-3, op. 1, spr. 1547, ark. 39.

64 DAOO, f. P-7, op. 1) spr. 354, ark. 80&

6S DADO, ( P-?, op. 1, spr. 354, ark. 82.
66 DADO, f. P-3, op. 1, spr. 1547, ark. 39.

67 DADO, \302\243P-7, 0p. 1, spr. 1519, ark. 88.

68 DADO, (P-7 J Opt 1, spI. 1519, ark. 88.

69 DADO, f. P-7J op. 1, spr. 1519, ark. 89.

70 DADO, \302\243:P-l, op. 1, spr. 1519, ark. 91.

71 DADO, E P-7J op. 1, spr. 1519, ark. 92.

72 DADO, f. P-7, op. 1, spr. 1519, ark. 92.

73 DADO, [P-7, op. 1 1 spr. 1519, ark. 92

74 DAOO, [. P-l, Opt 1, spr. 2112, ark. S.

75 DADO, \302\243P-7, op. 1, spr. 2112, ark. 38.

76 DADO, ( P-7, op. 1 1 spr. 2112, ark. 41.

77 Li rerally, he writes: ('As resul t of these observations, it is necessary to consider an

expedienr
transfer of all courses for party activists to the allowance for costs for

Ukrainization.\" DAOO, f. P-7, Opt 1, spr. 2112, ark. 41.
78 DADO, [ P-7t Ope l\037 spr. 2112, ark. 39.

79 DAOO, [R-134,
Opt 1, spr. 1923, ark. 1.

80 DAOO\037 f. R-134, op. 1, spr. 1884, ark. 3.
81 DAOO\037 f: R-134, op. 1, spr. 1937, ark. 15-16.

82 DAOO\037 f. R-134, op. 1 \037spr. 1937, ark. 11.)))
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83 DAOO, ( R-134, op. 3, spr. 42\037 ark. 16.

84 DAOO\037 \302\243:P-7) op. 1; spr. 2407) ark. 1.

85 DAOO', ( P-7, op. 1,
spr. 2407, ark. 2.

86 DADO, \302\243R-134) op. 1, spr. 1071, ark. 104.

87 DADO, ( R-134, op. 1,
spr. 1047, ark. 14-14zv.

88 An August 1929 meeting of the municipal soviees education section made clear that

the Ukrainization of schools would continue in the city centre, designating five more

prestigious seven-year schools in the Lenin, Stalin, and IUych districts for a gradual
transfer [0 Ukrainian instruction. DAOO, f. R-1234) op. 1, spr. 1002, ark. 26.)

10. The Correction)

1 The Right Opposition of the VKP(b) was le.d
by

Nikolai Bukharin, who had

previously allied with Stalin to
quell

voices on the left that favoured rapid
industrialization over concessions to the

peasantry.
The

Right Opposition believed an

exploitation of the peasantry would be
self-defeating, arguing that increased peasant

incomes would provide funds for the development of industry\037 Bukharin and his allies

were isolated after Stalin eliminated his enemies on the left and moved towards
grain

requisitions and collectivization of peasant land. Most of its members were arrested

and tried during the purges of 1936-7.
2 NEP was a post-civil war (\037New Economic Policy,u initially meant to ensure a supply

of food for the
city.

Under the terms of the poliCY1 grain requisitioning was halted

and a tax in kind per acre was instituted. By 1921, NEP was widened and [he Soviet

government restored private ownership to the commercial sector) although
it retained

control of major industry.

3 Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Cultural Front: Power. and Culture in Revolutionary Russia

(Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1992), 115.

4 Ibid.) 100.

S DAKO, \302\243R-I043, op. 3, spr. 31 ) ark. 52.

6 The Kader or Constitutional Democratic Party had favoured the establishment of

a liberal democratic state in the Russian Empire, but, cd cically) had opposed the

increased autonomy for Ukraine as a governing party in the Provisional Government

that succeeded tsarist authority
after the February Revolution.

7 Ibid.

8 DAK0 1 f. R-I043, op. 3, spr. 31, ark. 61-4.

9 Tkach, \"Natsional'ne pyrannia
i zavdannia spilky/' Narodnii uchytel', 30 May 1928, 2.

10
Mykhailo

Volobuiev was an ethnic-Russian economist and head of HolovpoJieosvita,

the Narkomos
agency

for adult political education. He published tvlO articles in

the main KP(b)U journal,
in which he suggested that Soviet Russia continued [0

treat Ukraine as a colony and further argued for greater Ukrainian control over the)))
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republic's economy.
The KP(b)U leadership immediately condemned this view.

Volobuiev recanted his argument,
but was later arrested. For detailed discussions of

the debate regarding Volobuiev, see Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas of National

Liberation, 161-90; Liber) Soviet Nationality Policy\037
126-31.

11 Khrysryna Oleksiivna Alchevska was the daughter of the famous Kharkiv
pedagogical

theorist and activist Khrystyna Oanylivna Alchevska. In the pre-revolutionary era,

she
taught

in a Kharkiv gymnasium and authored several collections of
poetry.

Under Soviet rule, she continued her educational activity) publishing methodological
manuals and poetry)

and translating works of Pushkin and others for use in schools.

V. A. Smolii, ed. Entsyklopediia istorif
Ukrai\"ny,

vol. 1 (KY+1+V: Naukova dumka,

2003-2013),69.

12 Derzhavnyi arkhiv
Sluzhby Bezpeky Ukrai\"ny (HDA SBU) , [ 13\037 spr. 270, lorn 1, ark.

41-56. I am grateful to Olga Bertelsen for
bringing

chis document to my attention.

13 TSDAVOU, f: 166, op. 8, spr. 55, ark. 49-50.

14 Ibid.

15 TsDAVOU, f 166, op. 8) spr. 55, ark. 47.

16 TsDAVOU, ( 166) op. 8, spr. 55, ark. 50.

17 TsDAVOU, f. 166, op. 8, spr. 55, ark. 51.

18 Ibid.

19 TSDAVOU, \302\243166, op. 8, spr. 55, ark. 120.

20 TsDAVOU, \302\243:166, op. 8) spr. 55t ark. 87.

21 TsDAHOU, f. I\" op. 20 1 spr. 2247, ark. 25.

22 TsDAHOU, f. 1) op. 20, spr. 3099, ark. 104.

23 TsDAHOU, \302\2431\037 op. 20, spr. 3099, ark. 105.

24 TsDAHOU, f. 1, op. 20 1 spr. 3099, ark. 82.

25 TsDAHOU) f. I, op. 20, spr. 3099) ark. 36.

26 DAKO) \302\243:R-I043, op. 3, spr. 28, ark. 169.

27 TsDAHOU, [ 1, op. 20,
spr.

3099) ark. 38

28 TsDAHOU, f: 1) op. 20, spr. 3099, ark. 64.

29 Volodymyr Prystaiko and Iurii
Shapovat Sprava (fSpilky vyzvolennia Ukrainy':.

nevidomi dokumenty j fakty (Kytv: Intel, 1995), 39.

30 Veidlinger's commentary on inter-ethnic tensions in rural Ukraine is helpful in

offering further context to this affair:
\"By removing

one of the most important venues
of interethnic and intercultural exchange the modern state offered -

integrated public
schools -

Yiddish-language schooling heightened the ethnic division between Jews
and Ukrainians.)) This, of course, was also true for Ukrainian-language schools, even if

many Jewish and Ukrainian children
developed friendships outside of the classroom

or in some cases did not attend their \"native-language}} school. Veidlinger, In the

Shadow
of

the Shtetl, 99.

31 TsDAVOU, f. 2717, op. 2) spr. 1638, ark. 34.)))
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32 TsDAVOU, f. 2717, op. 2) spr. 1638, ark. 22.
33 TsDAVOU, f. 2717, op. 2, spr. 1638, ark. 23.

34 1SDAVOU,f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 195, ark. 74. For a general discussion of
purges

of

primary school teachers, see: Marochko and Htors t Represovani pedahohy Ukrai\"ny:

zhertvy polity'Chnoho teroru, 246-55.

35 TsDAVOU, f 2717) op. 3, spr. 195) ark. 12.

36 MariiaJs defence was that she
may

have used the word ('*zhyd' in persona] conversation

because she was from Galicia, where the word meant ''*Jew'' and had a neutral

meaning. 1SDAVOU, f. 2717, Opt 3) spr. 195, ark. 38. The word is
derogatory

in

Russian, but is considered to have been the standard word for ('Jew'\037 in Ukrainian]

similar to the Polish '(iyd.\" Soviet authorities had banned its use, however t and had

purged the word &om
reprints

of nineteenth-century Ukrainian texts, substituting

the word
'4

ievrei.'\037 Serhii Yefremov had recorded rhe ban of this word in his diary,

subsequently used at the SVU trial. Shkandrij) Jews in Ukrainian Litera.ture) 33,65.

37 TsDAVOU, f 2717} op. 3, spr. 195, ark. 13.

38 TiDAVOU. f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 272, ark. 68-70.

39 Ibid.

40 TiDAVOU, f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 272, ark. 30-3.

41 TsDAVOU, f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 195, ark. 47.

42 TiDAVO'U, f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 195, ark. 83.

43 TSDAVO'U, f. 2717, op. 3, spr. 296, ark. 4.

44 TsDAVO'U, f 2717, op. 3, spr.
296, ark. 26. The report typifies Ukrainian

nationalism in the schools as a book by Vadym Sharko (a specialist at the Instirute

of the Ukrainian Scientific Language who was prosecuted as an alleged member of

the SVU)t an article by Mykhailo Volobuiev in Visnyk refleksolohii'i eksperymental'noi\"

pedahohika) and the \"nationalist theories\" of the Kharkiv Printing Institute.

45 TSDAVO\037 f 2717, op. 3, spr. 296, ark. 4

46 TSDAVOU t \302\243:2717, op. 3, spr. 296, ark. 7

47 TSDAVOU) \302\2432717, op. 3, spr. 296, ark. 6-7.

48 TsDAVOU, \302\2432717, op. 3, spr. 296, ark. 6, 23.

49 Iurii
Shapoval, Volodymyr Prysraiko,

and Vadym Zolocar'ov) ChK-GPU-NKVD v

,Ukra\302\243ni (Kylv: Abrys, 1997), 39-40; lurii Shapoval and Vadym Zolotar'ov 1 VsevoLod

Balyts'lryi: osoba, chas, otochennia (Ky.iv: Srylos, 2002), 133-34, 136.

50 Martin,
Affirmative

Action Empire, 258; ShapovaL Prysraiko, and Zolotar)ov) ChK-

GPU-NKVD v Ukrai'ni, 41-2; Shapoval and Zolotar'ov\037 Vsevolod Balytslryi: osoba J

chas\037 otochennia, 136-7.

51 Prystaiko and Shapova1, Sprava t'Spilky vyzvolennia Ukrai\"nyJ:. nevidomi dokumenty i

fakty, 48.

5.2 Ibid., 15, 44; ShapovaL Prystaiko,
and Zolotar) ov, ChK-GPU-NKVD v Ukrafni\037 41;

Shapoval
and Zolotar'ov, Vsev%d Balyts'lryi: osoba, ,chas, otochenniil, 135. For additional)))
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studies of the SVU affair and the work of chose arrested, see: Anarolii Bolabol'chenko,

SVU - sud nad perekonanniamy (KyIv: Kobzar) 1994); Hiroaki
Kuromiya,

\"Stalin'skii

'velikii perelom' i protses nad 'Souiwm osvobozhdeniia Ukrainy',J1 Otechestvennaia

istoriia, no. I (1994); O. I. Sydorenko and D. V. Tabachnyk) eds., Represovane

fvidrodzhennia\" (KyIv: Ukraina, 1993); Vynokur, Babenko} and Tron'ko, Represovane

kraieznavstvo (20-30-i roky); Vasyl' Oanylenko, ed., Ukrai\"nSftd intelihentsiia i vlada:

zavedennia sekretnoho viddilu DPU USRR 1927-1929 rr. (KyIv: Tempora, 2012).

53 I. V. Bukharieva, ed., Represovani diiachi Ukrai'mkoi Avtokefal'noi\" Pravos/avnoi\" Tserkvy

(1921-1939): biohri1fichnyi dovidnyk (KyIv: Smoloskyp, 2011); N. I. Boiko, ed.,
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universytet imeni Mykoly Hoholia, 2010).
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Martin) Affirmative Action Empire, 254-60.

55 \"Protest spivrobitnykiv
VUK'u [a redaktsri hazery/' Narodnii uchytel', 24 November

1929,2.
56 \"Ne clarno zhovto-blakytnym bandy tam zavazhaty buduvanniu ukriins'ko'i kul'tury,\"

Narodnii uchytel: 27 November 1929, 2.

S7
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18)000 osvirnykiv Kyieva hanbliae zukhvalykh kontr-revoliursioneriv iz SYU,\"

Narodnii uchytel: 1 December 1929 J 3.

58 \"Osvitiany vyslovliuiur' svoie hromads'ke oburennia z konterrevoliursiinykh uchynkiv
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J

) 4 December 1929) 3.

59 <'Vymahaiemo suvorol
kary,\"

Narodnii uchyte/', 1 December 1929, 3.
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Prykhodko J the
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member of the court was Ivan Sokolianskyi, head of the Institute for
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and a prominent educator. See Prystaiko and Shapoval, Sprava nSpilky vyzvolennia

Ukrai\"ny':. nevidomi dokumenry i fakty, 50.
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, 24
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interrogation. Soviet prosecutors made extensive use of

Yefremov's diary, which was critical of Soviet power) at trial. Yefremoy's diary has since)))
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312; Ukrainization in, 307

kulaks: about, 246) 376--7n25; and

anti-Semitism, 247,250; anti-
Soviet demonstrations\037 246; and

assaults against Young Pioneersl

schoolchildren, 298-9; and children,
289, 290, 296; children of, 286,

40302; and collectivization) 239,. 252;

cultural revolution and) 236; KP(b)U

and, 246; membership in Komsomol,

245; and Narkomos, 329-30; and

nationalism, 168, 243, 245, 278; and

peasantry, 169, 279; proletariat and,

140; teachers and, 238, 256, 278,

279; Young Pioneers and, 282, 285-6,
289,298-9

Kuzlnenko, Vasyl, 317)))



Kviring, Emanuel, 65, 84, 97

Kyiv: centralization of Soviet education

system in\037 315; inspectors in, 101;

Parry Comn1irree, 299-300; Regional

Inspectorate on
complex method)

119-20; Russian-language schooling

in, 326; teachers and Ukrainization in)

310-12; teacher training in, 324-5;

Ukrainian-language schools in) 71

Kyiv (city): about, 12-13; education

section plan for 1931; 321; ethnic

heterogeneity o\302\243364n28; ethnic

Ukrainians in, 146; intelligentsia in, 171;

Kharkiv compared to, 12; Komsomol

iO t 179, 198-9; nationalism in, 13;

poverty in, 61; Russian
native-language

instruction in, 335; Russian schools

in, 159; Russian-speaking children in,

159; school shortages in, 162; Taras

Shevchenko Gymnasium, 25,58-61;
transfer of schools to Ukrainian-language

instruction, 155; Ukrainian newspaper

readership among youth, 198;
tncr\037nUdrionin, 13, 158\0379, 161, 198-9

Kyiv Agricultural Institute, 247

Kyiv Labour Schools: No.6, 155,
159-60)] 61; No. 38, 172; No. 47,

122; No. 64) 241; No. 67, 240; Taras

Shevchenko Labour School No.1, 25,

116-17,172,240-1)258,261,267,

268-9,270)

labour culture:
complex

method and, 51;

education and, 19, 22, 23, 39; labour

schools and, 315-16; progressive

education and, 9, 15, 43; Ukrainian-

language
instruction and, 123;

vocational secondary schools and, 24

labour schools, 98f; about, 56; complex

method in) 116; and labour culture,)

Index) 441)

315-16; polyrechnical education in\037

_\03715; '(public-politica.l\" education in,

31 5-16; religious school changed to)

94; and vocational schools) 303., 315

language: education and, IS, 17-18,

18-19; ethnicity and, 20, 100) 125-6,

149, 1S 1, 152) 158, 160; French

Revolution and, 18; intelligentsia

and, 18; and international proletarian
culture, 242; and national identity,

27-8, 327; and political power, 18;
and

progressive pedagogy, 340; in

Ukrainian public life\" 409-1 On]

Larin J Yurii, 149, 154, 162, 386n 1

Lebed, Dmitrii, 6,139,158) 161, 185,
352; \"Battle of Two Cultures,\" 5

Lenin, Vladimir, 47} 66, 116) 273, 388n41
Leninist

Young
Cotnmunist League of

Ukraine (LKSMU). See Komsomol

Likarchuk, Ihor, 373n15, 376n7
literature: collectivization and, 249; in

ethnic-minority schools, 99; Five-

Year Plan and, 249; \"harmful,\" 338;

industrialization in, 249; for Jewish

schools, 99; Komsomol and, 180, 196;

pedagogical,
110, Ill) 120, 130, 279,

319; in Russian language, 64; shortage

of children's, 108; Young Pioneers and,

180) 184) 191, 285, 292, 295. See also

textbooks

Ljubchenko, Panas, 332-3

Lobanov,Mykhailo, 149

Lobanov, Vo]odymyr, 326

local studies: about, 52; and building

socialisnl, 113-14; Central (All-\037nion)

Bureau of Local Studies, 374n45;

cOlnplex method and, 43, 52, 53,

55, 114, 118-19; in curriculum,

53; decentralizarion and, 113; and

excursions) 54-5; institutional)))



442)

oversight of, 55; museums, 57;

Narkomos and) 23, 55) 58) 104 1

I 12-13; and national identity1 44;

and nationalism, 23; native-language
instruction and) I 24; and production,

112) 116-17,340; progressive

pedagogy and, 22; project
method in,

318; regional planning commissions,

55; in rural schools) 53-4; school

centres) 57-8; and self-discovery, 52;

and standardization of instructional

content, 55-6; teachers and, 52-3, 57,

112-13, 114, 313; and textbooks) 43,

53) 55-6, 57; and Ukrainiza[ion, 58,

105; urban children and, 53

Lubny, Komsomol in, 245

Luhansk: Komsomol in) 244; SVU in,

263; Ukrainian culture month in, 307;
Ukrainization of children's institutions

in, 80-1

Lukashenko, Petro: and books/textbooks,

164; and
complex method, 125; and

Durdukivsky, 173; on enrolment in

Russian schools, 155; and perevirky,

136-7, 138; and Russian-Janguage
schools, 124-5; and Russian- vs

Ukrainian-language schools, 146; and

teachers' Ukrainian studies, 163; on
Ukrainization of schools, 145-6; and

whi te-collar Russophilism, 146; on

working-class children, 161-2

LunacharskyJ Anatolii, 82, 160, 240

Lykhansky, Andrii, 331-2

Lypkivsky; Vasyl, 355

Lypsky, Volodymyr, 273)

Maibutnia zmina, 195-6

Makerevych, M.\037 91-2

Makhno, Nestor, 66, 269

Maksymovych, Karlo) 167,353)

Index)

Matushevsky) Boris, 258

Matusivka Sugar Refinery Labour

School, 79

methodological committees: local, 53, 57,

101, 114,312; Narkomos central, 103,

322; in Odesa, 215-16) 222

Mizernytsky, qleksandr, 76, 377n39

Moldovan children: in Russian schools, 210

Moldovan schools:
native-language

literature in, 99; percentage of, 210

Moloda kuznytsia, 184

Molodniak, 198, 391n62
Molodniak 1 196

Molodyi Bilshovykt 187

Molodyk\037 Mykola,
41 Du6

Muzychka, Andrii) 273

Mykolaiv: counter-revolutionary activity
in, 246; Labour School No. 15, 147-8,

150-1,155; Labour School No. 28,

125-8, 130; progressive pedagogy

in) 106; Russian native-language

instruction in, 335; Ukrainian-

language teachers in schools in,

312-13; Ukrainian political schools in,

196; Ukrainization in, 102, 106

Mylovydov, Lev, 318

Myronivka: District
Labo\037r

School, 57,

119) 120; hostel for children, 162)

Na fronti kuLtury (Narkomos), 333-5,

336,338

Na.rkomos: Central Scientific

Methodological Committee) 103;
and children)s

buildings, 23) 107; and

homeless children, 46; Hubpolitosvita,
216, 217,222,226, 229; and

locally centred texts, 43; Na fronti

kultury 333-5, 336, 338; naming of

schools, 172; in Odesa, 202-3, 208,

210; a rganizationa1- Instructional)))



Committee) 330; purge o\037 304] 316-

17,331-2, 334-5t 337; and Radianska

osvita J 110; records, 4; reorganization

of, 316-171 333, 33\0375

Narkomos and Ukrainian languagel

Ukrainization: and Agitprop, 102-3;

census data as
guideline

for progress,

28; chief responsibility in, 75-6;

and correctness/standardization of

language
J 18t 65, 204; decentralization

to local education sections, 341; of

employees]
70; and ethnic-Ukrainian

children in Ukrainian-language

schools J 22, 323-4; goals/targets,

8, 163, 211; instruction in, 63, 80;
KP(b)U and) 341; and nationalism\037

330-1; network of Ukrainized schools,

67; Odesa commission, 203-4, 211;

orthography commission,. 30,. 171-2;

and
primary

schools, 85; program

for teachers, 163-4; Radnarkom

and, 68, 101; at
secondary/post-

secondary levels, 203-4, 322-3; self-

identification of Ukrainians and, 29;
and socialism, 18; soft- vs hard-line,

17; and state establishments, 323;
and teachers, 76-9; and Ukrainian as

primary language of communication,

100; and Ukrainian-language
schools

abroad, 100-1 01; and Ukrainian-

language self-study groups, 70; and

Ukrainian studies} 58; and Ukrainian-

studies courses, 86-7; and urban-ruraJ

union, 18;VUTsVK and aggressive

program, 94--5; and working class,

146-7, 161

Narkompros (RSFSR):and civil war

children, 24; and complex method J 51;

and Russian school system, 47; and

vocational schooling, 48)

Index) 443)

Narodnii uchytel: cessation of

publication, 319; change of ri de to

Za kulturnu revoliutsiuu, 255; on

employee Ukrainian courses, 135;

grouping
of counter-revolutionary

teachers, 278; launch of, 110;

Narkomos and, 130; on
perevirky,

136; punishment of manager for

rightist brochure, 321; on teachers}

attitudes toward Ukrainian language/

Ukrainization, 169, 170

nationalism: and anti-Semitism, 236, 247;
anti-Soviet attitudes and, 290; children

and, 237) 240, 262, 289, 291; in cities,

168-9; civil war and\037 168; class and,

256, 260, 297) 300; cultural revolution

and, 235)240; exo-socialization

and, 367n25; GPU and\037 277; grain

requisition and, 290; growth at 167-8;

intelligentsia and, 154, 169]173,274;

Komsomol and, 35, 179; KP(b)U

and, 10] 167-8; kulaks and, 168,245,
278;local studies and, 23; mandatory

enrolment and, 282; modernist,

168-9; and national
identity, 28; and

nationalities policy, 297; NEPmen

and, 243; peasantry and, 5, 140, 154]
168,169',278;progressive

education

and, 236; Prosvita and, 365n 10; Robos

and, 241; rural activisnl and, 245-6;

in rural schools, 236; Soviet education

vs] 288; SVU affair and, 38, 238, 277;

teachers and) 36,37-8, 169, 204,

225,236,237,240,242-4,247,253,

260, 342-3; Ukrainian language and,

153; Ukrainian-language
literature

and) 249; Ukrainian orthography and)

368-9n40; Ukrainization and. 154,

168, 2251 304, 330-1) 334; in villages,

168, 169; \037 Yefremov and, 268; Young)))

shift. It also linked a growth in Ukrainian nationalism
to

progressive pedagogy and detailed measures to implement poly technical)))



444)

Pioneers and, 179 J 284, 290, 291;

youth and, 40, 262, 268, 270, 276-7

nationalities policy: about, 3-4; and

affirmative action, 361 n 1 0; anti-

Semitism and, 249-50; and cultural

revol urian, 16, 313-14; education and,

15\037 17; ethnic homogeneous schools

and} 363n20; and industrial workers,

152; Jews and, 29; Komsomol an,d,

33, 35\037 174, 179,188-9; KP(b)U and

Ukrainization of proletariat, 138-9;

local
aspects ot 3-4, 10; nationalism

and\037 297; native languages and, 220,

325-6; Odesa and, 205-6, 207; place

and, 16, 205; polytechnization and,

328; primary schools and, 4; repression

of 1930s and, 32; Robos and, 241,

242-3; schools and, 11; and smychka,

66; in Soviet Union, 3-4; SVU and,

37, 237) 320; teachers and, 74, 170,

202, 242-3, 256, 257; Ukrainian

objectives, 5-7; Ukrainizatjon

and, 336-7, 347; Ukrainization of

proletariat and, 305;
Young

Pioneers

and, 33, 35, 174, 175\037 176, 182

national minorities. See ethnic minorities

native-language instruction: children's

right to, 71) 86; and complex method,

831 1 06, 126; and grouping in sc.hools,

20; and kraieznavstvo J 124; literature

shortage) 84, 99; Narkomos and, 9,

99, 328; and national culture, 325-6;

and national identity, 346; nationalities

policy and, 17-18;
percentage

of non-

attendees, 89; and political ideology,
83-4

Na zminu, 298

Nevira, Kh q 90

New-Economic Policy (NEP), 107) 168,

239,39Sn2)

Index)

Nizhyn,
teacher retraining in, 111

Nuzhny, Vasyl, 134)

Ocherki obschchestvovedeniia (Essays
on

social studies; Volfson), 55, 56

October Revolution:
complex

on,

115-16; and education, 44

Odesa: about, 13; Bureau of Examination

of the Ukrainian Text of Local

Literature, 339; centralization of

education in, 315-16; children's

buildings in, 201) 210; eth\037icity in,

210, 228; ethnic Ukrainians in, 200;

government employees in, 202; GPU

and, 13; higher-education students

in, 275; Hubpolitosvita\037
222; identity

myth, 200, 205-6; intelligentsia in,

13,171) 172, 272-7;]ewsin,207;
KP(b)U in, 203, 220-2, 229-30;

location, 205; Narkomos and, 202-3,

208,224--8; nationalism in, 171; and

nationality, 205-6; parents in, 207,

209) 210-11;
peasant: migration to,

200; p.erevirky in, 201; professional-

school students in, 228; protests

in, 275-7; Provincial Commission

on the Equality of Languages, 210,
222-3;

regional
education section)

135,207,225; Regional Ukrainization

Commission, 138, 172,218,221,222,

223; Russian
language in, 201, 202,

210, 219; Russian-language schooling
in, 210-11) 233, 326; Russian-

speaking population in, 89, 207;

Russification in, 228; Scientific Society,
272-3;SV1Jin,13,272-7)273,276,
277; teachers and Ukrainian language

in, 225-6; teachers' Ukrainian-

studies examinations in, 212-13\037

214-15, 231-3; Ukrainian-language)))



literature in, 207-8; Ukrainian

language of
village

vs
city teachers in,

135; Ukrainian-language schooling
in t 67, 69,71 , 201,210-12, 227,

228; Ukrainian-language teachers in,
70;

Ukrainian-language
textbooks

in, 224-5; Ukrainian population,

206-7; Ukrainian studies in, 215-17;
Ukrainization commissions in, 220;

Ukrainizacion in, 13, 65, 94-5, 102,

103,130,172,200-201,202-6,
207-31, 233-4,276,337-9;VUAN
Commission of Kraieznavstvo in,

55; workers' faculties in) 228; Young
Pioneers in, 293

Odesa (city): about, 13, 200, 205-6;

Agricultural Institute.. 227-8; children's

colony in, 210; Insti tote of Public

Education (INO), 216, 223-4, 227-8,

275, 276-7; Labour School No.. 5,

212-13; Labour School No. 67,

212-13; policy
on state Ukrainizarion

courses, 338; Russian native-language

instruction in, 335; ties wi th

countryside and region, 205; Ukrainian

political schools in, 196

Osmolovsky, Mykola, 77-8)

paren ts: and children's native language,

157; choice of
language

of instruction)

154-5, 336) 345; and de\037Ukrainization

of schools) 227; and formal knowl-

edge) 24, 117\03718; in Odesa, 207) 209,

210-11; and Russian-language schools,

146, 148; of Russified Ukrainian

children, 336) 341; state as, 23-4; and

Ukrainian-language schools1145, 146,

210-11; and Ukrainian national cul-

ture) 204-5; and Ukrainization, 133,

147,148,207)209)

Index) 445)

Parkhurst, Ellen, 46

Pavlov, Ivan, 45

Pavlushkov, Mykola, 258

Pavlyshyn, Mykhailo, 322, 323

peasantry: and Bolsheviks, 66; civil war

and, 66; and collectivjzation, 239, 246;

Communist Parry and, 5, 67; and
grain

requisition) 246,. 256; and Greens, 66;

and industry, 140; Komsomol and,

176; and kulaks) 140) 279; migration to

cities, 200) 346-7; and national culture,

144; and nationalism\037 5, 140) 154,

168) 278; October Revolution
complex

and] 116; poor vs rich, 73; proletariat

and, 66, 140; and Red Army,S; and

Russian language, 139, 361 n9; socialism

building by, 75; teachers and, 170,

242, 246; and Ukrainian language, 67,

131,134,139-40, 155,185,220-1;
Ukrainization and) 67, 69, 214-15. See

also kulaks

pedagogical literature: educational reform

in, 319; teachers and, 110, Ill, 120\037

279; in Ukrainian language, 130

pedagogical technical
coUeges+

See

technical colleges

Pelekh, Yosyp, 329

perevirky. See examinations
(perevirky)

Petliura, Symon, 73, 261, 355-6, 399n73

Pecliurismlpetiiurovshthina 1 115, 140,

225,226,245,258,260,269,331

Petrovsky, Hryhorii\037 81, 353

Piven) Vasyl, 324, 327
Podillia: inspectors in, 87; teacher

transfers in, 77 -9; Ukrainian\037language

schools in, 71; Ukrainian-language

teacher training in, 92; Ukrainization

of education section in, 69

Podolsky, Josyp, 147-8

Pohozha-Krynyrsia Labour SchooL 88)))
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Polish children\037 religious organizations,

187; schooling of: 326; in Ukrainian

schools>326; in Ukrainizing school, 29

Polish schools: literature for, 99; Ukrainian-

language schools mixed, 404n 14;

Uluainian-language teachers for, 70

Politekhnychna shkola, 319

political schools: Komsomol and,

178, 183-4) 196; purpose of: 198;

Ukrainization o\302\243 193, 194, 196

Politnavchannia komsomoltsia, 196

Polotsky, Oleksandr, 317

Poltava:
inspectors in, 101-2; Pohozha-

Krynyrsia labour school, 88; teacher

transfers, 76; Ukrainization in, 101-2;

Young Pioneers in, 290-1

Polubotko, 0.., 82-4

polyrechnization:
of education, 303,

304-5; grain requisition and, 328; in

labour schools, 315; and nationalities

policy, 328; national-minority schools

and, 328; Russian, 315; Russian..-

language
students and, 328; of schools,

283, 292-3, 317; and textbook\037) 324

Pomahaiba, Vasyl, 319-20

Poradnyk sotsiialnoho vykhovannia

(Handbook for social upbringing),

48-9,56, 117, 261, 373n25

post-secondary education: anti-Semitism

in, 247; ethnic Ukrainians in, 269-70;

institutions in) 379n13; Narkomos

and, 322-3; in Odesa, 227-8; Russian-

language instruction in, 20 I, 344;

Ukrainian-language
instruction in,

209; Ukrainization in) 304, 313-14,

322; Ukrainized schools in, 227-8;

VUZy, 230-1. See also INOs; technical

colleges

post-secondary students: arrests of, 258;

in Odesa, 275; and SVU defendants,)

Index)

277; taking
Ukrainization to villages\037

203-4; ties of educators with, 275; in

villages,
203-4

Postyshev, Pavel) 332) 334-5

primary schools. See labour schools;

schools

production: complexes and, 107; in

education, 53, 54; kraieznavstvo and,

340; and local studies, 112, 116-17;

secondary schools and, 368n29

ProFarylov,
Ilko, 328, 329-30

progressive pedagogy: about, 42-3;

Bolsheviks and, 42; centralization of

education and, 320; and children as

activists\037 296; and civic education, 84;

class enemies and, 105\037 Communist

Parry and) 227; conservative YS, 303,

347; cultural revolution and, 62,

235; and curriculum.) 15-16; and

excursions, 83; in Fastiv District

\037abour
School, 109-10; and grouping

in schools, 20; and labour culture, 9,

15, 43;
language

and, 340; linguistic

Ukrainization and, 45; model

schools for, 56-7; and nationalism,

236; political fear of, 38; reasons for

support at 22; religious education vs,

94; and rural-urban divide, 21, 105;

in Skvyra District Labour SchooL

110; and socialism, 236; socialization

and, 362n 13; Soviet education and,

293; SVU defendants and, 303;

teachers and, 4, 104-5, 110, 320; and

textbooks, 225; and transformation,

61-2; Ukrainian-language instruction

and, 64, 82-3,123) 190; and

Ukrainization, 7-10, 9, 21, 23, 38,

105-6,302,303,315, 34t,347;and

vocational schools, 9. See also
complex

method; local studies)))



project method, 317-18,320. See also

complex method

proletariat.
See

working class

Prolerkult, 217

Prom in, 57

Prosvita, 19

Prykhodko,
Antin T., 380n26, 396n61

Pryluky: FZU schools in, 197; Komsomol

in, 194; Russian
language in, 197;

Ukrainizacion in, 194

Prysiazhniuk, Ivan, 309

public servants. See
government

employees)

Radianska osvita, 52, 110

Radnarkom: about, 11; Commission
on Ukrainization, 380026; equality

of languages decree) 101; Hrynko as

head of: 141; and Narkomos? 101;

orthographic commission) 26-7; and

Ukrainian-language literature, 70,

88; and Ukrainization, 68, 101, 208;

Ukrainization commission, 11, l63;

Ukrainization decree, 68) 77; Zatonsky

and, 357

Red Army, 5, 66, 265, 326

reflexology,
45

religious education, 94

Revo/iutsiia na Ukraini (Revolution in

Ukraine; Yavorsky),
56

Riappo, Jan, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 103 J 110;

t{The Year of Ukrainization in School

Affairs,\" 88-9

robfaky, 97) 380n38

Robos: about) 63-4; All-Ukrainian

Committee (VUK), 250; and

anti\037Semitism, 236, 247; appeals/

petitions from charged teachers,

253-4, 256; blamed for teachers'

perevirky difficulties, 311; and)

Index) 447)

cultural revolution, 236; educatorl

activists vs intellectuals in, 262-3;

and intelligentsia) 259, 262-3; and
Narodnii uchytel, 11 0; and nationalism)

241; and nationalities policy, 241,
242-3; and

perevirkyJ 137; self-purging,

250,260; and SVU, 259,260; and

teacher commitment to socialism,

63-4; and teachers' professio nal

identity, 74; and Ukrainian vs Russian

languages\037 96; and Ukrainizarion, 248,

308

RSI (Workers' and Peasants' Inspectorate),

201)203,208J222\0373,253-4,302,

323

Rubinsky) Fedor., 195

Rudnytsky, Stepan, 56
rural areas:

intelligentsia in, 295;

Komsomol in, 174, 295; school

attendance in, 189-90; Ukrainian

language in, 12; Ukrainization in,

12; Young !)ioneers in, 293. See also

peasantry; villages

rural schools/ teachers: and

collectivization, 238) 255, 256, 257,
278j- 280; complex method and,

49, 53; conditions, SO, 304) 324;

enrolment and, 8; famine and, 24, 304;

GPU on, 242; and
grain requisition,

36,255,256,278.,279-80,296,329;

kraiezna-vstvo and, 53-4; nationalism_.

and, 236; and
progressive pedagogy,

105; and Russian language, 170;

teacher shortages, 105; textbooks, 84;

Ukrainian-language
instruction, 891

95; and Ukrainian-language literature,

89; Ukrainizacion and, 35-6, 105, 191;
and urban schools, 54, 117

rura]-urban relationship: and Komsomol,

193; labour solidari ty, 202; progressive)))
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pedagogy and) 21; and Ukrainian

language
in Young Pioneers, 198;

Ukrainization and, 5, 12

Russian language: centraHzation of

education and, 320; in children's

buildings, 210; in cities, 8) 126, 152-3;
Communist Party and, 30, 86; in

Donbas) 307; ethnic minorities and,

99; and ethnic-minority children,

95; ethnic-minority languages vs, 32;

extracurricular use of> 90, 41 On5;

FZU schools and, ] 97; influence

of, 129-30; Jews and, 98> 381044;

Komsomol and, 144, 175; migration
of ethnic Ukrainians to city and,

204; Narkomos and, 97-8, 100,

145; as native language, 157; and

native-language instruction for

schoolchildren, 86; in non-Russian

schools, 409n127; peasantry and) 139,

36109; in primary schools, 86, 90;

privileging/prestige o\302\243 6, 85) 97-.8,

99, 152, 157, 346-7; publications

in, 64; reform of, 29; rural teachers

and, 170; schoolchildren and, 64, 68,
70-1) 81, 126;schooled Ii

reracy and,

15,19, 131; state employees and, 323;
teachers and, 8, 64, 69, 71, 82, 125,

130, 136, 204; Ukrainian
language

borrowings from, 27, 131; Ukrainian

language VS, 18, 20, 29-30, 129, 160,

219, 226; Ukrainization and, 161;
urban

population and, 152-3; in urban

schools, 95-6, 106; working class and,

155-6,178, 191, 192, 219, 371n48;

Young Pioneers and, 8, 90, 145, 174,

180,181,184,283,297

Russian-language instruction: complexes
and, 125; as default, 209; ethnic

Russians and, 151; in Odesan schools,)

Index)

211; in post-secondary education, 201,

344; for Russified Ukrainian children,

158; in secondary education, 20 I;

Ukrainian vs, 126

Russian-language schools: enrolment

in, 326-7; ethnic-minority

children in, 210; ethnic-Russian

children and, 326, 335-6; ethnic-

Ukrainian children in, 210) 212,
301)308,327; Jewish children in,

98,99; 155, 370n46; numbers of,

326, 336; numbers of Ukrainian

children in, 155; parents and)

146, 148; persistence o\037 129-30;

polytechnization and\037 328; as

preference, 133; Ukrainian-

language schools mixed, 309; and

Ukrainization, 91, 212; while-collar

workers and, 146

Russians, ethnic: children) 160, 326,

335-6, 341; forced Ukrainization o\037

305; intelligentsia and Ukrainization,

156-7; in Kyiv, 161; and Russian-

language
instruction, 151; Russified

Ukrainians VS, 149, 203, 220;

Ukrainizariono\302\243 147) 154

Russian State Academic Council, 48

Russification: meaning ot 364n29; as

policy, 410nS; and Ukrainizarjon,

226,228

Russified-Ukrainian children: enrolment

of, 297; native language of) 152;

and pace ofUkrainization, 129;

Russian-language instruction for, 158;

Ukrainian-language instruction fOf:, 33)

146, 1S4- 5, 162;
Ukrainian-speaking)

158; Ukrainization of, 151, 152) 341

Russified Ukrainians: ethnic Russians vs,

149, 203) 220; intelligentsia) 156-7;

KomsomoJ and youth, 183; KP(b)U)))



and, 183; KP(B)U and) 138; and
\"Little Russian,u 369'042; meaning of)

133; as Russian vs Ukrainian, 28-9;
and Ukrainian

language, 28, 155t

203; Ukrainization of, 16, 147, 183;

working class, 305

Rynda t Nadja\037 298)

Sapukhin, PavIo, 92-3; \"Ukrainization:

(Ichthyosaurs' of the Modern

Schoo!''' 82

schooled
literacy: about, 19; perevirky

and, 131, 20 I ; and Russian language,
IS, 19; teachers and, 131, 132,201; in

Ukrainian i 3, 131, 132; Ukrainizarion

and, 19-20; and working-class
children, 153

schools: civil war and, 46; conditions

of: 108, 110, 341; day of rest, 122-3;

libraries, 108) 120; nationalities policy

and, 4, 11; network of: 42; ((new))'

44-5; polyrechnizarion of, 283, 292-3;

structure of, 24, 39; 47) 48, 74; and

transformarion, 21; in Ukraine vs

Russia, 24, 47

Scientific Pedagogical Society (NPT),

260,261

secondary education/schools:
general

vs vocational education and, 47;

Holovprofos, 97; numbers of

Ukrainized, 143; in Odesa, 227-8;

Russian-language instruction in, 201;

and socialist economy, 368n29; trade

schools vs, 368n29; in Ukraine vs

Russia, 47-8; Ukrainian-language
instruction in, 209; Ukrainization of,

304, 322; Ukrainized schools, 227-8.

See also vocational schools

Sektor sotsvykhu, 316, 325. See also

Holovsocsvykh; Uprsotsvykh)

Ind,ex) 449)

Sernenovych\037 Petro, 136

Shatskii, Stanislav, 21

Shevchenko J Taras:
complex on, 60-1,

110, 11 S\037 123-4; Kobzar; 375n71;

nationalism and, 58, 262; and

Ukrainian language, 93, 313
Shevchenko Sciendfic Society, 25

ShKM (School for Collective Farm

Youth), 315
Shliakh

osviry,\" 45) 319

Shulgin, Viktor, 317-18\037 320

Shumeiko, Hanna, 299-300

Shumsky, Oleksandc) 111 f; on anti-Soviet

elements in Ukrainization, 165:.167;

biography,
353, 357; and ethnicity,

132; KP(b) U and, 142-3; and ULittle

Russian)') 369n42; Mizernytsky and,

377n39; and nationalism, 241,243;

ousting of: 10; on paren tal wishes

regarding education, 386n 1; and

peasantry, 139-40; and perevirky,

132-3; and progressive pedagogy,
106; and proletariat, 139-40; on

Radnarkom orthographic commission}
..,

26; and rural teachers, 50; and Stalin,

141, 142-3; and teachers, 121; and

Ukrainization, 7, 68, 141, 143, 153-4

Skakodub, Ulima, 298

Skoropadsky,
Pavia, 26, 115, 355-6

Skrypnyk, Mykola, ISO\302\243; on attendance

of Ukrainian children, 162, 309', 310;

biography, 354; on
complex

method,

320; on determination of child's

native language, 157; dismissal as

education comn1isar, 304, 332; fall of,

27,332-3; and forced Ukrainization,

157-8, 305; on grain procurement

and polytechnization, 328; on
halting

of Russification\037 154-5; on kulaks\037

children's education, 403n2; and)))
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Narkomos program for teachers and

Ukrainization, 163; and nationalism,

332, 333, 334, 338; orthography

standardization under, 27, 338;
and progressive pedagogy, 303; and

Radnarkom orthographic commission,

26; and Russian
population] 151; as

Shumsky's replacement, 143; on social

upbringing, 318; Stalin's views and, 10;

suicide, 304, 333; on SVU, 262; and

textbooks, 406n58; on Ukrainian as

language of Russified Ukrainians) 28,

152; and Ukrainian extension beyond

borders, 380n40; and Ukrainian

Narkomos, 240; and Ukrainization,

7, 17, 38, 357; and Ukrainization in

Donbas, 307; and unified all-Union

education, 39) 302-3, 314, 316,317;
and universal primary schooling, 316;

vilification of, 304

Skvyra District Labour School, 110

Slabchenko, Mykhailo, 273, 276,

277,354

Slabchenko, Taras, 273, 276, 277

smychko
J 18, 66, 67, 11 7

socialism: children and buildi ng of, 74,

75; civic education and building of:

115; complex method and, 116, 117;

education and, 293) 323; educators

and building of, 257, 259, 260; ethnic-

minority teachers and\037 99; industrial

education and, 62; industrialization

and, 386056; kraieznavstvo and, 113-
14; national culture and, 3; national

identity and, 3; native languages
and, 8; normalization of education

and, 104; peasantry and building o\037

75; progressive education and) 236;

schools and, 22, 110;
smychka and,

18; social studies and, 114; teachers)

Index)

and) 3) 63-4, 73-4,121,279)310;

Ukrainian\037language schooling and,

9; Ukrainization and, 3) 4, 67, 301;

Young Pioneers and, 175; youth and,

268

social studies, 58, 114) 116-17) 127) 128
social

upbringing:
children's buildings

and, 46-7; civil war and, 107; complex
method and, 114-15; Narkomos and,

107; and schools, 107; 5krypnyk on, 318

Society
of Unity and Concord (TIeZ),

262,269-70

Sokolianskyi) Ivan, 396n61, 408n114

Stalin, Joseph:
and cultural revolution,

9, 10-11, 235; and erhnicity, 132; on
forced Ukrainization of proletariat,

146-7; Great Turn, 249; \"revolution

from above,)) 238-9; Shumsky and,

141,143; and SVU show trial, 258;
and Ukrainian-ethnic elite, 142; and

Ulcrainization, 6, 7) 10) 141

Stalino:
Selydove

school, 260; Ukrainian

language/culture in, 308; Ukrainian

political schools in, 196
state

employees.
See government

employees

Stodolia, PavIa, 76, 77

subjecr area instruction, 127, 319

Sukhov, Oleksandr, Ekonomichna

heohrafiia Ukrainy (Economic

geography
of Ukraine), 56

SUM (Union of Ukrainian Youth), 262,

264,403n12
SVU (Union for the Liberation of

Ukraine): about, 236-7, 258; and anti-

Semitism, 263, 399n73; class struggle

and, 257; as counter-revolutionary,
263; creation o\037 257, 258, 276;

GPU and, 37., 273; intelligentsia and,
10, 258, 272, 273-4; interrogation)))



files, 266-72; in Kyiv Labour School

No.1, 267; and nationalism, 38,

238; in Odesa, 13) 273, 276\037 277;

Robos condemnation of: 260;

\"school group\" of<t 261 ; SUM and,

40; and Ukrainization J 31, 237-8;

Ukrainization and formatjon of,

263--4; and YUAN, 264; and youth)

261,262,267,270-1

SVU show trial, 259f; about! 258-9;

and
asymmetric (error, 314; and

educational reform) 319;, and

intelligentsia, 258-9, 276, 295,
343; KP(b)U and, 264, 266; and

nationalism, 277; and nationalities

policy) 320; in O'desa, 272-7;

progressive educators and, 62, 303;

purges of teachers after, 36; reasons

fOf] 265\0376; Robos and, 259; and

Ukrainian-language teachers, 258-9;

and Ukrainization, 37-8, 263-4,
271-2,343; and youth, 268

Syniavsky,Oleksa, 171,354)

teachers: Bolsheviks and, 72; and

child activism, 299; civil war and,

72-3; -and class, 255, 279, 294, 299;
Communist Parry and, 4-5, 154;

conditions of, 24, 50, 87; earnings,

165, 171, 242; Five-Year Plan and,

294, 311; and
intelligentsia,

50,

74, 171; intergenerational cohesion

with students) 237; murders of, 279;

neutrality/passivity ot 236, 242, 255,

314; pedagogical literature for, 110,

111, 120, 279; political activiry, 50,

154,237,243-4,246,255,278,294;

public activities/work by; 252, 253,

255-6; qualifications, 84, 92, 121,

] 90; Robos and, 63-64; rural (see)

Index) 451)

rural schools/ teachers); and Ukrai nian

studies, 91,93,125,313
teachers and Ukrainian language/

Ukrainization, 166\302\243; ability/knowledge

in, 12,30,91,125,134-5,154,157,

169-70,190,225-6,309-13,341;

examinationsl perevirky in, 85, 86,

164)207,212-13,214-15,225-6,
309-13; GPU and, 237, 241-2;

and illiteracy eradication, 170; as

j nstructors in Ukrainian language!

studies, 102, 138, 171,215-16,217;

and lack of literature, 87-8; Narkomos

and program for, 163-4; and new

pedagogy, 24; in non-Ukrainian-

instruction schools, 70; numbers in

rural communities, 89; in Odesa,

201, 204, 207, 225-6; opposition to,

79-80, 145, 169; at post-secondary

level, 209;
progressive pedagogy and,

341 ; qualifications for, 12, 208-9, 216,

341; relocation of) 76-9; resistance

in, 212; responsibility for success of,

31 8-9, 91; 101-2; in rural vs urban

schools\037 74; in secondary schooL, 20'9;

self-study, 1 53, 163-4; shortage of, 69)

85, 190, 209, 307; and standardization

of Ukrainian, 27; study groups, 212;

SVU and, 237-8; training/retraining

in) 82, 91-2, 109, 110-13)114,131,
153,307, 324-5; and Ukrainian-

language schools in RSFSR, 100

technical
coHeges\037

97, 185, 227, 317,

322,356,379013; pedagogical

technical colleges, 89, 136, 190,

260-1, 285, 325

Teslenko, Arkhyp) ('Shkoliar\" (The pupil), 83

textbooks: adaptation of technical works

as) 55-6; for city vs rural schools) 84;

complex
method and, 51) 120, .124;)))
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ethnic-minority\037 99; Institute of the

Ukrainian Scientific Language and, 26;

lack of Ukrainian-language, 50; local

studies and) 43, 53, 55-6, 57, 84; paper

shortage and, 406n74; progressive

pedagogy and, 225; publication abroad,

45; shift to more conservative education

and, 297\037 406nS8; shortages, 55-6,

99, 120; teachers and, 51, 56, 124; and

Ukrainian language instruction, 81

trade unions, 141, 149, 307-8. See also

Robos

Trezvynsky1 Yurii, 60-1, 266, 267,

268-70\037271,272

Tytarenko, PavIo, 328)

UKP (Ukrainian Communist Parry), 183,

354-5

Ukraina, 244

Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox

Church, 165, 171,258,355

Ukrainian children, ethnic: from

Czechoslovakia, 96-7; enrolment

of, 153, 161-2, 288; living outside

UkrSSR, 86; in national-minority
schools, 327; in non-Ukrainian

schools, 159; from Poland, 96-7;

in Russian-language schools, 68-9,
210, 212,308,327; in

secondary

vocational schools, 269; Ukrainian as

native language for all, 340; Ukrainian-

language instruction and) 69, 80, 130;
and

Ukrainian-language schools, 22,

70-1} 145-6,323--4; Ukrainization

and, 95; working-class backgrounds,
153;

Young
Pioneers and, 178, 181

Ukrainian language: attitudes toward, 19,

85, 88, 155, 226; borrowings in, 26-7,

30, 131; correctnessJ puri ty of, 27, 131,

134, 204, 338-9; dictionaries, 26;)

Index)

funding
for use of: 6; higher education

institutions and, 143; orthographyt
135,

171-2, 338-9; as primary language of

communication, 86, 100; resistance to,

202; rural vs urban environments and

uses, 7-8,30-1; Russian
language vs,

18,20,27,29-30,129,131,160,219,

226; Russified Ukrainians and, 203;

standardization of, 25-7, 29-30; under

tsarism, 66

Ukrainian-language instruction:

expansion of: 81; and labour culture,

123; in pedagogical colleges, 89;

prioritization of conversion to,

63; in secondary schools, 209;

spoken Ianguagesvs1 129, 130; and

transformation, 64; and writing skills,

128-9

Ukrainian-language
literature: alphabet

books, 207; instructional, 11;

Komsomol and, 196; lack of, 85,

87-8, 135; and nationalism, 249; in

Odesa) 207-8; in
primary schools, 89;

Radnarkom and, 70; shortages, 124,

164,324; textbooks, 99, 164, 209,
224-5, 324; under tsarism, 66; and

Ukrainian-language SCh901s in RSFSR,

100; Young Pioneers and, 180, 184,

191

Ukrainian-language schools/schooling:

abroad, 100-101; and academic

achievement, 126-7, 130,; civil war

and, 64, 68; ethniciry and number of,

162; extracurricular use of Ukrainian

in, 90; gymnasia, 94; and national

identity, 28, 29; numbers of, 4, 143,

208, 304, 336; overcrowding of)

321; Polish-language schools mixed

with, 404014;
popular pressure for,

93-4; at post-secondary leveL 209;)))



in primary schools, 68-71; quality
of education in, 7-8, 320, 343-4;

in RSFSR, 100; rural vs urban, 130;

Russian-language
schools mixed

with, 309, 327; Russificacion of, 336;

secondary) 143; socialization and,

362n 13,; Yiddish-language schools

mixed with, 404 n 14
Ukrainian

Party of Socialist

Revolutionaries (SRs)) See Bororbist

parry
Ukrainian People's Republic: about,

13, 93; Soviet understanding of: 73,

'93; intelligenrsia/ teachers and 224,

241; GPU repression of former UNR

supporters, 258, 265
Ukrainian Social Democratic Workers'

Parry, .240, 351, 355

Ukrainian studies: about) 32; complex

method and, 61) 105, 113-14; and

curriculum, 52; in Dnipropetrovsk)
193; and ethnic-minority schools, 58;

examinations in, 212-13, 214-15;

Five-Year Plan and, 329; full school

enrolment and, 297; and government

employees, 86-7) 203,222-3) 248)

323; in Kharkiv, 193-4; Komsomol

and t 178\037 183--4, 195, 196; KP(b)U

and, 84, 230; Na.rkomos and, 58; in

Odesa, 21 5-1 7; perevirky and, 93;

Shevchenko and, 61; teachers and, 91,

93) 125,212, 213-16,217, 225-6 t

313

Ukrainians) ethnic: in Donbas, 308-9;

identification of) 16, 28-9, 220-1; in

Komsomol, 188, 194-5; in KP(b)U,

220-1; in Kyiv, 146; migration to

cities, 204; and number of Ukrainian

primary
schools, 160--1; in Od,esa,

200, 204, 228; party members and)

Index) 453)

Ukrainian language\" 203; percentage
of population, 68; in post-secondary
institutions, 269-70; in RSFSR, 77-8;

teachers and Ukrainian language) 82;

Ukrainian
language and, 16; Ukrainian-

language instruction for, 63, 158-9)

207; and Ukrainization) 156-7, 192,
344-5

Ukrainization: abour, 90-1, 125;

anti-Soviet elements in, 165; arrests

and
support for, 302; authority and\037

176; Bolshevik, 297, 301,305, 326t

329, 335\037 339; Bolsheviks and, 85;

complete vs incomplete, 31,37,

161,176,204,344; comprehensive)

371 n48; and cultural advancement,

67; decentralization of) 7 J 64; in early

1930s, 321-5, 347; and legitimacy
of UkrSSR, 96; limits of, 6, 68, 142;

non-Bolshevik policy o\302\243 271-2; place

and, 205; political purpose, 214-15;

Radnarkom and, 1011 208; regional

context of, 12-13; republican vs local

institutions defining, 11; resistance (0,

204,209\03710)217-18)223,226-7,

229; selective approach to, 96; and

smychka, 67; and social transformation,

4-5,6; 50&- vs hard-line, 17, 175;
Soviet education and) 293; Stalin and,

6,7, 10, 141; sucesses of, 334, 344-5;

targets for, 95-6, 163; Ukrainians

from abroad and, 96. See also forced

Ukrainization

Ukrliknep: about, 11; design of

Ukrainian-studies courses, 216; and

Holovsotsvykh curriculum, 222; and

Komsomol youth, 184; and perevirk}
379-80n26; reachers as Ukrainian-

studies teachers under, 171; and

teachers' correspondence courses, 163;)))

COll1nlis-

sion did strive to establish a standardized Ukrainian that could be
recogllized by

all, doing away with Russian borrowings to the language and
integratil1g

Galician

variant forms. However, its work was fllndamentally political in the sense that the)))
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Ukrainian-studies courses for state

employees, 86-7

Uprsotsvykh:
and complex method)

114 \03711 5 -16, 118, 123-4, 127 1 128;

and native-language instruction, 158;

renamed Sektor sotsvykhu, 316; and

Ukrainization, 148) 321. See also

Holovsotsvykh; Sektor sotsvykhu

urban-rural relationship. See rural-urban

relationship

urban schools: affiliarion with rural

schools, 117; progressive pedagogy in,

105; relationship with city, 75; rural

schools and, 54; Russian
language

in, 95-6, 106; textbooks for, 84;

Ukrainization in J 105, 106)

Vasylkiv District Labour School, 114, 124

villages; nationalism in, 168, 169; and

Russian vs Ukrainian cultures, 139;

youth Ukrainization
assignments

in,

203-4, 224. See also rural areas

Vinnytsia: FZU schools in, 197; Jewish

children in, 380-1 n41 ; Jewish children

in Russian schools, 370n46; Komsomol

in, 194; national-minoricy schools

in, 325; Russian language in, 197;

Ukrainization in, 192

Vinnytsia
J 247, 250

Visti VUTsVl( 87,216,247

VKP(b) (All-Union Communist
Parry),

141; and campaign against non-party

ed ucators, 10; and collectivization,
239; and

intelligentsia, 7, 265; and

KP(b) U J 10; and narionali ties policy,

10; Politburo and show trial, 258; and

polytechnization
of education, 303;

and universal enrolment, 321

V
nykov, Tykhon) 326)

Index)

Voblyi, Konstantin, Ekonomichna

heohrafiia Ukrainy (Economic

geography of Ukraine), 56

vocational schools: about, 47; complex

method and, 51; ,creation of: 24;
elimination of, 9; ethnic-Ukrainian

children in, 269; and labour culture\037

24; labour schools and, 122, 303,

31 S'; primary
school curricula and,

48; progressive education and, 9; as

technical colleges, 317.. See also FZU

schools

Volfsoll, Miron: O'Cherki

obschchestvovedeniia (Essays on social

studies), 55, 56

Volobuiev, Mykhailo, 241, 243, 317, 356
Volyn: provincial congress for teacher

retraining, 124; teacher retraining

in, 112; Ukrainian-language schools

int 71

\\fovchenko 1 Ivan, 80

YUAN (All-Ukrainian Academy of

Sciences): about, 13; Kraieznavstvo

Commission, 55, 56, 96, 172\037 and

orthographic commission, 25-6; and

standardization of language, 226;
and SVU, 264; and

terminology
for

Ukrainization, 223; and Ukrainian

language, 19; and youth, 264
VUTsVK (All-Ukrainian Central Executive

Committee): TsKNM (Central

Committee for National Minorities),

147,149; and Ukrainian
language,

65; and Ukrainian-language literaturel

libraries, 88; and Ukrainizarion, 64- S,

67, 68, 69, 77) 94; and universal

enrolment, 321

Vyhovsky, Mykola J 49

Vyshensky Labour School, 128-9)))



White Army, 251, 252

working class: Bolshevik Ukrainization

and , 301; cultural revolution and, 239;
.

forced Ukrainization of, 33) 132-3,

141,146-7,301,341; intelligentsia

and, 267; and national culture, 131,

133, 298, 306-7; nationalities policy
and, 152; and

peasantry, 66, 140; and

Russian
language\037

178\037 191, 192, 219,

371n48; as Russian vs Ukrainian, 139;
as Russified, 143; Russophilism and J

307; schools {robfakY)J 97,380038;

and Ukrainian language, 133, 139,

141\037 178; and Ukrainian vs Russian

languages, 155-6; Ukrainization of: 16,

33,35,138,143-4,151,152,161-2,

163\037 175,305-8

working-class children: enrolment a\302\243 288;

and kraieznazJstvo, 53; in Kyiv, 161-2,

261; and labour culture, 51, 60, 62,

321, 323; roles in socialist state, 153;
and Ukrainian-language instruction} 33t

153, 156, 341; Ukrainization of, 152,

161,341; and vocational schools., 47

working-class youth: Komsomol and,

175\" 183; and Russian
language\037 191;

and Ukrain ian language, 187, 191 ;

Ukrainization of: 191-2

writing skills., 82-3, 128-9)

Yakymenko (teacher), 74

Yavorsky, Matvii, 62\037 313, 356; Korotka

istoriia Ukraini (Shoft history of

Ukraine), 55-6; Revoliutsiia na Ukraini

(Revolution in Ukraine), 56

Yefremov, Petro, 268

Yefremov, Serhii: biography, 356; diary,

398-9066, 399n73; GPU and, 265, 268t

274; and Soviet power, 40; and SVU,)

Index) 455)

258, 268; on teachers as
revolutionary,

73; and Ukrainian cu]rure/language, 266\037

270) 277; and YUAN dictionary, 26

Yiddish language, 194, 220

Yiddish-language
sc.hools: anti-Semitism

and, 247; assimilation of non-Russians

VS, 234; and division between Jews and

Ukrainians) 396030; Jewish children

in, 99, 160, 380-1 n41, 386n55; Jewish

schoo]s VS, 381 n43; mixed Ukrainian-

language schools, 404n 14; in
Pryluky)

194. See also Jewish schools

Young Pioneers, 177f; about, 33, 35;
anti-Soviet youth organizations and,

187; assaults against, 298-9; and

Bolshevik Ukrainization, 301; Central

Bureau (TsB), 185-6 J 191; and child

activism, 296-7; children's attitudes

toward) 186; and children's literature,

191, 292; and civic education, 84;

civil servants as leaders, 285; class and,

284,287,288,289)290-1,297,305;

and coUectivization, 285; command

o\037 283; and complexes, 107, 191;

cultural revolution and, 284; and

ethnic-minority children, 180-1; and

Five-Year Plan, 288 J 290; Fourth All-

Ukrainian Meeting on, 190; and FZU

schools, 178; and
grain requisition, 36 J

293; Great Turn and, 284) 285; growth

of: 186; and industrial excursions, 292-

3; Jewish chi1dren in, 181; Komsomors

relationship with, 33, 175, 179, 181-2,

198,282, 283, 284)285,294; KP(b)U

and) 282; kulaks and\037 282, 285-6,

289; in Kyiv Labour School No.1,

261, 269; leadership}
293, 294, 295;

literacy campaign) 297-8; membership

numbers, 289-90, 291; Narkomos)))
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and, 282, 291 ) 292; and nacional

culture, 297\0378; and nationalism\037

179, 284, 290, 291; and nationalities

policy, 33) 35) 174, 175,] 76, 182; and

non-Russjan-speaking children, 175;

and non-Soviet youth organizations,
186; numbers ot 107;, numbers of

units, 182, 186; and political training,
104,114,179-80, 186,190-1;and

polytechnization
of schools, 292-3; in

rural areas, 293; and Russian
language,

8,145,174, lBO, 181,184,283,297;

and school enrolment, 190-1,282,

287-8,293; and schools, 104, 145,

182, 282-3, 285-7; and socialism,

175; teachers and, 284, 294; Ukrainian

children and, 178, 181; and Ukrai nian

language, 174, 180, 298; in Ukrainian-
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I'Matthew Pauly's Breaking the Tongue is a

sober, lucid, and innovative
study

that will

be of great interest to both historians and

linguists. His careful investigation of what

seems to have actually happened in the

schools and other institutions of Ukraine

at the time when they were allegedly

being Ukrainized demonstrates that Soviet

Ukrainization could not in fact work, not only

because of the Soviets' highly ambiguous
attitude to their own policy, but also

because the entire endeavour suffered from

the almost
complete

lack of the most basic

resources, including teachers, textbooks,

school buildings, and even paper.\
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